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The arrangement adopted for each entry is as follows:

1. First Line

(i) British Museum No. in heavy type.
   The abbreviation B.M. is omitted throughout. 'A' after a number denotes a clay envelope, except in specified instances.

(ii) The condition of the tablet.
     Unless otherwise stated, the object catalogued is a clay tablet.
     Unusual shape or damage is described.

(iii) The number of lines (ll.) is given in the following order, and with these abbreviations:
     No. of columns (col.); obverse (obs.) and lower (low.) edge + reverse (rev.) and upper (upp.) edge + left (l.) + right (rt.) edges.

(iv) Size: height × width in inches. If circular, the diameter (dia.) is given.

(v) Provenance where known, but in italics where deduced from internal evidence, e.g., month, names, etc.
    In this catalogue the majority of the tablets were purchased from dealers and thus usually nothing is known of the specific places of origin.

2. Second Line

(i) Classification according to a general period or language in which the tablet was written.
   Abbreviations:
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akk.</td>
<td>Akkadian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bab.</td>
<td>Babylonian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurr.</td>
<td>Hurrian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kass.</td>
<td>Kassite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pers.</td>
<td>Persian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum.</td>
<td>Sumerian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ur III</td>
<td>IIIrd Dynasty of Ur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyn.</td>
<td>Dynasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.</td>
<td>Late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td>Neo-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O.</td>
<td>Old</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ii) Summary of Contents:
    In enumerating personal relationships (pr.n. = Proper name), the following abbreviations are used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.</td>
<td>father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h.</td>
<td>husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m.</td>
<td>mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s.</td>
<td>son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>si.</td>
<td>sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w.</td>
<td>wife</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(iii) Date. (Day/month/regnal year)
   Any part missing or omitted is marked ——.
   A whole date destroyed or missing is marked [Date?]
   Sumerian month names are given in full;
   Akkadian month names are given as Roman numerals I–XII.

3. Third Line

   (i) References to any publication of the text, whether in copy and/or in transliteration, or to a major commentary thereon.

   (ii) Museum Registration number, given in square brackets [ ] at the right side of the page.
ABBREVIATIONS

R.A. Revue d'Assyriologie.
Radau H. Radau, Early Babylonian History. New York, 1900.
Z.A. Zeitschrift für Assyriologie.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalogue Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Date Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12230.</td>
<td>Circular, complete; 4 cols.: 13 + 14 + (rev.) 16 + 15 ll.; 2(\frac{5}{8})&quot; dia.</td>
<td>Ur III: Inventory of sheep. —/—/3 Šu-Su’én.</td>
<td>[94-10-19, 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12231.</td>
<td>Complete; 10 cols.: 34 + 31 + 31 + 32 + 31 + (rev.) 36 + 33 + 25 + 21 + 28 ll.; 6(\frac{5}{8})&quot; × 6(\frac{1}{8})&quot;. Lagash (Gú-ab-ba(KI)).</td>
<td>Ur III: Delivery of groups of sheep by various shepherds to the king, to Ur-šubur, etc.; ensí Ur-(d)Lamma. —/—/46 Šulgi.</td>
<td>[94-10-19, 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12232.</td>
<td>Damaged, rt. low. corner missing; 6 cols.: 29 + 24 + 27 + (rev.) 25 + 21 + 11 ll.; 5(\frac{3}{8})&quot; × 4(\frac{5}{8})&quot;. Lagash (temple of Nin-dar-a).</td>
<td>Ur III: Tally of workmen, male and female, with statement of their wages. —/—/ 38 Šulgi.</td>
<td>[94-10-19, 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12233.</td>
<td>Damaged in some places; 4 cols.: 27 + 25 + (rev.) 25 + 20 ll.; 5(\frac{5}{8})&quot; × 3&quot;. Lagash (months, §a Gú-ab-ba(KI)).</td>
<td>Ur III: Distribution of grain and flour, partly for offerings. 8/ezen (d)Ba-Ba₆/Ü/48 Šulgi.</td>
<td>[94-10-19, 4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12234.</td>
<td>L. upp. corner damaged; 4 cols.: 21 + 20 + (rev.) 20 + 16 ll.; 5&quot; × 2(\frac{4}{8})&quot;. Lagash (Gîr-su(KI) &amp; Gú-ab-ba(KI)).</td>
<td>Ur III: Inventory of sheep and goats; ensí Ur-(d)Lamma. —/—/46 Šulgi.</td>
<td>[94-10-19, 5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12235.</td>
<td>Rt. low. corner damaged; 6 cols.: 24 + 23 + 21 + (rev.) 21 + 23 + 16 ll. 5(\frac{5}{8})&quot; × 3(\frac{3}{8}&quot;. Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: Delivery of amounts of grain. 2/še-il-la/45 Šulgi.</td>
<td>[94-10-19, 6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12236.</td>
<td>Obv. damaged in two places; 21 + 23 ll.; 4(\frac{1}{8}&quot; × 2&quot;.</td>
<td>Ur III: Inventory of property: personnel, animals, orchard and various kinds of furniture and domestic utensils, belonging to Ur-(d)Ba-Ba₆/Ü. Undated.</td>
<td>[94-10-19, 7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12237.</td>
<td>Rev. damaged; 17 + 14 ll.; 4(\frac{1}{8}&quot; × 2(\frac{1}{8}&quot;.</td>
<td>Ur III: Account by Nin-kal-la of delivery of grain. —/—/43 Šulgi.</td>
<td>[94-10-19, 8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12238.</td>
<td>Complete; 4 cols.: 19 + 19 + (rev.) 11 + 15 ll.; 4(\frac{1}{8}&quot; × 2(\frac{5}{8}&quot;. Lagash (months).</td>
<td>Ur III: Account by Ur-més of distribution of grain. 13/še-il-la/45 Šulgi.</td>
<td>[94-10-19, 9]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12239. Complete; 16 + 3 ll.; 3 3/8" × 1 3/8". *Lagash (Ki-sur-ra(KI)).*  
Ur III: Record of delivery of grain. Undated.  
Text: *C. T. X*, pl. 49.  [94-10-19, 10]

12240. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 11 ll.; 3 3/8" × 2 3/8".  
Ur III: Record of delivery of barley. Undated.  [94-10-19, 11]

12241. Complete; 26 + 28 ll.; 3 3/8" × 1 3/8". *Lagash (month).*  
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 14(? ) messengers and 2 attendants. 16/hár-rá-bí-mú-mú/—.  [94-10-19, 12]

12242. Complete; 20 + 19 + (l. edge) 4 ll.; 3 3/8" × 2 3/8". *Lagash (month).*  
Ur III: Record of rations distributed. 20/se-il-la/—.  [94-10-19, 13]

12243. Complete; 14 + 10 ll.; 2 3/8" × 1 3/8". *Lagash (month).*  
Ur III: Tally of oxen and workmen. 23/ezen (d)Dumu-zí/—.  [94-10-19, 14]

12244. Complete; 12 + 6 ll.; 2 1/8" × 1 3/8".  
Ur III: Record of barley delivered. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/8 Amar-Su’en.  [94-10-19, 15]

12245. Complete; 13 + 6 ll.; 2 1/8" × 1 3/8".  
Ur III: Tally of officials and workmen with statement of their rations in flour. Undated.  
Text: *C. T. X*, pl. 49.  [94-10-19, 16]

12246. Low. edge and rev. damaged; 10 + 9 ll.; 2 3/8" × 1 3/8". *Lagash (month).*  
Ur III: List of labourers and tools employed in agricultural work. —/mu-su-du₇/l I-bi-Su’en.  
Text: *C. T. X*, pl. 42.  [94-10-19, 17]

12247. Complete, rt. edge slightly damaged; 15 + 4 ll.; 3 3/8" × 1 3/8".  
Ur III: Record of dates delivered. Undated.  
Text: *C. T. X*, pl. 49.  [94-10-19, 18]

12248. Complete; 9 + 12 ll.; 2 3/8" × 1 3/8". *Lagash (Gír-su(KI)).*  
Ur III: Record of boats used for the transport of goods from Gír-su(KI) on the Uruk-canal. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/7 Amar-Su’en.  
Text: *C. T. X*, pl. 50.  [94-10-19, 19]

12249. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; 2 1/8" × 1 3/8". *Lagash (Gír-su(KI)).*  
Ur III: Report of increase and decrease in flocks of sheep. —/—/1 Amar-Su’en.  [94-10-19, 20]

Ur III: Inventory of sheep. —/[?]₁/1 I-bi-Su’en.  [94-10-19, 21]

12251. Complete (case unopened); seal-impressions on edges and faces: seals of Ur-(d)Ba-Ba₄/Ü and Lú-(d)Dumu-zi dub-sar; 6 + 3 ll.; 2 3/8" × 2". *Lagash (month).*  
Ur III: Receipt for barley received by 2 men from (d)Lamma-uru-na as rations for ploughmen and oxdrivers. —/mu-su-duₓ₁/1 I-bi-Su’en.  [94-10-19, 22]
12252. Complete, with case 12252A; 11 + 14 ll.; $2\frac{5}{8}' \times 1\frac{5}{8}$". Lagash (Gîr-su(KI)).
Ur III: Record of sheep removed from the flock; bal Ur-(d)Lamma ensî Gîr-su(KI)-ka. —/ezen me-ki-gâl/49 Sulgi. [94-10-19, 23]
— A. Complete case of 12252, seal of Ur-mêš. 9 + 4 ll.; $2\frac{1}{2}' \times 1\frac{7}{8}$". Lagash. Ur III: Same text as on tablet, first 18 ll. contracted into 6. Same date. [94-10-19, 23a]

12253. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Na-ba-ša₄; 6 + 4 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}' \times 1\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley which Na-ba-ša₄ received as seed-corn from Ur-(d)Ba-BA₄(U). —/ezen (d)Dum u-zî/4 Amar-Su’en. [94-10-19, 24]

12254. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Al-la; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}' \times 1\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash.
Ur III: Receipt for barley issued to Al-ıa s. of Lû-urd(KI); controller; Lû-(d)Nîn-šubur. —/–/4 Amar-Su’en. [94-10-19, 25]

12255. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}' \times 1\frac{5}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley which Ur-(d)IG/Gâl-alim s. of Lû-igi-na received from Nîg-(d)Ba-BA₄(U). —/–/2 I-bi-Su’en. [94-10-19, 26]

12256. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-mêš; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}' \times 1\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for grain received by Ur-mêš from Gu-za-ni. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA₄(U)/47 Sulgi. [94-10-19, 27]

12257. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of [Ur-šu]-ga-lam-ma; 3 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}' \times 1\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley which Ur-šu-ga-lam-ma received from Id-da-da as seedcorn. —/mû-nû₂-kû/4 Amar-Su’en. [94-10-19, 28]

12258. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 7 + 6 ll.; $2' \times 1\frac{7}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of rations in barley for 55 workmen at 1 pan each, and for 9 juvenile workers at $\frac{1}{2}$ pan each. —/a-ma-r-a-a-si/48 Sulgi. [94-10-19, 29]

12259. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}' \times 1\frac{7}{8}$".
Ur III: Record of 16 oxen and 2 asses bought for silver and received by Ur-mêš from A-NI-NI s. of Ur-gar. —/–/6 Šu-Su’en. [94-10-19, 30]

12261. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of En-me-dûg-ga; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}' \times 1\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley issued to be ground, received by En-me-dûg-ga from Ur-nîg-gar. —/a-ma-r-a-a-si/48 Sulgi. [94-10-19, 32]

12262. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}' \times 1\frac{5}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for silver which Nîg-ga received from Ur-(d)Lamma. —/še-il-la/5 Amar-Su’en. [94-10-19, 33]
12263. Complete; 9 + 1 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Inventory of (urudu) $si$-$im$-$da$ (v. S.L. 112/133) instruments belonging to various gods, in the care of Dug$e$-ga$z$-da, Ur$-\dot{s}a$-ga and Lû$-kal$-la respectively. Undated. [94-10-19, 34]

12264. Incomplete, low. part missing; 9 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' + 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: List of names with patronymics with statement of rations on rev. Undated. [94-10-19, 35]

12265. Complete case with tablet, unopened, rev. uninscribed; seal of Lû$-i$-$zu$; 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 4 ħar-ra loaves at 5 royal bân each, received by Lû$-i$-$zu$ from Šeš$-kal$-la. —/amar-ā-a-sī/38 Sulgi. [94-10-19, 36]

12266. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Sib-(d)Nin-su$-gé$-i-pâd; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month). Ur III: Receipt for hides of sheep, received by Sib-(d)Nin-su$-gé$-i-pâd from Ā-bî-lum. —/munux-ku/1 Amar-Su$'en$. [94-10-19, 37]

12267. Complete with case (12267 A); 9 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for grain which Lugal-(d)Sul-gi received from Ur-(d)Ba-BA$6$ (U) as seedcorn. —/ezēn (d) Dumu$-zi$/4 Amar-Su$'en$. [94-10-19, 38]

--- A. Complete case of 12267; seal of Lugal-(d)Šul-gi; 6 + 6 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (see tablet). Ur III: Contents same as on tablet, recipient being described as šabra. Same date. [94-10-19, 38a]

12268. Complete; seal of Šeš$-kal$-la; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (proper names). Ur III: Receipt for sesame which Šeš$-kal$-la received from Ur-ab-ba to make oil. —/—/7 Šu$-Su$'en$. [94-10-19, 39]

12269. Complete with case (12269 A); 4 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Record of 129 fat sheep removed from the flock of AMAR$-\dot{s}$e$u$.$ —/—/5 Amar-Su$'en$. [94-10-19, 40]

--- A. Complete case of 12269; seal almost illegible; 3 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Context same as on tablet; recipient: I-ta-ē. Var. of date. [94-10-19, 40a]

12270. Complete; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: Tally of various groups of plough-oxen (total 68) with names of fields on which they have to work. Undated. [94-10-19, 41]

12271. Complete; 8 + 8 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Record of grain distributed. Undated. [94-10-19, 42]

12272. Complete; 6 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Tally of animals belonging to (d)Nin$-\dot{d}$ar-a, and employed in ploughing, with statement of their rations. —/ezēn (d) Šul-gi/4 Šu$-Su$'en. [94-10-19, 43]
12273. Complete with case (12273 A); 5 + 6 ll.; 11\textfrac{1}{8}'' × 1\textfrac{1}{8}''.
Lagash (Ki-nu-nir(KI)).
 Ur III: Receipt for 26 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)Nanse received from Ga-a at Ki-nu-nir(KI).
—šu-numun/45 šulgi. [94-10-19, 44]
— A. Complete case of 12273; seal of Ur-(d)Nanse; 4 + 3 ll.; 1\textfrac{1}{8}'' × 1\textfrac{1}{8}''.
Lagash (as tablet).
 Ur III: Text of tablet abbreviated.
 Same date. [94-10-19, 44a]
12274. Complete with case (12274 A); 5 + 7 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\textfrac{1}{6}'' × 1\textfrac{1}{6}''.
Lagash (proper names).
 Ur III: Receipt for 122 royal gur of barley which, as nam-dumu for the ensi, Ur-(d)Ba-BA received from (d)Utu-bar-ra.
—Šu-numun/45 šulgi. [94-10-19, 45]
— A. Complete case of 12274; seal illegible; 3 + 5 ll.; 1\textfrac{1}{8}'' × 1\textfrac{1}{8}''.
Lagash (as tablet).
 Ur III: Text same as on tablet with a few alterations.
 Same date. [94-10-19, 45a]
12275. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\textfrac{1}{6}'' × 1\textfrac{1}{6}''.
Lagash (month).
 Ur III: Allocation of rations in bread and bran for animals.
—/mu-šu-du/6 šulgi. [94-10-19, 46]
12276. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; 1\textfrac{1}{6}'' × 1\textfrac{1}{6}''.
 Ur III: Receipt for meat which Lú-sukkal received for female weavers.
—/diš-e-gur/43 šulgi. [94-10-19, 47]
12277. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1\textfrac{1}{8}'' × 1\textfrac{1}{8}''.
Lagash (Gú-a-ba(KI)).
 Ur III: Record of sheep delivered to Sa-ku-ge.
—/ša-numun/7 šulgi. [94-10-19, 48]
12278. Complete; seal indistinct; 4 + 4 ll.; 1\textfrac{1}{6}'' × 1\textfrac{1}{8}''.
Lagash (month).
 Ur III: Record of transfer of sheep from Ur-ša-šu to Lugal-tug-maḥ.
—/šu-numun/7 šulgi. [94-10-19, 49]
12279. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Lamma; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\textfrac{1}{6}'' × 1\textfrac{1}{6}''.
Lagash (month).
 Ur III: Receipt for 7 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)Lamma received from šeš-kal-la.
—/amar-a-a-si/—. [94-10-19, 50]
12280. Complete; 13 + 17 ll.; 2\textfrac{1}{6}'' × 1\textfrac{1}{6}''.
Lagash (month).
 Ur III: List of rations in flour, issued to messengers.
—/ezen (d) Lisi (-GÚN?)/—. [94-10-19, 51]
12281. Complete; 9 + 6 ll.; 2\textfrac{1}{6}'' × 1\textfrac{1}{6}''.
 Ur III: Record of grain delivered in 6 amounts to Urda-a₄₁. Undated.
[94-10-19, 52]
12282. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; 1\textfrac{1}{8}'' × 1\textfrac{1}{8}''.
 Ur III: Receipt for fish delivered as rations for female weavers to Alhum-belii. 
—/še-gur/7 šulgi. [94-10-19, 53]
12283. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of NI-(d)Ba-BA(U); 5 + 6 ll.
2\textfrac{1}{6}'' × 1\textfrac{1}{6}''.
Lagash (month).
 Ur III: Record of rations in barley distributed to hired labourers.
—/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/—. [94-10-19, 54]
12287. Upp. l. corner damaged; 8 + 4 ll.; $1 \frac{3}{8} \times 1 \frac{1}{16}$. O. Bab.: Report about examination of a liver. 4/1/2 Ammi-zaduga. [94-10-22, 3]

12288. Complete, upp. and low. edges damaged; 10 cols.: $30 + 34 + 30 + 32 + 27 + (\text{rev.}) 33 + 40 + 35 + 32 + 7 ll.; 6 \frac{1}{8} \times 6 \frac{5}{8}$. *Lagash* (month). Ur III: Record of rations distributed mostly to women. —/še-il-la/28 Sulgi. [94-12-24, 1]

12289. Rt. and low. edges damaged; 12 cols.: $34 + 32 + 34 + 30 + 35 + 35 + (\text{rev.}) 27 + 31 + 35 + 0 + 0$ (cols. X, XI uninscribed) + 20 ll.; $6 \frac{3}{8} \times 7$.
Ur III: Distribution of garments. —/—/4 Amar-Su’en. [94-12-24, 2]

12290. Fragmentary: upp. part, rt. edge and rt. low. corner missing; 10 cols.: $26 + 27 + 21 + 13 + 9 + (\text{rev.}) 9 + 16 + 20 + 24 + 29 ll.; 4 \frac{1}{8} \times 6 \frac{1}{8}$. Ur III: List of a-ru-a gifts. [94-12-24, 3]

12291. Complete, rounded corners; seal illegible; 3 + 4 ll.; $1 \frac{7}{8} \times 1 \frac{1}{16}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for dates which Ur-ab-ba received from Al-la. —/še-il-la/[——]. [94-12-24, 4]

12292. Complete; seal almost illegible; 6 + 4 ll.; $1 \frac{7}{8} \times 1 \frac{1}{16}$.
Ur III: Receipt for 1 sila of oil which Nig-ú-rum received from Ur-ab-ba. —/dirig še-gur1₀-kud/43 Sulgi. [94-12-24, 5]

12293. Broken vertically in half and damaged, low. edge missing; 6 cols.: $24 + 22 + 21 + (\text{rev.}) 24 + 32 + 34 ll.; 4 \frac{1}{8} \times 3 \frac{7}{8}$. *Lagash* (Ki-ēš(KI) and Ki-nu-nir(KI)).
Ur III: Record of rations distributed in bread, KAM, oil, etc. Undated. [94-12-24, 6]

12294. Damaged and disintegrating; 6 cols.: $15 + 18 + 15 + (\text{rev.}) 13(?) + 20 + 20 ll.; 4 \frac{1}{8} \times 3 \frac{7}{8}$.
Ur III: Record of produce of barley and distribution of part of it for offerings, wages, etc. Undated. [94-12-24, 7]

12295. Rt. upp. corner missing, low. edge damaged; 4 cols.: $22 + 24 + (\text{rev.}) 19 + 25 ll.; 5 \times 3 \frac{7}{8}$. *Lagash* (Gir-su(KI)).
Ur III: Allocation of fodder for animals (sheep, oxen, donkeys, etc.) —/še-gur₁₀-kud/49 Sulgi. [94-12-24, 8]

12296. Upp. and l. edges damaged; 6 cols.: $18 + 15 + 10 + (\text{rev.}) 21 + 5 + 0 ll.; 4 \times 3 \frac{7}{8}$.
Ur III: Account of bitumen and silver distributed to various persons. Undated. [94-12-24, 9]

12297. Upp. edge damaged; $15 + 13 ll.; 3 \frac{7}{8} \times 1 \frac{1}{16}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of grain and beer consumed during the months of amar-a-a-si, ezen-(d)Šul-gi and še-gur₁₀-kud. Otherwise undated. [94-12-24, 10]
12298. Cracks on obv., rev. badly defaced; 18 + 13 ll.; $4'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Lagash (months).
Ur III: Account of [rations] issued by [. . . -(d)Ni]n-gi-[r-su to 7 workers
who worked from the month ḫár-rá-bí-mû-mû to [ezen]-[d)Ba-
BAš/Ü; to 3 workers who worked from the month mu-inu-kú to [ezen]-
(d)Ba-BAš/Ü; and to 12 workers who worked from the month [e]zen-
(d)Dumu-zi to [ezen]-[d)Ba-BAš/Ü. --/(see text)/48 Šulgi.
[94-12-24, 11]

12299. Damaged in several places, l. low. corner missing; 17 + 15 (?) ll.; 
$3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for large amounts of bread and beer received by Lugal-an-
na-du from Ur-més. [Date?] 
[94-12-24, 12]

12300. Damaged; 11 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Schedule for workmen (ukû-ila and nu-ú-ila) allocated to the
house of the šabra and of the sa-l-gil-sa (me). Undated. [94-12-24, 13]

12301. Upp. edge damaged, l. upp. corner missing; 9 + 5 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{9}{16}''$.
Lagash (Gû-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: List of cattle delivered by 2 herdsmen at Gû-ab-ba(KI).
Undated. 
[94-12-24, 14]

12302. Upp. edge and upp. part of rt. edge destroyed, rev. col. I defaced; 4 cols.: 
$15 + 13 + (rev.) 14 + 15 ll.; 3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{9}{16}''$.
Ur III: Record of grain issued by Ur-ab-ba from the é-(d)Nanse to
various men for grinding; in charge: Gu-za-ni of the é-nam-ša-ni.
Undated. 
[94-12-24, 15]

12303. Complete; 23 + 24 ll.; $4\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of seven gangs of workmen, total 213, with names of their
foremen and three overseers, followed by a rota allotting them work; it is
stated at the end that 189 men were employed and 24 were not.
7/ezen(d)Lisi(-GÜN)/—.
[94-12-24, 16]

12304. Upp. l. side badly damaged; 4 cols.: $8 + 19 + (rev.) 16 + 11 ll.; 
$3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash ([Sir-p]ur-la(KI)).
Ur III: Record of large quantities of grain issued as seedcorn and as wages;
[94-12-24, 17]

12305. Both upp. corners and rt. edge badly damaged, col. II defaced; 4 cols.: 
$20 + (x + 8) + (rev.) 15(? ) + 20 ll.; 4\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Record concerning grain. [Date?]
[94-12-24, 18]

12306. Upp. part destroyed; 4 cols.: $14 + 16 + (rev.) 16 + 17 ll.; 3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of delivery of grain and payment of wages in kind.
[Date?]
[94-12-24, 19]

12307. Upp. half of rev. destroyed; 11 + 9 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2''$.
Ur III: Record concerning sheep and goats. —/-/5 Amar-Su'en.
[94-12-24, 20]
12308. Rt. edge damaged; 15 + 15 ll.; 3½" x 1⅛".
Ur III: Schedule for 194 labourers working on the field KA-ma-(d)Dumu-[zi] belonging to the temple of (d)Šul-gi. Undated.
[94-12-24, 21]

12309. Low. portion of a tablet (the break of which has been artificially rubbed down by a modern hand); 4 cols.: 12 + 9 + (rev.) 9 + 0 ll.; 2½" x 2⅛".
Ur III: Account of 105 royal gur of barley distributed as seedcorn to various fields. Undated.
[94-12-24, 22]

12310. Badly damaged, upp. end missing; 15 + 16 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 3½" x 1⅛".
Ur III: Record of tilling of fields, mentioning ploughmen, foremen and donkeys. —/—/3 Amar-Su’en.
[94-12-24, 23]

12311. Low. end missing; 14 + 11 ll.; 3⅛" x 1⅛".
Ur III: Record of payment in silver to various men, added up to 6 ma-na 8 gin igi-3-g al 1 7 se k u; controller: Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim s. of Lú-gir-nun. Undated.
[94-12-24, 24]

12312. Upp. end destroyed; 12 + 10 ll.; 3½" x 1⅛".
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in sheep and goats. [Date?]
[94-12-24, 25]

12313. Low. half of tablet, rt. low. corner missing; 4 cols.: 9 + 10 + (rev.) 10 + 7 ll.; 2⅝" x 2⅜".
Ur III: Record of barley issued as fodder for sheep. [Date?]
[94-12-24, 26]

12314. Complete; 16 + 3 ll.; 3½" x 1⅛".
Ur III: List of two groups of hired workmen; overseers: Lugal-(giš)gigir-ri and Ur-(d)Utu. Undated.
[94-12-24, 27]

12315. Low. portion of tablet; 4 cols.: 10 + 10 + (rev.) 12 + 11 ll.; 1¾" x 2⅛".
Ur III: Record of seedcorn allotted to various fields. [Date?]
[94-12-24, 28]

12316. Complete; 7 + 10 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 2¼" x 1⅛".
Ur III: Record of large amounts of barley issued for various purposes; 5 officials acknowledged receipt by putting their seals on the account (not on this copy). Undated. [94-12-24, 29]

12317. Complete; 15 + 18 + (l. edge) 5 ll.; 3⅛" x 1⅛". Lagash (months).
Ur III: Record of bundles of reed (sa-gi) issued in large quantities; account written by Ur-(d)Nanse at Ur. —/ḫár-rá-bi-mú-mú and ezen(d)Lisi(-GtIN)/29 Sulgi.
[94-12-24, 30]

12318. Complete; 11 + 5 ll.; 2¼" + 1⅛". Lagash (obv. 7: é-(d)Nin-gir-su).
Ur III: Record of grain delivered to the é-(d)Nin-gir-su and to the é-Nam-ḫa-ni. Undated. [94-12-24, 31]

12319. Complete, badly shaped; 11 + 12 ll.; 2⅝" x 1⅛".
Ur III: Record of delivery of various amounts of silver by Lú-(d)Nin-šubur to the palace šà Tum-ma-al(KI). —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/2 Amar-Su’en.
[94-12-24, 32]
12320. Complete, slightly damaged, writing indistinct; 14 + 16 + (1. edge) 11.; 27" X 17/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of guruš-workmen. —/mumu₃-kū[?]
[94-12-24, 33]

12321. Complete; 11 + 15 + (1. edge) 2 ll.; 17/8" X 1 7/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread for messengers. —/gān-maš/—.
[94-12-24, 34]

12322. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal-inscription illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; 17/8" X 1 1/8".
Ur III: Record of barley issued for grinding. —/se-gur₁₀-kud/46 Šulgi.
[94-12-24, 35]

12323. Lateral oblong, damaged; seal of Lugal-ki-gal; 6 + 2 ll.; 17/8" X 1 7/8".
Ur III: Allocation of barley as fodder for an old cow which Lugal-ki-gal received from Ba-zi. —/—/1 Amar-Su'en.
[94-12-24, 36]

12324. Complete, rev. slightly damaged; seal illegible; 5 + 5 ll.; 17/8" X 1 7/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for dates delivered by Ur-ab-ba, recipient illegible.
—/ezén (d) Dumu-zî/26 Šulgi.
[94-12-24, 37]

12325. Complete, slightly damaged; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/U; 5 + 3 ll.; 1 1/8" X 1 1/8".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of flour, arzana and salt.
—/se-gur₁₀-kud/47 Šulgi.
[94-12-24, 38]

12326. Complete; 8 + 9 ll.; 17/8" X 1 3/8".
Ur III: Record of two large amounts of barley issued to the stables of Lugal-im-nun-ni and of Lû-(d)Ba-BA₆/U. —/—/46 Šulgi. [94-12-24, 39]

12327. Upp. portion of tablet; 11 + 6 ll.; 2 1/8" X 1 1/8".
Ur III: Allocation of wages to more than 10 men hired by Ur-(d)Nanse. —/gān-maš/48 Šulgi.
[94-12-24, 40]

12328. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 6 + 4 ll.; 1 1/8" X 1 7/8". Lagash (proper names).
Ur III: Record of 6 2/3 royal gur of barley issued for grinding to Lû-(d)Gīš-bar-e, the foreman; overseer (nu bânda): (d)Utu-bar-ra.
—/se-gur₁₀-kud/46 Šulgi.
[94-12-24, 41]

12329. Complete, with rounded corners (v. 12263); 4 + 4 ll.; 1 7/8" X 1 7/8".
Ur III: Receipt for 1 (urudu) si-im-da instrument which Lû-(d)IUL-? received from Ba-zi. Undated.
[94-12-24, 42]

12330. Complete; seals of Ur-(d)Nun-gal s. of Uku-da and of Lugal-gu-gal s. of Lû-(d)Ba-BA₆/U. 7 + 4 ll.; 1 1/8" X 1 1/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for oil (ià-gâl-1b) for wagon wheels provided by A-gi₄.
—/ezén (d) Dumu-zî/3 Amar-Su'en.
[94-12-24, 43]

12331. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/U; 5 + 3 ll.; 1 7/8" X 1 7/8".
Ur III: Tally of 30 male and 33 female workers with statements of their rations; foremen: A-hu-ni and A-a-mu. —/dirig se-gur₁₀-kud/47 Šulgi.
[94-12-24, 44]
12332. Complete, obv. slightly defaced, rev. l. low. corner damaged; seal impression indistinct; 5 + 2 ll.; 1⅓" × 1⅛".
Ur III: Receipt for barley flour to be loaded in a boat, issued by Lú-(d)găš-bil-sag to Lú-ba. —/[hār-rá]-bī-[mū]-mū—. [94-12-24, 45]

12333. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; 1⅝" × 1⅝".
Ur III: Receipt for 45 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim received from Ur(?)-ba-bi/ga(?). —/še-gur₁₀-kud/5 Amar-Su'en. [94-12-24, 46]

12334. Upp. part of rev. destroyed; 6 + 9 ll.; 1⅜" × 1⅛".
Ur III: Record concerning slaves, one delivered by Ur-(d)Nanše s. of Lú-KA-NI (or Lú-kiš-zal(a)?). 14/ezen (d)Šu₁-gi₁ Ibi-Su'en. [94-12-24, 47]

12335. Triangular, badly defaced, 2 holes in base; 4 + 3 ll.; 1⅝" high, 1⅝" wide.
Ur III: Docket, inscription almost illegible, last line reads: gîr (d)En-lil-lá. Undated. [94-12-24, 48]

12336. Complete; seal of Lú-(d)Nin-gîr-su; 6 + 3 ll.; 1⅜" × ⅛". Lagash (proper names).
Ur III: Receipt for sprouted barley (še-si-ē) delivered by Lú-(d)Ninšubur, the še-sar, to Lú-(d)Nin-gîr-su s. of Ba-zi. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/3 Amar-Su'en. [94-12-24, 49]

12337. Complete, rather defaced; seal impression illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; 1⅜" × 1⅛".
Ur III: Receipt for 7 zi-na issued by Ur-ab-ba to Nam-mah; overseer: Sukkal-maḫ. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/43 Šulgi. [94-12-24, 50]

12338. Complete, first 2 ll. of rev. destroyed; 7 + 8 ll.; 2" × 1⅝". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of excellent dates in baskets, of cakes (gîr-lâm) and of giš-gû-a as royal tribute (mâš-da-ri-a lugal), and as provisions for the akitu-festival. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/3 Amar-Su'en. [94-12-24, 51]

12339. Triangular, 2 holes in base, almost completely defaced, traces of 2 ll.; 1⅝" high, 1⅝" wide.
Ur III: Docket, illegible. [Date?] [94-12-24, 52]

12340. Rt. upp. corner missing; 9 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1⅜" × 1⅛". Lagash (months).
Ur III: Record of delivery for sacrifice (nîg-dîb u₄-sar and nîg-dîb u₄ 15-kam) of flour, butter, dates, beans, ar-Za-na, etc. for 3 months: amar-a-a-si to še-il-la. —/(see above)/1 Amar-Su'en. [94-12-24, 53]

12341. L. upp. corner missing; 4 + 2 ll.; 1⅜" × 1⅜".
Ur III: Record of grain issued by Lû-gi-na to Lugal-kû-zu.
—/še-gur₁₀-kud/47 Šulgi. [94-12-24, 54]

12342. Upp. edge destroyed, upp. part of obv. badly damaged; 12 + 16 ll.; 2" × 1⅝".
Ur III: List of rations, mostly in beer, allocated to messengers. Undated. [94-12-24, 55]
BABYLONIAN TABLETS

12343. Complete, obv. badly defaced; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{9}'' \times 1\frac{5}{9}''$. *Lagash* (month).
   Ur III: Receipt for barley which Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim⁴ received from Ur-ba-dúr-ra.
   —/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/5 Amar-Su'en. [94-12-24, 56]

12344. Complete, end damaged; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{9}'' \times 1\frac{7}{9}''$. *Lagash* (proper names).
   Ur III: Receipt for more than 75 gur of barley received by Na-ba-sa₂ from Gú-dé-a for grinding.
   —/ezen (d) Šu-Su'en. [94-12-24, 57]

12345. Complete, in 1. edge 2 holes; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{5}{9}'' \times 1\frac{5}{9}''$ *Lagash* (proper names).
   Ur III: Label of a basket containing "long tablets" referring to Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Ba-zi.
   —/—/43 Šulgi. [94-12-24, 58]

12346. Complete, irregular shape; seal of Ur-nigin-gar; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{5}{9}'' \times 1\frac{5}{9}''$.
   *Lagash* (month).
   Ur III: Receipt for 29½ royal gur of barley flour which Ur-nigin-gar received out of the boat of (?).
   —/ezen (d) Lísi (-GÚN)⁶/—. [94-12-24, 59]

12347. Complete; seal of Lugal-an-na-du; 5 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{5}{9}'' \times 1\frac{5}{9}''$.
   Ur III: Note concerning receipt of grain from the boat of Ú-da.
   —/še-gur₁₀-kud/—. [94-12-24, 60]

12348. Complete, rounded corners; seal of Ur-més; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{9}'' \times 1\frac{5}{9}''$.
   *Drehem* (month).
   Ur III: Receipt for bread which the dub-sar of the couriers, Ur-més, received from Lugal-dingir-ra on account of Nig-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ú.
   —/uₜ-ne-kû/—. [94-12-24, 61]

12349. Complete; broken and repaired; seal of Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{5}{9}'' \times 1\frac{5}{9}''$.
   Ur III: Receipt for honey which Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su (s. of IİR-MU) received from Ur-(d)BA₂/Ú₆.
   —/—/43 Šulgi. [94-12-24, 62]

12350. Complete; seal of Ir-ra-ba-ni; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{5}{9}'' \times 1\frac{5}{9}''$. *Lagash* (month).
   Ur III: Receipt for grain issued by Ur-(d)Isum to Ir-ra-ba-ni.
   —/ezen (d) BA₂/Ú₆/—. [94-12-24, 63]

12351. Complete; 4 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{5}{9}'' \times 1\frac{5}{9}''$.
   Ur III: Memorandum concerning 6 bûr iku, arable land, of the field of Da-zi. Undated. [94-12-24, 64]

12352. Disintegrating; 2 holes in 1. edge; 5 + 0 ll.; $1\frac{7}{9}'' \times 1\frac{7}{9}''$.
   Ur III: Label from a tablet basket . . . Undated. [94-12-24, 65]

12353. Disintegrating; seal of Ur-(d)N[ɪn-gɪr-su]; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{9}'' \times 1\frac{7}{9}''$.
   *Lagash* (month).
   Ur III: Receipt for 1 peš-LUM/HUM which Ur-(d)Nin-gir-su received from Ur-ab-ba.
   —/gán-maš/6 Amar-Su'en. [94-12-24, 66]

12354. Complete; seal impression illegible; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{5}{9}'' \times 1\frac{7}{9}''$.
   Ur III: Record of barley allotted to Lú-KA-NI³ and Ur-(d)BA₂/Ú₆ and received by Lú-gi-na from Ur-(d)En-ki, the dam-kár.
   —/dirig še-gur₁₅-kud/47 Šulgi. [94-12-24, 67]
12355. Obv. destroyed; rev. 10 ll.; 1½" × 1½". Lagash (messenger text).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and fat for messengers one of whom is travelling to Dú₄-du₄-lî(KI). —/še-gur₁₀-kud/—. [94-12-24, 68]

12356. Complete, irregular shape; seal of (d)Sin₂-a-a; 4 + 0 ll.; 1½" × 1½".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of flour delivered(?) by (d)Nun-gal-an-dul; controller: (d)Sin₂-a-a. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA₈/Ú/—. [94-12-24, 69]

12357. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 1¾" × 1¾". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 30 onions carried by Má₄₈-zal-la from Lúgi-na, the prefect of the storehouse, to the palace. —/gán-maš/3 Amar-Su'en. [94-12-24, 70]

12358. Complete; seal impression illegible; 5 + 3 ll.; 1¾" × 1¾". Lagash (proper names).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 zi-na, delivered by Ur-ab-ba to Ur-(d)Nanse; controller: Na-bi-(d)En-lil, son of the king. —/—/43 Sulgi. [94-12-24, 71]

12359. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1¾" × 1¾".
Ur III: Receipt for rations in barley at 3 bán each for 20 a-igi-du₄ workers and at 1 p an each for 2 men; the total of 2 gur 2 p an was collected by A-tu. —/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/47 Sulgi. [94-12-24, 72]

12360. Complete, rounded corners; seal of Nam-ḥa-ni; 4 + 5 ll.; 1¾" × 1¾".
Lagash (proper names).
Ur III: Receipt for lentils and beans, received by Nam-ḥa-ni from Ur-(d)Ba-BAd₄/I s. of NI-kal-la; controller: Ur-gis-gigir ... /še-gur₁₀-kud/5 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-24, 73]

12361. Low. end missing; 13 + 14 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 2¾" × 1½".
Ur III: Record of bread issued to about 14 men listed by name. 25/še-gur₁₀-kud/—. [94-12-24, 74]

12362. Low. part of rev. destroyed; 16 + 17 (?) + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2¾" × 1½".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil for at least 7 messengers and 2 carters. 29/še-il-l₄/—. [94-12-24, 75]

12363. Complete; 12 + 7 ll.; 1¾" × 1¾".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in fat in á-gam containers for messengers travelling to Sa-bu-um(KI), Ki-maš(KI), Šušan(KI), etc. —/šu-numun/—. [94-12-24, 76]

12364. Rt. upp. corner missing; 11 + 12 ll.; 2½" × 1½".
Ur III: Court proceedings dealing with 5 slaves; at the end reference is made to an oath by the name of the king. Undated. [94-12-24, 77]

12365. Complete; 15 + 16 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2½" × 1½".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and fat for various messengers. 2/ezen (d)Lisi(-GÜN)²/—. [94-12-24, 78]
12366. L. low. corner missing; 13 + 18 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 2" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and fat for various messengers among whom 2 royal princes are listed. 22/še-il-1a/—. [94-12-24, 79]

12367. Complete; 14 + 15 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 21\(\frac{2}{10}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and fat (in á-gam containers) for various messengers arrived from Susa, Anšan, etc. —/gân-maš/—. [94-12-24, 80]

12368. Low. end missing; 17 + 18 ll.; 21\(\frac{7}{10}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread for about 16 officials, listed by name.
19/amar-a-a-si/—. [94-12-24, 81]

12369. Complete; 11 + 14 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 21\(\frac{3}{10}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in barley for sheep and in bran for oxen issued to their shepherds. 6/ezen (d)Ba-BA /Ü/4 Šu-Su'en. [94-12-24, 82]

12370. Complete; 10 + 11 ll.; 21\(\frac{1}{10}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread (or flour) and fat for messengers.
—/munux-ku'/—. [94-12-24, 83]

12371. Complete, l. low. corner damaged; seal illegible; 6 + 0 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for flour, delivered by Ur-(d)Pa-sag. Undated. [94-12-24, 84]

12372. Complete; 7(?). + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{10}\)" x 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley. —/gân-maš/39 Šulgi. [94-12-24, 85]

12373. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{9}{10}\)" x 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for a sheep, delivered by Ur-(d)Ba-BA /Ü to Lû-ba-a.
24/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/6 Šu-Su'en. [94-12-24, 86]

12374. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{10}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{10}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5 sheep, 4 of them destined to be offered at festivals, received by Ur-saš-ša. —/amar-a-a-si/47 Šulgi. [94-12-24, 87]

12375. Rt. low. corner missing, obv. badly damaged; 4 + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{10}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{10}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Allocation of rations to animals, totals on rev. 13/ezen (d)Lisi (-G\(\text{U}\)N)²/mu-uš-sa (d)Šu([^d])-(d)Su’en(?) lugal [bâd] [m]ar-tu(?)
mu-du (apparently: 5 Šu-Su’en). [94-12-24, 88]

12376. L. low. corner missing, rev. defaced; 5 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{10}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{10}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 29 giš.tukul of 6 kûš. —/šu-numun/47 Šulgi. [94-12-24, 89]

12377. Complete, but broken; 6 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{10}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Allocation of rations in beer and bread to Nita(UŠ)-gi-na.
—/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/47 Šulgi. [94-12-24, 90]

12378. Complete; holes in l. edge; 4 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{10}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{10}\)".
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing records of working oxen.
—/—/4 Amar-Su’en. [94-12-24, 91]
12379. Upp. edge damaged; 5 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 gur of flour which Ur-(d) Pa-sag received from Ur-šul-mu for the kitchen. —/ḥār-rá-bí-mú-mú/2 Amar-Su’en.
[94-12-24, 92]

12380. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of beer and bread issued for 4 days to Lú-ba-la-la, controller: (d) Ba-BA/Ü-ib-gu-ul. —/gán-maš/7 Amar-Su’en.
[94-12-24, 93]

12381. Complete, edges rounded; 4 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (proper names).
Ur III: Receipt for 16\(\frac{3}{8}\) shekels of silver which NI-kal-la received from Lú-ti-ša-ga. —/še-gur10-kud/49 Sulgi.
[94-12-24, 94]

12382. Upp. edge damaged; 5 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". Lagash (proper names).
Ur III: Receipt for objects (details destroyed), which Urú-mu(?), the ugula sība, received from Ba-zi. —/ezen (d) Šu1-gi/46 Sulgi.
[94-12-24, 95]

12383. Upp. ll. of rev. destroyed; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". Lagash (proper names).
Ur III: Record of goats, balance returned (lal + ni rug-ga), belonging (?) to Lú-dingir-ra; oath by the name of the king. —/-/48 Sulgi.
[94-12-24, 96]

12384. Complete; 4 + 0 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\".
Ur III: Memorandum concerning delivery of 208 royal gur of barley. Undated.
[94-12-24, 97]

12385. Rev. destroyed; 4 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". Lagash (proper names).
Ur III: Memorandum concerning 1 sheep delivered by Lú-(d) Nin-[gir-su] s. of Ba-zi. [Date?]
[94-12-24, 98]

12386. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\".
Ur III: Record of issue of rations in bread and beer. 10\$u-numun/
[94-12-24, 99]

12387. Rev. badly damaged; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread for messengers, listed by name, when either “in town” or “en route”. —/ezen (d) Dum u-zi/—.
[94-12-24, 100]

12388. Complete, rounded corners; 4 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for bitumen (esír-ē-a) and trees delivered by Ur-ē-kalam(?)-[ma] to Lú-gir-[su ...]. 5/amar-a-a-si/—.
[94-12-24, 101]

[95-12-14, 1]

12390. Circular, I. upp. part of col. I missing, rev. badly defaced; 4 cols.: 17 + 19 + (rev.) 24 + (4 + x) ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\" dia. Ur III: Survey of fields with statement of areas and produce. [Date?] 
[95-12-14, 2]
BABYLONIAN TABLETS

12391. Circular, upp. part of cols. I and II and all of cols. III and IV missing; 6 cols.: $8 + 13 + ? + (\text{rev.}) ? + 16 + 12$ ll.; $3\frac{2}{3}" \times 3\frac{1}{4}"$. 
Ur III: Survey of fields with statement of areas and amount of produce. 
[Date?] [95-12-14, 3]

12392. Large pieces of both upp. corners missing; 14 cols.: $32 + 42 + 41 + 22 + (\text{rev.}) 24 + 32 + 41 + ? + 29(?) + 7\frac{1}{2}$ ll.; $8\frac{2}{3}" \times 8\frac{1}{2}"$. 
Ur III: Large record of grain distributed to many persons listed by name. 
Undated. [95-12-14, 4]

12393. Rt. upp. corner and low. edge missing, all other edges damaged, both obv. and rev. badly defaced; 14 cols.: $25 + 36 + 38 + 29 + 21 + 8 + (\text{rev.}) 10 + 18 + 24 + 36 + 20 + 22 + 6$ ll.; $7\frac{5}{6}" \times 7\frac{1}{6}"$. 
Ur III: Distribution of rations to many persons listed by name and, in general, described as weavers. Undated. [95-12-14, 5]

12394. Large fragment, being the l. upp. corner of the tablet; on obv. 3, on rev. 5 cols.; obv. col. II 13 ll.; III 13 ll.; rev. col. I 8 ll.; II 15 ll.; V 8 ll.; $5\frac{2}{3}" \times 5\frac{1}{4}"$. 
Ur III: Text very fragmentary, obviously account of goods (specifications not preserved) delivered by various men. —/—/3 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 6]

12395. Fragment from large tablet; upp., low. and rt. edges missing, obv. destroyed; 3 cols. on rev.: $7 + 14 + 10$ ll.; $4\frac{5}{6}" \times 4\frac{5}{6}"$. 
Ur III: Inventory of goats. [Date?] [95-12-14, 7]

12396. L. and low. edges entirely destroyed, upp. and rt. edges badly damaged, rev. almost illegible; 6 cols.: $12 + 17 + 16(?) + (\text{rev.}) 14(?) + 19(?) + x$ ll.; $4\frac{1}{2}" \times 5"$. 
Ur III: Large account of pomegranates and apples, etc., delivered by various men: e.g. Ur-més, Ab-ba-kal-la, Nu-ür-i-li, etc. Date not preserved. [95-12-14, 8]

12397. Fragment from the l. low. corner of a large tablet, obv. entirely defaced; on rev. space for 3 cols., one only inscribed: 18 ll.; $4\frac{2}{3}" \times 3\frac{1}{3}"$. 
Ur III: A large account of which only last col. is preserved, showing high totals. Undated. [95-12-14, 9]

12398. Upp. half of tablet; 6 cols.: $16 + 16 + 15 + (\text{rev.}) 15 + 15 + 10$ ll.; $3\frac{2}{3}" \times 4\frac{1}{2}"$. 
Ur III: Survey of fields with statement of areas and of quantities of barley and wheat required for seed corn, food for animals, and wages for hired labourers; ensi Ur-(d)Lamma. —/—/34 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 10]

12399. Both upp. corners missing, rev. badly defaced; 4 cols.: $19 + 18 + (\text{rev.}) 20 + ? + (l. edge) 1$ ll.; $4\frac{2}{3}" \times 2\frac{2}{3}"$. Lagash (l. edge: Gú-ab-ba(KI)). 
Ur III: Record of distribution of šik flour to temples and various officials. [Date?] [95-12-14, 11]
12400. Upp. edge damaged, obv. badly defaced; 17 + 17 ll.; 4$\frac{1}{4}$" × 2". *Lagash* (Gui-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Receipt for 1460 carcasses of sheep and 241 of lambs, also for their hides, received by Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim¹ s. of Ur-(d)Ba-BA⁶/U at Gù-ab-ba(KI). Apparently undated. [95-12-14, 12]

12401. Low. portion of tablet; 4 cols.: 17 + 18 + (rev.) 17 + 17 ll.; 3" × 2$\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Survey of fields with statement of areas, quantities of seedcorn, wages for labourers, etc. [Date?] [95-12-14, 13]

12402. Fragment from the middle of the rt. side of a tablet, rev. destroyed; on obv. 3 cols: 7(?) + 10 + 7 ll.; 2$\frac{1}{4}$" × 3$\frac{3}{4}$". *Lagash* (proper names).
Ur III: Record apparently of distribution of food to various men, e.g. Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da, Ur-(d)Nin-gír-su, etc. [Date?] [95-12-14, 14]

12403. Upp. portion of tablet; 4 cols.: 6 + 13 + (rev.) 13 + 15 ll.; 3" × 2$\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of a large amount of several kinds of timber of various lengths. [Date?] [95-12-14, 15]

12404. Upp. part missing, badly damaged and defaced; 17 + 17(?) ll.; 3$\frac{3}{4}$" × 1$\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Record of rations for various labourers. ?/ezên (d)Ba-BA⁶/U—. [95-12-14, 16]

12405. Rt. and low. edges missing; 15 + 11 ll.; 3$\frac{1}{2}$" × 2$\frac{3}{8}$". *Lagash* (Ki-nu-nir(KI)).
Ur III: Record of delivery of woollen cloth at Ki-nu-nir(KI). —/—/2 Amar-Su’ên. [95-12-14, 17]

12406. Fragment from the middle of the rt. side of a large tablet; 4 cols. on obv. and 2 cols. on rev.: 3 + 9 + 14 + 7(?) + (rev.) 10(?) + 19 ll.; 4$\frac{3}{4}$" × 4$\frac{3}{4}$". *Lagash* (personal names).
Ur III: List of rations(?), text rather fragmentary, only a few names of recipients legible, e.g. Nam-mab-(d)Ba-BA⁶/U s. of Hé-ti, A-tu and his son Ur-(d)Lamma, (d)Ba-BA⁶/U-ib-du₇, Lú-(d)IG/GÁL-alim¹, etc. [Date?] [95-12-14, 18]

12407. All edges damaged, badly defaced; 6 cols.; obv. mainly destroyed, (rev.) 20 + 23 + 20 ll.; 5" × 4".
Ur III: Tally of ploughmen and guruš workers with statement of their rations. [Date?] [95-12-14, 19]

12408. Triangular fragment from the centre of the obv. of a large tablet; traces of 2 cols., only a few signs in about 7 ll. preserved; 3$\frac{1}{4}$" × 3$\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Account of doubtful contents. [Date?] [95-12-14, 20]

12409. Fragment from the centre of the obv. of a large tablet; traces of 2 cols.: 9 + 12 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{8}$" × 3$\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Perhaps list of rations issued to officials listed by name, e.g. Ur-(d)BA⁶/U s. of Ur-(d)Su’en, NI-lam-m[a], etc. [Date?] [95-12-14, 21]

12410. Fragment from the centre of the obv. of a large tablet; 2 cols.: 12 + 15 ll.; 3$\frac{3}{4}$" × 2$\frac{3}{4}$".
Ur III: Apparently paylist (á-bí) for carriers, etc. [Date?] [95-12-14, 22]
12411. Fragmentary tablet, low. edge and 1. upp. corner missing, upp. edge damaged; 4 cols.: 14 + 15 + (rev.) 4 + 2 ll.; 4" × 2½".
Ur III: Record of collection of silver, summed up to 1 gun 36½ ma-na. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 23]

12412. L. upp. corner missing, obv. slightly defaced; 4 cols.: 17 + 16 + (rev.) 20 + 20 ll.; 3½" × 3". Lagash (proper names).
Ur III: Record of rations distributed to many recipients listed by name, e.g. Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da, Ur-(d)Ba-BAš/U, Ab-ba-kal-la, etc. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 24]

12413. Fragment from the centre of the obv. of a tablet; 2 cols. preserved: ends of 4 + 10 ll.; 2¾" × 3½".
Ur III: Record of doubtful contents, a few names in the rt. col. only preserved. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 25]

12414. Fragment from the middle of the rt. side of the obv. of a large tablet; only one col. preserved: about 10 ll.; 3" × 2½".
Ur III: Record of doubtful contents, a few names only preserved. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 26]

12415. Upp. portion of tablet; 4 cols.: 13 + 13 + (rev.) 15 + 18 ll.; 3" × 2½".
Ur III: Record of field-produce delivered by farmers (engar) listed by name. Undated.
[95-12-14, 27]

12416. Fragment from the top of larger tablet with several cols., of which 2 on each side are preserved: 6 + 6 + (rev.) 8 + 6 ll.; 1½" × 2½". Lagash (Gir-su(KI), etc.)
Ur III: Record of field-produce from (URU)Ki-nu-nir(KI), Gú-ab-ba(KI) and Gir-su(KI), etc. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 28]

12417. Fragment from the top of the obv. of a large tablet; parts of 3 cols. preserved: 7 + 11 + 9 ll.; 2½" × 3½".
Ur III: Record of doubtful contents, giving figures and names. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 29]

Cf. nos. 12420, 12421, 12447, 12457, 12470, 12485, 12576, 12618, 12644, 12660(?).

12418. Upp. and low. edges badly damaged, many small fragments loose in box; 11 + 8 ll.; 3½" × 1¾". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of earrings (niq-pi) and vessels (giš-ba-an and gal) made of silver. —/mu-šu-du/? Šu-[Su'en]. [95-12-14, 30]

12419. Fragment from the centre of the obv. of a large tablet; 2 cols. preserved: 13 (ends of) ll. + 13 (beginnings of) ll.; 2½" × 1½".
Ur III: Record of grain issued to workmen(?). [Date?] [95-12-14, 31]

12420. Fragment from the centre of the obv. of a large tablet with 8 or more cols.; parts of 2 preserved: 15 + 14 ll.; 2¾" × 2¼".
Ur III: Record similar to 12417 (q.v.). [Date?] [95-12-14, 32]

12421. Fragment from the 1. edge of obv. of a large tablet with 8 or more cols.; parts of col. I and II preserved: 16 + 6 ll.; 3½" × 1¾".
Ur III: Record similar to 12417 (q.v.). [Date?] [95-12-14, 33]
12422. Fragment, upp. third, of a circular tablet; 4 cols.: 5 + 8 + (rev.) 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{8}{16} \times 2\frac{11}{16}$.
Ur III: Agricultural record giving areas of fields, amount of seedcorn and names of farmers. [Date?] [95-12-14, 34]

12423. Fragment from the rt. low. corner of a large tablet with at least 6 cols. each face; 4 cols. preserved: 8 + 10 + (rev.) 11 + 10 ll.; $2\frac{4}{8} \times 2\frac{8}{8}$.
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, goats and donkeys, also allocation of fodder for them. [Date?] [95-12-14, 35]

12424. Upp. half of tablet, obv. defaced; 3 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8} \times 1\frac{8}{8}$.
Ur III: Tally of workmen allocated to the poultry-yard, the oxen-stable, for processing bitumen and some other purposes. Undated. [95-12-14, 36]

12425. Fragment of tablet, top with l. upp. corner and low. part missing; 7 + 8 ll.; $2\frac{11}{8} \times 2\frac{1}{8}$.
Ur III: Record of wool distributed to various men (weavers?). [Date?] [95-12-14, 37]

12426. L. upp. quarter of tablet with several cols., rev. uninscribed; only col. I preserved: 4 ll.; $2\frac{4}{8} \times 1\frac{8}{8}$.
Ur III: Record of large quantities of beer (kás sigi₅, kás DU), bread and fine oil. [Date?] [95-12-14, 38]

12427. Fragment from the centre of the obv. of a tablet; only traces of 1 col. preserved: 4 ll.; $2" \times 1\frac{7}{8}$.
Ur III: Record of doubtful contents, l. 3 mentions "female fugitives" (ṣu-ni₂₂ in 4 gemé zàh ...). [Date?] [95-12-14, 39]

12428 A. Flat fragment from the obv. of a tablet; 3 cols.: 9 + 9 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{8}{8} \times 2\frac{7}{8}$.
Ur III: Agricultural record with statement of areas, measures of length and width, and allocation of labour. [Date?] [95-12-14, 40a]

—— B. Flat fragment from the rev.(?) of a tablet; 2 cols.: 14 + 15 ll.; $2\frac{5}{8} \times 1\frac{7}{8}$.
Ur III: Agricultural record, similar to 12428 A. [Date?] [95-12-14, 40b]

12429. Fragment from rt. low. corner of tablet, obv. entirely defaced, on rev. traces of 3 cols.; 9 + 9 + 2 ll.; $2\frac{8}{8} \times 2\frac{1}{8}$.
Ur III: Tally of workmen with statement of their rations. [Date?] [95-12-14, 41]

12430. Fragment from l. low. corner of tablet. 16 + 16 ; $3" \times 1\frac{7}{8}$.
Ur III: Tally of male and female workers (or officials). [Date?] [95-12-14, 42]

12431. L. edge, low. edge and low. half of rt. edge destroyed, l. half of obv. defaced; 8 + 6 ll.; $2\frac{8}{8} \times 1\frac{11}{16}$.
Ur III: Record of doubtful contents, a few names legible, one qualified as L1B1R. Last 3 lines: mu IGI-šē-ta gir(?)-gir-šē-ga ba-an-si. [95-12-14, 43]
12432. Upp. part missing, rt. edge and upp. part of l. edge destroyed, surfaces badly defaced; 4 cols.: $10 + 6 + (\text{rev.}) 4 + 0 \; (? \; \text{traces of some figures}) 8$; $2\frac{5}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record containing figures and names. Undated? [95-12-14, 44]

12433. Flat fragment from the centre of the rev.; 2 cols. (and traces of 2 more cols. on both sides): $(7) + 15 + 16 + (4) 8$; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Agricultural record with statement of areas of fields, amount of seedcorn and names of farmers (one only preserved). [Date?]
[95-12-14, 45]

12434. Large piece rt. upp. corner missing; seal of Ur-ab-[ba]; $12 + 12$.
$3\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of delivery of timber of various kinds and lengths. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 46]

12435. Oblong fragment from the l. upp. corner of a tablet which was subdivided into several cols., only parts of the first and last cols. preserved; $13 + 15$.
$3\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of issue (zi-ga) of some produce in large quantities from the granary (gur$_7$). —/—/5 Ibi-Su'en. [95-12-14, 47]

12436. Fragment from the centre of the rev.; one middle col. in full width and traces of two more cols. on both sides preserved: $(7) + 16 + (5) 8$.
$3\frac{1}{8}'' \times 2\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Agricultural record. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 48]

12437. Upp. part missing, rev. damaged; $13 + 13 + (l. \; \text{edge}) 2$.
$3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of ordinary and fine bread issued to Ur-(d)Ba-BA$_6$, Ur-més, Lugal-i-ša$_6$, etc. —/[—]/year destroyed, name of the king ending in . . . (d) Su'en. [95-12-14, 49]

12438. Upp. l. and both low. corners damaged; $14 + 19 + (l. \; \text{edge}) 1$.
$3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: List of names, apparently of workmen, e.g. Lú-ša$_6$-ga, Ur-ba-ga$(\ ?)$, Ma-ma, Ab-ba-gi-na etc., with names of their foremen (ugula). Undated. [95-12-14, 50]

12439 A. Low. half of tablet; $6 + 5$.
$1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in cattle of a herd. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 51a]

— B. Low. half of tablet; $7 + 8$.
$1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: List of names, e.g. Ur-més, A-tu, Lú-ša$_6$-ga, etc. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 51b]

12440. Upp. part (about ¼ of the tablet) missing, rev. badly defaced; $11 + 12$.
$2\frac{7}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of distribution of grain. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 52]

12441. Upp. part missing; $19 + 20 + (l. \; \text{edge}) 2$.
$2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: List of names of workmen and of their foremen. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 53]
12442. L. upp. corner missing; 9 + 7 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Record of increase, and losses by death, of donkeys. Undated.
[95-12-14, 54]

12443. Fragment from the low. part of the l. half of a four-columned tablet; only first and last cols. preserved: 16 + 14 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''\).
Ur III: Tally of hired labourers (lú-ḫun-ga, uḫu-il, etc.) and oxen.
[Date?]
[95-12-14, 55]

12444. Fragment, rt. low. quarter of tablet; 2 cols., one on each side, preserved with traces of 2 more cols. on the l. of those: 7 + 11 + 13 + ? ll.; \(2\frac{1}{4}'' \times 2\frac{1}{2}''\).
Ur III: Record of issue of rations to women (temple-personnel?), nearly all the names being compounds of gemé: e.g. Gemé-(d)Ba-BA/Ū, Gemé-(d)Nin-dar-a, Gemé-(d)Šul-gi, Gemé-má-gur-š-ra, Gemé-é-Gu-la, etc.
[Date?]
[95-12-14, 56]

12445. Fragment from the centre of the obv.; 3 cols.: 13 + 13 + 8 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{2}'' \times 2\frac{1}{4}''\).
Ur III: Record concerning large quantities of grain.
[Date?]
[95-12-14, 57]

12446. Rt. upp. corner missing, rev. badly damaged; 14 + 13 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Record of increases (mu-tûm), disposal (zi-ga) and losses by death (ri-ri-ga), in cattle; report by A-ḫu-a and A-ka-la.
—/—/5 Amar-Su’en.
[95-12-14, 58]

12447. Triangular fragment from the centre of the obv.; 2 narrow cols: 13 + 16 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{2}'' \times 2\frac{1}{4}''\).
Ur III: Contents similar to 12417, etc.
[Date?]
[95-12-14, 59]

12448. L. low. segment of a circular tablet; 6 (Traces of one more col. on the rt. side of rev.) cols.: 5 + 5 + 5 + (rev.) 7 + 9 + 0 ll.; \(3'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Agricultural record with statement of areas, quantities of seed-corn and names of farmers.
[Date?]
[95-12-14, 60]

12449. Fragment from the middle of the rt. edge of a tablet, subdivided into more than 2 cols.; obv.: ends of some ll. of a l. col. + 11 ll. of a rt. col.; rev. only a few signs in 2 cols. preserved: 9 + 11 + (rev.) 4 + 1 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{4}'' \times 2\frac{1}{4}''\).
Ur III: Agricultural record.
[Date?]
[95-12-14, 61]

12450. L. upp. corner missing; 6 + 8 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Record of cloth delivered during the 48th and 49th years of Šulgi. No further date.
[95-12-14, 62]

12451. Flat fragment marked out with 1 vertical and 5 horizontal ll., otherwise uninscribed; \(2\frac{1}{4}'' \times 2\frac{1}{4}''\).
[95-12-14, 63]

12452. Fragment from the middle of the low. edge; 2 cols. each face: 3 + 4 + (rev.) 10 + 9 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Record of sesame and other field-produce delivered to the granary.
[Date?]
[95-12-14, 64]
12453. Triangular fragment from the upp. part of the rt. edge of a multicolumned tablet; 2 cols. each side preserved: 9 + 11 + (rev.) 13 + 7 ll.; \(2\frac{7}{10}\) x \(2\frac{3}{4}\). Ur III: Record of oxen and labourers assigned to various men. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 65]

12454. Fragment from the centre of the curved side of a circular tablet; 2 cols.: 10 + 1 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{4}\) x \(2\frac{3}{4}\). Ur III: Agricultural record giving areas of fields and quantities of grain. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 66]

12455. Triangular fragment from the rt. low. corner of a multicolumned tablet, obv. badly damaged; 4 cols.: 3 + 8 + (rev.) 12 + 11 ll.; \(2\frac{7}{8}\) x 2. Ur III: Record concerning produce of emmer (\(\text{z} \text{i} \text{z} \text{a} \text{m}\), rev. II, 3). [Date?]
[95-12-14, 67]

12456. Fragment from the upp. circumference of a circular tablet; 4 cols.: 7 + 6 + (rev.) 7 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\) x 2\(\frac{3}{4}\). Ur III: Agricultural record giving areas of fields and quantities of seed-corn. —/-/4 Amar-Su'ên. [95-12-14, 68]

12457. Fragment from the middle of the rt. edge of a multicolumned tablet; 2 cols. each side preserved: 9 + 10 + (rev.) 13 + 11 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{4}\) x \(2\frac{7}{8}\). Ur III: Same contents as on 12417 etc. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 69]

12458. Fragment from l. low. side of circumference of a circular tablet, rev. destroyed except the beginnings of 8 ll.; 8 + (rev.) 8 + (l. edge) 3 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{8}\) x \(2\frac{7}{8}\). Ur III: Agricultural record. —/-/4 Amar-Su'ên. [95-12-14, 70]

12459. Fragment from the middle of the l. edge of a multicolumned tablet; 2 small pieces only of inscription preserved; 5 + (rev.) 9 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{4}\) x \(2\frac{3}{8}\). Ur III: Agricultural record. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 71]

12460. Triangular fragment from the low. part of a tablet; 6 + 7 ll.; \(2\frac{7}{8}\) x \(1\frac{3}{8}\). Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in sheep and goats. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 72]

12461. Obv. badly defaced; 10 + 9 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{8}\) x \(1\frac{3}{8}\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Record of beer issued to hired labourers. 15/ezen (d)Ba-BAw/—. [95-12-14, 73]

12462. L. low. corner damaged; 10 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\) x \(1\frac{3}{8}\). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in \(\text{á-ga} \text{m}\) containers) for various messengers, some of them from Anšan and Šušan. —/\(\text{se}-\text{il-la}/—. [95-12-14, 74]

12463 A. Fragment from the l. upp. part (about \(\frac{5}{8}\) of length) of a tablet; 8 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{8}\) x \(\frac{7}{8}\). Ur III: Agricultural record. 22/ezen-[(d) ...]/—. [95-12-14, 75a]

B. Fragment from the low. end (full width); 5 + 4 ll.; \(\frac{1}{8}\) x \(2\frac{3}{4}\). Ur III: Record of cloth delivered in baskets. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 75b]
12464. Upp. half of tablet, rev. badly defaced; 11 + 10(?), 11, 2$\frac{1}{8}$" X 21".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of workmen and their overseers. —/gán-[mɑ]/—.
[95-12-14, 76]

12465. Tablet made up of 2 fragments, upp. edge missing, obv. slightly defaced; 11 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2$\frac{2}{4}$" X 1$\frac{3}{4}$".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of rations (2 bán each) distributed to about 20 men, most of them described as en gār.
—/ezen (d) B[a-BA₆/U]/—.
[95-12-14, 77]

12466. Upp. half of tablet; 8 + 7 ll.; 2" X 1$\frac{3}{4}$".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of grain.
—/—/(perhaps) 7 Amar-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 78]

12467. Upp. part missing, rev. almost entirely destroyed; 10 + 11(?) + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{4}$" X 1$\frac{3}{4}$".
Ur III: Record of garments delivered under control of overseers (uğulal).
—/[—]/(probably) 43 Šulgi.
[95-12-14, 79]

12468. Low. part missing, obv. badly defaced; (9 + x) + 9 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{4}$" X 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Agricultural record with statement of areas, quantities of seed-corn, farmers, etc. —/—/3 Amar-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 80]

12469. Low. part missing; 10 + 12 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{4}$" X 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Record of seed-corn issued for various fields, with names of recipients.
—/—/45 Šulgi.
[95-12-14, 81]

12470. Flat fragment from the centre of the obv. of a multicolumned tablet; 3 cols.: 5 + 7 + 6 ll.; 2$\frac{7}{8}$" X 2$\frac{7}{8}$".
Ur III: Agricultural record similar to 12417. [Date?].
[95-12-14, 82]

12471. Complete, with case (12471 A); 7 + 4 ll.; 1$\frac{9}{16}$" X 1$\frac{1}{4}$".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Same text as on case. Same date.
[95-12-14, 83]

—— A. Complete case of tablet 12471; seal of Ur-(d)Šul-pa-è; 4 + 4 ll.; 2" X 1$\frac{3}{4}$".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for a lamb which Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim¹ received from Urba-ga as tribute for the king.
—/ezen (d) Dumu-zî/4 Amar-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 83a]

12472. Complete, join of 2 fragments, slightly damaged; 9 + 5 ll.; 2$\frac{1}{4}$" X 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: List of rations in flour for various officials (royal doorkeeper, carriers, etc.). Undated.
[95-12-14, 84]

12473. Complete tablet, with case (12473 A); 6 + 6 ll.; 1$\frac{9}{16}$" X 1$\frac{1}{8}$".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 6 sheep which Lû-(d)LIM/IGI-ma-šê⁴ received from Ur-(d)Da-mu for grazing.
—/ezen (d) Ba-BA₆/U/5 Amar-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 85]

—— A. Complete case of tablet 12473; seal of Lû-(d)LIM/IGI-ma-šê⁴; 4 + 4 ll.; 1$\frac{9}{16}$" X 1$\frac{1}{8}$".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Text of tablet slightly abbreviated. Same date.
[95-12-14, 85a]
BABYLONIAN TABLETS

12474. Low. part of tablet, rev. uninscribed; 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: Memorandum concerning loss (ri-ri-ga) of cattle. Undated. [95-12-14, 86]

12475. Fragment from the rt. upp. corner; 2 cols. on obv., 1 col. on rev.: $6 + 9 + (rev.) 8 ll.; 2'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: List of names of men with fathers’ names. Undated. [95-12-14, 87]

12476. Tablet, l. upp. corner damaged, with case (12476 A); 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month). Ur III: Receipt for 40 gún of bitumen (*esîr ḫar-sag*) which Ur-(d)BA-BA\(\delta/\)U received from the gá-nun-GIŠ; cf. 12480. —/ezen (d) Ḍumu-zi/l/3 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 88]

— A. Case of tablet 12476; seal of Ur-(d)BA-BA\(\delta/\)U; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (see tablet). Ur III: Text same as on tablet with a few variant readings. Same date. [95-12-14, 88a]

12477. Complete tablet, with case (12477 A); 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: Record of $\frac{1}{2}$ shekel of silver paid to Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da as his wages for the month of Addar. —/še-gur\(1\,0\,kud/—. [95-12-14, 89]

— A. Case of tablet 12477, badly damaged; seal of Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: Text identical with that on tablet. Last line, possibly, contained the date, but is destroyed. [95-12-14, 89a]

12478. Complete, with case (12478 A); 7 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month). Ur III: Receipt for 1 gur 4 pan of barley which Ur-(d)Lamma, the dub-sar, s. of Na-ba-ša\(\delta\), received from Lú-(d)Nin-giś-su and KA-kû as wages for hired labourers working at the canal (d)Šul-gi-hé-gál. —/ezen (d) Ba-BA\(\delta/\)U/45 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 90]

— A. Case of tablet 12478, badly damaged; seal inscription illegible; 2 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash*. Ur III: Text varies in wording from that of the tablet. Same date. [95-12-14, 90a]

12479. Complete; seal impression illegible; 7 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month). Ur III: Record of barley, delivered as fodder for oxen by Lú-(d)Nin-shubur to Da-di, the fisherman. —/a-ma-r-a-a-si/4 Ibi-Su’en. [95-12-14, 91]

12480. Complete tablet, l. side defaced, with case (12480 A); 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month). Ur III: Receipt for bitumen (cf. 12476) which Ur-(d)BA-BA\(\delta/\)U received from the gá-nun-GIŠ. —/mu-šu-\(d\,u\)\(a/\)l Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 92]

— A. Case of tablet 12480; l. side and upp. part of rev. destroyed; seal impression illegible; 3 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash*. Ur III: Same text as on tablet, bitumen qualified as *esîr a-ba-al ḫar-sag*. —/—/l Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 92a]
12481. Complete, with case (12481 A); 7 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 10 shekels less 18 še of silver paid for fish by Lú-(d)Nin-šubur to IR-du₁₀ (so read from seal-impression on case), the merchant.
—/[ű́r-ra-bi]\-b₁-mú\-šúgí 4/3 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 93]

— A. Case of tablet 12481, l. side and low. end destroyed, seal of IR-du₁₀; 4 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash.
Ur III: Same text as on tablet. —/[——]/43 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 93a]

12482. Complete tablet, upp. part of rev. damaged, with case (12482 A); 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 20 garments (túg da-\-ba-\-l₁) from UET. III which Lú-SIR-PUR-LA(KI), the sanga of (d)Gis-bar-é, received from Lú-dingir-ra.
—/a\-m\-a\-r-a-a-si\-šu/2 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 94]

— A. Case of tablet 12482, rt. low. corner damaged; seal impression illegible; 4 × 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash.
Ur III: Text of tablet slightly altered; as the deliverer’s name, Ur-dam is given instead of Lú-dingir-ra. Same date. [95-12-14, 94a]

12483. Complete, with case (12483 A). 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 6 royal gur of barley which Nam-ña-ni received from Lú-(d)Ba-BA₆ for grinding; controller: Ni-kal-la. —/[——]/48 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 95]

— A. Case of tablet 12483; seal of Nam-ña-ni, s. of Ŧu-wa-wa; 3 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)". Lagash.
Ur III: Text of tablet slightly altered. Same date. [95-12-14, 95a]

12484. Complete tablet, obv. scratched by pick-axe, with fragmentary case (12484 A); 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 60 (?) + 5\(\frac{1}{2}\) royal gur of barley and for 180 gur of wheat, which Lú-(d)LIM/IΓI-ma-še² received from Ur-(d)SUM for the mill. —/[e\-e\-z\-e\-n (d) L\-i\-\-s\-i (-\-Γ\-U\-N)²]/48 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 96]

— A. Case of tablet 12484, upp. edge and much of rev. destroyed; seal impression illegible; 3 + 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)". Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Same text as on tablet with slight alterations. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 96a]

12485. Fragment from the rt. upp. corner of a multicolumned tablet; 4 cols.: 8 + 7 + (rev.) 10 + 9 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)". Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Record similar to 12417. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 97]

12486. Flat fragment from the centre of the obv. of a multicolumned tablet; 2 cols.: 0 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)". Lagash.
Ur III: Only some figures and traces of a few names preserved. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 98]

12487. Complete, with case (12487 A); 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1gur of barley which Lú-urú(KI) received on account of IR-ša₄-ga, from Lugal-ki-gal-la. —/[a\-m\-a\-r-a-a-si/—. [95-12-14, 99]
— A. Case of tablet 12487, low. edge missing; seal impression illegible; 2 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{5}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)". *Lagash.*
Ur III: Text of tablet abbreviated; adds name of a controller: Ur-dumu-gu-zā-la s. of Pū-ta. Undated. [95-12-14, 99a]

12488. Fragment with very curved surface from the centre of (probably) the rev.; 2 cols.: 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)".* Lagash.*
Ur III: Agricultural record with statement of areas and other information. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 100]

12489. Complete, with case (12489 A); 7 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".* Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 deliveries of cloth which Ur-(d)Ba-BA\(_6\)/\(\bar{U}\) received from Ur-dam. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/2 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 101]
— A. Case of tablet 12489, upp. edge missing; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA\(_6\)/\(\bar{U}\); 6 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{5}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)".* Lagash.*
Ur III: Same text as on tablet, slightly altered. Same date. [95-12-14, 101a]

12490. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{5}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".* Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley which Ma-ni received from Ba-zī.
—/ezen (d)Šul-gi/47 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 102]

12491 A. Upp. half of tablet; 4 + 2 ll.; 1" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for a large quantity of cloth . . . . . —/—/3 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 103a]
— B. Low. half of a tablet, rt. side badly damaged; 5 + 5 ll.; 1" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of distribution of rations. Undated. [95-12-14, 103b]

12492. Complete; 6 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{5}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".* Lagash.*
Ur III: Record of cloth (tūg KA-nu-HāR-ri) issued to fishermen (šu-ku₃ bar-ri). Undated. [95-12-14, 104]

12493. Complete; 7 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{5}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".* Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 13\(\frac{1}{2}\) royal gur of barley which Ur-GA-nun received from Šē-kal-la on behalf of Lū-(d)Nānš. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA\(_6\)/\(\bar{U}\)/39 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 105]

12494. Low. edge, l. low. side and upp. half of rev. utterly destroyed; 16 + 15(?) + (l. edge) 4 ll.; 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".*
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for various couriers and other messengers. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 107]

12495. Fragment from the centre of the obv.; 2 cols.: 4 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)".*
Ur III: Record of flour (še-zīd and šīk) stored in the granary (gū₃). [Date ?] [95-12-14, 106]

12496. Flat fragment from the obv.; 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{10}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".*
Ur III: Record of winnowing (še-ni-de) of grain. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 108]

12497. Fragment of a thick oblong tablet, in very bad condition; 7 + 4 ll.; 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".*
Ur III: Record on which some high figures only are preserved. Undated. [95-12-14, 109]
12498. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{1}{2}^\circ$.
Ur III: Receipt for 56 + 58 containers filled with 2 bán of grain each; total: $7\frac{5}{8}$ gur of barley, which Nam-ša-ni received from Gu-za-ni.

$/\text{še-gur}_{10}\text{-kud}/2 \text{Amar-Su'en}$. [95-12-14, 110]

12499. Fragment from the middle of the rt. edge; 1 col. on obv., 2 cols. on rev.: 9 + (rev.) 8 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{5}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Record of employment of oxen. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 111]

12500. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Receipt for $8\frac{3}{5}$ royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)Ba-BA received from Inim(KA)-(d)Ba-BA/Ü. $/\text{še-gur}_{10}\text{-kud}/39 \text{Šulgi}$.

[95-12-14, 112]

12501. Complete, rev. slightly defaced; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{9}{6}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{4}^\circ$.
Ur III: Record of bread, distributed to 4 men.
$/\text{dirig} \text{še-gur}_{10}\text{-kud}/3 \text{Amar-Su'en}$. [95-12-14, 113]

12502. Complete; seal impression illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}^\circ \times 1\frac{5}{6}^\circ$. [Lagash (month)].
Ur III: Receipt for 1$\frac{6}{8}$ gur of barley received by Gűr-su(KI)-dûq from Lû-kal-la. $/\text{amar-a-a-si}/2 \text{Su-Su'en}$. [95-12-14, 114]

12503. Most of rev. destroyed; 6 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{8}{6}^\circ \times 1\frac{5}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Record of distribution of flour. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 115]

12504. Complete; 9 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread issued to 4 messengers.
$20/\text{še-gur}_{10}\text{-kud}/—$. [95-12-14, 116]

12505. Rev. badly damaged; 8 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{1}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Record of containers holding 1 pan each of barley and others holding 1 bán each of wheat. $/\text{(?)/perhaps}/44 \text{Šulgi}$. [95-12-14, 117]

12506 A. Damaged, most of rev. destroyed; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{8}{6}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Text doubtful, personal names and the word utul occur.
$/\text{(?)/perhaps}/2 \text{Su-Su'en}$. [95-12-14, 118a]

— B. Fragment of a case: half of obv. and parts of upp. and rt. edges preserved; seal illegible; 4 + (upp. edge) 2 ll.; $1\frac{7}{6}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{6}^\circ$.
Ur III: Record of delivery of animals (gud al, amar sig₃, etc.) and of hides. $/\text{(?)/perhaps}/13 \text{Ibi-Su'en}$. [95-12-14, 118b]

12507. Complete; 11 + 14 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}^\circ \times \frac{7}{8}^\circ$. [Lagash (month)].
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour, and fat (in á-gam containers) issued to 4 messengers and 3 other men. $10/\text{še-il-la}/—$. [95-12-14, 119]

12508. Complete, obv. and l. edge slightly damaged; 9 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{8}{6}^\circ \times 1\frac{5}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 6 couriers travelling to AnSan(KI). $/\text{še-gur}_{10}\text{-kud}/—$. [95-12-14, 120]

12509. Complete; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{1}{8}^\circ$. [Lagash (month)].
Ur III: Record of grain for baking bread issued through Ur-ki-gu-la to 8 hired labourers. $29/\text{munux}-\text{kú}/—$. [95-12-14, 121]
12510. Flat fragment from the centre of the obv. of a multicolumned tablet; 2 cols.: 9 + 7 ll.; 28\" x 14\".
Ur III: Record of employment and payment of workmen. [Date ?]
[95-12-14, 122]

12511. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\%\" x 1\%\". Lagash (line 2: Śir-pur-la(KI)).
Ur III: Record of storage of barley from Lagash(KI), Ki-čš(KI), Ki-nu-nir(KI) etc. in the granary. —/—/5 Šu-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 123]

12512. Complete; 10 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\%\" x 1\%\".
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for various messengers and scribes. 17/š-e-gur₁₀-kud/—.
[95-12-14, 124]

12513 A. Obv. and upp. edge destroyed, except 2 signs (..te-ki), rev. uninscribed; 1 line; 1\%\" x 1\%\".
Ur III(?): Last 2 signs only of inscription preserved. Undated.
[95-12-14, 125a]

—— B. Flat fragment from the l. low. corner of the obv.; 5 ll.; 1\" x 1\%\".
Ur III: Record of grain; figures only preserved. [Date ?]
[95-12-14, 125b]

12514. Fragment from the centre of the obv.; 2 cols.: 2 + 4 ll.; 1\%\" x 1\%\".
Ur III: Agricultural record. [Date ?]
[95-12-14, 126]

12515. Complete, slightly damaged; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\%\" x 1\%\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 20 garments (túg da-ba-I/B/TUM), which Ur-d(d)-IG/Gál-alim₁ s. of Da-da received from Ur-dam s. of Ur-d(d)Nanše.
—/amar-a-a-si/2 Amar-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 127]

12516. Damaged, l. half of rev. defaced; 11 + 13 ll.; 1\%\" x 1\%\".
Ur III: List of rations for 3 carters and other men. —/—/2 Ibi-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 128]

12517. L. and low. edges destroyed; 9 + 7 ll.; 1\%\" x 1\%\".
Ur III: Record of grain distributed to various men.
—/[ ?]/(probably) 43 Šulgi.
[95-12-14, 129]

12518. Rt. edge damaged; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\%\" x 1\%\".
Ur III: Record of delivery of sesame. —/—/3 Amar-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 130]

12519. Flat fragment from the centre of the obv. of a multicolumned tablet; 2 cols.: 6 + 6 ll.; 1\%\" x 2\".
Ur III: Tally of guruš-workmen with statement of their wages. [Date ?]
[95-12-14, 131]

12520. Complete; 10 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\%\" x 1\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and fat for 9 couriers.
19/gán-maš/—.
[95-12-14, 132]

12521. Low. and rt. edges damaged; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\%\" x 1\%\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for cloth. —/munux-kui/3 Amar-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 133]
12522. Rt. upp. corner damaged; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{17}{18}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for (more than) 8 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)Ašnan received from Ur-dingir-ra. —/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/46 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 134]

12523. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{5}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. *Lagash* (months).
Ur III: Receipt for pease-meal which Đē-ū-nam-ti received from Ur-(d)Pa-sag. —/še-il-la and gán-maš/2 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 135]

12524. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{5}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (line 2: Śir-pur-la(KI)).
Ur III: Receipt for tablets concerning Lū-Šir-pur-la(KI), sheep of I-ta-ē-a and asses of A-hu-ma which Ur-sag-Kiš(KI) had brought from the é-gá; controllers: Ba-zi and Nig-(d)Ba-BA 6 /U. Undated. [95-12-14, 136]

12525. Complete; 8 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in barley allocated in various quantities to female and juvenile workers. —/še-il-la/38 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 137]

12526. Fragment from the rt. upp. corner of the rev. of a multicolumned tablet; 2 cols.: 5 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{7}{18}'' \times 1\frac{7}{18}''$.
Ur III: Record of grain, distributed to various men. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 138]

12527. Rev. damaged; 12 + 15 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $2\frac{17}{18}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in à-gam containers) issued to 6 couriers. —/amar-a-a-si/—. [95-12-14, 139]

12528. Complete, but badly defaced; 2 holes in l. edge; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{5}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Label from a tablet basket containing tablets concerning inspection of menials (igi-gar-ag gir-si-ē-ga) by the scribe of the ensi-gal. [—]/—/[(perhaps) 1 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 140]

12529. Complete, but in poor condition; 8 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{7}{18}'' \times 1\frac{7}{18}''$.
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread (or flour) and oil issued to 2 messengers and for sá-dug 4 offerings. —/še-gur-a-kud/—. [95-12-14, 141]

12530. Upp. edge and upp. l. side destroyed; 13 + 16 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{5}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (partly in à-gam containers) for 8 couriers and some other officials. —/[ama-r-a-a]-si/—. [95-12-14, 142]

12531. Complete; seal of Ab-ba-AN; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for a female slave whom Ab-ba-AN the ugula-har borrowed from Ur-(d)Ba-BA 6 /Ú for 11 days.
—/mu-šu-du/4 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 143]

12532. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with record of their shepherds. —/—/48 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 144]

12533. Complete, obv. slightly damaged; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{5}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 18 royal gur of barley which A-tu s. of Lū-(d)Ningir-su the merchant received on behalf of Lū-Nina(KI).
—/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/40 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 145]
12534. All corners, except 1 upper, missing, rev. badly defaced; 8 + 10 + (1 edge) 11.; 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of barley issued as fodder for sheep to shepherds. 20/še-ši-1a/5 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 146]

12535. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 70 bundles of onions (or garlic) which Ur-(d)Lamma received from the house of Ur-dun from KA-(d)Nin-gir-su.
—/ezen (d) Lisi (-G ŪN)\(\frac{3}{2}\)3 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 147]

12536. Obv. badly damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 objects (specification destroyed) which Lú-(d)Nin-subur received from N (name destroyed). —/gān-maš/48 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 148]

12537. Complete, but both obv. and rev. rather defaced; 8 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in grain, beer and bread, for some officials.
—/ezen (d) Lisi (-G ŪN)\(\frac{3}{2}\)-—. [95-12-14, 149]

12538. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of rent of an orchard.
—/ezen (d) Lisi (-G ŪN)\(\frac{3}{2}\)/6 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 150]

12539. Complete, rev. slightly damaged; 6 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of 15 labourers working on a field of Nam-ša-ni.
30/ezen (d) Dumu-zi—. [95-12-14, 151]

12540. Complete; 8 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Tally of 3 gangs (30, 10 and 20 men) of guruš workmen, employed for 15, 1 and 5 days respectively. —/—/5 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 152]

12541. Rt. upper corner damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 118 royal guru of barley, which Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim received from Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su(KI).
—/še-gur\(\frac{1}{4}\) še-gur kud/48 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 153]

12542. Flat fragment from the centre of the obv. of a multicolumned tablet; 2 cols.: 10 + 10 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Agricultural record. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 154]

12543 A. Fragment from the rt. lower corner; 3 + 3 ll.; \(\frac{2}{5}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 155a]

— B. Fragment from the rt. lower corner; 2 + 2 ll.; \(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 155b]

12544. Obv. badly defaced; (1 + x + 3) + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Contents doubtful; last 2 ll. on obv.: NE-zi NE-zi.
—/amar-a-a-si/8 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 156]

— A. Rt. half of a case, not of 12544; seal illegible; 2 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Contents doubtful.
—/[amar-a-a-si]/47 Sulgi ([Ki-maš](KI) ba-ḫul). [95-12-14, 156a]
12545. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}".
Ur III: Record of sheep. —/—/5 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 157]

12546. Fragment from the low. part, low. and l. edges destroyed; 3 + 2 ll.; $1" \times 1\frac{1}{8}".
Ur III: Record apparently concerning fodder issued for sheep and goats. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 158]

12547. Fragment from the low. part, l. edge damaged; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}".
Ur III: Contents doubtful. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 159]

12548. Complete, round corners; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for $5\frac{5}{8}$ royal gur of barley which Lugal-ezen received as wages for carriers during one month. —/(munu$x$-kû)/9 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 160]

12549. Fragment from the upp. part; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}".
Ur III: Tally of 13 workmen, 3 of them on half pay. Undated. [95-12-14, 161]

12550. Fragment, upp. half of a small tablet, obv. illegible; 5(?) + 4 ll.; $\frac{7}{8}" \times \frac{7}{8}".
Ur III: Record perhaps dealing with rations, cf. rev. 1: ... sila ninda. Undated. [95-12-14, 162]

12551. Triangular fragment from the centre of the obv.; 7 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}".
Ur III: Perhaps list of rations for messengers; parts of 3 names legible, e.g.: [L]ũ-(d)Nannar; line 5 reads: ... ?-ba(KI) gin-ni. Undated. [95-12-14, 163]

12552. Fragment, upp. half of a small tablet; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}" \times 1"$.
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil allocated to couriers. —/—/4 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 164]

12553. Low. edge destroyed, in some places defaced; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}".
Ur III: Receipt for [x] royal gur of barley which Ur-ša$\delta$-ga received from Ur-(d)Nanše. —/—/47 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 165]

12554. Complete, with fragments of case (12554 A); 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for $6\frac{5}{8}$ royal gur of barley which Igi-lam-lam received from A-kal-la as seedcorn. —/ez$\varepsilon$ (d)Dumu-zi/46 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 166]

—— A. Two fragments, one uninscribed, of the case of 12554; seal impression indistinct; 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}$" $\times \frac{1}{2}$" and $1\frac{1}{4}$" $\times \frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: The inscribed fragment contains the names of 2 control-officers which are not on the tablet, and also remains of the date. [95-12-14, 166a]

12555. Upp. half of rev. missing, 2 holes in l. edge; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times 1\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing records: nigin ba-bar-ra kar-ra gir-sè-ga TUR lú-ir-du$\delta$... Undated. [95-12-14, 167]

12556. Rt. low. part destroyed, rev. uninscribed; 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}$" $\times 1\frac{1}{8}$".
Ur III: Memorandum concerning disposal of $60(?) + 9$ royal gur of barley. Undated. [95-12-14, 168]
12557. Complete, surface slightly damaged; 4 + 5 ll.; $\frac{13}{8}" \times \frac{11}{4}"$. 
Ur III: Record of delivery of 35 shekels of silver into the palace; controller: Nam-ša-ni. —/—/45 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 169]

12558. Complete, rev. damaged; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}\frac{5}{6}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. Lagash (month). 
Ur III: Issue of rations to one messenger who is to go to Ur. —/ezen (d)Dumū-u-zī/—. [95-12-14, 170]

12559. Complete, top line of rev. destroyed; 7 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}\frac{5}{6}" \times 1"$. Lagash (month). 
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour (or bread) and oil issued to 20 royal guardsmen and 1 other official, also with one additional sheep for offering; controller: (d)Nannar-mansum. —/mu-su-du/7 —/—/—/—/—. [95-12-14, 171]

12560. Triangular fragment from the l. low. corner of a thick tablet; 8 + (rev.) 6 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$.  
Ur III: List of names, first signs only preserved. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 172]

12561. Fragment, l. half of one side of a case; seal of Ur-(d)Nança; 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}" \times 1"$. Cf. 12563. 
Ur III: Contents doubtful. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 173]

12562. Fragment, l. upp. quarter of a circular tablet; rev. destroyed; 2 cols.: 3 + 5 ll.; $1" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. 
Ur III: Survey of fields with statement of areas, etc. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 174]

12563. Triangular fragment from the rev. of a case; same seal-impression as on 12561; 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}" \times 1\frac{1}{2}"$.  
Ur III: Date only preserved. —/—/5 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 175]

12564. L. upp. corner missing; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. Lagash (month). 
Ur III: Receipt for barley rendered by Lugal-ša₂₃u₂₆. —/še-il-la/2 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 176]

12565. Complete, but obv. and upp. part of rev. rather defaced; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}" \times 1\frac{1}{2}"$. Lagash (month). 
Ur III: Receipt for wool which Nig-(d)Ba₂₂₆Ur received from Ur-du₁₀ (?) on account of Lú-dingir-ra. —/še-i₁₀/a/38 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 177]

12566. L. low. corner missing, damaged in a few places; 7 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}" \times 1\frac{3}{8}"$. Lagash (month). 
Ur III: Record of delivery of 4 lots of barley, e.g.: 3 gur 1 1 3 1 bān delivered by Lú-(d)Ba₂₂₆Ur s. of Na₂₆u₂₆; controller: Ur-ba₂₁ bi s. of Ur-(d)SAG(?) —/ezen (d) ?/45 Šulgi. [95-12-14,178]

12567. Most of rev. missing; 9 + (1 + ?) + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. Lagash (month). 
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and fat (in á-ga₃₃ m containers) for messengers. —/ezen (d)Ba₂₂₆Ur/3 —/—/—/—/—. [95-12-14, 179]

12568. Upp. edge damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}" \times 1\frac{3}{8}"$.  
Ur III: Receipt for 5 gur royal gur of barley, balance to be returned, received by Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su and (?) Ur-gar; controller: Ur-(d)Nança. —/—/3 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 180]
12569. Fragment from the bottom of a multicolumned tablet; 4 cols.: 2 + 2 + (rev.) 1 + 4 ll.; $\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Tally of workmen and working animals employed in agriculture. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 181]

12570. Upp. portion of tablet; 4 + 3 ll.; $\frac{2}{3}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to [couriers].
25/hâr-râ-bî-mû/—. [95-12-14, 182]

12571. Fragment from the middle of the rt. edge; 3 + (rev.) 6 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Report of shepherds (na-kid6) on disposal and losses by death, also total of the animals. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 183]

12572. Fragment, low. half of tablet; 3 + 4 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Record concerning animals. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 184]

12573. Fragment from the middle of the upp. edge of a multicolumned tablet; 4 cols.: 5 + 5 + (rev.) 4 + 4 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Inventory of sheep. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 185]

12574. Badly damaged; rev. defaced and illegible, on obv. 1 line only with 2 signs recognizable; 1 + ?ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III(?): line 1 on obv. reads: à.m. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 186]

12575. Fragment from the rt. upp. corner of a multicolumned tablet; rev. badly defaced; 2 cols.: 7 + (rev.) 7 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Inventory of sheep. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 187]

12576. Fragment from the middle of the l. edge of a multicolumned tablet; 2 cols.: 8 + (rev.) 1 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Agricultural record similar to 12417. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 188]

12577. Upp. and low. parts missing, rev. nearly destroyed; 4 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Inventory of kids (mâš). [Date ?] [95-12-14, 189]

12578. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 2 garments (tí-g-mug) handed over to the high-priestess (nin-dingir) of (d)Ba-BA/6-1L; 3 controllers.
—/ez-en (d)SUMER-45 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 190]

12579. L. upp. corner missing, obv. almost entirely defaced; 6(?) + 9 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for goods (particulars destroyed) which Lú-dingir-ra received from Nig-(d)Ba-BA/6-1L; 3 controllers.
—/ez-en (d)SUMER-45 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 191]

12580. Fragment from the rt. low. corner of a multicolumned tablet; 2 cols.: 8 + (rev.) 1 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Account of doubtful contents. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 192]

12581. Complete; 11 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in à-gam containers) issued to 7 couriers and carters. 21/ez-en (d)LISI(-GÚN)9/—. [95-12-14, 193]
12582. Complete; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 3 lots of bread and beer received by the royal scribe for the Ė-šu-sum-e-ne. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/—. [95-12-14, 194]

12583. Complete; 9 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 6 messengers. 23/šu-numum/—. [95-12-14, 195]

12584. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 92/₃ (± 2 sila) royal gur of barley which Ka-tar(d)Ba-BA and Ur-ba-ga received from Ma-ni as fodder for sheep.
—/gân-maš to ezen (d)Lisi(-GûN)/46 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 196]

12585. Flat fragment from the middle of the rt. edge of the rev.; (ends of 7 ll. of obv. on rt. edge) + (rev.) 9 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Survey of fields with statement of areas, etc. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 197]

12586. Tablet broken, obv. mainly defaced; 5(?) + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Contents illegible. —/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/49 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 198]

12587. Complete; 4 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of a large number of workmen, put at the disposal of Gudea, “sealed” by his brother Ur-dingir-ra. —/še-il-la/5 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 199]

12588 A. Fragment, obv. missing; 9 ll. (of rev.); $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Lagash (Gu-ab-ba (KI)).
Ur III: Record of 6 sheep delivered as tax (šu-gid) and received by Lû-sukkal-maš from Na-ba-ša-ga at Gu-ab-ba (KI). [Date ?] [95-12-14, 200a]

— B. Fragment from the rev. of a case; 3 ll.; $1'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$.
Ur III: Contents missing. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/l Ibi-Su’en. [95-12-14, 200b]

12589. Complete; 8 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for 4 couriers (lú)kas₂₄.
—/amar-a-a-si/—. [95-12-14, 201]

12590. Complete, obv. slightly damaged; 8 + 12 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread for 12 officials registered by name, e.g. Úma-ni, Ur-é-maš, etc., also for dogs and their kennel-men (sib-ur-KU). 15/gán-maš/8 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 202]

12591. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal pan of barley which Lu-(d)Utu received from Ab-ba-gi-na on account of Nimbir-sag-EZEN (name?); overseer (nu-banda): Lugal-lú-ša-ga-ša₂₄.
—/amar-a-a-si/47 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 203]

12592. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 2 dead sheep, delivered by Lû-kal-la. 25/gán-maš/8 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 204]
12593. Complete, both faces slightly damaged; 6 + 5 ll.; $1_2^8 \times 1_2^8"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 4 gún 28 mana of wool rendered by Ur-(d)Muš-da.
—/munux-kú/3 Amur-Su'en. [95-12-14, 205]

12594. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $1_8^9 \times 1_8^9"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer for 2 men on a journey in a boat with a freight of sheep, and for Im-ti-dam who arrived from Anšan.
—/esen sē-īl-1a/—. [95-12-14, 206]

12595. Complete; 10 + 14 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1_2^7\times \frac{1}{2}_8"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for 2 carters, 1 sukkal, 1 royal official and 2 couriers (1u-kaš4).
25/esen (d) Lisi(-GUN)?/. [95-12-14, 207]

12596. Complete, slightly defaced; 5 + 6 ll.; $1_8^9 \times 1_8^9"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Issue of barley as fodder for sheep which are to be taken to Ur (Ur(K1)-sē 1-tūm). 4/amar-a-a-si/4 Ibi-Su'en. [95-12-14, 208]

12597. Complete; 6 + 9 ll.; $1_2^8 \times 1_2^8"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of flour and bread delivered for ki-a-nag offerings.
—/še-īl-1a/48 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 209]

12598. Complete, defaced in some places; 11 + 12 ll.; $1_8^8 \times 1_8^8"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for various officials who came from Ur. —/amar-a-a-si/3 Amur-Su'en. [95-12-14, 210]

12599. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; $1_8^8 \times 1_8^8"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of sheep which Igi-(d)Usan, the rā-gaba, transferred to Nin-dingir-ra.
—/mun-šu-du/47 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 211]

12600. Complete; 10 + 12 ll.; $1_2^8 \times 1_2^8"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for various couriers.
10 + ?/munux-kút/. [95-12-14, 212]

12601. Complete; 7 + 11 + (l. edge) 3 ll.; $1_8^8 \times 1_8^8"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) received for sá-du offerings, issued to 3 sukkal.
—/hár-rā-bi-mút/. [95-12-14, 213]

12602. Rt. upp. corner destroyed, surface badly defaced; 8 + 8 ll.; $1_8^8 \times 1_8^8"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Issue of beer and bread to some officials. 12/gán-maš/. [95-12-14, 214]

12603. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; $1_2^8 \times 1_2^8"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread for 3 men, listed by name, and of pease-meal for 1 donkey.
—/munux-kút/. [95-12-14, 215]

12604. Complete; 4 + 7 ll.; $1_2^8 \times 1_2^8"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 4 royal gur (and more) of barley received by E-(d)Nin-gis-zi-da from Ur-(d)?.
—/esen (d) Ba-BA/46 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 216]
12605. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{8}{9}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}".  
Ur III: Record of large quantities of cloth woven by female workers; controller: Na-ni. Undated. [95-12-14, 217]

12606. Fragment, larger upp. half of tablet, partly defaced; 7 + 11 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $1\frac{4}{9}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}".  
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for various men and for various purposes, e.g.: Gû-ga-li gir gi-gû-ma-sê gin-na.  
13/dirig se-gu[r10-kud]—. [95-12-14, 218]

12607. Fragment from the l. side of a circular tablet, rev. illegible; 5 ll.; $1\frac{8}{9}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}".  
Ur III: Agricultural survey. Undated. [95-12-14, 219]

12608. Complete; 4 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{7}{9}" \times 1\frac{8}{9}". Lagash (month).  
Ur III: Record of sheep delivered for eating (udu-kur6-ra).  
—/šu-numun/4 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 220]

12609. Low. portion of tablet; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{9}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}".  
Ur III: Record of barley issued as fodder for sheep. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 221]

12610. Triangular fragment from the l. upp. corner; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{9}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}".  
Ur III: Inventory of cattle. —/—/5 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 222]

12611. Rt. low. corner missing, rather defaced; disintegrating; 4 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{7}{9}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}".  
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal pan of barley received by Im-[...] from Ur-(d)IS-(d)Ba-BA6/U; controller: (name destroyed).  
—/—/Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 223]

12612. Complete, slightly defaced; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{8}{9}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}". Lagash (month).  
Ur III: Record of rations for 11 guruš workmen at 1 pan each, total 2\frac{1}{2} gur of barley, which Na-ba-saša received from Ba-zi on behalf of Lú-(d)Dumu-zi. —/ezem (d) Suš-gi/(probably) 48 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 224]

12613. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{8}{9}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}". Lagash (month).  
Ur III: Receipt for 14 royal gur of barley which Ur-gar s. of Lugal-duš received from Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su; controller: Nam-ba-ša, nu-kiriš.  
—/ezem (d) Lisi(-GUN)/38 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 225]

12614. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{8}{9}" \times 1". Lagash (month).  
Ur III: Receipt for 2 pan of lard (2 pan iašaḫ-lugal) which Lú-urú(KI) received from Inim-(d)Ba-BAš/Ü.  
—/ezem (d) Lisi(-GUN)/38 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 226]

12615. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{8}{9}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}".  
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley flour for baking bread which Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim1 received from Lugal-ka-gi-na.  
—/—/year illegible (erased by scribe). [95-12-14, 227]

12616. Fragment from the low. end, obv. destroyed; on rev. traces of 3 ll.; $1\frac{8}{9}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}".  
Ur III(?): One line erased, and 2 more signs only preserved. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 228]
12617. Fragment from the rt. upp. side of a circular tablet; 2 cols. on obv., 1 on rev.: 3 + 5 + (rev.) 4 ll.; 18° × 218°. Ur III: Agricultural survey, statement of areas. Undated. [95-12-14, 229]

12618. Fragment from the middle of the rt. edge of a multicolumned tablet; 1 col. on obv., 2 on rev.: 6 + (rev.) 6 + 1 ll.; 118° × 118°. Ur III: Record similar to 12417. [Date?] [95-12-14, 230]

12619. Complete; 9 + 12 ll.; 118° × 118°. Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for 2 couriers, 1 sukkal and two other men. 11/mu-šu-du-ša/—. [95-12-14, 231]

12620. Complete, 2 holes in l. edge; 5 + 3 ll.; 118° × 118°. Lagash (place names). Ur III: Label from a basket containing tablets about goods carried from Gir-su(KI) to Gû-ab-ba(KI). —/—/9 Šu-Su'ên. [95-12-14, 232]

12621. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 118° × 118°. Ur III: Receipt for 14 royal gur of barley received by Ur-sag-Kiš(KI) from Ur-(d)Ba-Baš/Ú as wages for hired labourers working on the field en-nu lum-ma. —/—/47 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 233]

12622. Complete, rev. slightly defaced; 7 + 6 ll.; 118° × 118°. Lagash (month). Ur III: Loan of 1 ox and 6 asses to Ur-(d)Lamma for ploughing; owner: Ur-gu-la. —/še-11-la/49 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 234]

12623. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 118° × 118°. Ur III: Record of rations in barley for 29 gûruš workmen at 1 bân each and for 5 workers at 1 bân 5 sîla each, totals on rev.; receipt is rendered by A-tu to IR-MU (Oppenheim, Eames Cat.: Urdax-alul); controller: Na-bal-ša. —/dirig še-gurša-ša/43 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 235]

12624. Complete; 10 + 12 ll.; 118° × 118°. Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in bread in various quantities for 11 men; controller: (d)Ba-Baš/Ú-ib-du-. 26/ezen (d)Ba-BAš/Ú/—. [95-12-14, 236]

12625. Complete; 10 + 6 ll.; 218° × 118°. Ur III: Tally of gûruš-workmen. Undated. [95-12-14, 237]

12626. Rt. low. corner missing; 10 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 118° × 118°. Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for 2 messengers, 1 carter, 2 envoy, etc. —/gán-mašt/—. [95-12-14, 238]

12627. Complete, with case (12627 A); 4 + 5 ll.; 118° × 118°. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 40 gûn of meat, which Lû-uru(KI) received from A-kal-la. —/ezen (d)Dum u-zi/32 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 239]

—— A. Case of 12627, most of rev. missing; seal illegible; 2 + 3 ll.; 118° × 118°. Lagash.

Ur III: On obv.: abbreviated form of the tablet; on rev.: date, of which all but a few signs is destroyed. [95-12-14, 239a]
12628. Complete; 8 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times \frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Issue of 89 royal gur of barley as food for agricultural workers; receipt rendered by the foreman Ma-an-sé/sum. —/—/45 Šulgi.

12629. Almost entirely defaced; 7(?)+ 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record about sheep. —/m.u-u-d[u_3]/[?].

12630 A. Fragment from the rev. (perhaps of case); seal of [N]I-ba-[a_6]; 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times \frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: No text. —/m.u-u-d[u_3]/8 Šu'Su-en.

— B. Flat fragment from the obv.; 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times \frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Record of delivery of cloth. [Date ?]

12631. Complete, rev. slightly defaced; 10 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times 1\frac{1}{6}''$.
Ur III: List of rations in beer, barley flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for 1 carter, couriers, and other messengers travelling from or to Šušan, Uruk(?), etc., or staying “in town”. —/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/—.

12632. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times \frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Issue of flour (zíd-dub-dub) and emmer bread (nînda ḫar-ra zîz-an), also of dates, to AN-DUL-šul-mi-ma and others.
—/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/49 Šulgi.

12633. Obv. l. upp. corner damaged; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of a surplus in sheep which are to be returned to Ur-(d)Lamma. —/—/5 Amar-Su'en.

12634. Complete; 14 + 18 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times \frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for various messengers. 29/ẖár-rá-bí-mû/—.

12635. Complete, l. edge damaged; 5 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times \frac{1}{6}''$.
Ur III: Delivery of bread and of barley, partly bought and partly destined for offerings. Undated.

12636 A. Large fragment, upp. portion of tablet; 8 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil. —/mùnuk₃-kû/—.

— B. Fragment from l. upp. corner; 5 + 7 ll.; $\frac{3}{4}'' \times \frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: List of rations in bread and beer issued to a few persons.
—/še-gur₁₀-[kud]/[—].

12637. Complete; 9 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for various envoys and a man from Mar-ḥa-ši(KI).
—/ēzen (d) Dumu-zA/—.

12638. Complete, slightly defaced; 10 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for 5 envoys and a man from Ki-ma-aš(KI). —/gān-maš/—.
12639. Complete; 10 + 11 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in \(a-gam\) containers) for 3 envoys, a man from \(H_u-H_u-n_u-r_i(KI)\), and another envoy who came from An\(\tilde{s}\)an(KI).
—/eezn (d)Šu\(l\)-gi/—.

12640. Upp. part missing; 9 + 11 ll.; 2" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)".
Ur III: List of various categories of workmen and of animals employed in agricultural work, with names of foremen and of fields. [Date?]

12641. Rt. upp. corner missing, with fragment of case (12641 A); 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{9}{16}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for flour(?) which Gu-za-na received from Ur-ba-g[a?]. —/eezn (d)Šu\(l\)-gi/?[?].

12642. Complete, upp. part slightly defaced; 16 + 13 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Issue of fodder for cattle and sheep with the names of the shepherds.
24/eezn (d)Lisi(.-G\(\tilde{U}\)N)\(\ddot{a}\)/—.

12643. Sector from the rt. upp. side of a circular tablet; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)".
Ur III: Agricultural survey with statement of areas, etc. [Date?]

12644. Triangular fragment from the middle of the rt. edge, rev. defaced; 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Similar to 12417. [Date?]

12645. Fragment from the rt. low. corner of the obv. of a case; 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{16}\)". Lagash ((d)Nin-gir-su).
Ur III: Receipt (particulars and names destroyed). [Date?]

12646. Upp. part missing; 7 + 7 ll.; 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and goats, assigned to Lugalu-ga-gra and A-a-ka-li-ja. —/—/3 Amur-Su\(\acute{c}\)en(?).

12647. Complete; 9 + 7 ll.; 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (Gir-su(KI)).

12648. Fragment from the centre of the obv., edges ground smooth in modern times; 3 cols.: 6 + 9 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)".
Ur III: Record of delivery and disposal of [wool]. [Date?]

12649. Complete, on rev. l. low corner damaged; 7 + 7 ll.; 2" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)".
Ur III: Loan of 8 shekels of silver, interest \(\frac{3}{4}\) in the shekel, which Lu-\(d\)Ba-BA\(\ddot{U}\) borrowed from Mi-il-ki-li-? and has to repay within the same month; 4 witnesses. —/—/38 Sulgi.
12650. A. Flat oblong fragment from the centre of the obv., edges ground in modern times, lines running diagonal; 2 cols.: 11 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{4}^\circ$.
Ur III: Agricultural record. [Date?]

12651. B. Flat oblong fragment from the centre of the obv., edges ground in modern times; 2 cols.: 8 + 12 ll.; $2\frac{1}{4}^\circ \times 2\frac{1}{4}^\circ$.
Ur III: Agricultural record. Cf. 12672. [Date?]

12652. A. Flat oblong fragment from the centre of the obv., edges ground in modern times, lines running diagonal; 2 cols.: 11 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{4}^\circ$.
Ur III: Agricultural record. [Date?]

12655. Complete; 6 + 8 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{4}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 7? gur of barley (being the wages for 33 gurus workmen at 1 pan each and for 5 juvenile workers at 4 ban each) which Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim received from Ba-zi in the city granary (*gur* ururu(KI)); controller: Kud-da-MU.

12656. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{4}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 12? gur of barley which Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim received from (d)Lamma?-na as rations for ox-drivers (*se-kur* 6 erin-sagud).

12657. Triangular fragment from the rt. upp. part; centre of rev. defaced; 5 + 6 ll.; $2^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{4}^\circ$. *Lagash* (Gú-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in sheep and goats.

12658. Complete; obv. damaged, writing indistinct; seal inscription illegible; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{4}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley. [95-12-14, 270]

12659. L. half of obv. missing; 9 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{4}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Issue of barley as fodder for sheep, summed up to 320 + 216 sheep and 2? gur of barley. 5/se-il-la/4 Su-su'en.

12660. Fragment from the middle of the rt. edge; 1 col. on obv., 2 cols. on rev.: 9 + (rev.) 8 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{4}^\circ$.
Ur III: List of workmen and plough oxen. [Date?]

---
12661. Complete, first line slightly damaged; 9 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; \(1\frac{4}{7}\)" \(\times\) 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in \(\text{á-gam}\) containers) for envoys and couriers who came from Anšan(KI) and Nippur(KI).
—/-\(\text{ḥār-rā-bi-mū-mū}/-
[95-12-14, 273]

12662. Complete, obv. slightly defaced; 16 + 13 ll.; \(1\frac{4}{7}\)" \(\times\) 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in barley for sheep, oxen and some asses, with the names of the shepherds. 2\(/\text{sū-numnum}/-\)
[95-12-14, 274]

12663. L. edge and rev. badly defaced; 10 + 10 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{7}\)" \(\times\) 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread for several persons listed by name. 2\(/\text{mu-šu-du}/-\)
[95-12-14, 275]

12664. Upp. edge and obv. badly damaged; 4 + 13 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{8}\" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{4}{7}\)".
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread(?) and oil for hired workers and messengers listed by name. —/-/2 Ibi-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 276]

12665. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}\" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{4}{7}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 large quantities of wool received by Šeš-kal-la for the temple. —/\(\text{munux-kû}3\) Amar-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 277]

12666. Rt. low. corner missing, rev. defaced; 5 + (5 + x) ll.; \(1\frac{4}{7}\" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{5}{7}\)".
Ur III: On obv. record of bags (MAL + GI), baskets (ka-tab-dirig) and chests (\(\ddot{e}\)) of 1 gar and of 9 kūš length; rev. destroyed.
—/-/41 Šulgi.
[95-12-14, 278]

12667. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}\" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{4}{7}\)".
Ur III: Note concerning 1405\(\frac{2}{3}\) days' work of guruš men. Undated.
[95-12-14, 279]

12668. Complete, rev. defaced, holes in l. edge; 5 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{7}\" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{4}{7}\)".
Ur III: Label from a tablet basket containing records concerning sheep. —/-/43 Šulgi.
[95-12-14, 280]

12669. Rt. upp. corner missing; 5 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}\" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{4}{7}\)".
Ur III: List of sheep driven up by Ur-ba-ga. —/-/4 Amar-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 281]

12670. Complete, rev. defaced; seal of Lū-(d)Dumu-[zi]; 4 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}\" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{5}{7}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 10 shekels of silver which Lū-(d)Dumu-zi received from Ur-é-babbar as maš-da-ri-[a]. —/\(\text{mu-šu-du}/3 \Šu-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 282]

12671. L. upp corner missing; 9 + 10 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{7}\" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{5}{7}\)".
Ur III: Issue of barley for sheep with the names of the shepherds. 23/\(\text{sē-gur₁₀-kud}/5 \Šu-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 283]

12672. Flat fragment from the centre of the obv., ground to size in modern times; 2 cols.: 7 + 8 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}\" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{5}{7}\)".
Ur III: Agricultural record, similar to 12650 A. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 284]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Damage/Condition</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
<th>Location/Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12673.</td>
<td>L. low. corner missing, upp. part of rev. damaged; 5 + 6(?) ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: Record of rations for at least four men listed by name.</td>
<td>[95-12-14, 285]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12674.</td>
<td>Complete; 5 + 8 + (1. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: Issue of bread (2 sila each) to 4 carriers. 3/ezēn (d) Dumu-zi/—.</td>
<td>[95-12-14, 286]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12675.</td>
<td>Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Lagash (months).</td>
<td>Ur III: Issue of $11\frac{9}{16}$ royal gur of barley at the disposal of Ur-(d)Igi-zi-bar-ra.</td>
<td>[95-12-14, 287]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12676.</td>
<td>Complete, with rounded corners; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Lagash (months).</td>
<td>Ur III: Record of wool delivered during the months of a mar-a-a-si and še-il-la.</td>
<td>[95-12-14, 288]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12677.</td>
<td>Complete; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1''$.</td>
<td>Lagash (months).</td>
<td>Ur III: Record of garments (tūg-nig-lām tab-ba lugal) delivered by Ur-(d)Da-mu.</td>
<td>[95-12-14, 289]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12678.</td>
<td>L. low. corner missing, upp. and rt. edges damaged, rev. defaced; 5 + ? ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Lagash (months).</td>
<td>Ur III: Receipt for goods (description destroyed) delivered by Al-la to Ur-é-ninnu. [Date ?]</td>
<td>[95-12-14, 290]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12679.</td>
<td>Complete; 9 + 13 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Lagash (months).</td>
<td>Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for 1 mason, 1 carter travelling to Šušan, 1 courier (kas₄) and 3 more men.</td>
<td>[95-12-14, 291]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12680.</td>
<td>Rt. half of rev. missing; 8 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1''$.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 2 builders (lú-dû) and 3 other men (names destroyed).</td>
<td>[95-12-14, 292]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12681.</td>
<td>Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: Issue of grain to Lú-(d)Nin-dar-a and Gemé-ē-an-na for the months from a mar-a-a-si to še-il-la, issued by Ur-(d)Nanse.</td>
<td>[95-12-14, 293]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12682.</td>
<td>Complete; 7 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: Issue of fine bread and mutton to (d)Nin-gir-su and to (d)Ba-Ba 6 for 22 days, and to (d)Sul-gi for 12 days.</td>
<td>[95-12-14, 294]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12683.</td>
<td>Complete, 2 ll. on rev. erased; 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: Issue of bread to 3 carriers and 3 other men.</td>
<td>[95-12-14, 295]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12684.</td>
<td>Complete, slightly damaged; 7 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: Issue of oil to 3 men.</td>
<td>[95-12-14, 296]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12685.</td>
<td>Fragment from the rt. low. corner, ground to size in modern times; 6 + 5 ll.; $1'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: Temple record.</td>
<td>[95-12-14, 297]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12686. Complete, slightly damaged; 8 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x \(\frac{2}{3}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: Issue of beer, bread(?) and oil to 3 men.
25/ezén (d)Šul-gi/—. [95-12-14, 298]

12687. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x \(\frac{2}{3}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of flour which Ur-(d)Šul-pa-ê received from Lû-(d)Nin-giir-su on behalf of Ad-da-MU.
—/amar-a-a-si/5 Ibi-Su'en. [95-12-14, 299]

12688. Complete, obv. rather defaced; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x \(\frac{2}{3}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: Issue of beer and bread for (d)Mér, of white bread and pine-nuts for (d)Šul-gi, etc. 13/ezén (d)Ba-BA/—. [95-12-14, 300]

12689. Complete, obv. rather defaced; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x \(\frac{2}{3}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of bitumen (esir-ê-a).
—/munux-kû/37 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 301]

12690. Complete; 6 + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x \(\frac{2}{3}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for 2 sukkallu and 1 mar-tu, also some oil for 7 royal ukuš men. 21/ezén (d)Ba-BA/—. [95-12-14, 302]

12691. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x \(\frac{2}{3}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: Delivery of sheep (udu, máš and silâ) as offerings at the ezen-alam-lugal, and for (d)Sin, (d)Šul-gi, etc.; controller: (d)Ba-BA/—. [95-12-14, 303]

12692. Complete; 3 + 3 ll.; 1" x \(\frac{2}{3}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: Issue of finest bread to Lugal-má-gur-ê-ri, the nu-bânda, who has to go to a field (as supervisor(?)). —/munux-kû/—. [95-12-14, 304]

12693. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x \(\frac{2}{3}\". Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in bread for dogs, for 3 (kennel)men listed by name, for 1 assistant scribe and 1 mar-tu. 3/amar-a-a-si/—. [95-12-14, 305]

12694. Complete; 8 + 9 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 1". Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for 1 courier travelling to Sa-bu-um(KI), 2 sukkal, etc. 6/se-gur-o-kud/—. [95-12-14, 306]

12695. Complete; 5 + 6 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x \(\frac{2}{3}\". Lagash (month). Ur III: Issue of barley to gurûš workmen employed as carriers; grain received by Á-ta-šu-ta from Ur-(d)Nanše. —/amar-a-a-si/34 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 307]

12696. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 1". Lagash (month). Ur III: Issue of oil and dates for an offering at Má-gan(KI); controller: Ur-ab-ba lû-kaša. —/še-il-1a/—. [95-12-14, 308]

12697. Complete, defaced in some places; 4 + (low. edge) 3(?)+ (rev.) 6 ll.; 1" x 1". Lagash (month).Ur III: Receipt for 9 gun of bitumen (esir a-ba-al si-ga) filled into buckets which Ad-da-MU received. . . . —/amar-a-a-si/49 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 309]
12698. Low. edge and rev. destroyed; 6 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{1}{6}'' \times 1\frac{1}{6}''$.
Ur III: Allocation of oil to Lui-KA-NI, a messenger, ... 5/[?]/[?].

12699. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times 1\frac{1}{6}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 1 gun 3 mana of wool (sig za-er$_4$-ša) and 30 mana of wool (sig-gi-za-er$_4$-ra), issued for weaving 4th quality cloth (túg-guz-za 4-kam-uš) and received by Ur-(d)Da-mu.
—/še-gur$_{16}$-kud/35 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 310]

12700. Complete; 7 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times \frac{3}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for 1 coachman and 3 messengers. 4/ḥár-rá-bí-mű-mű/—.

12701. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times 1''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations for dogs, 4 kennelmen, 1 assistant scribe and 1 mar-tu. —/ezen (d)Lisi(-GfJN)$^3$—.

12702. Complete, obv. rather defaced; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times 1''$.
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 2 men who are on the way from Ur to Şušan. —/šu-numun/4 Amar-Su'en.

12703. Complete; 5 + 8 ll.; $\frac{5}{8}'' \times \frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 1 supervisor of agricultural work and for 2 couriers travelling to Sa-bu-um (KI). 29/ā-gam/—.

12704 A. Upp. portion of a tablet; 3 + 3 ll.; $\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for messengers(?).
13/šu-numun/—. [95-12-14, 316a]

B. L. portion of a tablet; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times 1\frac{1}{6}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, [bread] and oil for messengers(?).
—/gán-m[aš]/8 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 316b]

12705. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times 1''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 3 men for 30 days.
—/ḥár-rá-bí-mű-mű/—. [95-12-14, 317]

12706. Complete, rather defaced; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times 1\frac{1}{6}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for dates(?). Undated. [95-12-14, 318]

12707. Complete, rev. rather defaced; 7 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times \frac{5}{6}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread (2 sila each) for 4 men.
22/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. [95-12-14, 319]

12708. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times \frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread for 3 men listed by name, also for 54 juvenile workers at $\frac{3}{8}$ sila each and for 3 at 1 sila each. 13/μu-form-kú/—. [95-12-14, 320]

12709. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times 1''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 5 sila of fine butter which Nin-a-na received from Ilu-ma. —/še-gur$_{16}$-kud/44 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 321]
12710. L. edge damaged; 5 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1". 
Ur III: Record of 1 bān of šik flour issued for making bread \((ṣīd nindakās-gā-šē)\). —ṣu-numun/44 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 322]

12711. Rev. damaged; 4 + 6 ll.; \(\frac{7}{8}\)" \(\times\) \(\frac{3}{4}\)". 
Ur III: List of rations in bread for 3 men. 4še-gur₁₀-kud/.—. [95-12-14, 323]

12712. Larger upp. portion of a tablet; 3 + 3 ll.; \(\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times\) \(\frac{7}{8}\)". Lagash \((é (d)Nin-gīr-su)\). 
Ur III: Issue of \(\frac{1}{8}\) royal pan of bread to erīn-men of the (d)Nin-gīr-su temple, the poultry-keepers. —še-gur₁₀-kud/43 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 324]

12713. Complete, but hardly legible; 4 + 1 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1". 
Ur III: Record of doubtful contents. Undated. [95-12-14, 325]

12714. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) \(\frac{7}{8}\)". Lagash \((m)onth)\). 
Ur III: Issue of barley to Lū-(d)Gaš-bar-ē and En-ša-gi. 
—/munux-kǔ/38 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 326]

12715. Rt. upp. corner missing; 4 + 5 ll.; \(\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times\) \(\frac{7}{8}\)". Lagash \((m)onth)\). 
Ur III: Receipt for [something] . . . obtained from Lū-(d)Nin-gūr-su; controller: Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim\(^3\) s. of Ga-ti-e. 
—/munux-kǔ/1 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 327]

12716. Low. portion of a tablet; 4 + 5 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1" \(\times\) \(1\frac{3}{8}\)". 
Ur III: List of sheep and cattle with their food rations. [Date?] [95-12-14, 328]

12717. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 1". Lagash \((m)onth)\). 
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 2 envoys (sukkal) travelling to Šušan. —/munux-kǔ/4 Amar-Su’en. [95-12-14, 329]

12718. Complete; 7 + 9 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) \(\frac{7}{8}\)". Lagash \((m)onth)\). 
Ur III: List of rations in bread for dogs, 2 kennelmen, 1 assistant scribe, 1 mar-tu and 3 other men; controller: (d)Ba-BA₆/Ú=ib-gu(?)-UL. 
14/ezēn (d)Ba-BA₆/Ú/.—. [95-12-14, 330]

12719. Complete, hole in upp. edge; 6 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 1". Lagash \((m)onth)\). 
Ur III: Record of issue of flour and bread. 
—/ezēn (d)Ba-BA₆/Ú/47 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 331]

12720. Complete; 4 + 6 ll.; \(\frac{7}{8}\)" \(\times\) \(\frac{3}{4}\)". Lagash \((m)onth; Ki-nu-nir(KI)\). 
Ur III: Record of 2 bān of barley issued to Ama-ša-ga-dug\(^{(2)}\) s. of Gēnē-(d)Utu from the granary at Ki-nu-nir(KI); overseer: (d)Utu-MU. 
—/ezēn (d)Ba-BA₆/Ú/45 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 332]

12721. Complete; 9 + 11 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 1". 
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 1 carter, 1 courier, 3 other men, and Dumu-ba-a s. of the king. 10še-gur₁₀-kud/.—. [95-12-14, 333]
12722. Complete, slightly damaged; 6 + 8 ll.; $\frac{1}{12} $ \text{"} $ \times 1\text{"}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 2 lots of oil (10 gin each) and of dates (2 sila each) issued as offerings. —/ezen (d) Ba-Ba$_6$/Ú/1 Šú-Su'en. [95-12-14, 334]

12723. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; $\frac{1}{12} $ \text{"} $ \times 1\text{"}$. Ur III: Receipt for 24 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)Ba-Ba$_6$/Ú b. of Ur-(d)Da-mu received from Lú-(d)Utú for rations for the weavers.
—/—/— 38 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 335]

12724. Obv. utterly defaced; (1 + x) + 7 ll.; $\frac{1}{6} $ \text{"} $ \times 1\text{"}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt (details destroyed). —/ezen (d)Šu-gi/48 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 336]

12725. Complete; 8 + 6 ll.; $\frac{1}{6} $ \text{"} $ \times 1\text{"}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 shekel of silver worth 2 sheep which Ba-a received from Ur-(d)Ba-Ba$_6$/Ú's. of Ni-da-ti on behalf of Ma-an-SUM/ŠE.
—/še-il-1a/49 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 337]

12726. Low. part of rev. rather defaced; 6 + 8 ll.; $\frac{1}{12} $ \text{"} $ \times 1\text{"}$. Ur III: List of rations similar to 12718. [?] /[?] /—. [95-12-14, 338]

12727. Both obv. and rev. badly defaced; 7 + 7 ll.; $\frac{1}{6} $ \text{"} $ \times 5\text{"}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread (cf. 12718) for 6 bitches, 2 kennelmen and some other persons. —/ezen (d)Ba-Ba$_6$/Ú/—. [95-12-14, 339]

12728. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $\frac{1}{8} $ \text{"} $ \times 1\text{"}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 10 gûn of u-sa beer and 1 gur of barley flour, received by (d)Nanse-gir-gal the ka₄₈-su-du 8. —/ezen (d)Ba-Ba$_6$/Ú/49 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 340]

12729. Complete, top of rev. slightly damaged; 5 + 7 ll.; $\frac{1}{6} $ \text{"} $ \times 1\text{"}$. *Lagash* (ensi).
Ur III: Record of bread issued by (authority of) the ensi Ur-(d)Lamma in 4 lots from the 16th to the 20th day; controller Ur-(d)Nin-gir-su.
—/dirig še-gur 0 /—. [95-12-14, 341]

12730. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $\frac{1}{8} $ \text{"} $ \times 5\text{"}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of bread, issued to 1 mar-tu sal, and 2 other men. 29/ḥár-rá-bi-mú/—. [95-12-14, 342]

12731. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $\frac{3}{8} $ \text{"} $ \times 1\text{"}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Issue of beer, pease-meal and oil as rations “in town” and “en-route” to Ki-nu-a the courier for a journey to Šušan. —/gán-ma₄₉/—. [95-12-14, 343]

12732. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $\frac{1}{5} $ \text{"} $ \times 1\text{"}$. Ur III: Issue of bread, 2 sila each, to Ur-(d)Da-mu and Ama-ri-ba, and of 2 pan of beer and 2 sila of bread to Lugal-ezen; controller: Ur-gar. 20/šu-num-un/—. [95-12-14, 344]

12733. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $\frac{3}{8} $ \text{"} $ \times 1\text{"}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 1 dead ox issued as food to the women in the mill.
—/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. [95-12-14, 345]
12734. L. upp., rt. upp. and 1. low. corners badly damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Ur III: Record of doubtful contents. —/—/mu-uš-sa . . . (d) En . . .

12735. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; 3\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: Issue of beer, pease-meal and oil (in á-gam containers) for 3 days to a courier (lú-ka-sa) just arrived from Ú-rí-a (KI). —/ezem (d) Sul-gi/—.

12736. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 3\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)". Ur III: Record concerning disposal of sheep (udu-še and māš). —/še-gur₁₀-kud/—. [95-12-14, 347]

12737. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1". Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, pease-meal, bread and oil for 2 messengers, 1 going to Ur. —/mu-uš-kú/—. [95-12-14, 349]

12738A. Triangular fragment from the 1. low. corner; 3 + 3 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 3\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1". Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations for messengers, two of them travelling to Šušan. —/mu-uš-kú/—. [95-12-14, 350a]

— B. Triangular fragment from the rt. low. corner; 3 + 3 ll.; 1" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Ur III: Record of doubtful contents, only a few signs preserved. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 350b]

12739. Square fragment from the rev., rather defaced; 7 ll.; 1" x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations. 22/še-ila/—. [95-12-14, 351]

12740. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Ur III: Receipt for rations in barley, at 1 royal pan each, for 30 workers which Lú-(d) Ha-ni received from Ba-zi; overseer (nu-banda): A-kal-la. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/—. [95-12-14, 352]

12741. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Ur III: Receipt for 52\(\frac{1}{4}\) mana of goats' hair which Ur-(d) Nanše received from Lú-ša-ga. —/—/47 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 353]

12742. Complete; 5 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Ur III: Receipt for 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) gur 1\(\frac{1}{8}\) sla of garlic seed (numun sum) which Ur-(d) Nanše received from Nig-ga. —/—/46 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 354]

12743. Obv. almost entirely worn away; (5) + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Ur III: Contents destroyed. —/šu-numun/4 Amar-Sú’en. [95-12-14, 355]

12744. Complete; 8 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 3 men listed by name. —/amar-a-a-si/—. [95-12-14, 356]

12745. Low. portion of tablet; 4 + 1 ll.; 1" x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Ur III: Receipt for objects (details not preserved) which Ur-més received from Ur-(d) Lamma s. of Ur-(giš)gigir. [Date ?] [95-12-14, 357]
12746. Complete; 4 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{6}\)" \times 1\(\frac{4}{6}\)".
Ur III: Record of 4 sheep delivered by Da-ku-KU(?) on behalf of Da-mu;
controller: Igī-a-n-a-gé-zu. —/—/(Mercer, no. 153). [95-12-14, 358]

12747. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{6}\)" \times 1\(\frac{1}{6}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of garments: 3 shaggy of best quality (tūg guz-za sigₜₐ) and
13 of less good quality, delivered by Lū-gi-na into the palace.
—/āmar-a-a-si/mu-uš-sa ē-(d) En-ii-lā si-sá-a.//(Cf. Year formula 2
Išme-Dagan). [95-12-14, 359]

12748. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)" \times 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, pease-meal and oil (in á-gam container)
for 1-su-a both for his "stay in town" and being "en route"; also of
1 sheep, beer and barley flour for Ü-ba-a the ensi of A-dam-duun(KI).
—/še-il-1a/—. [95-12-14, 360]

12749. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{6}\)" \times 1\(\frac{2}{6}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 bán (royal) of barley which Ā-bi-lum of the (d)Nin-
dar-a temple received from Ur-šu-ga-lam-ma.
—/ezen (d)Lisi(-GÜN)³/—. [95-12-14, 361]

12750. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{6}\)" \times 1\(\frac{2}{6}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 45 axes ((urudu)ha-zi-(in)) which Ur-ki-lu-ka
received from Ur-(d)Ba-BA6/U; controller: Lugal-bal-duir-ra.
—/ezen (d)Ba-BA₆/U/3 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 362]

12751. Fragmentary, rev. missing; 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{6}\)" \times 1\(\frac{2}{6}\".
Ur III: Record of sheep, text badly damaged. [Date?] [95-12-14, 363]

12752. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{6}\)" \times 1\(\frac{3}{6}\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread, and beer respectively, for 3 men listed by
name, for 1 keeper of birds, 1 kennelman and for dogs. 18/gán-maš/—.
[95-12-14, 364]

12753. Rt. edge and rev. damaged; 8 + 9 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{6}\)" \times 1\(\frac{1}{6}\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to (d)Adad-ba-ni and
3 other men. —/mu-šu-du-τ/—. [95-12-14, 365]

12754. Complete; 10 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{6}\)" \times 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Issue of bread to 1 mar-tu-sal, to 2 men qualified as "old men",
to 18 gurūš men (dag-nun-īla) at 1 sila of bread each, also to 39 gurūš
men (gan-dib) at 1 sila each and of 10 carcasses of mutton.
24/hár-rá-bí-mû/—. [95-12-14, 366]

12755. Complete; 8 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{6}\)" \times 1\(\frac{3}{6}\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for various quantities of barley received by Ur-mēs s. of
Ur-gar from Nig-ī-rum. —/āmar-a-a-si/48 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 367]

12756. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{6}\)" \times 1\(\frac{1}{6}\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of 4 groups of gurūš workers employed as carriers, with state-
ment of their rations in barley. —/še-il-1a/36 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 368]
12757. Complete, surface disintegrating; 5 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{16}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 8 shekels of silver delivered for barley into the palace; controller: Ur-(d)Ba-BA/Ú s. of Lugal-IM-ru-a.
—ezén (d)Šul-gi/49 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 369]

12758. Complete, rt. edge damaged; 4 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Note reading twice gú-AS with names following: Lugal-ezén and Nig-ša-ga. 15še-gur₄₀-kud/5 Šu-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 370]

12759. Rt. upp. corner on obv. damaged; 6 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1''\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, pea-meal and oil (in a-gam containers) for 2 messengers (ukuš) arrived from Šu-šan. —šu-šu-šu/-. [95-12-14, 371]

12760. Top of obv. damaged, defaced in some places; 9 + 5(?) ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 3 men, probably messengers. 16/[?]/—. [95-12-14, 372]

12761. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Receipt for 1463 royal gur of barley (to be ground and partly to be used for offerings) which Ur-(d)Naše(?) s. of Na-ba-sa received from Ur-(d)Naše (sic). —/—/—49 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 374]

12762. Low. part missing; 4 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Receipt for 3 royal gur of barley . . . received by Lú-(d)Nin-šubur.
—ezén (d)Lisí(-GUN)²/47 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 375]

12763. Low. half of tablet, rev. partly defaced; 4 + 3 ll.; \(1'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Receipt for . . . [goods] . . . which Ur-(d)Ba-BA/Ú received from Lú-(d)Nin-šubur. [Date?]
[95-12-14, 375]

12764. L. low. corner missing; 5 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
Ur III: Issue of bread in 3 lots for 3 days.
—šu-šu-du₂₁/48 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 376]

12765. In poor condition, rev. badly damaged; 5 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)Ba-BA/Ú received from Ur-(d)En-liq. —/ama-ra-[a-si]/1 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 377]

12766. Rt. edge damaged; 6 + 7 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times \frac{1}{4}''\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley, which Nig-(d)Ba-BA/Ú received from Ma-ni.
—mu-šu-du₂₁/48 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 378]

12767. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 3 men registered by name. —ezén (d)Šul-gi/1 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 379]

12768. Complete; 4 + 2 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ur-(d)Pa-sag for 4 surveyor's ropes (éš-gán) and 4 wickerwork baskets (gi-pad).
—/—/—43 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 380]

12769. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
Ur III: Receipt for 8\(\frac{1}{2}\) royal gur of barley which, as fodder for sheep, Lugal-IGI/GÁL-alim received from A-tu. —/—/—47 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 381]
12770. Complete, rounded corners; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 2 quantities of wool (ši-gu-ra šu-ag) to make cloth
(tūg guz-za sud-a lugal and tūg nig-lám uš-lugal) which Ur-(d)Da-
mu received from Lū-[?].... —/-/9 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 382]

12771. Low. portion of tablet, rev. destroyed; 3 + 1(?) ll.; $\frac{3}{6}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for . . . [goods] . . . drawn [from the storehouse] which
Ur-gū-en-na received from Lugal-šu-[?]. [Date?] [95-12-14, 383]

12772. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Record of 134 sheep transferred from Ur-(d)Nanse to Nīg-(d)Bā-
Bāš/Ü. —/-/33 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 384]

12773. Complete, rev. slightly damaged; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning garments of ši-gu-šu wool. —/-/zen (d)Ba-
Bāš/Ü/48 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 385]

12774. Complete; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 7 gūn 20 minas of bitumen from the boat of A-kal-la
and for 3 gūn from the boat of Ur-(d)Al-la; recipient: Ad-da-MU.
—/-/zen (d)Šu-l-e/47 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 386]

12775. Fragment from the middle of the rt. edge of a multi-columned tablet; obv.
only: 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Agricultural record. [Date?] [95-12-14, 387]

12776. Rt. low corner damaged; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Record of sheep and goats (ūz, māš and gemē(!)-āš-gār)
transferred from Ú-du-ku to Lugal-ERĪN(?)-[?]. —/-/47 Sulgi.
[95-12-14, 388]

12777 A. Flat fragment from the obv.; 5 + (upp. edge) 2 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of 4 gūr of barley issued for ploughing (engar hi-ra-ab-
gin-ne). . . . —/-/mu . . . (d)Su'en lugal. [95-12-14, 389a]

B. Flat fragment from the rev.; seal of Ur-(d)Lamma; 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Date only preserved: —/-/zen (d)Dum-mu-z̄/8 Šu-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 389b]

12778. Upp. portion of tablet, rev. defaced; 2 + ? ll.; $\frac{4}{5}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Label from a tablet basket. Undated. [95-12-14, 390]

12779. Rev. damaged; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1''$.
Ur III: Record of sheep. —/šu-numun/38 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 391]

12780. Obv. badly damaged, rev. slightly defaced; seal of Gu-za-ni; 6 + 7 ll.;
$1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt, particulars destroyed. —/-/mu-šu-du/u/1 Amar-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 392]

12781. Obv. destroyed; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for [goods] which Lū-(d)Nīn-gir-su s. of IR-MU (read
Ur-da-x-a₄) received from Ur-ab-ba. —/-/zen (d)Dum-mu-z̄/3 Amar-Su'en.
[95-12-14, 393]
12782. Obv. damaged. 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for bitumen (esir ḫar-sag and esir a-ba-al) which Ur-(d)Nun-gal received from [? ] in the storehouse (gá-nun-GIS), etc.
—/mu-ṣu-dúššu/2 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 394]

12783. Complete; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 70 royal gur of barley which have to be replaced (gur-bi rug-rug-dam) and which Na-bi received from Ur-(gigi)gir.
—/—/1 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 395]

12784. Complete; 8 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread issued to 8 men registered by name, also for 8 dogs at 2 sila each and 1 kennelman. 5/ezen (d)Ba-BA6/U—.
[95-12-14, 396]

12785. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley which En-sag received from Ur-(d)Ba-BA6/U as food for the crew of the boat of (d)Utu-gir-gal; controller: Ka-tar-(d)Ba-BA6/U. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA6/U/48 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 397]

12786. Both obv. and rev. badly defaced; 5 + 5 (?) ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 25 hides . . . delivered by Šeš-kal-la . . . [Date?]
[95-12-14, 398]

12787. Complete, rounded corner; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Issue of pease-meal and barley flour to Ur-(d)Da-mu.
—/šu-numûn/32 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 399]

12788. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Issue of bread to 9 scribes from the 10th day of amar-a-a-si to the 20th day of še-gur10-kud and for 10 scribes until the 10th day, etc.
—/še-gur10-kud/*—. [95-12-14, 400]

12789. Flat fragment from the centre of the obv.; 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Issue of grain(?) to various men, e.g. Šu-eš-dar lú-kaššu travelling to Sa-bu-um(KI). 26/gán-maš/*—. [95-12-14, 401]

12790. Complete; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 4 messengers, e.g. Šu-eš-dar lú-kaššu travelling to Sa-bu-um(KI). 26/gán-maš/*—. [95-12-14, 402]

12791. Complete; 8 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 amounts of wool (ṣig-muṣ-ag ṣig-guz-za and ṣig-muṣ-ag-qi) received by Ur-(d)Da-mu.
—/amar-a-a-si/8 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 403]

12792. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 gur of barley received by La-la-a . . .
—/še-gur10-kud/49 Sulgi. [95-12-14, 404]

12793. Fragment from the l. side of a circular tablet; 3 + 6 + (l. edge) 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Agricultural record. —/—/3 Amar-Su'en. [95-12-14, 405]
12794. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{3}{6}\)". 
Ur III: Receipt for 4 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)Su’en received from Lú-kal-la. —/še-gur, kud/33 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 406]

12795. Rt. low. corner missing, adjoining parts damaged; 6 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)". 
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 4 men, e.g. Ur-(d)Nanse mar-tu. 6(or 7, 8)/mu-šu-du/—. [95-12-14, 407]

12796. Upp. edge damaged; 4 + 6 ll.; 1" \(\times\) \(\frac{3}{6}\)". 
Ur III: List of rations in beer, pease-meal and oil (in á-gam container) for Gimil-lítur-nu-bànda, both for his stay “in town” and his “journey” to Šušan(KI). —/gán-maš/—. [95-12-14, 408]

12797. Upp. portion of tablet, rev. damaged; 3 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{3}{6}\)". 
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of copper objects(?); controllers: Lú-ba-duš and Lugal-izkim(?). —/šu-su’en. [95-12-14, 409]

12798. Complete; 7 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1". 
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread for various officials and for dogs and some kennelmen. 15(or 16)/munu-kú/—. [95-12-14, 410]

12799. Complete; 3 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)". 
Ur III: Note concerning 2 kids (más). —/gán-maš/49 Šulgi. [95-12-14, 411]

12800. Complete; 7 + 10 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)". 
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and meat for couriers and other officials, also for dogs. 17/ezen (d)Šul-gi/. [95-12-14, 412]

12801. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)". 
Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of bread and 17 carcasses of mutton; recipient: Lú-Gû-dé-a s. of Ur-ša-ga. —/ezen (d)Lisi (-GUN)/4/Amur-su’en. [95-12-14, 413]

12802. Complete, slightly damaged; 6 + 8 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1". 
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread for 4(?) messengers. 6(?)/gán-maš/—. [95-12-14, 414]

12803. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)". 
Ur III: List of rations in bread for 4 officials. 1/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. [95-12-14, 415]

12805. Clay-cone, head and most of col. I missing; 11 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{6}\)" dia., 3\(\frac{5}{6}\)" length. 
Ur III: Building inscription of Ur-(d)Ba-BAš/Ú. Undated. 
Text: Sarzec et Heuzey, Déc. en Chaldee, pl. 38; ed. and transl. by Radau, in Early Babylonian History; also Thureau-Dangin, V.B. I, pp. 62-63. [95-12-14, 417]

12806. Clay-cone, point missing, head uninscribed; 2 cols.: 10 + 3 ll.; 4" long, 2\(\frac{8}{6}\)" dia. of head. 
Text and lit.: Thureau-Dangin, V.B. I, pp. 142-43. [95-12-14, 418]
12807. Clay-cone, head and point missing; 1 col.: 13 ll.; 3" long, 2" largest dia.

[95-12-14, 419]

12808. Fragment from the centre of the obv.; 3 cols.: 22 + 25 + 24 ll.; 5\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 4\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Tally of workmen, summed up in col. II: 59 ērin 51 taḫ 19 šu-
gi dumu-erin-meš. [Date?]

[95-12-14, 420]

12809. Unusual shape, rev. badly damaged; 10 + 10 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
O. Bab.(?): Exercise tablet(?): list of names, all Semitic: e.g. (d)Sin-
2 pu-ut-ra[a], l-il-tu-ra-am, Ilum-ma-lik, etc. Undated.

[96-3-26, 1]

12810. Rt. upp. corner missing, upp. and low. edges and also rev. damaged;
19 + 19 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 4" × 2\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Tally of workmen with statement of substitutes, e.g. A-ḫu-ia-
tum mar Ar-PI-um, taḫ (d)Sin2-i-ig-gur šeš-a-ni. [Date?]

[96-3-26, 2]

12811. L. low. corner missing, l. and low. edges destroyed; 12 + 10 ll.; 4" × 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Tabulated inventory of sheep and goats with statement of the
names of the shepherds, covering several months of years of Ḫammurabi.
Otherwise undated.

[96-3-26, 3]

12812. Complete; 14 + 14 ll.; 3\(\frac{1}{4}\)" × 2".
O. Bab.: Letter of Ḫammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: King, L.I.H. I, pl. 1.—Transl.: King, ibid. III, p. 103; Ungnad,

[96-3-26, 4]

12813. Obv. slightly, rev. badly damaged; 13 + 12 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 2".
O. Bab.: Letter from (d)Sin-il-lum to (d)Sin-idi-nam. Undated.

[96-3-26, 5]

12814. Rev. damaged; seal illegible; 12 + 4 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Contract between A-ḫa-nu-ta s. of I-ri-ba-ia and A-we-il-li s. of
Ra-bu-ut-(d)Sin2 concerning allocation of work to substitutes of younger
brothers; no witnesses. 29/[ . . . ]/39 Ḫam.

[96-3-26, 6]

12815. Complete; 11 + 4 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 2".
O. Bab.: Letter of Ḫammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: King, L.I.H. I, p. 13.—Transl.: King, ibid. III, 40; Ungnad, Bab.
Briefe, no. 5.—Guide 1922, p. 102.

[96-3-26, 7]

12816. Complete; 15 + 2 ll.; 3\(\frac{1}{2}\)" × 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
O. Bab.: Letter of Ḫammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: King, L.I.H. I, 4.—Transl.: King, ibid. III, 101; Ungnad, Bab.
Briefe, no. 36.—Guide 1922, p. 102.

[96-3-26, 8]

12817. Complete; 13 + 12 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)".
O. Bab.: Letter of Ḫammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: King, L.I.H. I, 5.—Transl.: King, ibid. III, 18; Ungnad, Bab.
Briefe, no. 43.—Guide 1922, p. 102.

[96-3-26, 9]

12818. Complete; 13 + 6 ll.; 3" × 2".
O. Bab.: Letter of Ḫammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: King, L.I.H. I, 7.—Transl.: King, ibid. III, 16; Ungnad, Bab.

[96-3-26, 10]
12819. Complete; 16 + 13 ll.; $3\frac{5}{8}'' \times 2\frac{3}{4}''$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Awel-(d)SAG to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: C.T. XXIX, 17.—Transl.: Ungnad, Bab. Briefe, no. 135. [96-3-26, 11]

12820. Complete, slightly damaged and defaced; seal illegible; 12 + 11 ll.; $3\frac{1}{4}'' \times 2\frac{1}{16}''$.
O. Bab.: Agreement concerning a journey(?) to Larsa on the Euphrates (Sippar)-canal and down to the sea. 10/XII/34 Ḫammu-rabi.
[96-3-26, 12]

12821. Complete; 15 + 7 ll.; $3\frac{3}{4}'' \times 2''$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Ḫammu-rabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.

12822. Upp. part and rev. damaged; seal of Ma-ri-(d)Amurrum; 10 + 8 ll.; $3'' \times 2''$.
O. Bab.: Contract similar to 12814; 4 witnesses. [96-3-26, 14]

12823. L. low. corner missing, obv. badly defaced; 15 + 4 ll.; $3\frac{3}{4}'' \times 2''$.
O. Bab.: Letter of (d)Šamaš-a-ši-[? . . .] to . . . bi-NUN(?) . . ., nearly illegible. Undated. [96-3-26, 15]

12824. Complete, but defaced in some parts; 11 + 12 ll.; $3\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: List of names and objects, hardly legible. Undated. [96-3-26, 16]

12825. Complete; 11 + 0 ll.; $3\frac{1}{4}'' \times 2\frac{3}{4}''$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Ḫammu-rabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: King, L.I.H. I, 11.—Transl.: King, ibid. III, 81; Ungnad, Bab. Briefe, no. 46.—Guide 1922, p. 102. [96-3-26, 17]

12826. Complete; 16 + 10 ll.; $3\frac{3}{4}'' \times 2\frac{1}{2}''$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Ḫammu-rabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: King, L.I.H. I, 12.—Transl.: King, ibid. III, 65; Ungnad, Bab. Briefe, no. 49.—Guide 1922, p. 99. [96-3-26, 18]

12827. Complete; 13 + 8 ll.; $3\frac{3}{4}'' \times 2''$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Ḫammu-rabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: King, L.I.H. I, 14.—Transl.: King, ibid. III, 42; Ungnad, Bab. Briefe, no. 9.—Guide 1922, p. 102. [96-3-26, 19]

12828. Complete; 12 + 10 ll.; $3\frac{3}{4}'' \times 2''$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Ḫammu-rabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.

12829. Complete; 12 + 10 ll.; $3\frac{5}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Ḫammu-rabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: King, L.I.H. I, 18.—Transl.: King, ibid. III, 20; Ungnad, Bab. Briefe, no. 31.—Guide 1922, p. 99. [96-3-26, 21]
12830. Complete; 13 + 8 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}" \times 2\frac{1}{8}"$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Hammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.

12831. On obv., large piece from rt. upp. corner missing; seal of (d)Šamas-ma(?)-... ; 9 + 6 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}" \times 2\frac{1}{8}"$.
O. Bab.: Contract similar to 12814. 3/IX/39 Hammurabi.

12832. Complete; 12 + 6 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}" \times 2\frac{1}{8}"$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Hammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.

12833. Both upp. and low. edges missing; 20 + 19 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $3\frac{5}{8}" \times 2"$.
Ur III: Record of sheep and kids delivered by various men on the 3rd, 11th, 26th, and 27th days (of the month). ——/2 Ibi-Su'en.

12834. L. corners and l. edge damaged; obv. defaced; 14 + 6 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{7}{8}"$.
O. Bab.: Record concerning delivery of wood. —/VI/31 Rim-Sin.

12835. Upp. edge and l. upp. corner missing, rev. uninscribed; 11 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}" \times 2"$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Hammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.

12836. Rt. edge damaged, also defaced in some other places; on rev. date only; 23 + 4 ll.; 4" $\times 1\frac{7}{8}$.
O. Bab.: List of rations in grain for 19 men. —/IV/[...]. [96-3-26, 28]

12837. Complete; 16 + 17 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}" \times 2\frac{1}{8}"$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Hammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.

12838. Obv. damaged in some places, rev. uninscribed; 11 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}" \times 2"$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Hammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.

12839. Low. edge and rt. upp. corner missing, both obv. and rev. badly defaced; 15 + 17 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}" \times 2\frac{1}{8}"$.
O. Bab.: Letter of (d)En-lil-sa-DU... to (d)Sin2-i-[din-nam(?)], badly damaged. Undated. [96-3-26, 31]

12840. Low. portion of tablet; 10 + 10 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}" \times 2"$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Hammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
12841. Upp. portion of tablet; 10 + 8 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
O. Bab.: Letter of Hammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: King, L.I.H. I, 30.—Transl.: King, ibid. III, 26; Ungnad, Bab. Briefe, no. 7.—Guide 1922, p. 101. [96-3-26, 33]

12842. Rt. edge damaged, rather defaced; seal almost illegible; 11 + 8 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
O. Bab.: Contract similar to 12814, hardly legible.
20/IX/39 Hammu-rabi. [96-3-26, 34]

12843. Fragment from the rt. low. corner of a multi-columned tablet; parts of 4 cols.: 9 + 12 + (rev.) 5 + 6 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
Ur III: Agricultural record. [Date?] [96-3-26, 35]

12844. Upp. edge missing, rev. defaced, but was probably blank; 13 ll.; 3" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
O. Bab.: List of reed-work and wooden objects. Undated. [96-3-26, 36]

12845. Complete, densely inscribed; rev. badly defaced; 16 + 16 ll.; 3" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
O. Bab.: Hymn(?) to (d)En-ki and (d)Nin-maḫ. Undated.
Text: C.T. XXXXII, pl. 40. [96-3-26, 37]

12846. Complete; 11 + 2 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 2".
O. Bab.: Letter of Hammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: King, L.I.H. I, 32.—Transl.: King, ibid. III, 38; Ungnad, Bab. Briefe, no. 8.—Guide 1922, pp. 102-103 (ill.). [96-3-26, 38]

12847. Badly defaced; 12 + 8 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)".
[96-3-26, 39]

12848. Upp. part of obv. destroyed; seal illegible; 8 + 5 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
O. Bab.: Contract, main part destroyed; at the end, Idin-(d)Nusku undertakes “to satisfy the palace”. 22/XI/34 Hammu-rabi. [96-3-26, 40]

12849. Upp. portion of tablet, rev. uninscribed; 9 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 2".
O. Bab.: Letter of Hammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: King, L.I.H. I, 33.—Transl.: King, ibid. III, 86; Ungnad, Bab. Briefe, no. 33.—Guide 1922, p. 102. [96-3-26, 41]

12850. Rt. upp. corner missing, rev. cracked; seal of Ha-ne-ki-nu-um; 12 + 8 ll.; 3" \(\times\) 2".
O. Bab.: Contract similar to 12814. —/IX/39 Hammu-rabi. [96-3-26, 42]

12851. Low. part destroyed, obv. utterly defaced, rev. apparently uninscribed; 9 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)".
O. Bab.: Administrative record. Undated. [96-3-26, 43]

12852. Low. part missing, rev. destroyed; 9 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
O. Bab.: Letter of Hammurabi to Sin-iddinam. Undated.
Text: King, L.I.H. I, 21.—Transl.: King, ibid. III, 79. [96-3-26, 44]

12853. Upp. part missing, obv. badly defaced; 10 + 1 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Letter(?) names of both writer and addressee missing, text in some places illegible. Undated. [96-3-26, 45]
12854. Low. edge and low. part of rt. edge destroyed; seal illegible; 10 + 5 ll.; 
3\(\text{\(\frac{3}{8}\)}\)" \(\times\) 2".
O. Bab.: Contract similar to 12814. 18/IX/39 Hammurabi. [96-3-26, 46]

12855. Upp. portion of tablet; 10 \(\times\) 8 ll.; 2\(\text{\(\frac{1}{4}\)}\)" \(\times\) 2".

12856. Upp. part and rt. low. corner missing; 16 + 16 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 3" \(\times\) 2".
O. Bab.: Letter, names of both writer and addressee missing. Undated. [96-3-26, 48]

12857. Upp. and l. edges destroyed; seal of Mār-(d)Amurrim, not legible; 15 + 6 ll.; 2\(\text{\(\frac{1}{4}\)}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\text{\(\frac{1}{2}\)}\)".
O. Bab.: Agreement between the fishermen and the shepherds of Emutbal (in poor condition). 30/VI/40 Hammurabi. [96-3-26, 49]

12858. Surface disintegrates; seal illegible; 10 + 7 ll.; 2\(\text{\(\frac{1}{4}\)}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\text{\(\frac{1}{2}\)}\)".
O. Bab.: Contract similar to 12814. 20/IX/39 Hammurabi. [96-3-26, 50]

12859. Rt. upp. corner damaged; 10 + 10 ll.; 2\(\text{\(\frac{3}{8}\)}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\text{\(\frac{1}{4}\)}\)".
Ur III: Record of the issue of a chair to Lū-(d)Ba-BA(U, the chief courier (ugula kas\(_{\text{s}}\)), of 5 pairs(?) of sandals to Iš-ti-a s. of Lugal-sukkal, the chief courier, etc., all drawn from the palace. Undated. [96-3-26, 51]

12860. Rt. low. corner missing, obv. defaced; 12 + 6 ll.; 3" \(\times\) 1\(\text{\(\frac{1}{8}\)}\)".
O. Bab.: Contract similar to 12814. 21/IX/39 Hammurabi. [96-3-26, 52]

12861. Low. portion of tablet, rev. uninscribed; 12 ll.; 2\(\text{\(\frac{3}{8}\)}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\text{\(\frac{1}{8}\)}\)".
O. Bab.: Tabulated account. Undated. [96-3-26, 53]

12862. Rt. upp. corner missing; seal illegible; 10 + 4 ll.; 2\(\text{\(\frac{1}{2}\)}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\text{\(\frac{1}{8}\)}\)".
O. Bab.: Contract similar to 12814. 30/IX/39 Hammurabi. [96-3-26, 54]

12863. Upp. portion of tablet; 8 + 7 ll.; 2\(\text{\(\frac{3}{8}\)}\)" \(\times\) 2".

12864. Nearly complete; 12 + 4 ll.; 2\(\text{\(\frac{1}{8}\)}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\text{\(\frac{1}{8}\)}\)".

12865. Obv. badly defaced; 12 + 3 ll.; 2\(\text{\(\frac{7}{8}\)}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\text{\(\frac{1}{8}\)}\)".
O. Bab.: List of 7 men registered by name and place of origin, e.g. (ll. 13, 14): 1 Im-ta-li-ik-(d)Sin(alu(KI) Ha-am-mi-ra(?)-mu-um. Undated. [96-3-26, 57]

12866. L. low. corner damaged; 12 + 5 ll.; 2\(\text{\(\frac{3}{8}\)}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\text{\(\frac{1}{8}\)}\)".
O. Bab.: Contract similar to 12814. 7/V/40 Hammurabi. [96-3-26, 58]
12867. Low. portion of tablet; 15 + 11 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times 1\frac{1}{2}\)". *Lagash* (cf. Ur-(d)Ig-alim). 
Ur III: Record of several gifts deposited by various men in the é-kiśib₃-ba-ba. Undated. [96-3-26, 59]

12868. Nearly complete; 10 + 11 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times 1\frac{1}{4}\)". 
O. Bab.: Letter of Sin-iddinam to the *rabiānum* of the city of Kutalla. Undated. 

12869. Obv. badly defaced; 17 + 5 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times 1\frac{3}{4}\)". 
O. Bab.: Record (similar to 12870, obv. hardly legible) of delivery (mu-tutm) of grain, under control of Ilum-da-mi-iq. 21/X/-. [96-3-26, 61]

12870. Complete, obv. rather defaced; 18 + 8 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times 1\frac{1}{4}\)". 
O. Bab.: Record of delivery (mu-tutm) of oil, collected from 17 men, delivered by Ilum-da-mi-iq and received by Kur-gal-ma-mu-. 4/X/-.. [96-3-26, 62]

12871. Low. part of rev. destroyed; 16 + (3 + x) ll.; \(2\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times 1\frac{1}{4}\)". 
O. Bab.: List of 16 quantities of various kinds of grain, e.g. še-1û, še-mar-ha-ši, še-in-nu-ḫa, etc. [Date?] [96-3-26, 63]

12872. Obv. badly damaged; 20 + 10 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times 1\frac{1}{4}\)". 
O. Bab.: Account, almost illegible. 23/(?)/.—. [96-3-26, 64]

12873. Complete, slightly damaged; 10 + 7 ll., \(2\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times 1\frac{3}{4}\)". 
O. Bab.: Receipt for 12 ointment jars for which E-a-na-pi-is-ti issued “his sealed tablet” to (d)Nin-urta-ga-mil. 4/XII/37 Hammu-rabi. [96-3-26, 65]

12874. Complete; seal illegible; 11 + 6 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times 1\frac{1}{4}\)". 
O. Bab.: Contract similar to 12814. 17/XI/39 Hammu-rabi. [96-3-26, 66]

12875. Complete, defaced in a few places; 19 + 14 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times 1\frac{1}{4}\)". 
O. Bab.: Copy of 5 omens from the liver (*padanum*). Undated. [96-3-26, 67]

12876. Low. portion of tablet, most of rev. destroyed; 15 + 8 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times 1\frac{1}{4}\)". 
O. Bab.: Record of sheep delivered for *satukku* offerings to (d)Inanna on various days (? 15,19,27) [Date?] [96-3-26, 68]

12877. Complete, slightly defaced; 6 + 3 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times 1\frac{1}{4}\)". 
O. Bab.: Record of grain issued during the months of Ḃb and Ulul. —/VI/29 Rim-Sin(?). [96-3-26, 69]

12878. Broken and repaired, partly defaced; 7 + 10 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times 1\frac{1}{3}\)". 
Ur III(?): List of rations in barley-flour for various people, e.g. lû-Mar-ḫa-ši(KI)-me, lû-Ki-šaš(KI)-me, iê-la-lâš, etc. Undated. [96-3-26, 70]

12879. Truncated cone, end of inscription damaged; 10 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}\)" high, \(1\frac{1}{4}\)" dia. 
O. Bab.: Mutilated inscription of Gi-ri-im-mu-um in Akkadian. Undated. [96-3-26, 71]
12880. Complete, with case (12880 A); 5 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{13}{16}\) x \(1\frac{11}{16}\).
O. Bab.: Receipt for 4 mana 6 šiqlu of copper, rendered by Ip-qū-ša.
30/II/mu dug₄ AN(d) En-lîl (d) En-ki-ga-ta (cf. 22, 23, 26, etc. Rîm-Sîn).
—— A. Case of 12880, upp. part of rev. destroyed; seal of Ip-qū-ša; 6 + 2 ll.;
\(1\frac{1}{16}\) x \(1\frac{11}{16}\).
O. Bab.: Same text and date as on tablet.
12881. Complete, obv. slightly damaged; 7 + 2 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{2}\) x \(1\frac{3}{4}\). Umma (month).
O. Bab.: Record of grain(?) distributed among 6 men, e.g. Ur-(d)Šul-pa-ē, Lugal-ITI-da, etc. 25/III (of Umma)/—.
12882. Complete, with case (12882 A); 5 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{2}\) x \(1\frac{4}{5}\).
O. Bab.: Receipt for 16 mana of copper rendered by Ip-qū-ša.
16/III/mu dug₄ AN(d) En-lîl (d) En-ki-ga-ta (cf. 12880 and 12882 A).
—— A. Case of 12882, upp. and low. edges damaged; seal of Ip-qū-ša; 6 + 4 ll.;
\(1\frac{1}{2}\) x \(1\frac{1}{2}\).
O. Bab.: Same text as on tablet. 16/III/23 Rîm-Sîn.
12883. Complete; seal of Ip-qū-ša; 4 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}\) x \(1\frac{3}{4}\).
O. Bab.: Receipt for 77 gur of grain drawn by I-din-(d)Šin₂ and his
brother Ilum-ša-am-ḫu-um from I-din-(d)Da-gan. 1/VIII/(cf. 12880).
12884. One larger and 8 small fragments, 4 of them inscribed; the largest: 5 + 2 ll.;
\(1\frac{1}{8}\) x \(\frac{7}{8}\).
O. Bab.: Business records. Undated.
12885. Complete; seal of Ip-qū-ša (hardly legible); 3 + 1 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}\) x \(1\frac{3}{4}\).
O. Bab.: Receipt for 2\(\frac{1}{3}\) gur and 6 sîla of grain drawn by Ip-qū-ša from A-di-an-nî-a. 21/X/—(cf. 12880).
12886. Rt. upp. corner missing; 9 + 10 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\) x \(1\frac{3}{8}\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and with totals at the end. 3/amar-a-a-sî/44 Sulgi (?; cf. 12887).
12887. Complete, small round hole in rt. low. corner on obv., scratch on rev.
through 1. 3; 12 + 12 ll.; \(1\frac{9}{16}\) x \(1\frac{3}{4}\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds, with totals at the end. 21/mu-šu-du/? Ibi-Sîn.
12888. Complete; 8 + 8 (l. edge) 2 ll.; \(1\frac{9}{16}\) x \(1\frac{3}{4}\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and their shepherds;
totals at the end. 8/se-il-la/8 Šu-Su’en.
12889. Complete, broken and repaired; 6 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\) x \(1\frac{3}{8}\).
O. Bab.: Tally of 5 small groups of guruš workmen, with their foremen,
e.g. Ur-(d)Šul-pa-ē, Lugal-ā-zi-da, Šeš-kal-la, etc. Undated.
BABYLONIAN TABLETS

12890. Upp. and l. edges damaged; 7 + 9 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep similar to 12888. ——/(perhaps) 3 Amar-Su'en or 8 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-26, 82]

12891. Complete; seal of Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 60 (?) + 5 gur of bitumen which Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su received from (d)Ba-BA/Ú-ē-a. —-/amar-a-a-si/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-3-26, 83]

12892. Rev. damaged; 7 + 5 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 10 royal gur of barley received by Nam-zi-tar-ra from Ur-ša-ša as seedcorn. —/munu₃-kú/45th Šulgi. [96-3-26, 84]

12893. Complete, cracks on rev.; 7 + 8 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{1}{8}".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, similar to 12888.
35/se-gurlo-kud/8 Su-Su'en. [96-3-26, 85]

12894. Complete, with 2 holes in l. edge; 7 + 11 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Label from a tablet basket containing tablets drawn up by various scribes (dub-sar zíd-da-gé-ne). ——/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-26, 86]

12895. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; 1\frac{4}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, similar to 12888.
9/dirig se-gur₁₀-kud/6 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-26, 87]

12896. Upp. edge damaged; 7 + 7 ll.; 1\frac{5}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, similar to 12888.
29/shu-numu₁₀/3 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-26, 88]

12897. Obv. damaged; 8 + 9 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Record of sheep delivered for food (šug) by 8 men (cf. names on 12888, 12890, 12893, etc.). 13/shu-numunu₁₀/2 Ibi-Su'en(?). [96-3-26, 89]

12898. Rt. low. corner on rev. destroyed; seal of Gu-gu-a (almost illegible); 4 + 4 ll.; 1\frac{7}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 12 gur of bitumen. —/munu₃-kú/2 Ibi-Su'en(?). [96-3-26, 90]

12899. L. edge damaged; 9 + 10 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, similar to 12888.
14/se-gur₁₀₀-kud/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-3-26, 91]

12900. Complete; 10 + 9 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, similar to 12888.
17/se-gur₁₀₀-kud/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-3-26, 92]

12901. Complete; 10 + 9 ll.; 1\frac{2}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, similar to 12888.
25/amar-a-a-si/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-3-26, 93]

12902. Complete, obv. slightly damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\frac{4}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Tally of 10 gur us workmen hired for 3 days for agricultural work. —/šu-numunu₂/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-3-26, 94]
12903. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, similar to 12886. 25/\textit{mumu}_x-kú/8 Šu-Šu'en. [96-3-26, 95]

12904. Low. edge and low. part of rt. edge destroyed; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Record concerning delivery of reeds. 21/\textit{še}_-\textit{gur}_10-kú/8 Šu-Šu'en. [96-3-26, 96]

12905. Complete, both obv. and rev. damaged; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Record concerning delivery of reeds. 21/\textit{še}_-\textit{gur}_10-kú/8 Šu-Šu'en. [96-3-26, 97]

12906. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{6}''$. O. Bab.: Receipt for sesame, dates and 5 oxen. 12/X/. [96-3-26, 98]

12907. Triangular docket, (O. Bab.) uninscribed, covered with seal impressions; (Seal of: (d)Su’ven.../s.of E-te-cl-(pi)-illum/ir AN (d)MAR-[TU]). $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Undated. [96-3-26, 99]

12908. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{6}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Tally of guruš-workmen. 29/\textit{še}-il-1a/6 Šu-Šu’en. [96-3-26, 100]

12909. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $1'' \times \frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Tally of 1 guruš-worker for 12 days. 29/\textit{še}-il-1a/6 Šu-Šu’en. [96-3-26, 101]

12910. Circular tablet; 6 cols.: 15 + 24 + 17 + (rev.) 14 + 25 + 2 ll.; $4\frac{3}{8}''$ dia. Ur III: Sum. survey tablet, list of 11 fields with dimensions and other data. 12/X/. [96-3-26, 102]


12911. Circular tablet; 4 cols.: 13 + 13 + (rev.) 15 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $3''$ dia. Ur III: Sum. survey tablet, list of 4 fields with dimensions and other data. 12/X/. [96-3-26, 103]

Text: \textit{C.T.} I, pl. 43.—Lit. see 12910.—\textit{Guide} 1922, p. 97. [96-3-28, 2]

12912. Complete; 10 cols. (col. 9 uninscribed): 34 + 35 + 36 + 31 + 32 + (rev.) 23 + 33 + 12 + 0 + 6 ll.; $7\frac{1}{4}'' \times 7\frac{1}{4}''$. Ur III: Sum. account concerning grain. —/—/49 Šulgi. Text: \textit{C.T. V}, pl. 19.20.—\textit{Guide} 1922, p. 94. [96-3-28, 3]

12913. Complete; 12 cols.: 38 + 44 + 43 + 36 + 38 + 37 + (rev.) 39 + 42 + 40 + 35 + 40 + 36 ll.; $7\frac{1}{4}'' \times 7\frac{1}{4}''$. Ur III: Sum. inventory of cattle, asses, etc. —/—/49 Šulgi. Text: \textit{C.T. V}, pl. 21-24.—\textit{Guide} 1922, p. 94. [96-3-28, 4]
12914. Complete; 8 cols.: $32 + 28 + 32 + 36 + (\text{rev.}) + 42 + 36 + 33 + 13$ ll.; $6\frac{4}{5}'' \times 5\frac{8}{10}''$.
Ur III: Sum. account concerning wool. ——/5 Amar-Su’en.
Cf. Guide 1922, p. 95. [96-3-28, 5]

12915. Complete; 4 cols.: $22 + 22 + (\text{rev.}) + 23 + 23 + (l. \text{edge}) + 3 ll.; 5\frac{2}{10}'' \times 3\frac{8}{10}''$.
Ur III: Sum. account concerning wool collected from various places.
——/5 Amar-Su’en.
Text: C.T. IX, pl. 17.—Guide 1922, p. 94. [96-3-28, 6]

12916. L. upp. corner missing; 4 cols.: $18 + 25 + (\text{rev.}) + 24 + 20 ll.; 5\frac{1}{10}'' \times 3\frac{1}{10}''$.
Ur III: Record of delivery of sheep, part of which are earmarked for offerings. —/[$\text{s-e-} \text{gur}_1, \text{s}-\text{kud}/4$ Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 7]

12917. Complete; 4 cols.: $20 + 23 + (\text{rev.}) + 13 + 21 ll.; 5'' \times 3\frac{4}{10}''$.
Ur III: Sum. survey of fields with statement of area, amount of seedcorn and other data. ——/34 Šulgi.
Text: C.T. IX, pl. 18. [96-3-28, 8]

12918. Complete, in some places damaged; 4 cols.: $24 + 24 + (\text{rev.}) + 10 + 13 ll.; 5\frac{9}{10}'' \times 3\frac{1}{10}''$. Lagash (see ensi, col. IV).
Ur III: Record of large amounts of grain issued to various men: e.g. A-tu s. of Na-ki-na, Da-da s. of Šeš-šen, etc. ——/33 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 9]

12919. L. low. corner missing, rev. damaged; 4 cols.: $25 + 24 + (\text{rev.}) + 24 + 27(?) + (l. \text{edge}) + 1 ll.; 5\frac{2}{10}'' \times 3\frac{1}{10}''$.
Ur III: Record of (spun?) wool and cloth delivered by 8 groups of female and juvenile weavers; with their foremen. ——/5 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 10]

12920. Complete, with case (12920 A); $23 + 25 ll.; 4\frac{5}{10}'' \times 2''$.
Ur III: Record of butter, cheese, beer, bread and other goods delivered by various men. —/[$\text{s-e-} \text{gur}_1, \text{s}-\text{kud}/3$ Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 11]

—— A. Case of tablet 12920, one side only inscribed; seal of (d)Nannar-gi-na; 14 ll.; $4\frac{1}{8}'' \times 2\frac{4}{5}''$.
Ur III: Totals of items listed on tablet. Undated. [96-3-28, 11a]

12921. Complete; 4 cols.: $35 + 34 + (\text{rev.}) + 41 + 37 + (l. \text{edge}) + 8 ll.; 5\frac{1}{10}'' \times 3\frac{1}{10}''$. Lagash (Gú-ab-ba (K.I)).
Ur III: Sum. account concerning distribution of grain.
—/[$\text{s-u-} \text{numun}/4$ Amar-Su’en (col. IV 36).
Text: C.T. X, pl. 16.17.—Guide 1922, p. 95. [96-3-28, 12]

12922. Complete; 6 cols.: $19 + 21 + 19 + (\text{rev.}) + 19 + 21 + 16 ll.; 4\frac{8}{10}'' \times 3\frac{8}{10}''$.
Ur III: Sum. account concerning grain. ——/2 Amar-Su’en.
Text: C.T. X, pl. 18.19. [96-3-28, 13]

12923. Complete, rt. edge damaged; 4 cols.: $23 + 26 + (\text{rev.}) + 24 + 36 ll.; 5'' \times 3\frac{3}{10}''$.
Ur III: Record of flour delivered by various millers, with amounts due, amounts delivered and balances. Undated. [96-3-28, 14]
12924. Complete, rev. broken; 4 cols.: 25 + 25 + (rev.) 23 + 20 li.; 5\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 3\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
Ur III: Record of grain delivered by various farmers.  
—/—/? (mu en-(d)[. . .]).  
[96-3-28, 15]

12925. Complete; 4 cols.: 22 + 22 + (rev.) 16 + 6 li.; 4\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 3".
Ur III: Record of 10 " gardeners" (sig7-a) who died.  
—/su-numun/4 Amar-Su'en.  
[96-3-28, 16]

12926. Complete; 4 cols.: 16 + 18 + (rev.) 16 + 5 li.; 4\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 3". Lagash (Gīr-su(KI)).
Ur III: Sum. account concerning grain. —/—/2 Amar-Su'en.  
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 8.—Guide 1922, p. 94.  
[96-3-28, 17]

12927. Complete; 4 cols.: 24 + 24 + (rev.) 23(? ) + 12 li.; 4\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Sum. survey of fields with statement of area, amount of seedcorn and other data. —/—/42 Šulgi.  
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 9.  
[96-3-28, 18]

12928. L. edge missing, 1. col. on rev. destroyed; 4 cols.: 27 + 27 + (rev.) 5 + (? ) li.; 5\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of beer delivered by various men. [Date?]  
[96-3-28, 19]

12929. Complete; 4 cols.: 19 + 17 + (rev.) 19 + 8 li.; 4\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (Gū-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Sum. list of animals with their rations in barley. —/—/49 Šulgi.  
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 10.  
[96-3-28, 20]

12930. Complete; 4 cols.: 20 + 14 + (rev.) 16 + 17 li.; 4\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Sum. account concerning wool. —/—/48 Šulgi.  
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 11.  
[96-3-28, 21]

12931. Rev. badly damaged; 18 + 19 li.; 4\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 2". Lagash (Gū-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of issue and disposal of animals. —/—/5 Amar-Su'en.  
[96-3-28, 22]

12932. Complete; 4 cols.: 22 + 16 + (rev.) 20 + 12 li.; 4\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Sum. account concerning flour. 20/amar-a-a-si/49 Šulgi.  
[96-3-28, 23]

12933. Broken in two and repaired, rt. low. corner missing, rev. uninscribed except 4 li. overlapping from obv.; 16 li.; 3\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 4\(\frac{1}{8}\". Kirkuk (names Hur.).
O. Bab.: Record (rather defaced and difficult to read) of barley distributed to various men whose names are Ḫurrian, e.g. Ku-uš-si-ia, Ḫa-na-a-a, Ḫu-ti-ia, Ḫa-na-qa, etc. Undated.  
[96-3-28, 24]

12934. Complete, rt. upp. corner damaged; 6 cols.: 24 + 25 + 20 + (rev.) 26 + 24 + 8 li.; 4\(\frac{1}{8}\") × 3\(\frac{1}{8}\".
Ur III: Sum. account concerning grain. —/—/49 Šulgi.  
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 5.6.  
[96-3-28, 25]
12935. Complete, rev. badly damaged; 4 cols.: 21 + 22 + (rev.) 21(?) + 16 ll.; $4\frac{5}{8}" \times 2\frac{1}{8}".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of grain. —/—/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 26]

12936. Rt. upp. corner and l. edge damaged; document cancelled by antique hand; 4 cols.: 22 + 21 + (rev.) 19 + 28 + (l. edge) 4 ll.; $4" \times 2\frac{3}{8}"$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of bread and beer delivered by various men. —/še-il-la/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 27]

12937. Complete; 4 cols.: 19 + 23 + (rev.) 17 + 20 ll.; $4" \times 2\frac{1}{4}"$. Lagash (months.)
Ur III: Record of 32 royal gur of barley issued for brewing beer.
—/še-gur$_{190}$-kud/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 28]

12938. Complete; 19 + 22 ll.; $4\frac{5}{8}" \times 2\frac{1}{8}".
Ur III: Record concerning oxen and cows. Undated.
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 17. [96-3-28, 29]

12939. Complete; 4 cols.: 27 + 22 + (rev.) 1 + 4 ll.; $4\frac{5}{8}" \times 2\frac{3}{8}"$. Lagash (Gű-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of barley and flour distributed to various men.
—/še-gur$_{190}$-kud/48 Sulgi.
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 13. [96-3-28, 30]

12940. Complete; 22 + 20 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $4\frac{5}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{8}"$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Sum. record of grain distributed to various men and to be replaced.
—/še-gur$_{190}$-kud/46 Sulgi.
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 17. [96-3-28, 31]

12941. Complete; 4 cols.: 18 + 14 + (rev.) 19 + 11 ll.; $3\frac{5}{8}" \times 2\frac{3}{8}"$.
Ur III: Record of issue of onions (za-ḫa-dé(din) and sum sikil), partly for royal offerings.
—/še-gur$_{190}$-kud/46 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 32]

12942. Complete; 17 + 21 ll.; $4\frac{5}{8}" \times 2\frac{1}{8}"$.
Ur III: Sum. record concerning bitumen. Undated.
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 18. [96-3-28, 33]

12943. Complete, low. quarter of obv. and whole rev. uninscribed; 13 ll.; $4\frac{5}{8}" \times 2\frac{1}{8}"$.
Ur III: Tally of some officials ordered to three places for duty. Undated.
[96-3-28, 34]

12944. Complete; 21 + 21 ll.; $4\frac{5}{8}" \times 2"$.
Ur III: Sum. inventory of cattle and asses. Undated.
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 18. [96-3-28, 35]

12945. Complete; 4 cols.: 16 + 13 + (rev.) 15 + 4 ll.; $4" \times 2\frac{1}{4}"$.
Ur III: Sum. record concerning produce of grain. —/—/1 Amar-Su’en.
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 14. [96-3-28, 36]

12946. Complete, l. upp. and rt. low. corners damaged; 21 + 19 ll.; $4\frac{5}{8}" \times 1\frac{5}{8}"$. Lagash (Gîr-su(KI)).
Ur III: Sum. record of wool delivered by various herdsmen.
Gîr-su(KI), —/—/43 Sulgi.
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 19. [96-3-28, 37]
12947. Low. edge destroyed, in poor condition; 25 + 29 + (l. edge) 6 ll.; 4" × 2".
Ur III: List of rations for guruš-workers and other men registered by name. 17/[?]/—. [96-3-28, 38]

12948. Complete, with case (12948 A); 15 + 18 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 3½" × 1½".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning sheep (udu, sila, māš).
—/mu-su-du/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 39]

—— A. Case of tablet 12948; seal of Kaš-MU; 9 + 3 ll.; 3½" × 2½". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Abbreviated text of inner tablet. Same date. [96-3-28, 39a]

12949. Complete; 20 + 18 + (l. edge) 3 ll.; 3½" × 1½". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Sum. account of flour delivered by various men.
30/hār-rá-bi-mû-mû/—.
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 19. [96-3-28, 40]

12950. L. low. corner missing, broken and repaired; 6 seals: of Te-ti-ia, Eš-li-te-
šup, Ši-il-wa-a-a, A-ki-ia, Ės-pi-ta and A-ri-bu-gur; 21 + 20 ll.; 4½" × 2½".
Nuzi (see ll. 6 and rev. 19).
O. Bab.: Adoption of Ab-ba-ri-qa s. of Si-il-wa-a-a by Ku-uš-ši-ia s. of
Zi-gi; 10(or 11) witnesses. Undated.
Cf. 12933. [96-3-28,41]

12951. Badly damaged, broken and repaired; seal illegible; 16 + 13 ll.;
3½" × 2½".
O. Bab.: Contract by which a slave girl (name destroyed) is given by Išu-
šu-ib-ni-šu to his daughter Il-ta-ni. 18/112 Abi-esuh. [96-3-28, 42]

12952. Low. edge missing; 12 + 16 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 3½" × 2½".
Ur III: Tally of 2 teams of 10 and 9 workmen respectively employed on
the wall of the (d)Nanše-temple. Undated. [96-3-28, 43]

12953. Badly damaged and defaced; 11 + 15 ll.; 3½" × 2½".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of timber. —/—/8 Šu-Su’en. [96-3-28, 44]

12954. Complete, both obv. and rev. slightly damaged; 14 + 17(? ll.); 3½" × 2½".
Ur III: Record concerning barley and emmer(?) harvested from various
fields. Undated. [96-3-28, 45]

12955. Rt. low. corner missing, both obv. and rev. slightly damaged; 17 + 20 ll.;
3½" × 2½".
Ur III: Record of barley issued to various men. —/š-e-gur₁₀-kud/—. [96-3-28, 46]

12956. Complete, slightly damaged; 16 + 16 ll.; 3½" × 2½". Lagash (Gú-ab-
ba(KI)).
Ur III: List of 5 groups of sheep of various kinds with their shepherds
and the wool collected from them. Gú-a-ba(KI), 2—/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 47]
12957. L. low. corner and rt. edge damaged, scratches on obv.; four seals and one nail-mark, owners stated; 11 + 9 ll.; 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)" × 3\(\frac{1}{6}\)".
Pers.: Agreement concerning payment in silver instead of dates for fields occupied by Ha-na-ni-ia s. of Apla-a; the payment is made by Hanani'ia's servant Gu-uk-ka'- to Ri-mut-(d) MAŠ s. of Murašu. 4/VII(?)/7 Darius.

12958. Both low. corners missing; 12 + 3 ll.; 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)" × 4\(\frac{3}{4}\)".
Late Bab.: Tabulated account concerning cattle with statement of names and values of shepherds. 4/II/17 (no king's name).

12959. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Gu-dé-a; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 78 royal gur of grain, issued by Ba-zi to Gu-dé-a s. of Ukù-ila; controller: Ur-ša-ga MU s. of Ku-li. —/—/47 Šulgi.

12960. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ma-ni ka₄-u-du. 4 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 20 royal gur of barley, delivered by Lú-ga-a₄ to Ma-ni. —/ezzen (d) Šul-gi/47 Šulgi.

12961. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Na-nše(!) sib-udu-sê (d) Nin-gir-su; 6 + 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)". Lagash (month).

12962. Complete case, with tablet, unopened, rev. defaced; seal of Lugal-(d)Šul-gi dub-sar; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of workmen under the foreman (ugula) Ur-(d)Na-nše.
—/še-il-la/43 Šulgi.

12963. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ab-ba-MU; 5 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)".

12964. Complete tablet with case (12964 A); 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\". Lagash (case).
Ur III: Receipt for 57 gur of flour, delivered by Ur-(d)Pa-sag to Ur-nigin-gar s. of Ukù-ila. —/—/49 Šulgi.

12965. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Nin-PA-[da]; 7 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 19 royal gur of barley received by Ur-(d)Nin-PA-da from Ba-zi. —/ezzen (d) Ba-BA₆/Ü/47 Šulgi.
12966. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ka₅-a-MU s. of NI.NI.MU; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{16}$ $\times 1\frac{1}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 30 oxen bought for cash from Si-rú; recipient: Ka₅-a-MU s. of NI-NI-MU; controller: Ba-a. —/mu-$\ddot{s}$u-du₄/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 57]

12967. Complete, with case (12967 A); 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16}$ $\times 1\frac{1}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Issue of rations in barley to slaves (women, girls and boys), foreman: Ur-(d)Da-mu. —/hár-rá-bí-múû/35 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 58]
—— A. Reverse of the case of tablet 12967; seal of Ur-(d)Da-mu; 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16}$ $\times 1\frac{1}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Text identical with that on tablet. —/hár-rá-bí-múû/[year?]. [96-3-28, 58a]

12968. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16}$ $\times 1\frac{1}{8}$. Ur III: Receipt for 49 gur of barley received by Ur-$\ddot{s}$u-ga-lam-ma s. of (d)Utu-mu as seedcorn. —/—/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 59]

12969. Complete, with tablet, unopened; rev. defaced; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ü; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16}$ $\times 1\frac{1}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for $1\frac{3}{8}$ royal gur of barley delivered by Gu-za-ni to Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ü s. of Ngin-gar-ki-du₁₀. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA₆/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 60]

12970. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Nanse; 3 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16}$ $\times 1\frac{1}{8}$. Ur III: Receipt for 32 royal gur of barley delivered by Lú-gi-na to Ur-(d)Nanse s. of Al-la. —/dirig $\ddot{s}$e-gur₁₀-kud/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 61]

12971. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16}$ $\times 1\frac{1}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley from the GIS-TIR ba-bi-l&a delivered, as sá-dug₄ of the ensî, by Ba-zi to ME-NI-$\ddot{s}$u-na. —/hár-rá-bí-múû-múû/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 62]

12972. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of A-ad-da; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16}$ $\times 1\frac{1}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 60 royal gur of barley, delivered, as sá-dug₄, bur-sag-$\ddot{s}$ê, by Ba-zi to A-ad-da s. of Ka₅-a-AN on behalf of (d)Utu-bar-ra.
—/mu-$\ddot{s}$u-du₄/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 63]

12973. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16}$ $\times 1\frac{1}{8}$. Ur III: Receipt for 10 royal gur of barley delivered by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)GÅ/AL-alim s. of Ur-$\ddot{s}$a₁₈-ga as seedcorn. —/—/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 64]

12974. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ma-ni ka₅-$\ddot{s}$u-du (d)Gû-dé-a; 4 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16}$ $\times 1\frac{1}{8}$. Ur III: Receipt for more than 6 royal gur of barley, received by Ma-ni from Lú-ga-a₁₁. —/—/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 65]

12975. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ţâr-bî-$\ddot{s}$ê; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16}$ $\times 1\frac{1}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 40 royal gur of barley, issued as sá-dug₄ for the ensî from the é-en-na, received by Ţâr-bî-$\ddot{s}$ê from Ba-zi.
—/mu-$\ddot{s}$u-du₄/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 66]
12976. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Nanse; 4 + 4 ll.; 
1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 63 royal gur of barley received, as seedcorn on behalf 
of Ur-(d)Lamma the sanga of (d)Nin-šubur, by his son Ur-(d)Nanse 
from Ba-zi. —/—/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 67]

12977. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ad-da; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". 
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for more than 9 royal gur of barley to be ground, received 
by Ad-da from Ba-zi. —/amar-a-a-si/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 68]

12978. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lu-(d)Nin-šubur; 4 + 7 ll.; 
1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 3 dead oxen received by Lu-(d)Nin-šubur s. of 
Lú-(d)Ba-BA from Si-rú as meat for female millers.
—/še-gur₁₈-kud/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 69]

12979. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lugal-ušumgal; 4 + 5 ll.; 
1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 9 royal gur of emmer received by Lugal-ušumgal, the 
agrig, from Ur-nigin-gar as sä-dug for Ba-ga.
—/ḫár-ra-bi-mú/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 70]

12980. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Šatran; 6 + 4 ll.; 
1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Tally of 20 gan-dīb workers employed for 10 and for 12 days 
respectively to carry grain; the tablet is “sealed” by Ur-(d)Šatran s. of 
Na-ba-ša. —/—/5 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 71]

12981. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-Ša₉-ga; 3 + 4 ll.; 
1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 13 royal gur of barley received by Ur-Ša₉-ga from 
Ba-zi as seedcorn. /—/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 72]

12982. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Nin-gir-su; 3 + 4 ll.; 
1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 3 royal gur of barley received by Ur-(d)Nin-gir-su 
from Ur-(d)Nanse as seedcorn. —/—/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 73]

12983. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ab-ba-kal-la; 4 + 3 ll.; 
1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 120 royal gur of barley received, as wages for hired 
ploughmen (ā ḫun-gá giš-tab-tab), by Ab-ba-kal-la from Ba-zi.
—/—/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 74]

12984. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ma-gu-la . . .; 5 + 4 ll.; 
1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) royal gur of barley received by Ur-ša₉-ga from 
Gu-za-ni on behalf of Lú-(d)Ba-BA/Ů. —/cezen (d)Ba-BA/Ů/47 Šulgi. 
[96-3-28, 75]
12985. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lugal-gud(!)-gal; 4 + 3 ll.; 1½" × 1½". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 7½ royal gur of barley received by Lugal-gud(!)-gal from A-šu-a as fodder for oxen and sheep. —/*ezen (d) Ba-BA_6/U/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 76]

12986. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Inanna; 5 + 4 ll.; 1¼" × 1¾". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for more than 24 royal gur of barley received by Ur-(d)Inanna s. of Ur-(d)Utu as wages for gardeners; controller: Ba-zi. —/šu-numun/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 77]

12987. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-ni-ta-gi-na; 6 + 4 ll.; 1¾" × 1½". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 20 royal gur of barley received by Lú-ni-ta-gi-na from Ba-zi as seedcorn. —/*ezen (d) Dumu-zi/46 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 78]

12988. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lugal-zi-mu; 6 + 5 ll.; 1¾" × 1¾". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Issue of barley to 20 gurus-workmen at 1 pan each, total 4 royal gur, and of more barley, taken from the field of Al-la the ensi, to be ground for the workers of the (d)Nin-dar-a temple; recipient: Lugal-zi-mu. —/mu-šu-du/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 79]

12989. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; 1¼" × 1¾". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da to Ur-(d)Šul-pa-ē as rations for workmen. —/*-48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 80]

12990. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-(d)Nin-šubur; 3 + 3 ll.; 1¾" × 1¾". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Issue by Nin-ki-ki-ša(?)-ga of 3½ royal bán of oil for women. —/*ezen (d) Dumu-zi/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 81]

12991. Complete case, with tablet, unopened, slightly defaced; seal illegible; 6 + 2 ll.; 1½" × 1¾". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 11 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Ba-BA_6/U s. of Uk-ū-fila as seedcorn. —/*ezen (d) Ba-BA_6/U/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 82]

12992. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lugal-dumu-u[š]_4; 4 + 2 ll.; 1½" × 1½". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for cows received by Lugal-dumu-uš_4 from Ba-a, balance to be returned. —/*1 Amar-Stu'en. [96-3-28, 83]

12993. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Nin-Mar(KI); 3 + 2 ll.; 1¾" × 1¾". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 1 guruš worker employed for 1 day to cut tamarisk trees (giš-šinig tar/kud-ra), signed by A-ga. —/*mu-šu-du/-—. [96-3-28, 84]

12994. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-TUR; 5 + 3 ll.; 1¾" × 1¼". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 19 royal gur of emmer(ziz) issued by Ba-zi to Ur-TUR s. of Ur-ša_4-ga to be ground into flour. —/*šu-numun/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 85]
12995. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Sila(!)-mu-PA; 7 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{4}{5}'' \times 1\frac{4}{5}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of rations for 30 guruš workmen at 1 pan each, total 6 royal gur of barley, issued by Ba-zi to Silá(!)-mu-PA as wages from the stack (i-dub) in the field of Inim-ma-AN; nu-bânda: A-tu.
—/ezên (d)Ba-BA₆/Ü/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 86]

12996. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{4}{5}'' \times 1\frac{4}{5}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 1200 peš-ḫum (date-palm fibre) issued by Ur-ab-ba to Lú-dingir-ra to make bags. —/a-má-r-a-a-si/mu-uš-sa-mu-uš-sa-a-bi. [96-3-28, 87]

12997. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-Šir-pur-la(KI)/dub-sar/dumu Ur-(d)Ab! nu-bânda; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{4}{5}'' \times 1\frac{4}{5}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 7 sheep and 7 máš which Ka₅-a-MU, the AB, delivered to Lú-Šir-pur-la(KI) s. of Si-KAK/RU-AB.
—/hâr-râ-bi-mû-mû/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 88]

12998. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal indistinct; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{4}{5}'' \times 1\frac{4}{5}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1$\frac{5}{6}$ royal gur of barley issued, out of the (d)Nin-gišzi-da temple, by Gu-za-ni to Al-la-ki.
<ezên (d)Ba-BA₆/Ü/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 89]

12999. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Gu-za-ni; 3 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{4}{5}'' \times 1\frac{4}{5}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for seedcorn (amount destroyed) issued to Gu-za-ni the dub-sar on behalf of Šeš-kal-la.
—/hâr-râ-bí-mû-mû/5 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 90]

13000. Complete, with fragmentary case (13000 A); 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{4}{5}'' \times 1\frac{4}{5}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 gûn 5 mana of wool bought by Ur-gû-en-na from Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su, “sealed” on behalf of Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su by A-ge₄ (both dam-kâr). —/ezên (d)Dumu-zî/43 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 91]

—— A. Fragmentary case, obv. entirely defaced, of tablet 13000; seal illegible; 6 ll.; 2$'' \times 1\frac{4}{5}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Main contents destroyed; the case is “sealed” by A-ge₄ dam-kâr on behalf of Ur-gû-(en-na] dam-kâr (sic!). Same date. [96-3-28, 91a]

13001. Complete, with case 13001 A; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{4}{5}'' \times 1\frac{4}{5}''$. Lagash (months).
Ur III: Receipt for 12 royal gur of wheat (gig) received by Ur-mès s. of Ur-(d)Utu from Lú-(d)IGI/LIM-ma-šêṭ; controller: Ur-TUR.
—/mu-šu-du, and a-má-r-a-a-si/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 92]

—— A. Complete case of tablet 13001; seal of Ur-mès; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}'' \times 1\frac{4}{5}''$. Lagash (months).
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet. Same date. [96-3-28, 92a]
13002. Complete case, with tablet, unopened, rev. damaged; seal of Ur-(d)Nanse; 5 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}$" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 60 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Nanse s. of Ur-\(\hat{\text{e}}\)-\(\hat{\text{a}}\)-\(\hat{\text{a}}\)-na. —/\(\text{amar-a-a-}\)si/47 Šulgi(?). [96-3-28, 93]

13003. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 6 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}$" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 72 royal gur of barley issued by Šu(?)-eš-dar to Lū-(d)Lisî(-\(\hat{\text{GÜN}}\)²) s. of A-tu as seedcorn. —/—/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 94]

13004. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; 1$\frac{5}{8}$" × 1$\frac{3}{4}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 3 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Lamma as wages for oxen and hired workmen. —/—/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 95]

13005. Complete case, with tablet, unopened, rev. slightly damaged; seal of Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim¹; 5 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}$" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for more than 1 gur of bitumen which Ur-(d)Lamma delivered to Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim¹ in the mill. —/—/3 Amar-\(\hat{\text{S}}\)-\(\hat{\text{u}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\). [96-3-28, 96]

13006. Complete tablet with portion of case (13006 A); 5 + 6 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}$" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 6$\frac{1}{8}$ gur of barley which Šu-NI-NI received from Ba-zi, as rations for 32 gurūš workmen. —/\(\text{amar-a-a-}\)si/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 97]

__A. Fragmentary case, rev. missing, of tablet 13006; seal illegible; 5 ll.; 1$\frac{5}{8}$" × 1$\frac{3}{4}$". *Lagash* (tablet).
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet. [Date ?] [96-3-28, 97a]

13007. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Dumu-zi; 6 + 2 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{2}$" × 1$\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Receipt for rations in barley for 19 gurūš workmen at 1 royal pan each, issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Dumu-zi. —/\(\text{s-e-gur} \_{1}\)\(\text{kud}\)/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 98]

13008. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ma-ni ka₄-du; 5 + 5 ll.; 1$\frac{5}{8}$" × 1$\frac{1}{4}$". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 15 royal gur of barley issued by Nam-maḥ to Ma-ni; controller: Gù-dé-a a-ba-\(\hat{\text{a}}\)-\(\hat{\text{a}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\). —/\(\text{há-rá-bi-mú-mú}\)\(\text{mú}\)/Amar-\(\hat{\text{S}}\)-\(\hat{\text{u}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\). [96-3-28, 99]

13009. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Lamma; 4 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{7}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 8 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Lamma as seedcorn. —/—/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 100]

13010. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Nam-[maḥ]; 5 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{3}{4}$". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 kinds of bitumen delivered for the royal barge by Ur-gù-en-na to Nam-maḥ. —/\(\text{e-zên d})\text{Ba-BA} \_{6}/\text{U}/44 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 101]

13011. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lū-(d)Nin-gir-su; 5 + 4 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{7}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 3 sila of butter(?), 4$\frac{1}{2}$ sila of honey, 1 gûn 10 mana of wood and 1$\frac{1}{2}$ bán of pine-nuts, all delivered for a festival by \(\text{Nû-gâ}\) to Lū-(d)Nin-gir-su. —/\(\text{s-e-gur} \_{1}\)\(\text{kud}\)/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 102]
13012. Complete with case (13012 A), rt. side of rev. damaged; 7 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{9}\) " x 1\(\frac{4}{9}\) ".
Ur III: Receipt for several quantities of grain delivered by various men to Na-ba-zi-ga. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 103]

A. Fragmentary case of tablet 13012, l. edge and l. half of rev. missing, defaced; seal of [Ur]-(d)Ba-BA₉/Ü; 6 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{9}\) " x 1\(\frac{4}{9}\) ".
Ur III: Text on case utterly damaged; same date. [96-3-28, 103a]

13013. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Is-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ü; 5 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{9}\) " x 1\(\frac{3}{9}\) ".
Ur III: Receipt for 40 royal gur of barley and 2\(\frac{2}{3}\) gur of emmer issued from the temple of (d)Nin-ki to Ur-IS-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ü; controller: Ša₆-ša₄-ga. —/mu-šu-du₇/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 104]

13014. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim¹; 6 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{9}\) " x 1\(\frac{3}{9}\) ".
Ur III: Receipt for 54 gün of bitumen for 3 boats (má-lugal, má-uz-ga, má-a-e-a) delivered by Lú-Ki-nu-ni(KI) to Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim².
—/—/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 105]

13015. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{3}\) " x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) ".
Ur III: Receipt for 4 royal gur of barley issued, as seedcorn, by Ba-zi to Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Ka₅-a on behalf of Du-du. —/—/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 106]

13016. Complete with case (13016 A); 7 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{9}\) " x 1\(\frac{4}{9}\) ".
Ur III: Record of 6 gun of wood delivered by Lú-dingir-ra s.of Lú-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ü on behalf of the sang a of (d)IG/GAL-alim¹ and deposited with Ur-é s. of Ur-(d)Nun-gal. —/šu-numun/41 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 107]

A. Complete case of tablet 13016, obv. damaged; seal illegible; rev. 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{4}{9}\) " x 1\(\frac{3}{9}\) ".
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet. Same date. [96-3-28,107a]

13017. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of A-ab-ba; 5 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{9}\) " x 1\(\frac{3}{9}\) ".
Ur III: Receipt for 10 royal gur of barley: ḫur-bi-šē ḫu-bu, issued by Ba-zi to A-ab-ba s. of Ba-ba. —/—/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 108]

13018. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-bād-dūr-ra; 6 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{9}\) " x 1\(\frac{4}{9}\) ".
Ur III: Receipt for rations issued for 3 guruš-workmen at 1 royal pan each by Ba-zi to Ur-bād-dūr-ra s. of Engar-duig on behalf of Nam-maḥ.
—/mu-šu-du₇/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 109]

13019. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-bal-ša₄-ga; 4 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{9}\) " x 1\(\frac{4}{9}\) ".
Ur III: Receipt for 4\(\frac{2}{9}\) royal gur 5 sila of barley flour, delivered by Ur-gar s. of Lugal-GABA to Lú-bal-ša₄-ga s. of Ur-(d)Nin-?; carried in the boat of A-kal-la. —/šu-numun/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 110]
13020. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)SUM; 6 + 2 ll.; 
1\frac{1}{2}\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{2}\text{"}.
Ur III: Record of 7\frac{1}{2} royal gur 5 sila of barley, balance to be returned, 
issued to Ur-(d)SUM as seedcorn. —/—/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 111]

13021. Complete, with case (13022); 6 + 7 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{2}\text{"}.
Ur III: Receipt for several quantities of various kinds of flour and bread 
which the ensi had drawn from Ur-(d)Lamma for the gods (d)Nin-
Mar(KI) and (d)Na-rú-a. —/—/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 112]

13022. Case of tablet 13021, low, edge missing, rt. edge and rev. destroyed;
seal of Ur-(d)Lamma; 4 + 2 ll.; 2\frac{3}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{2}\text{"}.
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet. Same date. [96-3-28, 113]

13023. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lugal-gú-gal; 5 + 4 ll.; 
1\frac{5}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{3}{8}\text{"} Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 268 royal gur of barley, issued by A-hu-a to Lugal-gú-
gal as fodder for oxen and sheep. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi to ezen (d)Ba-
BA\text{}/U/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 114]

13024. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-(d)Nin-šubur; 6 + 4 ll.; 
2\frac{1}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{2}\text{"}. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for silver paid by Na-ni-mu the shepherd to Lú-(d)Nin-
šubur on the ezen-mah as maš-da-ri-a. —/mu-šu-du\text{}/46 Sulgi.
[96-3-28, 115]

13025. Complete case, with tablet, unopened, obv. damaged; seal of IR-dam-
kár s. of Ur-ša\text{}/ga; 4 + 3 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{2}\text{"}.
Ur III: Receipt for dates delivered by [A(?)]-ab-ba to IR-dam-kár.
—/še-gur1\text{}/kud/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 116]

13026. Complete case, with tablet, unopened, rather defaced; seal of Ur-či-ninnu;
3 + 4 ll.; 1\frac{1}{4}\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{2}\text{"}. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of grain issued as fodder for sheep by Lú-Ki-nu-nir(KI).
—/še-čø-la/ probably 5 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 117]

13027. Complete, with case (13027 A); 6 + 4 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{2}\text{"}. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 2 sorts of beer delivered to the palace as maš-da-ri tax 
for the king; controller: Ur-či-babbar. —/a-ma-r-a-a-si\text{}/47 Sulgi.
[96-3-28, 118a]

— A. Case of tablet 13027, rt. upp. part destroyed; seal hardly legible; 4 + 7 ll.;
1\frac{1}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{2}\text{"}. Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet. Same date. [96-3-28, 118a]

13028. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-dingir-ra; 5 + 6 ll.; 
1\frac{1}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{3}{8}\text{"}. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley issued by Ba-zi to Lú-dingir-ra s. of Ur-dun as 
rations for 9 gurush workmen at 1 pan each.
—/ezen (d)Ba-BA\text{}/U/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 119]

13029. Complete case, with tablet, unopened, obv. uninscribed; seal of Ur-
(d)Lamma; 5 ll.; 1\frac{1}{4}\text{"} \times 1\frac{3}{8}\text{"}.
Ur III: Receipt for 57 hides of sheep delivered by Dug4-ga-zi-da to Ur-
(d)Lamma. —/—/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 120]
13030. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-me-lám dub-sar dumu Lú-kal-la; 3 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{4}{5}'' \times 1\frac{8}{9}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3 royal gur of barley issued by IR to Lú-me-lám as fodder for flocks; controller: Lú-bi MU. —/še-iš-lā/2 Ibi-Su’en. [96-3-28, 121]

13031. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Nimgir-AB.DI; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{9}'' \times 1\frac{8}{9}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1$\frac{1}{4}$ royal gur of barley, issued by Šu-eš-dar to Nimgir-AB.DI on behalf of Lú-gu-la. —/ezen (d) Ba-BA $\ddot{U}$/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 122]

13032. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Hil-ba-[lul]-e; 4 + 2 ll.; 1$\frac{8}{9}'' \times 1\frac{8}{9}''$. *Lagash* (Nina(KI)).
Ur III: Record of 6 sheep delivered to Ha-ba-lul-e at Nina(KI). —/—/mu-uš-sa-a mu-uš-sa-a-bi. [96-3-28, 123]

13033. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lugal-me-[lám]; 3 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{6}{9}'' \times 1\frac{8}{9}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 24$\frac{1}{10}$ royal gur of barley flour delivered by Ur-(d)Utu to Lugal-me-lám. 20/gān-maš/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 124]

13034. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ma-an-sum; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{8}{9}'' \times 1\frac{8}{9}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3-¢ royal gur of barley (se a-sag-us) received by Lu-(d)Nin-gir-su from Ur-(d)Pa-sag. —/—/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 125]

13035. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal indistinct; 5 + 2 ll.; 1$\frac{8}{9}'' \times 1\frac{8}{9}''$. *Lagash* (Nina(KI)).
Ur III: Receipt for 4 sheep which were handed over by Da-ku to E-uir-bi the cowherd at Nina(KI). —/—/mu-uš-sa-a mu-uš-sa-a-bi. [96-3-28, 126]

13036. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-(d)Nin gir-su; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{8}{9}'' \times 1\frac{8}{9}''$. *Lagash* (see names).
Ur III: Receipt for 3$\frac{1}{8}$ royal gur of barley (še a-sag-uš) received by Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su from Ur-(d)Pa-sag. —/—/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 127]

13037. Complete, with case (13037 A); 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{8}{9}'' \times 1\frac{8}{9}''$. Ur III: Receipt for 17$\frac{2}{10}$ royal gur of barley to be made into flour and for 17$\frac{2}{10}$ gur to be ground, issued by Ur-(d)Ba-BA $\ddot{U}$/ to the engar-nu-banda-gud of the shrine of (d)Šul-gi, “sealed” by Lú-dingir-ra.
—/dirig še-gurī-kud/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 128]

— A. Complete case of tablet 13037; seal illegible; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{8}{9}'' \times 1\frac{8}{9}''$.
Ur III: Same text as on tablet, figures mixed up. Same date. [96-3-28, 128a]

13038. Complete, with case (13038 A), written with bad stylus; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{8}{9}'' \times 1\frac{8}{9}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 10 royal gur of barley received by Lú-dingir-ra from Šu-eš-dr as seedcorn. —/—/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 129]
A. Case of tablet 13038, l. upp. corner missing; seal of Lu-dingir-ra; 4 + 4 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{4}$" × 1$\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Same text as on tablet; Lu-dingir-ra s. of Ur-sag-Kiš(K1) added. Same date. [96-3-28, 129a]

13039. Complete, with fragmentary case (13039 A); 5 + 6 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 11 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/U s. of Ba-zi; controller: Lu-Šir-pur-la(K1).
—/m u₄₆-kú/₄₈ Sulgi. [96-3-28, 130]

A. Fragmentary case of tablet 13039, upp. edge and l. part missing; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/U; 5 + 2 ll.; 1$\frac{2}{8}$" × 1$\frac{3}{4}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Text destroyed. Same date, year formula missing. [96-3-28, 130a]

13040. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 4 + 2 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 6 royal gur of grain (še-kur) issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)NaNše s. of Lu-Šú-ga.
—/—/₄₇ Sulgi. [96-3-28, 131]

13041. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-ču; 5 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{8}$" × 1$\frac{1}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 9 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-ču s. of Da-da, on behalf of Ba-ad-da-rš, as seedcorn; controller: Ur-ša₆-ga MÚ s. of Ku-li.
—/—/₄₇ Sulgi. [96-3-28, 132]

13042. Complete, with case (13042 A); 9 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{4}$" × 1$\frac{5}{8}$". Lagash (see case).
Ur III: Record of the votive gift (a-ru-a) of a slave (Lugal-má-gur₉-ri) dedicated by Lugal-mé the nu-banda and lodged with Ma-an-sa-ḪAR-KA(!); ugula: Šeš-kal-la sanga (d)Nin-dar(!)-a. Same date as on case.
[96-3-28, 133]

— A. Complete case of tablet 13042; seal of Šeš-kal-la; 3 + 6 ll.; 1$\frac{5}{8}$" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of the votive gift (a-ru-a) of a slave (Lugal-má-gur₉-ri) made by Lugal-mé the nu-banda, and received by Šeš-kal-la the sanga (d)Nin-dar-a from An-ni-ba-du₇. —/m u₄₆-du₇/₄₉ Sulgi. [96-3-28, 133a]

13043. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/U; 7 + 3 ll.; 2" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 730 royal gur of barley loaded in a ship (má-a si-ga), issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/U s. of Ur-ma-ma and Ur-més . . .; controller: KA-ti-més.
—/m u₄₆-du₇/₄₇ Sulgi. [96-3-28, 134]

13044. Complete, with fragment of case (13044 A); 5 + 4 ll.; 1$\frac{5}{8}$" × 1$\frac{5}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 404$\frac{1}{8}$ royal gur of barley delivered by Ur-TUR to Ur-(d)En-Ⅲ. —/še-gur₄₄-kud/₄₈ Sulgi. [96-3-28, 135]

— A. Fragment from the rev. of the case of tablet 13044; uninscribed; traces of a seal; 1$\frac{1}{4}$" × 1$\frac{1}{4}$". [96-3-28, 135a]

13045. Complete, with case (13045 A); 7 + 6 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Issue of 4 lots of barley (5$\frac{1}{8}$ + 5$\frac{1}{8}$ + 1$\frac{3}{8}$ + 1$\frac{3}{8}$ gur) to 4 men to be distributed as food among the ploughmen; foreman: Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Ur-gar; controller: Ur-(d)Lamma b. of Ni-kal-la. —/—/₄₅ Sulgi. [96-3-28, 136]
— A. Complete case of tablet 13045; seal of Ur-(d)Lamma; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.  
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet. Same date. [96-3-28, 136a]

13046. Complete, with case (13046 A); 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.  
Ur III: Receipt for 6 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Lamma to be ground for the bàndā-gud-gīš men of the (d)Dumu-zi temple.  
—/še-gur₄₀-kud/₄₈ Sulgi.  
[96-3-28, 137]

— A. Case (l. edge missing) of tablet 13046; seal illegible; 7 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.  
Ur III: Text identical with that on tablet. Same date. [96-3-28, 137a]

13047. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.  
Ur III: Issue of rations in barley for 23 guruš workers at 1 pan each, total: 4$\frac{3}{8}$ gur, issued to Ur(?)-(d)Šul-pa-ē to be ground; nu-bànda: A-ḫu-ā.  
—/še-gur₁₀-kud/₄₇ Sulgi.  
[96-3-28, 138]

13048. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-(d)IGI/LIM-ma-šē₄; 7 + 4 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.  
Ur III: Receipt for 6$\frac{3}{8}$ royal gur of šik flour, 3$\frac{3}{8}$ gur of coriander(es ša), 8$\frac{3}{8}$ gur of onion seed and 2 gur of pease-flour, drawn either from the mill or from the boat of Ur-més s. of Lugal-nanga(?) the sailor by Lú-(d)Giš-bar-ē and handed over to Lú-(d)IGI/LIM-ma-šē₄ s. of Ur-(giš)gigir.  
—/-/₃ Amar-Su’en.  
[96-3-28, 139]

13049. Complete, with case (13049 A); 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.  
Lagash (month).  
Ur III: Issue of rations in barley to 39 guruš-workers (at 1 pan each), total 7$\frac{3}{8}$ gur issued by Ba-zi to Lugal-maš-zu. —/a-ma-r-a-a-[si]/₄₇ Sulgi.  
[96-3-28, 140]

— A. Case (l. upp. corner missing) of tablet 13049; seal of Lugal-maš-[zu]; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.  
Lagash (month).  
Ur III: Same text as on tablet. Same date. [96-3-28, 140a]

13050. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Nanse; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.  
Ur III: Receipt for 7$\frac{3}{8}$ royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Nanse for grinding; nu-bànda: Ur-(d)Giš-bar-zu.  
—/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/₄₇ Sulgi.  
[96-3-28, 141]

13051. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 3 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{9}{8}'' \times 1\frac{9}{8}''$.  
Lagash (month).  
Ur III: Receipt for 1$\frac{1}{2}$ royal gur of barley, issued by Gu-za-ni to Ur-bàr-asi-ga on behalf of Ur-še-fla; ugula: (d)Nanar-dûg.  
—/jezen (d)Ba-BA₆/Ü₄⁄₇ Sulgi.  
[96-3-28, 142]

13052. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-ēš-duğ(?)-ga; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.  
Lagash (month).  
[96-3-28,143]
13053. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim¹; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}$" × $1\frac{2}{4}$". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 lots of barley flour (32\frac{3}{4} gur, recipient: Ukù-da TUR-ra, and 3\frac{3}{8} gur, recipient: Ur-(d)IGI/LIM-ma-šēt), received by Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim¹ from A-tu out of the boat of Ur-é-an-na.

—/ezen (d)Šu-lgi/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 144]

13054. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Lamma; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}$" × $1\frac{3}{4}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 20\frac{1}{2} royal gur 3 sila of šik flour, belonging to the (d)Nin-gir-su temple, issued by (d)Nanse-kam to Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Uku-da. —/šu-num-un/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 145]

13055. Complete, with case (13055 A); 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}$" × $1\frac{3}{4}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 3 quantities of flour (8 royal gur of šik flour, 56\frac{2}{5} gur of barley flour and 21\frac{3}{5} gur 2 sila of barley), received by Lú-(d)Nin-šubur from Ur-(d)Šatran. —/43 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 146]

— A. Complete case of tablet 13055; seal of Lú-(d)Nin-šubur; 4 + 3 ll.; $2'$ × $1\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Same text as on tablet. Same date. [96-3-28, 146a]

13056. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}$" × $1\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Receipt for cattle which Ad-da sanga (d)Inanna received from A-ma the dam-kár. —/43 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 147]

13057. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 7 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}$" × $1\frac{3}{4}$".
Ur III: Receipt for the rations in barley for 47 gurus workers at 1 pan each, issued by Ba-zi to Lú-(d)Ba-BA₂/U s. of Ba-lul.

—/še-gur₁₀-kud/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 148]

13058. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-kal-la; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}$" × $1\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 28\frac{3}{8} gur 5 sila of barley flour and 2 pan of šik-flour issued by Lú-gu-la s. of Ur-(d)Igi-zi-bar-ra to Lú-kal-la.

—/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 149]

13059. Complete, with fragmentary case (13059 A); 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}$" × $1\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 60 royal gur of barley, issued by Lú-bi MU to Ur-nigin-gar as fodder for calves. —/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 150]

— A. Fragmentary case (upp. edge and most of obv. missing) of tablet 13059; seal of Lugal-an-da; 0 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}$" × $1\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Date only preserved, same as on tablet. [96-3-28, 150a]

13060. Case (l. edge destroyed), with tablet, unopened; seal of Ma-an-sum; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}$" × $1\frac{1}{8}$". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 60 (?) royal gur of barley, issued by Ba-zi to Ma-an-sum the bur-sag. —/amar-a-a-si/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 151]

13061. Complete, with case (13061 A); 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}$" × $1\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Tally of 15 gān-dib workers to work at Na-kab-tum for 2 days for ŠU(?)-(d)Ba-BA₂/Ü; uguša: Ur-dun. —/5 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 152]
A. Nearly complete case (obv. defaced) of tablet 13061; seal hardly legible and incomplete; 3 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{9}{16}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Date only preserved, same as on tablet. [96-3-28, 152a]

13062. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 6 + 4 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 16\frac{1}{2} royal gur of barley, issued by A-tu and Ki-ú-da to Ur-TUR s. of Ur-šaₜₜₜₜ for grinding; controller: Ur-(d)Dumu-zi.
—/ez en (d)Lisi(-GUN)²/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 153]

13063. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Nanna(r); 3 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 6\frac{3}{4} royal gur of fresh fish delivered by Gû-dé-a to Lû-(d)Nanna(r); controller: Šaₜₜₜₜ-šaₜₜₜₜ.
—/ez en (d)Lisi(-GUN)²/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 154]

13064. Complete, with case (13064 A); 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for rations in barley for 50 gurų workers at 1\frac{1}{8} pan each, total 15 gur, issued by Ba-zì to Ur-(d)Šul-pa-è; nu-bànda: Ur-(d)Ba-Bara⁸/₅U. —/amar-a-a-si/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 155]

— A. Fragmentary case (upp. part missing) of tablet 13064; seal of Ur-(d)Sul-pa-è; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt — — for workmen (erîn bâl-gub-ba), etc.
—/[-]. [96-3-28, 155a]

13065. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lû-(d)Nîn-šir-su; 3 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 2\frac{1}{2} pan (controller: (d)Utû-MU) and 3\frac{1}{4} pan (controller: Kâₜ-a) of barley flour brought in from Na-kab-tum, and issued by Lû-mar-sa to Lû-(d)Nîn-šir-su. —/su-numun/—. [96-3-28, 156]

13066. Complete, with case (13066 A); 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of bread (nînda ḥar-ra siₜₜₜₜ) issued by Lû-(d)Na-rû to Ḥar(?)-bi-šè on behalf of Lugal-gub.
—/dirig še-gurₜ₁₀-kud/[year illegible, cf. case] [96-3-28, 157]

— A. Complete case of tablet 13066; seal illegible; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet; var.: Lû-(d)Na-rù-a s. of Na-ba-šaₜₜₜₜ. —/dirig še-gurₜ₁₀-kud/3 Amar-su'en. [96-3-28, 157a]

13067. Complete, with case (13067 A); 7 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for rations in barley for 15 ploughmen and 3 keepers of oxen (nu-bànda-gud) at 3 pan each, and for 40 men at 1 pan each, total 18\frac{3}{4} gur, issued by Ba-zì to Ma-an-šum. —/še-gurₜ₁₀-kud/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 158]

— A. Case of tablet 13067; large part of obv. missing; seal of Ma-an-šum; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet. Same date. [96-3-28, 158a]
13068. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Du-du-ni; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}\times 1\frac{7}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for rations in barley for 32 bànda-dîb-ba workers at 1 royal pan each, total 65 gur, issued by Lû-kû-nun to Du-ú-du-ni.
—/amar-a-a-si/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 159]

13069. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Nam-[mah]; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}\times 1\frac{7}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 4 royal gur (ugula: Ba-ša-xa) and for 1$\frac{3}{8}$ gur (ugula: NI-mu) of barley, issued by Lû-(d)Giš-bar-ê to Nam-maḥ as food for workmen. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA$g$/U/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 160]

13070. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of A-hu-ma; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}\times 1\frac{7}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 74 royal gur of barley, issued by Sanga-(d)Dumu-zi to A-hu-ma, the AB, as fodder for sheep, drawn from the stack garin-Šir-pur-la(KI). —/ezen (d)Lisî(-GÜN)$t$/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 161]

13071. Complete, with case (13071 A); 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}\times 1\frac{7}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of barley bartered for bronze, issued from the storehouse of Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim$^1$ to Lugal-ti-ra-âš-šu as seedcorn.
—/mûnu$_x$-kú/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 162]

— A. Case (l. half of rev. missing) of tablet 13071; seal of Lugal-ti-ra . . . . .; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}\times 1\frac{7}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Same text as on tablet. Same date. [96-3-28, 162a]

13072. Complete, with part of case (13072 A); 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}\times 1\frac{7}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of fine bread (ninda ḫar-ra sig$^3$) and 5$\frac{5}{6}$ gur of barley flour, issued by Lû-mar-sa for female and juvenile workers (genê-TUR-gan-dîb-ba) in the mill; controller: Lû-(d)Nin-šubur.
—/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 163]

— A. Fragmentary case (rev. missing) of tablet 13072; seal of Lû-(d)Nin-šubur; 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}\times 1\frac{7}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Text same as on tablet, case adds: recipient: Lû-(d)Nin-šubur. [Date.] [96-3-28, 163a]

13073. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of (d)Nannar-ḫi-li; 7 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}\times 1\frac{7}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 6 royal gur of barley, issued by Ba-zi to (d)Nannar-ḫi-li s. of Ur-(d)Ba-BA$g$/U as rations for agricultural workers (engar-bànda-gud-giš-bân-da-ba). —/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 164]

13074. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)IGI/LIM-ma-sê$^4$; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}\times 1\frac{7}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 excellent fish, received by Ur-(d)IGI/LIM-ma-sê$^4$ from Da-da as a sá-dug, offering to (d)Nin-Mar(KI); controller: Ur-(d)Ba-BA$g$/U. —/3e-gur$_{10}$-kud/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 165]
13075. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-(d)Ba-BA6/Ú; 8 + 9 ll.;
2'8" × 1'4". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Allocation of rations in barley for 52 guruš workers at 1 pan each (ugula: Lú-(d)Inanna, nu-bànda: Su-bi-dar-a), also for 40 guruš workers at 1 3 pan each and for 1 at 5 pan (ugula: Lú-(d)Pa-giš-bil-sag, nu-bànda: Ur-(d)Naši), total 21½ gur, issued by Ab-ba-ša-ša to Lú-(d)Ba-BA6/Ú. —/mu-šu-du/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 166]

13076. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Nin-a-na; 5 + 6 ll.;
2' × 1'3". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 9043 royal gur of barley (loaded in a boat) rendered by Nin-a-na s. of Lú-gu-la; controllers: Lugal-ki-gal-la and Ur-é-ninnu. —/gān-maš/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 167]

13077. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of (d)Utu-bar-ra; 9 + 4 ll.;
2½" × 1'4".
Ur III: Receipt for 60 royal gur of barley issued by Šeš-kal-la to (d)Utu-bar-ra s. of A-mu as wages for hired mill workers; controller: En-i-diš. —/še-gur1š-kud/3 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 168]

13078. Complete, with case (13078 A); 5 + 4 ll.;
1'8" × 1'4".
Ur III: Issue of rations in barley for 5 ox-keepers (nu-bànda-gud) at 3 pan each, for 24 ploughmen at 2 pan each and for 51 assistant ox-keepers (bànda gud-giš) at 1 pan each, total 224 gur, issued by Ba-zi to Lú-(d)Na-ru-a as wages for hired labourers “in the new year”.
—/amar-a-a-si/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 169]

—— A. Case of tablet 13078, part of l. edge missing, obv. partly defaced; seal of Lugal-(d)Šu-l-gi; 5 + 2 ll.; 2½" × 1'4".
Ur III: Text and date same as on tablet. [96-3-28, 169a]

13079. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-(d)Dumu-zi; 6 + 5 ll.;
2' × 1'4". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Issue of rations in barley for 5 ox-keepers (nu-bànda-gud) at 3 pan each, for 24 ploughmen at 2 pan each and for 51 assistant ox-keepers (bànda gud-giš) at 1 pan each, total 224 gur, issued by Ba-zi to Lú-(d)Dumu-zi, on behalf of his brother Ur-é-ninnu.
—/amar-a-a-si/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 170]

13080. Complete, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ku-li; 8 + 6 ll.;
2½" × 1'8".
Ur III: Record of 6 lots of barley, delivered by Ur-gar, Ma-an-sum, Ur-(d)Lamma, etc., total: 118½ gur 5 8, received by Ku-li s. of Ki-ág-MU. —/—/1 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 171]

13081. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 3 + 3 ll.;
1'8" × 1'8".
Ur III: Receipt for 33½ royal gur of barley, received by Ur-gar s. of Lugal-du, from Na-di. —/—/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 172]

13082. Complete; 10 + 10 ll.; 3' × 1'8". *Lagash* (Gú-a-b-ba (KI)).
Ur III: Inventory of various kinds of sheep with increase and decrease in numbers of the flock of Lú-(d)Na-rú-a at Gú-a-b-ba (KI).
—/—/1 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 173]
13083. Complete; 10 + 10 ll.; $2\frac{1}{4}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. Lagash (Ki-nu-nir(KI)).
Ur III: Inventory of various kinds of sheep with increase and decrease in numbers of the flock of Dug_4-ga-zi-da the ugula at Ki-nu-nir(KI).

[96-3-28, 174]

13084. Complete; 9 + 7 ll.; $2\frac{1}{4}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. Lagash (Gú-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in the numbers of various kinds of sheep in a flock at Gú-ab-ba(KI).

[96-3-28, 175]

13085. Complete; seal hardly legible; 14 + 12 ll.; $3" \times 1\frac{3}{4}"$.
Ur III: Receipt for several lots of bitumen rendered by Nam-ma₅h.

[96-3-28, 176]

13086. Complete, obv. slightly damaged; 8 + 6 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$.
Ur III: Record of (a) (obv.): issue of 2 lots of fish as wages for basket-makers, and (b) (rev.): employment of wood-carriers on board 3 ships.
Undated.

[96-3-28, 177]

13087. Complete; 10 + 10 ll.; $3\frac{2}{5}" \times 1\frac{4}{5}"$. Lagash (Gir-su(KI)).
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in the numbers of various kinds of sheep in the flock of Lú-me-lám belonging to the temple of (d)Gis-bar-è at Gir-su(KI).

[96-3-28, 178]

13088. Complete; 14 + 18 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}" \times 1\frac{5}{8}"$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for 4 envoys (sukkal) and 4 couriers (kas₄), e.g. Na-bi-(d)En-lil, Ur-(d)Da-mu, Da-da, etc. 15/essen (d)Šul-gi/—.

[96-3-28, 179]

13089. Complete; 15 + 17 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}" \times 1\frac{5}{6}"$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations either in beer only, or in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for 12 envoys and other messengers, e.g. Lú-(d)Da-mu, Ba-sa₆-ga, etc. 20/essen-(d)Dumu-zī/—.

[96-3-28, 180]

13090. Complete; 13 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}" \times 1\frac{5}{6}"$.
Ur III: Agricultural survey with areas, quantities of seedcorn, produce(?), and names of farmers; 6 fields listed. Undated.

[96-3-28, 181]

13091. Complete; 10 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{2}{6}" \times 1\frac{5}{8}"$. Lagash (Gú-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in the numbers of various kinds of sheep in the herd of Ur-aba-dug at Gú-ab-ba(KI).

[96-3-28, 182]

13092. Complete; 11 + 22 ll.; $3\frac{1}{6}" \times 1\frac{5}{8}"$. Lagash (Gú-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in the numbers of various kinds of sheep in the flock of Ur-sag-Kiš(KI) at Gú-ab-ba(KI).

[96-3-28, 183]

13093. Complete, first line damaged; 14 + 6 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}" \times 1\frac{5}{6}"$.
Ur III: List of various boats, total 36, with their freights. 6/se-gur₁-₉-kud/9 Amar-Su'ën.

[96-3-28, 184]

13094. Complete; 18 + 22 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $3\frac{2}{5}" \times 1\frac{7}{8}"$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread issued to 4 groups of 6-8 men with their overseers. 9/se-il-1₇-a/—.

[96-3-28, 185]
13095. Complete; 10 + 13 ll.; \(2\frac{5}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{8}\text{"}\). *Lagash (Gù-a-b-ba(KI)).*
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in the numbers of various kinds of sheep in the flock of (d)Utu-kam the na-kid, at Gù-a-b-ba(KI).
—/—/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 186]

13096. Complete; 8 + 3 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{8}\text{"}\). *Lagash (Gîr-su(KI)).*
Ur III: Record of hides and carcasses of mutton delivered by Ur-ša-ša and Ur-(d)Nin-su-nun to the ę-kišib₂-states at Gîr-su(KI).
—/—/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 187]

13097. Complete; 9 + 11 ll.; \(3\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{8}\text{"}\). *Lagash (Gù-a-b-ba(KI)).*
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in the numbers of various kinds of sheep in the flock of Ba-zi-zi the na-kid, at Gù-a-b-ba(KI).
—/—/mu-uš-sa mu-uš-sa-bi. [96-3-28, 188]

13098. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{3}{8}\text{"}\). *Lagash (Gù-a-b-ba(KI)).*
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in the numbers of various kinds of sheep in the flock of En-sa-šu-kù at Gù-a-b-ba(KI).
—/—/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 189]

13099. Complete; 14 + 9 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{3}{8}\text{"}\).
Ur III: Record of 75 gur of barley distributed among 3 groups of 2 to 4 men; controllers: Na-ba-ša₄, Ku-li, Ka₄-₄-a. —/—/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 190]

13100. Complete; 12 + 9 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{3}{8}\text{"}\).
Ur III: Record of 17 royal gur 4₀ bān of barley issued to the foremen of 5 groups of workmen, and receipt for 250 royal gur of barley delivered by I-ta-ē-a to Lû-gu-la. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/—. [96-3-28, 191]

13101. Complete; 11 + 13 ll.; \(3\text{"} \times 1\frac{3}{8}\text{"}\). *Lagash (Gù-a-b-ba(KI)).*
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in the numbers of various kinds of sheep in the flock of Dug₄-ga-zi-da at Gù-a-b-ba(KI).
—/—/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 192]

13102. Complete; 11 + 11 ll.; \(3\frac{3}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{8}\text{"}\). *Lagash (see 13101).*
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in the numbers of various kinds of sheep in the flock of Ur-més, the na-kid,; ugula: Dug₄-ga-zi-da.
—/—/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 193]

13103. Complete; 10 + 7 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{5}{8}\text{"}\). *Lagash (Ki-nu-nir(KI)).
Ur III: Tally of 4 groups of male and female mill-workers with their foremen; place: [Ki-nu]-nir(KI). —/—/8 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-28, 194]

13104. Complete; seal of [Lû]-[(d)Ur-ASAR]; 10 + 7 ll.; \(2\frac{5}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{5}{8}\text{"}\). *Lagash (month).*
Ur III: Tally of 3 groups of guruš-workers, total 86, earmarked for royal service; in charge: Lû-(d)Ur-(d)ASAR.
20/ezen (d)Lisi(-GUN)²/1 Ibi-Su'en. [96-3-28, 195]

13105. Complete, obv. partly defaced; 13 + 1 ll.; \(2\frac{7}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{8}\text{"}\).
Ur III: Tally of guruš-workers, with statement of area to be worked on, and of rations to be issued to them. 5(?)/šu-num-un/—. [96-3-28, 196]
13106. Complete; 9 + 5 ll.; 23" × 1'".
Ur III: Receipt for 6 royal gur 3½ bān of barley which was delivered in the year: mu en (d)Nanna(r) maš-e-i-pād*, issued to Ga-ša, who renders receipt; account made up by Lū-ši MU.
—/—-mu (d)Nanna(r) Kar-zi-da ē-a-na ba-tur.$ [96-3-28, 197]

13107. Complete; 8 + 14 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 23" × 1½". *Lagash* (months).
Ur III: Record of several quantities of wool issued to female spinners within the months of še-gur₁₀-kud and še-il-la of the year 1 Amar-Su'en and of gān-maš in the following year. Date within context. [96-3-28, 198]

13108. Complete; 13 + 12 ll.; 2½" × 1¼".
Ur III: List of 15 names of gurūš workers allocated for work in the (d)Nanše temple. Undated. [96-3-28, 199]

13109. Complete; 12 + 1 ll.; 2½" × 1⅛".
Ur III: Record of bread distributed among various men. Undated. [96-3-28, 200]

13110. Complete; 11 + 3 ll.; 2½" × 1⅛". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Tally of 4 oxen belonging to Lū-KA-NI and of 1 ox and 12 gurūš workmen hired by Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zida for work on the field En-nu-lum-ma. 6/ezēn (d)Ba-BA/U. [96-3-28, 201]

13111. Complete; 10 + 1 ll.; 2½" × 1⅛".
Ur III: Record of delivery of 4 amounts of barley (royal measure) with statement of recipients. Undated. [96-3-28, 202]

13112. Rev. badly defaced; 11 + 4 ll.; 3' × 1½".
Ur III: Record of disposal of 4 amounts of silver attested by several officials. Undated. [96-3-28, 203]

13113. Complete; 11 + 11 ll.; 3½" × 1⅛". *Lagash* (Gū-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in the numbers of sheep in the flock of Ur-mēš the AB, at Gū-ab-ba(KI). —/—/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 204]

13114. Rev. damaged; 12 + 15 ll.; 2½" × 1½". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of delivery of 2 kinds of wool-cloth (tūg nīg-lām lugal, tūg-guz-za) and of linen cloth in 3 qualities (gada-a-da₂, g. 4-kam-uš, g. gīn) with statement of weights; names of deliverers and recipient destroyed; controllers: Ur-(d)Ba-BA₂, Lū-gu-la and Du-du-bi.
—/bār-rā-bi-mūmū/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 205]

13115. Complete; 12 + 12 ll.; 2½" × 1⅛". *Lagash* (Gī-r-su(KI)).
Ur III: Record of dates (total: 3 pan of fine, 26 gur of 2nd quality) delivered by 7 growers from various orchards, at Gī-r-su(KI).
—/—/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 206]

13116. Large part of rev. flaked off; 15 + 17 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 3" × 1⅛". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of more than 17 names of men for whom apparently rations were issued (see 1. edge: 8½ še-gur).
—/amar-a-a-si & še-gur₁₀-kud/3 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-28, 207]

* Mercer, *Year formulæ* = 44 Šulgi; Schneider, *Zeit-bestimmungen* = 41 Šulgi.
† Mercer, *ibid.* = 8 Šulgi or 37(?) Šulgi; Schneider, *ibid.* = 5 Šulgi., or 34(?) Šulgi.
13117. Upp. edge and rev. damaged; 9 + 12 ll.; $2\frac{1}{6}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (Ki-nu-nir(KI)).
Ur III: Report of increase and decrease in the numbers of sheep of the flock of [Šar]-ru-um-â-li, at [Ki]-n-u-nir(KI). [Date?] [96-3-28, 208]

13118. Complete; 11 + 10 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (Gîr-su(KI)).

13119. Complete, with case (13119 A); 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 4 royal gur of barley belonging to Lû-mar-sa, received by Lû-bi MU from Ma-â-ni; controller: Gu-â-mu.
—/ezen (d)Ba-BA 4/7 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 210]
—— A. Complete case of tablet 13119; seal of Lû-bi; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Text identical with that on tablet. Same date. [96-3-28, 210a]

13120. Complete, with fragmentary case (13120 A); 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 12 gûn of wool (sig-gi) received by Ur-ša-â-ga from Lû-(d)Nin-gîr-su as tax (kû-maš-da-ra-išê). —/še-gûr 43 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 211]
—— A. Portion of case (rt. edge and rev. missing) of tablet 13120; seal of Ur-ša-â-ga; 4 + 0 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Same text as on tablet. [Date.] [96-3-28, 211a]

13121. Case (rt. upp. corner missing), with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 20 [gur] of barley issued by Gû-dé-a to Lû-(d)Dumû-zi s. of Al-la-mu as wages for workmen hired by the gû-gal Nak-kud-(d)Nanna(r); controller: Kue-da-mu. —/—/2 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-28, 212]

13122. Complete, with case (13122 A); 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 60 oxen and cows " of the plough-shed " handed over by Lû-(d)Nin-gîr-su to Ur-(d)Nu-mû-da. —/—/43 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 213]
—— A. Complete case of tablet 13122; seal of Ur-(d)Nu-mû-da; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Same text as on tablet, Lû-(d)Nin-gîr-su being qualified as dam-kâr. Same date. [96-3-28, 213a]

13123. Complete, with fragment of case (13123 A); 7 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{4}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of large amounts of sticks and bundles of reed with the remark: si-î-ÎB/TUM Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da rug-rug-dam.
—/—/1 Amar-Sû'en. [96-3-28, 214]
—— A. Fragment from the rev. of the case of tablet 13123; seal of Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da; 1 line; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Date only preserved; same as on tablet. [96-3-28, 214a]

13124. Complete, slightly defaced; 14 + 17 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of delivery and distribution of various amounts of butter, cheese, dates, and other commodities. —/mu-šu-du 47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 215]
**13125.** Upp. portion of tablet, \( \frac{1}{3} \) missing, obv. in 2 places damaged; 22 + 1 ll. (9 ll. on rt. side of rev. erased); \( 4\frac{5}{8} \times 3\frac{1}{2} \). 
Ur III: Record of rations (commodity destroyed) ranging from 2 to 4\( \frac{1}{2} \) pan issued to 21 male and female persons (as far as preserved). Undated.  
[96-3-28, 216]

**13126.** Small piece of l. upp. corner and large piece of rt. low. corner missing; 18 + 7 ll.; \( 4'' \times 2\frac{5}{8}'' \). 
O. Bab.: Record of wool (?) delivered, in quantities varying from 1 ma-na to 1 gûn, by 22 men. Undated.  
[96-3-28, 217]

**13127.** Nearly complete, rev. in some places defaced, last ll. destroyed; 16 + 18 ll.; \( 3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}'' \). 
Ur III: Record of 548\( \frac{1}{8} \) royal gûr of barley, part of which was issued as fodder for the asses of 5 men, etc., delivered by Ur-(d)Nin-gis-zi-da and Á-zi-da-(d)Nanse to GU-de-a, foreman of the fishermen, and Al-la s. of Ukuš; controller: Lû(?)-bàn-da royal sukkal. [Date? perhaps 47\( \frac{1}{2} \) Sulgi].  
[96-3-28, 218]

**13128.** Fragment from the rt. low. corner of a large tablet, on obv. 3 double cols. are preserved at the bottom of which the total of ll. is given as 62.63.61; on rev. only ends of ll. of a single col. are preserved: 2 \( \times \) 22 + 2 \( \times \) 25 + 2 \( \times \) 24 + (rev.) 16 ll.; \( 2\frac{7}{8}'' \times 3\frac{1}{8}'' \). 
[96-3-28, 219]

**13129.** Fragment of a lateral tablet, l. half and rt. low. corner missing; 15 + 16 ll.; \( 3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 3'' \). 
N. Bab.: Record of produce of barley from several fields related to 1 kurrû of seedcorn sown. 8/VI/7 Nabû.-?.  
[96-3-28, 220]

**13130.** Complete; 21 + 14 ll.; \( 3\frac{3}{4}'' \times 2'' \). Lagash (Gú-a-ba(KI), Ki-nu-nir(KI)). 
Ur III: Record of grain, delivered by 7 men, listed by name, fathers’ name and occupation; e.g. Gir-ni-i-ša4 im-e-sig/zag(?)-a dum u Gemé-kar-ag-gé, etc. 17/ezen (d)Šul-gi/49 Sulgi. 
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 20.  
[96-3-28, 221]

**13131.** Complete; 22 + 24 + (l. edge) 4 ll.; \( 3\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}'' \). 
Ur III: Rations in barley for 1 month issued to 21 gurû workers listed by name (17 at 1 pàn each, and 4 at \( \frac{1}{2} \) pàn each), total of barley: 3\( \frac{3}{8} \) gûr. Undated.  
[96-3-28, 222]

**13132.** Complete; 22 + 22 + (l. edge) 9 ll.; \( 3\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}'' \). 
Ur III: Record of copper and bronze delivered in several lots by various men listed by name. Undated. 
Text: C.T. VII, pl. 20.  
[96-3-28, 223]

**13133.** Upp. portion of tablet; seal without inscription; 13 + 13 ll.; \( 2\frac{5}{8}'' \times 3\frac{1}{4}'' \). Kirkuk (cf. 13155). 
Kass.: List of persons bearing foreign names, e.g. Te-ši-ia s. of Te-ši-šu-ia, Tar-mi-pê-la s. of A-kip-pê-la, Ta-i-pê-la s. of Ku-um-mi-ia, Še-en-ni s. of Bu-ši-še-en-ni, etc., among whom, apparently, sheep were distributed. Undated.  
[96-3-28, 224]
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13134. Complete; 4 cols.: 18 + 16 + (rev.) 13 + 6 ll.; 3\(\frac{7}{5}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{7}{10}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of persons who received grain. —/\(\varepsilon\)zen (d)Ba-BA\(\alpha\)/Ú/1 Amar-Su’en.
Text: *C.T.* IX, pl. 38. [96-3-28, 225]

13135. Complete, obv. partly defaced; 15 + 13 ll.; 3\(\frac{7}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of barley delivered in 10 lots by various men. Undated. [96-3-28, 226]

13136. Rt. upp. corner damaged, obv. cracked; 15 + 18 ll.; 3\(\frac{7}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of barley issued in various lots to men listed by name.
10/\(\varepsilon\)zen (d)Dumu-zi/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 227]

13137. Upp. edge missing, low. edge damaged; 19 + 13 ll.; 3\(\frac{7}{8}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)".
Ur III: Agricultural survey with areas of fields, areas of pastures, names of tenants, etc. Undated. [96-3-28, 228]

13138. Complete, first line of rev. damaged; 13 + 15 ll.; 3\(\frac{7}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 121\(\frac{3}{8}\) royal gur of barley delivered by Lû-ghi-na, and afterwards issued as fodder for sheep and as a scribe’s fee; ensî: Ur-(d)Lamma. 12/\(\varepsilon\)zen (d)Dumu-zi/47 Sulgi.
Text: *C.T.* VII, pl. 22. [96-3-28, 229]

13139. Complete, broken and repaired; 22 + 23 ll.; 4" \(\times\) 2". *Lagash* (Gu-\(\alpha\)-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of small flocks of sheep delivered by various shepherds (na-kid\(_s\)) listed by name, at Gu-\(\alpha\)-ab-ba(KI). —/—/1 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 230]

13140. Complete; 17 + 19 ll.; 3\(\frac{7}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{13}{8}\)". *Lagash* (Gu-\(\alpha\)-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of delivery of various lots of rolls of cloth (pisan + gi túg... ) of royal make and of quality 1-4 with statement of weights, received by Ur-(d)Ba-BA\(\alpha\)/Ú at Gu-\(\alpha\)-ab-ba(KI). —/—/1 Amar-Su’en.
Text: *C.T.* VII, pl. 21. [96-3-28, 231]

13141. Complete; 9(2 very indistinct) \(\div\) 1 ll.; 3\(\frac{7}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{13}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of wages of one man (Ur-ma-ma s. of Ur-(d)Šul-pa-ê) employed as ab-ba in the (d)Nin-ḫar-sag temple, and of 2 men (Ur-gu-la s. of Ur-mès and Lugal-Eridu(KI)-še s. of Ur-(d)Ba-BA\(\alpha\)/Ú) employed as watchmen in the (d)Nammu(?) temple. Undated. [96-3-28, 232]

13142. Upp. portion of tablet; 12 + 6 ll.; 2\(\frac{7}{8}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)".
O. Bab.: Tabulated record concerning distribution of goods to various men (most of their names semitic). First line reads: Bi-ti-il-îla/? tim ra ?-?-? bu uz-za-a. 2/IV/—. [96-3-28, 233]

13143 A. Upp. portion of tablet, upp. edge damaged; seal illegible; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Loan (details destroyed) which (d)Sin\(_x\)-na-id received from (d)Sin\(_x\)-i-din-nam. 13/VII/25 Samsu-iluna. [96-3-28, 234a]
--- B. Low. portion of tablet, low. edge damaged; seal illegible; 7 + 5 ll.;
$1\frac{5}{8}\times 1\frac{5}{8}$.
O. Bab.: Contract concerning partnership. Undated. [96-3-28, 234b]

13144. L. edge badly damaged; 12 + 14 ll.; $3\frac{7}{8}\times 2\frac{3}{4}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of barley delivered to two amounts to 7 temples, e.g. Ē-
urū(KI), ē(d)Nin-sun, ē(d)Inanna, ē(d)Nin-ḫar-sag, etc.; controller: A-
kal-la s. of Al-la. —/ezēn (d)Lisi(-GUN)$\ddag$1 Ibi-Šu’en. [96-3-28, 235]

13145. Complete; 13 + 12 ll.; $3\frac{1}{8}\times 1\frac{5}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of oxen and labourers employed on 3 fields.
12/ezēn (d)Dumu-zi/—. [96-3-28, 236]

13146. Complete; 16 + 10 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}\times 1\frac{3}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in barley for 14 guruš workers at 1 pan each and
for 3 men at 4 bán each, all men listed by name; total of grain: $3\frac{1}{2}$ gur;
controller: A-kal-la. —/gān-māš48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 237]

13147. Low. portion of tablet; seal and nail-marks; 12 + 13 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}\times 2\frac{3}{8}$.
N. Bab.: Sale of property (details destroyed), protective clauses and wit-
nesses. [Date?] [96-3-28, 238]

13148. Upp. portion of tablet; 4 cols.: 17 + 15 + (rev.) 19 + 17 ll.; $3\frac{7}{8}\times 2\frac{3}{8}$.
Lagash (Ki-sur-ra).
Ur III: Tally of 3 categories of guruš workers employed under Ur-dam in
the orchard at Ki-sur-ra. —/še-gurû47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 239]

13149. Fragmentary, both upp. and low. ends missing; 14 + 14 + (l. edge)
3 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}\times 2\frac{1}{8}$.
O. Bab.: Apparently letter, introductory part destroyed. Undated. [96-3-28, 240]

13150. Complete, defaced in some places, minute writing; 17 + 12 ll.; $2\frac{5}{8}\times 2\frac{5}{8}$.
Pers.: Acknowledgement of a gift (perhaps an office); 4 witnesses; scribe:
(d)Nabū-zēr-ukīn s. of (d)Nabu-ētir-napsāte. 2/11/5 Cyrus. [96-3-28, 241]

13151. Complete; 13 + 13 ll.; $2\frac{7}{8}\times 2\frac{7}{8}$.
Pers.: Contract concerning the gift of an office (donor’s name destroyed)
to (d)Nabū-mukīn-zēr s. of Apla-a, the cowherd; 4 witnesses.
28/11/7 Cyrus. [96-3-28, 242]

13152. In poor condition, rev. uninscribed; 9(?) ll.; $3\times 2\frac{7}{8}$.
O. Bab.: Account (almost illegible). Undated. [96-3-28, 243]

13153. Complete, in some places damaged; 15 + 8 ll.; $3\frac{1}{8}\times 1\frac{1}{8}$.
O. Bab.: Rent of a field (4 iku in the district of Silanû, belonging to Warad-
(d)La-ah-mī s. of Ib-ni-(d)Marduk) by Šu-mu-um-li-ib-sī s. of Pir-ši-li-li-šu
for 1 year; 4 witnesses. [Date?] [96-3-28, 244]

13154. Complete, rev. erased; 10 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}\times 3\frac{5}{8}$.
O. Bab.: Tabulated tablet; headline (2nd line) reads: ḫar-ra giš-aš/
KU(?)-an-na giš-aš/mu-bi-im/; 7 ll. are filled with figures and
place(?)-names respectively, the last line gives the totals. Undated. [96-3-28, 245]
13155. Complete, l. corners damaged; 16 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{1}{9}^\circ \times 2\frac{2}{9}^\circ$. *Kirkuk.*
O. Bab.: Transaction in grain in 4 parts. Undated. [96-3-28, 246]

13156. Inscription on steatite, rev. damaged; 8 + 6 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 3\frac{3}{8}^\circ$. Forbery.
[96-3-28, 247]

13157. Fragment from the rt. low. corner of a multicoloumned tablet, rev. badly damaged; 4 cols.: 10 + 25 + (rev.) 10 + 11 ll.; $3\frac{5}{8}^\circ \times 2\frac{1}{4}^\circ$.
N. Bab.: Tally for workers in orchards through all the 12 months of the year. Undated. [96-3-28, 248]

13158. Complete, obv. slightly defaced; seal; 10 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{2}{3}^\circ \times 2\frac{2}{3}^\circ$. *Kirkuk.*
Kass.: List of female workers (total 24) with their rations in grain. Undated.
[96-3-28, 249]

13159. Complete, obv. damaged; 9 + 6 ll.; $2\frac{2}{8}^\circ \times 2\frac{1}{8}^\circ$. *Kirkuk.*
Kass.: Record of barley delivered in Kar-(d)Ba-Ba(u) (KI) by more than 7 men listed by name, e.g. (d)Nusku-šum-iddin, Iqša(ša)-(d)Marduk, (d)Nusku-nāšir, Ku-du-ra-a-nu, etc. ——/10 Kadiššan-turgu.
[96-3-28, 250]

13160. Upp. edge damaged; 2 seal impressions; 10 + 7 ll.; $2\frac{1}{9}^\circ \times 2\frac{2}{9}^\circ$.
Pers.: Receipt for 2 *mana* of silver, the price of dates, which (m. d)En-lil-šum-iddin s. of Mu-rašu-u received from (d)Nabû-uballit-su s. of (d)Bel-it-tan-nu; 5 ll. of witnesses; scribe: (d)Nabû-ab-šur.
25/VII/40 Artaxerxes.
[96-3-28, 251]

13161. Crumbling, rev. badly damaged; 12 + 11(? ) ll.; $3\frac{1}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{1}{4}^\circ$. *Lagash* (Gir-su(KI)).
Ur III: Inventory of cattle and asses, sent to Ur-MU šagub Gir-su(KI)). ——/?3 Amar-Su’en.
[96-3-28, 252]

13162. L. low. corner destroyed; 16 + 15 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 2\frac{1}{4}^\circ$.
[96-3-28, 253]

13163. Complete; 16 + 12 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 2^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Tally of plough oxen (gud-numun) and hired gurš workmen working at various places. 21/ezen (d)Šul-gi/.—.
Text: *C.T.* VII, pl. 22.
[96-3-28, 254]

13164. Complete; 14 + 6 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 2^\circ$.
Ur III: Record concerning produce of fields with statement of areas and names of farmers. ——/—/44 Sulgi.
Text: *C.T.* VII, pl. 25.
[96-3-28, 255]

13165. Complete; 14 + 17 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{1}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Record concerning delivery and distribution of barley.
— —/—/41 Sulgi.
Text: *C.T.* VII, pl. 21.
[96-3-28, 256]
13166. Complete; 20 + 22 + (1. edge) 4 ll.; 3$\frac{3}{4}$" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (months).
Ur III: Record of 21$\frac{4}{10}$ royal gur 9$\frac{2}{10}$ sīla + 5$\frac{2}{10}$ gur of barley distributed for brewing beer within the month of a mar-a-a-si. 20/gur19-kud/—. Text: C.T. VII, pl. 23. [96-3-28, 257]

13167. Obv. damaged; 11 + 4 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Ur III: Schedule for 30 gurūṣ workmen. 26/u-numun/—. [96-3-28, 258]

13168. Upp. portion of tablet, rev. damaged; 8 + 11 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{4}$" × 2$\frac{1}{4}$".
O. Bab.: Record concerning grain. 23/IX/13 Ammi-ditanna. [96-3-28, 259]

13169. Upp. edge missing, rt. edge damaged; 13 + 1 ll.; 2$\frac{1}{10}$ × 2".
O. Bab.: Letter concerning private affairs, names of both writer and addressee destroyed, long introductory formula. Undated. [96-3-28, 260]

13170. Rt. low. corner missing, rev. uninscribed; 11 ll.; 3" × 2$\frac{1}{2}$".
O. Bab.: Tabulated account concerning barley. Undated. [96-3-28, 261]

13171. L. low. corner and part of low. edge destroyed, rev. badly defaced but, apparently, uninscribed; 9 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{8}$ × 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
O. Bab.: List of 9 names, e.g. Ku(?)-ub-bu-rum, Id-da-tum, Awēl-Sīn, Gi-mil-lum, etc. Undated. [96-3-28, 262]

13172. Complete, obv. l. low. corner and rev. rt. low. corner defaced; 4 seal-impressions: seals of Zi-gi, (d)Nabū-?-?, It-bi-ip-a-bu and Ki-be-ir-ḥa; 15 + 3 + (1. edge) 1 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{4}$ × 2$\frac{3}{4}$". Kirkuk (names).
Kass.: Record of goats allocated to various men (see seals). Undated. [96-3-28, 263]

13173. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 10 ll.; 3$\frac{3}{4}$ × 1$\frac{1}{8}$".
N. Bab.: Rota for the brewers of (d)Marduk-šum-usur with reference to the following dates: 30 Addar, 3 Siwan, 1 Ulul, 1(?) Araḥšamna, and 1 Ulul. Otherwise undated. [96-3-28, 264]

13174. Complete, broken and repaired, rt. edge damaged; 16 + 2 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{8}$ × 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Kirkuk (words).
Kass.: Private letter (hardly legible) to İ-li-i-qī-ša-am, writer's name destroyed, concerning the purchase of 2 good azamiltu. Undated. [96-3-28, 265]

13175. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 17 ll.; 3" × 1$\frac{1}{8}$".
O. Bab.: List of names (summed up as 15, but there are 16 on the tablet), e.g. Ib-ni-(d)Šamaš, Šu-ra-nu, Ta-rī-bu, etc. Undated. [96-3-28, 266]

13176. Incomplete, cracked, in some parts damaged and badly defaced, almost illegible; seal illegible; 13 + 10 ll.; 2$\frac{1}{4}$ × 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
O. Bab.: Contract of doubtful contents. [Date?] [96-3-28, 267]

13177. Fragmentary, top part missing; seal of Ri-iš-(d)Šu-bu-la s. of Warad-i-li-šu; 14 + 9 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{4}$ × 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
O. Bab.: Loan of silver to the wife and 4 sons of Warad-i-li-šu lent by the palace; the debt is to be repaid at the request of the palace; 6 witnesses. [Date.] [96-3-28, 268]
13178. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal hardly legible; 8 + 7 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{2}$" × 2$\frac{2}{8}$". *Kirkuk* (names).

Kass.: Receipt for 12 kurrū of grain delivered by In-na-an-ni to Ši-li, Ši-ili, (d)Marduk-NI-SU s. of Še-ni-ia, and Eṭir(KAR)-(d)Marduk ṭuḫ-a-sar; 2 witnesses. 26/V/16 Kuri-galzu. [96-3-28, 269]

13179. Incomplete, rev. flaked off, obv. rather defaced; seal illegible; 12 ll.; 2$\frac{2}{8}$" × 2$\frac{1}{8}$".

O. Bab.: Contract concerning a field belonging to Be-li-su-nu lukur (d)Šamaš d. of Ilu-su-ba-ni and rented by Šu-mu-um-li-ib-ši and I[b-ni-(d)En-ši]. . . . [Date]. [96-3-28, 270]

13180. Nearly complete, rt. low. corner missing; seal without inscription; 6 + 2 ll.; 2$\frac{1}{8}$" × 2$\frac{2}{8}$". *Kirkuk* (names).

Kass.: Record containing figures and names, e.g.: Ar-še-il-ḫi-li s. of Ar-te-e-a, Urḫi-mi(?)-a s. of Zi-ri-ki(?), perhaps concerning harvest. Undated. [96-3-28, 271]

13181. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-gar; 5 + 4 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{1}{4}$".

Ur III: Record of 65 royal gur of barley issued by Ma-ni to Ur-gar s. of Ba-gi as fodder for sheep. —/gān-maš/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 272]

13182. Complete, obv. scratched; 13 + 9 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{1}{8}$".

Ur III: List of 10 names, partly with statement of fathers’ names, e.g.: Gū-de-a s. of Da-da; Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Lugal-en-nu; Kaš-a-mu s. of Lú-(d)Nin-šubur, etc. Undated. [96-3-28, 273]

13183. Complete; 9 + 8 ll.; 2$\frac{1}{8}$" + 1$\frac{1}{8}$". *Lagash* (Gū-ab-ba(KI)).

Ur III: List of 6 large gangs of female and some male dressmakers with their foremen; at Gū-ab-ba(KI). —/8 Šu-Su’en. [96-3-28, 274]

13184. Complete, rev. defaced; 12 + 11 ll.; 2$\frac{1}{8}$" × 1$\frac{1}{4}$". *Lagash* (month).

Ur III: Tally of gurruš and ila workmen allocated to a special field. 22 + x/ezen (d)Ba-BAš/Ū/—. [96-3-28, 275]

13185. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BAš/Ū; 3 + 4 ll.; 2" × 14".

Ur III: Receipt for 96 royal gur of barley delivered by Ni-kal-la to Ur-(d)Ba-BAš/Ū s. of Ba-zi. —/—/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 276]

13186. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-měs dumu Ši-ki-gal-la; 6 + 2 ll.; 2$\frac{1}{8}$" × 1$\frac{1}{8}$". *Lagash* (month).

Ur III: Record of 42 and of 836 royal gur of barley issued to Ur-měs the cowherd as fodder for calves; controller: Ur-(d)Pa-sag. —/gān-maš/—. [96-3-28, 277]

13187. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-(d)Ni-ġir-su; 6 + 3 ll.; 2" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$". *Lagash* (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 38$\frac{2}{8}$ royal gur of barley issued by Ni-kal-la to Lú-(d)Ni-ġir-su s. of Ur-(d)Naše on behalf of cowherds. —/ezen (d)Liši(-GUN)⁴/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 278]
13188. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-ēš-kī-ga; 7 + 5 ll. 22" × 1 7/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 195 gur of šik flour and 1641 gur 4 šila of barley flour, issued to Nam-maḥ s. of Ur-(giš) gigir and Ur-ēš-kū-ga dub-sar for transport by boat from Gir-su(KI) to Nibru(KI).
23/mu-su-du7/2 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 279]

13189. Complete, repaired; 6 + 3 ll.; 2 7/8 × 1 7/8".
Ur III: Record of 15 gur 5 šila of barley returned by A-tu s. of Lugal-ē-da as balance; controller: Ba-zi. —/—/43 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 280]

13190. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of En-igi-i-ib-zu; 5 + 2 ll.; 2 7/8 × 2". Lagash (Ki-nun(KI)).
Ur III: Record of 8 carcasses of mutton issued to En-igi-i-ib-zu for female weavers at Ki-nun-nir(KI) (foreman: Dug4-ga-zi-da). —/—/49 gulgi. [96-3-28, 281]

13191. Rev. badly defaced; 14 + 21 ll.; 2 7/8 × 1 7/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of agricultural work with areas, gangs of guruš workers, names of their foremen, and their rations. —/še-il-la/—. [96-3-28, 282]

13192. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; 3 7/8 × 1 7/8". Lagash (Nina(KI)).
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in the number of sheep in the flock of Lugal-UD at Nina(KI). —/—/1 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 283]

13193. Complete, with part of case (13193 A); 8 + 5 ll.; 1 7/8 × 1 7/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of 12 guruš workers and 73 under-ploughmen and under-ox-drivers with statement of their rations; a total of 17 gur of barley as their food rations was received by Lú-Šir-pur-la(KI) from Ba-zi.
—/ezen (d)Ba-BA₆/Ú/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 284]

— A. Fragment from the obv. of the case of tablet 13193; seal of Lú-Šir-pur-la(KI) dub-sar dumu Ka₆-a-mu; 5 ll.; 2 7/8 × 1 7/8". Lagash (temple).
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet; the workers are qualified as belonging to the (d)Nin-gir-su temple. [Date.] [96-3-28, 284a]

13194. Complete, with case (13194 A); 5 + 6 ll.; 1 7/8 × 1 7/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 96 gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Lamma s. of IR.MU (read: Urdaša₂₁, with Oppenheim) for grinding into flour.
—/amara-a-a-si/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 285]

— A. Complete case of tablet 13194; seal of Ur-(d)Lamma; 4 + 3 ll.; 1 7/8 × 1 7/8". Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text and date same as on tablet. [96-3-28, 285a]

13195. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Sag-ti-la (incomplete); second seal illegible; 6 + 7 ll.; 2 7/8 × 1 7/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 150 royal gur of barley drawn from the Kar-sag and 520 gur drawn from the house of Ab-kal-la, all issued to Sag-ti-la and A-sa₆-ga for transport by boat to Nippur.
—/ezen (d)Ba-BA₆/Ú/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 286]
13196. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim1; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}\text{"} \times 1\frac{3}{4}\text{"}$. Ur III: Receipt for $\frac{9}{8}$ gur of barley, arrived in the boat of Ur-(d)Lisi(-GUN), received by Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim1 s. of Uru-da-a from Ur-(d)Lamma s. of İR-MU (cf. 13194). —/šu-numun/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 287]

13197. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim1; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}\text{"} \times 1\frac{3}{4}\text{"}$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 196 royal gur of barley, issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim1 s. of Uru-da-a for transport by boat to Nippur. —/hár-rá-bi-mú-mú/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 288]

13198. Complete, with case (13198 A); 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}\text{"} \times 1\frac{7}{8}\text{"}$. Lagash (see tablet). Ur III: Receipt for 120 royal gur of barley, received by NI-DU-DU (Ia-lah 6 (?) from Ba-zi. —/ezen (d) Lisi (-GUN)2/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 289]

—— A. Complete case of tablet 13198; seal of NI-DU-DU s. of Na-ba-sa6; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}\text{"} \times 1\frac{7}{8}\text{"}$. Lagash (see tablet). Ur III: Same text and date as on tablet. [96-3-28, 289a]

13199. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal without inscription; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{6}\text{"} \times 1\frac{7}{8}\text{"}$. Ur III: Receipt for $\frac{31}{2}$ royal gur of barley issued by Šu-eš-dar to Lú-(d)Na-rú-a s. of Ur-(d)Ba-BA6/Ü as seedcorn. —/—/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 290]

13200. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 7 + 3 ll.; 2" × $1\frac{1}{4}\text{"}$. Ur III: Issue of rations in barley to 80 gurus workers at 1 pan each; total of 16 gur issued by Ba-zi to Lú-(d)Nin-šubur s. of Lú-ba. —/še-gur$_{10}$-kud/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 291]

13201. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{6}\text{"} \times 1\frac{7}{8}\text{"}$. Ur III: Receipt for 293 royal gur of barley received by ŠUL-ki-ág from Ba-zi on behalf of Ur-méš, the sailor, for transport by boat to Nippur. —/—/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 292]

13202. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal without inscription; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{6}\text{"} \times 1\frac{5}{8}\text{"}$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 52$\frac{3}{4}$ gur of barley received by Ur-(d)Lamma s. of İR-MU (see 13194) from Ba-zi for grinding into flour. —/a-mar-a-a-si/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 293]

13203. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Inim-(d)Inanna; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}\text{"} \times 1\frac{7}{8}\text{"}$. Ur III: Receipt for 15 royal gur of barley issued to Inim-(d)Inanna s. of Ab-ba-gi-na as seedcorn for the field of the ensi. —/—/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 294]

13204. Complete; 10 + 1 ll.; 3" × $1\frac{7}{8}\text{"}$. Kass.(?): Account, tabulated in 3 cols., of white beans and another commodity delivered by 9 men. Undated. [96-3-28, 295]
13205. Complete, with case (13205 A); 7 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 938 royal gur of barley received by Ur-més s. of Ur-gar for transport by boat to Nippur; controller: Ba-zi.

—/$u$-$n$-$u$-$m$-$u$-$n$-$u$/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 296]

—— A. Complete case of tablet 13205; seal of Ur-més; 5 + 5 ll.; 2" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)".
Ur III: Same receipt for same purpose, but the grain is received by Ur-més from Ba-zi; controller: P[U]-ta the chief sailor (m-a-l-aš-gal).
Same date. [96-3-28, 296a]

13206. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Našše; 5 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 1 ox (gud-AB.AB) delivered by Ur-més to Si-RU (reading for UR, (d)Našše omitted). —/a$m$-a-si/46 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 297]

13207. Complete, with case (13207 A); 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 23 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ab-ba-mu the foreman as rations for carriers. —/e$z$en (d)Ba-BA$_6$/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 298]

—— A. Complete case of tablet 13207; seal of Ab-ba-mu, dub-sar; 4 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Same text and date as on tablet. [96-3-28, 298a]

13208. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-(d)?; 8 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for rations in barley, issued to 16 ploughmen at 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) royal pan each and for 30 ox-drivers at 1 pan each, received by Lú-(d) . . . from Ba-zi on behalf of Lugal-zag-gi-si. —/še-gur$_1$-kud/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 299]

13209. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ka$_5$-a-MU dumu Uz-TUR; 6 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) royal gur of sesame(?) issued by Gu-za-ni to Ka$_5$-a (sic) s. of Uz-TUR on behalf of E-lu-bi; the ša.bra of (d)Našše of the (d)Ningizzida temple. —/e$z$en (d)Ba-BA$_6$/Ú/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 300]

13210. Complete, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ir-ra-nu-id; 5 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5 royal gur of barley, issued by Ur-(d)Ba-BA$_6$/Ú to Ir-ra-nu-di as food for ér-i-lú-kin-ta-du$_8$-a.
—/e$z$en (d)Dum$-u$-zi/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 301]

13211. Complete, with case (13211 A); 7 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\".
Ur III: Receipt for 12 royal gur of barley issued by A-hu-a to Ad-da sanga (d)Inanna as seedcorn. —/—/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 302]

—— A. Complete case of tablet 13211, rev. uninscribed; seal of Ad-da; 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{1}{4}\".
Ur III: Same text and date as on tablet. [96-3-28, 302a]
BABYLONIAN TABLETS

Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of ȘE-ȘEŠ dumu NI-NI; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{2}{3}" \times 1\frac{4}{5}". *Lagash* (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 90 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to ȘE-ȘEȘ lú-ur-ra as sá-dug₄ offerings of the ensi. —/mu-šu-du₄/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 303]

Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of A-ḫu-šu, 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}". Lagash (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 1 (?) donkey delivered by Ba-a to A-ḫu-šu. —/mu-šu-du₄/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 304]

Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Es-A-[AN]; rev. un-inscribed; 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{6}" + 1\frac{2}{6}". Lagash (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-a to Es-A-AN. —/še-ta-l₄/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 305]

Complete, with case (13215 A); 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{2}{9}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}". Lagash (month).

Ur III: Receipt for more than 58 royal gur of barley issued by the sanga of (d)Nin-Mar(KI) to Ur-é-[nin-su] sanga (d)Nin-giš-zi-da for grinding. —/mu-šu-du₁/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 306]

A. Complete case of tablet 13215; seal of Nig-mu; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{2}{3}" \times 1\frac{1}{6}". Lagash (month).

Ur III: Same text as on tablet; added: foreman: Nam-mah. Same date. [96-3-28, 306a]

Complete, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-é-a; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{6}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}". Lagash (month).

Ur III: Receipt for more than 58 royal gur of barley issued by the sanga of (d)Nin-Mar(KI) to Ur-é-[nin-su] sanga (d)Nin-giš-zi-da for grinding. —/mu-šu-du₁/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 307]

Complete, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{6}" \times 1\frac{1}{6}". Lagash (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 14 royal gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)Namše to ȘEš-kal-la as food for labourers and ox-drivers during one month. —/a-šu-a₄/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 308]

Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-é-ninnu; rev. un-inscribed; 1 line; $1\frac{3}{6}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}". Ur III: Record concerning 1 royal gur of barley. Undated. [96-3-28, 309]

Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-dingir-[ra]; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{6}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}". Ur III: Receipt for 25 royal gur of barley issued by Ñu-šu-dar to Lú-dingir-ra s. of Ur-sag-Kiš(KI). —/-/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 310]

Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{6}" \times 1\frac{1}{9}". Ur III: Receipt for 15 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ab-ba s. of Ba-ba. —/-/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 311]

Complete, with tablet, unopened; seal of [Ur-](d)Ba-BA₄/Ù s. of Ha-ni-ni; 7 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{2}{6}" \times 1\frac{1}{6}". Lagash (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 10 royal gur of barley of last year (še-til) issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Ba-BA₄/Ù for grinding. —/mu-šu-du₄/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 312]
13222. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Nam-maḫ; 4 + 2 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times 1\frac{1}{4}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Agricultural record of 12 and 3 iku respectively of the field: a-ša Nin-NĪG.NE.RU*-e(?) entrusted to Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Nam-maḫ for special cultivation. —/mu-šu-du/47 Šulgi.  
*NE-RU = ERİM.*

13223. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Nin-[giš-zi-da] s. of Lugal-sa; 5 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times 1\frac{7}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 30\(\frac{4}{5}\) royal gur of barley issued by Šu-eš,-dar to Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da as seedcorn. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA/47 Šulgi.

13224. Complete, with case (13224 A); 6 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}\)" \(\times 1\frac{3}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 46 royal gur of barley of last year which Ḥar-bi-šē received from Ba-zi as sā-dug offering of the ensi. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/47 Šulgi.

13225. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Šu-NI-NI s. of Ba-zi; 7 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times 1\frac{5}{8}\)". *Lagash* (see tablet).  
Ur III: Same text and date as on tablet.  

13226. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of NI-DU-DU s. of Na-ba-sa; 5 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times 1\frac{7}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 152-0 royal gur of barley which NI-DU-DU (read: Ia-lah) received from Ni-kal-la on behalf of his brother Ur-(d)Nanse. —/mu-su-du/48 Šulgi.

13227. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; 1. low. corner damaged; seal illegible; 7 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{8}\)" \(\times 1\frac{1}{8}\)".  
Ur III: Receipt for 5 gun of bundles of grass and 10 gun of fine grass, which Ur-ezen received from Lū-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Ba-zi for transport in a boat. —/še-gur/48 Šulgi.

13228. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lū-Šir-pur-la(KI); 5 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times 1\frac{5}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 60 cows, 2 of them old, and 60 oxen, 2 of them old, received by Lū-Šir-pur-la(KI) from Ka₅-a-MU. —/munu₅-kū/48 Šulgi.

13229. Complete case, with tablet, unopened, seal of Lū-(d)IGI/LIM-ma-šē⁴; 6 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times 1\frac{7}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 300 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Lū-(d)IGI/LIM-ma-šē⁴ s. of Ur-(giš)gigir as wages for female millers. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/47 Šulgi.
13230. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ku-li s. of Ki-áq-MU; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. *Lagash* (Ki-nu-nír (KI) and month).
Ur III: Receipt for 221$\frac{2}{3}$ royal gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)Nanše to Ku-li s. of Ki-áq-MU for grinding into flour; at Ki-nu-nír (KI).
—/še-ê-i1-la/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 321]

13231. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 221$\frac{2}{3}$ royal gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)Nanše to Ku-li s. of Ki-áq-MU for grinding into flour; at Ki-nu-nír (KI).
—/še-ê-i1-la/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 322]

13232. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(gii)gigir (hardly legible); 7 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 20 royal gur of barley of the previous year, described as še kur-ta ensi, sá-dug dam-kár-ra, etc., issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(gii)gigir.
—/ezen (d) Ba-BA 6/she-ê/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 323]

13233. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ma-ni kaš-su-duš (d)Gu-de-a; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 300$\frac{2}{3}$ royal gur of barley, issued by Ba-zi to Ma-ni.
—/âmar-a-a-si/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 324]

13234. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BAšš/Ü, dub-sar, s. of Ba-a-da; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 55 royal gur of barley issued by Su-eš-dar to Ab-ba-MU as seed-corn.
—/âmar-a-a-si/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 325]

13235. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lugal-gú-gal, dub-sar, s. of Lú-(d)Ba-BAšš/Ü; 6 + 3 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 118 royal gur of barley, bartered for dates, issued by Ba-zi to Lugal-gú-gal and Lugal-igi-huš as food for workmen.
—/gân-maš/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 326]

13236. Complete, with case (13236 A); 10 + 11 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. *Lagash* (Pr. N.).
Ur III: List of cattle and donkeys (a-ru-a gifts to the temple) handed over by Ba-a to Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su.
—/âmar-Su'ên. [96-3-28, 327] — A. Case of tablet 13236, rev. and rt. edge damaged; seal illegible; 9 + 6 ll.; $2\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (tablet).
Ur III: Text and date same as on tablet. [96-3-28, 327a]

13237. Complete, with case (13237 A); 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for donkeys allocated for ploughing to the ploughmen of (d)Nin-Mar(KI) and issued by Na-na-fb to Ur-(d)Nin-gir-su and Lú-uri-sag. 28/ezen (d) Lisi(-GUN)šš/4 Amar-Su'ên. [96-3-28, 328] — A. Complete case of tablet 13237; seal of Gu-dé-a dub-sar s. of La-ni; 5 + 6 ll.; $2\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. *Lagash* (see tablet).
Ur III: Text and date same as on tablet. [96-3-28, 328a]
13238. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-Inanna-Unug(KI) dub-sar; 6 + 4 ll.; 1 1/4\(^6\) × 1 1/2\(^6\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 300 royal gur of barley received by Ur-Inanna-Unug (KI) from Ba-zi on behalf of Lú-(d)Nin-sūbr s. of Lugal-su-kkal.
—/mu-šu-du-\(\tau\)/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 329]

13239. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5 + 2 ll.; 1 1/4\(^6\) × 1 1/2\(^6\). Lagash (Pr. N.).
Ur III: Receipt for 2\(\frac{2}{3}\) royal gur of grain (\(\text{ZīZ-GŪ-NUNUZ}\)) issued by Ur-(d)Nanše to Ur-(d)Ab-sār-nun s. of Sā-lā-sūd as seed-corn.
—/—/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 330]

13240. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-bi,...; 4 + 6 ll.; 1 1/4\(^6\) × 1 1/2\(^6\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of rations for 25 gurūs-workmen at 1 1/2 royal pan of barley each, total 7 gur 2 1/2 pan; issued by Ba-zi, receipt rendered by Lú-bi the ugu-la. —/amar-a-a-si/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 331]

13241. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-nītita-gi-na s. of Nū-gdu-Pa; 5 + 8 ll.; 1 1/4\(^6\) × 1 1/2\(^6\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of rations in barley for 45 gurūs-workmen at 1 royal pan each, and for 6 men at 5 bān each, total 10 gur; issued by Ba-zi on behalf of Ur-(d)Nanše; receipt rendered by Lú-nītita-gi-na; nu-bānda: Ur-(d)Nanšes s. of Nam-mah. —/ezen (d) Ba-BA/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 332]

13242. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lugal-maš-za s. of Ur-(d)Kū-nun; 6 + 3 ll.; 1 1/4\(^6\) × 1 1/2\(^6\). Lagash (Pr. N.).
Ur III: Receipt for 180 royal gur of barley to be carried to Nippur by boat; issued by Ba-zi to Lugal-maš-za. —/šu-numun/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 333]

13243. Complete, with fragment of case (13243 A); 6 + 6 ll.; 1 1/4\(^6\) × 1 1/2\(^6\). Lagash (Gīr-su(KI)).
Ur III: Receipt for 40(\(+ x\)) sheep and 35 màs allocated for food of the shepherds of Gīr-su(KI), and issued by Ur-en-gal-du-du to Lú-(d)Ba-BA/Ú. —/—/49 (47\(\text{III}\)) Šulgi. [96-3-28, 334]

—— A. Fragment from the obv. of the case of tablet 13243; seal illegible; 5 ll.; 2\(^6\) × 1 1/2\(^6\). Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet. Date missing. [96-3-28, 334a]

13244. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lugal-da-ga dub-sar s. of Ur-(d)Nanše; 4 + 3 ll.; 1 1/4\(^6\) × 1 1/2\(^6\). Lagash (Pr. N.).
Ur III: Receipt for 61\(\frac{2}{3}\) royal gur of barley, issued by Ur-(d)Nanše to Lugal-da-ga as seedcorn. —/—/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 335]

13245. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lù-Šīr-pur-la(KI) dub-sar s. of Ur-(d)Nanše; 4 + 5 ll.; 1 1/4\(^6\) × 1 1/2\(^6\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for sheep and goats which were handed over by Ni-mu to Lù-Šīr-pur-la(KI); controller: A-hu-a and (d)Utu-bar-ra.
—/ḫár-rá-bi-mú-[mú]/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 336]
13246. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Gu-dé-a dub-sar s. of La-ni; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for donkeys allocated for ploughing by Kur-ra-a ugula sukkal-maḥ to Gu-dé-a. —/-/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 337]

13247. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ma-an-sè-na dub-sar s. of Lû-ka-ni; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{4}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Lagash (Pr. N.).
Ur III: Receipt for 663 royal gur of barley to be carried to Nippur by boat, issued by Ba-zi to Ma-an-sè (sic). —/-Nu-numun/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 338]

13248. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lu-(d)Ba-BA6/u ra-gaba; 7 ll. (rev. uninscribed); $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 176 + 6 carcasses of sheep handed over to Lu-(d)Ba-BA6/u nu-banda uš-bar. —/-še-gur1š-nu-kud/49 (= 47š) Sulgi. [96-3-28, 339]

13249. Fragment of lateral tablet, low. half and most of rt. edge missing, badly defaced; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}'' \times 2\frac{3}{4}''$.
Pers.: Contract concerning dates. 28/I(?)/32 Artaxerxes. [96-3-28, 340]

13250. Fragmentary tablet, upp. part missing, l. low. corner damaged; 13 + 13 ll.; $2\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
O. Bab.: Sale of house(?) with description of boundaries which I-na-li-ib-bi-ir-še-id d. of Sar-rum-(d)Adad bought from E-li-e-ri-is-sa-ah-hu and her brother Ni-id-na-at-(d)Sin2 for 2 mana 1 siqlu of silver; oath by the names of gods and Sa-am-su-i-ku-na; 8 witnesses. Date destroyed, see oath. [96-3-28, 341]

13251. Complete, but badly defaced; 12 + 8 ll.; $2\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
O. Bab.: List of rations in sesame for various men registered by name. Undated. [96-3-28, 342]

13252. Complete; seal of (d)Ellil-šūm-iddin s. of Kab-tan-nu; 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 2\frac{3}{8}''$.
Pers.: Receipt for 5 shekels of silver received by (d)En-lil-šūm-iddin s. of Mu-ra-su-ui from Za-bi-n as his share of the produce of a field; 4 ll. of witnesses; scribe: (d)Nin-urta-ab-ušur s. of (d)En-lil-šūm-iddin. 1/VIII/40 Artaxerxes. [96-3-28, 343]

13253. Complete; 8 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}'' \times 2\frac{3}{8}''$.
Kass.: Tabulated account of delivery of barley with quantities, places of origin and names of producers. —/-XIII/8 Kadišman-turgu. [96-3-28, 344]

13254. Nearly complete, rev. flaked off, badly defaced; 12 + 5 ll.; $3\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
O. Bab.: Contract concerning rent of a field (particulars illegible). —/-/11 (?) Ammi-zaduga. [96-3-28, 345]

13255. Complete, but rev. badly defaced; two seals; 13 + 14 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{13}{16}''$.
O. Bab.: Contract concerning rent of a field. —/-/? Ammi-[zaduga or ditana]. [96-3-28, 346]
13256. Nearly complete, both obv. and rev. badly damaged; 6 + 7(? ) ll.; 2" x 2½".
Pers.: Claim for 2 mina of fine silver by Ḫa-āš-?...s. of Pu-šir against (d)Bēl-du-na s. of (d)Šamaš-erba. 1/1(?)/4 Artaxerxes. [96-3-28, 347]

13257. Nearly complete, rt. upp. corner missing; 7 + 1 ll.; 1¾" x 2¼". Kirkuk.
Kass.: Record of sesame delivered by various men. 12/IX/17 Burnaburriš. [96-3-28, 348]

13258. Complete; 14 + 10 ll.; 2⅛" x 1⅛".
O. Bab.: Receipt for garments delivered by 20 men, recipient: (d)Nin-urta-itti-šu. —/III/—. [96-3-28, 349]

13259. Complete, repaired; 11(? ) + 8 ll.; 2⅝" x 1⅛".
O. Bab.: Tally of guruš-men, total 224 men, employed on the field (d)Šu-(d)Sin (d)Bēl-È-DA-NIR-GAL; record set up by the šabra Ur-(d)Sin₂.
18/VI/—. [96-3-28, 350]

13260. Complete; 10 + 3 ll.; 2⅝" x 1⅛".
Ur III: Record of cloth, delivered in 11 lots by as many men listed by name (e.g. Gu-za-na, Al-la, Kud-da, Šā-kū-ge, A-tu, Da-da, Ba-zi, etc.).
Undated. [96-3-28, 351]

13261. L. upp. corner destroyed, both obv. and rev. badly defaced; 13 + 8 ll.; 2⅝" x 1⅛".
N. Bab.: Record of delivery of goods (details not preserved) in large quantities by various men. 13/XII/15 Nabonidus. [96-3-28, 352]

13262. Low. edge and rev. damaged; rev. uninscribed; 10 ll.; 1⅛" x 2½". Kirkuk (date).
Kass.: Record of barley (še giš-bar-gal) weighed on the great scale, issued by A-na-(d)Lamma-tak-la-ku to 3 women(?) and 1 scribe; total 23 gur.
22/I/8 K[adismar-turgu(?)]. [96-3-28, 353]

13263. Complete, rt. upp. corner damaged; seals of Šur(!)-ki-til-la and Na-i-til-la; 14 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2⅜" x 2⅜". Kirkuk (Pr. N.).
Kass.: Record of oxen supplied for irrigation-work (a-na iqqa-ru-ti).
Undated. [96-3-28, 354]

13264. Complete; nail-impression on l. edge; note in Aram. on top of rev.; 9 + 7 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1⅛" x 1¼".

13265. Complete; seal without name; 11 + 4 ll.; 2⅜" x 2⅜". Kirkuk (Pr. N.).
Kass(?) : Record of garments, cloth and dye-stuff (ta-pa-li ḫuš-la-an-ni, ki-na-aḫ-[hu], tam-ka-ar-[hu], šu-na-at-[hu], etc.) issued to Ik-rib-sarrî; scribe: Ši-iq-qa-ru, ṭup-var. Undated. [96-3-28, 356]

13266. Complete, last 2 ll. damaged; 8 + 1 ll.; 1⅛" x 2¼". Kirkuk.
Kass.: Memorandum of 2½ kur (great measure) of ZIZ(?)-an-na drawn from the granary of Kār-zi-ban(KI), and also of a number of sheep which Sin-mu-šab-ši received. 2/VIII/—. [96-3-28, 357]
13267. Complete; 10 + 9 ll.; 2" × 2\frac{7}{8}". **Kirkuk.**
Kass.: List of rations for various officials, names Semitic (e.g. Iqîša(ša)- (d)Marduk (am.)ŠAG-LUGAL, Ra-ba-a-za-Sin dto., (am.)sukkallu (d)Marduk-(mu)mušabši(ii), etc.).
—/XII/mu-s-[ag]-nam-lugal-la Kaštiliaš. [96-3-28, 358]

13268. Fragmentary, low. part missing, upp. edge damaged; 14 + 13 ll.; 2\frac{1}{4}" × 1\frac{7}{8}".
N. Bab.: Letter of La-ja-za-ni to ?-?-a-ša and Be-el-ti-ū(?)-ba(?) ... about grain and money. Undated. [96-3-28, 359]

13269. Complete, with 2 holes in l. edge; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\frac{5}{8}" × 1\frac{1}{4}".
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket concerning masons (dim-e-ne); foreman: Nîg-(d)Ba-BA6/U; controller: Da-da, dub-sar.
—/—/3 Amar-Su'èn. [96-3-28, 360]

13270. Incomplete, badly damaged and defaced; seal illegible; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\frac{7}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{4}".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of wool. Date illegible. [96-3-28, 361]

13271. Complete, rev. disintegrating; 10 + 3 (+ x) ll.; 1\frac{3}{4}" × 1\frac{1}{2}".
O. Bab.: List of rations for various men listed by name. Date (if any) missing. [96-3-28, 362]

13272. Complete, partly defaced, broken in halves; 9 + 7 ll.; 1\frac{4}{8}" × 2".
N. Bab.: Contract concerning barley, details illegible; 4(?) ll. of witnesses. 23/III/17 Naboniidus. [96-3-28, 363]

13273. Complete; seal in essential parts illegible; 5 + 2 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{1}{4}".
Ur III: List of provisions: 3 bān of oil, 2 sheep fed by barley, 2 sheep fed by grass, 1 gur of fish, and 15 onions, signed by Ur-(d)Ba-BA6/Ú MU-lugal. Date: —/—/7 Amar-Su'èn. [96-3-28, 364]

13274. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\frac{2}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}". **Lagash** (month).
Ur III: Record of 2 erin-workers (Ur-(d)IŠ-(d)Ba-BA6/Ú and Lû-gu-la) employed by (d)Utû(?)-bar-ra; ugula: Ka-q-a-MU.
—/hält-rá-bî-mû-mû/7 Amar-Su'èn. [96-3-28, 365]

13275. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Nin-muk, dub-sar; 4 + 4 ll.; 1\frac{3}{4}" × 1\frac{1}{8}". **Lagash** (Pr. N.).
Ur III: Receipt for 15 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Nin-muk as seed-corn. —/—/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 366]

13276. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lû-(d)Nin-gîr-su; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\frac{5}{8}" × 1\frac{1}{8}". **Lagash** (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 10\frac{3}{4} royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Lû-(d)Nin-gîr-su, to be ground for erin-workmen. —/amar-a-a-si/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 367]

13277. Complete; 12 + 9 + (l. edge) 3 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 2\frac{1}{4}". **Bdîr-sîp(KI)** (date).
Pers.: Contract concerning dida beer which (d)Nabû-zîr-ukin s. of (d)Nabû-MU-A(?') owes to (d)Marduk-šûm-ibni s. of Šu-la-a-a; 3 ll. of witnesses; (am.) tup-sar: (d)Nabû-mu-še-ti-îq-urri. **Bdîr-sîp(KI):** 21/VIII/4 Cambyses. [96-3-28, 368]
13278. Complete; 10 + 5 ll.; 1\footnotesize{$\frac{3}{8}$}\large{"} $\times$ 1\footnotesize{$\frac{5}{8}$}". Kirkuk(?).  
Kass.: Record concerning issue of grain. 27/VIII/21 Nazi-marutaš. [96-3-28, 369]

13279. Complete; 11 + 6 ll.; 2\footnotesize{$\frac{4}{8}$}\large{"} $\times$ 1\footnotesize{$\frac{1}{8}$}". Kirkuk(?).  
Kass.: Letter of Nin-nu-ú-a to his master Ba-na-na-a-a. Undated. [96-3-28, 370]

13280. Complete, repaired; seal illegible; 9 + 10 ll.; 1\footnotesize{$\frac{3}{8}$}\large{"} $\times$ 1\footnotesize{$\frac{5}{8}$}".  
O. Bab.: Agreement concerning 2 shekels of silver, the price of a field, to be paid by Ip-qui-An-nu-tum to Ilu-šu-na-si-ir; 4 ll. of witnesses. 2/II/18 Ammi-zaduqa. [96-3-28, 371]

13281. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; 1\footnotesize{$\frac{5}{8}$}\large{"} $\times$ 2". Kirkuk.  
Kass.: Record of onion seed (Se-SUM-nu) issued by DiJ-A-? to 4 men (e.g. Ki-din-(d)Nin-urta, Rî-gim-(d)Adad, etc.). 13/IX/18 (no name of king). [96-3-28, 372]

13282. Complete; 8(?). 9 ll.; 2\footnotesize{$\frac{1}{8}$}\large{"} $\times$ 1\footnotesize{$\frac{5}{8}$}".  
Ur III: Record concerning gur uš-workmen. 5/VIII/7 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-28, 373]

13283. Complete, obv. damaged; 9 + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\footnotesize{$\frac{1}{8}$}\large{"} $\times$ 1\footnotesize{$\frac{1}{8}$}". Kirkuk.  
Kass.: List of tools. Undated. [96-3-28, 374]

13284. Low. part missing, obv. badly damaged; 13 + 14 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 2\footnotesize{$\frac{4}{8}$}\large{"} $\times$ 1\footnotesize{$\frac{3}{8}$}".  
O. Bab.: Letter, names of both writer and addressee destroyed, on private affairs. Undated. [96-3-28, 375]

13285. Incomplete, rev. destroyed; 9 + 4(?). 9 ll.; 1\footnotesize{$\frac{5}{8}$}\large{"} $\times$ 2\footnotesize{$\frac{7}{8}$}".  
O. Bab.: Tabulated list of field produce: ?-kud-da and ziz-an-na, showing quantities and names of places. Undated. [96-3-28, 376]

13286. Complete, partly damaged or defaced; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\footnotesize{$\frac{5}{8}$}\large{"} $\times$ 1\footnotesize{$\frac{7}{8}$}".  
Ur III: Receipt for 7 garments for slaves which Lugal-ti-ra-āš-šu issued for poultry keepers (lū-mušen-dīb-bu). —/—/9 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-28, 377]

13287. Complete, with case (13287 A); 5 + 3 ll.; 1\footnotesize{$\frac{4}{8}$}\large{"} $\times$ 1\footnotesize{$\frac{1}{8}$}". Lagash (month).  
Ur III: Text same as on case, abbreviated. —/m-u-šu-d. uš/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 378]

—— A. Complete case of tablet 13287; seal of Ur-\-r(?); 5 + 4 ll.; 1\footnotesize{$\frac{3}{8}$}\large{"} $\times$ 1\footnotesize{$\frac{7}{8}$}".  
Lagash (see tablet).  
Ur III: Receipt for 10 royal gur of barley which A-šu-a s. of Lū-di-g-ga received from Ur-(d)En-lil-lā out of the storehouse of the Enlīl-temple for the purchase of reeds. —/m-u-šu-d. uš/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 378a]

13288. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lū-(d)?; 4 + 1 ll.; 1\footnotesize{$\frac{7}{8}$}\large{"} $\times$ 1\footnotesize{$\frac{5}{8}$}".  
Ur III: Receipt for 12 hides of kids delivered by A-tu to Lū-KA-NI.  
—/—/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 379]

13289. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\footnotesize{$\frac{5}{8}$}\large{"} $\times$ 1\footnotesize{$\frac{7}{8}$}".  
Ur III: Receipt for 62 gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)Ba-BAš/Ú s. of Ma-an-sè-na to Lū-ka-l-e-lā s. of Lū-di-gir-ra; controllers: Lū-(d)Na-r-u-a and Ur-(d)Šul-gi. —/—/1 Ibi-Su'en. [96-3-28, 380]
13290. Upp. edge missing; 9 + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 1/8" × 2".
N. Bab.: Contract concerning payment of a debt (? text badly preserved).
Date destroyed, except title of king: sar IN.TIR(KI).

13291. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 5 ll.; 1 4/8" × 1 3/4". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for sheep(?) and 1 male goat (māš-gal) received by Lugal-tūg-maḫ from Ur-ē-gal during 5 months.
—/ḥār-rā-bi-mū to ezen (d)Dumu-zī/4 Šu-Su'ēn.

13292. Complete; 8 + 2 ll.; 1 3/8" × 2". Kīrkūk.
Kass.: Tabulated list of field-produce in barley. ———/12 Kadišman-turgu.

13293. Fragmentary, low. part missing; 10 + 15 + (l. edge) 6 ll.; 2 3/4" × 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Exchange of 2 fields; 13 witnesses (last: Pūzur-nu-su s. of Ta-mu-ut-li-im).
—/II/13 April-Sin.

Kass.: List of agricultural tools with a note about payment of rent (man-dattu).
8/V/accession of Kaštillaš.

13295. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 8 ll.; 2 3/8" × 1 1/4". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for wool delivered by 4 men, and for 1 garment each issued to 4 other men; recipient: Ur-(d)Našša s. of Al-la.
—/μu-šu-du/8 Šu-Su'ēn.

13296. Complete; 9 + 7 ll.; 1 3/4" × 1 3/4".
Ur III(?): Tally of guruš-workers. Undated.

13297. Damaged in some places; seal illegible; 9 + 9 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 1/8".
O. Bab.: Loan of goods (details destroyed) which (d)Sin-na-di-in-su-mi s. of Ip-qi-(d)Na-bi-um the gallabu borrowed from (d)Marduk-mu-ša-lim s. of (d)Marduk-na-ši-ir; to be repaid in Ulul. 1/XI/6 Ammi-zaduga.

13298. Complete; 10 + 11 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1 1/8" × 2 1/4".
Pers.: Loan of money(?) taken by (d)Nīn-li-iddina(na) for which he has to repay 21 gur of dates in the month of Araḫšāmna; 5 ll. of witnesses.
27/VI/? Darius.

13299. Rev. destroyed; 5 ll.; 1 1/8" × 2".
N. Bab.: Note concerning 3 men: Ki-din-(d)Šamaš, Dāiān-(d)Šamaš, and Mu-kal-lim. Undated.

13300. Complete; seal without name; 8 + 4 ll.; 1 3/8" × 2 1/4". Kīrkūk (names).
Kass.: Record of sheep which Tar-mi-tīl-la gave to Ir-mu-ša. Undated.

13301. Upp. half of tablet; 5 + 4 ll.; 1" × 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Record concerning delivery of oil(?); 10/I/13 Ammi-zaduga.

13302. Complete; 2 seals; 8 + 7 ll.; 2" × 1 1/8".
O. Bab.: Loan of 3 1/3 shekels of silver lent by Na-din-i-li-šu to (d)Sin-na-di-in-su-mi, to be repaid in barley in Ulul. 30/XII/8 Abi-ēsuḫ.
13303. Complete; 8 + 10 ll.; $2\frac{1}{6}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. *Lagash (Gu-ab-ba(KI)).*
Ur III: Record of 21 royal gur of barley issued as food for workmen, also of barley- and wheat-flour issued as fodder for birds, also of beer and some sheep and kids issued as offerings (*sizkur* mā-muṣen-šē), etc., drawn from the é-kā-Gū-a-ba-ba(KI) under control of Ša-ru-um-š-il and Ma-ni. 

[96-3-28, 394]

13304. Complete, l. edge damaged; 8 + 11 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{7}{16}''$. *Lagash (month).*
Ur III: Record of 21 royal gur of barley issued as food for workmen, also of barley- and wheat-flour issued as fodder for birds, also of beer and some sheep and kids issued as offerings (sizkur mā-muṣen-šē), etc., drawn from the é-kā-Gū-a-ba-ba(KI) under control of Ša-ru-um-š-il and Ma-ni. 

[96-3-28, 395]

13305. Complete; 9 + 3 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. 
Ur III: Record of 6 royal gur of barley delivered by Ur-gar, foreman of the mill, and of 3 other quantities delivered by 3 other men, under control of Gir-(d)Ba-Ba. 

[96-3-28, 396]

13306. Complete, with 2 holes in l. edge; 4 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{11}{16}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. 
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket originally containing tablets concerning donkeys and plough-oxen under the foremen Ab-ba-kal-la and Ur-(d)Nu-nus-da. 

[96-3-28, 397]

13307. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. 
O. Bab.: Loan of 3 shekels of silver which E-ri-is-ti-(d)Aia d. of Mār-Sippar(KI) borrowed from the Sin-temple; she has to repay on demand. 10/VIII/3 Samsu-luna. 

[96-3-28, 398]

13308. Complete; 6 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. *Kirkuk (place).*

[96-3-28, 399]

13309. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. *Kirkuk (place).*
Kass.: Record concerning issue of 3 pan 3 bán 1 sila of flour *i-na giš-bar* 5 qa to A-mu-na-ti. 7/8/V/13 Kuri-galzu. 

[96-3-28, 400]

13310. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. *Kirkuk (place).*
Kass.: Record of 1 gún 11 mana of wool of male sheep delivered as *mandattu* for the 14th year by Rīm-šū-(d)Nin-urta to Būr-ra-(d)Nusku; the wool was distributed in lots of 33, 18 and 20 manas respectively to Mu-ra-nu, Sa-(d)Marduk-ni-nu and Būr-ra-(d)Nusku. 26/I/14 Kadišman-turgu. 

[96-3-28, 401]

13311. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 2''$. *Kirkuk (date).*
Kass.: Record of expenditure *(te-li-ti)* of barley during the 2nd royal year; total 2 kūr 3 sātu 5 qa. 28/XII/2 Kadišman-turgu. 

[96-3-28, 402]

13312. Complete; 7 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 2''$. *Kirkuk (date).*
Kass.: Receipt for 6 gur of barley (*še giš-bar-gal*) which A-na-(d)Nusku-tak-la-ku received on behalf of his master (d)Nin-urta-Sē-i-na (read: iddina) from Rīm-šū-(d)Nin-urta. 

[96-3-28, 403]

13313. Complete; 1st line and rt. part of rev. destroyed; 8 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{2}''$. 

[96-3-28, 404]
13314. Rt. upp. corner and rt. part of rev. destroyed; 9 + 9 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 2". Kirkuk.
O. Bab.: Record of expenses in silver shekels (SU) for various purposes. Undated. [96-3-28, 405]

13315. Complete, but defaced in some parts; 9 + 9 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 2\(\frac{3}{4}\". Kirkuk?
Kass. (?): Record of various expenses during the 19th year. —/—/19, no king’s name. [96-3-28, 406]

13316. Complete; seal of Ha-si-ip-til-la; 7 + 9 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 2\(\frac{1}{4}\". Kirkuk (names).
Kass.: Receipt for 7 immer 5 sātu of barley issued to Ha-si-ip-til-la on behalf of 7 (? women listed by name Ku-un-nu, Šur-ku-un-ni-nu, Ba-i-ma, Ni-ri-ku-i, Ḥal-ba-bu-ša, Zi-el-te-en-na-a-a, etc. Undated. [96-3-28, 407]

13317. Complete, rather defaced; 8 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\".
Ur III: Tally for guruš-workmen. Undated. [96-3-28, 408]

13318. Complete; 9 + 10 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\".
N. Bab.: Contract between (m d)Nabû-bēl. . . s. of (m d)Nabû-muše-ti-iq-urra and (m)Ta-qiš-(d)ME.ME s. of Arad-(d)Nabû concerning dates; 4 (?) witnesses. 8/IX/38 Nebuchadrezzar. [96-3-28, 409]

13319. Complete; 7 + 11 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\".
O. Bab.: Record of barley and wheat delivered by various men. Undated. [96-3-28, 410]

13320. Complete; 8 + 11 ll.; 2\(\frac{1}{2}\" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\".
Ur III: Record of barley delivered by various men, e.g. Ūr-ra-ni, Nam-ša-ni, Ur-(d)Pa, etc., all qualified as “ engar ”. —/—/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 411]

13321. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{4}\" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\".
Ur III: Record of barley delivered by Ur-(d)Šul-pa-ē, and issue of rations for ukuš-men received by Ba-ba-ti from Du-uk-ra. Undated. [96-3-28, 412]

13322. Rt. low. corner and rev. damaged; 13 + 7 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\".
O. Bab.: Letter from (d)En-lil-i-qi-ša-am to A-ki-ia giving an answer to his previous letter. Undated. [96-3-28, 413]

13323. L. edge and rev. badly damaged; with large part of case (13323 A); 10 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\".
O. Bab.: Sale of building ground, sold by ?-?-?(d)Šamaš s. of Na-ra-am-lî-šu to (d)Sin-ta-ia-ar s. of Ak-ša-ia; oath by the name of Hammurabi; some witnesses. Date destroyed, but see oath. [96-3-28, 414]

13324. Rt. edge damaged; 12 + 4 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\".
O. Bab.: Letter from (d)Aš-ta-ba-li-li-[l(?)] to Ru-ut-tum about 2 girls. Undated. [96-3-28, 415]
13325. Fragment, low. half of tablet missing; 8 + 11 + (1. edge) 3 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{2}$" x 1$\frac{1}{6}$". O. Bab.: Letter from Be-li-tukul-ti-ia (?) to A-we-lim-ša-(d)Marduk about business in grain. Undated. [96-3-28, 416]

13326. Both obv. and rev. badly damaged; 6 + 2 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}$" x 1$\frac{1}{6}$".
O. Bab.: Agricultural account. 96-3-28, 417

13327. Complete; 11 + 12 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{4}$" x 1$\frac{1}{6}$".
Ur III: List of rations (most of them at 4 bān) for 18 men listed by name, e.g. (d)Nin-lī-lu-ba-ni, (d)Ba-BA/Ü-da-nu, Igi-i-da-a, (d)Ba-BA/Ü-i-žu(?); foreman: Ur-(d)Šul-pa-e. Undated. [96-3-28, 418]

13328. Complete, writing nearly effaced by seal; seal of Lū-(d)Nin-gīr-su dub-sar; 6 + 4 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{4}$" x 1$\frac{1}{6}$".
Ur III: Agricultural record. ——/43 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 419]

13329. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{4}$" x 1$\frac{1}{6}$". Lagash (Gīr-su(KI)).
Ur III: Record concerning issue of barley and 2 kinds of oil. Gīr-su(KI), —/itu 7-kam/5 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 420]

13330. Complete; 10 + 13 ll.; 2" x 1$\frac{1}{6}$".
Ur III: List of rations in beer issued to various messengers "having arrived", "staying in town", or "about to depart", all registered by name. —/šu-nu-mu-nu—. [96-3-28, 421]

13331. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 5 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{6}$" x 1$\frac{1}{6}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 120 PEŠ-ŠUM, for harvest-baskets (pišan ŠIBĪR/BURUšè) received by Ur-(d)Nin-gīr-su s. of Lū-(d)Nanse from Ur-ab-ba on behalf of Lū-(d)Nin-gīr-su s. of Ba-zi. —/—/5 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 422]

13332. Complete; 7 + 9 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{2}$" x 1$\frac{1}{6}$". Lagash (Gīr-su(KI)).
Ur III: Record concerning administration of garden-land belonging to Gīd-Šul-gi/2 Amar-Su’en. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/2 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 423]

13333. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{4}$" x 1$\frac{1}{6}$". Lagash (months).
Ur III: List of rations in barley for the weavers and female clothmakers of the ensi during the 3 months from še-gur kud to še-il-la (1 intercalary month in between). —/see above/4 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 424]

13334. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 5 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{4}$" x 1$\frac{1}{6}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 bān 1$\frac{1}{6}$ sila of oil(?) received by Ur-mēš from Lū-Ki-nu-ni(KI) for female slaves. —/ezen (d)Lisi(-GUN)3/3 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 425]

13335. Complete; 6 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{2}$" x 1$\frac{3}{4}$".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of barley. Undated. [96-3-28, 426]

13336. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 1 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{2}$" x 1$\frac{1}{6}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5 1$\frac{1}{2}$ royal gur of barley which Lū-me-lām received from Lū-(d)Ba-BA/Ü; controller: Ur-(d)Šatran. —/gān-maš/—. [96-3-28, 427]
13337. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $\frac{9}{16} \times \frac{7}{16}$.
Ur III: Record of 6$\frac{2}{3}$ gur of barley to be ground and of 7$\frac{1}{2}$ gur issued as rations for workmen, all issued by Al-la-mu; controller: Ur-(d)Ša-tran.
—/—/6 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-28, 428]

13338. Complete; seal of Ila-nišu(šu); 4 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8} \times 1\frac{5}{8}$.
Kass.: Receipt for 33 imēru of barley which Ila-nišu(šu) received from Šu-ti-liš-ši-mi-ga. Undated. [96-3-28, 429]

13339. Complete; seal of Lū-(d)Ni-giš-su; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{16} \times 1\frac{1}{16}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5 royal bān of barley flour, received by Lū-(d)Ni-gir-su from Lū-KA-NI. —/gán-maš/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 430]

13340. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $\frac{3}{8} \times \frac{7}{8}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Joint receipt for 10 gūn and 15 ma-na of wool respectively, rendered by Ur-E/GIš-gid-da and Lū-šaš-ga. —/še-il-la/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 431]

13341. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt, rendered by Lū-é-šaš-ga, for 2 amounts of barley.
—/še-il-la/46 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 432]

13342. Complete, slightly damaged; 10 + 10 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $2" \times 1\frac{9}{16}$.
Ur III: Record of dates and cakes delivered as mas-da-ri-a at the ezen-mah under control of Nim-mu, also of dates only at the a-ki-tu festival under control of Ur-(d)Ba-BA/Ü, etc. —/—/5 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 433]

13343. Upp. part of rev. damaged; 15 + 15 + (l. edge) 3 ll.; $2\frac{1}{16} \times 1\frac{9}{16}$.
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil in ā-gam containers for messengers. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/—. [96-3-28, 434]

13344. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{16} \times 1\frac{1}{16}$.
Ur III: Record of 2564$\frac{1}{2}$ gur (of barley?) distributed under control of the ugula Ma-an-sum. Undated. [96-3-28, 435]

13345. Complete; 12 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8} \times 1\frac{1}{8}$.
Ur III: Record of barley delivered by 2 men to the gur₇-a-ru-a and distributed among 10 men listed by name. Undated. [96-3-28, 436]

13346. Complete; 12 + 14 + (l. edge) 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour, and oil in ā-gam containers for messengers. —/mu-su-du/—. [96-3-28, 437]

13347. Complete; 13 + 9 ll.; $2" \times 1\frac{7}{8}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in flour for messengers. —/ezen (d)Šu-ul-gi/—. [96-3-28, 438]

13348. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
Ur III: Record of 235 royal gur of winnowed barley issued for the oxen of (d)Ni-giš-zi-da to Ur-gar the oxen-keeper; overseer: Lugal-ba-ša-gi-si. Undated. [96-3-28, 439]
13349. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; 2\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of barley issued to 6 men. 18\(\mu\)u-(šu)-\(\mu\)uš/—.
[96-3-28, 440]

13350. L. upp. corner missing; 16 + 16 ll.; 2\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour, and oil in á-gām containers for messengers. 29\(\mu\)u\(\times\)-kū/—.
[96-3-28, 441]

13351. Complete; 7 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of silver delivered by merchants; controller: Lū-(d)Utu s. of Ba-zi. Undated.
[96-3-28, 442]

13352. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Kirkuk.
Kass.: Receipt for 6 gur of barley (še giš-bar-gal) received by (d)Adad-ereš(iš) and Nadin(Sê)-(d)Marduk s. of Ku-ur-ri from In-na-an-ni at Dūr-(d)Nusku(KI). —/še-gur\(\times\)-kud/17 (no royal name). [96-3-28, 443]

13353. Complete; 15 + 14 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of food-rations in barley for sheep issued to Nig-kal-la, Lū-kal-la, An-ni and some other men. 27 (or 17?)/ezen (d)Šul-gi/—.
[96-3-28, 444]

13354. Complete; seal of (d)Utu-ki-āg s. of Ad-da-mu; 4 + 10 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (Nina (KI)).
Ur III: Receipt for 8 sheep rendered by (d)Utu-ki-āg at Nina (KI).
Undated.
[96-3-28, 445]

13355. Rt. upp. corner missing; 7 + 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
N. Bab.: Time-table for brewers from the 20th to the 23rd day of the month.
20-23/XI/—.
[96-3-28, 446]

13356. Badly damaged, especially on rev.; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Issue of flour (šik, dub-dub), pease-meal and eša, withdrawn by Ur-(d)Lamma(?); seal of the ensi.
—/ezen (d)Lisi (-G\(\times\)UN)\(\times\)1 Amar-Su'en.
[96-3-28, 447]

13357. Complete; 8 + 10 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Tally for various groups of gurš-workers; nu-banda: Lugal-me-lām. Undated.
[96-3-28, 448]

13358. Complete, upp. edge damaged; 7 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning agricultural work with statement of rations for 2 men: Uru-dī and Ka\(\times\)-a. 21\(\mu\)u\(\times\)-kū/—.
[96-3-28, 449]

13359. Complete, rev. damaged; 8 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Tally of 63 gurš-men and 5 spade-men under Ur-(d)Ba-BA 6 Ol s. of Ama-dingir-ri-ne-ka to the shrine. 10/še-ši/49 Šulgi.
[96-3-28, 450]

13360. Complete; 8 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of butter, cheese and dates issued by Ur-(d)Ba-BA 6 Ol s. of Ama- dingir-ri-ne-ka to the shrine. —/še-ši/49 Šulgi.
[96-3-28, 451]
13361. Complete; 15 + 11 ll.; 2" × 1 1/4".  *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of herds of sheep and oxen with their rations in barley.
30/s-e-11a/—. [96-3-28, 452]

13362. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/8".  *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for cloth (3rd and 4th quality) which the priestess of (d)Ba-BA/Ü received from Ur-ba-bi. —/ezen (d)Šulgi/-/46 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 453]

Ur III: Record of šik-flour and fine pease-meal issued as a gift (gû-ne-sag-gâ-šê) on behalf of (d)Naše-gir-gal the ka₄-su-du₈ to the priestess; controller: (d)Ba-BA/Ü-palil MU. —/munu₃-kú/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 454]

13364. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 7/8".
Ur III: Tally of 3 men (Al-la, Lú-kal-la, NE-a-ka) employed as ox-drivers. Undated. [96-3-28, 455]

13365. Complete; 8 + 8 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: Tally of guruš-workmen employed on 5 days of the month in agricultural work. Undated. [96-3-28, 456]

13366. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; 1 7/8" × 1 3/8".  *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of hides and carcasses of sheep delivered by Lú-gû-gal, Lú-(d)Lamma, and others. —/ezen (d)Lisi(-GUN)²/l Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 457]

13367. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 3 + 2 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 5/8".  *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 4 pan of wheat issued by Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su to Lú-GIR-NUN(KI)-gé. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA/Ü/—. [96-3-28, 458]

13368. Complete, rev. damaged; 9 + 5 ll.; 1 7/8" × 1 3/8".
N. Bab.(?): Record of dates delivered in 4 instalments to (? la-šami) Šil-lí-e-a. Undated. [96-3-28, 459]

13369. Rt. low. corner missing and defaced in some places; 14 + 8 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 1/8".
N. Bab.: Letter from (sal)In-du-ui to (m) ?-?-(d)Marduk, her father. Undated. [96-3-28, 460]

Ur III: List of rations in beer for messengers ("in town" or "en route"). —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi-da/—. [96-3-28, 461]

13371. Complete; seal-inscription illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; 1 5/8" × 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Receipt for 1 bân 2 sila of oil (measure of (d)Marduk) received by I-tu-um-di from Ia-di-du. 8/VII/30 Ammi-ditana. [96-3-28, 462]

13372. Complete; seal incomplete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 7/8".  *Sippar* (gate of Sippar).
O. Bab.: Record of 14 donkeys which Šu-mu-um-li-ib-ši drove into the mi-ik-si gate of Sippar and for which he paid 1 1/2 shekel of silver as duty.
5/III/15 Ammi-zaduga. [96-3-28, 463]
13373. Upp. edge damaged; 5 + 7 ll.; $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m} \times \frac{1}{3}^\text{m}$.
Ur III: Tally for labourers (ḫu-n-ĝâ) and ox-drivers (šâ-gud) working on the field of (d)Su-(d)Su'ен; nu-bânda: Lugal-me-lâm. Undated. [96-3-28, 464]

13374. Rev. damaged; 8 + 7 ll.; $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m} \times \frac{13}{6}^\text{m}$.
Ur III: Tally of various gangs of guruš-workers and young assistants for 20 days; foreman: Lû-me-lâm. Undated. [96-3-28, 465]

13375. Complete; 8 + 9 ll.; $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m} \times \frac{13}{6}^\text{m}$.
Ur III: Tally for various groups of guruš-workmen employed for agricultural work on the 22nd day. Undated. [96-3-28, 466]

13376. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m} \times \frac{13}{6}^\text{m}$.
Ur III: Loan of $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m}$ pan of flour for which the interest is $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m}$ pan per gur, lent by Ur-sukkal to Ti-ga-AN, to be returned in Siwan.

13377. Complete; seal-impression incomplete; 5 + 2 ll.; $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m} \times \frac{13}{6}^\text{m}$.
Ur III: Record of 338 female workers transferred from Lû-(d)Na-rû-a into the charge of A-a-kal-la. —/-/5 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 468]

13378. Complete; 7 + 4 ll.; $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m} \times \frac{13}{6}^\text{m}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 10 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Al-la as seed-corn. —/mu-šu-du/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 469]

13380. L. low. corner missing, both obv. and rev. badly damaged; 8 + 5 ll.; $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m} \times \frac{13}{6}^\text{m}$.
O. Bab.: Receipt for 77 šu-ši of goods ... (contents utterly damaged). 15/1/year illegible. [96-3-28, 471]

13381. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m} \times \frac{13}{6}^\text{m}$.
Ur III: Tally of several groups of guruš-men working 3 days; foreman: Lû-me-lâm. Undated. [96-3-28, 472]

13382. Complete; 12 + 11 ll.; $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m} \times \frac{13}{6}^\text{m}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in oil (in á-gam containers) for divers messengers. —/ha-râ-bi-mû-mû—. [96-3-28, 473]

13383. Complete; 10 + 12 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m} \times \frac{13}{6}^\text{m}$.
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil in á-gam containers for 7 messengers. ?/[amar]-a-a-si/—. [96-3-28, 474]

13384. Complete; 10 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m} \times \frac{13}{6}^\text{m}$.
Ur III: List of rations in beer, cake, oil, dates and 1 sheep for an envoy from Elam, also of beer, bread, and oil in á-gam containers for some other messengers. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/—. [96-3-28, 475]

13385. Complete; 10 + 14 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $\frac{13}{6}^\text{m} \times \frac{13}{6}^\text{m}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, cake, oil, dates and 1 sheep for an envoy from Elam, also of beer, bread, and oil in á-gam containers for some other messengers. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. [96-3-28, 476]
13386. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{5}{8}"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer for 4 messengers. —/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/*—. [96-3-28, 477]

13387. Both faces damaged; seal partly destroyed; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}"$. *Lagash* (month and names).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 (or 60?) PEŠ-HUM, received by Lû-KA-NI from Ur-ab-ba; property of Gù-dé-a. —/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/43 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 478]

13388. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{7}{16} \times 1\frac{3}{16}"$. *Lagash* (Proper Names).
Ur III: Record of rations for 7 ploughmen, 7 oxdrivers and 7 da-baassistants; total: $4\frac{3}{4}$ gr of ground barley which was issued by Ba-zi to Lû-(d)Na-rû-a. —/še-gur1 0/kud/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 479]

13389. Complete, rather defaced; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}"$. *Dûr-Ku-ri-gal-z[u]* mentioned.
Kass(?): Record concerning distribution of sesame; tablet of (m)Ri-eš-ap(?)-pa-ah-sû (not a king). 30/VI/23 (king’s name illegible). [96-3-28, 480]

13390. Complete; 15 + 14 (l. edge) 1 ll.; $2" \times 1\frac{1}{8}"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of herds of sheep and of numbers of oxen and calves with their fodder in barley and the names of their shepherds. 26/ezen (d) Šul-gi/—. [96-3-28, 481]

13391. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{4}"$.
Ur III: Receipt for objects (description illegible) which EŠ-A-AN received from [Ur]-gû-en-na. —/še-gur1 0/kud/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 482]

13392. Both faces very badly defaced; seal indistinct; 6 + 8(? ) ll.; $1\frac{5}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{4}"$.
Ur III: Issue of wages for female workers (? , see line 3); rev. illegible. Undated. [96-3-28, 483]

13393. Slightly defaced; 14 + 14 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, oxen, calves, and asses with rations and names of herdsmen: Nîg-kal-la, Lû-kal-la, An-ni, etc.; cf. 13420; 13824; 13847; also 13774; 13778, etc. 30/ezen (d) Šul-gi/—. [96-3-28, 484]

13394. Complete; 11 $\times 14 \times$ (l. edge) 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16} \times 1\frac{3}{16}"$.
Ur III: List of rations in oil, in á-gam containers, for 7 messengers. —/šu-num-un/—. [96-3-28, 485]

13395. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}"$. *Lagash* (Proper Names).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 gûn $4\frac{3}{4}$ ma-na of wool and 1 gûn $4\frac{1}{4}$ ma-na of goat’s hair which Lû-(d)Nîn-gîr-su (sic) s. of Ba-zi received from Lû-(d)Nîn-gîr-su (sic). —/—/43 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 486]

13396. Complete, 2 holes in l. edge; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{1}{2}"$. *Lagash* (Gîr-su(KI)).
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket which contained tablets concerning cow-hides stored at Gîr-su(KI). —/—/4 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 487]
13397. Both faces badly defaced; seal indistinct; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for barley which Ur-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Lú-(d)Nanse received from Ur-ab-ba on behalf of Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su-ka.
——/——/5 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 488]

13398. Complete, damaged; seal illegible; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5 carcasses of animals received by Ur-ba-bi from Amar-shē12.
——/amar-a-a-si/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 489]

13399. Complete; 10 + 12 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer for 6 messengers. —/munnux-kū/——.

13400. Complete, but rather defaced; 10 + 11 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil in á-gam-containers, for messengers. —/ḥār-rā-bi-mū-mū/——. [96-3-28, 491]

13401. Nearly complete, top of rev. damaged; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (Proper Names).
Ur III: Receipt for barley flour received by I-ta-e-a from Nam-ba-ni as fodder for donkeys. —/še-gur10-kud/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 492]

13402. Complete; seal of Ur-mēs dub-sar; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (Proper names).
Ur III: Receipt for 1½ gur of bread which Ur-mēs received from Ur-(d)Pa-sag. —/——/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 493]

13403. Complete, but rev. defaced; seal illegible; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 2 sila of lard received by Lū-sha-e-ga from Ur-ab-ba.
——/še-gur10-kud/43 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 494]

13404. Both obv. and rev. slightly defaced; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Drehem (month).
Ur III: Delivery of animals as offerings on various festivals: ēš-ēš ê u₄-7 and ē u₄-15; delivered by Na lu₅; controller: A-mu-ni-ma(?).
——/ki-sig (d) Nin-a-zu/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 495]

13405. Complete; 15 + 12 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of herds of sheep and cattle with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. 3(?)/ez en (d) Dum u-zi/——. [96-3-28, 496]

13406. Complete; 11 + 11 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil for 7 messengers.
——/gān-maṣ/——. [96-3-28, 497]

13407. Complete, with holes in l. edge; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (Gū-ab-ba (KI)).
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket which contained tablets concerning barley issued for the house of the ensi Ur-(d)Lam upa-ba (KI).
——/gān-maṣ/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 498]

13408. Low. part of obv. destroyed; 14 + 11 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Issue of beer to various messengers (either "in town" or "en route"). —/ez en (d) Lisi (-GÜN)z/——. [96-3-28, 499]
13410. Complete; 12 + 15 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 1/8" x 1". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour, and oil (in á-gam containers) for 6
messengers. 4/amar-a-a-si/—.

13411. Complete; 11 + 14 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 1/8" x 1 3/4". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil (in á-gam containers) for
7 messengers. —/ḥár-rá-bí-mú-mú/—.

13412. Low. part of obv. damaged, slightly defaced; 15 + 19 ll.; 2 1/6" x 1 3/8".
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 11 messengers.
3/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/—.

13413. Complete; 14 + 19 ll.; 2 1/6" x 1 3/4".
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour, and oil (in á-gam containers) for
8 or 9 messengers. 12/še-gur-kud/—.

13414. Complete; 12 + 13 ll.; 1 1/8" x 1 3/6". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in pease-meal for various carters and envoys.
—/ezēn (d)Šul-gi/—.

13415. Complete; 12 + 12 ll.; 1 1/6" x 1 3/8". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour, and oil (partly in á-gam containers)
issued to various carters and messengers. —/ezēn (d)Dumu-zi/—.

13416. Complete; slightly defaced; 12 + 15 ll.; 1 1/8" x 1 3/6". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in oil (some in á-gam containers) issued to
various carters, messengers and other functionaries. —/mumu₂-kú/—.

13417. Complete, rev. slightly defaced; 10 + 11 + (l. edge) 3 ll.; 1 1/8" x 1 3/8".
*Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil (some in á-gam containers)
issued to various carters and messengers. —/ezēn (d)Šul-gi/—.

13418. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; 1 1/8" x 1 3/6".
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil, issued for the offerings on
the 3rd day and to various officials. —/šu-numun/—.

13419. Complete; 14 + 15 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2 1/6" x 1". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil in á-gam containers issued
to carters and other functionaries. —/še-il-la/—.

13420. Both obv. and rev. badly defaced; 16 + 12 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with rations in barley and names of shepherds
(cf. 13393). 13/ezēn (d)Lisi(-GÚN)²/—.

13421. Slightly defaced; 6 + 5 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/6".
Ur III: Receipt for sesame issued by Lú-KA-NI† to Lugal-uru-da on
behalf of Da-ti-e, Nig-düg-ga and Ur-més-més; controller: Da-ti-e.
—/5 Amar-Su'en.
13422. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 5 ll.; $1^8_8 \times 1_7^6\text{r}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 15 carcasses of sheep and 20 hides delivered by Lú... to
Lugal-ki-... —/ezen (d)Lisi(-GÚN)\textit{a}/1 Amar-Su‘en. [96-3-28, 513]

13423. Low. edge destroyed; seal of Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su dub-sar; 5 + 5 ll.; $1^8_8 \times 1^8_8$.
Ur III: Receipt for dates and apples, etc... received by Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Urdan-a-11. —/5 Amar-Su‘en. [96-3-28, 514]

13424. Complete; 9 + 12 ll.; $1^3_3 \times 1^7_9\text{r}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in pease-meal issued to various officials and travellers.
—/hár-rá-bí-ma-mú/. [96-3-28, 515]

13425. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; $1^4_4 \times 1^4_4$. Lagash (Nina(KI)).
Ur III: Record of 6 quantities of barley delivered by 6 men at Nina(KI).
—/96-3-28, 516

13426. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; $1^4_4 \times 1^4_4$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of 186 guruš-workmen stating their rations in barley (3
bán each), the total of which, i.e. 10\textit{a} gur, were issued by Ur-(d)Nanse to
Kud-da the foreman s. of Ur-LI. —/amar-a-a-si/49 Šulgi.

13427. Complete; 11 + 8 ll.; $1^4_4 \times 1^4_4$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of groups of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of
their shepherds. 9/gán-maš/. [96-3-28, 517]

13428. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; $1^4_4 \times 1^7_9\text{r}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in flour for various men and animals being “en
route”. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/. [96-3-28, 518]

13429. Complete; 10 + 11 ll.; $1^4_4 \times 1^7_9\text{r}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil (in á-gam containers) issued
to 6 envoys. —/munux-kú/. [96-3-28, 519]

13430. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1^4_4 \times 1^7_9\text{r}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Order to Lú-kal-la to allocate harvest-workers to Ur-més who asked
for them. Undated. [96-3-28, 520]

13431. Complete; 7 + 4 ll.; $1^4_4 \times 1^4_4$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 2 areas of 5 iku each to be harrowed (giš-úr), in charge
of Ur-ša-\textit{a}ga and Ur-(d)Nanse respectively; 35 hatchet-men (guruš-al)
and 15 hired guruš-workmen are employed. 24(?)/munux-kú/. [96-3-28, 521]

13432. Complete; 10 + 11 ll.; $1^4_4 \times 1^4_4$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in flour for various messengers (either staying “in
town” or “en route”), and in pease-meal for 2 donkeys.
—/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/. [96-3-28, 522]

13433. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1^4_4 \times 1^4_4$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of 2 amounts of barley. Undated. [96-3-28, 523]
13434. Complete; 11 + 13 ll.; 1\frac{2}{3}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}".
Ur III: List of rations in beer for various messengers. —/šu-numun/-
[96-3-28, 525]

13435. Complete; 10 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2\frac{3}{4}" \times 1\frac{3}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil (partly in á-ga-m containers)
issued to various messengers. —/še-il-1a/-
[96-3-28, 526]

13436. Docket in form of a tetraedron, rather damaged; 3 + 1 ll.; 1\frac{3}{4}" wide,
1\frac{1}{4}" high.
O. Bab.: 4 lines containing figures. Undated.
[96-3-28, 527]

13437. Low. portion of tablet; 4 + 4 ll.; \frac{3}{4}" \times 2".
O. Bab.: Some names legible, 2 of them names of slaves indicated by
"mu-ni-im ". Undated.
[96-3-28, 528]

13438. Low. portion of tablet; 8 + 3 + (l. edge) 4 ll.; 1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}".
O. Bab.: Adoption of Amat-(d)Šamaš by Ḥa-li-ia-tum; the undertakings
of the adopted daughter are preserved; on l. edge, 4 ll. of witnesses.
Undated.
[96-3-28, 529]

13439. L. side badly damaged, rev. covered with fragment of case; 9 + 10 ll.;
2" \times 1\frac{3}{8}".
O. Bab.: Contract apparently concerning adoption. Undated.
[96-3-28, 530]

13440. Rev. badly damaged; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\frac{2}{3}" \times 1\frac{2}{3}".
Ur III: Record of loss of sheep through death. Undated. [96-3-28, 531]

13441. Complete, damaged in some places; 8 + 7 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Record of labour on the field of the king's ka₄-su-du₄... Undated.
[96-3-28, 532]

13442. Complete; 12 + 15 + (l. edge) 4 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for various messengers and the
dub-sar. 6/še-il-1a/-
[96-3-28, 533]

13443. Complete; 9 + 11 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil for 5 messengers.
3/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/—
[96-3-28, 534]

13444. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil (in á-ga-m containers) for
3 envoys. —/mu-šu-du₄/—
[96-3-28, 535]

13445. Complete; 12 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" \times 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour, and oil (in á-ga-m containers) for
various messengers. 24/ezen (d) Ba-BA₆/Ü/-
[96-3-28, 536]

13446. Complete, holes in l. edge; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket which contained tablets concerning a
reed-cart and wages for mar-sa workers. —/—/3 Amar-Su’en.
[96-3-28, 537]

13447. Complete; 9 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil (in á-ga-m containers) for 5
messengers. —/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/—
[96-3-28, 538]
13448. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread (or flour) for dogs and for 10 men listed by name. 20\textit{mun úk-tú}/—. [96-3-28, 539]

13449. Complete, but obv. defaced; ? + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{1}{3}'' \times 1\frac{1}{3}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil (in á-gám containers) for various messengers. —/\textit{ezen (d) Ba-BA/-.} [96-3-28, 540]

13450. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 2 garments (túg-guz-za) rendered by Lugal-úr-ra-ni. —/—/15 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 541]

13451. Fragment from obv. of tablet; 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for wool(?). Undated. [96-3-28, 542]

— A. Thin square fragment from obv. of tablet; seal incomplete; 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Contents doubtful. Undated. [96-3-28, 542a]

13452. Complete; 5 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 80 gur of barley rendered by Ur-(d)Nusku the dam-kár. Undated. [96-3-28, 543]

13453. Small complete circular tablet; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}''$ diam.
Ur III: Record concerning grain. Undated. [96-3-28, 544]

13454. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
O. Bab.(?): Note concerning a sale at $\frac{1}{4}$ [shekel] of silver. Undated. [96-3-28, 545]

13455. Complete; 9 + 11 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread for 5 envoys (sukkalatu).
—/\textit{ezen (d) Šul-gi—}. [96-3-28, 546]

13456. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim received from Lú-nita-gi-na. —/—/2 Šu-Su’en. [96-3-28, 547]

13457. Complete; 10 + 11 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 6 messengers.
—/\textit{mu-šu-du}/5 Šu-Su’en. [96-3-28, 548]

13458. Complete; 9 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 6 messengers.
—/\textit{bár-rá-bí-mú-mú—}. [96-3-28, 549]

13459. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread (or flour) for 2 officials.
—/\textit{gán-maš}/—. [96-3-28, 550]

13460. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 5 ma-na of goats’ hair which Ur-gû-en-na received from Ur-ab-ba out of the boat. —/—/43 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 551]

13461. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 46$\frac{1}{3}$ royal gur of barley which Nam-ba-ši received from Nam-maḫ s. of Ur-(giš)gigir. —/—/2 Amar-Su’en. [96-3-28, 552]
13462. Rt. corners damaged, rev. defaced; 7 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\) \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of small quantities of oil, butter, dates, giš-MI and of 2 giš-ma + gunû, 5 cubits long, delivered by (d)Lamma-ē-a.
—\(\beta\)u\-num\-un/48 (47th) Sulgi. [96-3-28, 553]

13463. Complete; 4 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) \(\times\) 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 41 gurus-workers in charge of the gal-er fin-na with their rations in barley, the total of which, i.e. 2\(\frac{3}{8}\) gur, was issued by Ur-(d)Nin-Ma(r)kI. —/munu\-x-kû/46 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 554]

13464. Complete; 5 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Memorandum of 12 gin of silver, balance to be returned, which was sent to the palace by Ni-kal-la. Undated. [96-3-28, 555]

13465. Complete; 3 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of 18 silla of beer and 18 silla of barley flour issued to a scribe (no name given). 1/\(\delta\)e-gur\(_{10}\)-kud/—. [96-3-28, 556]

13466. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Memorandum of 3 sheep received by Nig-(d)Ba-BA\(_6\) /U. Undated. [96-3-28, 557]

13467. Complete, obv. slightly damaged; 4 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Issue of beer and pease-meal to Maš-més (sukkallu) arrived from Susa. —/\(\delta\)e-gur\(_{10}\)-kud/—. [96-3-28, 558]

13469. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Issue of beer and bread to a carter and of fodder for dogs.
—/\(\delta\)e-gur\(_{10}\)-kud/—. [96-3-28, 560]

13470. Complete, but end of rev. damaged; 9 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of 5 groups of sheep and 4 groups of oxen with their rations in barley. —/[a-ma-a-a]-si/—. [96-3-28, 561]

13471. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (Gú-ab-ba (KI)).
Ur III: Issue of pease-meal to the foreman of the weavers of Gú-ab-ba (KI). —/ezen (d)Ba-BA\(_6\)/Ü/31 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 562]

13472. Complete; 13 + 16 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour, and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to various messengers. —/a-ma-a-a-si/—. [96-3-28, 563]

13473. Complete; 11 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil (in á-gam containers) for various messengers. —/a-ma-a-a-si/—. [96-3-28, 564]

13474. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of barley flour delivered to the bāra/parakku and the new house of (d)Ba-BA\(_6\)/Ü. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/—. [96-3-28, 565]

13475. Rt. side of both obv. and rev. destroyed, rev. uninscribed; 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 3 pan of barley which Ur-(d)\[?\] received from Ur-(d)[Nin-giš]-zi-[da]. Undated. [96-3-28, 566]
13476. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: Record of a few sheep delivered by Lú-kal-la. —/—/46 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 567]

13477. Complete; 9 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times \frac{1}{2}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 6 messengers. —/ezen (d) Ba-BA₂/Ü/—. [96-3-28, 568]

13478. Complete, slightly damaged; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt of 20₆$\frac{1}{5}$ gur + 5 sīla of barley, returned by Ur-(d)Ba-BA₂/Ü, received by Ba-ša-egi. —/šu-numun to munu₄-kú/45 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 569]

13479. Complete; 9 + 1 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times \frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to Ti-ti-a the carter and 4 messengers. —/ezen (d) Lisi (-GÛN)₆-na/—. [96-3-28, 570]

13480. Complete, rt. side of obv. illegible; 4 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 1 pan of dates received by the zabar-dif[b]-ugal-gé from Ga-mu-... on behalf of 30 carriers. —/munu₄-kú/1 Amar-Su'ên. [96-3-28, 571]

13481. Complete, seal illegible; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 2 sorts of bitumen which Lú-(d)Dumu-zi received from Nam-maḥ. —/munu₄-kú/5 Amar-Su'ên. [96-3-28, 572]

13482. Complete; 10 + 12 + (l. edge) 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 6 messengers. —/munu₄-du₂/—. [96-3-28, 573]

13483. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: List of 3 gangs of 27, 18 and 7 gurûš-workers under Bur-na-ma, Ur-(d)Dumu-zi and U-bar respectively with their rations the total of which, i.e. 10$\frac{3}{8}$ gur, was issued by Ba-zi to the bânda-dīb-ba-ne. —/ezen (d) Ba-BA₂/Ü/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 574]

13484. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to various messengers. —/gán-maš/—. [96-3-28, 575]

13485. Complete, slightly defaced; seal indistinct; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Receipt for dates which Nu-úr-(d)Adad the râ-gaba received from Ur-ab-ba. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/43 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 576]

13486. Complete, but low. edge damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Issue of beer, bread and oil as daily offerings to (d)Su'ên on the 3rd day. —/hâr-râ-bí-mú-mû/—. [96-3-28, 577]

13487. Complete, both obv. and rev. slightly damaged; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (Gû-ab-ba(KI)). Ur III: Record of 121$\frac{1}{2}$ royal gur of barley flour loaded in a boat for transport to Gû-ab-ba(KI). —/munu₄-kú/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 578]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13489.</td>
<td>Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. <em>Lagash</em> (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: Record of 51 gur-workers hired at 3 bān of barley each, the total of which, i.e. $5\frac{3}{8}$ gur, Ur-(d)Da-mu received; nū-bandā: Na-ba-sha. —/ezēn (d) Dumu-zī/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 580]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13490.</td>
<td>Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. <em>Lagash</em> (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: Record of 9 gur of ā-da-beer, 1½ pan of barley flour and 2½ bān of ḫar-ra bread, received by Ur-(d)Gā-tūm-dūg from the “judge” as offerings from the month of šu-numun to ezen (d) Dumu-zī (i.e. 3 months). —/(see text)/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 581]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13491.</td>
<td>Complete, but rather defaced; 8 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Ur III: Record of rations in bread issued on 3 consecutive days to various men listed by name. Undated. [96-3-28, 582]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13492.</td>
<td>Complete, but rather defaced; 13 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. <em>Lagash</em> (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: List of groups of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. 19/ezēn (d) Dumu-zī/. [96-3-28, 583]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13493.</td>
<td>Complete, with hole in l. edge; 4 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Ur III: Record of rations in bread for 6 bitches and 8 whelps and 2 kennelmen for 30 days. —/mǔnūx-kū/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 584]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13494.</td>
<td>Complete, upp. edge damaged; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Ur III: Record of 2 sorts of beer issued by Ur-(d)Nanše for transport in a boat to the palace. —/$e$-gur₁₀-kūd/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 585]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13495.</td>
<td>Complete, rev. damaged; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. <em>Lagash</em> (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: List of rations in beer for 6 bitches and 8 whelps and 2 kennelmen for 30 days. —/mǔnūx-kū/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 586]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13496.</td>
<td>Complete; 8 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. <em>Lagash</em> (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: Receipt for 2½ pans of sesame issued to Lú-(d)Nanna s. of Ur-dun on behalf of Lú-(d)Nanna(r) s. of Ur-Lú + úš as seed-corn. —/ezēn (d) Lisi(-GûN)²/40 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 587]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13497.</td>
<td>Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Ur III: Receipt for honey, oil and wood issued by Nig-ga to Ur-dam. —/—/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 588]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13498.</td>
<td>Complete; 8 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. <em>Lagash</em> (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 4 messengers. 11/gān-maš/. [96-3-28, 589]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13499.</td>
<td>Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.</td>
<td>Ur III: Receipt for by-products of the date-palm (PEŠ-HUM, etc.) delivered by Ur-ab-ba. —/—/43 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 590]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13500.</td>
<td>Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. <em>Lagash</em> (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: Receipt for 2 kinds of flour issued by Ka-tar-(d)Ba-BA₁⁶/Ü to Lû-ka-lĭa. —/ezēn (d) Ba-BA₁⁶/Ü/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 591]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13501.</td>
<td>Complete; 8 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. <em>Lagash</em> (month).</td>
<td>Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in a-gam containers) issued to 5 envoys. —/$e$-11-1a/. [96-3-28, 592]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13502. Complete, with some broken away fragments; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{9}{16}\)" × 1". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley flour (2 gur 1 bán) which Lú-(d)Na-rú-a received from Lú-kal-la. —/ẖár-rá-bi-m[/ū-mû]/2 Amar-Su'en.
[96-3-28, 593]

13503. Complete, writing indistinct; 6 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 127 gur of barley delivered by Ur-(d)En-gal-DU to Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim1. —/—/4 (?) Amar-Su'en.*
[96-3-28, 594]

13504. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{9}{16}\)" × 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 8 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Lú-bi-MU. —/m[u-su-du]/47 šulgi.
[96-3-28, 595]

13505. Complete; 9 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread, and oil (in a-gam containers) issued to 2 envoys (sukkal), 1 carter and another official. —/gân-maš/—.
[96-3-28, 596]

13507. Complete, 2 holes in l. edge; 6 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)".
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket which contained tablets concerning ploughmen and carriers belonging to the é-(d)Na masse and é-(d)Nin-dar-a. —/—/48 šulgi.
[96-3-28, 598]

13508. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 42 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim1 as seedcorn. —/ez(e)n (d)šú-lum/47 šulgi.
[96-3-28, 599]

13509. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 10 gún of wool received by Ur-nigin-gar from the é-kišib3-ba gu-la as price of bread. —/šu-numun/43 šulgi.
[96-3-28, 600]

13510. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in a-gam containers) issued to Ir-ib the carter, NI-su-lum the sukkal and Lú-KA-Ni3 the mar-tu. 28/ez(e)n (d)šiš-um(-GUN)3/—.
[96-3-28, 601]

13511. Rt. edge damaged; 6 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 7\(\frac{1}{2}\) gur of barley, received by Lugal-(d)SATRAN from Ma-ni as fodder for sheep. —/—/46 šulgi.
[96-3-28, 602]

13512. Complete; 4 + 9 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of onions received by Lú-nita-gi-na from Lugal-gû-gal. —/ẖár-rá-bi-m[u-mû]/3 Amar-Su'en.
[96-3-28, 603]

13513. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" × 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of 2 gangs of 30 and 15 erin-workers with their rations, the total of which, i.e. 8\(\frac{1}{2}\) gur, Ab-ba received from Ba-zi. —/ez(e)n (d)ša-Ba3/Ü/47 šulgi.
[96-3-28, 604]

* Mu en-maš(?)-gal(?)/en (d)Nanna(r) maši-pâd.
13514. Complete; on rt. edge, small fragment of case with traces of a seal; 5 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Ur III: Receipt rendered by Na-di for 16(?) royal gur 2\(\frac{3}{4}\) pan 2\(\frac{3}{4}\) sila of barley the balance of which he will return. —/—/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 605]

13515. Complete; 7 + 9 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: Record of cloth delivered by various men. —/ezen (d) Šul-qi/49 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 606]

13516. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 27 royal gur 2\(\frac{1}{4}\) bán of barley, from the field of Nanše, which Lű-(d)Ba-BA/Ü received from Ur-(d)Ba-BA/Ü. —/ezen (d) Lîsi (-Gûn)\(^{5/4}\) Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 607]

13517. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 15 carcasses of mutton which Ur-gar the junior judge received from Lű-Hu-NE-RU(KI) s. of Ur-(d)Lamma at PAP + KIN-ha(KI). —/ezen (d) Lisi (-Gûn)\(^{2/4}\) Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 608]

13518. Cracked and badly defaced; 10 + (7 + x) ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Ur III: Issue of rations in beer, bread and oil to messengers. Undated. [96-3-28, 609]

13519. Complete; 8 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to Lű-(d)En-ki the sukkaal and to I-din-(d)Adad the carter. —/ezen (d) Ba-BA/Ü —. [96-3-28, 610]

13520. Obv. defaced and damaged; 10 + 11 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to messengers and 1(?). carter. —/amar-a-a-si/46 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 611]

13521. Complete; 6 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 117\(\frac{3}{4}\) royal gur of barley from the field da-ada which (d)Nanse(?) received from Ba-zi. —/ezen (d) Lîsi (-Gûn)\(^{9/4}\) Šulgi. [96-3-28, 612]

13522. Complete; 10 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for various messengers, and in beer only for the dûb-sar. 11/se-îl-1a/—. [96-3-28, 613]

13523. Complete; 6 + 8 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in barley for dogs and asses, issued by Lű-?-? to Ur-sag-Kî(KI). —/ezen (d) Lîsi (-Gûn)\(^{9/34}\) Šulgi. [96-3-28, 614]

13524. Complete; 7 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Lagash (month). Ur III: Record of fine butter issued to some men. —/mu-šu-du-u/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 615]

13525. Complete; 14 + 10 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1". Lagash (month). Ur III: List of various herds of sheep and oxen with their rations in barley. 14/ezen (d) Dûmu-zi—. [96-3-28, 616]

13526. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\". Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for large quantities of reeds in bundles delivered by Al-la and Ur-(d)Ba-BA/Ü. —/amar-a-a-si/—. [96-3-28, 617]
13527. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{16} \times 1\frac{5}{32}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 25 royal gur of barley issued for royal $sá-dug$ offerings by Ma-ni to Uru-lâl. —/gân-mâš/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 618]

13528. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d. giš)Gibil-g[a-mès] dub-sar; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8} \times 1\frac{7}{8}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley received by Ur-(d. giš)Gibil-ga-mès from Ur-(d)Namê as fodder for calves.
—/ezen (d) Ba-BA 4/Ü/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 619]

13529. Complete, with 2 holes in l. edge; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing tablets concerning $sá-dug$ offerings to gods and rations in barley (total 2 gur) for male and female slaves, sheep and cattle; controller: Nam-zî-tar-ra s. of Ur-(d)Lamma.
—/—/9 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-28, 620]

13530. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA 6/Ü dub-sar s. of Na-mu; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4} \times 1\frac{1}{4}$.
Ur III: Record of 26 royal gur of barley delivered by Lû-gi-na.
—/še-gur 10-kud/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 621]

13531. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
Ur III: Record of 3 groups (35 and 46 men respectively) of spade-workers (guruš al), of 2 overseers (guruš-igi-gar) and 21(?) oxen, with their rations in barley for 29 days. Undated.
[96-3-28, 622]

13532. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 43 royal gur of barley issued by Lû-(d)Nin-šubur to Lû-KA-NI the nu-banca-gud as seed-corn. —/munuš-kû/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 623]

13533. Complete; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{4}$.
Ur III: Receipt for 26 royal gur of barley issued as seedcorn, and for 24 gur issued as food for the ploughmen, which Â-na-na received from Ur-(d)Namê. —/—/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 624]

13534. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Šul-pa-e [dub-sar]; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8} \times 1\frac{1}{8}$.
Ur III: Receipt for 721 royal gur of winnowed barley ($še-giš-ê-a$) which Ur-(d)Šul-pa-e received for the palace of (d)Amar-(d)Su'en.
—/—/5 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 625]

13535. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 60 royal gur of barley received by Ur-šu-ga-lam-ma from Sà-ba-na-nigin(?). —/amar-a-si-gi 4/27 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 626]

13536. Complete; 7 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{5}{8}$.
Ur III: Receipt for 145 royal gur of barley issued by Lû-(d)Nin-šubur and Lû-(d)Dumu-zi to Ur-dingir-ra as food for erin-workers.
—/dirig (še)-gur 10-kud/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 627]

13537. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{1}{8}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3 ban of bitumen received by Ur-(d)Ba-BA 6/Ü from Šeš-šê. —/mu-šu-du/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 628]
13538. Complete; 6 + 3 ll.; 1\frac{3}{4}" x 1\frac{1}{4}".
Ur III: Record of 1 gin 20 še of silver, being the balance of the purchase-price for 10 ma-na of wool, returned by Da-da. —̄/47 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 629]

13539. Complete; 11 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{4}{8}" x 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 5 messengers. —̄/še-il-la/—. [96-3-28, 630]

13540. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; 1\frac{3}{4}" x 1\frac{1}{16}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 4 envoys. —̄/munux-kui/—. [96-3-28, 631]

13541. Complete; 9 + 13 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" x 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 4 messengers. 20(?)/ezen (d) Šul-gi/—. [96-3-28, 632]

13542. Complete; 12 + 14 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1\frac{7}{8}" x 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in flour issued to various messengers (either “in town” or “en route”). —̄/ezen (d) Šul-gi/—. [96-3-28, 633]

13543. Complete; 13 + 12 ll.; 1\frac{1}{16}" x 1\frac{1}{4}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in barley for various herds of sheep and cattle with the names of their shepherds. 4/ezen (d) Šul-gi/—. [96-3-28, 634]

13544. Complete; 8 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" x 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 5 messengers. —̄/gán-maš/—. [96-3-28, 635]

13545. Complete; 9 + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{7}{16}" x 1\frac{1}{16}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread, twice also in oil, issued to 4 messengers. —̄/gán-maš/—. [96-3-28, 636]

13546. Complete; 13 + 15 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{3}{4}" x 1".
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 7 messengers. —̄/še-gur,ša-kud/—. [96-3-28, 637]

13547. Complete; 7 + 11 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1\frac{10}{16}" x 1\frac{1}{4}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of several groups of sheep and one of oxen with their rations in barley from the month of šu-numun to the month of ezen (d)BA-BA. No other date. [96-3-28, 638]

13548. Complete; 10 + 11 ll.; 1\frac{3}{4}" x 1\frac{1}{4}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 5 messengers (one a carter). 9/ezen (d) Šul-gi/—. [96-3-28, 639]

13549. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; 1\frac{7}{8}" x 1\frac{1}{4}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 152 kids handed over by Lû-(d)BA/Ü to (d)Utus-sa-a-ga the goatherd of Gú-ab-ba (KI).
—̄/ḫár-rá-bī-mū-mū/48 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 640]

13550. Complete; 9 + 14 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" x 1\frac{1}{16}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 1 carter and 6 other messengers. 21/še-il-la/—. [96-3-28, 641]
13551. Complete; 10 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 18" x 1". *Lagash* (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (partly in a-gam containers) issued to 6 messengers. 1/ezen (d)Ba-BA, U/.— [96-3-28, 642]

13552. Complete; 9 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 18" x 1". *Lagash* (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in a-gam containers) for 5 messengers. —/gán-maš/.— [96-3-28, 643]

13553. Obv. badly defaced; 5 + 6 ll.; 1 1/6" x 1 1/6". *Lagash* (month). Ur III: Record of sheep withdrawn from the flock. —/mu-šu-du-šu/8 Amar-Su'en. [98-3-28, 644]

13554. Badly damaged, especially on rev.; 6 + 6 ll.; 1 7/8" x 1 7/8". Ur III: Issue of rations in dates to carriers. —/3/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 645]

13555. Complete, with fragment of case (13555 A); 4 + 3 ll.; 1 1/6" x 1 1/6". Ur III: Receipt for 5 sheep which Da-KU-KU drove up and delivered to Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Ur-més. —/mu-uš-sa mu-uš-sa-a-bi. [96-3-28, 646]

—A. Fragment of case (l. half) of tablet 13555; 4 + 2 ll.; 1 7/8" x 1 7/8". Ur III: Wording and date (as far as preserved) same as on tablet. [96-3-28, 646a]

13556. Complete, with fragment of case adhering; seal of Ma-ni; 5 + 5 ll.; 1 1/6" x 1 1/6". *Lagash* (month). Ur III: Receipt for 4½ gur of barley which Ma-ni received from Ur-?-?. —/hár-rá-bi-[mu-mú]/l Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 647]

13557. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Lamma(!) s. of A-tu, dub-sar; 3 + 4 ll.; 1 7/8" x 1 7/8". *Lagash* (month). Ur III: Receipt for 12 royal gur of wheat (gig) which Ur-(d)Lamma(!) s. of A-tu received from Lû-(d)IGI/LIM-mašê. —/še-il-1a/ 48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 648]

13558. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; 1 7/8" x 1 7/8". Ur III: Receipt for 936 royal gur of barley and 7 8/8 + 81 gur of wheat which Ur-més s. of Ur-gar received from Ba-zi. —/—/48(? Sulgi. [96-3-28, 649]

13559. Complete; 11 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 7/8" x 1 7/8". *Lagash* (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in a-gam containers) for several messengers. —/gán-maš/.— [96-3-28, 650]

13560. Complete; 9 + 7 ll.; 1 7/8" x 1 7/8". *Lagash* (month). Ur III: Receipt for 60 royal gur of barley which Ur-sag-Kiš(KI), the šabra, received from A-tu as seed-corn. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 651]

13561. Complete; 8 + 10 ll.; 1 7/8" x 1 7/8". *Lagash* (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 2 messengers and 1 carter. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/.— [96-3-28, 652]
13562. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/U, dub-sar, s. of Ur-(d)Nin-gir-su; 4 + 2 ll.; 1₁₁₀⁶ × 1₁₇⁶. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 ll of a commodity: spelt X-KA-DU which Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/U received from Lū-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Ba-zi. —/še-fla/—. [96-3-28, 653]

13563. Complete; 9 + 12 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1⅞ × 1⅞. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 6 messengers (3 sukkal, 1 u-gula kas₄). —/ezēn (d) Līsī(-GUN)²/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 654]

13564. Complete; 8 + 10 ll.; 1⅞ × 1⅞. Lagash (Ki-nu-nir(KI)).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread (once flour) and oil for 3 messengers, issued by A-kal-la. —/ezēn (d) Dumu-zi/5 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 655]

13565. Complete; seal of Lū-(d)Nin-subur, dub-sar, s. of Lū-KA-NI³; 5 + 4 ll.; 1⅞ × 1⅞.
Ur III: Receipt for 1 ox (gud-giš) which Lū-(d)Nin-subur received from Ur-(d)Sul-pa-e. —/6 Su-Su'en. [96-3-28, 656]

13566. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1⅞ × 1⅞. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 2 amounts of fine butter issued by Nin-dingir-ra for the household of the ensā. —/mu-šu-du²/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 657]

13567. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1⅞ × 1⅞. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of fine butter, pease-meal, barley flour and beer, issued by Ba-zi s. of Na-di; controller: (d)?-nir-gal, the ra-gaba.
—/ezēn (d) Ba-BA₆/U/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 658]

13568. Complete, lateral; seal illegible; 5 + 2 ll.; 1⅞ × 1⅞. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 kinds of flour issued by Lū-(?) to Lū-mar-sa.
—/amar-a-a-si/—. [96-3-28, 659]

13569. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1⅞ × 1⅞. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 326½ gur 6 sīla of barley which Lū-bi-MU received from Ba-zi.
—/mu-šu-du-u₂/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 660]

13570. Complete; seal indistinct; 5 + 5 ll.; 1⅞ × 1⅞. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for some garments, received by Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/U s. of Ba-zi.
—/mu-šu-du-u₂/2 Ibi-Su'en(?). [96-3-28, 661]

13571. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; 1⅞ × 1⅞.
Ur III: Tally of 2 gangs of gurũs-workers with their rations in dates, the total of which A-kal-la received from Zi(?)-mu on behalf of Lū-Gū-Še-Še-a.
—/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 662]

13572. Complete; 10 + 10 ll.; 1⅞ × 1⅞. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil, issued as regular offerings on the second day for 3 men.
—/gán-maš/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 663]

13573. Complete, lateral; seal illegible; 4 + 5 ll.; 1⅞ × 1⅞. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 20 gūn of wool which Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/U received from Nam-maž(?) for the weavers.
—/amar-a-a-si/5 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-28, 664]
13574. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1 1/2" × 1 3/8".
Ur III: Record of dates delivered by Kaš(?)-a to Ur-ga'-da the gardener (là kirîq). —/—/1 Amar-Su'ên. [96-3-28, 665]

13575. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 1 1/4" × 1 3/8".
Ur III: Record of 7 gur of barley issued by Lugal-lú-šašaša to A-taḥ-taḥ for 7 head of cattle. —/—/7 Amar-Su'ên. [96-3-28, 666]

13576. Complete, rt. low. part defaced; 7 + 6 ll.; 1 1/2" × 1 3/8".
Ur III: Record of bread distributed among various men listed by name, and 3 gūruš-workers. 23/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/—. [96-3-28, 667]

13577. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1 1/4" × 1".
Ur III: Issue of fine dida-beer for offerings. —/šu-a-ṣumun/—. [96-3-28, 668]

13578. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1 1/2" × 1 3/8".
Ur III: Record of 7 1/2 gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-Engar, the nubanda for erin-workers. —/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud 47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 669]

13579. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/4". Lagash (Šir-pur-la(KI)).
Ur III: Record of barley issued from itu ezen (d)Ba-BAš/Ú to gán-maš, and of oil from itu ezen (d)Ba-BAš/Ú until munukû; place: Šir-pur-la(KI). No other date. [96-3-28, 670]

13580. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/4". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 3/8 royal gur 2 sīla of fine bread and 1 1/8 gur of ordinary bread received by Har-bîšē from Lû-gu-la. —/še-īl-lâ/3 Amar-Su'ên. [96-3-28, 671]

13581. Rt. edge damaged; 6 + 3 ll.; 1 1/2" × 1 3/8".
Ur III: Record concerning 204 iku of field to be ploughed. —/—/42 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 672]

13582. Complete; 5 + 8 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/4". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 10 royal gur of barley ground for the shepherds and received by Ur-(d)Ba-BAš/Ú from Ba-zi from the granary of the (d)Gâ-tûm-dûg temple on account of Ur-šaša. —/še-īl-lâ/45 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 673]

13583. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/4". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 12 3/8 royal gur of barley which Ur-šaša received from Lugal-lú-šašašašaša as food for erin-workmen. —/amar-a-ṣu-si/7 Amar-Su'ên. [96-3-28, 674]

13584. Complete; 12 + 13 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/4". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for 8 messengers and a carter. —/mu-šu-du₁₁/3 Su-Su'ên. [96-3-28, 675]

13585. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Issue of rations for 39 workers at 1 pan of barley each, the total of which (i.e. 7 1/2 gur) Lugal-maṣ-zu received from Ba-zi.
—/še-gur₁₀-kud/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 676]
13586. Complete, lateral; 4 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{6}$" × 1$\frac{1}{6}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of barley (še níg-gál-la) issued by Ni-kal-la to Ur-(d)Nanse; controller: Ur-(d)Ba-BA₄/U. —/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 677]

13587. Complete; 8 + 7 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{6}$" × 1$\frac{1}{6}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for 3 messengers, two arrived from Anšan(KI) and one from Nippur.
—/ḥár-ra-bî-mû-mû—. [96-3-28, 678]

13588. Complete; 8 + 5 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{6}$" × 1$\frac{2}{6}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 7 royal gur of barley to be ground into flour, received by Ur-(d)Nin-gir s. of Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da from Ur-(d)Nanse.
—/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 679]

13589. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{6}$" × 1$\frac{2}{6}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 10 + 6 gun of 2 kinds of reed-grass (ú-sa) dispatched by Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su in a boat to the palace.
—/ezen (d) Ba-BA₆/U-49 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 680]

13590. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{6}$" × 1$\frac{2}{6}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 1 garment (túg-níg-lám) issued to (?) Ur-ša₄-ga.
—/še-il-la/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 681]

13591. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{6}$" × 1$\frac{2}{6}$".
Ur III: Record of cloth (túg-guz-za and túg-níg-lám) delivered by Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/U. —/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/45 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 682]

13592. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{6}$" × 1$\frac{2}{6}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 1 garment (túg-gú-lal) of 3rd quality received by Nin-an-e from Lú-gi-na.
—/še-il-la/48 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 683]

13593. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{6}$" × 1$\frac{2}{6}$".
Ur III: Receipt for seedcorn which Níg-ga received from Ur-é-gal for royal offerings.
—/—/47 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 684]

13594. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{6}$" × 1$\frac{2}{6}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 90 fish (ku₄-LUM) which Lú-bal-ša₄-ga s. of Ur-(d)Nin-urta received from Ur-ab-ba.
—/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/43 Sulgi. [96-3-28, 685]

13595. Incomplete lateral, rt. upp. corner missing, badly defaced; 9 + 9 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{6}$" × 1$\frac{1}{6}$". Kirkuk (names).
Kass(?) : Text hardly legible. Record of grain delivered by Ḥu-ti-iš-[ši-mi-qa] at the place of Ila-ni-šu s. of A-kib-til-la. Undated. [96-3-28, 686]

13596. Rt. upp. corner of obv. missing; 8 + 10 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{6}$" × 1$\frac{2}{6}$".
O. Bab.: Loan taken by Warad-(d)Ul-maš-ši-[tum] from Šu-mu-...; 2 witnesses. 30/X/15 Ammi-zaduga. [96-3-28, 687]

13597. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 7 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{6}$" × 1$\frac{2}{6}$".
O. Bab.: Acknowledgment (in Akkad.) that Šu-mu-um-li-b-si s. of Pir-i/-i-li-šu has received 3 šatu of bran for the second time on the 1st of Ab in the house of A-we-il-ilim s. of ?-(d)Adad. 1/V/16 Ammi-zaduga. [96-3-28, 688]
13598. Incomplete lateral, obv. almost destroyed; 5(?) + 9 ll.; $\frac{1}{4}'' \times \frac{1}{4}''$.
N. Bab.: Contract, contents doubtful; on rev., list of witnesses.
14(?)/IX/12 (king’s name illegible).
[96-3-28, 689]

13599. Complete; 8 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of asses (total 7) dedicated (a-ru-a) by Lú-bal-ša-e-ga.
—/ezen (d)Ba-Ba-k/U/49 Šulgi.
[96-3-28, 690]

13600. Complete; seal without name; 6(?I) + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt, names and kind of goods illegible.
—/še-gur₁₀-kud/5 Amar-Su'en.
[96-3-28, 691]

13601. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 18 gin 2 še of silver which were sent to the palace by
Ur-(d)Nun-gal under control of E-ša-e-ga. —/munux-kú/2 Amar-Su'en.
[96-3-28, 692]

13602. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: List of 4 flocks of sheep and 1 herd of oxen with their rations in barley.
22/šu-numun/2 Ibi-Su'en.
[96-3-28, 693]

13603. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 125 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)En-lil received from Na-ba-ša-e-ga. —/šu-numun/44 Šulgi.
[96-3-28, 694]

13604. Complete; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for wool which Šeš-kal-la received from Lú-kal-la.
—/še-gur₁₀-kud/1 Amar-Su'en.
[96-3-28, 695]

13605. Complete (decomposing); 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' + 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: List of guruš-workers with their rations in barley(?). Undated.
[96-3-28, 696]

13606. Upp. portion of tablet, obv. almost destroyed; 5(6?) + 8 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Undertaking (in Akkad.) to deliver 2 kūr of barley. Undated.
[96-3-28, 697]

13607. Complete; 5 + 7 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of sheep (udu and máš).
—/še-gur₁₀-kud/1 Amar-Su'en.
[96-3-28, 698]

13608. Complete, unusual shape: long edges convex, both sides inscribed in different directions; 5(vertical) + 6 (lateral) ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1''$.
N. Bab.: List of names(?). Undated.
[96-3-28, 699]

13609. Complete, lateral; 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Kirkuk (names).
4/VI/15 Nazi-marattás.
[96-3-28, 700]

13610. Complete; seal without name; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Record concerning 3 silica ninda-ta-a-an ša(?) libbi URU-
TA(?) pa-ri-is. 2(?)/I/13 Ammi-zaduga.
[96-3-28, 701]

13611. Complete, 2 holes in l. edge; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing copies of gifts (nig-ba
gab-ri-ra). —/še-gur₁₀-kud/1 Ṣulgi.
[96-3-28, 702]
13612. Complete; $7 + 8 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{2}{3}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer and oil for messengers. —/mu-šu-du-t/-.

13613. Circular, rev. uninscribed; 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}''$ dia.
O. Bab.: Three lines of figures. Undated.

13614. Complete, obv. covered with fragment of case; $6(?) + 7 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
O. Bab.: Loan of silver(?) to be repaid on demand; 2 witnesses.
$10/X/year$? (formula damaged).

13615. Disintegrating, almost illegible; $6 + 7 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of gur-uš-workers with foremen. 14/munux-kú/?

13616. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1''$.
O. Bab.: List of 5 names. 4/—/—.

13617. Complete; $9 + 4 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in oil for 4 messengers and 1 u₄-sar-day.
—/ezen (d) Dumu-zi-da/—.

13618. Complete; seal of Ab-ba-MU; $5 + 3 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 2 pan (royal measure) of barley which ES-A-AN received from Ur-(d)En-lil as food for mar-sa men.
—/še-gur₁₆-kud/l Amar-Su’en.

13619. Complete lateral, upp. edge damaged, characters partly effaced; $3 + 3 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. (Exercise tablet?)
N. Bab.(?): Independant inscriptions both on obv. and rev. (the tablet is turned from rt. to l.); complete reading impossible, text on rev. seems to be copy of obv. Undated.

13620. Badly damaged; seal illegible; $4 + 2 ll.; 1\frac{2}{3}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
O. Bab.: Receipt for 5 siglu of silver; names destroyed. Date missing.

13621. Complete; $4 + 5 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
O. Bab.: Receipt for $15\frac{1}{4}$ gur 3 sīla (of barley?) issued by Bûzur-(d)Utu s. of Ur-(d)Gu-la to Be-el-šu-nu and Warad-ku-bi. $10/V$/?

13622. Triangular, hole on one side; seal without name; uninscribed; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times \frac{7}{8}''$.
O. Bab.(?): docket. Undated.

13623. Triangular, 3 holes on edges; seal without name; uninscribed; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times \frac{5}{8}''$.
O. Bab.(?): docket. Undated.

13624. Triangular, 2 holes on edges; seal without name; uninscribed; $1'' \times \frac{7}{8}''$.
O. Bab.(?): docket. Undated.

13625. Complete, lateral; seal uninscribed; $7 + 5 ll.; 1\frac{2}{3}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Kirkuk.
$25/VII/12$ Kadišman-turgu.
13626. Lateral, badly damaged, especially on rev.; 5 + 6 ll.; $\frac{1}{2} \times \frac{5}{8}$.
Kass.: Receipt by (d)En-îl(?)-mu-še-zi-ib for 1 sîtu of ki-id-mu, weight
5 q. . . . 27/VI/14 Na-zî-mu-ru-taš. [96-3-28, 717]

13627. Triangular, hole in edge; uninscribed; seal without name; $1 \frac{1}{2} \times 1$.
O. Bab.(?): docket. Undated. [96-3-28, 718]

13628. Upp. edge missing, rev. nearly entirely destroyed; 11 + 5(?). ll.; $1 \frac{1}{2} \times 1 \frac{1}{16}$.
O. Bab.: Record of doubts contents; one of the parties: Íb-ni-(d)Marduk. 22/XII/17 Ammi-zaduga. [96-3-28, 719]

13629. Rev. badly damaged; 6 + 10 ll.; $1 \frac{3}{8} \times 1 \frac{3}{16}$.
O. Bab.: Receipt for grain. 2/VIII/31 (?) Hammurabi. [96-3-28, 720]

13630. Complete; 8 + 8 ll.; $1 \frac{1}{4} \times \frac{7}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in a-gam containers) for 4
messengers (sukkal and lû-šaš). 16/gûn-maš/.— [96-3-28, 721]

13631. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; $1 \frac{3}{8} \times \frac{7}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Issue of dida-beer, šik-flour, dub-dub-flour and ḫar-ra-bread
as offerings to (d)Lugal-nam-fer. —/še-fê-la/.— [96-3-28, 722]

13632. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; $1 \frac{3}{8} \times \frac{1}{2}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2\frac{1}{2} mana of wool which Inîm-(d)Ba-BA/û received
from Ur-(d)Da-mu. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/32 Šulgi. [96-3-28, 723]

13633. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; $\frac{3}{8} \times \frac{3}{4}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for šik-flour, dub-dub-flour and ḫar-ra-bread issued
by Lum-ma-gim-dug-ga to (d)Mû-sî-là-û-a. —/še-fê-la/.— [96-3-28, 724]

13634. Complete; 5 + 9 ll.; $1 \frac{3}{8} \times \frac{3}{4}$.
Ur III: Issue of rations in bread, beer and oil to 45 men, and of larger
rations to Lû-Šer-dû-KI, the sukkal of the king. —/.—/3 Amar-Su’ën.
[96-3-28, 725]

13635. Tetrahedron; seal: . . . (d)Ab-ba-MU/. . . lu-ni-bu . . . AN.AN . . . ;
uninscribed; $\frac{1}{6}$ side × $\frac{3}{4}$ high.
O. Bab.: docket. Undated. [96-3-28, 726]

13636. Triangular; seal without name; uninscribed; $1 \frac{3}{8} \times \frac{1}{4}$ (high).
O. Bab.(?): docket. Undated. [96-3-28, 727]

13637. Triangular; seal without name; uninscribed; $1 \frac{5}{8} \times \frac{1}{8}$ (high).
O. Bab.(?): docket. Undated. [96-3-28, 728]

13638. Tetrahedron; seal illegible; uninscribed; $1 \times \frac{1}{4}$ (high).
O. Bab.(?): docket. Undated. [96-3-28, 729]

13639. Triangular; seal without name; uninscribed; $1 \times \frac{1}{2}$ (high).
O. Bab.(?): docket. Undated. [96-3-28, 730]

13640. Tetrahedron; seal illegible; uninscribed; $1 \times \frac{3}{8}$ (high).
O. Bab.(?): docket. Undated. [96-3-28, 731]

13641. Triangular; seal without name; uninscribed; $1 \times \frac{3}{8}$ (high).
O. Bab.(?): docket. Undated. [96-3-28, 732]
13642. Triangular; seal without name; uninscribed; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times \frac{3}{8}$" (high).
O. Bab.(?): docket. Undated.
[96-3-28, 733]

13643. Triangular; seal without name; uninscribed; $1\frac{1}{4}$" $\times \frac{1}{4}$" (high).
O. Bab.(?): docket. Undated.
[96-3-28, 734]

13644. Complete; $7 + 5\frac{1}{2}$; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times \frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: List of rations in bread for functionaries: mar-tu-SAL, Ur-ê-dar-a mâ-šaḥ, men sent to Ur-bil-lum (lû-(Ur)-bil-lum(KI) gû DIS + SI(?) gin-na), and $\frac{1}{2}$ sheep for I-ti-lum šagub; controller: Ur-(d)Nin-gir-su; withdrawn (from the storehouse) by Ba-zi. 3/se-gur10-kud/-. [96-3-28, 735]

13646. Incomplete, l. low. corner missing; 10 cols.; 25 + 33 + 28 + 36 + 31 + (rev.) 34 + 38 + 37 + 38 + 33 ll.; 6" $\times 6\frac{1}{2}$.
Ur III: Inventory of cattle and asses. —/—/46 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 1]

13647. Incomplete, l. upp. corner and rt. edge missing; 12 cols. preserved; 40 + 45 + 51 + 47 + 46 + 29 + (rev.) 12 + 36 + 50 + 44 + 27 + 2 ll.; 9" $\times 6\frac{1}{2}$.
Ur III: Inventory of cattle and asses, e.g. col. II, 9 ff.: 2 anšu, 1 anšu 3 bi, 4 anšu-nitâ, 2 NU anšu-nitâ zi(?)-lum, 1 anšu-nitâ 2, su-ga sag-anšu-nitâ-KU, 1 anšu-nitâ-amar-ga, gub-ba-âm, lal-ni 1 anšu, l anšu-nitâ 2, lal-ni-âm, Ab-ba-MU engar; 1 âb-al, 1 gud-giš, 1 áb 1, 1 gud 1, engar Ur-sag-KIŠ(KI)-šè, é (d)Nin-gir-su, etc. Date not preserved. [96-3-31, 2]

13648. L. portion of tablet with 8 cols. preserved (on rt. side 2 more cols. missing), obv. badly defaced; 25 + 38 + 45 + 40 + (rev.) 39 + 33 + 55 + 9 ll.; 9$\frac{1}{8}$" $\times 5\frac{1}{4}$". Lagash (Gir-su(KI)).
Ur III: List of names. Date missing. [96-3-31, 3]

13649. L. portion of a large tablet, low. edge missing, 4 cols. on obv. and 3 on rev. preserved; 62 + 56 + 55 + 28 + (rev.) 55 + 47 + 16 ll.; 9$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times 4"$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations for ukû-workers listed by name, with detailed totals at the end. —/—/48 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 4]

13650. Upp. portion of tablet (less than a half), rt. edge missing; 6 cols. on obv., 7 on rev.; 24 + 24 + 22 + 20 + 20 + 19 + (rev.) 17 + 15 + 18 + 19 + 22 + 22 + 32 + (l. edge) 2 + 5 + 2 + 4 ll.; 5$\frac{1}{2}$" $\times 7\frac{1}{2}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of wages for agricultural workers (erîn and ukû) during the months of amar-a-a-si, mu-su-du7, ezen (d)Ba-BA/ü, ezen (d)Ni-na-šaŠa-ga, etc. Date missing. [96-3-31, 5]

13651. Low. half of tablet, low. edge damaged; 5 cols. each face; 19 + 21 + 23 + 23 + 22 + (rev.) 25 + 26 + 30 + 0 + 10 ll.; 5$\frac{1}{2}$" $\times 7"$.
Ur III: List of various gifts (a-ru-a) of grain given mostly by women. Date missing. [96-3-31, 6]

13652. Rt. portion of tablet; rev. largely defaced; 2 cols. and traces of a 3rd one on both faces; 17 + 34 + 37 + (rev.) 32 + 37 + 10 ll.; 7$\frac{1}{8}$" $\times 3\frac{1}{8}$".
Ur III: Record of grain delivered by various men; e.g.: Nin-a-na, A-abba, A-kal-la, ŠaŠa-ga, etc. Undated. [96-3-31, 7]
13653. Fragment from l. low. part of tablet; 10 cols.; 29 + 29 + 27 + 20 + 8 + (rev.) 16 + 14 + 0 + 0 + 4 ll.; 6$\frac{3}{4}$" × 5".
Ur III: Inventory of goats and kids. Date not preserved. [96-3-31, 8]

13654. Fragment from l. low. part of tablet, obv. partly defaced; 10 cols.; 22 + 27 + 26 + 21 + 5(?) + (rev.) 18 + 18 + 18 + 5 + 0 ll.; 4$\frac{1}{8}$" × 6$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Inventory of asses, oxen and cows with detailed totals on rev.
Date not preserved. [96-3-31, 9]

13655. Fragment from l. low. part of tablet; 10 cols.; 16 + 20 + 21 + 21 + 21 + (rev.) 4 + 22 + 22 + 21 + 3 ll.; 3$\frac{1}{4}$" × 5$\frac{3}{4}$".
Ur III(?): Paylist for craftsmen (e.g. weavers). Date missing. [96-3-31, 10]

13656. Fragment from top of tablet; 8 cols.; 19 + 20 + 21 + 13 + (rev.) 15 + 16 + 18 + 12 ll.; 4" × 5$\frac{3}{4}$". Lagash (ensi Al-la).
Ur III: Account rendered to the ensi Alla concerning distribution of barley among various individuals. —/—/40 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 11]

13657. Complete; 4 cols.; 21 + 22 + (rev.) 20 + 18 ll.; 5" × 3$\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (ensi Al-la).
Ur III: Account rendered to the ensi Al-la concerning delivery of barley to the granary (gur-tu-ra) and distribution of some of it as wages for labourers (a ḫun-ga, še ēngar-lal), some as seed-corn and some as fodder for animals. —/ṣu-nūmūn/41 Sulgi.

13658. L. upp. corner missing; 6 cols.; 23 + 29 + 25 + (rev.) 29 + 25 + 13 ll.; 4$\frac{3}{8}$" × 3$\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: List of fields giving areas, names of farmers and rations for the workers. Date probably destroyed. [96-3-31, 13]

13659. Rt. portion of tablet; 4 cols.; 21 + 24 + (rev.) 22 + 21 ll.; 4$\frac{1}{8}$" × 2$\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (Nina (K1), Gir-su (K1)).
Ur III: Pay-list of craftsmen of various categories. Date not preserved. [96-3-31, 14]

13660. Fragment from rt. low. corner of tablet; 4 cols. on obv., 3 on rev.; 9 + 18 + 18 + 20 + (rev.) 20 + 21 + 20 ll.; 3$\frac{1}{4}$" × 3$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Ration list for members of the household of a temple, many of them women. Date not preserved. [96-3-31, 15]

13661. Complete; 4 cols., rather defaced; 22 + 24 + (rev.) 26 + 25 ll.; 4$\frac{3}{8}$" × 2$\frac{1}{2}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of gangs of gur-uš- and erin-workers with the names of their overseers. 13/ezēn (d)Šul-gi/—. [96-3-31, 16]

13662. Fragment from rev. of tablet, rt. upp. corner missing; 19 ll.; 4$\frac{3}{8}$" × 2".
Ur III: Record of hides delivered by various men to the house of (d)Amar- (d)Su’en. Undated. [96-3-31, 17]

13663. Complete, 4 cols., rather defaced; 21 + 18 + (rev.) 21 + 10 ll.; 4$\frac{3}{8}$" × 2$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Record of grain, delivered and distributed. Undated. [96-3-31, 18]
13664. L. and rt. edges and rev. badly damaged; 4 cols.; 18 + 16 + (rev.) 7 + 10 ll.; $3\frac{3}{4}'' \times 2\frac{1}{2}''$. Lagash (Ki-nu-nir(KI)). Ur III: Record concerning delivery of cloth. Ki-nu-nir(KI), 3/-/48 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 19]

13665. Upp. half of tablet; 4 cols.; 10 + 11 + (rev.) 13 + 16 ll.; $2\frac{1}{4}'' \times 3\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations for several gangs of workmen with names of their foremen. —/-gán-maš to ezen (d)Ba-BA/Ü/48 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 20]

13666. Low. edge destroyed, rather defaced; 20 + 17 ll.; $3\frac{1}{2}'' \times 2\frac{1}{4}''$. Ur III: Issue of rations as wages for hired labourers. —/-/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-31, 21]

13667. Complete; 18 + 19 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (Šír-pur-la(KI), Gír-su(KI)). Ur III: Record of fat issued to various men belonging to certain temples, e.g. Ki-gu-la é (d)En-lil-lá; Lú-uri(KI) and Nam-ха-ni é(d)Nin-subur(?), etc. Undated. [96-3-31, 22]

13668. Complete; 15 + 14 ll.; $3\frac{3}{4}'' \times 2''$. Ur III: Record of areas of fields to be tilled and of workers to be set to work on those fields. Undated. [96-3-31, 23]

13669. Rt. low. corner missing; 16 + 20 ll.; $3\frac{3}{4}'' \times 2''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Tally (cf. 13673) of guruš-workers with dimensions of fields which they have to work on, amount of rations and names of foremen. 3/3ár-rá-bi-mú/7 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 24]

13670. Complete; 18 + 9 ll., and sketch of map of the fields concerned; $3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: List of fields with areas, tenants, and number of date-palms planted on each field. Undated. [96-3-31, 25]

13671. Rt. low. corner missing; 9 + 3 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Ur III: Tally of guruš-workers. Undated. [96-3-31, 26]

13672. Low. edge destroyed, damaged in other places, surface decomposing; 11 + 18 + (l. edge) 6 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: Tally of guruš-workers with dimensions of temple estate on which they have to work: e.g. 46 guruš kin-bi 2 sar 8 gín é (d)IG/GÁL-alím. Undated. [96-3-31, 27]

13673. Upp. edge damaged; 18 + 18 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2''$. Ur III: Tally (cf. 13669) of guruš-workers with dimensions of the fields they have to work on, with rations in barley and names of foremen. —/-/7 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 28]

13674. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Nanše/dub-sar/s. of Lú-dúg-ga/ka-gur-ka; 4 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: Receipt for 21$\frac{3}{8}$ royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)Nanše received from Ab-ba-MU. —/-/47 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 29]

13675. Complete, with fragment (whole of rev.) of case (13675 A); 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 23 gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to (d)Utu-MU. —/-amar-a-a-si/47 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 30]
A. Fragment of case (whole of rev.) of tablet 13675; seal inscription illegible; (on obv. traces of 2) + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (see tablet).

Ur III: Name of recipient and date preserved; same as on tablet.

*96-3-31, 30a*

**13676.**

Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).

Ur III: Receipt (?) rendered by (?) Ur-(d)Ba-BA$_6$/MU-lugal for fine oil, dates and other commodities in small quantities.

$-/-\text{gán-maš}/5$ Amar-Su'en.

*96-3-31, 31*

**13677.**

Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA$_6$/Ü, dub-sar, s. of Inim-(d)Inanna; 6 × 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 13 royal gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)Nun-gal to Ur-(d)Ba-BA$_6$/Ü. $-/-\text{ezên} (d)\text{Ba-BA}_{6}/Ü/46$ Šulgi.

*96-3-31, 32*

**13678.**

Complete; 11 + 8 ll.; $3'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (Gîr-su(KI)).

Ur III: Report of increase and decrease in the number of sheep made by Ur-ab-ba. Gîr-su(KI): $-/-/3$ Amar-Su'en.

*96-3-31, 33*

**13679.**

Upp. edge and l. low. corner missing; 4 cols.; 10 + 12 + (rev.) 11 + 11 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}'' \times 2\frac{3}{8}''$.

Ur III: Record of garden-produce: onions, vetches, lentils, coriander, etc. Date not preserved.

*96-3-31, 34*

**13680.**

Complete; 10 + 13 ll.; $2\frac{2}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).

Ur III: Tally of güruš-workers: ploughmen and ox-drivers, with names of their foremen. 13/še-lu-lu/1a—.

*96-3-31, 35*

**13681.**

Upp. edge missing; 11 + 12 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.

Ur III: Tally of güruš-workers with names of the persons who hired them and from whom they were hired. Undated.

*96-3-31, 36*

**13682.**

L. upp. corner missing; seal indistinct; 11 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (Gû-ab-ba(KI)).


*96-3-31, 37*

**13683.**

Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal indistinct; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.

Ur III: Receipt for 38 ordinary sheep and small numbers of 4 other species of sheep and goats which Lugal-gû-gal received from Ba-a. $-/-\text{su} \text{-numun}/1$ Amar-Su'en.

*96-3-31, 38*

**13684.**

Complete; 9 + 8 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (Ki-nu-nir(KI)).

Ur III: Tally of male and female workers with names of their foremen. Ki-nu-nir(KI): 2/—/48 Šulgi.

*96-3-31, 39*

**13685.**

Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal without name; 5 + 4 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).

Ur III: Record... (2 ll. obliterated, 3 ll. giving figures and names, 1. 6: ki Gû-mu-ta). $-/-\text{munu}_{x}-kú/4/7$ Šulgi.

*96-3-31, 40*

**13686.**

Fragment, rev. of tablet, upp. part missing; 14 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.

Ur III: List of cattle: (I-si-in(KI), Nibrû(KI) and ê Puuzur-Iš-(d)Da-gan³ are mentioned). Undated.

*96-3-31, 41*
13687. Complete tablet, with case (13687 A); 7 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 gún 5 mana of wool the price of an ox, received by (d)Ba-Baššu-U-Lū-aššu, dam-ir dam-kār, from Lū-(d)Nin-gir-su, "sealed" by Dug₄-ga-zi-da, the dam-kār. —/ezén (d)Dumu-zi/43 Sulgi.
[96-3-31, 42]

— A. Case of tablet 13687; seal illegible; 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Wording same as on tablet, father's name: Da-da of Dug₄-ga-zi-da added. Same date.
[96-3-31, 42a]

13688. L. and low. edges damaged; 10 + 10 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (Ki-nu-nir(KI)).
[96-3-31, 43]

13689. Complete; 12 + 12 ll.; $2\frac{7}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (Gīr-su(KI)).
[96-3-31, 44]

13690. Complete; low. half of obv. and whole of rev. uninscribed; 7 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$".
[96-3-31, 45]

13691. Low. portion of tablet; 2 cols. each face; 8 + 8 + (rev.) 9 + 14 ll.; 2" $\times$ 3". Lagash (Ki-nu-nir(KI)).
Ur III: List of rations in barley for male and female members of a community. Ki-nu-nir(KI):—/amar-a-a-si, se-il-la—/—.
[96-3-31, 46]

13692. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 2" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of carcasses of sheep. —/—/1 Ibi-Su'ën.
[96-3-31, 47]

13693. Upp. portion of tablet; 6 + 6 ll.; $2\frac{3}{4}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (Gīr-su(KI)).
[96-3-31, 48]

13694. Complete; 10 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Record of sheep and goats delivered for offerings (ki-a-nag), e.g. at the festivals of (d)Lisi(GŪN)₂-na and (d)Dumu-zi, with statement of deliverer and recipient.
—/ezén (d)Lisi(GŪN)₂-na, ezen (d)Dumu-zi/47 Sulgi.
[96-3-31, 49]

13695. Rt. upp. corner damaged, surface rather defaced; 13 + 12 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{4}$".
Ur III: Record of silver distributed in small amounts among about 12 men. Undated.
[96-3-31, 50]

13696. Low. half of tablet; 4 cols., 4th col. uninscribed; 9 + 8 + (rev.) 9 + 0 ll.; 2" $\times$ $2\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (months).
Ur III: Record of sheep and goats delivered for offerings (ki-a-nag), e.g. at the festivals of (d)Lisi(GŪN)₂-na and (d)Dumu-zi, with statement of deliverer and recipient.
—/ezén (d)Lisi(GŪN)₂-na, ezen (d)Dumu-zi/47 Sulgi.
[96-3-31, 51]
13697, Low. half of tablet; 9 + 10 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{6}\)" × 2".
Ur III: Record of barley(?) delivered by various farmers. Date missing.
[96-3-31, 52]

13698, Complete, with case (13698 A); 5 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 49 royal gur of barley and 3 gur of wheat delivered by Ba-zi to Lû-(d)Ba-B\(\bar{A}\)-ba/\(\bar{U}\) s. of Ur-šu-ga-lam-ma. —/—/47 Sulgi.
[96-3-31, 53]

—— A. Case of tablet 13698, rather defaced and illegible; seal illegible; 7 + 4 ll.;
1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)".
Ur III: See tablet.
[96-3-31, 53a]

13699, Fragmentary case of a tablet, unopened; part of obv. missing; seal of Ur-
(d)Lamma, dub-sar; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley, rendered by [Ur-(d)La]mma.
—/ez en (d)Lisi(-G\(\bar{U}\)N)]\(\frac{3}{4}\)8 Sulgi.
[96-3-31, 54]

13700, Complete, with fragmentary case (13700 A); 4 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" + 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 3\(\frac{3}{8}\) gur of barley received by Ur-(d)Na-nâš from Ur-? as rations for 192 ila workers. —/—/45 Sulgi.
[96-3-31, 55]

—— A. Fragmentary case of tablet 13700, rt. and low. edges missing, also part of
rev.; seal illegible; 3 + 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Contents corresponding to those on tablet. Date not preserved.
[96-3-31, 55a]

13701, Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ma-ni/ka₄-šu-duu/(d)[Gû-
dé]-a/ s. of Ur-(d)Lamma; 4 + 7 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{6}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley and wheat delivered by Nam-maš to Ma-ni.
—/här-ra-bi-mû-mû/1 Amar-Su'en.
[96-3-31, 56]

13702, Complete case, with tablet, unopened; no seal; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 gûn of goats-hair delivered by Ur-dam to Lû-(d)Nin-
gir-su. —/ez en (d)Ba-B\(\bar{A}\)-ba/\(\bar{U}\)/2 Amar-Su'en.
[96-3-31, 57]

13703, Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5 royal gur of barley-flour rendered by Nam-ḫa-ni.
—/gân-maš/43 Sulgi.
[96-3-31, 58]

13704, Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)B\(\bar{A}\)-Ba/\(\bar{U}\) dub-sar
s. of Lugal-[bi]; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{2}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley (royal measure) issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Ba-
Ba/\(\bar{U}\) on behalf of Bur-ma-ma. —/a-ma-r-a-a-si/47 Sulgi.
[96-3-31, 59]

13705, Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lû-uru-sag dub-sar;
5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 12\(\frac{3}{8}\) gur of barley which Lû-uru-sag received from
Da-da s. of Ur-gu-la as food for the ploughmen.
—/munux-kû/2 Amar-Su'en.
[96-3-31, 60]
BAZILIAN TABLETS

13706. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 6 + 4 ill.; 11\frac{1}{4}" x 1\frac{1}{2}".
Ur III: Receipt for 2 x 30 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)IŠ/SŬŠ-(d)Ba-BAš/Ŭš and his brother Ur-(d)Lamma as seedcorn.
—/—/47 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 61]

13707. Complete, with fragment of case (13707 A); 5 + 2 ill.; 1\frac{5}{8}" x 1\frac{3}{4}".
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ur-šu-ga-lam-ma s. of Nam-maḫ for 7\frac{1}{4} royal gur of barley as seed-corn. —/—/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-31, 62]

— A. Fragmentary case (obv.) of tablet 13707; seal of Ur-šu-ga-lam-ma, dub-sar, s. of Nam-maḫ, ša-bra; 4 ill.; 1\frac{1}{8}" x 1\frac{3}{4}".
Ur III: Contents same as on tablet; date missing. [96-3-31, 62a]

13708. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 3 + 0 ill.; 1\frac{1}{4}" x 1\frac{1}{8}".
Ur III: Receipt for 8 royal gur of barley rendered by Ur-é-ninnu. Undated. [96-3-31, 63]

13709. Complete; 8 + 6 ill.; 2\frac{5}{8}" x 1\frac{1}{4}".
Ur III: Receipt for barley issued by Lugal-ša-ša to Ab-ba-gi-na as rations for 8 men at 3 bán each. —/še-gur_{16^-kud/7} Amar-Su'en. [96-3-31, 64]

13710. Complete, with case (13710 A); 5 + 5 ill.; 1\frac{1}{8}" x 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Receipt for 268 royal gur of barley received by Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su and for 180 gur received by Lú-Nina(KI). —/—/39 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 65]

— A. Case of tablet 13710, upp. part of obv. destroyed; seal illegible; 3 + 3 ill.; 1\frac{3}{8}" x 1\frac{5}{8}".
Ur III: (First ill. destroyed) . . ., receipt for 180 gur [of barley] rendered by Lú-Nina(KI). —/—/39 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 65a]

13711. Upp. part missing; 10 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ill.; 2\frac{1}{4}" x 1\frac{1}{6}". Lagash (Gú-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of beer, brewed and delivered by various men. Gú-ab-ba(KI): —/ezen (d)Lisi(-GUN)^2: šu-numun/49 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 66]

13712. Complete, slightly damaged, upp. part of obv. only inscribed; (the tablet was used before, but the first inscription has been deleted); 5 ill.; 2\frac{5}{8}" x 1\frac{5}{8}".
Ur III: Allocation of Ur-(d)Ba-BAš/Ŭ to Šeš-kal-la, and of Dugšaga-i-zi s. of Ur-é-an-na to Ū-da. Undated. [96-3-31, 67]

13713. Complete; 10 + 9 ill.; 2\frac{7}{8}" x 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Report of increase and decrease in the numbers of sheep of the flock of Ur-(d)Ba-BAš/Ŭ s. of Gu-ū-sa. —/—/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-31, 68]

13714. Low. edge missing; 13 + 2 ill.; 2\frac{1}{6}" x 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Record of barley delivered by 9 men with the names of 3 overseers and 1 principal overseer (Ur-é-ninnu). —/—/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-31, 69]
13715. Obv. partly defaced, on rev. 2 top-lines damaged; 13 + 14 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 2 1/8" × 1 1/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of sheep and goats delivered to various men: Ur-šu-galam-ma, Lú-(d)Ba-BA/Ů, Ur-(d)Nin-a-zu, etc.; controllers: Ur-(d)Ba-BA/Ů s. of A-tu and Ur-(d)Ba-BA/Ů s. of Ab-ba.
16/mun uš-kūš 6 Šu-Su’en. [96-3-31, 70]

13716. Low. part missing; 11 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2 1/8" × 1 1/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of gangs of workmen with their wages.
13(?)/ezen (d) Lisi (-GUN) 6/Šu-Su’en. [96-3-31, 71]

13717. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 6 + 4 ll.; 2 1/8" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: Tally of gangs of ġuruš-workers with names of their foremen, "sealed" by Kud-da s. of Ma-li. —/—/47 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 72]

13718. Low. half of tablet; 3 + 9 ll.; 1 1/8" × 2".
Ur III: Record of objects (their descriptions not preserved) issued to various men and for various purposes, e.g.: 5 šu-(d)Su’en dumu lugal (rev. 8). Date not preserved. [96-3-31, 73]

13720. Rt. low. corner missing; 10 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 5/8" × 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, oxen and asses with their rations in barley and names of their herdsmen. —/še-šil-a/4 Šu-Su’en. [96-3-31, 75]

13721. Complete, obv. rather defaced; 12 + 15 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2 1/8" × 1 1/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, oxen and asses with their rations in barley.
—/mu-su-du 4 Šu-Su’en. [96-3-31, 76]

13722. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal without name; 6 + 4 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 7/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for rations in barley for 30 ploughmen at 1 pan each; the total received by Ur-ba-ga s. of Al-la from Ba-zi on behalf of Lú-uru-sag.
—/ezen (d) Ba-BA/Ů/47 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 77]

13723. Upp. portion (§) of tablet, rev. uninscribed; 9 ll.; 2" × 1 3/8".
Ur III: Record of barley delivered by farmers listed by name. Undated. [96-3-31, 78]

13724. Nearly complete, l. low. corner defaced, with case (13724 A); 5 + 4 ll.; 1 7/8" × 1 4/8". Ur (? see date).
Ur III: Record of 2 lambs delivered for the ezen-maḫ festival.
Ur(KI): —/ezen-maḫ/no year, but see case. [96-3-31, 79]
—— A. Case of tablet 13724, l. upp. corner missing, rev. uninscribed; seal illegible; 5 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: Text almost illegible. —/ezen-maḫ/49 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 79a]

13725. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 2 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Nig-ū-rum for 30 carcasses of sheep.
—/—/1 Ibi-Su’en. [96-3-31, 80]
13726. Tablet with case, obv. of case has been entirely broken leaving open rev. of tablet; rev. of case, showing the date, is adhering to tablet obliterating its obv.; tablet rev.: 6 ll., case rev.: 4 ll.; seal illegible; $1\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{1}{5}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for goods rendered by Nam-mah; controller: (Nam)-zi-tar-[ra]. —/ezen (d)Lisi(-GÜN)$^2$/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-31, 81]

13727. Rev. almost destroyed; 11 + 13 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Inventory of sheep, etc., with their rations in barley and names of their shepherds. —/še-gur$^1_{\theta}$-kud/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 82]

13728. Upp. and low. edges damaged; 12 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Inventory of sheep, etc., with their rations in barley. Date not preserved. [96-3-31, 83]

13729. Rt. low. corner destroyed, both obv. and rev. largely defaced; seal illegible; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Ur III: Tally of guruš-workers calculated by working-days, "sealed" by Ur-(d) ?. ——/3 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 84]

13730. Complete; 11 + 11 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (Gir-su(KI)). Ur III: Report of increase and decrease in the numbers of sheep in the flock of Ur-(d)Ba-BA$^6$/Ú. Gir-su(KI): ——/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-31, 85]

13731. Rt. upp. corner missing; 12 + 14 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, oxen and asses, with their rations in barley. 21/mu-su-du/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 86]

13732. Upp. part missing; 8 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: Record of cattle with rations and names of the shepherds. Undated. [96-3-31, 87]

13733. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record concerning partnership in agricultural work. Undated. [96-3-31, 88]

13734. Complete; 11 + 11 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for various messengers. —/amar-a-a-si/—. [96-3-31, 89]

13735. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{5}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley. 23/ezen (d)Ba-BA$^6$/Ú/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 90]

13736. Complete; 9 + 6 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{3}{5}''$. Ur III: Record of garments (tūg da-ba-ŠUB/TUM) issued to 5 men. Undated. [96-3-31, 91]

13737. Complete, rev. damaged; 8 + 7 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Record of bran issued to various men as fodder for oxen. 5/še-.../—. [96-3-31, 92]
13738. Upp. portion of tablet; 11 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{1}{6}" \times 1\frac{7}{8}"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in flour for various messengers, both staying "in town" or being "en route". —/ezen (d)Lisi(-GUN)2/—. 

13739. Complete; 6 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. 
Ur III: Record of 1 donkey employed in ploughing. Undated. 

13740. Complete; 11 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in oil (in á-gam containers) for messengers. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. 

13741. Complete; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. Drehem(?) (see month).
Ur III: Receipt for 10$\frac{5}{8}$ gur of beans (gú-gal) delivered from the field a-šã gi-taḫ-a to Lú-nita-gi-na. —/su-eš-sa/5 Amar-Su'en. 

13742. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. 16/se-il-la/5 Šu-Su'en. 

13743. Rt. upp. corner missing, rev. badly damaged; 11 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$.
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley. 

26/se-gur,š-ku/d5 Šu-Su'en. 

13744. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Hire of 1 man for 1 month on cash. —/gān-maš/8 Šu-Su'en. 

13745. Complete; 9 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for 5 messengers. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. 

13746. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 17/se-fl-1a/5 Šu-Su'en. 

13747. Complete, rev. damaged; 9 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 8/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/5 Šu-Su'en. 

13748. Complete; 8 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. *Lagash* (Gir-su-(KI)).
Ur III: Issue of beer for ki-a-nag offerings at Nina(KI) and Gir-su(KI). —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/38 Sulgi. 

13749. Complete; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. —/ezen (d)Lisi(-GUN)2/5 Šu-Su'en. 

13750. Complete, damaged in 2 places; 9 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 24/munux-kú/5 Šu-Su'en.
13751. Complete, obv. slightly damaged; 6 + 5 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" x 1\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Issue of 1 pan each of barley to *gan-*dib workers, issued by the šabra Ur-(d)Ba-BA$^6$/U. 18/ezen (d)Lisi (-GUN)$^3$/2 Ibi-Su'en.
[96-3-31, 106]

13752. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-Šir-pur-la(KI) dub-sar; 4 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" x 1\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 31 objects (their description illegible) received by Lú-Šir-pur-la(KI) from Ur-(d)Ba-BA$^6$/U during the months from gán-maš to ḫár-rá-bi-mú-mú. —/see text/48 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 107]

13753. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; 1$\frac{4}{8}$" x 1\". *Lagash* (é (d)Nin-gîr-sû).
Ur III: Sale of 3 asses at 6 gin and 6 asses at 5 gin, sold to (?) Na-ba-ša$^6$ from the (d)Nin-gîr-su temple. —/—/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-31, 108]

13754. Complete; 8 + 7 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{8}$" x 1\".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 6/se-gur 10 -kú/5 Su-Su'en.
[96-3-31, 109]

13755. Complete; 8 + 10 ll.; 1$\frac{2}{8}$" x 1\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for various couriers (lás-kas$^4$). —/mu-su-du/—.
[96-3-31, 110]

13756. Rt. upp. corner missing; 9 + 10 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" x 1\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 4/munux-kú/5 Su-Su'en.
[96-3-31, 111]

13757. L. upp. corner damaged; 9 + 10 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{8}$" x 1\".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 27/se-gir$_{10}$-kú/5 Su-Su'en.
[96-3-31, 112]

13758. L. low. corner missing; 7 + 7 ll.; 2" x 1\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Tally of various gangs of workmen (guruš and ukú-ila).
—/amar-a-a-si/—.
[96-3-31, 113]

13759. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{8}$" x 1\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 14/se-il-la/5 Su-Su'en.
[96-3-31, 114]

13760. Complete; 12 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{8}$" x 1\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for some envoys (sukkal) and 1 carter. —/ḫár-rá-bi-DU-mú-mú/—.
[96-3-31, 115]

13761. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{8}$" x 1\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 2/ezen (d)Dumu-zii/5 Su-Su'en.
[96-3-31, 116]

13762. Complete; 10 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" x 1\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread (or flour) for various men listed by name and for dogs. —/amar-a-a-si/—.
[96-3-31, 117]

13763. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\" x 1\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 8 royal gur of flour issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Ba-BA$^6$/Ús. of Na-di. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/48 Sulgi.
[96-3-31, 118]
**13764.** Complete, with case (13764 A); 4 + 6 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1". *Lagash* (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 3 bān of bitumen received by Bā-a-an-nū from Ur-ba-bi. —/munukx-kū/47 Sulgi.*

[96-3-31, 119]

A. Fragmentary case (low, part of rev. damaged) of tablet 13764; seal illegible; 3 + 4 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 1/8".

Ur III: Text same as on tablet. Date missing. [96-3-31, 119a]

**13765.** Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 1/8". *Lagash* (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 90 royal gur of barley to be ground into flour, issued by Ur-ō-Nanše to Lū-dingir-ra. —/gān-maš/49 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 120]

**13766.** Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 1/8".

Ur III: Receipt for 2238 carcasses of mutton and 387 carcasses of lamb delivered by Šar-ru-um-ā-lī to Lū-ša-Ba-BA on behalf of the female weavers at Ki-dūr-da-ga-lā (KI). —/49 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 121]

**13767.** Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 3/8".

Ur III: Record of 101 iku of field “a-sā Nin-gal-SU-ga-la” and of 21 iku “a-sā Nin-gal-SU-tur”; farmer(?): Ur-ša-Lamma s. of Ur-ša-En-līl. Undated. [96-3-31, 122]

**13768.** Rather defaced, rev. damaged; 12 + 11(?); + (l. edge) ll.; 2" × 1 1/8". *Lagash* (month).

Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley. —/amar-a-a-si/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 123]

**13769.** Complete; 8 + 8 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 3/8". *Lagash* (month).

Ur III: Record of the employment of divers numbers of oxen and gangs of workers (ešin, ṣun-ga and guruš); foreman: Lū-Šu-Šu. 23/munukx-kū/—. [96-3-31, 124]

**13770.** Complete; 10 + 10 + (l. edge) ll.; 2" × 1 1/8". *Lagash* (month).

Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour (or bread) and oil (in ā-gam containers) issued to various messengers. —/munukx-kū/—. [96-3-31, 125]

**13771.** Complete, defaced in some places; 8 + 7 ll.; 2" × 1 1/8". *Lagash* (Ki-na-nīr(KI)).

Ur III: Record of quantities of flour, bread, beer and oil, issued to Gub-ša-ba-Ša-a-zu-lugal who is to go to Susa(?). Ša Ki-na-nīr(KI): —/ezen (d)Šu-lī-si/43 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 126]

**13772.** Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-m[ē]s dūb-sar ša of Ur-dša Lamma; 4 + 3 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 3/8".

Ur III: Record concerning delivery of two kinds of beer; recipient: Ur-mēš, the šabra; controller: Nin-ša-lā. —/dirig-še-gur1,6-kudd/47 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 127]

**13773.** Rev. badly damaged; 10 + 6 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 1/8".

Ur III: List of rations in flour and oil (in ā-gam containers) issued to 3 envoys and 1 carter. Date not preserved. [96-3-31, 128]

* Mu-ul-la ur-bā-lum ba-ṭul.
13774. Complete; 12 + 14 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2" x 1\frac{2}{3}". *Lagash (month).*
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, goats and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen: Lú-kal-la, Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ü, Ur-ba-bi (cf. 13778, also 13393). —/še-i-1]-la/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 129]

13775. Badly defaced; seal of Lugal-šá-lal s. of Ba-ad-da-ri(?); 5 + 6 ll.; 1\frac{1}{4}" x 1\frac{7}{8}".
Ur III: Record of rations for female weavers. —/—/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 130]

13776. Complete; rev. uninscribed; 8 ll.; 1\frac{1}{4}" x 1\frac{7}{8}". *Lagash (month).*
Ur III: Record of seedcorn issued to Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ü and (?) his elder brother for the field "a-šá É-bil-li". 24/ezesen (d)Dumu-zí/—. [96-3-31, 131]

13777. Complete; 9 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{1}{4}" x 1\frac{5}{8}".
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for six envos (sukkal) who arrived from Anšan(KI) and Nibr(KI).

13778. Broken and repaired; low. edge missing(?); 11 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2" x 1\frac{3}{4}". *Lagash (month).*
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen: Lú-kal-la, Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ü, Ur-ba-bi (cf. 13774, also 13393). —/amar-a-a-si/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 133]

13779. Complete; 5 + 8 ll.; 1\frac{3}{4}" x 1\frac{5}{8}".
Ur III: Receipt for 10 prongs ((urudu)ha-bu₆(pu₄)-da), weighing 5 ma-na less 3 gin attested by Ur-(d)Nin-gir-su, received by Ur-šu-ga-lam-ma; controllers: (d)Nannar-kù and Šes-kal-la.

13780. L. upp. corner missing; 8 + 8 ll.; 1\frac{5}{8}" x 1\frac{3}{4}".
Ur III: Inventory of male and female calves with the names of their cow-herds. —/—/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-31, 135]

13781. Rt. upp. corner damaged; 10 + 9 ll.; 1\frac{3}{4}" x 1\frac{5}{8}". *Lagash (month).*
Ur III: List of rations in flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for various messengers coming from, or going to, Susa, and for some other functionaries.

13782. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; 1\frac{5}{8}" x 1\frac{7}{8}". *Lagash (month).*
Ur III: Inventory of sheep in barley and the names of their shearers. 11/munu₆-kú/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 137]

13783. Obv. damaged; seal of Ur-(d)Nañše, dub-sar, dumu Ḥé-na-du-du; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\frac{2}{3}" x 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Receipt for 53 carcasses of mutton delivered by (d)Inanna-KA to Ur-(d)Nañše. —/dirig še-gur₄ knocks/9 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 138]

13784. Complete; 11 + 14 ll.; 1\frac{5}{8}" x 1\frac{3}{8}". *Lagash (month).*
Ur III: List of rations in flour, beer and oil (in á-gam containers) for various messengers. 9/ezesen (d)Ba-BA₆/Ü/—. [96-3-31, 139]

*Mu-sa-u§(!)[...]

*
13785. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Ur III: Memorandum containing 3 or 4 names in connection with bitumen. Undated. [96-3-31, 140]

13786. Fragmentary, low, part missing, rev. uninscribed except 1 line; 8 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. *Lagash* (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for messengers. —/š-e-š-a-l/a/—. [96-3-31, 141]

13787. Disintegrating; seal indistinct; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Ur III: Receipt for 3 asses taken in custody by Ur-(d)Nanše from Níg-(d)Ba-Ba/Ü the dam-kâr. —/š-e/-2 šu-su'-en. [96-3-31, 142]

13788. Broken and disintegrating; seal indistinct; 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: Receipt for 2 sickles ((uz-mu) kin) which Ar-ši-alp received from A-tu. Undated. [96-3-31, 143]

13789. Low. edge damaged; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. *Lagash* (month). Ur III: Record of 43 gur-us-workers at rations of 1 pan of barley each who have to grind barley for the household of the ensî. —/š-e-šu'-duš/48 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 144]

13790. Complete; 10 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for 3 envos and for grooms (NIM) dispatched either to Si-ma-aš(KI) or Sa-bu-um(KI). —/š-e-šu'-dušr/—. [96-3-31, 145]

13791. Complete(?), crumbling; 5 + 6 ll.; $1'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Ur III: Record of large amounts of barley, names illegible. —/š-e-gur₁₀-kud/35 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 146]

13792. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Record of rations issued to gardeners (lā-kir[a]š), received by Ur-giš-gigir. Undated. [96-3-31, 147]

13793. Triangular with holes in all 3 corners; uninscribed; seal of the scribe; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Docket; seal-inscription: .... /dub-sar/dumu Ur-(d)Ba-Ba/Ü. Undated. [96-3-31, 148]

13794. Complete; 8 + 12 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Ur III: Record concerning delivery of cloth and garments (tūg-nīg-lām, tūg-guz-za, tūg-gū-lal, etc.) with their weights. —/š-e-gur₁₀[šu]-d[uš]/38 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 149]

13795. Complete; 10 + 8 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for 4 messengers. —/š-e-šu'-dušr/—. [96-3-31, 150]

13796. Complete, with holes in l. edge; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing dub-gid-da tablets of Ku-liš of Ki-ám-mu on behalf of the ensî Ur-(d)Lamma. —/š-e-šu'-dušr/49 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 151]
13797. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{9} \times 1\frac{5}{8}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for over 194 royal gur of bread received by Lû-(d)IG1/LIM-ma-šē from Urda-aḫ as food for gan-dīb workers.
—/še-يلي-la/48 Sulgi.
[96-3-31, 152]

13798. Low. part missing; 8 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8} \times 1\frac{1}{8}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. 30/še-يلي-la/5 Šu-Su’en.
[96-3-31, 153]

13799. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8} \times 1\frac{5}{8}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. 26/še-يلي-la/5 Šu-Su’en.
[96-3-31, 154]

13800. Complete; 7 + 8 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8} \times 1\frac{1}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. 17/mu-šu-du/5 Šu-Su’en.
[96-3-31, 155]

13801. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 2481 gur-ul workers, based on one working-day, under the nu-bān-da Al-la. —/šu-du/3 Amar-Su’en.
[96-3-31, 156]

13802. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
O. Bab.: Record concerning tools.
2/IV/mu ?-?-?-? mu-na-an-sum-ma.
[96-3-31, 157]

13803. Complete; 8 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
O. Bab.: Contract concerning rent of a field; 2 witnesses, no oath.
Undated.
[96-3-31, 158]

13804. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
O. Bab.: Record... (illegible. Date illegible).
[96-3-31, 159]

13805. Complete, obv. damaged; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
O. Bab.: Record of food-rations for 4 men. 2/VII/? Ammi-zaduga.
[96-3-31, 160]

13806. Rev. badly damaged; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
O. Bab.: Record concerning delivery of wool(?). Date destroyed.
[96-3-31, 161]

13807. Complete, damaged in some places; 4 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
O. Bab.: Record concerning delivery of wool(?). —/III/...?
[96-3-31, 162]

13808. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for over 1$\frac{1}{8}$ royal gur of barley received by Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim from Lû-me-lâm as food for erīn-workers. —/še-يلي-la/—.
[96-3-31, 163]

13809. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
Ur III: Receipt for 10 royal gur of šīk flour, received by NE-ra-du s. of Ur-ša-ga from Ur-(d)Lamma to be transported by boat to Nibru(KI).
—/še-gur-kud/47 Sulgi.
[96-3-31, 164]

13810. Fragment from the rt. part of the rev. of a case; seal illegible; 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$.
O. Bab.: Reading: ...? lugal/... didli. Undated.
[96-3-31, 165]
13811. Complete tablet with l. half of case adhering to it; seal of Ur-é-ninnu
dub-sar; case 5 + 3, tablet 5 + 5 ll.; case $1\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$, tablet $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times ?''$. Ur III: Receipt for barley(?) received from Šēl(?)-kal-la by Ur-[é-
ninnu]. $-\$/se-gur_{10}$-kud/I Amar-Su'en. [96-3-31, 166]

13813. Damaged in some places; 7 + 7 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for messengers: Šar-ru-um-ı-li, sanga, etc. Date not preserved. [96-3-31, 168]

13814. Complete; 15 + 13 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Inventory of sheep and oxen with their rations in barley. $12/\$á-rá-bi-mu-mu/-$. [96-3-31, 169]

13815. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Inventory of sheep with statement of their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. $29/ezen$ (d) Šul-gi/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 170]

13816. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 5 + ? royal gur of barley, belonging to the temples of (d) Dumu-zi and (d) Nin-dar-a, issued by Ur-(d)Nāš to Lú-nita-gi-na; ūgula-lugal: ra-ga-ba. $-\$/se-il-la/47$ Sulgi. [96-3-31, 171]

13817. Complete; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Receipt for 20(?) + 3 royal gur of barley issued by Lú-(d)Šul(?)- [pa]-ê to Lugal-maš-[zu] as wages for hired workers. $-\$/su-numun/-$. [96-3-31, 172]

13818. Complete; 11 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for some envoys and a carter, either staying "in town" or "en route" all from or to Susa. $-\$/amar-a-a-si/-$. [96-3-31, 173]

13819. Complete, with holes in l. edge, l. part of obv. rather defaced; 8 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (Gír-su(KI)). Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing tablets of the cowherds of Gír-su(KI). $-/-/44$ Sulgi. [96-3-31, 174]

13820. Complete; 10 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for 7 envoys (sukkal) who are to go to Nippur. $-\$/se-gur_{10}$-kud/-$. [96-3-31, 175]

13821. Complete; 11 + 11 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Issue of beer to various couriers (lú-kašù). $-\$/ezen$ (d) Lisi(-GUN)/9/-$. [96-3-31, 176]

13822. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 1$\frac{1}{2}$ royal gur of barley issued by Lú-(d)Nin-šubur to Lú-(d)KAL.KAL for transport to Nippur by boat. $-\$/mu-nu₄-kú/43$ Sulgi. [96-3-31, 177]
13823. L. upp. corner destroyed, rt. edge slightly defaced; 8 + 10 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for some messengers who are to go either to Susa or to Nippur.

—/ezem (d)Lisi(-GÜN)2/-. [96-3-31, 178]

13824. Damaged in some places, rt. upp. corner on rev. missing; 7 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{5}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds: Lú-Má-gan(KI), Lú-dingir-ra, An-ní, etc. (cf. 13393, 13420 etc.) 4/ezem (d)Šul-gi/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 179]

13825. Complete; 8 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. 19/gán-maš/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 180]

13826. Complete; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{5}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. 14/gán-maš/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 181]

13827. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 11\(\frac{3}{4}\) royal gur of barley issued by Ab-ba-kal-la to A-ab-ba as wages for hired ploughmen (lú-hún-gá (giš)gab-tab).

—/—/47 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 182]

13828. Complete; 7 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for about 32 royal gur of barley issued by Lugal-lú-šašašaša to Ur-gar on behalf of the gú-gal-gal as sá-dug₄ and ki-a-nag offerings to (d)? —/—/43 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 183]

13829. Complete; 8 + 10 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{5}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, pease-meal and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 3 envoys who had arrived either from Susa or A-dam-dun(KI).

—/amar-a-a-si/-. [96-3-31, 184]

13830. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{5}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 2 sheep, due to get rations of 1 sīla each, belonging to the sheepfold of the palace, handed over by Amar-sēššu to Im-ti-dam.
6/gán-maš/8 Amar-Su'en [96-3-31, 185]

13831. Complete; 5 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{5}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 13 royal gur of barley issued by Ü-?ras from the é-kišib₂-ba to Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim for distribution among various men. Undated. [96-3-31, 186]

13832. Complete, with fragment of case (13832 A); 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{5}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of 14 guruš-workers at wages of 3 bān of barley each and of 1 man at 1 pān. —/ezem (d)Ba-BA₄/Ü/40 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 187]

— A. Fragment of case of tablet 13832, obv. destroyed; seal illegible; 0 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{5}\)" × 1". Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Contents destroyed. Date same as on tablet. [96-3-31, 187a]
13833. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{2}\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{2}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Tally of 2 gangs of gur-us-workmen employed on agricultural work. 5\(/\)ezen (d) Dumu-zu—. [96-3-31, 188]

13834. Complete; 10 + 12 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{2}\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in š-gam containers) for various messengers and 1 carter. 6\(/\)amar-a-a-si—. [96-3-31, 189]

13835. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{4}\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{5}{8}\). Ur III: Record of divers tools issued by Lū-(d)Nin-gir-su. 13836. Complete, partly defaced; 5 + 1 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{2}\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{4}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Issue of barley flour to Za-ri-ig the ensi of Susa who is returning to Susa. —/amar-a-a-si—. [96-3-31, 191]

13837. Obv. badly damaged; 6 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{8}\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{4}\). Ur III: List of rations in barley for women-workers.

13838. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{2}\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{4}\). Ur III: Receipt for over 27\(\frac{1}{8}\) royal gur of barley flour issued from the boat of Lū-(d)Nanse as wages for hired workmen; recipient: Ur-(d)Dumu-zu; šà má. Ad-da-bi. —/š-e-gur\(1\frac{1}{4}\)-kud/34 Amar-Su-en. [96-3-31, 193]

13839. Upp. edge damaged; 7 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{4}\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for over 76\(\frac{3}{8}\) royal gur of barley received by Ur-(d)Ba-Ba\(\frac{1}{2}\) of Na-di from the šabra Ur-(d)Nanse.

13840. Complete; 8 + 8 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{4}\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{8}\). Ur III: List of single fat sheep or goats delivered to the ensi and to several gods at the festival of the 1st day. —/dirig še-gur\(1\frac{1}{4}\)-kud/8 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 194]

13841. Rt. low. corner damaged; 7 + 8 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{8}\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of bread distributed among various men. 29\(/\)munux-kú—. [96-3-31, 195]

13842. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{4}\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{8}\). Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. —/š-e-gur\(1\frac{1}{2}\)-kud/5 Šu-Su’en. [96-3-31, 197]

13843. Complete, with small fragment of case; 5 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{8}\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{3}{8}\). Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of barley received by Ur-?-? from Ba-zu. —/š-e-gur\(1\frac{1}{2}\)-kud/47 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 198]

13844. Complete; 10 + 13 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{4}\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer for various messengers and couriers arrived from Sa-bu-um (K1), also for the ensi of Sa-bu-um (K1): Še-li-bu-um.

---

* Mu en TE-KAK-an-na/en(d)inanna ba-hun; otherwise unidentified.
13845. Complete, disintegrating, 2 holes in 1. edge; 4 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Label from a tablet basket containing receipts (dub-gid-da).
—/—/43 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 200]

13846. Complete, with small fragment of case; 5 × 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 15$\frac{3}{8}$ royal gur of barley which Ur-ma-ma received from Ba-zi, for grinding into flour. —/amar-a-a-si/47 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 201]

13847. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds: Lú-Má-gan(KI), Lú-dingir-ra, An-ni, (d)Nannar-e(?), etc.; cf. 13393, 13420, 13847, etc. 26/gán-maš/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 202]

13848. Complete; 8 + 8 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of gurš-workers. 16/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. [96-3-31, 203]

13849. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of kids (mâš-gal, mâš nîtâ) handed over by Ur-ab-ba to Ur-(d)Nanse. —/munu-a-kú/48 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 204]

13850. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds: Lú-Má-gan (KI), Lú-dingir-ra, An-ni, (d)Nannar-e(?); cf. 13393, 13420, 13847, etc. 21/amar-a-a-si/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 205]

13851. Complete; 11 + 12 ll.; $1'' \times 1''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for various envoys and couriers (sukkal, lú-kasâ).
27/ezen (d)Lisi(-GÜN)/—. [96-3-31, 206]

13852. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (Gú-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of 3 amounts of wool and cloth which were weighed at Gú-ab-ba (KI). —/—/7 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 207]

13853. Complete; 7 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. 7/hár-rá-bî-mú-(mû)/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 208]

13854. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 2 carcasses of mutton received by Šu-(d)Nin-shubur from Gir-ni-l-sâ. —/—/9 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 209]

13855. Complete; 9 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in oil (some in á-gam containers) for various messengers and travellers. —/munu-x-kú/—. [96-3-31, 210]

13856. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record concerning hired labour; in case the hired man be unable to work, his son is to be his substitute. Undated. [96-3-31, 211]

13857. Low, end damaged; 5 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Report concerning the death of 2 old oxen and 1 old cow, the carcasses (or hides?) of which Ur-gú-en-na received.
5/mu-šu-du/3 Šu-Su'en. [96-3-31, 212]
13858. Complete; 7 + 9 ll.; 1 3/4" x 1 1/4". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of bread issued to various men, also to dogs and their kennelmen. 27/be-Il-la/—. [96-3-31, 213]

13859. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; 1 3/4" x 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread issued to various men.
6/ezen (d)Dum u-zí/—. [96-3-31, 214]

13860. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; 1 3/4" x 1 3/8".
Ur III: Receipt for 61 1/2 gur of barley flour from the boat of A-mu-ru-um, and for 32 1/2 gur from the boat of (d)En-ki-dug which A-kal-la received from Ba-zi. —/—/43 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 215]

13861. Complete; 7 + 4 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 4 1/2 royal gur 1 bán of barley which one of the workmen received on behalf of the ploughmen. —/hár-rá-bí-mú-mú/40 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 216]

13862. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8".
Ur III: List of rations: 3 sìla of beer and 2 sìla of bread for A-da the courier (lú-kašuv) and of 5 sìla of beer and 3 sìla of bread for A-kal-la the carter (lú-(giš)GIGIR-gu-la). —/še-gur 1 1/4-kud/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-3-31, 217]

13863. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1 3/8" x 7/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations: 5 sìla of beer, 3 sìla of flour and 1 á-gam container of oil each, for 2 messengers. 1/gán-maš/—. [96-3-31, 218]

13864. Low. edge missing; 9 + 8 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and cattle with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 16/amar-a-a-sí/—. [96-3-31, 219]

13865. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ur-(d)GIZ.GIBIL-ga-més for 2 garments (túg guz-za sud-a and tug níg-lám-uš). —/gán-maš/27 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 220]

13866. Complete; 6 + 9 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations: 5 sìla of beer, 3 sìla of pease-meal and 1 á-gam container of oil each, issued to Šes-ščš the ukuš-gal and Ur-(d)Nannar the sukkal, both arrived from Susa. —/ezen (d)Dum u-zí/—. [96-3-31, 221]

13867. Broken and repaired, in poor condition; 7 + 7 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8".
Ur III: Rations in beer, bread and fat issued to various messengers, one having arrived from the ensí. —/še-Il-la (a)maš year almost destroyed. [96-3-31, 222]

13868. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Issue of rations to 22 guruš-workers at 1 pan each of barley; the total of 4 1/2 gur was checked up (pab) by Lú-duš-ga, issued to the foreman Lugal-ezen and handed over to Kud-da the nu-banda for grinding. —/mu-lu-la-du a/47 Sulgi. [96-3-31, 223]
13869. Complete; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ur-(d)Lamma for 1 object which is illegible.
—/ezen (d)Šul-gi/1 Amar-Šu'en. [96-3-31, 224]

13870. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 15 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)Nanše s. of Ur-č-an-na received from A-tu. —/47 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 225]

13871. Low. l. side defaced, with holes in l. edge, rev. uninscribed; 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing records of issues to the king(?).
Undated. [96-3-31, 226]

13872. Complete; 7 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread for 4 men. 6/ezen (d)Dumu-zi—. [96-3-31, 227]

13873. Complete; 8 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times \frac{1}{8}''$. 
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for 1 sukkal, 2 rá-gaba and 2 lu-kas 20/su-numun/—. [96-3-31, 228]

13874. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Tally of 3 gangs of guruš-workers at rations of 3 bán of barley each, under the overseers Lú-kal-la and Ur-(d)Nin-gir-su; the total of 3\frac{1}{2} gur was issued by Ur-(d)Nanše to A-tu the nu-banda.
—/amar-a-a-si/47 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 229]

13875. L. edge damaged; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 33\frac{1}{4} ma-na of cloth and a garment (tûk-guz-za) received by Ur-(d)Da-mu from Inim-(d)Ba-BA/Ú tû-tûk.
—/ezen (d)Ba-BA/Ú/33 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 230]

13876. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ur-(d)Nanše for 1 pan of barley.
—/mu-šu-duš/35 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 231]

13877. L. upp. corner missing; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. 
Ur III: Receipt for at least 5 royal gur of barley to be ground which Ur-(d)IS/SUŠ-(d)Ba-BA/Ú 5 received from Ur-(d)Nanše.
—/dirig še-gur10-kud/49 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 232]

13878. Complete; 5 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of 1 bán of flour issued to weavers.
—še-gur10-kud/43 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 233]

13879. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Tally of 36 guruš-workers at wages of 2 bán of barley each, the total of which, i.e. 2\frac{1}{2} gur, one of the workmen received from Nig-ú-rum.
—/amar-a-a-si/45 Šulgi. [96-3-31, 234]

13880. Complete; 7 + 4 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Memorandum concerning Dingir-ra erin-čš-didli s. of Lú-(d)Ba-BA/Ú and Šeš-kal-la s. of Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su.
—/še-gur10-kud/2 Amar-Šu'en. [96-3-31, 235]
13881. Complete; 9 + 5 ll.; 2\frac{3}{4}" × 1\frac{3}{4}".
Ur III: Inventory of 2 flocks of goats and kids in the care of Lugal-LAL + PA(?) and (d)Utu-MU s. of ŠE-kī-gal-la. ——/1 Amar-Su’ēn.
[96-3-31, 236]

13882. Complete; 10 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{5}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, oxen and asses with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 14/ezēn (d)Šu1-gi/5 Šu-Su’ēn.
[96-3-31, 237]

13883. Complete; 7 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{4}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, oxen and asses with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 18/munu₃₅-kū/5 Šu-Su’ēn. [96-3-31, 238]

13884. Complete; 11 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, oxen and asses with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 4/še-i1-la/5 Šu-Su’ēn. [96-3-31, 239]

13885. Complete; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{4}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, oxen and asses with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 22/ezēn (d)Dumu-zī/5 Šu-Su’ēn.
[96-3-31, 240]

13886. Complete; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{4}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, oxen and asses with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 21/ezēn (d)Dumu-zī/5 Šu-Su’ēn.
[96-3-31, 241]

13887. Surface defaced, rt. low. corner damaged; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{4}".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 16/šu-numun/5 Šu-Su’ēn. [96-3-31, 242]

13888. Complete; 8 + 11 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{1}{4}".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 2/šu-numun/5 Šu-Su’ēn. [96-3-31, 243]

13889. Complete; 7 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, asses and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 28/munu₃₅-kū/5 Šu-Su’ēn. [96-3-31, 244]

13890. Complete; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{4}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, asses and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 6/ḫār-rā-bī-mū/5 Šu-Su’ēn. [96-3-31, 245]

13891. Complete; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{4}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, asses and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 24/ezēn (d)Lišī(-GūN)₃₅ Šu-Su’ēn. [96-3-31, 246]
13892. Complete; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 ½" × 1 ½". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, asses and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen.  29/ḥār-rā-bī-mū/5  Şu-Su’ēn.  [96-3-31, 247]

13893. Damaged in some parts; 5 + 8 ll.; 1 ½" × 1 ½". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of barley issued to 4 men. —/gān-maṣ/l  Amar-Su’ēn.  [96-3-31, 248]

13894. Rev. badly defaced; 8 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 ½" × 1 ½". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, asses and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen, e.g. Ur-(d)Ba-BA/U, etc. 13/šu-numun/4u  Şu-Su’ēn.  [96-3-31, 249]

13895. Complete, rt. upp. corner damaged; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 ½" × 1 ½". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, asses and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen.  9/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/4u  Şu-Su’ēn.  [96-3-31, 250]

13896. Rev. damaged; 7 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 ½" × 1 ½". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, asses and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen.  27/mun-ux-kū/5  Şu-Su’ēn.  [96-3-31, 251]

13897. L. upp. corner destroyed; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 ½" × 1 ½". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, asses and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen.  ?/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/5  Şu-Su’ēn.  [96-3-31, 252]

13898. L. upp. corner damaged, partly defaced; 9 + 11 ll.; 1 ½" × 1 ½". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, asses and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen, e.g. Lū-dingir-ra, An-ni, etc. 21/ezen (d) Lisi (-GÛN) 4u  Şu-Su’ēn.  [96-3-31, 253]

13899. Complete; 6 + 9 ll.; 1 ½" × 1 ½".
Ur III: Record of 3 amounts of barley issued to Lū-uru-sag, Lū-gu-la and Ur-(d)Nanse s. of Ur-ē-an-na respectively. —/—/l  Amar-Su’ēn.  [96-3-31, 254]

13900. L. upp. corner destroyed; 7 + 10 ll.; 1 ½" × 1 ½". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, oxen and asses with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. —/mumux-kū/5  Şu-Su’ēn.  [96-3-31, 255]

13901. L. low. corner destroyed, both sides badly defaced; 2 cols. each face; 46 + 47 + (rev.) 52 + 26 + (edge) 6 ll.; 4½" × 7½".
O. Bab.: Mathematical text concerning equations of 2nd degree. Undated. Published and transl.:  R.A. XXXIII, p. 27-48; 83-84.  [96-4-2, 1]
### 13902
Incomplete, damaged in some places and disintegrating; 2 treble cols. each face; 31 + 30 + (rev.) 35 + 29 ll.; 4" × 3".
O. Bab.: Lexicographical text, e.g. col. II, ll. 6-14:

| išib-ba | ša ME-a-tum | (d)En-?. . . ra |
| išib-u₄-ba | ša ME-a-tum . . . | (d)Sar . . . |
| za-ni-na? | . . . | . . . |
| i-ba | tup-sar | (d) am . . . |
| a-ba | ša? | (d) aš-na(?)-? |
| ba-ba | dub-lal(?)-gig-a | (d) Za . . . |
| i-ba | gi é-dub-ba | (d) . . . |
| i-ba-ba | ta-al-mi-du | (d) IM(?). . . |
| ?...-ba | aš-lum | (d) ?... ? |

Undated [96-4-2, 2]

### 13903
Upp. end and l. edge missing; 10 + (rev.) 11 narrow cols.; 28 + 23 ll.; 4\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 3\(\frac{1}{2}\)".
O. Bab.: Tabulated account concerning delivery of hides and other commodities. Undated. [96-4-2, 3]

### 13905
Rt. low. corner damaged; 11 + 12 ll.; 3\(\frac{1}{3}\)" × 2". Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Record of 7 female slaves, listed by name, and of 5 children, handed over by (d)Sin₂-se-mi the overseer of the captives (ākil a-si-ri) to mPa-?-?
13/X/? Rim-anum. [96-4-2, 5]

### 13906
Three corners damaged, rev. rather defaced; 17 + 8 ll.; 3\(\frac{2}{3}\)" × 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of oil delivered by various men listed by name. —/amar-a-a-si/8 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-2, 6]

### 13907
Low. portion of tablet; 13 cols. each face; 16 + 16 ll.; 2\(\frac{5}{6}\)" × 4\(\frac{5}{6}\)".
Ur III: Tabulated account of goods delivered by various men listed by name. No date preserved. [96-4-2, 7]

### 13908
Fragment from the middle of the top of a tablet, 4 narrow cols. on each face preserved; 5 + 14 + 12 + 7 + (rev.) 5 + 14 + 16 + 14 ll.; 3" × 4".
Lagash (Sir-pur-la(KI)).
Ur III: Record of distribution of onions, beans, še-zi-bi-ib, ū-ezinu and other garden produce with the names of foremen and overseers. No date preserved. [96-4-2, 8]

### 13909
Complete, split and repaired; 15 + 13 ll.; 4\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 2". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Records of 2 kinds of flour, also of eša and butter, issued for various purposes. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA₆/\(\U/\). [96-4-2, 9]

### 13910
Upp. portion of tablet, rt. upp. corner and upp. part of rev. destroyed; 4 cols., 15 + 16 + (rev.) 16 + 6 ll.; 3\(\frac{1}{3}\)" × 3\(\frac{1}{6}\)".
O. Bab.(?): Issue of barley and flour for animals and fish; last line: 17 ki-lam. Undated. [96-4-2, 10]
13911. Complete; 19 + 17 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Record concerning distribution of barley among slaves and their guards. Undated. [96-4-2, 11]

13912. Complete; seal without name; 17 + 14 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Agreement between Ša-at-(d)Marduk and her brother; oath by the name of Šamsu-ilana; 8 witnesses. 25/VI/3 Šamsu-iluna. [96-4-2, 12]

13913. L. upp. corner missing; 16 + 17 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 2".
O. Bab.: Sale of an orchard, sold by A-pil-(d)Šamaš s. of Gimil-(d)Ba-Ba\(\overline{6}\) and his 2 sons to (d)Amuru-illat-su for \(\frac{2}{3}\) shekels of silver; oath by the name of Šamsu-iluna; 6 witnesses. 10/X/7 Šamsu-iluna. [96-4-2, 13]

13914. Rev. damaged; 17 + 18 ll.; 4" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Dispute between Ur-(d)Šu-bu-la and his father's brother Zalalum concerning a pig (ša-ši-a-am) which Zalalum had taken (iš-ri-iq) from his nephew. Undated. [96-4-2, 14]

13915. Fragmentary tablet, upp. part and low. edge missing, l. and rt. edges damaged; 25 + 4 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Omens from the liver and gall-bladder. Neither colophon nor date preserved. [96-4-2, 15]

13916. Complete, with portion of case (13916 A); seal illegible; 16 + 19 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 13".
O. Bab.: Sale of 6 iku of field sold by (d)Šamaš-na-pa-al-ti to (d)Sin-be-el-ap-lim for 11\(\frac{2}{3}\) shekels of silver; oath by ... the name of Rim-(d)Sin; 9 witnesses. —/IV/47 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 16]

—— A. Fragmentary case of tablet 13916, low. half of obv., low. edge and low. part of l. edge missing; seals of witnesses: (d)Sin\(\overline{2}\)-ma(d) Sind)Sin\(\overline{2}\)-i-din-nam, etc.; 11 + 19 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Text identical with that on tablet, ll. 10-19 destroyed. Same date. [96-4-2, 16a]

13917. Both obv. and rev. badly damaged; 16 + 17 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III(?): Business record, almost illegible. Undated(?). [96-4-2, 17]

13918. Fragment from rt. upp. corner, parts of 6 cols. preserved; 7 + 15 + 11 + (rev.) 11 + 10 + 1 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of oil, butter, wool and other goods delivered or distributed(?). Undated. [96-4-2, 18]

13919. All edges damaged, rev. apparently uninscribed; 14 ll.; 4\(\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Record of several kinds of giš-gál. Undated. [96-4-2, 19]

13920. Fragment from centre of obv.; 10 cols. of about \(\frac{1}{8}\) width; 18 + 14 + 18 + 15 + 17 + 15 + 14 + 12 + 10 + 5 ll.; 4" \(\times\) 4\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Agricultural account. Undated. [96-4-2, 20]

13921. Complete, rev. damaged; 4 cols.; 22 + 22 + (rev.) 23 + 21 ll.; 4\(\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{8}\".
O. Bab.: List of names in groups from 5 to 8 (gangs of workmen?). Undated. [96-4-2, 21]
13922. L. upp. corner damaged; seals of witnesses illegible; 18 + 19 ll.; $3\frac{3}{4}'' \times 2\frac{1}{4}''$.
O. Bab.: Adoption of a slave: Ḫa-ab-lum by Ma-ri-(d)Amûrim and his wife Ištar-ša-am-ši; 13 witnesses. —/XII/40 Ḫammurâbî.

13923. Triangular fragment from low. edge of tablet; 3 cols. on obv., on rev. only traces of a few signs; $6 + 11 + 7 + (rev.) 4(?) ll.; 2\frac{1}{4}'' \times 3\frac{1}{2}''$.
Ur III: Record containing figures and names; in col. II, 5 occurs: a-rû-a, II, 8: ŠEŠ-UNU(K1), III, 4: itû u₄ 13. Undated. [96-4-2, 23]

13924. In poor condition, damaged in several places; 20 + 20 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Distribution of inherited property among 4 brothers: Šēg-gal, Šē-šu, Šē-š-3-kam, Šē-tur. Undated. [96-4-2, 24]

13925. Both obv. and rev. badly damaged; 17(?)+ 19 ll.; $4\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2''$.
Ur III: Record of 10 shekels less 14 še of silver and of over 3 gur of wood.

13926. Nearly complete, damaged in some parts; 21 + 23 ll.; $3\frac{1}{4}'' \times 2''$.
Ur III: Tally of guruš-workers with their rations in bread and names of the fields on which they work. Undated. [96-4-2, 25]

13927. Rev. damaged; 23 + 20 ll.; $4\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$.
Ur III: Record of oil, barley and dates issued to various people. Undated. [96-4-2, 27]

13928. Rév. badly damaged; 22 + 12(?)+ (l. edge) 1 ll.; 5'' x 2\frac{3}{4}''
O. Bab.: Medical text. Undated. [96-4-2, 28]

13929. Broken and repaired, middle part of l. edge missing; 25 + 26 ll.; $5\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{3}{4}''$.
O. Bab.: Tally of 2 or 3 gangs of erîn-workers, listed by name. 5(?)/III/31 Ḫammurâbî.

13930. Low. end missing; 22 + 8 ll.; $3\frac{7}{8}'' \times 2\frac{5}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Sumerian penitential psalm. Undated. [96-4-2, 30]

13931. Fragment from upp. edge of obv.; 2 cols.; 15 + 13 ll.; $3\frac{1}{2}'' \times 2\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Agricultural record giving areas of fields, amounts of seedcorn and names of farmers. Date not preserved.

13932. Triangular flat fragment from l. edge of obv.; 3 cols.; 15 + 10 + 5 ll. (no rev.); $3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 3\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Temple record of wool issued for šab-ra-priests, fishermen, etc. Undated.

13933. Flat fragment from l. edge of obv.; 2 cols.; 11 + 13 ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 3\frac{3}{8}''$.
Lagash (Gû-a-ba-ba(K1)).
Ur III: List of sheep and cattle kept at Gû-a-ba-ba(K1). Undated.

13934. Complete; 10 + 12 ll.; $2\frac{7}{8}'' \times 3\frac{3}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Tabulated account concerning goods (grain?) delivered or issued. 25/I/11 Samsu-iluna.
13936. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 15 ll.; \(3\frac{7}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{4}''\).
O. Bab.: Letter of Samsu-iluna to Sin-ilu and others: orders for supply of corn to the Šamaš-temple at Larsa. Undated.

13938. Fragment from rt. low. corner of tablet; 6 narrow cols.; \(6 + 14 + 15 + (rev.) 13 + 10 + 0 \text{ ll.}; 3\frac{5}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Record of cattle, partly purchased for money, partly disposed of. Undated.

13939. Complete, broken in two and repaired; \(14 + 10 \text{ ll.}; 3\frac{1}{4}'' \times 2\frac{1}{2}''\). *Lagash (Šir-pur-la (KI)).*
Ur III: Record of sheep and kids distributed to various men, e.g. Ur-(d)Šul-pa-è, A-tu, Da-a-ga, Ma-an-sum, DU-DU, Ur-(d)Lu-lål, (d)Na-bi-KA, Ur-ba-bi, Al-la, etc. Undated.

13940. Obv. destroyed, on rev.: 7 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{4}'' \times 2\frac{1}{2}''\).
Ur III: Record concerning distribution of cloth (nīg-uš = Šuhattu).
Undated.

13941. Upp. edge destroyed, 1. edge damaged, also obv. and rev. in a few places; \(16 + 14 \text{ ll.}; 3\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''\).
O. Bab.: Record of barley delivered by many men, e.g. A-ku-um, KA(!) - ŚA(Puţur)-nu-nu, I-ši-ti-kal, (d)Šamaš-li-du-ul, Šu-(d)Na-na-a-a, (d)Sin-ša-ša-ir, I-qī-ša-am, A-ḫu-ta-bu-um, Mu-ḫa-du-um, (d)Sin-ša-ia, Ha-ššu-um, etc. Date not preserved.

13942. Obv. and rt. low. corner damaged; seal illegible; \(12 + 7 \text{ ll.}; 3\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''\).
O. Bab.: Sale of 4 sar of land which I-ba-lu(?)-su(?) sold to (d)Sin-2 for 3 shekels of silver; 9 witnesses.
—/—/uru(?) Im-gur-(d)BIL-GI mu (d)?-AN-NI-?* [96-4-2, 42]

13943. Low. edge destroyed, rev. damaged; \(9 + 11 + (1. \text{ edge}) 1 \text{ ll.}; 3\frac{5}{8}'' \times 2''\).

13944. Complete; \(14 + 14 \text{ ll.}; 3'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''\).
Ur III: Record of wool delivered by various men to the é-kiššu-ba. —/—/6 Šu-Su'en.
[96-4-2, 44]

13945. Complete, 3 upp. ll. of obv. damaged; seal illegible; \(10 + 11 \text{ ll.}; 2\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: Contract concerning labour (object damaged); in case of non-fulfilment, Rim-(d)Adad has to pay \(\frac{1}{2} ma-na\) of silver; 7 witnesses.
26/XII/18 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 45]

13946. Upp. edge and rt. upp. corner destroyed; 11 impressions of small seal-cylinder. \(19 + 5 \text{ ll.}; 3\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: Record concerning disposal and use of agricultural produce, parties being (d)Sin-ša-ši-li, A-šil-il-lī and I-bi-(d)Sin-2. 6/I/52 Rim-Sin.
[96-4-2, 46]

* Cf. 17 Rim-Sin.
13947. Low. part of rev. damaged; seal indistinct; 15 + 20 ll.; 3\" × 1 7/8\".
O. Bab.: Sale of 10 iku 10 sar of orchard, sold by (d)Sin₂-li-ta-QIB to Sā-ar-ri-qum; oath by the name of Rim-(d)Sin₂; 6 witnesses. 
—/—/26 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 47]

13948. Flat fragment from low. end of rev.; 2 cols.; 15 + 13 ll.; 3\" × 2 2/3\".
Ur III: Herd report. Undated. [96-4-2, 48]

13949. Complete, with half of case (13949 A); 6 + 7 ll.; 1\fi \" × 1\fi \".
Ur III: Receipt for 8\fi gur of barley issued by Al-la-MU to Ip-KI-qa the AD. KAD as food for juvenile workmen (tur dib-ba bal-gub-ba); foreman: Ba-ad-da-rī. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/1 Șu-Su’-en. [96-4-2, 49]
— A. Square fragment from obv. of case of tablet 13949 (part of rev. with date see 13976 A); seal of Ip-KI-qa; 5 ll.; 2\fi × 2\".
Ur III: Text as far as preserved identical with that on tablet. [96-4-2, 49a]

13950. Upp. portion of tablet; 11 + 2 ll.; 2\fi \" × 2\fi \".
O. Bab.: Record of linencloth issued to 2 or 3 men. Undated. [96-4-2, 50]

13951. Complete, with larger portion of case (13951 A); 12 + 14 ll.; 2\fi \" × 1\fi \".
O. Bab.: Sale of a young girl: Ir-si-tum who was sold by her brother and elder sister (i.e. Ip-qu-ša and Istar-ri-im-ti-i-li) to (d)Sin₂-ilum for 13 shekels of silver; oath by the king; 8 witnesses. —/VIII/18 Rim-Sin. 
— A. Fragmentary case of tablet 13951, low. edge missing; seal indistinct; 13 + 12 ll.; 2\fi \" × 2\".
O. Bab.: Text and date identical with those on tablet. [96-4-2, 51a]

13952. Complete; 2 or 3 seals, all incomplete; 7 + 5 ll.; 2\fi \" × 1\fi \".
O. Bab.: Report by Ga-mil-(d)Sin₂ concerning death of a cow. 10/II/? Samsu-iluna. [96-4-2, 52]

13953. Complete; 15 + 18 ll.; 3\" × 1\fi \". Lagash (Gǔ-a-b-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of various kinds of cloth. 10/se-il-a/43 Sulgi. 
[96-4-2, 53]

13954. Fragment from rt. low. corner; 2 cols. on obv., 1 on rev.; 12 + 15 + (rev.) 14 ll.; 2\fi \" × 2\".
Ur III: Agricultural report. Date not preserved. [96-4-2, 54]

13955. Flat fragment from centre of obv.; 3 cols.; 9 + 12 + 10 ll.; 2\fi \" × 3\fi \".
Ur III: Agricultural record. Date not preserved. [96-4-2, 55]

13956. Rev. badly damaged; 18 + 17 ll.; 3\fi \" × 1\fi \". Lagash (é-(d)Nin-gir-su).
Ur III: Record of beer distributed among workmen of various temples. —/⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻ᵃ șulgi. [96-4-2, 56]

13957. Rev. damaged; seal illegible; 14 + 17 ll.; 2\fi \" × 1\fi \".
O. Bab.: Sale of a house (3 gīn é-dù-a), sold by Î-li-a-bi-in-? to (d)Sin₂-be-el-ap-lim, price destroyed; oath by . . . the name of Ḥammurabi; 6 witnesses. ——/33 Ḥammurābī. [96-4-2, 57]
BABYLONIAN TABLETS

13958. Rt. upp. corner damaged and partly missing; 16 + 16 + (1. edge) 1 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". *Lagash* (Gir-su (KI)).
Ur III: List of rations in oil for 24 men listed by name, e.g. Lú-(d)Nin-Mar(KI), Al-la, Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim\(^1\), Lugal-di-kud, Lú-(d)Nanna(r), Lú-ša-ga, Lugal-ša-ga; sā Gir-su (KI); controller: Šeš-dúg-ga. —še-[il(?)-1]a/year destroyed. [96-4-2, 58]

13960. Rt. low. corner missing; 11 + 7 ll.; 3\(\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". O. Bab.: Sale of house (é(?)-šub-ba) belonging to (d)Nanna(r), sold to Púzur-(d)Šamaš s. of I-bi-(d)Nin-subur for 6 šiqlu of silver.
—/XII\(^1\)/2 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 60]

13961. Complete, flat face uninscribed, curved face rather defaced: 15 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)". O. Bab.: Record concerning 5 large fields with names of farmers; e.g. line 1 + 2: 6 + 2 iku 20 + 9 sar a-ša Nú-úr-ú-ša-štum-ú-ra ta-li-ta KI-GAL à t-šu-šu-ir/... Undated. [96-4-2, 61]

13962. Rev. badly damaged; seal illegible; 11 + 12 ll.; 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". O. Bab.: List of prisoners of war, from Ėš-nun-na(KI), Sippar(KI), etc. 18/I(?)/2 Rim-Imum king of Uruk. [96-4-2, 62]


13964. Low. end missing, both faces badly damaged; 8 + 7 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 2\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Ur III: Record concerning delivery of large numbers of garments (túg bar-kus, túg nita, etc.). —/—/26 Sulgi. [96-4-2, 64]

13966. Complete; 16 + 16 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month). Ur III: Record of oil issued to 23 men listed by name, e.g. Lú-(d)Nin-Mar(KI), Gir-ni-i-ša-ta, Lugal-di-kud, Ur-(d)Lamma, Ur-ša-ga, Lú-(d)Nanna(r), Lú-ši-na, Ur-nin-gar, Ur-més, Lugal-ezen, Al-la, Lil-la(?)-ni, Lú-(d)Nin-subur, Silim-mi, Lu-ša-ga, Ur-gar, etc. —/ezen (d)SU-šul-gi 1/ Su-Su-en. [96-4-2, 66]

13968. L. low. corner missing, badly damaged and defaced; seal illegible; 16 + 19 ll.; 3\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". O. Bab.: Sale of 4 sar of land property, sold by I-li-šar-? to A(?)-mi-il-(d)En-li-l, price destroyed; at least 8 witnesses, e.g. (d)Sin2-qi-ša-am s. of Sa-ru-um and Re′-um šeš-a-ni, Pa-al-ḫu-ú-a [...], (d)Sin2-šu-me-a-n tūp-sar, etc. 11/I/year illegible. [96-4-2, 68]

13969. Rt. edge damaged; seal of Ši-li-(d)Inanna s. of Ur-(d)Šu-bu-la; 13 \(\times\) 17 ll.; 3" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". O. Bab.: Sale of a house (area 1 sar 25 še) sold by I-li-a-bi-ia to (d)Sin2-be-el-ap-[lim] for 6 šušu of silver; oath by the name of Hammurabi; 8 witnesses. 3/IX/32 Hammurabi. [96-4-2, 69]
13971. Fragment from rt. upp. corner of tablet; 5 + 9 ll.; \(3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{3}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: Record concerning distribution of barley. Undated.

13972. Rt. low. corner missing, damaged in some places; 18 + 7 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: Record of various kinds of flour distributed on 5 days. Undated.

13973. Slightly defaced, low. part of obv. and whole rev. uninscribed; 15 ll.; \(3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).

13974. Fragment from upp. end of tablet; 3 cols.; 8 + (rev.) 13 + 11 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{3}{8}''\).
Ur III: Record concerning delivery and distribution of barley.
22/a-ma-r-a-a-si/26 Šulgi.

13975. Low. portion of tablet, obv. damaged; 4 cols.; 10 + 12 + (rev.) 11 + 10 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{3}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: Record concerning delivery of oil and wool. Undated.

13976. Square fragment (rubbed to shape in modern times) from middle of rt. edge; 4 cols.; 9 + 12 + (rev.) 2 + 5 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2''\).
Ur III: Agricultural record. Undated.

13977. Low. edge damaged; 11 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: Record concerning delivery of barley. Undated.

13978. Rev. damaged; 7 + 2 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: Record concerning issue of grain(?). Undated.

13979. Low. portion of tablet; 12 + 10 + (l. edge) 4 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{3}{8}''\).

13980. Low. portion of lateral tablet; 6 + 7 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{3}{8}''\).

13981. Complete, 3 ll. of rev. damaged; 10 + 13 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: Receipt for 10 gur of ground barley which Tu-nu-um s. of A-bi-tu-ri received from (d)Sin-ḫa-ba-ši; 9 witnesses.
Date(?): mu ša 1š-bi-KU/IM.DU.SA.

13982. Obv. and rt. low. corner damaged; 9 + 8 ll.; \(2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: Receipt for cloth, rendered by Be-el-šu-nu, with statement of weights. 4/IX/mu dumu-nitá dumu-sal EN.LÍ(LI)/ňa Ungwik (K1)  międz-bi/ a-na-me-a-bi (cf. 2 Rim-Anum).

13983. Complete; 10 + 8(9) ll.; \(2\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: Agricultural record with areas, amount of seed-corn and farmers' names. Undated.
13984. Complete, with case (13984 A); seal illegible; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\frac{1}{4} \times 1\frac{1}{4}".
O. Bab.: Loan of 1 shekel of silver borrowed by Ta-ri-bu-um the ukūš from Nu-kip-tum to be repaid in grain in the month of Aiar; 2 witnesses.
—/XII/mu ti-igi-da/ (d)Ē-kur-ru/mu-na-da-ū.* [96-4-2, 84]

— A. Case, low. end of rev. missing, of tablet 13984; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}.
O. Bab.: Text identical with that on tablet. Date destroyed. [96-4-2, 84a]

13985. Obv. rt. edge badly damaged, rev. defaced in some places; 15 + 14 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 2\frac{1}{8} \times 1\frac{1}{8}.
O. Bab.: Record of 2 loans of money; 5 witnesses, e.g. (d)Mar-tu-[. . .], Be-li-šu-nu, A-ba-[. . .], etc. Undated.
[96-4-2, 85]

13986. L. edge damaged; 15 + 16 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 3\frac{1}{8} \times 1\frac{1}{8}.
Ur III: Record of butter and cheese delivered by, or issued to, several men, e.g. Lū-ba-bi, (d)Utu-bar-ra, U[r]-[d]šul-pa-è, Ur-mēš MU, etc.
—/—/2 Ibi-Su’en. [96-4-2, 86]

13987. Rt. upp. corner missing; 14 + 7 ll.; 3" \times 1\frac{5}{8}.
O. Bab.: Agricultural record of field-produce. Undated. [96-4-2, 87]

13989. Fragment from rt. low. corner; 4 cols.; 6 + 1 + (rev.) 4 + 0 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8} \times 2\frac{1}{8}.
O. Bab.: Record in which boats are mentioned. Undated. [96-4-2, 89]

13990. Rt. and low. edges damaged; 10 + 5 ll.; 2\frac{1}{8} \times 1\frac{5}{8}.
O. Bab.: Record concerning distribution of grain. Undated. [96-4-2, 90]

13991. L. side damaged; 16 + 5 ll.; 2\frac{3}{4} \times 1\frac{3}{4}.
O. Bab.: Record of pease-meal distributed among various men.
25(26)/1/46 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 91]

13992. Complete; seal of 1-di-in-Istar s. of Zi-na-tum, warad (d)Nin-šu-an-na; 13 + 13 ll.; 2\frac{1}{8} \times 1\frac{1}{8}.
O. Bab.: Undertaking of 3 men to provide their father with 3\frac{1}{4} gur of barley, 4 ma-na of wool and 2 aila of oil each; oath by the name of the king; 5 witnesses. 30/XII/1 Samsu-iluna.
[96-4-2, 92]

13993. L. edge damaged; 13 + 13 ll.; 2\frac{1}{8} \times 1\frac{1}{4}. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt, rendered by (?)-NI-NI, for garments (tūg-apin, tūg-ā-gu₄-šu-um, tūg-bar-tūg-gin) delivered by various men listed by name.
—/ezēn (d)Lišu(-GUN)²/1 šu-Su’en. [96-4-2, 93]

13994. Complete, with fragment of case (13994 A); 7 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2\frac{1}{8} \times 1\frac{1}{8}.
Ur III: Court procedure: Ur-mēš taking an oath that until the New MOON of the month munu₄-kū he will be the lū-la-ga for the sheep (udu-KA-a) of Lū-(d)Nanna(r); oath by the king’s life; 3 witnesses. 14šu-nunum/2 Ibi-Su’en. [96-4-2, 94]

— A. Fragmentary case (rev. only) of tablet 13994; 9 ll.; 2\frac{1}{8} \times 1\frac{1}{8}.
Ur III: Text, as far as preserved, identical with that on tablet. Same date.
[96-4-2, 94a]

*Cf. Mercer, 370, 531.
13995. Incomplete, rt. low. corner of rev. missing, with fragment of case (13995 A); 8 + 11 ll.; $2\frac{2}{3}^\circ \times 1\frac{1}{3}^\circ$.
Ur III: Contract between Ur-(d)Šul-pa-è and Lugal-ka-gi-na concerning work; in case of non-fulfilment, the fine is 6 ma-na of wool; oath; 5 witnesses. —/—/26 Sulgi. [96-4-2, 95]

A. Fragmentary case (obv. only) of tablet 13995; 6 ll.; $1\frac{2}{3}^\circ \times 2^\circ$.
Ur III: Text of ll. 3-7 of tablet. [96-4-2, 95a]

13996. Complete, with case (13996 A); 5 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{1}{3}^\circ \times 1\frac{1}{3}^\circ$. Lagash (months).
Ur III: Contract between Lú-ša-da-ga and Ur-més concerning work during the month of m unmistakable? 14/šu-num-un/2 Ibi-Su’én. [96-4-2, 96]

A. Complete case of tablet 13996; seal without name; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}^\circ \times 1\frac{1}{8}^\circ$. Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text and date identical with those on tablet. [96-4-2, 96a]

13997. Flat triangular fragment from obv. of tablet; 3 cols.; 7 + 11 + 4 ll.; $2^\circ \times 2\frac{3}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Agricultural record. Undated. [96-4-2, 97]

13998. Both obv. and rev. badly damaged; 14 + 14(? ) + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $2\frac{1}{3}^\circ \times 1\frac{5}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Record of rations issued to more than 10 men listed by name. —/—/2 Ibi-Su’én(? ). [96-4-2, 98]

13999. Rev. almost destroyed; 11 + 6(? ) ll.; $2\frac{1}{3}^\circ \times 1\frac{6}{8}^\circ$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Da-mi-iq-il-il to ?-?-bar-ba(? ) concerning a dispute.
Undated. [96-4-2, 99]

14000. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 9 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{8}^\circ$.
O. Bab.: Memorandum concerning lambs. Undated. [96-4-2, 100]

14001. Complete; seal of Ga-mi-lum s. of Warad-(d)Amurrim; 14 + 8 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{5}{8}^\circ$.
O. Bab.: Contract between Ga-mi-lum and (d)Šamaš-tu-ra-ti concerning exchange of premises; oath by the name of Hammurabi; 5 witnesses. 25/III/1 Hammurabi. [96-4-2, 101]

14002. Nearly complete case, l. upp. corner missing, with tablet, unopened; 10 + 8 ll.; $2\frac{1}{2}^\circ \times 1\frac{1}{8}^\circ$.
O. Bab.: Hire of 2 slaves by Ur-(d)Nanna(r) from Ši-ip-(d)Sin and (d)Sin-â-ši-li at 4 šīlu p. a. starting from the 30th of Šebēt; 5 witnesses. 30/X/47 Rim Sin. [96-4-2, 102]

14003. Complete; 10 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{1}{2}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{8}^\circ$.
O. Bab.: Document concerning exchange of two houses.
12/V/49 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 103]

14004. Complete; 2 seals, both incomplete; 11 + 8 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{1}{8}^\circ$.
O. Bab.: Contract concerning cultivation of a field and of an orchard belonging to the sons of Măr-(d)Amurrim; farmer: Ig-nil-(d)Sin; 4 witnesses. 1/V/11 Samsu-iluna. [96-4-2, 104]
14006. Nearly complete case, obv. damaged, with tablet, unopened; seal without name; 6 + 9 ll.; 2 1/8" × 1 1/8".
O. Bab.: Loan of 1 ¼ shekel of silver which ?-im-gur-ani borrowed from (d)Sin₂-ši-li; 3 witnesses. 10/V/37 Hammurabi. [96-4-2, 106]

14007. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; 2 seals without names; 8 + 4 ll.; 17" × 1 ½".
O. Bab.: Loan of ½ mana of silver, interest 6 shekels per mana, borrowed by Si-ip-(d)Sin₂ from the sun-god. 30/XI/55 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 107]

14008. Complete; 15 + 13 ll.; 2 5/8" × 1 3/8".
Ur III: Record of long rods of bronze delivered by various men with the names of their overseers (ugula). Undated. [96-4-2, 108]

14009. Complete, but defaced in a few places; 10 + 10 ll.; 2" × 1 ½".
O. Bab.: Record concerning delivery of grain by (d)Sin₂-ma-lik, U-bar-(d)Sin₂ s. of Na-bi-ia, I-pi-iq-nu-nu, I-li-ba-ni, etc.; stored by Nu-ur-(d)Šamaš in the house of A-ni-pa-az and [...]-na-šir respectively. Date illegible. [96-4-2, 109]

14010. Obv. and both upp. and low. edges badly damaged; 10 + 7 ll.; 2 5/8" × 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Record of barley issued in large quantities between the 2nd day of Airu and the 15th day of Siwa. —/(see text)/11 Samsu-iluna. [96-4-2, 110]

14011. Complete; 13 + 8 ll.; 2 5/8" × 2". Drehem (see month).
Ur III: Combined contract containing a loan of 8 ¼ shekels of silver, interest for 3 years being 5 shekels, and another loan of 9 ⅛ shekel of silver since the 2nd year of I-bi-(d)Sin₂; also undertakings to deliver butter, cheese, sheep and goats. —/šu-eš-ša/3 Ibi-Šu'en. [96-4-2, 111]

14012. Low. edge destroyed; 8 + 3 ll.; 2 ¼" × 1 ⅜".
O. Bab.: Record of barley, issued partly as seedcorn and partly as food (wages) for labourers. 30/V/11 Samsu-iluna. [96-4-2, 112]

14013. Complete, with case (14013 A); 6 + 10 ll.; 2" × 1 ⅜".
Ur III: Undertaking to drive 213 goats (uza and māš) to the temple(?) and to guard them; oath by the life of the king.
—/šu-nunun-na/2 Ibi-Šu'en. [96-4-2, 113]

—— A. Case of tablet 14013, l. low. corner missing; seal of Ur-mēs; 6 + 7 ll.; 2 5/8" × 2".
Ur III: Text of tablet abbreviated. Same date. [96-4-2, 113a]

14014. Complete; 9 + 3 ll.; 2 5/8" × 1 ⅜".
O. Bab.: List of names of workmen in pairs concerned with bitumen (esir Ki-sur-ra(KI)). Undated. [96-4-2, 114]

14015. Upp. portion of tablet, rev. uninscribed; seal imperfect; 8 ll.; 1 4/8" × 2 1/4".
O. Bab.: Record (in Akkad.) concerning storage and sale of barley (e.g. ll. 1-2: 1 (gur) 3 pan še ša a-na bu-uk ... /iš-ta-ap-kū/ll. 5-6: 1 šiglu kaspim ša a-na 1 (gur) 2 pan gur(?)/in-na-ad-nu). Undated. [96-4-2, 115]
14016. Low. portion of tablet; 10 + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 1 3/8" × 2 3/8".
O. Bab.: Sum. hymn to (d)En-zu, (d)En-lil and Sin-z-idinnam. Undated.
Text: C.T. XLII, pl. 48.49. [96-4-2, 116]

14017. Upp. portion of tablet; 9 + 1 ll.; 2 3/4" × 2 3/8".
O. Bab.: Mixed account. Undated. [96-4-2, 117]

14018. Incomplete, curved face obv., low. edge and obv. badly damaged; 10 + 10 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 2 3/4" × 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Letter of S/Zu... to Ni-du-nu-sa(?); report concerning several individuals. Undated. [96-4-2, 118]

14019. Complete, but both faces damaged; 12 + 10 ll.; 2 3/8" × 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. 12/gán-maš/—. [96-4-2, 119]

14020. Complete; 7 + 4 ll.; 2 3/4" × 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Loan of 1 3/8 ma-na of silver, interest 2 šiqqa on 10, borrowed by Nu-
úr-Ir-ra from Nu-ki-p-tum, to be repaid in Áb.
—/—/mu bād kā a-ki-tú mu-na-dù (cf. 14048. Rim-Anum!). [96-4-2, 120]

14021. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 2 3/8" × 1 3/8". Uruk (sec names).
O. Bab.: Receipt for a girl who is a weaver hired from (d)Sin-se-mi, overseer of the captives. 21/VIII/mu bād Ki-gul(?) ... (Rim-Anum!). [96-4-2, 121]

14022. Rt. low. corner missing; 8 + 3 ll.; 2 3/8" × 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Record of rations in barley issued to 10 men. Undated. [96-4-2, 122]

14023. L. low. corner missing, last line of rev. damaged; seal illegible; 8 + 9 ll.; 2 3/8" × 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Loan of 18 1/8 gur of ground barley received by Šu-(d)Na-zi from (d)Sin-ša-ba-ni; 4 witnesses. [96-4-2, 123]

14024. Upp. portion of tablet; rev. badly damaged (was perhaps uninscribed); seal illegible; 8 ll.; 1 3/8" × 2 3/4".
O. Bab.: Record concerning garments. Undated. [96-4-2, 124]

14025. Low. edge damaged; 10 + 10 ll.; 2" × 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Loan of silver objects which Zér-ru-um received from (d)Sin-ša-ba-
ni; 9 witnesses. [96-4-2, 125]

14026. Low. portion of tablet; 7 + 6 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 3/4" × 1 3/4".
O. Bab.: Record of barley(? ) delivered by various men. Undated. [96-4-2, 126]

14027. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; 2 3/4" × 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Record of barley issued partly as food for labourers and partly as seedcorn. 20/VI/11 Samsu-iluna. [96-4-2, 127]

14028. Complete; seal illegible; 9 + 9 ll.; 2 1/8" × 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Loan of 2 slaves whom (d)Marduk-musalim borrowed for the poultry-house from (d)Sin-se-mi, overseer of the captives. 19/VI/mu ukû-sû-ba-bi si-NE-?/-si-sá (Rim-Anum!) [96-4-2, 128]
14029. Complete; 9 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" x 1\(\frac{8}{9}\)".
O. Bab.: Loan of 2 gur of barley (še-ḫar-ra) which A-ak-zi-ilum s. of I-la-nu-nu borrowed from (d)Sin₂-ba-ni; 9 witnesses (2 gods).
—/na-ab-ru/mu ká rā-mi-im (not identified. Rim-Anum?) [96-4-2, 129]

14030. Complete; seal illegible; 7 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" x 1\(\frac{8}{9}\)".
O. Bab.: Record of flour issued for inmates of the prison (îtibbi bit a-si-ri) under (d)Sin₂-še-mi. 29/11/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 130]

14031. Complete; seal of Lù-(d)Nin-šubur/dub-sar/s. of Ab-ba-mu; 4 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" x 1\(\frac{8}{9}\). Ur III: Receipt for 70 gun of wool which Lù-(d)Nin-šubur received from the 6-pú. —/—/6 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-2, 131]

14032. Complete; seal of 1-li-[p-pa-al-za]-am s. of 1-li-din-nam; 6 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" x 1\(\frac{8}{9}\). O. Bab.: Undertaking to deliver 1\(\frac{2}{3}\) kur of sesame; creditor: (d)Sin₂-šṭ-li; debtor: 1-li-ip-pa-al-za-am. —/X/1 Samsu-iluna. [96-4-2, 132]

14033. Complete; 10 + 14 ll.; 2\(\frac{2}{3}\)" x 1\(\frac{8}{9}\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Record of garments (tūg nig-lam, tūg guz-za) issued for Nibru(KI) by Lù-(d)Inanna. —/ez-en (d)Šul-gi/9 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-2, 133]

14034. L. upp. corner damaged; 9 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{3}\)" x 2".
O. Bab.: Record concerning cultivation of an orchard. —/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/year almost illegible.* [96-4-2, 134]

14035. Rev. badly damaged; for inscribing the rev., the tablet was turned side-wise; 8 + 5 ll.; 2\(\frac{2}{3}\)" x 1\(\frac{8}{9}\). Ur III(?): Agricultural tablet recording areas, names of farmers and produce. Undated. [96-4-2, 135]

14036. Rt. corners damaged; 9 + 8 ll.; 2" x 1\(\frac{8}{9}\). O. Bab.: Loan of silver objects which Ma-lik-ahi s. of Ḫa-ba-ʔ-tum received from (d)Sin₂-ba-ni; 8 witnesses. Undated. [96-4-2, 136]

14037. L. upp. corner damaged; seal illegible; 11 + 15 ll.; 2\(\frac{2}{3}\)" x 1\(\frac{8}{9}\). O. Bab.: Sale of land-property (details damaged), sold by (d)Nannar-SIG₅ (?) to (d)Sin₂-a-bi for 3\(\frac{1}{2}\) śiqlu of silver; oath by—and king (d)Sin₂-i-ri-ba-am, 6 witnesses. 28/[. . .]/one year (illegible) of (d)Sin₂-i-ri-ba-am. [96-4-2, 137]

14038. Rt. upp. corner damaged; 7 + 8 ll.; 2\(\frac{2}{3}\)" x 1\(\frac{8}{9}\). O. Bab.: Loan of 14 [śiqlu of silver] which 1-li-ip-pa-al-za-am borrowed from Ši... on the 16th of Tishrit, to be repaid on the 30th of Kistimu; 5 witnesses. 16/VII/31 Hammurabi. [96-4-2, 138]

14039. Complete; seal of (d)Sin₂-be-el-[1-li]; 6 + 8 ll.; 2\(\frac{1}{3}\)" x 1\(\frac{8}{9}\). O. Bab.: Receipt for 3 female weavers whom (d)Sin₂-be-el-li Overseer of the weavers hired from (d)Sin₂-še-mi overseer of the captives. 11/X/1 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 139]

* read perhaps: mu ?ʔ EL-gab-ri-gá ŚI + ?ʔ-da(?)-SAR.SAR(?).
14040. Complete; 8 + 2 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}$" × $1\frac{5}{8}$".
Ur III: Record of ground barley (še-ḥa-r-ra) delivered by various men, weight checked by Bu-ta-a-a. Undated. [96-4-2, 140]

14041. Complete; seal indistinct; 6 + 4 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}$" × $1\frac{5}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for ordinary and fine oil, received by Lu₂-bal-ša₂-ga from Ur-ab-ba. —/amar-a-a-si/26 Šulgi. [96-4-2, 142]

14042. L. edge and rt. low. corner damaged; 10 + 13 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}$" × $1\frac{5}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of garments. —/ez-en (d)Sul-gi/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-2, 143]

14043. Complete; 10 + 6 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}$" × $1\frac{5}{8}$".
O. Bab.: Record of 35$\frac{5}{8}$ kār (standard of dŠamaš) of barley delivered by 6 farmers (e.g. Ta-ri-bu-um, I-li-da-a-ni, A-bu-um-ilum, etc.) and also of 33$\frac{1}{2}$ qā issued on behalf of Ap-li-... by I-li-ip-pa-al-za-am as wages for labourers. 19/1/37 Hammurabi. [96-4-2, 144]

14044. Obv. damaged; 8 + 10 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}$" × $1\frac{5}{8}$".
O. Bab.: Loan of 52 ġur of barley (še-ḫa-r-ra), received by I-ba-sa-a-a s. of Ḥa(?)-la-qu(m) from (d)Šin₂-ba-ni; 5 witnesses. Undated. [96-4-2, 145]

14045. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}$" × $1\frac{5}{8}$".
Ur III: List of numbers of sheep delivered by A-a-kal-la for the High Festival. —/ez-en-maḥ/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-2, 146]

14046. Upp. portion of tablet, obv. entirely flaked off; — + 7 + (1. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}$" × $1\frac{5}{8}$".
O. Bab.: Record of silver objects issued to various men (3 names preserved). Undated. [96-4-2, 147]

14047. Rt. corners damaged; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}$" × $1\frac{5}{8}$".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of wool. —/še-ġur₁₀-kud/8 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-2, 148]

14048. Tablet broken and repaired, rt. upp. corner missing; seal illegible; 7 + 4 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}$" × $1\frac{5}{8}$".
O. Bab.: Loan of 5 kār of barley, (% of interest damaged), which GĪR(?)-S/Z/ŠU-nu-um borrowed from Nu-kiptum; 2 witnesses. —/II/mu bā́d kā [a-ki-tū̄] mu-dû (cf. 14020). [96-4-2, 149]

14049. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}$" × $1\frac{5}{8}$".
O. Bab.: Loan of 1$\frac{1}{8}$ šiqlu of silver, interest $\frac{3}{4}$ in the šiqlu, borrowed by Bur-(d)Adad from Ša-at-Anîm wife of Be-el-tî-li-li; 3 witnesses. —/na-ab-ri-NI sa su-ga-li/year: mu na-P-I-du-um Ta-ad-ni-im mu-dû-a (not identified. Rim-Anum of Uruk?) [96-4-2, 150]

14051 + 14125 + 14126. Three flat fragments (joins) from the rev. (of a case?); 15 ll.; $3\frac{1}{8}$" × $2\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning distribution of oil. Undated (within the text a date was given of which "itu gan-maš, mu alam ... " only is preserved) [96-4-2, 152]
14052. Fragment from obv. of tablet (on rev. only traces of a few signs); 6 + 3(?) ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 40 ma-na of goats' hair which Ur-gar received from Urd-šu'en; controller: Lú-šu-in-Niš-šu-er.
—/-/mu... es/ a b-še-ga ba-hul. [96-4-2, 153]

14053. Upp. part destroyed, damaged in other places; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Business record, badly preserved. Undated. [96-4-2, 154]

14054. Obv. and low. part of rev. missing; 10 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Record of flour (ziš-še-ga) delivered(?) by various men listed by name (e.g. KAL-ad-da), controller: Lú-má-gi-na. Undated. [96-4-2, 155]

14055. Triangular fragment from rt. edge of tablet; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of wool. Undated. [96-4-2, 156]

14056. Fragment from l. upp. corner, rev. defaced; 8 + 4(?) ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of butter. Undated. [96-4-2, 157]

14057. Obv. rather defaced; seal illegible; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for oil rendered by Dug₄-ga-i-zi-da(?).
—/ezen (d)Sul-gi/9 Su-Su'en. [96-4-2, 158]

14058. Obv. badly defaced; seal illegible; 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Record of a captive who was hired out by (d)Sin₂-se-mi from the prison (bit a-si-rum). 10/VII/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 159]

14059. Complete; seal of A-pil-(d)Amurrim, s. of (d)Sul-gi; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Record of 1 pi of flour issued to (d)Sin₂-se-mi in the prison. 1/III/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 160]

14060. Complete; seal illegible; 7 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Record of flour issued to (d)Sin₂-se-mi in the prison. 23/XII/1 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 161]

14061. Obv. damaged; seal illegible; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Record of flour issued to (d)Sin₂-se-mi in the prison. 23/IV/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 162]

14062. Low. and rt. edges missing, rev. destroyed and apparently smoothed down by modern hand; 9 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
O. Bab.: Letter of Ku-ul-pa-mah-? to Da-da. Undated. [96-4-2, 163]

14063. L. corners missing, partly defaced; 5 cols.: 21 + 24 + (rev.) 22 + 25 + 21 ll.; $2\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Lexical list. Undated. [96-4-2, 164]

14064. Complete; seal illegible; 7 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Record of flour issued to (d)Sin₂-se-mi in the prison. 9/VII/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 165]

14065. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Record of flour issued to (d)Sin₂-se-mi in the prison. 14/V/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 166]
14066. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{6}\)" x 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)". Urak (date).
O. Bab.: Record of flour issued to (d)Sin\(_2\)-še-mi in the prison.
12/XI/1 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 167]

14067. Complete; 6 + 10 + (l. edge) 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{9}{16}\)".
Ur III: Record of wool, delivered in various degrees of quality, total
26 gun and 2\(\frac{1}{2}\) ma-na, registered in the é-kišib-ba.-—/ 2 Ibi-Su'en.
[96-4-2, 168]

14068. Rev. damaged; 7 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{9}{16}\)".
O. Bab.: Loan of 10 KA-ŠU-KU-na borrowed by Ha-li-ma-gir from
(d)Sin\(_2\)-ba-mi; 6 witnesses. Undated.
[96-4-2, 169]

14069. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{9}{16}\)". Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Record concerning issue (zi-ga) of 2 pan of goods (text hardly
legible). 20/X/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2,171]

14070. Complete; seal of A-pil-(d)Amurrim; 7 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{9}{16}\)". Uruk
(date).
O. Bab.: Record of flour, issued by(?) Šīl-li-(d)Šamaš, overseer of the
mar-tu, to (d)Sin\(_2\)-še-mi for the captives in the prison.
9/XII/1 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 172]

14071. Case, with tablet, unopened; rev. rt. upp. corner missing; seal illegible;
7 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{9}{16}\)".
O. Bab.: Loan of 1 sutu of oil which Nu-ri-ia borrowed from
Še-ip-(d)Sin\(_2\) and for which he has to repay 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) kâr of barley in the first days of Ulul;
2 witnesses. —/XI/42 Hammurabi.
[96-4-2, 173]

14072. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)". Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Text similar to 14066, (d)Sin\(_2\)-še-mi and bit-a-si-rum occur again.
22/XI/1 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 174]

14073. Upp. portion of tablet; 10 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{9}{16}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of garments (túg níg-lám).
—/ezen (d) Ba-BA\(_6\)/Ú8 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-2, 175]

14074. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{9}{16}\)". Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives at 2 pi of flour from (d)Sin\(_2\)-še-mi out of the bit-a-si-
rum. 30/IV/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 176]

14075. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{9}{16}\)". Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives at 2\(\frac{1}{2}\) pi of flour from (d)Sin\(_2\)-še-mi out of the
bit-a-si-rum. ?/VII/? Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 177]

14076. Upp. portion of tablet, obv. defaced; 9 + 9 ll.; 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record concerning employment of ploughmen and other labourers,
giving numbers of workers and areas of fields. Undated. [96-4-2, 178]

14077. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{9}{16}\". Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives from (d)Sin\(_2\)-še-mi out of the bit-a-si-rum.
14/IV/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 179]

14078. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{4}\". Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives from (d)Sin\(_2\)-še-mi out of the bit-a-si-rum.
3/X/1 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 180]
14079. Complete; seal of Na-bi-il-ls. of Nin-ki-ta-r...; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{16}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{16}^\circ$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives (from Larsa and Babylon) taken from (d)Sin₂še-mi out of the bit-a-si-rum. 14/XI/1 Rîm-Anum. [96-4-2, 181]

14080. Rev. l. low corner damaged; seal illegible; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives from (d)Sin₂še-mi out of the bit-a-si-rum. 6/VII(?)/3 Rîm-Anum. [96-4-2, 182]

14081. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the bit-a-si-rum from (d)Sin₂še-mi (the overseer). 26/IX/2 Rîm-Anum. [96-4-2, 183]

14082. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the bit-a-si-rum from (d)Sin₂še-mi (the overseer). 8/V/3 Rîm-Anum. [96-4-2, 184]

14083. Complete, with fragment of case (14083 A); 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$.
O. Bab.: Loan of 1 shekel of silver with interest, which At-ta-na-wi-ir borrowed from Ši-ip-(d)Sin₂, to be repaid in kind in Siwan. 20/IV/42 Ḫammurabi. [96-4-2, 185]

14084. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the bit-a-si-rum from (d)Sin₂še-mi. 20/II/3 Rîm-Anum. [96-4-2, 186]

14085. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Na[nšė ... ]; 4 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Receipt for 3 bún of finest oil received by Ur-(d)Na[nšė from Ur-ab-ba. —/—/38 Sulgi. [96-4-2, 187]

14086. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the bit-a-si-rum from (d)Sin₂še-mi. 2/VI/2 Rîm-Anum. [96-4-2, 188]

14087. Rt. low. corner damaged; seal of Na-bi-il-ls; 6 + 4 ll. $1\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the bit-a-si-rum from (d)Sin₂še-mi. 6/IV/3 Rîm-Anum. [96-4-2, 189]

14088. Rev. badly damaged; 9 + 11 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $2\frac{1}{2}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$.
O. Bab.: Loan of $\frac{1}{2}$ ma-na of silver which 1-li-i-din-nam borrowed from Nûr-(d)Adad and Nûr-i-li-šu, (middle part illegible); 6 witnesses preserved. —/XII/—. [96-4-2, 190]

14089. Complete; seal (of Ba-ni-tum) illegible; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$.
O. Bab.: Loan of 2 šīqla of silver which (d)Sin₂-ilum borrowed from Ši-ip-(d)Sin₂, to be repaid in Siwan; 1 witness. 6/XII/? Ḫammurabi. [96-4-2, 191]
14090. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 5 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}$" × 1$\frac{1}{4}$". *Uruk* (date).
O. Bab.: Receipt for 1 captive (d)Šamaš-la-ma-zi whom Ip-qâ-tum the rabânum of (al)A-sar-mu-um(KI) hired from (d)Sin₂-še-mi, the overseer of the captives. 28/XI/1 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 192]

14091. Obv. badly damaged; seal illegible; 5(?)+7 ll.; 1$\frac{7}{8}$" × 1$\frac{7}{8}$". *Uruk* (date).
O. Bab.: Receipt for 1 captive whom 1-li-i-din-nam the rab-banâ received from (d)Sin₂-še-mi, overseer of the captives. 14/XII/1 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 193]

14092. Complete; 2 seals, both incomplete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{1}{4}$". *Uruk* (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the bit-a-si-rum, at wages of 1$\frac{5}{6}$ pi of flour, by the akil mar-tu(mel) from (d)Sin₂-še-mi. 28/XI/1 rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 194]

14093. Obv. slightly damaged; 5 + 6 ll.; 2" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
O. Bab.: Loan of 8 shekels of silver with interest which Ša-at-bi-bi borrowed from Be-e-li; 3 witnesses. —/—/1 Manabaltel. [96-4-2, 195]

14094. Obv. damaged in some places; seal incomplete; 7 + 6 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{4}$" × 1$\frac{9}{16}$". *Uruk* (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the bit-a-si-rum from (d)Sin₂-še-mi. 26/V/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 196]

14095. Complete; 6 + 2 ll.; 2" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
O. Bab.: Record (in Akkad.) of barley delivered by 3 men in the granary (i-na ka-ri-im ša ali-ik). Undated. [96-4-2, 197]

14096. Low. portion of tablet; seal indistinct; 5 + 7 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{2}$ × 1$\frac{3}{4}$".
O. Bab.: Sale of orchard, which (d)Sin₂-u-ba-li-it bought for ½ of a mana + $\frac{3}{4}$ of a šiqlu...; oath by...king (d)Rim-(d)Sin₂. Date missing, but see oath. [96-4-2, 198]

14097. Damaged, rev. uninscribed; 6 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
O. Bab.: Memorandum of 3 šiqlu of silver which A-pil-(d)Amurrim owes to (d)Šamaš. Undated. [96-4-2, 199]

14098. Rev. badly damaged; 7 + 8 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{9}{16}$".
Ur III: Loan of barley and other goods, advanced by (d)Sin₂-ba-ni to Šu-(d)Hl-i-li s. of Ba-nu-um; (rest destroyed)... Undated. [96-4-2, 200]

14099. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}$" × 1$\frac{1}{4}$". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of barley issued for offerings (sâ-dug₄) and as wages (total 3 gur) for hired labourers. —/mû-su-du₄/8 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-2, 201]

14100. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 5 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{3}{4}$".
O. Bab.: Record of grain (type not specified) delivered by 4 men. Undated. [96-4-2, 202]

14101. Complete; 7 + 7 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" × 1$\frac{3}{8}$". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of butter. —/gân-ma₃/7 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-2, 203]
14102. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; 2 1/8 \times 1 1/4".
Ur III: Record concerning issue of garments (túg níg-lám, túg guz-za), starting from the 7th year Amar-Su'en. 20/ezen (d) Su-gi/1 Su-Su'en.
[96-4-2, 204]

14103. Large piece from rt. low. corner missing; 8 + 12 ll.; 2 1/4" \times 1 1/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning distribution of rations.
—/amar-a-a-si/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-2, 205]

14104. Complete; 10 + 9 ll.; 2" \times 1 1/8".
Ur III: Record of lard (i-á-sa-ḫ) distributed among various men. Undated. [96-4-2, 206]

14105. Complete; 10 + 11 ll.; 2" \times 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Document attesting in presence of 8 witnesses that Li-ib-bi-(d)Istar paid 1 3/8 ma-na of silver, the balance of a debt, to his creditors. 13/IV/58 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 207]

14106. Complete; 8 + 10 ll.; 1 1/8" \times 1 5/8".
O. Bab.: Record of various amounts of silver paid out. Undated. [96-4-2, 208]

14107. Fragment from rt. edge of tablet, obv. with 2 cols. only preserved; 10 + 9 ll.; 2" \times 2 1/4".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of grain. Undated. [96-4-2, 209]

14108. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 7 ll.; 1 2/8" \times 1 5/8".
Ur III: Record of barley issued to 2 men and of sesame(?) issued to one of them. Undated. [96-4-2, 210]

14109. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; 1 3/8" \times 1 1/8".
O. Bab.: Record of distribution of various commodities, value 6 siglu of silver. 20/III/mu (giš)gu-za 3-a-bi (d) En-šiš, (d) Nin-lil (d) Nin-Nibru(KI) mu-na-dim. [96-4-2, 211]

14110. Incomplete, rather damaged, hardly legible; seal illegible; 4(?) + 6 ll.; 2" \times 1 5/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Business record. —/ezen (d) Lisi(-GûN)²/8 Su-Su'en. [96-4-2, 212]

14111. Complete; 3 + 3 ll.; 1 1/8" \times 1 1/4". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 gur of barley issued by Ur-šà-ga to Lugal-gú-gal.
—/amar-a-a-si/8 Su-Su'en. [96-4-2, 213]

14112. Complete; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 5/8" \times 1 1/8".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, goats and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 23/su-num-un/5 Su-Su'en. [96-4-2, 214]

14113. Complete; 8 + 7 ll.; 2" \times 1 3/8".
Ur III: Receipt for butter received by Ur-ab-ba from Inim-Inim-gu-la.
—/—/2 Ibi-Su'en(?). [96-4-2, 215]

14114. Rev. damaged; 4 + 4 ll.; 1 1/8" \times 1 7/8".
O. Bab.: Record of two amounts of barley delivered by A-da-a-a and A-na-nu-um to the granary (i-na kà-ri-im ša-pi-ik). Undated. [96-4-2, 216]
14115. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
O. Bab.: Record of cultivation of 3 fields with areas and names of farmers (e.g. I-pi-iq-(d)Adad). Undated. [96-4-2, 217]

14116. Rt. edge damaged, obv. badly defaced; 10 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of sesame. Undated. [96-4-2, 218]

14117. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Nun-gal, dub-sar; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Transfer of various numbers of sheep and goats from A-kal-la to Ur-(d)Nun-gal. —/hár-ra-bi-mú-mú/4 Ibi-Su’en. [96-4-2, 219]

14118. Complete; 9 + 10 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of lambs.
10/ezen (d)Ba-BA 6 1/2 Ibi-Su’en. [96-4-2, 220]

14119. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Drehem(?) (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley returned by shepherds, received by Lú-uru(KI) from A-a-kal-la. —/ezen (d)Me-ki-gál/3 Ibi-Su’en (cf. 26 Šulgi; see U.E.T. III, 917). [96-4-2, 221]

14120. Complete; seal of A-we(?)-lum, dub-sar; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Receipt rendered by Ia-šu-ub-ilum for 1 ma-na of silver; controller: A-we-lum. 1/II/1 Manabaltel. [96-4-2, 222]

14121. Complete; rev. uninscribed; 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Loan of 1 šiqlu of silver which Šum-ma-ilum borrowed from Si-ip-(d)Sin 2. Undated, but cf. 14083, 14089. [96-4-2, 223]

14122. Complete; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Record of dates issued to 7 men, e.g. 2½ pan 1-li-tu-ra-am, 1½ pan A-ri-ik-di-es4-dar, ... 1 pan İš-me’e(?)-ba-la. Undated. [96-4-2, 224]

14123. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Record of 1 šiqlu of silver deposited with Ḫu-ni-ia; 4 witnesses: Ḫa-za-nu-um, Na-bi-i-li-su, İ-din-(d)Sin and Ma-AN-ti-nu-um. Undated. [96-4-2, 225]

14124. Fragment from centre of obv.; 2 cols.; 11 + 11 ll.; $2\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
O. Bab.: Herd report. Undated. [96-4-2, 226]

14125 + 14126. Thin fragments from l. and rt. edges of rev. of a tablet (case?), obv. missing; joins 14051. [96-4-2, 227-228]

14127. Two fragments of one tablet, no direct join, 1 or 2 ll. missing; 4 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.
Ur III: Herd report, attested by Şeš-šēš. —/—/2 Ibi-Su’en. [96-4-2, 229]

14128. Complete; 8 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning issue of garments (túg aktum, túg guz-za).
/ezen (d)Lisi (-GÜN)3/7 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-2, 230]
14129. Rev. badly damaged; 7 + 11 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{5}{8}$". Lagash
(month).
Ur III: Record of oil, beer(?) and dates delivered for festivals (e.g. nîg u₄-sar). —/śe-îl-la/—.
[96-4-2, 231]
14130. Both faces badly damaged; 4 + 8 ll.; 1$\frac{11}{16}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of wool(?). —/—/26 Sulgi.
[96-4-2, 232]
14131. Rt. upp. corner damaged; 8 + 8 ll.; 1$\frac{5}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Record concerning issue of garments (tûg guz-za, tûg nîg-lâm, tûg sag-uš-bar, etc.). —/šu-numun/8 Amar-Su'en.
[96-4-2, 233]
14132. Complete; 11 + 11 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of rations in oil in á-gam containers issued to various
envoys (sukkal) and couriers (lú-kas₄) who came from, or went to, Susa, Sabum(KI) and Kinaṣ(KI). —/ezin (d) Šul-gi/—.
[96-4-2, 234]
14133. Complete, but obv. almost illegible; 4(?)+ 6 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{5}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 6 objects (nîg….) which Ur-ab-ba received from
Ba-a-sa₄-ga. —/—/8 Šu-Su'en.
[96-4-2, 235]
14134. Complete; 6 + 9 ll.; 2" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of sesame issued for making oil, some of the oil to be
distributed. —/ezin (d) Lisi(-GûN)/—.
[96-4-2, 236]
14135. Complete; seal illegible; 7 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{7}{8}$".
O. Bab.: Receipt for $\frac{1}{4}$ ma-na of silver for wool received by La-ma-ša,
Ha-ma-ti-il and (d)En-il-lá. —/V/mu e maḫ-igî-ab-ba (!) a-šâ KI (?) (d) En-il-lá. [96-4-2, 237]
14136. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of garments (tûg guz-za).
—/hâr-râ-bî-mû/9 Amar-Su'en.
[96-4-2, 238]
14137. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; 2" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of garments (tûg nîg-lâm).
—/šu-numun/8 Amar-Su'en.
[96-4-2, 239]
14138. Complete; 8 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{7}{8}$".
O. Bab.: Loan of 1$\frac{1}{2}$ shekels of silver, which I-î-lî-pa-aš-ra-ram borrowed from
Ši-ip-(d)Si₄ on behalf of I-na-ṭi.
—/—/mu-bî Hā-mu-û-ra-bi lugal.
[96-4-2, 240]
14139. Both faces damaged; 11 + 11 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{8}$" + 1$\frac{5}{8}$".
Ur III: Record concerning distribution of oil. —/—/8 Šu-Su'en.
[96-4-2, 241]
14140. Complete; 7 + 9 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of workmen's and other clothes (tûg-
nîg-guruš, tûg-guz-za, etc.) in various qualities.
—/še-gur₁₀-kud/9 Amar-Su'en.
[96-4-2, 242]
14141. Upp. end missing, obv. almost destroyed; 12 + 7 ll.; 2$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Agricultural record concerning delivery of grain(?). —/—/Undated.
[96-4-2, 243]
14142. Nearly entirely defaced; 11 (?) + 5 ll.; 2½" × 1⅛".
?: Account. Undated. [96-4-2, 244]

14143. Complete; 13 + 16 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2¼" × 1⅛".
Ur III: Record of flour (zīd šik, zīd dūb-dūb), eša, etc. issued for various
gods. —/—/26 Ṣulgi. [96-4-2, 245]

14144. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1¾" × 1⅛".
O. Bab. (?): Record of 4 amounts of silver paid by 2 men and 2 women.
Undated. [96-4-2, 246]

14145. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; 1¾" × 1⅛".
Ur III: Record of 3 lots of trees (giš-ma), each lot consisting of 3 trees,
6 kūš long, delivered by 3 men (e.g. Šē-šēal-la s. of Al-la).
—/še-Il-la/26 Sulgi. [96-4-2, 247]

14146. Rt. upp. corner missing; 5 + 5 ll.; 1¾" × 1⅛".
O. Bab.: Two independent records (on obv. and rev. respectively) concern-
ing storage of barley in the warehouse. Undated. [96-4-2, 248]

14147. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1¾" × 1⅛".
O. Bab.: Report concerning 2 men who came from Babylon and brought
back the donkey of (d)Sin²-sar-ma-tim. 6/IX/mu (giš)gigir maḥ kū-
guškin (?)-?-? (cf. Mercer, No. 695.699.701). [96-4-2, 249]

14148. Upp. part of rev. destroyed; 9 + 7 ll.; 1¾" × 1⅛".
O. Bab.: Two loans, one on each face;
obv.: Ni-pa-AN and Ia-ar-wa receive 11 ša-ba-an-? in presence of Da-du-
um, and Zi-ki-li-ia. —/I/—.
rev.: main contents destroyed; Na-ra-am-tum guarantees for the money
involved. —/VIII/—. [96-4-2, 250]

14149. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; 1⅛" × 1⅛".
O. Bab.: Record concerning storage of grain (cf. 14150). Undated. [96-4-2, 251]

14150. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 5 ll.; 1½" × 1⅛".
O. Bab.: Record similar to 14149. Undated. [96-4-2, 252]

14151. Fragment from the centre of rev.(?), 3 cols.: 5 + 6 + 1 ll.; 1¾" × 2¼".
Ur III: Agricultural record. Undated. [96-4-2, 253]

14152. Obv. badly damaged, rev. uninscribed; 7 ll.; 1¾" × 1⅛".
Obv III: Agricultural record with areas, amounts of seedcorn and farmers'
names ([?]-ri-me-ni, A-bi-ta-bu-um, etc.). Undated. [96-4-2, 254]

14153. Square fragment from the obv., rubbed down to size in modern times;
5 ll.; 1⅜" × 1¼".
Ur III: Herd report. Undated. [96-4-2, 255]

14154. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 4 ll.; 1¾" × 1⅛". Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the bit-a-si-rum from (d)Sin²-še-mi at 2 pi
of flour. 25/II/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 256]
14155. Obv. l. edge slightly damaged; 8 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}" \times 1\frac{7}{8}"$.
O. Bab.: Record concerning destruction of a tablet dealing with a debt of 4 ma-na of silver contracted in the 59th year of Rim-Sin.

—/—/32 Hammurabi. [96-4-2, 257]

14156. Low. portion of tablet; 9 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{2}{8}"$
Ur III: Agricultural record. Undated. [96-4-2, 258]

14157. Upp. edge destroyed, l. upp. corner missing; 8 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{8}"$
Ur III: Record of garments (túg guz-za) delivered by various men, e.g. [Ur]-[d]Nin-giš-zi-da s. of Gu-za-ni, Kud-da, Lugal-tur, Lú-(d)En-ki, Lugal-ab-ba, etc. Date not preserved. [96-4-2, 259]

14158. Both upp. and low. ends missing, obv. damaged; 10 + 8 (l. edge) 1 ll.; $2\frac{2}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{4}"
O. Bab.: Record of female workers with their rations in oil and the names of their overseers. Undated. [96-4-2, 260]

14159. Complete, with case (14159 A); 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16}" \times 1\frac{3}{16}"
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 4 bán 72 så of oil and 4 7/16 bán of lard for the door hinges (giš-ig kuš-e-ag), received by Lú-bal-ša-e-ga from Ur-ab-ba.

—/münux-kú/26 Sulgi. [96-4-2, 261]

A. Case of tablet 14159, obv. damaged; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}"
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Text like that on tablet, except that NN šu-ti-a is replaced by kišib NN. Same date. [96-4-2, 261a]

14160. L. side of obv. missing; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}" \times 1\frac{5}{8}"
Ur III: Undertaking by Lugal-lu-bu-um to deliver (hé-na-ab-sum-mu) butter, oil, fresh fish and bundles of wood. Undated. [96-4-2, 262]

14162. COMPLETE; 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}" \times 1\frac{5}{8}"
Ur (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the bit a-si-rum from (d)Sinšše-mi.
16/X/1 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 263]

14163. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}" \times 1\frac{5}{8}"
O. Bab.: Record of grain delivered (im-du-ud) by Ni-bi-ta-ni-um. Undated. [96-4-2, 264]

14164. L. low. corner missing; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{4}{8}" \times 1\frac{4}{8}"
Lagash (months).
Ur III: Herd report from itu gán-maš to še-il-1a concerning sheep.

—/(see text)/1 Am-Sa-un. [96-4-2, 265]

14165. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}"
Lagash (months).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 garments received by DI(SILIM)-mi from Lugal-dam. —/ezēn (d)Šul-gi/8 Am-Sa-un. [96-4-2, 266]
14166. Complete; 4 + 1 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1".
Ur III: Record of 69 male sheep and 42 kids removed from the flock; overseer A-a-kal-la. Undated. [96-4-2, 267]

14167. L. and rt. edges damaged, badly defaced and disintegrating; 7 + 5 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 5/8".
Ur III: List of rations in barley. Undated. [96-4-2, 268]

14168. L. edge and l. upp. corner on rev. damaged; 5 + 6 ll.; 1 3/4" x 1 3/4".
Ur III: Receipt for 2 bān of oil. —/ezen (d) Lisi (-GŪN) 2/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-2, 269]

14169. Rt. edge missing, badly defaced; 5(?). + 1 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8".
Ur III(?): Receipt, details destroyed. Date destroyed. [96-4-2, 270]

14170. Low. end missing, obv. badly damaged; 8 + 5 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8".
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Nig-(d) Ba-BA 6/Q/26 gulgi. Undated. [96-4-2, 271]

14171. Flat square fragment, obv. of tablet; 6 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8".
Ur III: Receipt for 1 bān 6 sīla of oil received by Lugal-im-? ... from Ur-ab-ba. Date not preserved. [96-4-2, 272]

14172. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/4". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of goods (NĪG-KI-LUḪ, PEŠ, etc.) delivered by Ur-(d)Dam-gal-nun and Ur-(d)Lisi(-GŪN) 2 to the ē-kišib₃-ba.
—/ezen (d) Ba-BA₂/Ú/26 Sulgi. [96-4-2, 273]

14173. Rev. damaged; 9 + 10 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. —/ezen (d) Šul-gi/26 Sulgi. [96-4-2, 274]

14174. Complete; 3 + 4 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8".
Ur III: Receipt for 3½ pan of barley which Ur-gar ugula lū-ḪAR received from Ur-ab-ba. —/šu-nūmun/2 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-2, 275]

14175. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the bit a-si-rum at 2 șē of flour from (d)Sin₂še-mi. 21/V/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 276]

14176. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. 15/munuk₁/26 Sulgi. [96-4-2, 277]

14177. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8".
Ur III: Receipt for 2 bān of dates which Ur-ra-ri received from Ur-ab-ba on behalf of AB(?)-ka-na. —/—/9 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-2, 278]

14178. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Record concerning storage of 2 lots of barley. Undated. [96-4-2, 279]

14179. Rev. badly damaged; 6 + 7 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8".
O. Bab.: Contract between Is-me-ia, (d)Sin₂šar-ru-um and I-pi-iq-nu-nu concerning cultivation(? of sesame. Undated. [96-4-2, 280]
14180. Badly damaged; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.  
O. Bab.: Record concerning delivery of barley. Undated. [96-4-2, 281]

14181. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.  
O. Bab.: Receipt rendered by Ši-ip-(d)Sin₂ for 9 gur of gu-TAK out of which 1 gur was paid to a scribe and for a boat. Undated. [96-4-2, 282]

14182. Complete; 3 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.  
O. Bab.: Record of flour issued to A-ḫu-wa-qar for the prison. 23/XI/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 283]

14183. Rev. damaged; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.  
O. Bab.: Inventory of 3 lots of MAŠ-UD, MAŠ-NU-KAK-?, total 3 gfn. 20/X/?* Manabaltel. [96-4-2, 284]

14184. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.  
O. Bab.: Loan of 1\frac{1}{2} gur of barley (še-ḫar-ra) which A-da-a-a and Na-ab-ni-nu-um received from (d)Sin₂-ba-ni; 6 witnesses. Undated. [96-4-2, 285]

14185. Obv. damaged; 6 + 8 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.  
O. Bab.: Loan of 2\frac{5}{8} pan of barley which Ta-ad-di-ia s. of Ḥa-ba-a-a received from (d)Sin₂-ba-ni; 7 witnesses. Undated. [96-4-2, 286]

14186. Obv. damaged; seal illegible; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Lagash (month).  
Ur III: Receipt for 1 bán of butter which En-ḫi-li-pâd-da received from Ur-ab-ba and others. —/munu₃-kū/6 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-2, 287]

14187. Damaged and defaced in some places; seal illegible; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.  
Lagash (month).  
Ur III: Receipt for goods which Lû-(d)? received from Ur-(d)Nidaba. —/munu₃₃[-kū/]—. [96-4-2, 288]

14188. Obv. missing; seal illegible; 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.  
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the prison from (d)Sin₂-še-mi. 20/V/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 289]

14189. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.  
O. Bab.: Record of barley delivered by Zu-ur-ba-um s. of Ku-ur-ku-ratum. Undated. [96-4-2, 290]

14190. Complete, with large portion of case (14190 A); 4 + 4 ll.; $\frac{3}{4}'' \times \frac{3}{4}''$.  
O. Bab.: Receipt for \frac{3}{4} shekels of silver which (d)En-lil-li-pâd-da received from Še-ip-(d)Sin₂ on behalf of Î-li-i-ma-a-bi-? 23/VI/[32] Hammurabi. [96-4-2, 291]

—— A. Fragmentary case of tablet 14190, rt. edge missing; seal illegible; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.  
O. Bab.: Text identical with that on tablet. 2[3]/VI/32 Hammurabi. [96-4-2, 291a]

14191. Complete; 4 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1''$.  
O. Bab.: Memorandum of barley delivered by 3 men. Undated. [96-4-2, 292]

* [mu (giš] gu-za...
14192. Obv. low. edge damaged; 5 + 6 ll.; 1 11/16" × 1 11/16".
O. Bab.: Receipt for ½ ma-na of silver, share of his partnership, which \(?-\text{-}lum received from \(\text{Si-ip-}(\text{d})\text{Sin}_2\). 30/XI/53 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 293]

14193. Complete; 5 + 2 ll.; 1 21/32" × 1 21/32".
Ur III: Memorandum concerning wool. Undated. [96-4-2, 294]

14194. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; 1 11/16" × 1 1/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and the names of their shepherds. 2/gán-maš/9 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-2, 295]

14195. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; 1 11/16" × 1 1/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Duplicate of 14194, slightly variant. Same date. [96-4-2, 296]

14196. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; 1 11/16" × 1 1/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of grass (or hay?) delivered by 7 men (Lū-(d)Nin-šubur, Ur-gu-la, etc.); controller: Al-NI-ga. 1/munukš-kū/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-2, 297]

14197. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 4 ll.; 1 11/16" × 1 1/8".
O. Bab.: Memorandum of 3/4 ma-na 6 šiqlu of silver drawn by (d)Sin₂-ši-el-\[li\]. Undated. [96-4-2, 298]

14198. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1 11/16" × 1 1/8".
O. Bab.: Receipt for 22\(\frac{1}{2}\) (shekels) of silver received by Lu-uš-ta-ši-im-\(lūm\) from Si-ip-\(S\in\) as wages for 20 days; 2 witnesses. 22/II/36 Hammurabi. [96-4-2, 299]

14199. Complete; 6 + 8 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1 11/16" × 1 11/16".
O. Bab.: Loan of 10 šiqlu of silver borrowed by (d)Sin₂-ta-a-ar from Si-ip-(d)Sin₂; 3 witnesses. --/V/34 Hammurabi(?). [96-4-2, 300]

14200. L. part of low. edge destroyed, rev. uninscribed; 6 ll.; 1 11/16" × 1 11/16".
O. Bab.: Memorandum concerning delivery of goods (a-šu-um a-ar-ba-tim). Undated. [96-4-2, 301]

14201. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1 11/16" × 1 11/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 4 garments (tūg nīg-lām, tūg guz-za) and for 2 ma-na 5 gin of yarn (gu keš-da) which Lū-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da received from Kud-da. --/ezen (d)Šul-gi/8 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-2, 302]

14202. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; 1 11/16" × 1 11/16".
O. Bab.: Memorandum concerning storage of barley by (d)Sin₂-ba-ni for I-din-(d)Sin₂. Undated. [96-4-2, 303]

14203. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; 1 11/16" × 1 11/16".
O. Bab.: Record concerning 1 boat (mā-dim-nāga) with gear. 14/II/--. [96-4-2, 304]

14204. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Lamma, dub-sar; 4 + 3 ll.; 1 11/16" × 1 11/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) pan of dates which Ur-(d)Lamma received from Ur(?)-ab-ba. --/mu-šu-du/26 Šulgi. [96-4-2, 305]

14205. Rev. damaged; seal incomplete; 6 + 7 ll.; 1 11/16" × 1 11/16".
O. Bab.: Loan of 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) šiqlu of silver borrowed by Ku-li-ba-um s. of Ša-si from (d)Sin₂-ba-ni; 3 witnesses. Undated. [96-4-2, 306]
14206. Complete; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Note recording the sale of 64 kur of barley belonging to the house of A-bi-a-ba-al by (the writer of the tablet). Undated. [96-4-2, 307]

14207. Complete; 6 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of 104 sheep, the gift (a-ru-a) of Á-ni-id s. of Sukkal-maḫ, which were transferred by A-a-kal-la-iš-bi into the charge of Lú-da-da s. of Ur-(d)Naše. —/še-gur, kud/8 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-2, 308]

14208. Complete, obv. hardly legible; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Loan (details damaged); 2 witnesses. Undated. [96-4-2, 309]

14209. Low. edge damaged; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Loan of 1 $\frac{4}{5}$ šīqlu + 6 še of silver borrowed by A-bi-ša from A-pil-qi-iš-tim, to be repaid in kind in the month of Siwan; 3 witnesses.
—/32 Hammurabi. [96-4-2, 310]

14210. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Loan of 1 $\frac{4}{5}$ šīqlu + 9 še of silver, without interest, borrowed by Mu-na-wi-rum from Śi-ip-(d)Sin, to be repaid in Siwan; 2 witnesses.
—IX/55 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 311]

14211. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the “ house of the captives ” at 1 $\frac{1}{6}$ pi of flour from (d)Sin-ša-mi. 16/III/2 (?) Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 312]

14212. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the bit a-si-rum at 1 $\frac{1}{6}$ pi of flour from (d)Sin-ša-mi. 9/III/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 313]

14213. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for garments (e.g. 1. 1: tug guz-za) received by Lú-นา from 3 men. 2/ezēn (d) Dumu-zi/9 Amar-Šu’en. [96-4-2, 314]

14214. Obv. damaged; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1''$.
O. Bab.: Receipt for 2 qā of lard, valued at 1 $\frac{7}{8}$ šīqlu of silver, received by Ta-ri-i-bi-i-šar(?). from (d)Sin-ša-rum-lī-an, “ sealed ” by I-li-i-ri-ba-am. 2/VIII/41 Hammurabi. [96-4-2, 315]

14215. Complete; 7 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning working time of gurupš-workers.
—/ezēn (d) Sul-gi/7 Amar-Šu’en. [96-4-2, 316]

14216. Complete; seal indistinct; 3 + 3 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Lease of a slave woman: 1 amtu Um-mi-ša-me-at i-na qa-ti 1 Si-rū dumu Gu-zu-ni; 1. edge: la-gi-e(?)-i. 25/IX/1 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 317]

14217. L. upp. corner damaged, badly inscribed; seal illegible; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5 (or 6) šīla of oil which Ur(?)-mi-sa received from Šeš-kal-la. —/šar-rā-bi-mu-mū/8 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-2, 318]
14218. Rev. badly damaged; seal illegible; 6 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''\).
O. Bab.: Loan of barley borrowed by (d)ÍD-la-ma-zi, wife of Ba(?)-ru-?-?, from Śi-ip-(d)Sin₂, to be repaid in Siman; 2 witnesses.
?XII/58 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 319]

14219. L. upp. corner damaged; 5 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
Ur III: Record of (9) guruš-workers employed on 12 days (their wages being calculated as if for 108 workers on 1 day) who are to go to Nippur (Nibru (K1)) as porters in a sailing boat; wages issued by Lú-(d)Inanna. —/šu-num₂/un/8 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-2, 320]

14220. Complete, rounded corners; 3 + 4(? ll.); \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 4 bān of dates issued for 4 days to Bu-NE; controller: Lú-(d)Lamma. —/še-il-la/?-? [96-4-2, 321]

14221. L. upp. corner damaged; 5 + 8 + (1. edge) 1 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
Ur III: Record of barley delivered in 2 lots (\(1\frac{3}{8}'' + 4\frac{3}{8}''\) gur), recipients: Lú-uru(KI) and Ur-(d)Nin-šu-su s. of A-ab-ba; the total (\(19\frac{3}{4}''\) gur), qualified as še-ke-ba-si-gi₄, sib-e-ne <cf. *U.E.T.* III, 917>, is confirmed by A-a-kal-la. —/-/26 Šulgi. [96-4-2, 322]

14222. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: List of expenses: \(\frac{1}{8}'' + \frac{1}{3}'' + \frac{1}{4}''\) šiqlu 7\(\frac{1}{2}''\) še of silver spent for meat, spices(?) and salt. Undated. [96-4-2, 323]

14223. Complete; 4 + 2 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: List of expenses: 4 še gi-me-ir/SAHAR bi-tim ša a-šar(?)-ri-im/5 su-ša-ru-tu ki-1/4 su-ša-ru-tu ki-2/-. —/VIII/7 Samsu-iluna. [96-4-2, 324]

14224. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 3 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: Memorandum concerning storage of 4684\(\frac{3}{8}''\) kūr of barley by (d)Sin₂-ba-ni. Undated. [96-4-2, 325]

14225. Complete; 5 + 7 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of oil delivered in several lots. —/še-il-la/6 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-2, 326]

14226. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 2 gur of beer, the gift of the king, issued by Lu-sa₆(?)-ga.
—/munux-kši/1 Su-Su'en. [96-4-2, 327]

14227. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Lamma dub-sar; 4 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''\).
Ur III: Receipt for 4 bān of dates issued by Šeš-kal-la to Ur-(d)Lamma; controller: É-gal-ab-du₆. —/-/26 Šulgi. [96-4-2, 328]

14228. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\). *Uruk* (date).
O. Bab.: Record of 2 men: Warad-es₄-dar, ri-du-ut E-tel-[p]-(d)Šama₃ and (d)Nin-urta-a-bi-šu, who came from the š-SAL + UŠ-BAR. 10/VII/2 Rim-Anum. [96-4-2, 329]

14229. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 3 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\).
O. Bab.: Memorandum concerning storage of 228 kūr of barley by (d)Sin₂-ba-ni. Undated. [96-4-2, 330]
14230. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{10}\) \times 1\(\frac{8}{10}\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for garments (túg níg-lám lugal) which Gir-ni-i-ša₆ received from Ab-ba-gu-la. —/gân-mašš/1 Şu-Su'en. [96-4-2, 331]

14231. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{10}\) \times 1\(\frac{3}{10}\). Uruk (date).
O. Bab.: Hire of captives out of the bit a-sî-rum at 2 pi of flour from (d)Šin₇-še-mi. —/II/2 Rim-Num. [96-4-2, 332]

14232. Large upp. portion of rev. with low. edge; 2 + (rev.) 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{4}{5}\) \times 1\(\frac{4}{5}\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of oil(?) distributed among various men (e.g. Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ü, Ḫu-wa-wa, Ur-(d)Lamma, Lû-(d)Lamma, Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim, etc.). —/ezen (d)Šul-ši/7. [96-4-2, 333]

14233. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{4}{10}\) \times 1\(\frac{4}{10}\).
O. Bab.: Receipt for 13 shekels of silver which I-bi-(d)Šin received from Si-ip-(d)Šin. 1/III/59 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 334]

14234. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{10}\) \times 1\(\frac{3}{10}\). O. Bab.: Loan of 1 \(\frac{5}{6}\) pi of grain (še-sag) and 1 gā of oil, which İ-li-i-qi-ša-am borrowed from Ši-ip-(d)Šin₇ to be repaid in Siwan; 3 witnesses. 1/VII/38 Hammurabi. [96-4-2, 335]

14235. Complete; 5 + 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{10}\) \times 1\(\frac{3}{10}\). O. Bab.: Memorandum concerning storage of 8 kūr of grain by Mi-en-KU-um and of 3\(\frac{8}{10}\) pi by A-RÚ-ba-tum(?) in the granary (i-na kâ-ri-im ša-pê-ik). Undated. [96-4-2, 336]

14236. Complete; rev. uninscribed; 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{10}\) \times 1\(\frac{3}{10}\). O. Bab.: Memorandum: (d)Šin₇-ri-me-ni borrowed 3 šatu of grain. Undated. [96-4-2, 337]

14237. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{4}{10}\) \times 1\(\frac{4}{10}\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 gur of dates which Ur-(d)Lamma(?) received from Ur-ab-ba. —/ezen (d)Šul-[ši/7] Su-Su'en. [96-4-2, 338]

14238. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{10}\) \times 1\(\frac{8}{10}\). Ur III: Court order to Lû-nam-tar-ra not to detain A-kal-la and Lû-uri-sag so that they may come (to court) and plead for themselves; oath by the life (zi) of the king. Undated. [96-4-2, 339]

14239. Complete, badly inscribed, l. low. corner of rev. damaged; seal illegible; 6 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{10}\) \times 1\(\frac{8}{10}\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 3 lots of oil of various qualities delivered by Ur-ab-ba, recipient: Lugal-im-ru-aš. of Zî-mu. —/munuₓ₇-kú to ezen (d)Šul-gi/9 Su-Su'en. [96-4-2, 340]

14240. Rev. damaged; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{6}{10}\) \times 1\(\frac{6}{10}\). Ur III: Receipt for beer (kâs-dîda), ša-a and munuₓ-ba-ba-ba which Lû-kal-[la] received from Ur-ab-ba. —/—/6 Su-Su'en. [96-4-2, 341]

14241. L. upp. corner damaged; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{4}{10}\) \times 1\(\frac{4}{10}\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of garments (túg guz-za, túg uš-bar, túg níg-lám), delivered by Lû-dam and Gir-ni-i-ša₆; recipient: Pa-mi. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-2, 342]
14242. Complete; 7 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{5}{6}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of butter issued to the wife of Ur-(d)Lamma and to Ur-
(d)Šul-pa-e; “not sealed”. —/še-il-la/3 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-2, 343]

14243. Obv. badly damaged; seal illegible; 3 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 2 bān 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) sīlā of oil—other details damaged.
—/še-nunun/26 Šulgi. [96-4-2, 344]

14244. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 48 gūr of barley, the price for baskets, which Ur-
UŠ(nita)-gīd-da received from Ur-(d)En-il-lā. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/1 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-2, 345]

14245. Rt. low. corner damaged; 7 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of garments (tūg guz-za, tūg nīg-lām, tūg uš-bar) issued to Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim¹ for transport to Nippur.
—/munux-kū/1 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-2, 346]

14246. Complete, l. low. corner repaired; 6 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". *Lagash* (months).
Ur III: Tally of guruš workers, 4 employed on 12 days in the month of ḫār-rā-bī-mū-mū, and 4 on 12 days in the month of ezen (d)Šul-gi, with their wages issued to Ur-ša₀-ga. —/(see text)/7 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-2, 347]

14247. L. low. corner damaged; 6 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for garments (tūg guz-za, tūg bar-sī-gīn).
—/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/1 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-2, 348]

14248. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 pan of barley received by Ur-(d)Lamma from Ur-
ab-ba. —/ezen (d) Lisi(-GūN)²/1 Ibi-Su’en. [96-4-2, 349]

14249. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 3 ll.; 1" × 1".
O. Bab.: Memorandum of 1\(\frac{1}{8}\) pan of barley connected with the name of I-li-tab-ba-e s. of Si-ir-ku-bi. Undated. [96-4-2, 350]

14250. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Receipt for 1 ṣīlā of silver received by (d)Šamaš-ri-me-ni from Ši-ip-(d)Sin₂. —/XI/—(cf. 14198/99, 14210). [96-4-2, 351]

14251. Upp. edge damaged; 7 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for garments (tūg nīg-lām, tūg guz-za) received by Gir-ni-i-ša₆ from Ab-ba-gu-la. —/munux₁ₓ-kū/1 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-2, 352]

14252. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Loan of 1\(\frac{1}{8}\) shekels of silver which Pūzur-(d)Šamaš borrowed from Ši-ip-(d)Sin₂, to be repaid in Siwan; 1 witness. 20/V/58 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 353]

14253. Rev. badly defaced; 4 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\".
O. Bab.: Record of 3 sheep delivered as offerings (sá-dug₄) for (d)? and (d)Na-na-a; recipient A-pil-lī-šu. ?/XII(?)/year illegible. [96-4-2, 354]
14254. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; 1" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Lú-na for 2 bán of lard.
—/ezen (d) Ba-BAe/U/1 Šu-Su'en.

14255. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for garments (túg-guz-za) which Lú-na received from Lú-(d)Nín-šubur and Ur-mës. —/še-gur\(_{10}\)-kud/1 Šu-Su'en.

14256. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 20 baskets which Lú-(d)Nín-? received from Ur-ab-ba. Undated.

14257. L. low. corner missing, rt. low. corner and rev. damaged; 7 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).

14258. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for oil, delivered by the house of Ur-(d)Nín-gir-su, received by Ur-ê-an-na. —/ezen (d) Ba-BAe/U/2 Ibi-Su'en.

14259. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)".
Ur III: Tally of gurus-workers with their rations.
—/šu-numun/8 Amar-Su'en.

14260. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; 1" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt rendered by A-bu-um-lî ensî of Sa-bu-um(KI) for a large quantity of barley flour. Undated.

14261. Obv. badly damaged; 7 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record concerning distribution of oil, etc.; overseers: Lú-(d)Utu, Ur-gar the sul(i)-du\(_8\) and Lú-kal-la. —/šu-numun/2 Ibi-Su'en(?).

14262. Upp. and rt. edges destroyed; 4 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Gù-dé-[a] for dates and other commodities. Date destroyed.

14263. Low. portion of tablet, hardly legible; 9 + 7 (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of goods delivered (descriptions not preserved).
—/—/9 Šu-Su'en.

14264. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of guz-za garments of 3rd and 4th quality, purchased (túg sa-gi4) for En-ê(!)-?], issued by Lú-na.
—/mu-šu-du/2/9 Amar-Su'en.

14265. Rt. upp. corner missing; seal illegible; 4 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 3 objects (descriptions damaged) which Šeš-kal-la received from Ur-(d)Nusku. —/ezen (d).../26 Šulgi.

14266. L. upp. corner missing; 7 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{4}\" × 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Lú-(d)Inanna for guz-za garments.
—/še-il-la/7 Amar-Su'en.
14267. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Ur III: Receipt rendered by Lui-na for 1 sila of oil; controller: Šeš-dūg-ga. —/še-gur₁₅-kud/1 šu-su'en. [96-4-2, 368]

14268. Complete, rounded corners; 5 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{8}". Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt rendered by A-kal-la s. of ŠES-ŠES for oil and dates. —/gān-maš/2 ibi-su'en. [96-4-2, 369]

14269. Complete; 3 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 1 pole (giš-tukul) 3 cubits long which Ur-(d)Lamma received from A(?)-ab-ba. —/munux-kū/2 ibi-su'en. [96-4-2, 370]

14270. Both obv. and rev. badly defaced; seal illegible; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Ur III: Receipt for oil(?) which [L]ui-(d)Nin-gir-su received from Š(eš-k)a-la. —/ezen (d)Lisi-GtJN/1 šu-su'en. [96-4-2, 372]

14271. Upp. portion of tablet; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt rendered by Lū-na for garments (tug nig-gurus, tug guz-za, etc.). —/ezen (d)Lisi(-GtJN)/1 šu-su'en. [96-4-2, 373]

14272. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{8}". O. Bab.: Short note, text damaged; ll. 2-3 reading: ... bit ta-si-im-it[i]... 5-kam. Undated. [96-4-2, 373]

14273. Rt. upp. corner missing; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{8}". Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 5 sila of oil purchased in Gir-su (KI) (1-duir) sa-gi₄ ša Gir-su(KI)), received by Ur-mēš s. of Ur-sa-ga from Ur-ab-ba. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/7 ama-su'en. [96-4-2, 374]

14274. L. upp. corner damaged; seal of Lugal-zī-ba; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for oil which Lugal-zī(sic)-ba received from Šeš-kal-la. —/munu₃-kū/3 šu-su'en. [96-4-2, 375]

14275. Rt. low. part of rev. destroyed; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month). Ur III: Issue of oil, butter, cheese and dates for offerings to (d)Nin-gir-su and (d)Ba-BA₂/26 Sulgi. drawn from the storehouse. —/ḫā-r[r](â-bi-mû]/26 šulgi. [96-4-2, 376]

14276. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for guz-za garments which Ba-mi received from Lugal-dam. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/1 šu-su'en. [96-4-2, 377]

14277. Large piece of rt. edge and low. corner missing; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month). Ur III: Record of garments (tûg nig-lâm, tûg guz-za) purchased (tûg sa-gi₄) for Nibru(KI). —/gān-maš/7 amar-su'en. [96-4-2, 378]

14278. Obv. badly damaged; seal of Lū-kal-la; 3 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 1 pan of dates (personal names destroyed); controller: Ā-ša₈-ga. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA₄/26 šulgi. [96-4-2, 379]
14279. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; 1 1/6" x 1 1/2". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of 24 guruš-workers with damaged statement of their wages;
Šeš-kal-la took over the gang from A-kal-la; controller: Lugal-im-ru-a.
—/ezēn (d) Šu-la/gi/26 Su-līgi. [96-4-2, 380]

14280. Complete; 4 + 3 ll.; 1 1/8" x 1 1/4". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ur-ša-qa-ga for 5(?)(7) sīlā of oil.
—/še-il-lā/7 Šu-su'en. [96-4-2, 381]

14281. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; 1/8" x 1 1/16".
Ur III: Receipt for 10 gīn of sesame which Ur-mēš s. of Ba-na received at the Kār-lugal-ka; controller: Ur-ša-ga.
—/še-gur₁₀-kud/9 Šu-su'en. [96-4-2, 382]

14282. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1 1/16" x 1 1/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 5 old nīg-lām garments issued by Lū-(d)Nin-Mar(KI)
to be sent to Nībru (Kī). —/ezēn (d) Ba-Ba₆/7 Šu-su’en. [96-4-2, 383]

14283. L. upp. corner damaged; 4 + 4 ll.; 1 1/8" x 1 3/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for oil (or fat) which Ur-ab-ba received; controller:
Lugal-dīb-bu. —/mu-šu-du₇/7 Šu-su’en. [96-4-2, 384]

14284. Low. edge damaged; seal of Lū-tingir-ra s. of Lū-(d)Nin-?, gudū (d)Šu-gi;
4 + 3 ll.; 1 1/16" x 1 1/16".
Ur III: Record of 2 sīlā of oil issued by Šeš-kal-la to Lū-tingir-ra as sā-
dug₄ offering to (d)Šu-gi. —/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/—. [96-4-2, 385]

14285. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1 1/4" x 1 7/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of 3 guruš-workers hired by (or from ?) Lū-na as carriers and
working on 12 days so that their wages equal those of 24 men on 1 day.
—/hār-rā-bī-mū/9 Šu-su’en. [96-4-2, 386]

14286. Rev. rt. edge damaged; 5 + 6 ll.; 1 1/8" x 1 1/8".
Ur III: Tally of 3 guruš-workers hired by (or from) Ur-mēš as carriers in
a ship bound for Nippur and working on [1]?[2] days so that their wages equal
those of 36! men for 1 day. —/šu-[numun]/8 Šu-su’en. [96-4-2, 387]

14287. Rt. upp. corner damaged; 4 + 6 ll.; 1 1/8" x 1 1/8".
O. Bab.: Receipt for 4 lots of silver (2 šīqlu, 2 šīqlu, 1 šīqlu and ½ šīqlu
containing ½ of gold), total 5 ½ šīqlu of silver which (d) Šamaš-ra-bi received from Šī-ip-(d)Sin₂.
—/VII/46 Rim-Sin. [96-4-2, 388]

14288. Rev. l. low. corner damaged; 4 + 6 ll.; 1 1/8" x 1 1/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 24 ½ gur of barley issued by Lugal-ābzu as food for
workmen and oxen employed on behalf of the palace of (d)Šu-(d)Sin₂;
recipient: Lū-duq-ga. —/še-il-lā/9 Šu-su’en. [96-4-2, 389]

14289. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 3 ll.; 1 1/8" x 1 1/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for butter (4 sīlā 10 gīn) and cheese (2½ sīlā) which Nam-
mah-(d)Ba-Ba₂/7 Šu-su’en.
—/ezēn (d) Līsī(ːGUN)²/7 Šu-su’en. [96-4-2, 390]
14290. Top of rev. damaged; 4 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)\(\times\) \(1\frac{7}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Al-i-ga for 1 sila of fat.
\(--/\text{ezen} (d) \text{Sul-gi}/--.\) \[96-4-2, 391\]

14291. Low. edge and rev. damaged; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)\(\times\) \(1\frac{7}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for dates, etc., issued by Ur-ab-ba, recipient not preserved.
\(--/\text{ezen} (d) \text{Dumu-zi}/9 \text{Su-Su'en}.\) \[96-4-2, 392\]

14292. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)\(\times\) \(1\frac{7}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ur-é-an-na for 2 lots of oil.
\(--/\text{munu}_x\cdot \text{kú}/2 \text{Ibi-Su'en}.\) \[96-4-2, 393\]

14293. Rev. damaged; 7 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)\(\times\) \(1\frac{7}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by A-an-na for several small lots of oil and butter.
\(--/\text{dirig}(?) \text{še-gur10-kud}/--.\) \[96-4-2, 394\]

14294. Rt. low. corner destroyed; 5 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)\(\times\) \(1\frac{7}{8}\). *Lagash* (Gîr-su(KI)).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ur-Unug(KI(?)) for by-products of the date-palm and for young trees.
\(--/\text{ezen} (d) \text{Sul-gi}/8 \text{Su-Su'en}.\) \[96-4-2, 395\]

14295. Complete; 4 + 7 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)\(\times\) \(1\frac{7}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5 guz-za garments, 4th quality, woven on charged loom (šu-ki-lal tag-ga) which Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Ku-li received from Lugal-é-a.
\(--/\text{munu}_x\cdot \text{kú}/1 \text{Ibi-Su'en}.\) \[96-4-2, 396\]

14296. Rev. destroyed; 5 + 2(? ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)\(\times\) \(1\frac{7}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 7\(\frac{1}{2}\) gur of dates delivered by Lugal-im-ru-a and of 5 poles (or fig-trees(?)) (gîš)-tu-kul (or ma(?)) 6 kûš long delivered by Lû-(d)Nin-gîr-su. Date missing.
\[96-4-2, 397\]

14297. Complete; 7 + 8 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)\(\times\) \(1\frac{7}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of sesame issued to various men.
\(7/\text{bâr-râ-bf-mû/mu-uš-sa} (d) \text{Ibi}/[\text{Su'en}].\) \[96-4-2, 398\]

14298. Obv. l. edge damaged; 4 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)\(\times\) \(1\frac{7}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for cloth (tûg bar-si gin), woven on charged loom (cf. 14295), which [U]r-[S]a-\(\text{e}ga\) received from Ur-més.
\(--/\text{ezen} (d) \text{Dumu-zi}/1 \text{Ibi-Su'en}.\) \[96-4-2, 399\]

14299. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Lamma dûb-sar; 5 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)\(\times\) \(1\frac{7}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3\(\frac{1}{2}\) pan less 1 sila of dates received by Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Ur-gar from Ur-ab-ba.
\(--/\text{ezen} (d) \text{Ba-BA}/6/\text{Ibi-Su'en}.\) \[96-4-2, 400\]

14300. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)\(\times\) \(1\frac{7}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of an unqualified commodity delivered(?) by various men (Ir-na-na, Ur-(d)Lisi(-GtJN)\(2\), Ka\(5\)-a, etc.). Undated.
\[96-4-2, 401\]

14301. L. upp. corner damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}\)\(\times\) \(1\frac{7}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of rations issued for gurus-workers working for 12 days as carriers in a boat bound for Nippur (cf. 14285 f.).
\(--/\text{ezen} (d) \text{Sul-gi}/9 \text{Amar-Su'en}.\) \[96-4-2, 402\]
BABYLONIAN TABLETS

14302. L. upp. and rt. low. corners destroyed, rev. illegible; 5 + 5(? ) ll.; 1\frac{4}{9} \times 1\frac{6}{9}.
Ur III: Receipt for butter and oil which Lugal-l-[a?] received from Ur-ab-ba. Date missing.
[96-4-2, 403]

14303. Complete, partly damaged; 16 cols. (on rev. 2 only inscribed): 45 + 30 +
42 + 43(? ) + 47 + 54 + 47 + 12 + (rev.) 0 + 0 + 15(? ) + 0 + 0 + 0 +
0 + 8 ll.; 9\frac{3}{4} \times 9\frac{1}{3}.
Ur III: Large tally of workmen. ——/4 Amar-Su'en.
[96-4-6, 1]

14304. Fragment from the l. upp. part of tablet; 12 cols. preserved, partly defaced:
23 + 37 + 32 + 28 + 20 + 9 + (rev.) 3 + 14 + 21 + 30 + 17 + 27 ll.;
7\frac{7}{8} \times 6\frac{3}{8}. Lagash (ensi).
Ur III: Agricultural record with the names of fields, amounts of produce,
names of the ploughmen and names of the foremen of the porters; ensi
Ur-(d)Lamma: ——/43 Šulgi.
[96-4-6, 2]

14305. Both rt. upp. and low. corners together with rt. and low. edges missing;
15 cols.: 47 + 51 + 46 + 43 + 38 + 38 + 15 + (rev.) 5 + 22 + 31 +
35 + 36 + 44 + 4 + 18 ll.; 9\frac{4}{9} \times 8\frac{5}{8}. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Extensive account of delivery (frequently qualified as a-ru-a) of
cloth. —/mu-šu-du/28 Šulgi.
[96-4-6, 3]

14306. Fragment from rt. upp. corner of tablet; 9 cols.: 13 + 24 + 34 + 37 +
36 + (rev.) 34 + 36 + 27 + 14 ll.; 7\frac{1}{9} \times 5\frac{1}{9}.
Ur III: Extensive account concerning delivery of wool. Date not preserved.
[96-4-6, 4]

14307. Major portion of tablet, pieces from l. side missing; 8 cols.: 7 + 26 + 30 +
33 + (rev.) 37 + 26 + 23 + 7 ll.; 6\frac{7}{8} \times 5\frac{1}{8}.
Ur III: Herd report about pasturage and keeping of cattle.
Date not preserved.
[96-4-6, 5]

14308. Complete, partly defaced; 12 cols.: 34 + 36 + 39 + 34 + 37 + 30 +
(rev.) 34 + 26 + 23 + 24 + 30 + 24 ll.; 6\frac{1}{9} \times 5\frac{1}{8}.
Ur III: Extensive record of beans, dates, wheat and other commodities
delivered and distributed during 13 months from itu gân-maš to itu
še-il-la. ——/49 Šulgi.
[96-4-6, 6]

14309. Complete; 4 cols.: 17 + 19 + (rev.) 23 + 19 ll.; 3\frac{5}{8} \times 2\frac{7}{8}.
Ur III: Record of cultivation of orchards with areas, numbers of fruit trees
(dates palms, pomegranates, apples, etc.), and names of gardeners. Undated.
[96-4-6, 7]

14310. Complete, obv. badly defaced; 8 cols.: 9 + 12 + 20 + 28 + (rev.) 32 +
33 + 34 + 25 ll.; 6\frac{3}{8} \times 5\frac{5}{8}.
Ur III: Record of beerbrewing and issue of barley during the months from
še-il-la to ezen (d) Ba-BA/Ú. —/(see text)/4 Amar-Su'en.
[96-4-6, 8]
14311. Rt. upp. corner, low. and rt. edges badly, 1. edge slightly damaged; 6 cols.: 30 + 29 + 18 + (rev.) 27 + 30 + 5 ll.; 5½" × 4¼".

14312. Upp., low. and l. edges damaged; 6 cols.: 19 + 22 + 22 + (rev.) 18 + 13 + 7 ll.; 5⅝" × 4⅜".
Ur III: Record of bitumen and pitch with the names of suppliers and recipients and the ships used for transport. Date not preserved. [96-4-6, 10]

14313. Complete, rt. upp. corner damaged; 4 cols.: 33 + 31 + (rev.) 32 + 34 ll.; 5⅛" × 3½". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of various gangs of workmen (guruş and erin) registered by name, mostly employed in the mill, with their foremen.

—/amar-a-a-si/49 Sulgi.
Text: C.T. X, pl. 24-25. [96-4-6, 11]

14314. Portion of tablet, upp. part and about 2" of rt. side missing; 6 cols.: 29 + 30 + 20 + (rev.) 24 + 17 + 3 ll.; 5⅛" × 3½". Lagash (Gú-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of (sacrificial) bread and other goods issued for various temples at Gú-ab-ba(KI). Date not preserved. [96-4-6, 12]

14315. Complete; 4 cols.: 31 + 28 + (rev.) 31 + 27 ll.; 4⅜" × 2⅞".
Ur III: Record of various gangs of guruş-workers listed by name with their foremen, overseers and wages. 3šu-num-un⁹/9 Amar-Su’en.
Text: C.T. X, pl. 26-27. [96-4-6, 13]

14316. Complete; 4 cols.: 27 + 26 + (rev.) 31 + 20 ll.; 5½" × 2⅞". Lagash (Šir-pur-la(KI)).
Ur III: Record of cancellation of rations from 3 to 5 šatu of barley for men (partly listed by name) who either ran away or died within the 10 months from ezen (d)Lisi(-GUN)² to še-il-la. —/—/46 Sulgi or 2 Amar-Su’en(?).
Text: C.T. X, pl. 28-29. [96-4-6, 14]

14317. Upp., low. and rt. edges damaged; 4 cols.: 18 + 17 + (rev.) 20 + 14 ll.; 5½" × 3¼".
Ur III: Record of various lots of fallow land (KI-GÁL) with areas, names of fields, names of temples owning the property, etc. Date not preserved. [96-4-6, 15]

14318. Complete; 4 cols.: 20 + 18 + (rev.) 20 + 23 ll.; 4⅜" × 3". Lagash (Gir-su(KI)).
Ur III: List of wages for various gangs of workmen, “sealed” by the ensiat Gir-su(KI). —/—/48 Sulgi.
Text: C.T. IX, pl. 40. [96-4-6, 16]
14319. Complete; 18 + 9 ll.; \(4\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times\) \(2\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of oxen allocated for ploughing to several fields listed by their names, the produce of which belongs to the ensi.

---/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-6, 17]

14320. Rev. defaced; 12 + 16 ll.; \(4\)" \(\times\) \(1\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of flour (zi'd šik) loaded in boats with the names of the ship owners. Undated. [96-4-6, 18]

14321. Damaged in several places; 4 cols.: 23 + 24 + (rev.) 24 + 24 ll.; \(4\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) \(2\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: List of rations in barley for men listed by name, summed up (rev. IV) to: 37 gurš at \(3\frac{1}{2}\) pan each, 1 pan from the palace; 1 gurš at \(3\frac{1}{2}\) pan, 4 bán from the palace; 37 gurš at 1 pan each from the palace; i.e. 29 gur 1 bán and from the palace 14\(\frac{1}{8}\)° gur.

---/5 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-6, 19]

14322. Rev. damaged; 4 cols.: 18 + 19 + (rev.) 19 + 16 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) \(2\frac{7}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of plough-oxen and gurš workers with the names of their foremen and of the fields they were allocated to. 12/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. [96-4-6, 20]

14323. Complete; 4 cols.: 21 + 17 + (rev.) 20 + 11 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) \(2\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: List of 2 gangs (total 41) of gurš workers, plus 2 female slaves, all listed by name. Undated. [96-4-6, 21]

14324. Damaged in some places; 24 + 25 ll.; \(4\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) \(2\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of workmen (carriers and ploughmen) and animals allocated for work from itu šu-numun to itu mu-šu-du-. Undated (see months in text). [96-4-6, 22]

14325. Complete; 17 + 6 ll.; \(3\frac{2}{6}\)" \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of grain delivered by various men, summed up to 49\(\frac{1}{2}\) royal gur 3 sila of barley, loaded in a boat; controller: Ur-(d)Dumu-zi.

---/—/48 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 23]

14326. Complete; 13 + 2 ll.; \(3\frac{2}{6}\)" \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of names of 2 gangs of workmen. 15/ezen (d)Ba-BA/6/0/—. [96-4-6, 24]

14327. Complete; 15(? ) + 19 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Rota for 90 gurš workers, 30 men kept in reserve, foremen: Lu-(d)Utu and Igi-zu-bar-ra. 25/šu-numun/—. [96-4-6, 25]

14328. Damaged or defaced in some parts; 18 + 19 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Agricultural record with areas and quantities of seedcorn.

---/—/42 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 26]

14329. Obv. and l. edge badly damaged; 12 + 15 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{8}\)" \(\times\) \(2\)". Lagash (Kinn-ni(n(K)).
Ur III: Record of various amounts of wool delivered by various men. 6/—/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-6, 27]
14330. Complete; 17 + 11 ll.; $3\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.  
Ur III: Record of barley delivered and part of it distributed as wages.  
Undated.  
[96-4-6, 28]

14331. Complete; 11 + 9 ll.; $3'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.  
Lagash (Ki-u-ni-nir (KI)).  
Ur III: Herd-report about increase and decrease of animals, and inventory of the animals according to different categories.  
—/—/48 Sulgi.  
[96-4-6, 29]

14332. Complete; 20 + 26 + (I. edge) 5 ll.; $3\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.  
Lagash (month).  
Ur III: Record ofotive gifts of 3 sātu of barley each in connection with fugitive slaves and some dead men.  
—/—/46 Sulgi(?) or 2 Amar-Su'en.  
[96-4-6, 30]

14333. Complete; 11 + 15 + (I. edge) 1 ll.; $2\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.  
Lagash (month).  
Ur III: Record concerning issue of various sums of silver.  
—/—u-x-kū/2 Amar-Su'en.  
Text: C.T. X, pl. 43.  
[96-4-6, 31]

14334. Complete; 13 + 8 ll.; $3\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.  
Lagash (Nina (KI)).  
Ur III: Record of 2 parcels of land in charge of Ur-(giš)gigir and Lù-Nina(KI) with areas.  
Undated.  
Text: C.T. X, pl. 49.  
[96-4-6, 32]

14335. Complete; 13 + 11 ll.; $3'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.  
Lagash (Ki-ni-nir (KI)).  
Ur III: Record of increase and decrease in the number of animals in a flock of sheep.  
Sà Nu-ni-nir (KI) (sic), —/—/2 Amar-Su'en.  
Text: C.T. X, pl. 43.  
[96-4-6, 33]

14336. Rt. low. corner damaged, especially on obv.; 10 + 1 ll.; $3\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.  
Ur III: Record of offerings in various quantities to 9 gods ((d)Našè, (d)Nin-Mar(KI), (d)Dumu-zi, (d)Nin-dar-a, (d)Gá-tùm-dùg, etc.), the city and a temple.  
Undated.  
[96-4-6, 34]

14337. Low. part damaged, defaced in some other places; 17 + 8(? ll.; $3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{8}''$.  
Lagash (month).  
Ur III: Record of barley issued to various men.  
11/ezen (d)Lisi([GUN])——.  
[96-4-6, 35]

14338. Complete; 11 + 11 ll.; $3\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.  
Lagash (Gír-su(KI)).  
Ur III: Report of increase and decrease in the number of sheep in the flock of Šar-ru-um-i-li.  
Šà Gír-su(KI): —/—/2 Amar-Su'en or 46 Sulgi.  
[96-4-6, 36]

14339. Broken and repaired, damaged or defaced in some places; 18 + 15 ll.; $3'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.  
Ur III: Account: delivery (mu-tǔm) of bundles of reed, copper (value in silver noted), of copper prongs (urudu-ha-bu[p]-da), butter, dates, etc.; control: Ur-ša-x-ga, Nam-mah šeš Ur-(d)Da-mu, etc.  
—/amar-a-a-ši/43 Sulgi.  
[96-4-6, 37]
BABYLONIAN TABLETS

14340. Nearly complete, slightly damaged; 8 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Lagash (Gú-ab-ba (KI)).
Ur III: One receipt rendered by Ur-(d)Ba-Bašt/Ü sang'a (d)Nin-Mar(KI) for 2 ma-na less 1$\frac{4}{5}$ gīn + 26 še of silver (the price of dates from Gú-ab-ba (KI)) delivered by Ba-a; another receipt for 1 gun of wool, valued at 6 ma-na of silver, which I-ti-(d)Sin₂ s. of Šu-la-ba, the dam-kār, received from Lú-(d)Nin-gîr-su s. of Urda-a₆. —/—/45 Șulgi. [96-4-6, 38]

14341. Complete; 10 + 8 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (Gú-ab-ba (KI)).
Ur III: Report of increase with no decrease in the number of sheep in the flock of Ur-ab-sud. Sà Gú-ab-ba (KI): ka: —/—/1 Amar-Su'en.
Text: C.T. X, pl. 47. [96-4-6, 39]

14342. Rev. damaged; 11 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of a large amount (1 gur, 600 + 480 + 21 43 royal gur) of winnowed barley. —/—/48 Șulgi.
Text: C.T. X, pl. 45. [96-4-6, 40]

14343. Complete; 9 + 11 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of fields with areas. Undated. [96-4-6, 41]

14344. Complete; 11 + 11 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (Gú-ab-ba (KI)).
Ur III: Report of increase and decrease in the number of sheep in the flock of Ur-mēš s. of Zi-za-ni. Sà Gú-ab-ba (KI): —/—/49 Șulgi.
Text: C.T. X, pl. 50. [96-4-6, 42]

14345. Nearly complete, damaged or defaced in some places; 8 + 2 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of flour (zīd KAL) delivered by Lú-gu-la and 3 other men. Undated. [96-4-6, 43]

14346. Upp. part damaged, defaced in some places; 12 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of a commodity (description destroyed), distributed among various men, e.g. Ü-ú, Ur-zikum-ma, Mu-su-a, Qa-ab-ba, Lugal-hé-gál, etc. Date not preserved. [96-4-6, 44]

14347. Complete; 12 + 9 ll.; $3'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (Gîr-su(KI)).
Ur III: Report about increase and decrease in the number of sheep in the flock of Dug₄-ga-zī-da. Sà Gîr-su(KI): —/—/48 Șulgi. [96-4-6, 45]

14348. Complete; 10 + 12 ll.; $2\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of sheep delivered by various men (e.g. Ur-(d)Šatran s. of Ė-ki-gal-la, Nam-ḫa-ni, Ur-(d)Utu, etc.) to Ur-zikum-ma on behalf of Ur-sa₄-ga MU; controller: Gû-dé-a. —/ezên (d)Șul-gi/27 Șulgi(?).*
Text: C.T. X, pl. 44. [96-4-6, 46]

14349. Low. portion of tablet; 11 + 12 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Record of a commodity (description destroyed) issued for various purposes, e.g. last but one: for the ensi, last: to be carried by boat to Uruk. Date not preserved. [96-4-6, 47]

14350. Complete; 9 + 6 ll.; $2\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of oxen and asses returned from work. Undated. [96-4-6, 48]

* Cf. 3 Ibi-Su'en.
14351. Rt. upp. corner damaged; 11 + 10 ll.; $2\frac{2}{3}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Lagash (Gir-su(KI)).
Ur III: Report about increase and decrease in the number of sheep in the flock of Ur-ša-qa-ga. Ṣà Gir-su(KI): —/—/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-6, 49]

14352. Complete; 17 + 13 ll.; 3'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}'' .
Ur III: List of names, apparently of workmen employed in two places described as: Ṣà dub-sar.esir-da gub-ba-me, and Ṣà dub-sar erin-na-me. Undated. [96-4-6, 50]

14353. Complete; 14 + 10 ll.; $2\frac{4}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Tally of workmen registered by name with their foremen. Undated. [96-4-6, 51]

14354. Complete; 11 + 13 ll.; 2'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''.
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread for one man and of bread only for various other men and for dogs. 27/se-gur_10-kud/—. [96-4-6, 52]

14355. Low. edge damaged; 6 + 2 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ka₄-ab-ba for 6₄ gur 5 šila of grain(?) and by Nu-gid-da for 12 gur. —/—/47 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 53]

14356. Complete, obv. slightly defaced; 11 + 14 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}'' .
Ur III: Record of rations in beer for various messengers. —/ṣu-numu/—. [96-4-6, 54]

14357. Complete; 10 + 8 ll.; 2'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}'' . Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in flour, bread, etc., issued for 7 days. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/—. [96-4-6, 55]

14358. Complete; 14 + 16 ll.; $2\frac{2}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$ . Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to various messengers (sukkal and lù-kaš₄). 5/mu-šu-du₅/—. [96-4-6, 56]

14359. Obv. damaged; 8 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$ . Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of gangs of gurus and ukû-ila workmen with their rations in grain. 29/hā-rā-bī-mū/—. [96-4-6, 57]

14360. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 8₄ royal gur of barley which Lugal-dub-bu received from Ni-kal-la. Undated. [96-4-6, 58]

14361. Complete; 10 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$ . Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer for various messengers, e.g. Ba-a-su-ni who arrived from Ši-ma-aš(KI) together with an inhabitant of this place. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. [96-4-6, 59]

14362. Complete; 11 + 14 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$ . Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of bread (once: beer and bread) distributed among 15 men. 9/se-il-la/—. [96-4-6, 60]

14363. Obv. entirely defaced; seal of A-a-kal-la(sic); ? + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt rendered by A-kal-la the dub-sar s. of AN.KA + X-DU* for goods (qualification destroyed); controller: Al-la. —/—/4 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-6, 61]

14364. Obv. rather defaced; 7 + 1 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' + 1\frac{7}{8}''\).
Ur III: Tally for guruš-workmen (hardly legible). \(4/-/—\).

[96-4-6, 62]

14365. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''\). \textit{Lagash} (month).
Ur III: Tally for 16 guruš-workers employed for 5 days in ship-loading(?) through the agency of Ka₆ₐ-a-mu the dub-sar. —/munu₉-kû/—.

[96-4-6, 63]

14366. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''\).
Ur III: Record of 1 gur of barley distributed among various guruš and gemē workers. —/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/—.

[96-4-6, 64]

14367. L. edge and rev. defaced in some places; 13 + 15 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; \(2\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''\).
Ur III: List of rations in bread for about 15 men listed by name. Undated.

[96-4-6, 65]

14368. Complete (case?); seal of Lú-gu-la dub-sar; 3 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''\).
Ur III: Receipt for 17\(\frac{3}{4}\) royal gur of barley received by Lú-gu-la from Ur-(d)Pa-sag. —/-/49 (= 47IIT) Šulgi.

[96-4-6, 66]

14369. Complete; 12 + 18 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''\). \textit{Lagash} (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for various messengers.
30še-il-la/—.

[96-4-6, 67]

14370. Complete; seal of Ur-ab-ba; 3 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''\).
Ur III: Receipt for 3 pan of dates which Ur-ab-ba received from Ki(?)-KU-lû. —/-/1 Amar-Su’en.

[96-4-6, 68]

14371. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''\).
Ur III: Receipt for grain issued by Lú-kal-la to Áša₆-ga as food for 18 guruš-workmen at 3\(\frac{1}{2}\) pan each; controller: Nita-ša₆-ga.
—/-/3 Šu-Su’en.

[96-4-6, 69]

14372. Broken and repaired, damaged in some places; 10 + 11 + (l. edge) 2(? ?) ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''\). \textit{Lagash} (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread or flour and oil for messengers, destination Urí(KI), issued at Ki-nu-nir(KI). ?/gán-maš/—.

[96-4-6, 70]

14373. Rev., especially low. part, damaged; 11 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1''\). \textit{Lagash} (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for 3 envoys (sukkal) and 1 courier (lú-ka₆₉) —/munu₁₀-kû/—.

[96-4-6, 71]

14375. Upp. portion (\(\frac{3}{8}\) of length) of tablet; 13 + 10 ll.; \(2'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''\).
Ur III: Record of bread issued to more than 12 men at 2 sila each.
15še-gur₁₀-kud/—.

[96-4-6, 73]
14376. Obv. damaged; 10 + 3 ll.; 23/8" × 13/8".
Ur III: Receipt for 108 royal gur of barley received by Lugal-dib-bu from Ur-(d)Iš-(d)Ba-Ba₅. Out of this amount, Na-ba-ša₆ and Lugal-dib-bu each received 40 gin. Undated. [96-4-6, 74]

14377. Complete; 17 + 20 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 23/8" × 13/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in a-gam containers) for 3 envoys (sukkal), 3 carters (lú-(giš)gigir) and 1 courier (lú-kas₄). Undated. [96-4-6, 75]

14378. Complete; 13 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 115/8" × 17/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in flour for messengers and other officials. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/—. [96-4-6, 76]

14379. Complete; 13 + 15 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2" × 17/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in a-gam containers) issued to various messengers. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/—. [96-4-6, 77]

14380. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; 21/4" × 13/8". Lagash (Gir-su(KI) and Gui-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Order concerning delivery (gub-ba gá-gá-dam) and removal (...zi-zi-dam) of sheep and goats. Undated. [96-4-6, 78]

14381. Both l. and rt. edges badly damaged, also rev.; 13 + (rev.) 17 ll.; 2" × 17/8".
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread and also oil for messengers, e.g. Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim₄ (and) Šu-gu-du erín.še-gur₅-šè gin-na-me, etc. [Date?] [96-4-6, 79]

14382. Complete; 12 + 15 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 213/8" × 17/8".
Ur III: List of rations in beer for various messengers either "in town" or "en route". —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. [96-4-6, 80]

14383. Complete; 12 + 14 ll.; 111/8" × 17/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in oil for messengers. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. [96-4-6, 81]

14384. Complete; 14 + 16 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 21/8" × 13/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer for various messengers and carters. —/bárrá-bi-mú-mú/—. [96-4-6, 82]

14385. Partly defaced; 12 + 10 ll.; 17/8" × 13/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of barley distributed among various men listed by name. 11/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. [96-4-6, 83]

14386. Complete; 14 + 17 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 17/8" × 13/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread for various messengers and carters, either "in town" or "en route". —/bárrá-bi-mú-mú/—. [96-4-6, 84]

14387. Complete; 17 + 20 ll.; 213/8" × 17/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in a-gam containers) for various envoys, carters and other messengers. 3/amar-a-a-si/—. [96-4-6, 85]
14388. Complete; 13(?) + 15 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for various messengers and carters who came from Anšan.
—/ezën (d)Šul-gi/—. [96-4-6, 86]

14389. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread for some messengers who came from Anšan.
—/a-\(m\)-r-a-a-si/—. [96-4-6, 87]

14390. Complete; 10 + 13 + (l. edge) 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for various envoys (sukkal) who came from Anšan and Nippur.
—/še-il-la/—. [96-4-6, 88]

14391. Lm. part missing; 9 + 12 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer (kás-gín and kás-dida), bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for some envoys (sukkal) who either were sent to, or came from, Šušan(KI).
—/a-\(m\)-r-a-a-si/—. [96-4-6, 89]

14392. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
Ur III: Record of 13(?) gín less \(\frac{1}{4}\) of silver paid for a slave; controller: Ur-šu-ga-lam-ma s. of Nam-maḫ. Undated. [96-4-6, 90]

14393. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 118 tück da-ba-ib/tum which Ur-(d)Nanše received from Na-di. —/—/45 (or 46?) Šulgi. [96-4-6, 91]

14394. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 424 gur + 5 sila of barley which Ur-(d)Utu(?) received from Du-du for grinding into flour (zid-ka-šêd). —/—/49 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 92]

14395. Complete; 6 + 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Allocation of 22 gurushed-workmen for 12 days to tow a boat laden with flour (má zíd-da gid-da).
—/mu-šu-du/—. [96-4-6, 93]

14396. Rt. low. corner damaged; 7 + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, asses and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdersmen. 19/mu-šu-du/4 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-6, 94]

14397. Rev. damaged; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) pan of barley which Lú-dingir-ra, the miller, received from Ur-(d)Pa-sag as an outstanding balance. —/—/49 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 95]

14398. Complete; 6 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of an object hired by IR-da-ni TUR-kašu. Undated. [96-4-6, 96]

14399. Complete; 8 + 8 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (Ki-nu-nir(KI)).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for messengers.
—/še-il-la/49 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 97]
14400. Complete, slightly damaged; 4 + 4 ll.; 1 13/16" \times 1 13/16".
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley which Ba-zi received from Lú-(d)Na-rù-a. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/43 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 98]

14401. Complete, with fragment of case adhering to the obv.; seal illegible; 5 + 6 ll.; 1 11/16" \times 1 11/16".
Ur III: Receipt for 1 1/6 royal gur of barley; controller: Ur-(d)Dumu-zi. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 99]

14402. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; 1 13/16" \times 1 13/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of delivery of 5/6 royal gur of barley to the ensi, being an outstanding balance. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA₆/Ü/ (Mercer 148). [96-4-6, 100]

14403. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; 1 15/16" \times 1 15/16".
Ur III: Record of over 1960 royal gur of barley issued within 11 months by I-ta-è-a to the lû-mar-sa (name?). —/—/49 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 101]

14404. L. upp. part damaged, rev. slightly defaced; 9 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 15/16" \times 1 15/16".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen. 22/?/? (not preserved). [96-4-6, 102]

14405. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1 13/16" \times 1 13/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Lû-bal-ša-ḫa for 8 royal gur of barley issued as seedcorn. —/munû₄-kû/46 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 103]

14406. Rev. damaged; 7 + 6 ll.; 1 13/16" \times 1 13/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by ?-DI-NE for 1 1/6 royal gur of barley (še-ba gîš-KU (GIGIR(?))-e dib-ba) issued on behalf of Ur-(d)Nanne from the granary (gur₇). —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/46 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 104]

14407. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; 1 13/16" \times 1 13/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 10 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)Nin-ē-gal, the foreman, as wages for hired erîn workers.
—/ezen (d)Šul-gi/46 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 105]

14408. Rev. damaged; 6 + 9 ll.; 1 13/16" \times 1 13/16".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and oxen with their rations. Date? [96-4-6, 106]

14409. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; 1 15/16" \times 1 15/16".
Ur III: Record of 46 royal gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)Nin-gîš-zi-da, head of the granary, to Lû-gi-na; accountant: Ur-(d)Nin-muk s. of Ur-ē-babbar. Undated. [96-4-6, 107]

14410. Complete; 11 + 7 ll.; 1 13/16" \times 1 13/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in flour (barley and pease-meal) for messengers, either “in town” or “en route”. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA₆/Ü/—. [96-4-6, 108]

14411. Complete; 7 + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 13/16" \times 1 13/16". Lagash (Gîr-su(KI)).
Ur III: Record of several amounts of bitumen delivered by boat to Gîr-su(KI), last item: a-ru-a gift to (d)Nin-Mar(KI). —/—/48 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 109]
14412. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". **Lagash** (month).
   Ur III: Record of rations for 52 guruš-workers at 1 pan each and for 5 men at 5 bān each, total issued by Ba-zi to Lugal-ab-ba, the foreman.
   —/ezēn (d) Ba-BA \(\theta\)/Uj/—. [96-4-6, 110]

14413. Complete; 11 + 14 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" x 1". **Lagash** (month).
   Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for envoys and carters.
   22/hār-rá-bi-mú/—. [96-4-6, 111]

14414. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". **Lagash** (month).
   Ur III: Issue by Amar-še12 of rations for sheep.
   6/gān-ma/s/8 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-6, 112]

14415. Complete; 10 + 12 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". **Lagash** (month).
   Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for messengers and carters.
   17/munux-kú/—. [96-4-6, 113]

14416. Complete; 9 + 11 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". **Lagash** (month).
   Ur III: Record of rations in beer and bread for various officials, and in bread only for dogs.
   6/sé-gur\(\frac{1}{16}\)-kud/—. [96-4-6, 114]

14417. Complete; 6 + 9 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1". **Lagash** (month).
   Ur III: List of rations in ordinary beer, pease-meal, oil (in á-gam container), did a beer and flour, issued to Šu-li-li, the lû-kas₄, for a journey to A-dam-dun (KI); also rations in beer, pease-meal and oil (in á-gam container) for A-ge₄-a, the sukkal, who came from A-dam-dun (KI).
   —/sé-gur\(\frac{1}{16}\)-kud/—. [96-4-6, 115]

14418. Obv. slightly, rev. badly defaced; 2 holes in l. edge; 5 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". **Lagash** (month).
   Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing tablets concerning Lû-(d) Nin-gir-su s. of Ba-zi.
   —/še-iî-1a/45 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 116]

14419. Complete; 5 + 5 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". **Lagash** (month).
   Ur III: Record of bread and flour issued by ?; controller: Nam-zi-tar-ra s. of Ur-(d)Lamma.
   3/mu-su-du\(\frac{7}{46}\)/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-6, 117]

14420. Obv. and low. edge partly defaced; 7 + 9 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". **Lagash** (month).
   Ur III: Allocation of grain to guruš workmen from the gur₄-giš-SI₄; ugula: Ur-dun, rab-banu.
   —/munu₄-kú/35 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 118]

14421. L. edge damaged, rev. uninscribed; seal (on rev.) illegible; 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
   Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ur-ab-ba for 1\(\frac{3}{4}\) pan of dates. Undated.
   —/mu₄-d₄/46 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 119]

14422. Obv. damaged; 4 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". **Lagash** (month).
   Ur III: Receipt for 7 (or 8) royal gur of barley issued by Ma-ni to Lû-(d) Nin-subur; controller: Igi-zu-bar-ra.
   —/mu₄-d₄/46 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 120]

14423. Complete; 12 + 15 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". **Lagash** (month).
   Ur III: List of rations in oil (in á-gam containers) for various travellers from, and to, Anšan(KI) and Šušan(KI) and also from Sa-bu-um(KI).
   —/hār-rá-bi-mú-mú/—. [96-4-6, 121]
14424. Complete; 7 + 8 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1 10" x 1 14". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 24 oxen (20 of them barley fed) delivered for offerings
(ša Unug (KI), čē-čē-čē-u₂₄, šu-nír, and čē-čē-u₂₄, 15) by Na-ra-am-
lí to Kā₄-a₄-mu. —/ezen (d) Līsī (-GŪN)₈/₄Ti Sulgi. [96-4-6, 122]

14425. Complete; 6 + 9 ll.; 1 14" x 1 5/₆".
Ur III: Record of rations for 25 ploughmen at 4 pan of barley each, for
5 ox-drivers at 3 pan each and for 144 erín-workers at 1 pan each; total:
51 1/₂ gur issued by Ur-(d)Našē to Ur-ē-ninnu.
—/še-gur₁₀-kud/₄₉ Sulgi. [96-4-6, 123]

14426. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1 15/₁₆" x 1 1/₄".
Ur III: Record of 61/₆ royal gur of barley, issued by Ur-Sag-kud to Ur-
mēš s. of Lugal-ušumgal as food for sailors (ša-gal má-la₄-ne).
—/še-gur₁₀-kud/₄₇ Sulgi. [96-4-6, 124]

14427. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1 14/₆" x 1 1/₄". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 10 ma-na of silver paid to the merchant, and of 2 ma-
na paid as maš-da-ri-a; controller: Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim₁, šu-i.
—/ezen (d) Ba-BA₄/₂₀/₄ Sulgi. [96-4-6, 125]

14428. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 3 ll.; 1 11/₁₆" x 1 13/₈".
Ur III: Receipt for 1 1/₂ pan of barley issued by Ša-kù-ge to Lugal-bân-
da lù-bappir; is to be replaced (rūg-rūg-dam). —/—/—/₇ Amar-Su'en.
[96-4-6, 126]

14429. Defaced in some places; 13 + 12 ll.; 1 ½" x 1 13/₈". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and fat for 6 messengers, and beer for
the dub-sar. 19/še-ii-la/—. [96-4-6, 127]

14430. Complete, holes in l. edge; 5 + 1 ll.; 1 ½" x 1 13/₈".
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing tablets of the storekeepers
(tú-nig-dib) of the ensī. Undated. [96-4-6, 128]

14431. Complete; 10 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 13/₈" x 1 13/₈". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) for 2
envoys (sukkal) and various other men. —/ḥár-rá-bī-mú-mú/—. [96-4-6, 129]

14432. Complete; 4 + 2 ll.; 1 13/₈" x 1 13/₈".
Ur III: Record of one male ass allocated to the house of Su-la-lum, the
ploughman; controller: Lū-(d)Utu. —/—/₄₇ Sulgi. [96-4-6, 130]

14433. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 6 ll.; 1 13/₈" x 1 13/₈". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of rations in barley issued to hired workers (ša-gal lù-
ḫun-gâ). —/munu₄-kū/—. [96-4-6, 131]

14434. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; 1 13/₈" x 1 13/₈".
Ur III: Record of 61 royal gur of dates issued by Na-bi to NIM-mu as
price for fig-trees. —/—/₄₃ Sulgi. [96-4-6, 132]
14435. Complete; seal illegible; 7 + 7 ll.; \(1 \frac{11}{16}'' \times 1 \frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Record of rations in barley flour issued by (d)Šul-gi-ka-lam-ma-me-te-bi and Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim\(^1\) to 3 men at 3 bân each.
—/še-gur\(_{1,\text{e}}\)-kud/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 133]

14436. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; \(1 \frac{5}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Allocation of slaves to (?) the temples of (d)Dumu-zi and (d)Nin-dár-a ...; lú-sa-gaz mentioned. —/—/4 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-6, 134]

14437. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; \(1 \frac{5}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{1}{8}''\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 30 royal gur of dates to be distributed at the rate of 2 sila per head, issued as máš-da-ri-a on the “High Festival” by A-hi-ma to NIM-MU. —/mu-šu-du-su/8 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-6, 135]

14438. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; \(1 \frac{5}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{1}{8}''\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3\(\frac{3}{8}\) royal gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)Nun-gal to Ama-TU, ugula, as food for ērīn workers. —/še-il-la/46 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 136]

14439. Complete; 8 + 4 ll.; \(1 \frac{11}{16}'' \times 1 \frac{3}{8}''\).
Ur III: Herd-report giving numbers of animals and names of herdsmen. Undated. [96-4-6, 137]

14440. Complete, holes in l. edge; 4 + 3 ll.; \(1 \frac{3}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing tablets of the court decisions of the ensi (d)KAB(?)-kam. —/—/43 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 138]

14441. Complete; 5 + 8 ll.; \(1 \frac{11}{16}'' \times 1 \frac{3}{8}''\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 330 ērīn-workers employed for 1 day to work with pickaxe (nīg-gul) on 20 sar of fields named a-sá Lál-ha-(d)Nin-gir-su and KUR-da-bil-lu; foreman (nu-banda): Ur-(d)Dumu-zi.
—/ezēn (d)Šul-gi/—. [96-4-6, 139]

14442. Complete; 11 + 14 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; \(1 \frac{1}{4}'' \times 1 \frac{3}{8}''\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread for 1 man, and in bread only for 12 men and some dogs. —še-il-la/—. [96-4-6, 140]

14443. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; \(1 \frac{3}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{1}{8}''\).
Ur III: Record of 6\(\frac{3}{4}\) royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Nīg-ū-ram as rations for ērīn workers, and 1\(\frac{1}{8}\) gur as rations for porters (ukū-ila); nu-banda: Ur-(d)Nin-gir. —/—/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 141]

14444. Complete; 6 + 3 ll.; \(1 \frac{3}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{3}{8}''\).
Ur III: Receipt for barley issued by Lú-me-lá̂m to Lugal-Eridu(KI)-še as rations for 25 ērīn-workers at 5 bân each. —/še-gur\(_{10}\)-kud/46 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 142]

14445. Complete; 9 + 8 ll.; \(1 \frac{1}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{3}{8}''\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in flour and oil (in ā-gam containers) for 1 messenger arrived from Susān, 1 envoy (sukkal) travelling to Adamun, and 1 envoy and 1 courier (lú-kas₄) going to Susān. —/ezēn (d)Li₅₄(-GŪN)?—. [96-4-6, 143]
14446. Low. edge damaged; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5½ royal gur of apples (giš-ḫašḫur-a) delivered by Ga-a to Lú-(d)IG/GÁL-ALIM. —/bār-rā-bī-mū-mū/6 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-6, 144]

14447. Low. edge damaged; 7 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. *Lagash* (Gú-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of barley issued to gūruš-workers at 2 pan each. Gú-ab-ba(KI): —/šu-numun/5 Amar-Šu'en. [96-4-6, 145]

14448. Obv. rt. low. part destroyed; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{4}{8}'' \times 1\frac{4}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 2$\frac{1}{2}$ (royal) pan 5 silla of barley, issued by Šeš-kal-la, recipient's name not preserved; controller: Lugal-(d)Inanna. ——/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-6, 146]

14449. Complete; 3 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. *Lagash* (Nina(KI)).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 pan 4$\frac{1}{8}$ bān of apples (giš-ḫašḫur-babbar) delivered by Ur-(d)Lamma to Ur-ab-ba at Nina(KI). —/ezēn (d)Lisi(-GUN)$^2$/3 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-6, 147]

14450. Complete; 7 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{4}{8}'' \times 1\frac{4}{8}''$. *Lagash* (Ba-zi).
Ur III: Receipt for 1128 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-(d)NaNše s. of Lú-dūg-ga. —/šu-numun/46 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 148]

14451. Rt. half of rev. destroyed, 2 holes in l. edge; 4 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{9}{16}'' \times 1\frac{9}{16}''$.
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing tablets dealing with fields of the šabras. ——/26 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 149]

14452. Complete, big double hole in l. edge; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. *Lagash* (Gîr-su(KI) and Gú-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket with tablets concerning cows, goats and sheep, driven from Gîr-su(KI) to Gú-ab-ba(KI). ——/43 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 150]

14453. Complete; 6 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for grain, received by Ki-DÚR-lú-TUR, the gudū-gal, from Ba-ži. ——/45 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 151]

14454. Obv. rather defaced; seal of Lú-(d)NIIN-gîr-su dû-sar dûmû Urda-a₄₄; 7 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{4}{8}'' \times 1\frac{4}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for objects (description illegible), issued by Lugal-uṣumgal to Lú-(d)Nin-gîr-su the šabra; controller: (d)Utu-MU. —/7 Amar-Šu'en. [96-4-6, 152]

14455. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 149 carcasses of sheep received by Lû-(d)BA-BE₄₄/Ur for female weavers. ——/49 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 153]

14456. Low. edge missing, rev. badly defaced and illegible; 10 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1''$.
Ur III: List of rations in bread (and sometimes meat) for various men listed by name. —/še-gur$₁₀$-kud/—. [96-4-6, 154]

14457. Rev. defaced; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{9}{16}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 10 royal gur of barley received by Lû-(Lugal)-?TUR from Ba-ži, to be ground into flour. —/4 Amar-Šu'en. [96-4-6, 155]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14459.</td>
<td>Complete, writing partly effaced by seal; seal of Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim(^1) dub-sar; 5 + 4 ll.; (1\frac{1}{4})&quot; (\times) (1\frac{1}{8})&quot;. Ur III: Receipt for some royal gur of grain(?) received by Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim(^4) from Ur-(d)Pa-sag. ——/49 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 157]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14460.</td>
<td>Rev. rt. low. corner destroyed; seal of Nam-maḫ-(d)Ba-BA(^6) Û; 4 + 6 ll.; (1\frac{1}{8})&quot; (\times) (1\frac{1}{8})&quot;. Ur III: Receipt for 3 pan of barley received by Nam-maḫ-(d)Ba-BA(^6) Û from Lú-me-lám. ——/še-gur(_{10})-kud/5 Amar-Su’en(?). [96-4-6, 158]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14461.</td>
<td>Rt. upp. corner missing; 6 + 4 ll.; (1\frac{1}{8})&quot; (\times) (1\frac{1}{8})&quot;. Lagash (month). Ur III: Record of rations in barley for guruš workers, total: (4\frac{3}{8}) gur (še-ba a-bal-dū-a-kud(<em>{6})). ——/ezen (d)Ba-BA(</em>{6})/Ü/34 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 159]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14462.</td>
<td>Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; (1\frac{1}{8})&quot; (\times) (1\frac{1}{8})&quot;. Ur (see date). Ur III: Record of 90 headloads (dusu) of dates, 15 sila each, transported to the palace. Šà Uri(KI): ——/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/49 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 160]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14463.</td>
<td>Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; (1\frac{1}{8})&quot; (\times) (1\frac{1}{8})&quot;. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 47(\frac{3}{8}) gur of šik flour and 376(\frac{3}{8}) gur 5 sila of barley flour which Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim(^1) received from Ku-li. ——/še-il-la/46 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14464.</td>
<td>Obv. badly defaced; 4 + 7 ll.; (1\frac{1}{8})&quot; (\times) (1\frac{1}{8})&quot;. Ur III: Receipt for goods (details destroyed) which were received on behalf of A-ḫu-um-mi-lum, the nu-banda. ——/2 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-6, 162]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14465.</td>
<td>Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; (1\frac{1}{8})&quot; (\times) (1\frac{1}{8})&quot;. Ur III: Record of 10 shekels less (\frac{1}{4}) of silver transferred to the palace by Ur-(d)Nam-tar-ra; “sealed” by the ensi. ——/3 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-6, 163]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14466.</td>
<td>L. upp. corner damaged; 6 + 9 ll.; (1\frac{1}{8})&quot; (\times) (1\frac{1}{8})&quot;. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 3 lots of barley, two of them in boats, which Nig-(d)Ba-BA(_{6})/Ü s. of Da-mu received from Ur-(d)En-lil. ——/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/1 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-6, 164]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14467.</td>
<td>Complete; 13 + 17 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; (1\frac{1}{8})&quot; (\times) (1\frac{1}{8})&quot;. Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for various messengers, carters, etc. 11/šu-numun/—. [96-4-6, 165]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14468.</td>
<td>Complete; seal without name; 3 + 6 ll.; (1\frac{1}{8})&quot; (\times) (1\frac{1}{8}&quot;. Ur III: Receipt for 4(\frac{3}{4}) gur of barley which Lú-(d)IGI/LIM-maššē(^4) received at Uruk(KI) from Ur-(d)Nanše. ——/še-gur(_{10})-kud/3 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-6, 166]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14469.</td>
<td>Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; (1\frac{1}{8})&quot; (\times) (1\frac{1}{8}&quot;. Ur III: Receipt for 6 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)IŠ-(d)Ba-BA(<em>{6})/Ü(^5) received from Ur-(d)Nanše, to be ground into flour. ——/še-gur(</em>{10})-kud/47 (or 49?) Šulgi. [96-4-6, 167]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14470. L. low. corner damaged; 6 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{2}{3}^g \times 1\frac{2}{5}^g\).
Ur III: Record of small amounts of barley (royal measure) issued (?) by Nin-a-na to 3 men. —/šu-numun/—. [96-4-6, 168]

14471. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{2}{3}^g \times 1\frac{2}{3}^g\).
Ur III: Receipt for 12 royal gur of sprouted barley (šē-si-ē) which Lū-(d)Ba-BA ṢUl received from Lū-nītā-gi-na, on behalf of Lugal-DU; controller: Lū-(d)Nin-Šubur. —/—/3 Amar-Su‘en. [96-4-6, 169]

14472. Complete, first line damaged; 6 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{2}{3}^g \times 1\frac{2}{3}^g\).
Ur III: Receipt for wood (giš-gad + ūr (?) ša-bal and giš-zī ša-bal) which Al-la-ša-Šu received from the ē-kišib₂-ba gu-la. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/7 Amar-Su‘en. [96-4-6, 170]

14473. Complete, two holes in l. edge; 6 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{2}{3}^g \times 1\frac{2}{3}^g\).
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket concerning deliveries of balances due (si-i-1B/TUM) made by Ur-si-ga-lām-ma and Lū-igša-ša-Šu.
—/—/43 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 171]

14474. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; \(1\frac{2}{3}^g \times 1\frac{2}{3}^g\).
Ur III: Record of 11 gin of silver transferred by Ur-ša-Ša-ga to the palace. —/šu-numun/3 Amar-Su‘en. [96-4-6, 172]

14475. Two corners damaged; seal illegible; 4 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{2}{3}^g \times 1\frac{2}{3}^g\).
Ur III: Record of 1 royal pan of barley which Ĥu-wa-wa has to repay (rūg-rūg-dam). —/še-gur₁₀-kud/7 Amar-Su‘en. [96-4-6, 173]

14476. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{2}{3}^g \times 1\frac{2}{3}^g\).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley which Bād-da-bād-da received from Lū-bi-mu on behalf of Ma-ni, to be ground into flour; controller: Ur-ša-Ša-ga. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/46 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 174]

14477. Rev. almost destroyed; 6 + 4(? ll.; \(1\frac{2}{3}^g \times 1\frac{2}{3}^g\).
Ur III: Receipt for 214₂⁵ gur 1 sila of barley which Ur-(d)Lamma s. of [Lū]-dingir-ra received from Ur-bād-dūr-ra, to be ground into flour (zi₂₇₅₇-šē). Date not preserved. [96-4-6, 175]

14478. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{2}{3}^g \times 1\frac{2}{3}^g\). Lagash (months).
Ur III: Record of 52 royal gur of barley issued as rations for female weavers during the months mus-su-du₇ and ff. —/—/45 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 176]

14479. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; \(1\frac{2}{3}^g \times 1\frac{2}{3}^g\).
Ur III: Receipt for 30 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Šēš-kal-la as wages for hired labourers from the granary (gur₂) of (d)Šul-gi-zī-kalam-ma; controller: Lū-KA-NI₈ nu-bānda-gud. —/mu-šu-du₄/45 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 177]

14480. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Nidaba dub-sar dumu Ša-guškin(KU-GI); 6 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{2}{3}^g \times 1\frac{2}{3}^g\).
Ur III: Receipt for 1₂₇ royal gur of barley flour which Ur-(d)Nidaba received from Ur-(d)Nanne; controller: Ur-(d)Ba-BA ṢUl s. of Ur-gar.
—/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/3 Amar-Su‘en. [96-4-6, 178]
14481. Complete; 10 + 11 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{8}\) X 1\(\frac{2}{16}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer for various messengers (sukkal and lû-kasû) travelling from and to *Šušan* (KI) and from *Si-ri* (KI) and Sa-bu-um (KI). —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. [96-4-6, 179]

14482. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\) X 1\(\frac{7}{16}\).
Ur III: Memorandum concerning 4 groups of objects ranging from 26 to 35 items issued to 4 men. Undated. [96-4-6, 180]

14483. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\) X 1\(\frac{3}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 100\(\frac{2}{8}\) royal gur of barley, drawn from the field of (d)Šul-gi-zi-kalam-ma, received by Ur-(gî)gîgîr-ge from Ur-(d)Ba-BA\(_6\)/U; the grain is loaded in a boat. —/gân-maš/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-6, 181]

14484. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA\(_6\)/U dub-sar; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\) X 1\(\frac{1}{8}\).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 pan (royal) of barley issued by Lû-gi-na.
—/se-gur\(_1\)0 kud/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 182]

14485. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{8}\) X 1\(\frac{3}{8}\). *Lagash* (months).
Ur III: Receipt for 65\(\frac{1}{8}\) royal gur of dates, 1\(\frac{1}{8}\) gur of figs and 4\(\frac{1}{8}\) pan of apples received by Nin-a-na s. of Ur-é-gal from Ur-ab-ba during the months from gân-maš to šu-numum. —/(see above)/43 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 183]

14486. Obv. defaced; seal illegible; 6(? + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\) X 1\(\frac{3}{8}\).
Ur III: Receipt, details destroyed; recipient: Ni-ša-\(_6\)ga; controller: Ur-(d)Lamma, sanga (d)Nin-šubur. —/—/mu-š-sa mu-š-sa-bi. [96-4-6, 184]

14487. Complete, slightly damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\) X 1\(\frac{7}{8}\).
Ur III: Record of 1 cow and 1 ox driven by Ur-(d)En-ki and Lû-(d)Utu respectively to Ur-(d)Ba-BA\(_6\)/U. —/—/6 Su-Su'en. [96-4-6, 185]

14488. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) X 1\(\frac{7}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Tally of gangs of gurûš workmen with their rations; total 4\(\frac{3}{8}\) gur 5 silla of barley. —/gân-maš/1 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-6, 186]

14489. Obv. damaged, 2 holes in l. edge; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\) X 1\(\frac{7}{8}\).
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket (details destroyed). —/—/46 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 187]

14490. Low. portion of tablet; 4 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\) X 1\(\frac{7}{8}\).
Ur III: Receipt for goods (details destroyed) which Ur-šâ-ê-gar received from Lugal-an-na-ab-du. Date missing. [96-4-6, 188]

14491. Complete; 5 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\) X 1\(\frac{3}{8}\).
Ur III: Memorandum concerning 69 royal gur of winnowed barley earmarked by the engar Lû-(d)Na-rû-a for the ox-stall of A-tu. Undated. [96-4-6, 189]

14492. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\) X 1\(\frac{3}{8}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 14\(\frac{3}{8}\) royal gur of barley which Al-la received from Ur-(d)Nun-gal. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA\(_6\)/U/46 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 190]
14493. Low. edge damaged; 5 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 20 prongs ((**urudu**) ha-*bu*/*pu_4*-*da*) weighing 18\(\frac{1}{2}\) ma-nu 3 gin, which Ur-*su-ga-lam-ma* received from Ur-(d)Nin-*šubur*; controller: the ensi. —/ez(én) (d)Šul-gi/4 Ibi-Su'én.

14494. Rev. damaged; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 1 ox employed by Ur-gu-la in agricultural work for 7 days. —/ez(én) (d)Šul-gi/4 Šu-Su'én.

14495. Complete; seal of Ma-ni, ka_4*-šu-*du_8 (d)Gú-de-a dumu Ur-(d)Lamma; 3 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley received by Ma-ni from Ur-(d)En-nil; controller: Lú-*ba*-ga. —/a-ma-r-a-a-si/47 Šulgi.

14496. Complete, last 2 ll. of obv. damaged; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley flour issued from the mill by Ur-nigin-gar to Lú-(d)Nin-*šubur*.

14497. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley flour issued by Lugal-usumgal to Lú-(d)Nin-*šubur* s. of Ba-zi from the mill. —/še-gur_10*-kud/—.

14498. Complete; 8 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: Record of fine beer and oil issued for the royal èš-*ēš* of the new moon (u_4*-sar) on the 15th day; of fine beer and pease-meal issued for the ki-a-nag offering of Gú-de-a of the new moon on the 15th day, and of beer, pease-meal and oil for AN-á-l-gál, the mar-tu.

14499. Complete; 2 holes in l. edge; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing tablets dealing with seed-corn for šabra officials. —/—/3 Amar-Su'én.

14500. Complete, 2 holes in l. edge; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (Gír-su(KI) and Gú-a-ba-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Label from a table-basket containing tablets dealing with the transfer of kennelmen from Gír-su(KI) to Gú-a-ba-ba(KI).

14501. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Ur III: Record of rations for 15 guru workers at 1 pan (royal) of barley each issued by Ba-zi; ugula: Da-gu; nu-banda: Ur-(giš)gigir.

14502. Complete; 8 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Ur III: Record of rations in beer (once also bread) issued by ÍR-TUR to 4 men (3 of them carters). Undated.

*In 13617: AN-á-gál, mar-tu.
14503. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; \( 1 \frac{7}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{5}{8}'' \).
Ur III: Record of 6 royal gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)Nanše to (d)Nanna(r)-hi-li (on whose behalf Lú-(d)Na-ru-a, the nu-baša-gud, set his seal on the tablet) for grinding. —/—/49 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 201]

14504. Complete; 12 + 14 ll.; \( 1 \frac{3}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{1}{8}'' \).
Ur III: List of rations in oil (most of them in á-gaš containers) issued to various messengers. Undated. [96-4-6, 202]

14505. Complete; seal of Nam-maḫ dub-sar; 6 ÷ 3 ll.; \( 1 \frac{3}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{5}{8}'' \).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 wooden object ((giš mi-rí-za “rib of boat”) for a 10-gur boat issued by Ur-ba-ga to Nam-maḫ. —/—/43 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 203]

14506. Rev. top ll. damaged; 7 ÷ 6 ll.; \( 1 \frac{7}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{1}{8}'' \). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 4\( \frac{1}{8} \) royal gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)Igi-zi-ba-ra to Nam-maḫ on behalf of his brother Ur-(d)Ba-Ba6 on as food for female weavers. —/amar-a-a-si/38 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 204]

14507. Complete, 2 holes in l. edge; 5 ÷ 6 ll.; \( 1 \frac{3}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{5}{8}'' \). Lagash (place names).
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket with tablets concerning sheep at Girsu (K1) under Dug4-ga-zi-da, and at Ki-nu-nir (K1), Nina (K1) and Gú-ab-ba (K1) under Sar-ru-um-i-li. —/—/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 205]

14508. Complete; seal imperfect; 5 ÷ 2 ll.; \( 1 \frac{3}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{5}{8}'' \).
Ur III: Record of rations for 8 guriš workers at 1 pan of barley each; controller: Im-da-lik. —/dirig še-gur10-kud/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 206]

14509. Complete; seal of Ma-an-sê-na dub-sar dumu Lú-KA-NI2; 4 ÷ 2 ll.; \( 1 \frac{3}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{5}{8}'' \). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3\( \frac{1}{8} \) royal pan of barley flour received by Ma-an-sê from Lú-bal-sa-ga. —/gán-ša/—. [96-4-6, 207]

14510. Nearly complete, rt. side damaged; 7 ÷ 5 ll.; \( 1 \frac{3}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{5}{8}'' \).
Ur III: Receipt for 7 garments (túg-mug) received by (d)Utu-bar-ra from Lú-kâ-nig-[ša]-ga. —/še-gur10-kud/6 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-6, 208]

14511. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 7 ÷ 2 ll.; \( 2 \frac{1}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{7}{8}'' \). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 30 royal gur of barley issued as seedcorn, and for 7 gur issued as wages for hired labourers; recipient: Ad-da-mu sanga (d)Inanna; controller: Šu-šu-dar. —/mun uš-kü/36 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 209]

14512. Complete case with tablet, unopened, rev. uninscribed; seal without name; 7 ll.; \( 1 \frac{5}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{7}{8}'' \). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 30 royal gur of barley issued by Lú-duš-ga to [Ur (?) or Lú?]-(d)Ba-Ba6/Ũ as rations for workmen. —/amar-a-a-si/36 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 210]

14513. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-Ba6/Ũ; 6 ÷ 4 ll.; \( 1 \frac{3}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{1}{8}'' \).
Ur III: Receipt for 2\( \frac{1}{8} \) royal gur of barley which is to be ground, received by Ur-(d)Ba-Ba6/Ũ from Ba-zi. —/dirig še-gur10-kud/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 211]
14514. Case with tablet, unopened, l. upp. corner damaged; seal of Lugal-pa-è
dub-sar; 4 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{8}^\prime\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{5}{8}^\prime\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley issued from the gá-nun-maḇ by Ur-mēs to
Lugal-pa-è on behalf of Ba-zi s. of Na-di as rations for ukuš men.
—/amar-a-a-si/48 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 212]

14515. Complete, with fragment of case (14515 A); 6 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{8}^\prime\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{5}{8}^\prime\).
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 10 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Ur-dam as seedcorn.
—/a-ma-r-a-a-si/49 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 213]

—A. Fragment of case of tablet 14515, rt. half of obv. missing; seal illegible;
6 + 6 ll.; \(2^\prime\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{8}^\prime\). Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet. Same date. [96-4-6, 213a]

14516. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 6 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}^\prime\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{5}{8}^\prime\).
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 2 male asses and 2 female asses with foals given as a votive
gift (a-ru-a) by MU-DU/TŪM-(d)Lamma s. of Si-bi-ga-EDIN-na.
—/s-e-il-1a/4 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-6, 214]

14517. Case with tablet, unopened, upp. part of rev. damaged; seal of Nin-a-na
dub-sar; 6 + 5 ll.; \(2^\prime\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{1}{8}^\prime\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 276 royal gur of barley flour which is to be loaded in a
boat, issued by Lú-(d)Na-tir-a s. of Ur-sa-ga to (Nin-a-na dub-sar).
—/ezen (d) Ba-BA/4 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-6, 215]

14518. Complete, with case (14518 A); 7 + 9 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}^\prime\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{3}{8}^\prime\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley flour unloaded from the boats of Lú-má-gu-la,
Lugal-agrig-gi and Ur-è-an-na, which Lú-mar-sa received from Ur-
(d)IG/GÁL-alim. —/ezen (d) Sul-gi/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 216]

—A. Complete case of tablet 14518; seal of Ur-(d)IG-alim’ dub-sar dumu Ur-
ša(?)-ga(?); 8 + 5 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{8}^\prime\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{3}{8}^\prime\). Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text identical with that on tablet; same date. [96-4-6, 216a]

14519. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal indistinct; 6 + 7 ll.; \(2^\prime\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{3}{8}^\prime\).
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of barley issued for the usual monthly purpose, for a festival,
for use within the shrine and as rations for the female millers; recipient:
Gir-(d)Ba-BA/44 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 217]

14520. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-mēs dub-sar dumu Ur-
(d)?-laḫ; 5 + 3 ll.; \(2^\prime\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{3}{8}^\prime\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 10\(\frac{4}{5}\) royal gur of barley issued by Gu-za-ni to Ur-mēs
on behalf of Ba-zi as seedcorn. —/ezen (d) Sul-gi/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 218]

14521. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Ad-da...; 6 + 7 ll.;
\(1\frac{3}{8}^\prime\) \(\times\) \(1\frac{3}{8}^\prime\). Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of rations in barley at 1 pan each for 67 erin workers
engaged in grinding barley for the household of the ensi; the total of 13\(\frac{3}{8}
\) gur issued by Ur-ša-è-gar to Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim. —/amar-a-a-si/48 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 219]
14522. Complete, with fragment of case (14522 A); 12 + 14 ll.; $2\frac{3}{16}'' \times 1\frac{3}{16}''$. Lagash (month).

Ur III: Record (cf. 14519) of barley (which is to be ground into flour) issued for the usual monthly purpose, for festivals, as wages for female millers, etc., consumed during the months from gán-maš to šu-numûn.

— A. Fragment, mainly from rev. of case of tablet 14522; seal illegible; 2 + 2 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (see tablet).

Ur III: Text destroyed. —/šu-numûn/44 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 220]

14523. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal imperfect; 7 + 2 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Lagash (see tablet).

Ur III: Receipt for 80$\frac{3}{8}$ royal gur of barley-flour (zid-ka-erîn-î) issued by A-tu-Šu-bânda to Lû-Šu-dingir-ra; controller: Ur-(d)BA-ŠU s. of Ur-Ša-erî; —/—/44 Sulgi.* (cf. 3 Amar-Su'en.) [96-4-6, 221]

14524. Upp. edge damaged; 18 + 21 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month).

Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) for 12 men listed by name. 10/gán-maš/—.

14525. Complete, with fragment (obv.) of case (14525 A); 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Lagash (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 2 kinds of bitumen to be used for the ē-dîlî, received by Lû-(d)Nin-gîr-su. —/—/44 Sulgi.

— A. Square fragment, being obv. of the case of tablet 14525; seal of Lû-(d)Nin-gîr-su dû-bâr dumû Ba-z[i]; 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (see tablet).

Ur III: Text like that on tablet. Date missing. [96-4-6, 223a]

14526. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5(? ) + 7 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month).

Ur III: Tally of female millers and child-workers with their rations in barley; the total of grain was issued by Inim-(d)BA-ŠU the i-dûr to Ur-(d)Šul-pa-è. —/ēzen (d)BA-ŠU/35 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 224]

14527. Complete; 8 + 6 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).

Ur III: Record concerning distribution of objects (ka-sî-erî) among 9 ox-drivers and 1 ploughman listed by name; last name: Ur-(d)BA-ŠU s. of Ad-da-MU i-dûr. Undated. [96-4-6, 225]

14528. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-Šu-mêš; 7 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{2}{3}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 8 royal gur of barley issued by Na-ba-Ša;rî to Ur-Šu-mêš s. of Ur-ma-ma as food for erîn workers. —/še-gur/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 226]

14529. Complete, with large portion of case (14529 A); 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{7}{16}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 15$\frac{1}{8}$ (+ 5 sill) royal gur of barley issued by (d)Utû-bar-ra-MU to Lû-urû(KI) s. of Nam-maš as seedcorn.

—/mu-šu-dûr/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-6, 227]

— A. Fragment of case (obv. complete, with rt. half of rev.) of tablet 14529; seal of Lû-urû(KI); 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$. Lagash (see tablet).

Ur III: Text like that on tablet. Same date. [96-4-6, 227a]

* Ur-bi-lum(KI).
14530. Case with tablet, unopened, low. edge destroyed; seal illegible; 2 + 6 ll.;
$1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 39 royal gur of barley belonging to the nu-bànda A-tu... issuer's and recipient's names destroyed. —/?/49 Sulgi.

[96-4-6, 228]

14531. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Šeš-kal-la; 6 + 3 ll.;
$1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1½ royal gur of barley received by Šeš-kal-la from Gu-za-ni. —/ezen (d) Ba-BA/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 229]

14532. Complete, with case 14532 A; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{4}{8}'' \times 1\frac{4}{8}''$.
Ur III: Text and date same as on case. [96-4-6, 230]

A. Case of tablet 14532, l. edge and low. part damaged; seal without name; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 23½ royal gur of barley, received by Lù-gu-la s. of Ur-(d)Igi-zi-bar-ra from Ur-gar. —/še-gur$_{10}$-kud/49 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 230a]

14533. Complete, with case (14533 A); 6 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{2}{8}'' \times 1\frac{2}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1½ royal gur of fine bread (ninda ḫar-ra siga) and for 4½ gur of ordinary bread (ninda ḫar-ra gin), received by Lù-urú(KI) and Ur-(d)Šul-pa-e from Ur-(d)KAB. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/31 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 231]

A. Complete case of tablet 14533; seal illegible; 2 (horizontal) + 2 (vertical)
ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Text same as on tablet. —/3/31 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 231a]

14534. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Lugal-gar(?)-...; 4 + 5 ll.;
$1\frac{9}{16}'' \times 1\frac{9}{16}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3 mill-stones issued by the agrig to Lugal-gar-ra; controller: Lù-Ḫu-NE-RU (KI). —/ḫār-rā-bi-mū-mū/5 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-6, 232]

14535. Complete, with fragment of case (14533 A) part of which is adherent to
the tablet; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for rations issued to erin workers, "sealed and lit" by Ur-(d)Nin-
ma-da. —/še-gur$_{10}$-kud/47 Sulgi (cf. 2 Amar-Su'en). [96-4-6, 233]

A. Fragment of case of tablet 14535 (q.v.), l. half of both obv. and rev.
preserved, low. and rt. edges missing; seal illegible; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet as far as preserved. Date
missing. [96-4-6, 233a]

14536. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA$_{6}$/U dub-sar dumu Na-di; 5 + 3 ll.;
$1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of 390 royal gur 3½ bān of barley issued by Lù-gi-na to
Ē-a-li-li as rations for ukuš-men; controller: Ur-(d)Nanše.
—/še-gur$_{10}$-kud/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 234]

14537. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Šeš-ša$_{e}$-ga IJAR.HAR-(d)Nin-
[...]; 3 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Šeš-ša$_{e}$-ga for 8 royal gur of flour.
—/49 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 235]
14538. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 4 + 5 ll.; 1$\frac{2}{3}$" x 1$\frac{1}{2}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)Nanše to Ur-(d)IS-(d)Ba-Ba₁₅/Ü s. of Lú-(d)Ba-Ba₅/Ü as seedcorn.
—/ezen (d)Ba-Ba₅/Ü/49 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 236]

14539. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" x 1$\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ur-(d)Da-mu for rations issued at 5 bán of barley each for 6 gurūš porters.
—/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/34 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 237]

14540. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{2}$" x 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Memorandum concerning 3 amounts of barley.
—/ezen (d)Lisi(-GÎN)²/. [96-4-6, 238]

14541. Complete; 4 + 6 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{16}$" x 1$\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ur-(d)Gis-bar-e for 3 garments.
—/găn-maš/31 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 239]

14542. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{4}$" x 1$\frac{1}{2}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ur-ki-ka₁₄-ge for rations issued to 30 young men at 1 bán each; controller: Ur-(d)Dumu-zi.
—/amar-a-a-si/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 240]

14543. Complete; 8 + 9 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{16}$" x 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to various messengers.
5/$šu$-numun/. [96-4-6, 241]

14544. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1" x $\frac{5}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Rations in beer, bread and oil issued to Lú-(d)Nanna(r), the sukkal, and to Šu-(d)Utu, the lú-ka₄₉. —/$šu$-numun/. [96-4-6, 242]

14545. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 5 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" x 1$\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Memorandum concerning 131$\frac{2}{5}$ royal gur of barley produced (or distributed?) on the field A-ba-al-la. Undated. [96-4-6, 243]

14546. Complete, rev. defaced; 5 + 4 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{4}$" x 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Lú-(d)Gis-bar-è for 1 garment of best quality (túg-guz-za sud-a lugal) and 12 garments 3rd quality (túg-guz-za 3-kam-ma us). —/$še$-fl₁₀-la/27 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 244]

14547. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{2}$" x 1$\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3 royal gur of barley received by Zum-zum AB from Inim-(d)Ba-Ba₅/Ü as food for animals.
—/ezen (d)Šul-gi₁₀/35 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 245]

14548. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{16}$" x 1$\frac{1}{4}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for rations issued to 9 gurūš workmen at 1 pan of barley each, total 1 gur 4 pan, which Lú-urú(KI) received from Inim-(d)Ba-Ba₅/Ü, the i-dûr.
—/$še$-fl₁₀-la/35 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 246]
14549. Complete; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 1 carcass of beef delivered by Si-rú to the flour-mill.
—/ez-e-n (d) Li-si (-G U N)²⁴/48 Sul-gi. [96-4-6, 247]

14550. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Receipt for 60 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Nam-
maḥ received from Ur-(d)Lamma sanga (d)Nin-šubur as seedcorn.
—/—/48 Sul-gi. [96-4-6, 248]

14551. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 3 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (Gū-ab-ba).
Ur III: Receipt for 7 male kids which Lu-(d)IGI/LIM-ma-liša, the ú-túm-
ma, delivered to Lū-KA-NI³, the AB, at Gū-ab-ba. —/—/4 Amar-Su’ēn.

14552. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-sag-Kiš(KI); 5 + 3 ll.;
$1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 14 royal gur of barley issued by Gu-za-ni to Ur-sag-
Kiš(KI). —/ez-e-n (d) Ba-BA₄/47 Sul-gi. [96-4-6, 250]

14553. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 8 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zl both to Ur-sag-
Kiš(KI) and Da-da as wages for hired erin workers. —/m u-u-d₄/45 Sul-gi.
[96-4-6, 251]

14554. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Receipt for 5 royal gur of barley issued by Na-ba-Sa₄ to Ur-ki-
ka₄-la as food for workmen. —/š-e-gur₁₀-kud/47 Sul-gi. [96-4-6, 252]

14555. Complete, with fragment (obv.) of case (14555 A); 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 20 royal gur of barley issued by Ad-da to porters
(ukû-ılä) as food for calves. —/ez-e-n (d) Šul-gi/8 Sul-gi. [96-4-6, 253]
— A. Fragment from obv. of case of tablet 14555; seal illegible; 4 ll. written
along the 4 edges; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet. Date not preserved.
[96-4-6, 253a]

14556. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal without name; 5 + 5 ll.;
$1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 13½ royal gur of šik flour and 2½ gur 2 sila of barley
flour issued by Lû-(d)Mès s. of Lû-(d)Ba-BA₄/4 to Lugal-ezen to be loaded
in a boat. —/š-e-ılä/47 Sul-gi (cf. 3 Amar-Su’ēn). [96-4-6, 254]

14557. Complete; 5 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: List of rations in dida beer, barley flour and oil allocated to the (?)
lukur priestess of (d)Šuk-gi and to 1 courier (lû-kas₄).
—/š-e-gur₁₀-kud/3 Amar-Su’ēn. [96-4-6, 255]

14558. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Nam-maḥ for 1½ royal gur of barley; con-
troller: Lugal-ki-gal-la. —/—/46 Sul-gi. [96-4-6, 256]
14559. Complete; 4 + 3 II.; $1\frac{1}{5}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{1}{5}^\text{a}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Lū-ba-ḥar-ḥar (name?) for 6 royal gur of barley issued on behalf of Ur-AB-ē-lal. —/še-i-l-ī-a/15 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 257]

14560. Complete; seal illegible; 3 + 3 II.; $1\frac{3}{5}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{7}{5}^\text{a}$.
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Eš-A-AN for 3 pan 7 sīla of flour on behalf of A-kal-la. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/47 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 258]

14561. Complete; 5 + 9 (?) II.; $1\frac{5}{5}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{5}{5}^\text{a}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 6 royal gur of barley issued by Ba-zi to Lū-má-gur-ṣa-ra as wages for hired labour; controllers: Ni-kal-la and Ur-ša-ga. —/ḥār-rā-bī-mū-mū/46 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 259]

14562. Complete; 7 + 7 II.; $1\frac{7}{5}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{7}{5}^\text{a}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread for 4 men and 1 dog, and in flour for 1 dog and 2 men. 9/ezēn (d)Ba-BA₁₂/U/.—. [96-4-6, 260]

14563. Complete; 6 + 4 II.; $1\frac{4}{5}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{4}{5}^\text{a}$.
Ur III: Record of 1$\frac{4}{5}$ royal gur of barley distributed. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/8 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 261]

14564. Complete; 5 + 2 (?) II.; $1\frac{2}{5}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{2}{5}^\text{a}$.
Ur III: Memorandum concerning 456$\frac{4}{5}$ gur of winnowed barley (še-xlā-ē) produced on the field a-ṣā-gi-[tah-ḥa] (?). Undated. [96-4-6, 262]

14565. Complete; 5 + 6 II.; $1\frac{6}{5}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{6}{5}^\text{a}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Lugal-ša₄-ga, the shepherd (ṣīb), for 1 sheep, given as maš-da-ri-a by (?) (d)Satran-da-a to (?) Nin-dingir-ri. —/mu-šu-du₂/34 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 263]

14566. Rev. slightly damaged; 5 + 6 II.; $1\frac{6}{5}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{6}{5}^\text{a}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 12$\frac{4}{5}$ royal gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)Šu-an-na; recipient’s name destroyed. —/mu-nu₄-kū₂/2 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-6, 264]

14567. Complete; 4 + 4 II.; $1\frac{4}{5}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{4}{5}^\text{a}$.
Ur III: Record of barley issued to 4 men. 7/a-ma-r-a-a-si/44 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 265]

14568. Complete; 5 + 6 II.; $1\frac{6}{5}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{6}{5}^\text{a}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 2 bān of royal fine beer, 4 bān of ordinary beer, and 1 pan of bread, drawn by Bûzur-ēs-dar, the son of the king, for special work. —/ezēn (d)Ba-BA/₄/U/.—. [96-4-6, 266]

14569. Complete; 5 + 7 II.; $1\frac{7}{5}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{7}{5}^\text{a}$.
Ur III: Receipt for 3 royal gur of barley received by Ur-ē-ninnu from Ba-zi on account of Lugal-bāra-gi-si, in order to be ground. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/47 Šulgi. [96-4-6, 267]

14570. Complete; 9 + 10 II.; $1\frac{10}{5}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{10}{5}^\text{a}$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in dida beer, barley flour, and oil issued to 3 (or 4 ?) messengers. —/a-ma-r-a-a-si/5 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-6, 268]
14571. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1 1\textsuperscript{1/2}" × 1 1/16".
Ur III: Receipt for 9 1/8 royal gur of ground barley issued by Ba-zi to Su-bi-
dar-a nu-bânda and (d)Gá-tum-dug as rations for érîn workers (še-ḥar-
ra érîn-na-šê). —/dîrîg-se-gûr\textsubscript{1a}-kûd/47 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 269]

14572. Rev. damaged; 7 + 7 ll.; 1 5/8" × 1 1/16".
Ur III: List of rations in bread for 6 dogs (ur-KU-gal-gal), 4 kennel-
men, an assistant dûb-sar, a mär-tû man, etc. 18/šu-numun/—.

14573. Complete; 4 + 6 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of ordinary dîda beer, flour (zîd-šîk, zîd dûb) and eša, 
issued from the house of the enši as sîzkur offering. —/še-îl-1a/—.

14574. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread issued to various men and dogs, 
also in mutton issued to 3 men. 5/ezen (d)Ba-B[\textsubscript{A}]\textsubscript{6}/U/—. [96-4-6, 272]

14575. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 69 goats (uz tâ-rîn-na) transferred from Lû-(d)Ba-
B[\textsubscript{A}]\textsubscript{6}/U into the charge of Ur-dûn; controller: Ur-(d)Lamma. 
—/bâr-á-bê-mû-mû/48 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 273]

14576. Low. portion of tablet, rather defaced; 9 + 7 (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1 5/8" × 1 1/16".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread for various men.
26/ezen (d)Ba(?)-[B[\textsubscript{A}]\textsubscript{6}/U]—. [96-4-6, 274]

14577. Upp. portion of tablet; 8 + 9 (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 5/8". Lagash 
(month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread for various men, [dogs] and 1 
kennelman. 3/še-îl-[1a]/—. [96-4-6, 275]

14578. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1 1/8" × 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread (once also beer) issued to 4 men.
14/mu-nu-x-kû/—. [96-4-6, 276]

14579. Rev. badly damaged; 7 + 8 ll.; 1 3/8" × 3/8".
Ur III: List of rations in beer and flour issued to a few men. Date destroyed.

14580. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 1/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 6 5/8 royal gur of bread received by Šēš-kal-la from Lû-
(d)Nin-gir-su at (or for?) Urî(KI). —/mu-nu-x-kû/46 Sulgi (cf. 2 
Amar-Su\v{e}n).
[96-4-6, 278]

14581. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 sheep received by the gudû Hu-wa-wa for (?) the 
é-ig-û-dam-dîngîr-ra. —/a-ma-r-a-a-sî/49 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 279]

14582. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1" × 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3 asses which Ur-tar(?)-bu-bu received from Inim-
(d)Ba-B[\textsubscript{A}]\textsubscript{6}/U. —/še-îl-1a/39 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 280]
14583. Complete; 4 + 3 ll.; $\frac{1}{3}$" $\times$ $\frac{1}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for $13\frac{2}{3}$ royal gur of barley which Ma-an-sum received from Lú-tingir-ra. \(-/-5\) Amar-Su'ën. [96-4-6, 281]

14584. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for $2\frac{4}{5}$ royal gur of flour which Ur-(d)Nidaba received from Ur-dax-a₄ for the kitchen. \(--/digr\) še-gur₁₀-kud/₃ Amar-Su'ën. [96-4-6, 282]

14585. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 8 sheep (u₇) issued by Lugal-ku-li and received by Šeš-kal-la, the i-dûr, from Gû-dé-a. \(--/-5\) Amar-Su'ën. [96-4-6, 283]

14586. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to Ḥa-ni-ni-a and Šu-da-da. \(-/ezen\) (d) Dumu-zi/₃ Amar-Su'ën. [96-4-6, 284]

14587. Complete; 9 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $\frac{7}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread for 6 men (e.g. Ur-(d)Da-mu, Lú-(d)Ningir-su, etc.), for 8 dogs and the kennelman. \(6/ezen\) (d) Ba-BA₆/Ú/-. [96-4-6, 285]

14588. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 10 gûn of reeds (gi-gi) received by Ma-ni from Lugal-(d)Giš(!)-ê. \(--/munux\times-kû/₄ Amar-Su'ën. [96-4-6, 286]

14589. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for the carcasses of 5 oxen, 19 sheep and 1 ass, received by Lû-(d)Nin-šubur from Ši-rû as meat-ration for female and other workers. \(--/mu-su-dû-du₄/48\) Šulgi. [96-4-6, 287]

14590. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for beer (kás-dida-gin), flour (zid-šik, zid dub-dub) and bread (nûda ḫar-ra zîz-an) issued as offerings for GIS.BIL-ga (sic), and for more bread (nûda ḫar-ra sig₃) issued for irrigation-work (a-bal-šê); recipient: A-ab-ba. \(--/ẖâr-rá-bî-mû-mû/-. [96-4-6, 288]

14591. Rev. partly defaced; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $\frac{7}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of bread and carcasses of mutton issued to various men; controller: Lugal-ša₄. \(19/amar-a-a-si/-. [96-4-6, 289]

14592. L. side of tablet badly damaged; fragment of case, see 14592 A; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Record of dates delivered to the palace (é-gal-la ba-an-tur₉). \(--/[f\text{u}]\) numun/₃ Amar-Su'ën. [96-4-6, 290]

A. Fragmentary case of tablet 14592, 1. half missing; seal: name illegible; 3 + 5 ll.; 2" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Text of tablet abbreviated; controller: Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim¹. Same date. [96-4-6, 290a]
14593. L. side of rev. damaged; 9 + 7 ll.; 2" × 14.85".
Ur III: Record of barley issued to 6 men: Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim¹, Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su, Im-ma-si s. of Ni-me, Dingir-lú-ša₂, Lugal-ušumgal, Lú-(d)Nin-Mar(KI). —/še-gur₁₁-kud/48 Sulgi. [96-4-6, 291]

14594. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; 13.5" × 14.5".
Ur III: Receipt for 41 ma-na of wool, the balance of 2 gún 50 ma-na which Ur-é-ninnu s. of Du-du received on behalf of Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Me-lub-ḫa. ——/1 Amar-Su’en.
Text: C.T. III, pl. 17. [96-4-6, 292]

14595. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 13.5" × 14.5". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)Ba-BA⁶/U received from Ur-(d)En-lil-lá as food for workmen. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/1 Amar-Su’en.
Text: C.T. III, pl. 17. [96-4-6, 293]

14596. Complete, repaired; 6 + 3 ll.; 13.5" × 14.5". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 10½ gún of silver transferred by Ka₅-a-mu AB to the palace; controller: Ma-an-sum s. of Ur-(d)Su’en.
—/ezen (d)Šul-gi/1 Amar-Su’en.
Text: C.T. III, pl. 17. [96-4-6, 294]

14597. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 13.5" × 14.5".
Ur III: Record of 10 cows, 20 oxen and 5 male asses entrusted to Du-du at Nakabtum for pasturing (šá tir ba-giš-bil-la). ——/1 Amar-Su’en.
Text: C.T. III, pl. 17. [96-4-6, 295]

14598. Obv. damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; 13.5" × 14.5". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for objects (details destroyed) which A-hu-um-ilum received from Gu-de-a on behalf of female weavers.
—/hár-rá-bi-mu-muf/2 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-6, 296]

14599. Rt. edge damaged; 6 + 6 ll.; 13.5" × 14.5". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 10 gún of silver, transferred by Ur-(d)Nin-Mar(KI) to the palace; controller: Ur-(d)Ba-BA⁶/TUR-ukû-ila.
—/munu₂-kû/2 Amar-Su’en.
Text: C.T. III, pl. 18. [96-4-6, 297]

14600. Upp. edge damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; 13.5" × 14.5". Lagash (month).
Text: C.T. III, pl. 18. [96-4-6, 298]

14601. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 13.5" × 14.5". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 8 royal gur of barley received by Gu-za-ni from Ur-(d)Nin-gir-su; controller: Ba-ba-a₁₁. —/ezen (d)Dumuzu-zu/1 Amar-Su’en.
Text: C.T. III, pl. 18. [96-4-6, 299]

14602. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; 13.5" × 14.5".
Ur III: Record of 3½ ma-na of silver transferred by A-tu to the palace as loan to the dam-kár; controller: Lugal-gal-la. ——/1 Amar-Su’en.
Text: C.T. III, pl. 18. [96-4-6, 300]
14603. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\frac{1}{2}" × 1\frac{1}{3}"
Ur III: Receipt for 20\frac{3}{8} royal gur of barley which Lugal-lú-ša₂-ša₆
received from Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ü s. of A[D(?)]-lál-lá, for grinding for
shepherds. —/šu-numun/2 Amar-Su'en.
Text: C.T. III, pl. 18. [96-4-6, 301]

14604. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}" × 1\frac{3}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 6 royal gur of barley issued by the sanga of (d)Nin-
Mar(KI) to porters (ukù-ša), for grinding for gardeners (nu(là)-(giš-
kiri₆). —/amar-a-a-si/1 Amar-Su'en.
Text: C.T. III, pl. 19. [96-4-6, 302]

14605. Rev. partly damaged; 5 + 7 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{1}{8}".
Ur III: Receipt for 40 royal gur of barley received by Ur-ning-gar, over-
seer of the hired workers (ugula lú-ḫun-gá), from Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ü an
assistant porter (TU R ukù-ša). —/-/? Su-Su'en. [96-4-6, 303]

14606. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\frac{2}{8}" × 1\frac{5}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 1 male sheep delivered by Lú-ša-kal-la in the sheep-house
of the palace. 21/gán-ma₄š/8 Amar-Su'en.
Text: C.T. III, pl. 19. [96-4-6, 304]

14607. Rt. upp. corner missing; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ü dub-sar dumu Ba-zi;
5 + 3 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}" × 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash ((d)Nin-gir-su).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 šla of goods [description missing] received by Ur-
(d)Ba-BA₆/Ü from Ur-šu-ša-na for the boat of (d)Nin-gir-su.
—/-/šu-Su'en. [96-4-6, 305]

14608. Complete, 2 holes in 1. edge; 4 + 5 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{7}{8}".
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket with tablets concerning plough-oxen of
the (d)Nin-Mar(KI) temple. —/-/šu-Su'en.
Text: C.T. III, pl. 16. [96-4-6, 306]

14609. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 9\frac{3}{8} gin of silver transferred (ba-an-tur₆) by Lú-
(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Urdax₄-anl to the palace, at Tum-ma-al(KI).
—/ezen (d) šul-gi₂/2 Amar-Su'en.
Text: C.T. III, pl. 19. [96-4-6, 307]

14610. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; 1\frac{1}{8}" × 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 7\frac{1}{6} royal gur of barley unloaded from the boat of Ur-
mès which Ur-(d)Nanše received from Ba-zi. —/-mu-šu-du₄₁ Amar-
Su'en. Text: C.T. III, pl. 19. [96-4-6, 308]

14611. Repaired, badly damaged; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\frac{3}{8}" × 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 7 royal gur of barley received by Lú-(d)Nil-gir-su
s. of Lú-(d)Nanše from Ur-(d)E-ni₄-li₄ as food for erin-nà workers.
—/-/amar-a-a-si/1 Amar-Su'en.
Text: C.T. III, pl. 19. [96-4-6, 309]
14612. Upp. rt. edge damaged; 6 cols.: $30 + 29 + 28 + (rev.) 30 + 31 + 30$ ll.; $6\frac{1}{2}$" $\times 4\frac{3}{4}$".
Ur III: Tally of workmen listed by name and mainly in tens, employed by Ur-(d)Lamma, the ensi. —/—/44 Sulgi.
Text: C.T. X, pl. 30.31. [96-4-7, 1]

14613. Broken in four and repaired; 6 cols.: $30 + 34 + 34 + (rev.) 40 + 39 + 41$ ll.; $6\frac{1}{2}$" $\times 4\frac{3}{4}$".
Ur III: Detailed herd-report about increase and decrease in the number of cattle and sheep with totals at the end. —/—/48 Sulgi. [96-4-7, 2]

14614. Upp. and low. edges and rt. upp. part of rev. damaged; 6 cols.: $27 + 30 + 25 + (rev.) 21$ (10 damaged) $+ 3 + 11$ ll.; $5\frac{3}{4}$" $\times 4\frac{1}{2}$". Lagash (Gir-su (KI)).
Ur III: List of rations in barley issued to women, some of them described as "old", and to boys with the name of their overseer (ugula), all summed up as "weavers"; nu-bànda: En-igi-lu-bu; at Gir-su (KI).
—/—/49 Sulgi. [96-4-7, 3]

14615. Complete, rev. cracked; 8 cols.: $28 + 29 + 30 + 31 + (rev.) 23 + 24 + 2 + 18$ ll.; $6\frac{1}{8}$" $\times 5\frac{1}{8}$".
Ur III: List of fields with areas and other statements. —/—/8 Sulgi. [96-4-7, 4]

14616. Complete, cracked; 6 cols.: $25 + 26 + 23 + (rev.) 25 + 32 + 26$ ll.; $4\frac{3}{8}$" $\times 3\frac{1}{8}$". Ka-id-da.
Ur III: Record of fields with names of farmers, areas and other statements. Undated. [96-4-7, 5]

14617. Broken and repaired; 4 cols.: $21 + 19 + (rev.) 2 + 5$ ll.; $4\frac{3}{8}$" $\times 3\frac{7}{8}$". Lagash ((d)Nin-gir-su).
Ur III: Inventory of oxen and asses of various ages belonging to the temples of (d)Nin-gir-su and of (d)Nin-Mar(KI). —/—/3 Amar-Su’en.
Text: C.T. IX, pl. 41. [96-4-7, 6]

14618. L. upp. and low. corners damaged; 4 cols.: $26 + 26 + (rev.) 27 + 9$ ll.; $5\frac{3}{8}$" $\times 3\frac{1}{8}$". Lagash (Gir-su (KI), Sir-pur-la (KI)).
Ur III: List of temple officials (nar, muš-laḫ and gala) belonging to various temples (é (d)Nin-dar-a, é (d)Šul-gi, é (d)Dumu-zi, é (d)Nin-Mar(KI) at various places (Nina(KI), Ki-ab-di(KI), Ki-nu-nir(KI), Šir-pur-la(KI), Gir-su(KI), etc.). Undated. [96-4-7, 7]

14619. Rt. upp. corner damaged; $20 + 21 + (l. edge) 6$ ll.; $4\frac{1}{8}$" $\times 2"$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of hides of oxen delivered by various men.
—/—/še-il-la/1 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-7, 8]

14620. Complete; $18 + 12 + (l. edge) 1$ ll.; $4\frac{3}{4}$" $\times 2$".
Ur III: Inventory of oxen, cows and asses; in charge: Nita-zi and En-ni-na-DAN. —/—/2 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-7, 9]
14621. 2 corners damaged; 4 cols.: 20 + 19 + (rev.) 19 + 18 ll.; 3$\frac{7}{8}$" x 2$\frac{1}{8}$".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of workmen listed by name, with the names of their overseers;
6/ezēn (d) Dumu-zi/9 Amar-Su'ën. [96-4-7, 10]

14622. Circular tablet, rt. low. edge missing; 4 cols.: 11 + 10 + (rev.) 11 + 9 ll.;
3" dia.
Ur III: Record of fields with areas, quantity of seedcorn, names of farmers,
etc. —/—/46 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 11]

14623. Complete; 4 cols.: 26 + 26 + (rev.) 26 + 27 ll.; 3$\frac{5}{8}$" x 2$\frac{1}{8}$".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of barley delivered and also distributed among many
DN-lan-workers listed by name. —/a-ma-r-a-a-si/49 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 12]

14624. Obv. damaged; 15 + 6 ll.; 3$\frac{1}{2}$" x 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of barley delivered by various farmers.
—/ezēn (d) Šul-gi/47 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 13]

14625. Complete; 13 + 17 ll.; 4" x 2$\frac{1}{8}$".
Ur III: Record of field-produce of barley and of payments of rent (mâš)
to the temples of (d)Nin-gir-su, (d)Nin-Mar(KI), (d)Nin-giš-zi-da, and the
É-Nam-ha-ni; controller: Ur-Sa-a-ga. Undated. [96-4-7, 14]

14626. Complete; 15 + 4 ll.; 3$\frac{5}{8}$" x 1$\frac{1}{8}$".
Ur III: List of wives of more than 10 men listed by name. Undated.
[96-4-7, 15]

14627. Both obv. and rev. partly defaced; 16 + 13 ll.; 3$\frac{5}{8}$" x 2$\frac{1}{8}$".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of millstones issued from the é-kišib₃-ba to the mill
and the kitchen. —/gān-maš/8 Amar-Su'ën. [96-4-7, 16]

14628. Complete; 13 + 3 ll.; 3$\frac{1}{2}$" x 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Record of field-produce with areas and names of farmers; controller:
Ša-a-a-ga; ugula: Sanga-(d) Gā-tūm-dūg (name?). Undated.
[96-4-7, 17]

14629. Complete; 17 + 9 ll.; 3$\frac{5}{8}$" x 2".
Ur III: Record of barley distributed among the households of various men.
Undated. [96-4-7, 18]

14630. Complete; 14 + 11 ll.; 3$\frac{1}{8}$" x 1$\frac{7}{8}$".
Ur III: Tally of hired workmen based on 1 day’s work (guruš u₄-1-sē
lū-ḫun-gā-me) with names of their foremen. Undated. [96-4-7, 19]

14631. Low. edge missing; 17 + 15 ll.; 3$\frac{3}{8}$" x 2".
Ur III: Record concerning cultivation of onions on behalf of the šabra-
officials. —/—/48 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 20]
14632. L. low. corner damaged; 16 + 11 ll.; \(3\frac{3}{8}\,\times\,1\frac{1}{2}\,\text{in.}\). *Lagash* (place name, see date).
Ur III: Record concerning issue of 3 bân of barley each and 3 ma-na of wool each to 17 guruš-men listed by name: Lú-má-gur-ra, Li-ḫa-mu-tar-ri, Lú-HU-NE + RU(KI), Ba-ta-ša-ši-gi, Ur-bára-si-ga, Ur-(d)AB-šár-nun, etc. Gú-ab-ba(KI): ——|4 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 21]

14633. Complete; 14 + 18 ll.; \(3\frac{3}{8}\,\times\,1\frac{1}{4}\,\text{in.}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of gangs of erin workers not receiving wages, with names of their foremen. —|ezēn (d)Ba-BA₈/Ü/49 Sulgi. [96-4-7, 22]

14634. Complete; 13 + 8 ll.; \(3\frac{3}{8}\,\times\,1\frac{1}{4}\,\text{in.}\).
Ur III: Issue of butter, partly for offerings (e.g. sā-dug, níg-ezen-ma
dingir-ri-ne). ——|2 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 23]

14635. Rev. damaged; 16 + 20 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{8}\,\times\,1\frac{1}{8}\,\text{in.}\). *Lagash* (see date).
Ur III: Record of apples ((giš)ḫašḫur-a), etc. from special orchards (e.g. kiri₇, Kar-šum(KI), kiri₇ Ti-ra-āš(?) (KI)) delivered by various men (Ur-(d)Inanna, Lú-(d)Na-rū-a, Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim¹, Ur-UŠ/nita-gid-da, etc.) Gfr-su(KI): ——|4 Su-Su'en. [96-4-7, 24]

14636. Complete; 15 + 17 ll.; \(3\frac{3}{8}\,\times\,2\,\text{in.}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record concerning employment of oxen (gud-nunun) from various stalls (e.g. of A-tu, Ur-(d)Šul-pa-ě, etc.) and of hired workers (guruš-ḫun-ga, guruš-ghan-dib-ū-kud, etc.). 20|ezēn (d)Šul-gi—. [96-4-7, 25]

14637. Complete; 13 + 13 ll.; \(3\frac{3}{8}\,\times\,1\frac{1}{8}\,\text{in.}\).
Ur III: Herd-report about oxen, asses and sheep (gud, anšu-(bar-an), udu-māš) described as si-i-ib(tum) and daḫ-ḫa; controller: Ur-(d)Ba-BA₈/Ü. ——|47 Sulgi. [96-4-7, 26]

14638. Complete; 17 (one erased) + 18 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; \(3\frac{3}{8}\,\times\,1\frac{1}{8}\,\text{in.}\). *Lagash* (Gú-ab-ba(KI)).
Ur III: Record of barley issued to herdsmen as fodder for calves (amar-du) at the rate of 1 gur each. ——|49 Sulgi. [96-4-7, 27]

14639. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 11 ll.; \(3\frac{3}{8}\,\times\,1\frac{1}{8}\,\text{in.}\).
Ur III: Tally of young workers employed by the merchant, the ensi-gal and the manager of the storehouse (ka-gur₂). Undated. [96-4-7, 28]

14640. Obv. badly defaced; 17 + 17 ll.; \(4\frac{3}{8}\,\times\,1\frac{1}{8}\,\text{in.}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of barley issued in various quantities as seedcorn(?). 30/amar-a-a-si—. [96-4-7, 29]

14641. Complete; 15 + 19 ll.; \(3\frac{3}{8}\,\times\,1\frac{1}{8}\,\text{in.}\).
Ur III: Record of field-produce (barley) delivered by farmers (e.g. Ur-(d)Lamma, Lú-mar-sa, etc.) to the granary. ——|49 Sulgi. [96-4-7, 30]

14642. Complete; seal illegible; 15 + 18 ll.; \(3\frac{3}{8}\,\times\,2\,\text{in.}\).
Ur III: List of rations in barley for about 20 men issued to Lú-(d)Utu. ——|1 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 31]
14643. Complete; $19 + 17$ ll.; $3\frac{1}{2}^\circ \times 2^\circ$. *Lagash* (Šir-pur-la(KI)).
Ur III: Record of barley and wheat delivered by various farmers (Ur-ša₄, Ur-ki-gu-la, etc.) with names of the fields where grown (a-ša Zu(?)-rum, a-ša KU-(d) Nanna(r), a-ša Lú-ka-tim, etc.). —/—/47 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 32]

14644. Lateral tablet, rt. low. corner and rev. damaged; 23 (in various directions) + 1 ll.; $2\frac{1}{6}^\circ \times 2\frac{3}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III (or later(?)): Diagram of fields with measurements of sides. Undated. [96-4-7, 33]

14645. Rev. defaced; $13 + 10$ ll.; $2\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{5}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (months).
Ur III: Record of barley disposed of during the 12 months from gán-maš to še-īl-la, controller: Ur-ēš-kū-ga. —/—/1 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 34]

14646. Complete; $8 + 3$ ll.; $2\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{5}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Memorandum of a huge amount of cloth (tūg-da-ba (sic!)), accounted for in the é-kišib₂-ba; on rev. Za-ba-zi-gi 1-du₈ is mentioned. Undated. [96-4-7, 35]

14647. Complete; $14 + 12(?)$ ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{5}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Tally of workmen listed by name, employed on fields of the house of Amar-(d)Su'en. Undated. [96-4-7, 36]

14648. Complete; $19 + 19$ ll.; $2\frac{1}{6}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{6}^\circ$.
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to various messengers and travellers. 5/šu-numu n/—. [96-4-7, 37]

14649. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of A-tu dumu Da-da; $6 + 2$ ll.; $2^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Receipt for seven kinds of sheep and goats in small numbers, received by A-tu s. of Da-da from Lú-(d)Nin-giš-su s. of Ba-zi.
—/—/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 38]

14650. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of A-ḫu-a; $4 + 2$ ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{5}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 ox and 2 calves brought in by Lú-bal-ša₆-ga as a-ru-a gift from Lú-giatan-na, and received by A-ḫu-a, the cowherd.
—/—/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 39]

14651. Complete, with case (14651 A); $6 + 1$ ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{5}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 24 royal gur of barley, produce of the field of the é-(d)Sumukán(Gir), which Ur-šu-ga-lam-ma, the brewer, received from Lú-dág-ga.
—/—/l ū-ār-bī-mú-múš (šiṣṣu)—. [96-4-7, 40]

— A. Case of tablet 14651; seal illegible; (?obliterated by salt) + 2 ll. (along 2 edges); $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{3}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (see tablet).
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet. Same date. [96-4-7, 40a]

14652. Complete, with case (14652 A); $7 + 4$ ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{5}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Receipt for 37 royal gur of barley which Lú-(d)Utu s. of Lú-(d)Nin-Mar(KI) received from Ab-ba-MU, the šabra, on account of Lú-nita-gi-na.
—/šu-numu n/9 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 41]
A. Case of tablet 14652, l. half of obv. missing; seal illegible; 5 + 14 ll.; 2" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: Text like that on tablet. Same date. [96-4-7, 41a]

14653. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 5 + 6 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: Receipt for 120 bundles to 10 each of reeds (sa-gi-ra-a-gat/a) received by Ur-gú-en-na from Ka-tar-(d)Ba-BA/Ú s. of Lú-dingir-ra; controller: Lú-urú(KI) s. of Ur-giš/gigir.
—/še-gur10-kud/46 Šulgi (or 2 Amar-Su'en?). [96-4-7, 42]

14654. Complete, with fragment of case (14654 A); 5 + 3 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: Receipt for 13 3/4 gur of barley, the rations for 15 calves at 3/8 gur each, received by Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim from Ur-(d)Nanse. —/—/3 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 43]

A. Fragment from the obv. of case tablet 14654; seal illegible; 5 ll.; 2" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: Text same as on tablet. Date missing. [96-4-7, 43a]

14655. Incomplete, rev. damaged, with major portion of case (14655 A); 6 + 7 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 1/8"; Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 24 royal gur of barley, to be ground into flour, issued by A-tu, the kal-lá, to (apparently another) A-tu... (line damaged); controller: Ur-(d)Dumu-zi. —/munux-kú/47 Sulgi. [96-4-7, 44]

A. Case of tablet 14655, low. edge missing; seal of Ur-gar dub-sar dumu A-tu; 4 + 5 ll.; 1 1/16" × 1 1/8"; Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text like that on tablet, but as recipient Ur-gar s. of A-tu is named, and Ur-(d)Dumu-zi is styled: ŠE-Š-PÚ-?. Same date. [96-4-7, 44a]

14656. L. side on both faces damaged; 24 + 23 ll.; 3" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and fat (or oil, also tallow) issued to various messengers. Date destroyed. [96-4-7, 45]

14657. Complete; 11 + 9 ll.; 2 1/8" × 1 1/8"; Lagash (place name).
Ur III: Record of rams delivered in 3 instalments by (?) Ur-més s. of Ir(!)-dúg-ga. Gú-ab-ba(KI): —/—/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 46]

14658. L. upp. corner missing, rev. partly defaced; 11 + 10 ll.; 2 1/4" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: List of names (tally of workmen?). —/—/4 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 47]

14659. Five ll. of obv. damaged; 15 + 17 ll.; 2 1/16" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (partly in á-gam containers) issued to various envoys and carters who either came from Hú-ḫu-nu-ri(KI) or went to A-dám-dún(KI), Sa-bu-um(KI), Du-ši(KI), etc., respectively. —/—/dirig še-gur10-kud/—. [96-4-7, 48]

14660. Complete, with case (14660 A); 6 + 4 ll.; 1 7/8" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: Receipt for 9 3/8 gur of barley (issued as wages for hired workmen) and for 12 1/8 gur 5 sila (price of oxen and asses), received by Ur-(d)Lamma from Lugal-an-na-ab-du. —/—/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 49]

A. Case (obv. almost defaced) of tablet 14660; seal illegible; 5(?) + 3 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: Text apparently identical of that on tablet, but as recipient Lú-má is named. Same date. [96-4-7, 49a]
14661. Complete, with fragment of case (14661 A); $7 + 9$ ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{16}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for cancelled (ba-zi-ir)* copper tools (urudu- hã-zi, urudu-alal-bad, urudu-ḫa-bu₄(pu₄)-da, urudu-kin), some of them in great quantity, with statement of weight, which Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da received from Lugal-im-ru-a; controllers: Ur-(d)Nun-gal, Na-ni and Ur-(d)Lamma. —/ḫār-rā-bī-mū-mū/a Šu-Su'ēn. [96-4-7, 50]

A. Fragment from the rev. (upp part) of case of tablet 14661; seal illegible; 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2''$. Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet. Date missing. [96-4-7, 50a]

14662. Case, upp. edge missing, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA₅/Ü dub-sar dumu Ur-id-edin-[na]. $4 + 3$ ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (Sir-pur-la(KI)).
Ur III: Receipt for [X] shekels + 2 še of silver which Ur-(d)Ba-BA₅/Ü s. of Ur-id-edin-na received from Lū-dingir-ra to clear a balance (si-1-ib/tum gar-a-ag). —/— /3 Šu-Su'ēn. [96-4-7, 51]

14663. Complete, with fragment of case (14663 A); $8 + 7$ ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Receipt for $83\frac{3}{8}$ gur of barley issued by Lugal-dib-bu to Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da as seedcorn, “sealed” by Nita-ki-dūg. —/— /2 Amar-Su'ēn. [96-4-7, 52]

A. Fragment of case of tablet 14663, rev. missing, portion of obv. adherent to rev. of tablet; seal without name; 6 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Ur III: Issue on case is: on behalf of Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da to Nita-ki-dūg, his son. Date missing. [96-4-7, 52a]

14664. Complete, with case (14664 A); $9 + 6$ ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Ur III: Receipt for barley: 40 gur sent to the mill, $12\frac{1}{2}$ gur to be kept in stock for grinding (še nīg-gāl-la še-ḫār-ra), and $9\frac{3}{8}$ gur issued to Lū-(d)Nin-gīr-su s. of the ensi, total received by A-ab-ba from Šeš-kal-la. —/— /3 Amar-Su'ēn. [96-4-7, 53]

A. Complete case of tablet 14664; seal of A-ab-ba; $7 + 5$ ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Ur III: Text identical with that on tablet. Same date. [96-4-7, 53a]

14665. Complete, with case (14665 A); $7 + 5$ ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 387 gur of barley described as še bal-a Uri(KI)-šē which is to be transported to Ur, received by Lugal-ǎ-zi-da s. of Ur-(d)IŠ-(d)Ba-BA₅/Ü from Lū-dingir-ra; controller: Ka₅-a-MU nu-bānda AB. —/ezēn (d) Līsī(-GŪN)₂/1 Ibi-Su'ēn. [96-4-7, 54]

A. Complete case of tablet 14665; seal of Lugal-ǎ-zi-da dub-sar; $5 + 6$ ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Lagash (see tablet). Ur III: Text like that on tablet with slight variants. Same date. [96-4-7, 54a]

14666. Circular cone, wide vertical hole; seal imperfect; 8 1/8" dia., 1 1/4" high.
Ur III: Docket from a leather bag containing 1 pan of barley belonging to Lú-kal-la, "sealed" by Ur-(d)Nun-gal s. of Da-da. —/—/Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 53]

14667. Case, rt. low. corner missing, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-Ba₆/U dumu Ni-kal-la dam-kár; 4 + 2 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 5/8".
Ur III: Receipt for 68½ gur of dates received by Ur-(d)Ba-Ba₆/U from Ur-ab-ba. —/—/2 Su-Su'en. [96-4-7, 56]

14668. Complete, with case (14668 A); 5 + 3 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 5/8".
Ur III: Receipt for 70 2/6 gur of barley received by Lú-kal-la from Lú-dingir-ra as seedcorn. —/—/1 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 57]
— A. Complete case of tablet 14668; seal of Lú-kal-[la] dub-[sar]; 4 + 3 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 5/8".
Ur III: Text like that on tablet. Same date. [96-4-7, 57a]

14669. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-[Ba₆/U] dum-[sar]; 5 + 4 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 7/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 pan (royal) of barley received by Ur-(d)Ba-Ba₆/U s. of É-ab-sà-ga from Ur-(d)IŠ-(d)Ba-Ba₆/U₉ s. of Sanga-(d)Nin-gir-su. —/—/amar-a-a-si/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 58]

14670. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ba-ša₆-ga dumu Ur-(d)Lamma; 6 + 6 ll.; 1 1/8" x 1 9/16".
Ur III: Tally of 47 gurus-workers hired for a bal period at 1 (royal) pan of barley each; total: 9 ⅝ royal gur received by Ba-ša₆-ga from Ba-zi; nu-bânda: Nam-maḫ. —/še-gur₇₂-kud/47 Sulgi. [96-4-7, 59]

14671. Fragmentary case (upp. edge, and large piece of l. low. corner of rev. missing), with tablet visible, unopened; 3 + 4 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 7/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for grain, issued by Na-na to Ka₅-a to be ground.
—/še-il-la/(perhaps): 3 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 60]

14672. Complete, with case (14672 A); 5 + 6 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 1 guruš-worker who died on the field and was handed over by Lugal-tiğ-maḫ to Ur-gu-en-na to be carried away.
4/še-il-la/3 Su-Su’en. [96-4-7, 61]
— A. Case (l. edge and rev. badly damaged) of tablet 14672; seal almost illegible; 4 + 3 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text same as on tablet; 2 additional ll. damaged; same date so far as preserved. [96-4-7, 61a]

14673. Complete, with fragmentary case (14673 A); 6 + 7 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for flour (details damaged), received by Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim¹ s. of Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su from Ur-TUR s. of Ur-ša₆-ga.
—/munux-kú/47 Sulgi. [96-4-7, 62]
A. Fragmentary case, large piece from l. upp. corner missing, of tablet 14673; seal of Ur-(d)GI/GAL-alim dUB-sar; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (see tablet).

Ur III: Text like that on tablet. Same date. [96-4-7, 62a]

14674. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-ab-ba dUB-sar dUMU Ba-zi; 3 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{5}'' \times 1\frac{11}{16}''$.

Ur III: Receipt for 2¼ royal pan of sesame received by Ur-ab-ba from Kud-da. —/—/4 Amar-Su'En. [96-4-7, 63]

14675. Complete, with fragment of case (14675 A); 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{17}{64}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$.

Ur III: Receipt for 10 spoons (liš-ša) of silver which Lû-(d)Dumu-zi received from Ur-ab-ba; controller: Lû-dingir-ra b. of Lugal-igi-ḫuš. —/—/3 Šu-Su'En. [96-4-7, 64]

A. Fragment from the obv. of case of tablet 14675; seal of Lû-(d)Dumu-zi dUMU Ur-?-ni kaŠ-ŠU-duš-a (d)GU-de-a; 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$.

Ur III: Text like that on tablet. Date missing. [96-4-7, 64a]

14676. Case (l. low. corner damaged), with tablet, unopened; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 105 carcasses of mutton and 44 of lamb received by [En-igi]-i-ib-zi (cf. 14614) from ... ?-zi-da on behalf of female weavers; controller: Ur-(d)En-IIL-lá. —/ez-en (d)LiŠI(-GUŠ)²/1 Amar-Su'En. [96-4-7, 65]

14677. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lû-bal-ša₇-ga; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''$.

Ur III: Record of 6 x 18 + 2 x 6 iku of field (a-ša NIN-nīg-ERIM-e) which is to be tilled; “sealed” by Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Si-rū-tūm-dam and by Lû-bal-ša₇-ga. —/—/mu-uš-sa mu-uš-sa-bi. [96-4-7, 66]

14678. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.

Ur III: Receipt for quantities of 4 kinds of beer delivered in the palace for the ensî by Nîg-(d)En-ĝIR-su(KI) to ǏR-(d)Nanna(r) sukkaL-maH. —/—/2 Šu-Su'En. [96-4-7, 67]

14679. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)ŠUL-pa-e(?); 5 + 3 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.

Ur III: Letter to Na-ni, saying that (d)Nanna(r)-kam has withdrawn 120 royal gur of barley from Ur-(d)En-Il-lá. —/—/3 Šu-Su'En. [96-4-7, 68]

14680. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of A-tu DUB-sar dUMU Lû-(d)NANŠE; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 8½ royal gur of barley issued by Ma-ni to A-tu as fodder; controller: Lû-gi-na. —/—/mu-uš-sa-kû/47 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 69]

14681. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)SU'En dUMU Ur-É-an-na nu-banda; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.

Ur III: Receipt for 12 royal gur of barley, seedcorn, issued by Ur-ša₇-ga to Ur-(d)SU'En, the nu-banda gud, on behalf of Ur-(d)BA-BA₇/U (mu Ur-(d)BA-BA₇/Ů TUR gurUš-šila kiri₇-e-ta). —/—/45 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 70]
14682. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lugal-uru-da SAG-SUGS
dumu Á-zi-da; 4 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 3 royal pan of barley which Lugal-uru-da received from Ur-(d)Namše on behalf of the ploughmen; controller: Á-na-mu.
—/—/47 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 71]

14683. Complete, with holes in l. upp. and low. corners and in the middle of rt.
edge; seal illegible; 7 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: Label concerning 13 rams and 10 ewes (ganám šu-gíd) which Ur-(d)Da-mu received from Lugal-me-lám as the price of ka-si (šám ka-si-ka).
—/—/7 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-7, 72]

14684. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 14 hides(?) of rams received by Lú-(gūš)gigir from Lugal-ti-ra(?)-āš; controller: Lugal-agrig.
—/—/8 Šu’Su’en. [96-4-7, 73]

14685. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: Letter to Ur-(d)Nun-gal concerning beer-bread, barley-fed sheep and oil which he shall give to the king’s messenger (lú-kin-gi₄-a lugal).
Undated. [96-4-7, 74]

14686. Fragment (whole obv.) of a case with fragment of tablet adherent; seal
illegible; 5 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 17% royal gur of barley and 3 gur of IN (or še-NI?)-ne-za received by Šeš-kal-la from A-kal-la. Date missing. [96-4-7, 75]

14687. Case (upp. edge missing), with tablet within, unopened; seal of Na-baša₆
dub-sar...; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for grain to be ground into flour (zíd-ka še-ḥar-...), received by Na-baša₆ from Gû-dé-a.
—/še-gur₄-kud/³ Šu’Su’en. [96-4-7, 76]

14688. Complete, with fragment of case (14688 A); 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for almost 22 gur of barley which Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su received from Lú-dūg-ga for grinding. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA₆/U/9 Šu’Su’en. [96-4-7, 77]

— A. Fragmentary case of tablet 14688, upp. and rt. edges missing; seal illegible;
4 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text same as that on tablet. Same date. [96-4-7, 77a]

14689. Complete, with fragment of case (14689 A); 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 70 royal gur of barley issued by Lú-bi-mu as wages for agricultural workers (ā ḫun-gá gūš-gab gíd-da); controller: Pû-ta.
—/—/47 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 78]

— A. Fragment from rt. low. corner of the case of tablet 14689; seal illegible;
3 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: Same text and date as on tablet. [96-4-7, 78a]
14690. Complete; 4 + 3 ll.; $\frac{13}{16}$" $\times$ $\frac{17}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3 гун 37 mana 10 shekels of wool which Лу-КА-НИІ received from A-ги. —/му-šu-du$_{u}$/б šu-su'en. [96-4-7, 79]

14691. Complete; seal illegible; 6 (partly erased) + 7 ll.; $\frac{2}{11}$" $\times$ $\frac{17}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3 quantities of seedcorn (beans, etc.: numun-хá lugal, giš-nag-numun, гу-?) and other commodities (giš-gişimmar, пеš-хам) received by Ур-(d)Lamma from Ур-(d)Su'en at Гû-аббала. —/цезен (d)Lisi(-GUN)б/л šu-su'en. [96-4-7, 80]

14692. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ку-ли дуб-сар думу Ки-амму; 4 + 3 ll.; $\frac{15}{8}$" $\times$ $\frac{17}{6}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 7 royal гур of barley (lal + ni рук-га), received by Ку-ли from Гû-дê-а; controller: Ур-ab-ba. —/ле/4 Amar-su'en. [96-4-7, 81]

14693. Complete, with case (14693 A); 6 + 6 ll.; $\frac{12}{16}$" $\times$ $\frac{17}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal гур of flour which Лу-(d)Нин-гир-су received from Ур-(d)Ba-BA$_{6}$/У and Лу-(d)Na-rû-a from the mill (ё-бар-хар Шу-(d)En-gal-lah-tа). —/še-il-la/48 šulgi. [96-4-7, 82]

A. Complete case of tablet 14693; seal of Лу-(d)Нин-гир-[су] дуб-сар; 5 + 3 ll.; $\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $\frac{17}{6}$". Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text like that on tablet, abbreviated. Same date. [96-4-7, 82a]

14694. Complete, obv. partly defaced; seal illegible; 3 + 5 ll.; $\frac{19}{8}$" $\times$ $\frac{17}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 25 гур of barley issued by A-kal-la, name of recipient effaced. —/му-šu-du$_{u}$/2 Иби-Su'en. [96-4-7, 83]

14695. Complete, with case-fragment (14695 A); 4 + 5 ll.; $\frac{11}{8}$" $\times$ $\frac{17}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 20½ гур of barley which Лугал-da-ga received from Ур-(d)Ba-BA$_{6}$/У as rations for ох-драйверs (эрîн-шà-гуд).
—/še-gur$_{16}$-kud/и Иби-Su'en. [96-4-7, 84]

A. Fragmentary case (rt. edge missing) of tablet 14695; seal illegible; 4 + 5 ll.; $\frac{13}{8}$" $\times$ $\frac{17}{8}$".
Ur III: Text and date same as on tablet. [96-4-7, 84a]

14696. Complete, with fragment of case (14696 A); 5 + 1 ll.; $\frac{11}{8}$" $\times$ $\frac{17}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 4½ royal pan of barley which Ур-(d)Нин-лîл received from Ma-an-SUM/SЕ as food for workmen (суж-гаn-dîb-šè).
—/gàn-maš/. [96-4-7, 85]

A. Fragmentary case (upp. half only) of tablet 14696, rev. uninscribed; seal illegible; 2 ll.; $\frac{15}{8}$" $\times$ $\frac{17}{8}$". Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text like that on tablet. Date missing. [96-4-7, 85a]
14697. Complete, with fragment of case (14697 A); 5 + 6 ll.; 1 1/2" × 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 1/2 ma-na of silver, issued as wages for the merchant (ā dam-kār kū-ba-bbar) and as maš-da-ri-a ezen-maḫ, which Lū-(d) Dumu-zi received from Nīg-غا. —/mušu-du₅ Su-Su'en. [96-4-7, 86]

—— A. Fragment from the obv. of case of tablet 14697; seal illegible; 4 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1 3/8". Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text, as far as preserved, same as on tablet. Date missing. [96-4-7, 86a]

14698. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; 4 + 2 ll.; 1 1/2" × 1 3/8".
Ur III: Receipt for 10 gur of grain (še-kur) received by Ka₅-MU from En-e-ki-āg as seedcorn. —/—/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 87]

14699. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 6 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/2".
Ur III: Receipt for 4 1/2 gur of barley, to be ground into flour, received by Lugal-abzu-ta from Ḥa-KA + X-KA + X (indistinct, not būzur), “sealed” by Lugal-(d) Sul-gi. —/—/9 Su-Su'en. [96-4-7, 88]

14700. Complete, with portion of case (14700 A); 5 + 4 ll.; 1 1/2" × 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for a cow which Ur-(d) Nanše received from An-ni-ba-du₇. —/munux-kū/7 Su-Su'en. [96-4-7, 89]

—— A. Fragmentary case (rt. edge with upp. corner missing) of tablet 14700; seal illegible; 3 + 4 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/4". Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet; the cow is qualified as a-ru-a. Same date. [96-4-7, 89a]

14701. Complete; 13 + 15 ll.; 1 1/2" × 1 1/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 5 carters, either staying “in town” or “travelling” to or from A-dam-dun (K1), An-ša-an (K1) or Šušan (K1) respectively. —/še-il-la/-—. [96-4-7, 90]

14702. Complete, damaged in 3 places; 12 + 13 ll.; 2 1/8" × 1 1/4".
Ur III: Record of flour issued at 1 pan each to various men (in some cases in 2 instalments). —/—/45 Sulgi. [96-4-7, 91]

14703. Complete, rev. slightly damaged; 10 + 12 (l. edge) 2 ll.; 2 1/4" × 1 1/4". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of workmen listed by name with statement of the length of their work-period; their wages paid in barley groats (ar-za-na) equal to rations for 372 workmen employed on one day; the total was received by Nam-ba-ni from Lugal-me-lām. —/še-gur₇₆-kud and še-il-la/8 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 92]

14704. Complete; 13 + 12 ll.; 1 1/8" × 1/1₄". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, pease-meal and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 4 couriers and the attendant of one of them whilst staying “in town” or being “en route”. —/ezen (d) Sul-gi/—. [96-4-7, 93]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14705</td>
<td>Complete; 9 + 8 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Ur III: List of names (probably of workers on a field). —/—/9 Šu-Su’en.</td>
<td>[96-4-7, 94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14706</td>
<td>Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Ur III: Receipt for 2 lots of barley (royal measure) delivered by A-hu-a, the sanga of (d)Naše, to Ur-(d)Naše. —/šu-numun/6 Šu-Su’en.</td>
<td>[96-4-7, 95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14707</td>
<td>Complete; 12 + 15 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil, issued to various messengers, couriers, carters, etc. 1/šu-numun/—.</td>
<td>[96-4-7, 96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14708</td>
<td>Complete; 12 + 17 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to various messengers, carters, etc. 11(?)/šu-numun/—.</td>
<td>[96-4-7, 97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14709</td>
<td>Both faces damaged; 14 + 18 ll.; $2'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 8 messengers (sukkal, lu-kas₂₄, mar-tu, nu-banda, etc.), one going to A-dam-dun(KI). 25 + x/munu₅-x-kù/—.</td>
<td>[96-4-7, 98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14710</td>
<td>Complete; 8 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Record of various kinds of sheep issued for various gods(?) by Nin-dingir-na. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/1 Amar-Su’en.</td>
<td>[96-4-7, 99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14711</td>
<td>Complete; 8 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for various messengers. 10/ḫár-rá-bi-mú/—.</td>
<td>[96-4-7, 100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14712</td>
<td>Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Ur III: Receipt for 75\frac{4}{8} royal gur 9 șila of barley flour taken from the boat of A-hu-a, and for 56\frac{1}{2} gur taken from the boat of Šeš-kal-la, which Kud-da and Ur-nigin-gar received from Ku-li. —/dirig še-gur₄₇-kud/47 Šulgi.</td>
<td>[96-4-7, 101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14713</td>
<td>Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (proper names). Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley, issued as regular offering (sā-dug₄) for (d)Na-rú-a, which Lû-nita-ĝi-na received from Ab-ba-MU s. of Ba-a-da; controller: Lû-(d)IGI/LIM-ma-šē⁴ ugula ḤAR-HAR. —/šu-numun/38 Amar-Su’en.</td>
<td>[96-4-7, 102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14714</td>
<td>Complete; 8 + 10 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Ur III: Receipt for 5 lots of barley, i.e. 18 royal gur, 54, 1\frac{3}{8}, 46, 1\frac{1}{4} gur, which Ur-nigin-gar received from Ba-zi as seedcorn. —/—/9 Amar-Su’en.</td>
<td>[96-4-7, 103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14715</td>
<td>Complete tablet with fragment of case adherent to rev.; 6 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 5 quantities of flour, i.e. 6\frac{1}{8} gur &quot;sealed&quot; by A-kal-la, 29\frac{3}{8} gur &quot;sealed&quot; by Lû-(d)Nin-subur s. of A-hu-a, 23\frac{1}{2} gur from the boat of ? ? ? ? ?, etc.; name of principal recipient illegible. Traces of 4 ll. on case-fragment, illegible. —/ezen (d)Ba-BA₆/Ü/1 Ibi-Su’en.</td>
<td>[96-4-7, 104]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14716. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{4}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 1 cow and 1 ox (gud-giš), both valued at 7 gin, which A-kal-la issued to Al-la the foreman of the ox-drivers (nu-ba-nu-a gud-giš) for agricultural work; controllers: Lugal-igi-šuš and Ur-(d)Ba-BA₄/Ü. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/4 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 105]

14717. Complete, with fragment of case (14717 A); 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{4}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of small numbers of 4 kinds of goats, the a-ru-a gift of Sag-Nin-e-zu s. of Ur-GÁ-da gudú, which [NN.] took over from An-ni-ba-du₄. —/a-mar-a-a-si/44 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 106]

—— A. Fragment from the rt. part of obv. of tablet 14717; seal incomplete; 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{4}". Ur III: Text corresponding to ll. 3-8 of tablet, name of recipient ending in ... gi₄. Date missing. [96-4-7, 106a]

14718. Obv. slightly damaged; 13 + 15 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to various messengers (sukkal, lû-kaš₄, etc.) and to the son of the king. 9/munu₄-kú/-.

14719. Obv. rather defaced; 14 + 13 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in oil in á-gam containers issued to various messengers (l-î-lu-a-lum ku₃₄-gal, Ur-ni-gin-gar ukûš-gal, Šu-lîb lû-kaš₄, Dan-ni-a sukkal, etc.) either going to, or coming from, Ki-maš (KI), Za-u₄ (KI), Šu-šan (KI), etc. —/ezen (d)Lisi(GÜN)⁴/—. [96-4-7, 107]

14720. Complete; 14 + 17 ll.; $2\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to various messengers, carters, etc., either going to or coming from Šašrum (KI), Hu-ḫu-nu-rî (KI), Ū-rî(!)-a (KI), Šu-šan (KI) and Sa-bu-um (KI).
—/ezen (d)Šul-gi/—. [96-4-7, 108]

14721. Complete; 7 + 10 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for wool which Ur-(d)Ba-BA₄/Ü received from Lû-uru₄ (KI) for the manufacture of cloth (tûg guz-za, tûg nîg-lam, etc.) —/ezen (d)Lisi(-GÛN)⁴/39 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 109]

14722. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{4}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record concerning 2 men (Ur-ša₄-ga and Ur-(d)Šul-pa-è s. of Ur-(giš)gigir) in connection with Gû-dé-a s. of Ur-(d)Lam-ma. —/gân-maš/9 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 110]

14723. Complete; 5 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{4}".
Ur III: Receipt for 2 lots of (altogether 8) ü-suḫ₄ trees received by Ad-da-MU from the garden of Ma-ni, to be used as timber for boats; controller: Ka-tar-(d)Ba-BA₄/Ü. 7/šu-umu₄nun/49 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 111]
14724. Complete; 12 + 12 ll.; $1\frac{4}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, pease-meal (or barley flour instead) and oil issued to various messengers (lú-kas₄, etc.). — /amar-a-a-si/—.
[96-4-7, 113]

14725. Complete; 11 + 15 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, pease-meal (or barley flour instead) and oil (some in á-gam containers) issued to various couriers (lú-kas₄) who came either from Šušan(KI) or from A-dam-dun(KI), also to their attendants. — /ezēn (d)Šul-gi/—.
[96-4-7, 114]

14726. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to Da-a-a, the sukkal Lú-(giš)gigir-gu-1a, and his 2 attendants. 19/munux-kû/—.
[96-4-7, 115]

14727. Complete; 8 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$.
[96-4-7, 116]

14728. Upp. edge damaged; 10 + 12 ll.; $2^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to carters and envoys. — /še-il-la/—.
[96-4-7, 117]

14729. Obv. badly damaged; 13 + 15 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to messengers and other officials. — /še-il-la/—.
[96-4-7, 118]

14730. Complete, with portion of case (14730 A); 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for $\frac{3}{4}$ ŠA(?)$\frac{1}{2}$ gin of silver which Lú-(d)Dumu-zi received from Nig-ga as wages for the "money-merchant" (dam-kâr kû-lâl); controller: Lú-(d)Inanna gu-za-lâl. — /šu-du₃ Šu-Su’en/—.
[96-4-7, 119]

— A. Portion of case (most of obv. missing) of tablet 14730; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (see tablet).
Ur III: Text corresponding to that on tablet; Lú-(d)Dumu-zi is called dumu Ma-ni. Same date.
[96-4-7, 119a]

14731. Complete, l. low. corner damaged; seal of Ka₃-a-MU dub-sar dumu Í-lî-MU₃; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$.
Ur III: Receipt for $\frac{3}{4}$ royal gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)En-lîl-lá to Ka₃-a-MU as food for workmen; controller: Lú-(d)Inanna.
— /šu-gur₁₅-kud/Šu-Su’en/—.
[96-4-7, 120]

14732. Complete; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^\circ \times 1\frac{7}{8}^\circ$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Memorandum of Ur-(giš)gigir concerning asses belonging to Ka-li(?) and Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim₁. — /hâr-râ-bî-mû-mû/—.
[96-4-7, 121]
14733. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{2}{3}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}$''. 
Ur III: Account, almost illegible. Undated. [96-4-7, 122]

14734. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}$''.
Ur III: Receipt for 60 gur of barley received by Mā-laḫa lu-mušen-dīb-bu from Ur-bād-dūr-ra. ——/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 123]

14735. Upp. edge destroyed, disintegrating; 7 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{2}{3}'' \times 1\frac{8}{36}$''. Lagash (Ki-nu-nir (KI)).
Ur III: Receipt for carcasses of mutton received by Būzur-(d)Adad and Ukuš-Lugal (both foremen) on behalf of female weavers; place: Ki-nu-nir (KI). Date missing. [96-4-7, 124]

14736. Complete, with 2 holes in l. edge; 10 + 8 ll.; $2\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{8}{36}$''. Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket with tablets concerning provisions for female weavers and 11 male workmen. Gú-ab-ba (KI): ——/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 125]

14737. Complete; seal illegible; 7 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{2}{3}'' \times 1\frac{8}{36}$''. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of changes in the flocks of Ur-dun and Inim-(d)Nin-gir-su during the months šu-num-un and ezen (d) Ba-BA/Ú and in the flock of Ur-dun during the months še-gur16-kud and še-il-la, recorded by A(?)-ni the dam-kār. ——/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 126]

14738. Complete; seal of Nam-zi-[tar-ra], almost illegible; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{23}{36}'' \times 1\frac{23}{36}$''.
Ur III: Receipt for 1½ gur of barley, issued for making bread for hired labourers, which Nam-zi-tar-ra received from Ka-MU; controller: Ur-ša-ga s. of Ur-(d)En-līl. ——/4 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 127]

14739. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{23}{36}'' \times 1\frac{23}{36}$''. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally for workmen (5 gurš-ša and 37 erin) who are to serve in the palace. ——/amar-a-a-si/4 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 128]

14740. Complete, rev. uninscription; 7 ll.; $1\frac{2}{3}'' \times 1\frac{7}{36}$''.
Ur III: List of rations issued at 1 bán of barley flour each to 6 erin workers listed by name. Undated. [96-4-7, 129]

14741. Rt. low. corner damaged; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{2}{3}'' \times 1\frac{7}{36}$''.
Ur III: Receipt for 61 prongs (URU) ḫa-bu4(pu4)-da), weight 37\frac{7}{36} ma-na 2 gin, which Lugal-im(?)-... received from Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zī-da; controllers: Na-ni, Ur-(d)Nin-gfr-su and Ur-(d)Lamma. ——/3 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-7, 130]

14742. Rev. damaged; 9 + 4 ll.; $2\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{5}{36}$''.
Ur III: Tally of 5 workmen, listed by name, employed in gardens the owners of which are also registered by name. Undated. [96-4-7, 131]

14743. Complete; seal of Ur-ki-ka-[la] dumu Lugal-pa-č(?); 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{3}'' \times 1\frac{1}{3}''$''.
Ur III: Receipt for 9 royal gur of barley issued by Lu-kal-la to Ur-ki-ka-la as food for workers (er in bal-gub-ba). ——/še-gur16-kud/2 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-7, 132]
BABYLONIAN TABLETS

14744. Rt. edge damaged; 13 + 12 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{8}$".
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour (or bread) and oil issued to various messengers. [96-4-7, 133]

14745. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{2}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Letter to Na-ni concerning 720 gur of barley, which is in possession of Ur-mês, but as Ba-ba-ti has a tablet, Na-ni is asked to settle the business. Undated. [96-4-7, 134]

14746. Complete; 9 + 12 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{2}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to various messengers (one of them sent to Ur), also issued as sá-dug offerings on the 2nd day of the month. —/m u -šu -d u 8 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 135]

14747. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Record of wool plucked from 32 sheep, yielding $\frac{8}{3}$ ma-na of wool of uš-quality, 3 ma-na of 3rd quality, and 45 ma-na of ordinary quality; in charge of the plucking which took place at Gú-ab-ba (KI) and Ki-nu-nîr (KI), was Lû-kal-la, the d u b -s a r. —/-2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 136]

14748. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da, d u b -s a r; 4 + 8 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{2}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of bread, distributed on 5 days (7th-11th), issued by Ur-dun to Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da. —/m u n u x-kú/3 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 137]

14749. Low. edge damaged; seal almost illegible; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for $\frac{1}{3}$ gin of silver, the wages of Lû-KA-nîa ukûš-ensi, received by Lû-(d)Dumu-zi; controller: Ur-šu-ga-lam-ma. —/-/9 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 138]

14750. Complete; seal almost illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{7}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 10 plough-oxen at rations of 1 bán of barley each per day, received by Nu-ur-(d)Adad from Na-ni. —/m u -šu -d u 2/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 139]

14751. Complete, repaired; 5 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{7}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for fish (ku 6-nîg-ki and ku 6-izi) delivered by Lû-(d)Nin-sûbûr to Ur-mês. —/š e -gur 10 -kud/45 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 140]

14752. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 40 ma-na of wool received by Lugal-ti-ra(l)-àš-sû s. of Na-mu? from Na-ba-ša s. of Hé-na-ši. —/-/7 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 141]

14753. Complete, but low. part of obv. damaged; seal of Ša-da; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ša-da for barley seedcorn; controller: ÍR-(d)Ba-Ba/Ú. —/hár-rá-bí-ne (iié)/3 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 142]

14754. Complete; seal illegible; 3 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 bán $1\frac{1}{2}$ sīla of cereals (š-tir) received by Lû-dingir-ra from ÍR-dam. —/gá-n-maš/7 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 143]
14755. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; 1⁵/₈" x 1⁵/₈".
Ur III: Order sent to A-kal-la from the ensi concerning 104-3 royal gur 7½ silla of barley-flour and 1½ gur of ḫarr-ra-bread for which Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Na-di had given receipt; Ur-ša-qa-a shall take it over and deduct it. Undated. [96-4-7, 144]

14756. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; 1³/₈" x 1⁵/₈".
Ur III: Receipt for 4 gūn of copper belonging to the suk(k)al-maḫ which Lú-URU-sag-gē received from Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su for the manufacture of prongs ((urudu) ḫa-bu₄(pu₄)-da) for the field of (d)Nin-Mar(KI).
—/—/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 145]

14757. Complete; seal of Nam-maḫ dub-sar; 4 + 4 ll.; 1³/₈" x 1⁵/₈".
Ur III: Receipt for 6 gur of barley received by Nam-maḫ from Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim¹ on behalf of the skipper's partner. —/—/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 146]

14758. Complete, but hardly legible; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; 1⁵/₈" x 1⁵/₈".
Ur III: Receipt for grain (particulars damaged) which Ur-(d)Lisi(Gún)² s. of Ab-ba-MU received from Ur-(d)Ba-BA⁶/1. —/—/8 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 147]

14759. Complete, with 2 holes in L edge; 5 + 3 ll.; 1⁵/₈" x 1³/₈".
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing accounts concerning porters (guruš-tla) of the (d)Dumu-zi and (d)Nin-dar-a temples.
—/—/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 148]

14760. Complete; seal of Lú-(d)Ba-BA⁶/1 dumu A-gi₄; 3 + 5 ll.; 1³/₈" x 1⁵/₈".
Ur III: Receipt for 1 gūn of wool delivered by Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su to A-gi₄, “sealed” by his son Lú-(d)Ba-BA⁶/1. —/—/2 Su-Su'en. [96-4-7, 149]

14761. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1³/₈" x 1³/₈". Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Receipt for 40 garments issued by Lugal-sukkal to Ur-(d)Ba-BA⁶/1 for workmen (e.g. ox-drivers) of the (d)Sulgi-temple. Gú-ab-ba(KI): —/—/4 Su-Su'en. [96-4-7, 150]

14762. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; 1³/₈" x 1⁵/₈". Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Receipt for hides of sheep, lambs and especially white lambs which Ur-(d)Ha-ni s. of (d)Utul-MU received from Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim¹. Gú-ab-ba(KI): —/—/3 Su-Su'en. [96-4-7, 151]

14763. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 5 ll.; 1⁵/₈" x 1⁵/₈". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 6 gur of wheat from the field a-ša gū-a-du₄-ga which Ur-gar s. of Lugal-du₄ received from Lú-dingsir-ra s. of Ab-ba-MU; controller: Ab-ba-gi-na. —/—/1 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-7, 152]

14764. Complete; seal of Ur-ki-ka₄-la; 5 + 5 ll.; 1³/₈" x 1³/₈". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 4₅/₈ gur of barley issued by Ur-(d)En-lil-lá to Ur-ki-ka₄-la as food for nu-bánda men. —/—/2 Su-Su'en. [96-4-7, 153]

14765. Complete; seal of Ur-(giš)gigir dub-sar; 3 + 5 ll.; 1³/₈" x 1⁵/₈".
Ur III: Receipt for 25 gur of barley received by Ur-(giš)gigir s. of Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su from Lú-nita-gi-na as fodder for calves. —/—/9 Su-Su'en. [96-4-7, 154]
14766. Complete, obv. slightly defaced; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3600 (less 6) spades (urudu-al) which Ur-(d)Lamma (?) received from Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zî-da. —/še-ši-lâ/5 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 155]

14767. Complete; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally for 6 guruš workers on 20-days work and for 1 man on 10-days work; nu-bânda: Gû-dê-a. —/ezê (d) Lisi (-GÚN) $\frac{7}{48}$ Sulgi. [96-4-7, 156]

14768. Complete; seal of Lugal-ur-sag, dûb-sar; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for onions (za-ha-din) which Lugal-ur-sag received from Ur-šaš-ga. —/amar-a-a-si/3 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 157]

14769. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Ur III: Receipt for 6$\frac{2}{3}$ royal gur of barley which Ma-ni received from Ur-(d)Nin-Mar(KI). —/—/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 158]

14770. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-Bašašâšâ(š) dûb-sar zîd (?)-da; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3$\frac{2}{3}$ bán of cassia (?) delivered by Ur-(d)Utu; “Ur-(d)Sulpa-Š put the seal of Inim-šaššaša on the tablet”. —/gân-mâš/7 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 159]

14771. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Ur III: Record of sheep (40 udu and 50 māš) transferred for grazing from Ur-(d)Nun-gal into the charge of Lû-(d)IGI-LIM-maš-šûša; controller: Nig-(d)Ba-Bašâšâšâšâ(š). —/—/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 160]

14772. Complete, with fragment of case adhering to rev. of tablet; 5 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 24 axes (urudu-ḫa-zi-[in]), weight 1 gûn less $\frac{2}{3}$ mana 5 gîn, received by N (name illegible) from [Ur/Lû]-[d](Nin-giš-zî-da. —/amar-a-a-si/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 161]

14773. Complete; seal of Ur-dun incomplete; 3 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 gur of barley flour received by Ur-dun from Lû-dingir-ra. 9/munušš-kû/3 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 162]

14774. Complete; illegible; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Ur III: Receipt for 2 pigs delivered by Ur-(d)Al-la. —/še-guršu-kud/8 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 163]

14775. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 pan (royal) of spices (šim-NI) which Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zî-da the oil-presser (iâ-la-hîš) received from Ur-(d)Lamma. —/munušš-kû/43 Sulgi. [96-4-7, 164]

14776. Complete; seal of Ur-šaš-ga; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5 ma-na 5 gîn of wool which Ur-šaš-ga received from Á(!)-ni-ni. —/ezê (d) Ba-Bašâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâšâş...
14777. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of sheep (udu-gal, māš-gal) transferred from the new fold and the palace fold by Lū-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Ba-zi to Lū-gū-gal.
—/ezen (d) Lisi(GŪN)\(\frac{9}{1}\) Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 166]

14778. Upp. edge and l. low. corner damaged; seal of Ur-(d)IG-[alim]\(1\) s. of Mā-
gur\(8[rij]\); 6 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{9}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{9}{10}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 2 bān of fresh fish issued by the aqrīg to Ur-(d)IG/GĀL-alim\(1\); controller: Ur-(d)Nin-Mar(KI). —/še-gur\(1\)\(\frac{1}{0}\) kud/—.
[96-4-7, 167]

14779. Complete; 5 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley (fodder for oxen), received by En-ū-bi-ka from Ba-zi on behalf of Lugal-zag-zi-si.
—/dirig še-gur\(1\)\(\frac{1}{0}\) kud/9 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 168]

14780. Complete; 8 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
Ur III: List of rations in bread, beer and oil issued to various messengers.
28še-gur\(1\)\(\frac{1}{0}\) kud/—.
[96-4-7, 169]

14781. Complete; 4 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{8}{9}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{8}{9}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 9 rams which Áša\(6\)-ga received from Lūša\(6\)-ga, "sealed" by Ur-(d)IG/GĀL-alim\(1\). —/še-gur\(1\)\(\frac{1}{0}\) kud/6 Su-Su'en.
[96-4-7, 170]

14782. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Nanse, dub-sar; 4 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{2}{9}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{8}{9}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 4\(\frac{8}{9}\) pan of bread issued by Ur-(d)IG/GĀL-alim to Ur-(d)Nanse as na-ab-da-num. 14/su- numun/3 Su-Su'en.
[96-4-7, 171]

14783. Complete; 8 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{6}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{6}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 4 messengers. —/mu-šu-du-n/-—.
[96-4-7, 172]

14784. Complete, rounded corners; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{9}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{3}{9}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 19 prongs (urudu) ha-bu\(6\) (pu\(4\))-da), weight 12 mana less 5 gin, delivered by Nimgi-rša-kūš.
—/ezen (d) Lisi(-GŪN)\(\frac{3}{3}\) Śulgi. [96-4-7, 173]

14785. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1\(\frac{1}{6}\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 13 swine delivered by Ur-(d)Al-la into the mill; controller: Lū-(d)Nin-šubur. 15/amar-a-a-si/7 Amar-Su'en.
[96-4-7, 174]

14786. Complete; 6 + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of barley-flour, wheat and did a-beer issued for 2 offerings.
—/ezen (d) Lisi(-GŪN)\(\frac{8}{8}\) Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 175]

14787. Complete; 10 + 9 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{6}\)" \(\times\) 1". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 5 messengers and carters. —/mu-šu-du-n/4 Su-Su'en. [96-4-7, 176]
14788. Complete; 14 + 13 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 8 carters.

--/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/7 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 177]

14789. Complete; 6 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 4 slla of dates issued to (d)Šul-pa-è as offering (níg sizkur"-ra); controller: Ur-(d)Nin-gir-su. --/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/—. [96-4-7, 178]

14790. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 3 men.

--/ezen (d) Lisi (-GÜN)²/8 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 179]

14791. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Nin-Mar(KI) dub-sar s. of Lugal-ušumgal; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of 2$\frac{2}{3}$ gur of barley issued by Lu-da-bi(?) to Ur-(d)Nin-Mar(KI) for making bread(?); controller: Lû-KA-NI³. —/—/9 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 180]

14792. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of barley issued to shepherds as fodder for animals: to Lû-Má-gan(KI) for 16 sheep, to An-ni-lú-dingir-ra for 80 sheep; to Ur-MAL + x-URU-da for 44 sheep, and for 14 cows. 14/šu-numun/—. [96-4-7, 181]

14793. Complete; 8 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, pease-meal and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 2 men (second: Na-di lú-kas₄ Šušan(KI)-ta gin-ni).

--/munux-kui/—. [96-4-7, 182]

14794. Complete; 6 + 9 (1 erased) ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in dida beer, fine beer, barley-flour, oil, dates and 2 sheep issued to 2 attendants (NIM Du₈-du₈-li(KI) u Ḫu-li-bar-ra-ge), also rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam container) for Ur-ba-? who arrived from Nibru(KI). —/mu-šu-du₈/—. [96-4-7, 183]

14795. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (Ki-nu-nir(KI) and month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to Šu-ni-ní (Ginil-l-lifi?) and Warad-(d)Nanna(r); controller: Lû-KA + MU-me.
Ki-nu-nir(KI): —/še-il-la/49 Šulgi. [96-4-7, 184]

14796. Complete; 7 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread for dogs, the kennelman, 1 scribe, 1 mar-tu, 1 šabra, etc. 9/ezen (d) Ba-BA₄/Ú/—. [96-4-7, 185]

14797. Complete; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 2 royal gur of oil issued to Na-gu-ú-du(?), the king's singer; controller: Su-(d)Su'en, the king's sukkal.

—/ḥár-rá-bí-mū/l Amar-Su'en. [96-4-7, 186]

14798. Nearly complete, rev. damaged; 11 + 13 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 7 carters.

--/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/3 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-7, 187]
14799. Complete; 8 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}" \times \frac{1}{5}"$. 
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 1 rá-gab, 1 sukkal and 2 other men. —/šu-numun/8 Amar-Su'én. [96-4-7, 188]

14800. Nearly complete, rev. damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{4}" \times 1"$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in fine and ordinary beer, bread, oil and 1 kid (mâš) issued to the attendant of an ass who arrived from Sa-bu-um (KI). —/ama-r-a-a-sî/—. [96-4-7, 189]

14801. Complete; 8 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}" \times \frac{1}{5}"$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread to various men and 1 dog, with an additional amount of pine-nuts (li) for the dub-sar. 
30/ezen (d)Šul-gi/—. [96-4-7, 190]

14802. Nearly complete, obv. rather defaced; 10 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}" \times \frac{1}{5}"$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil for various carters(?).
—/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/4 Šu-Su'én. [96-4-7, 191]

14803. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; $1" \times \frac{7}{8}"$. 
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 2 envoys (sukkal) and 2 other men. —/šu-numun/8 Amar-Su'én. [96-4-7, 192]

14804. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; $1" \times \frac{7}{8}"$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of oil and dates issued for offerings (nîg sizkurû); controller: Lû-(d)IG/GÁL-alim. —/munux-kû/—. [96-4-7, 193]

14805. Complete; 3 + 4 ll.; $1" \times \frac{7}{8}"$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of dates issued as offerings to the god Ša-sur-ra; controller: (d)Utu-bar-ra gala. —/[ezen] (d)Ba-BÁ/j—. [96-4-7, 194]

14806. Circular tablet, part from rt. side missing; 4 + 4 ll.; 3" dia. 
Sum.: Exercise tablet copying on the rev. the sequence: 1 bán 4 sîla, 1 bán 5 sîla, 1 bán 6 sîla of barley from the obv. Undated. [96-4-8, 1]

14807. Cone with small uninscribed head and inscription in 2 cols. on shaft; 10 + 3 ll.; $4 \frac{3}{8}"$ length, $1\frac{3}{4}"$ dia. of head.
Sum.: Building inscription of Gú-dé-a. Undated. [96-4-8, 2]

14808. Rev. damaged; 19 + 25 ll.; $\frac{3}{4}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}"$. Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Record of sheep hides delivered to the “New Temple” at Gú-ab-ba (KI). —/—/46 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 3]

14809. Rt. upp. corner missing; 13 + 17 ll.; $3\frac{1}{3}" \times 2"$. 
Ur III: Tally of guruš-workmen with the names of their overseers and their working places. 26/[month destroyed?]/*—. [96-4-8, 4]

14810. Complete; 15 + 17 ll.; $3\frac{1}{2}" \times 1\frac{3}{4}"$. 
Ur III: Record of barley delivered by many farmers: Lû-(d)Gîš-bar-ê, Ur-(d)Šatran, Lugal-û-šem, Lugal-ezen, etc. —/*/45 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 5]

14811. Low. edge destroyed; 16 + 17 ll.; $3\frac{1}{6}" \times 1\frac{5}{8}"$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of barley, (on obv.) delivered by farmers—and (on rev.) issued to various men listed by name. —/gân-maš/—. [96-4-8, 6]
14812. Nearly complete, obv. damaged; 16 + 6 ll.; 3 1/8 × 1 5/8″.
Ur III: Tally of guruš-workmen with the names of their overseers.
3/ — /—. [96-4-8, 7]

14813. Low. edge damaged; 14 + 18 ll.; 3 3/8 × 1 3/8″. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of flour and bread.
—/ḥār-rā-bi-mū-mū/1 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 8]

14814. Complete; 16 + 13 ll.; 3 3/8 × 1 5/8″.
Ur III: Inventory of calves with amount of their rations in barley, names of their herdsmen and of the temples which they belong to. Undated. [96-4-8, 9]

14815. Complete; 11 + 10 ll.; 3 3/8 × 1 5/8″. Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Inventory of various kinds of sheep recording increase and decrease in numbers (mu-tūm and zi-ga). Gū-ab-ba (KI): —/—/49Šulgi. [96-4-8, 10]

14816. Both obv. and rev. rather defaced, rev. badly damaged, text hardly legible; 22 + 23 ll.; 4″ × 1 5/8″.
Ur III: Inventory of some kind. Date not preserved. [96-4-8, 11]

14817. L. upp. and rt. low. corners damaged; 17 + 20 ll.; 4″ × 2″. Lagash (place-names).
Ur III: Record of baskets (pisan-sig₂-a) issued by Lū-(d)Nin-šubur to workers of an orchard at Ki-sur-ra (KI), and by Lugal-igi-ḫuṣ to workers of an orchard in Gir-su(KI). —/—/3 Amar-Su’en(?). [96-4-8, 12]

Ur III: Detailed instructions for digging canals, measures for lengths, widths and depths being given. —/mu-šu-du₃/3 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 13]

14819. Complete; 15 + 19 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 3 1/8 × 2″. Lagash (months).
Ur III: Record concerning consumption of barley during the 12 months from gān-maš to še-il-la. —/(see text)/—. [96-4-8, 14]

14821. Rt. upp. corner missing; 17 + 19 ll.; 3 5/8 × 1 7/8″. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Di-til-la tablet; there are 3 decisions of the ensi Ur-(d)Lamma:
1. Of a house that had belonged to Ur-(d)Nun-gal and which he had given to Ša-ḵu-ge; the latter gave 2 sar near the Great Gate of the ě-š(giš) gu-za to Ur-ša₃-ga, and in exchange Ur-ša₃-ga gave Ša-ḵu-ge 2 sar near the ě-ga-nu (the storhouse). This is confirmed in the presence of Ba-a-ga s. of Lū-(d)Našē the maškim.
2. Nin-agrig-zi d. of Ur-su-ga-lam-ma is confirmed to A-tu as his slave. Ur-mēs dumu A-kal-la nam-erim-ām; A-tu dumu Mā... gal maškim occur in this part.
3. Between Dūg-ga son of Gir-ni-i-dib, the physician, and Lū-ša₃-ga (a settlement is pronounced). Ur-nigir-ga as witness.
—/ezēn (d)Ba-BA₆/Ü/46Šulgi. [96-4-8, 16]
14822. Low. edge missing; 14 + 18 + (l. edge) 3 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{6}\times 1\frac{1}{3}\frac{2}{3}\).
Ur III: Record concerning transport of 3 royal gur; 1857 gur 1\frac{1}{2} bân of barley with amount of fees and wages paid. —/—/49 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 17]

14823. Complete; 11 + 10 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{6}\times 1\frac{1}{3}\frac{2}{3}\). *Lagash* (place-name).
Ur III: Inventory of various kinds of sheep stating disposal and loss by death. Ki-nu-nir (KI): —/—/48 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 18]

14824. Upp. edge and rev. damaged; 16 + 14 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{6}\times 1\frac{1}{3}\frac{2}{3}\).
Ur III: Tally of gur us-workmen with names of their overseers. Undated. [96-4-8, 19]

14825. Complete, obv. l. edge slightly damaged; 19 + 22 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{6}\times 1\frac{1}{3}\frac{2}{3}\).
Ur III: Record of beer-loaves distributed in large quantities during the month of mu-su-du, among various officials: e.g. Nu-úr-(d)Sin2 lú-giš-KU (?)-gi... Da-da šagub, Ur-(d)Utú sukkal, [Lú]gal-hé-gál, A-pi-(d)Sin2 rá-gab, etc. —/(see text)/—. [96-4-8, 20]

14826. Large piece from rt. low. corner missing; 22 + 16 ll.; \(3\frac{1}{6}\times 1\frac{1}{3}\frac{2}{3}\). *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of flour issued to various messengers (sukkal, carters, etc.) listed by name. 1/amar-a-a-si/—. [96-4-8, 21]

14827. Both upp. and low. edges missing; 9 + 15 + (l. edge) 5 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{6}\times 1\frac{2}{3}\frac{2}{3}\).
Ur III: Record concerning transfer of barley from boat to mill, etc. during the months from še-gur to šu-numun.
—/(see text)/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 22]

14828. L. upp. corner damaged; 9 + 1 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{6}\times 1\frac{2}{3}\frac{2}{3}\).
Ur III: Tally of gur us-workmen attributed to 8 shrines. Undated. [96-4-8, 23]

14829. L. and upp. part of obv., also low. half of rev. badly damaged; 8 + 7 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{6}\times 1\frac{2}{3}\frac{2}{3}\).
Ur III: Receipt for cloth in bundles, e.g. pisán+gi tíug guz-za-gin, which Lû-nita-gi-na received from Lugal-sukkal out of the é-kišib₂-ba-gu-ka (sic) and the é-šu-sum-ma; controllers: Ínim-(d)Ba-BA and Ur-(d)Nárê s. of Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim. Undated. [96-4-8, 24]

14830. L. low. corner damaged; 11 + 8 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{6}\times 1\frac{2}{3}\frac{2}{3}\).
Ur III: Inventory of various kinds of sheep with record of loss by death. Undated. [96-4-8, 25]

14831. Complete; 10 + 8 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{6}\times 1\frac{2}{3}\frac{2}{3}\). *Lagash* (place-name).
Ur III: Herd-report showing increase and decrease (zi-ga) in numbers of sheep. Gú-ab-ba (KI): —/—/mu-us-sa mu-us-sa-bi. [96-4-8, 26]

14832. Low. portion of tablet; 13 + 13 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{6}\times 1\frac{2}{3}\frac{2}{3}\).
Ur III: Apparently tally of workmen employed in various services (e.g. é-gud-gaz é-gal, é-gud-gaz NAM.TUR, é-MU, gú-gir-esir-ra, etc.) Date not preserved. [96-4-8, 27]

14833. Rt. upp. corner missing; 11 + 10 ll.; \(2\frac{1}{6}\times 1\frac{2}{3}\frac{2}{3}\). *Lagash* (place-name).
Ur III: Herd-report showing increase (mu-tūm) and decrease (zi-ga and ri-ri-ga) in numbers of sheep. Gír-su (KI): —/—/48 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 28]
14834. L. upp. corner damaged, obv. rather defaced; 10 + 3 ll.; $2\frac{8}{9}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{11}{12}^\text{a}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning issue of fodder (barley?) for animals.

14835. Obv. damaged in 2 places; 12 + 6 ll.; $3\frac{1}{2}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{1}{8}^\text{b}$.
Lagash (place).
Ur III: Tally of 6 gangs of erin-workers with names of their overseers (ugula). Undated.

14836. Slightly damaged in a few places; 11 + 13 ll.; $2\frac{8}{9}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{11}{12}^\text{a}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of workmen (guruš gan-díb) with record of their wages and of the names of their overseers: e.g. Lú-níta-gí-na, Lú-laḫaš, Lú-tingir-ra; also: Lú-(d)Gis-bar-ra, Nīg-ū-rum, etc. 4/gán-μaš/—. [96-4-8, 30]

14837. Both obv. and rev. on rt. edge damaged; 9 + 8 ll.; $2\frac{8}{9}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{11}{12}^\text{a}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 280 oxen distributed among 4 officials (sanga (d)Nanše, sanga (d)Nin-Maš (K1), sanga (d)Dumu-zí, and sanga URÜ (K1)) and 4 temples: (é-Nam-ḫa(?))... , é-(d) Nin... (twice), and é-(d)Šul-gí). —/ḥár-rá-bí-mū-mû/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 31]

14838. Both faces badly damaged; 13 + 16 + (l. edge) 2(? ll.; $2\frac{8}{9}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{11}{12}^\text{a}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of še-gín and ú-бу leather, KA-stone, etc., with the names of the deliverers. Undated. [96-4-8, 32]

14839. Obv. damaged; 12 + 7 ll.; $2\frac{8}{9}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{11}{12}^\text{a}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of fine cheese(?) issued to various men listed by name. Undated.

14840. L. upp. corner and large piece of lower part missing, obv. l. side badly damaged; 12 + 6 ll.; $2\frac{8}{9}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{11}{12}^\text{a}$.
Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Record of cloth delivered in bundles (pisan + gi tug).
Gú-ab-ba (K1): 4/—/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 34]

14841. Clumsily shaped, top of obv. damaged; 12 + 9 ll. (last 7 ll. written in opposite direction); $3\frac{1}{2}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{11}{12}^\text{a}$.
Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Record of hides delivered to Lú-tingir-ra; nū-bān da: Kaš-a-MU; controllers: Ba-zi, Ur-nígin-gar and Ur-(d)Lamma; also distribution(?) of some hides among 4 men. Undated. [96-4-8, 35]

14842. Both l. upp. and low. corners damaged; 20 + 23 ll.; $3\frac{1}{2}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{11}{12}^\text{a}$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to several envoys, 1 carter and some other messengers, all listed by name. 6/munux-kú/—. [96-4-8, 36]

14843. Low. edge damaged; 13 + 4 ll.; $2\frac{8}{9}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{11}{12}^\text{a}$.
Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Tally of 9 workmen listed by name: e.g. Ba-ga, Lú-(d)Niňšubur, Ur-gú-bândã-me, Ur-IM-NUN, etc. Undated. [96-4-8, 37]

14844. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; $3\frac{1}{2}^\text{a} \times 1\frac{11}{12}^\text{a}$.
Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Herd-report rendered by Gîr-nî-l-sa, the na-kidg, about decrease in numbers of his flock. Gû-ab-ba (K1): —/—/49 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 38]
14845. Upp. part missing; 14 + 8 ll.; 3" x 1 1/8".
Ur III: Record of working oxen issued to various men. Date not preserved.
[96-4-8, 40]

14846. Rt. low. corner damaged; 10 + 4 ll.; 2 2/3" x 1 3/4".
Ur III: Tally of working oxen and labourers. 10/\textit{mu-\textit{su-du-\textit{u}-}\textendash}.
[96-4-8, 41]

14847. Fragmentary, upp. part missing, rev. badly defaced; 7 + 9 ll.; 2 1/3" x 1 3/4".
Ur III: List of rations in barley(?) issued at 1 ban each to various men. Date not preserved.
[96-4-8, 42]

14848. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; 2 2/3" x 1 3/4".
Ur III: Record of silver paid by 3 men (Ka₃-a-MU, Lû-(d)Utu s. of Bazi, and Ur-(d)Nin-gi₃-zi-da) to the palace (\textit{é-gal-ta ba-an-tu₃-ra}).
—/\textit{ezen (d)Šul-gi}/2 Amar-Su'en.
[96-4-8, 43]

14849. Rt. edge and rev. badly damaged; 11 + 13 ll.; 2 2/3" x 1 3/4".
Ur III: Record of silver paid by at least 5 men (Ur-mès ga.la, Ur-ša₃-ga, A-tu dуб-sar, etc.) to the palace. —/\textit{munu₃-x-kù}/2 Amar-Su'en.
[96-4-8, 44]

14850. Complete; 9 + 8 ll.; 2 2/3" x 1 3/4".
[96-4-8, 45]

14851. Both upp. corners damaged; 12 + 10 ll.; 2 2/3" x 1 3/4".
Ur III: Herd-report rendered by Nam-ḥa-ni about the decrease in numbers of his flock. Gîr-su(KI): —/—/2 Amar-Su'en.
[96-4-8, 46]

14852. Obv. damaged; 8 + 7 ll.; 2 2/3" x 1 3/4".
Ur III: Herd-report rendered by Ur-é-bil-li about the increase in numbers of his flock. Gîr-su(KI): —/—/2 Amar-Su'en.
[96-4-8, 47]

14853. Low, part of l. edge and low. edge damaged; 13 + 10 ll.; 3 3/8" x 1 3/4".
[96-4-8, 48]

14854. Upp. edge damaged; 9 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2 2/3" x 1 3/4".
Ur III: Record of barley issued to be ground into flour, and part of the flour to be distributed among several men. —/—/3 Šu-Su'en.
[96-4-8, 49]

14855. Complete; 10 + 7 ll.; 2 2/3" x 1 3/4".
Ur III: Record of barley delivered by Ur-(d)Ba-Ba₄/Ū and of wheat (gig) delivered by Lû-(d)Utu, also of seedcorn issued for the field e-su-dar.
—/—/48 Šulgi.
[96-4-8, 50]

14856. Incomplete case, with tablet, unopened, upp. edge missing; seal illegible; 5 + 5 ll.; 1 3/4" x 1 3/4".
Ur III: Record of barley, issued from the (d)Nin-Mar(KI) temple to the nu-bànda Kud-da as rations for large groups of workmen and their wives. —/\textit{še-gur₁₉-kùd}/ 46 Šulgi.
[96-4-8, 51]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14857</td>
<td>Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible;</td>
<td>5 + 4 ll.;</td>
<td>Lagash</td>
<td>Receipt for 2(\frac{2}{3}) pan of spices, received by TE-ab-ba from Lu-Ki-nu-nir(KI) at Gu-a-b-ba(KI), as a gift to (d)Nin-Mar(KI).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14858</td>
<td>Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Lamma, dub-sar;</td>
<td>6 + 4 ll.; 1(\frac{1}{2})&quot; x 1(\frac{1}{2})&quot;. Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Lagash</td>
<td>Receipt for 67(\frac{3}{4}) royal gur of barley received by Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Ur-gar from Ad-da the nu-bânda gud as food for ploughmen, ox-drivers and other labourers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14859</td>
<td>Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Al-la;</td>
<td>5 + 4 ll.; 1(\frac{2}{3})&quot; x 1(\frac{1}{2})&quot;. Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Lagash</td>
<td>Receipt for 1 royal gur of barley received by Al-la from Gu-za-ni in the (d)Nin-giš-zi-da temple; ugula: Nig-ū-rum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14860</td>
<td>Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-é-ninu from AN-KI-DA in the é-kišib₃-ba.</td>
<td>5/ezens (d)Dumu-zī/1 Amar-Su'en.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Receipt for 63 royal gur of barley-flour, etc., received by Ur-é-ninu from AN-KI-DA in the e-kisib₃-ba.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14861</td>
<td>Complete, with fragment of case (14861 A);</td>
<td>8 + 9 ll.; 1(\frac{2}{3})&quot; x 1(\frac{1}{2})&quot;.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Receipt for bitumen (esir ḫar-sag) and various kinds of wood, received by É-lu-ti from the new temple for the boat of the ensî on behalf of (d)Nin-gir-su-i-sa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14862</td>
<td>Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)[Si-sá], dub-sar;</td>
<td>6 + 2 ll.; 1(\frac{1}{2})&quot; x 1(\frac{1}{2})&quot;.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Receipt for 15(\frac{3}{4}) royal gur of barley, seedcorn subtracted, which Ur-(d)Si-sá, the storekeeper (ka-gur₇), received from Ur-nigín-gar s. of Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14863</td>
<td>Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal illegible;</td>
<td>4 + 3 ll.; 1(\frac{1}{2})&quot; x 1(\frac{1}{2})&quot;. Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Lagash</td>
<td>Receipt for barley issued for 27 guruš-workmen at 1 pan each, total: 5(\frac{3}{4}) gur, which La-lu₅-ṣu received from the ensî.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14864</td>
<td>Complete, with fragment from rev. of case (14864 A);</td>
<td>6 + 5 ll.; 1(\frac{1}{2})&quot; x 1(\frac{1}{2})&quot;.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Receipt for 20 royal gur of barley received by Ur-(d)Nanse s. of Lu-dug-ga from Ab-ba-MU as rations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14865</td>
<td>Complete, with fragment of case of tablet 14861; seal of Lu-kal-la s. of Al-la;</td>
<td>7 ll. + traces of 2 ll. of rev.; 2(\frac{1}{2})&quot; x 1(\frac{1}{2})&quot;.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Text corresponding to that on tablet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14866</td>
<td>Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)Nanse dub-sar s. of Lu-duig-ga.</td>
<td>4 ll.; 2(\frac{1}{2})&quot; x 1(\frac{1}{4})&quot;.</td>
<td>Lagash (month).</td>
<td>Receipt for 20 royal gur of barley received by Ur-(d)Nanse s. of Lu-dug-ga ka-gur₇; 4 ll.; 2(\frac{1}{2})&quot; x 1(\frac{1}{4})&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14865. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su, dub-sar; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 130$\frac{1}{3}$ royal gur of barley which Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Ur-(d)Nanse received from Ni-kal-la for baking bread. —/—/48 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 60]

14866. Complete; 13 + 15 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $2\frac{5}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{2}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 6 envoys (sukkal) and some other men. —/gán-maš/—. [96-4-8, 61]

14867. Complete; seal illegible; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}$" $\times$ $1\frac{9}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for baskets (?; compound of MAL) received by Lú-(d)IG/GAL-alim from Ur-gui-en-na on behalf of 6 men. —/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 62]

14868. Case (both faces damaged), with tablet, unopened; seal without name; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Receipt for oil and dates received by Lugal-gú-gal in Gú-edin-na for offerings (nig sizkurb-u-ra). —/—/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 63]

14869. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-šu-ga-lam-[ma]; 3 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{6}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of barley, which Ur-šu-ga-lam ma (1ú) bappir received from Inim-(d)Ba-BA/Ú as ša-dug offering for (d)Su-lgi. —/ezén (d) Lisi(-GUN)?/ 39 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 64]

14870. Rt. upp. corner on obv. damaged; 8 + 7 ll.; $2\frac{1}{4}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{4}$".
Ur III: Receipt for hides delivered by Ur-šu-gu-en-na and Lú-ša-ga. Undated. [96-4-8, 65]

14871. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; 2" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{4}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of a gift (a-ru-a) in barley dedicated by Lú-KA-NI to the (d)Ba-BA/Ú temple. 16/amar-a-a-si/8 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 66]

14872. Complete; 7 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{1}{4}$". Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Tally of 11 guruš workers listed by name; “at Gú-ab-ba (KI) ”. Undated. [96-4-8, 67]

14873. Rt. upp. corner missing, low. part of rev. damaged; 12 + 6 + (l. edge) 4 ll.; $2\frac{5}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread for various men, many of them listed by name, also bread for dogs. 6/še-il-1a/—. [96-4-8, 68]

14874. Complete; seal illegible; 7 + 6 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}$" $\times$ $1\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 6 pieces of goat-hair felt, weight 47 ma-na, received by Lú-(d)Nin-subur s. of Lú-(d)Ba-BA/Ú in the house of the sukkal-maš; controllers: Ka₄-a-MU and Ur-níng-ga[r]. —/ezén (d) Lisi(-GUN)?/7 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 69]
14875. Upp. portion of tablet; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 2''$. 
Ur III: Record of sheep and goats. $-/-/2$ Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-8, 70]

14876. Complete; 6 ll. on obv., on rev. seal the owner's name of which is illegible; $1\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3690 reed-bundles, delivered by Ur-(d)BA$_4$/Ü; recipient: Ki-dùr-lù. $-/-$/54/66 Śulgi. [96-4-8, 71]

14877. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)En-Il-lá dUB-sar; 4 + 3 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. 
Ur III: Receipt for $2\frac{5}{8}$ gur of barley, delivered by Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim$^1$ to Ur-(d)En-Il-lá. $-/-/2$ Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-8, 72]

14878. L. low. corner missing, surface rather defaced; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{2}''$. Pers.: Record of field-produce, e.g. onions. 30/IX/22 Artaxerxes. [96-4-8, 73]

14879. Complete; 10 + 9 ll.; $2\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. 
Ur III: Record of barley, received by Da-da, Ur-é-an-na, Šeš-kal-la & Lú-(d)Nin-Šubur Še-sar; part of it was issued to the millers. Undated. [96-4-8, 74]

14880. Complete; 5 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{16}''$. 
Ur III: Order to Na-ni to give ox-hides, mats, etc. to Pù-sag. Undated. [96-4-8, 75]

14881. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Nam-maḫ; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. 
Ur III: Receipt for 7$\frac{1}{2}$ royal gur of barley issued by Ma-ni ... to Nam-maḫ(?); in the é-bil-li as rations. $-/-$/54/66 Śulgi. [96-4-8, 76]

14882. Rev. rather defaced; 8 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Lagash (month?). 
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of hides. $-/-$zen (d)[?]/2 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 77]

14883. Damaged case with tablet, part of rev. missing, showing surface of tablet; unopened; seal illegible; 4 + 2(?) ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}'$. 
Ur III: Receipt for 6$\frac{3}{8}$ gur 1 sila of barley received as offerings (sá-du4 gur 1 sila) and for 2$\frac{1}{2}$ bán received by Gir-(d)BA$_4$/Ü as wages for female millers. Date not preserved. [96-4-8, 78]

14884. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-(d)Gis-bar-é dumu Úr-ra-(d)[?]; 3 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{16}''$. Lagash (month). 
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of sesame issued by Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su to Lú-(d)Gis-bar-é as seedcorn. $-/-$/bá-rá-b1-mú-mú/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 79]

14885. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Lú-(d)Nanše dumu Lú-düg-ga ka-gur; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. 
Ur III: Receipt for 34 royal gur of barley, issued by Lú-uru-sag to Ur-(d)Nanše s. of Lú-düg-ga as wages for female weavers. $-/-$/47 Śulgi. [96-4-8, 80]

14886. Both obv. and rev. badly defaced; 8 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$. Lagash (month). 
Ur III: Herd-report, badly damaged. $-/-$/gán-maš/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 81]
14887. Complete case, with tablet, unopened; seal of Ur-(d)[?] dub-[sar];
6 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 24\(\frac{4}{8}\) royal gur of barley, received by ?-la(?)-? s. of Lu-
na-na from Ma-ni as rations for female weavers.
—/\text{unu}_{x}-\text{kū}/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 82]

14888. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Iš-(d)Ba-BA_{6}/U\(\bar{U}\) dub-sar; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 1\(\frac{1}{8}\) gur of barley, which Ur-(d)Iš-(d)Ba-BA_{6}/U\(\bar{U}\) received from Lú-
kal-la as seedcorn and as wages for ukû workmen tilling on the field a-šà ki-bàd. —/—/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-8, 83]

14889. Complete, with fragment of case (14889 A); 6 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 24 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)Ba-BA_{6}/U received from Ma-
ni as s/a-dug offerings for Gù-de-a. —/\text{e}-\text{il}-1a/47 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 84]

— A. Fragment mainly from rev. of case of tablet 14889; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA_{6}/U; 1 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Lagash (see tablet).
Ur III: Text identical with that on rev. of tablet. Same date. [96-4-8, 84a]

14890. Complete; 8 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Late O. Bab.: Record of 180 objects (na-ši?) distributed among 8 men
listed by name (e.g. U-bar-rum, Za-bi-kum, Šu-ba-ru-ú, etc.), summed up:
“180 drawn, 40(?) left over”. Undated. [96-4-8, 85]

14891. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)".
Ur III: Memorandum concerning 5 gín of silver paid to(?) Na-ni.
Undated. [96-4-8, 86]

14892. L. side of rev. damaged; 4 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of issue of 3 × 600 + 5 × 60 + 1 royal gur of barley.
—/—/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 87]

14893. Upp. edge missing; 8 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Record of grain(?) distributed among various men. Undated. [96-4-8, 88]

14894. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 12 royal gur of barley, issued from the Gá-nun-maḥ
partly as rations for erin-workers and partly to be ground into flour;
received by Ur-(d)Da-mu from Ku-li; nu-bán-da: Lugal-lúša_{6}-ša_{4},
—/\text{unu}_{x}-\text{kū}/47 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 89]

14895. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 2 (or 3(?)) messengers.
—/\text{mu}-\text{šu}-\text{du}/—. [96-4-8, 90]

14896. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Memorandum concerning Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Lú-(d)Nin-Mar(KI),
the brewer of (d)Na-rú-a. Undated. [96-4-8, 91]
14897. Low. edge and rev. damaged; 15(?) + 16 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 14 1/4" × 1 1/16".
Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour (in some instances: pease-meal) and oil (in a-gam-containers) issued to various envoys and carters.
14/ĥár-rá-b[i-mú-mú]/—. [96-4-8, 92]

14898. Both l. and upp. edges damaged; seal illegible; 4 + 5 ll.; 1 3/4" × 1 3/4".
Ur III: Receipt for 12 gur of barley-flour received by Ur-(d)Nin-Mar(KI) from Ur-gú-en-na. —/—/7 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 93]

14899. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 6(? ll.; 1 3/4" × 1 3/4".
Ur III: Receipt for a boat (má-eš4-da) delivered by Lú-dingir-ra; rev. hardly legible. —/—/2 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 94]

14900. Upp. half of obv. damaged; 7 + 10 ll.; 1 7/8" × 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of oil distributed among various persons.
—/mu-šu-duš/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 95]

14901. Complete; 4 + 6 ll.; 15/8" × 1 1/8".
Ur III: Record of one garment (túg-bar) issued to EN-um-il lek ukuš-lugal. 26/dirig še-gur1š-kud/9 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 96]

14902. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 13/8" × 1 1/4". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 1 ma-na 15 1/8 gin 15 še of silver transferred by Ur-més to the palace.
—/mu-nuš-kúš/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 97]

14903. Obv. damaged; 6 + 8 ll.; 1 1/2" × 1 1/4". Lagash (place-names).
Ur III: Record concerning shepherds of Ki-nu-nir(KI), Nina(KI) and Gú-ab-ba(KI). —/—/49 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 98]

14904. Complete, with 2 holes in l. edge; 5 + 2 ll.; 15/8" × 1 3/8". Lagash (place-names).
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket with records of grain transported from GIR-su(KI) to Gú-ab-ba(KI). —/—/47 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 99]

14905. Complete; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1 3/8" × 1 1/4". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of numbers of sheep with record of their rations in barley issued to their shepherds: e.g. Lú-dingir-ra, Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su, etc.
18/munuš-kúš/—. [96-4-8, 100]

14906. Complete, rounded corners; 4 + 4(?) ll.; 15/8" × 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 pan (royal) of barley-flour and for 3 bán of šik flour which Ur-tur received from the boat of Ur-ti-?-.?; controller: Šeš-kal-la.
—/mu-nuš-kúš/—. [96-4-8, 101]

14907. Complete; 8 + 8 ll.; 15/8" × 1 3/8". Lagash (proper names).
Ur III: Record of oxen and their drivers put by Lugal-gú-gal at the disposal of Lú-Šir-pur-la(KI). —/—/46 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 102]

14908. Rt. upp. corner damaged; 8 + 10 ll.; 15/8" × 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in a-gam containers) issued to 3 envoys from Nippur, and in dida-beer and barley-flour issued to one messenger from Anšan.
—/mu-šu-duš/—. [96-4-8, 103]
14909. Complete; rev. uninscribed, 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{16}''$.
Ur III: Memorandum concerning an oath taken by 2 men. Undated.
[96-4-8, 104]

14910. Complete, rounded corners, rev. uninscribed; seal of Gû-dé-a/dub-sar/dumu Lû-(d)Ba-BA/Ü ab-ba-uru; 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{16}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of bread issued as rations for a fowl-keeper (lû-mušen-dîb-bu); controller: Gû-dé-a ab-ba-uru. —/amar-a-a-si/*—.
[96-4-8, 105]

14911. Nearly complete, partly damaged or defaced; 8 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{16}''$.
Ur III: List of rations issued to kennelmen, an assistant dub-sar, the mar-tu, a boatman, etc. 11/šu-numun/*—.
[96-4-8, 106]

14912. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{16}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 5 sa-?*, received by Ur-(d)Ba-BA/Ü from Ur-gû-en-ka in the Dumuzi-temple. —/—/6 Šu-Su'en.
[96-4-8, 107]

14913. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{16}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1$\frac{1}{2}$ royal gur 5 šila of barley received by Ma-ni from Gû-dé-a. —/hárrá-bí-mû-mû/l Amar-Su'en.
[96-4-8, 108]

14914. Upp. edge damaged, rev. partly defaced; 9 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{16}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of offerings (šá-dug4) and of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to some messengers. —/munux-kú/*—/9 Šu-Su'en.
[96-4-8, 109]

14915. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{16}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for bread issued by Lû-dingir-ra to Ur-(d)Nin-lil on behalf of Ur-(giš)giqir. —/ezén (d) Lisi([-GÜN])$^2$/3 Šu-Su'en.
[96-4-8, 110]

14916. Low. edge damaged; 5 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{16}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 70 (+ x) prongs ([urudu] ḫa-Bu([pû]-da)-da) which Ip-qu-ša received from Ur-(d)Nin-qir-[šu]; controllers: Ur-ê-ninnu and Šeš-kal-la. —/munux-kú/5 Ibi-Su'en.
[96-4-8, 111]

14917. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Nanše; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{16}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5$\frac{3}{8}$ gur 5 šila of barley-flour, a balance of 1$\frac{1}{8}$ gur 5 šila being left, received by Ur-(d)Nanše s. of Lû-dingir-ra from A-kal-la. —/mušu-du/3 Šu-Su'en.
[96-4-8, 112]

14918. Complete, badly written; seal illegible; 4(?)+ 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{16}''$.
Ur III: Memorandum, almost illegible. Undated.
[96-4-8, 113]

14919. Rt. upp. corner missing; 7 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of sheep and lambs delivered by various men. —/še-Il-1a/4 Ibi-Su'en.
[96-4-8, 114]

14920. Complete; seal of Lugal-an-na-du dub-sar; 3 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 4 pan of barley-flour received by Lugal-an-na-du from a boat. —/ezén (d) Lisi([-GÜN])$^2$/—.
[96-4-8, 115]

* Sign like "gud", cf. 14984.
14921. Complete; seal illegible; 3 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}$" x $1\frac{7}{8}$".
Ur III: Record concerning 17$\frac{1}{2}$ gur of barley; nu-bância: Ar-bi-gi₄, uğula: A-bi-KU-ga; controller: Bâzur(?)-(d)Šul-gi.
—$/šu$-numûn/3 $Šu$-Su'en. [96-4-8, 116]

14922. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}$" x $1\frac{3}{4}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for [x] + 12 royal gur of barley which A-tu-kal-la received from Ba-zi. —$/ezēn$ (d)Ba-BA₆/Ü/47 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 117]

14923. Complete; 6 + 7 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" x $1\frac{7}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 3$\frac{1}{2}$ pan of ḫar-ra bread made of 2$\frac{1}{2}$ pan 3$\frac{1}{2}$ sīla of barley, also of 2$\frac{1}{2}$ gur of bran, belonging to the Gá-nun-gis(?); controllers: Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim³ and his brother Lu-(d)Utu.
5/amār-a-a-si/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-8, 118]

14924. Complete; 12 + 16 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" x 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in ā-gam containers) issued to carters, envoys, couriers, etc. 23/$ezēn$ (d)Liši-(G)/$u$—. [96-4-8, 119]

14925. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" x $1\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Receipt for 3 kinds of flour in large quantities, brought by ship from Gù-ab-ba(KI), received by Ur-ni-ta-gid-da from Lū-di-ngi-r-ra. —$/ezēn$ (d)Duμu-zi—. [96-4-8, 120]

14926. Complete; 9 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" x 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in ā-gam containers) issued to 3 envoys arrived from Nippur and to another envoy together with his attendant (NIM Ki-maš(KI)-gë) arrived from Anšān. —$/e$-i-il-la—. [96-4-8, 121]

14927. Complete; 11 + 14 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" x 1".
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in ā-gam containers) for carters and envoys. 21/$e$-gur₁₀-kud—. [96-4-8, 122]

14928. Complete; 8 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" x $1\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread (and in a few cases: oil) issued to 4 envoys (e.g. $Šu$-(d)Nammar, sukkal) and 1 attendant (NIM An-ša-an(KI)), all arrived from Uru(KI). —$/ezēn$ (d)Duμu-zi—. [96-4-8, 123]

14929. Incomplete, defaced in essential parts; seal illegible; 7 + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}$" x $1\frac{7}{8}$". Lagash (months).
Ur III: Business record, particulars damaged; Ad-da-mu(?)$ má-la-ba₆, é (d)Ni-n-gi-r-su and itu gán-maš are mentioned.
—$/mu$-šu-du₇/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 124]

14930. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" x $1\frac{7}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 30 prongs ((urudu) ḥa-bu₄(pu₄)-da), weight 17$\frac{3}{8}$ ma-na, which Lugal-ti-la received from Ur-(d)Nin-gis-zi-da; controller: Lugal-ki-gal-la. —$/mu$nu₄₉-kû/l Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 125]
14931. Complete; 8 + 11 ll.; 1\(^{3/8}\)" x 1\(^{3/8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread (or flour) and oil issued to 2 envoys
and their attendants (NIM Ḫu-li-bar(KI) ʿDu₄-du₄(KI)-gê), also
in beer and bread to a third envoy, all arrived either from An-ša-an(KI)
or Nibru(KI). —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/—. [96-4-8, 126]

14932. Defaced and damaged in some places; seal indistinct; 5 + 4(?). ll.;
1\(^{3/8}\)" x 1\(^{3/8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Business record, particulars damaged; Na-ra-am-il-š to
controller: Su(?)-ma-mi-tum. —/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/47 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 127]

14933. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; 1\(^{3/8}\)" x 1\(^{3/8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 4 deliveries of metal (urudu, anna, zabar) which
Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zi-da received from A-ge₄, Ur-ē-gal, Nig-ga and Ur-gu-en-na.
—/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 128]

14934. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; 1\(^{3/8}\)" x 1\(^{3/8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1200 royal gur of last year's barley (še-ti) which
Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Ur-(d)Nanše received as sa-dug offerings; controller:
Ba-zi s. of Na-di. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—/Šulgi. [96-4-8, 129]

14935. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 4(?). ll.; 1\(^{3/8}\)" x 1\(^{3/8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley received by Šà-kù-ge from Lú-
kal-la as fodder for sheep. —/munux-kù/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 130]

14936. L. and low. edges damaged, surface, especially on rev., badly defaced;
10 + 9 + (l. edge) 2(?). ll.; 1\(^{3/8}\)" x 1\(^{3/8}\)". O. Bab.: Business document, obv. 6: (d)Marduk-i-qi-ša-am is mentioned.
Undated(?). [96-4-8, 131]

14937. Complete; 10 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2" x 1\(^{1/4}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) issued
to 4 envoys, 1 attendant, etc., arrived either from Anšan or Nippur.
—/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—. [96-4-8, 132]

14938. Nearly complete, partly defaced; 6 + 9 ll.; 1\(^{3/8}\)" x 1\(^{3/8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of grain(? distributed among various persons; controller:
An-ni-ba-du₇. 8/ezen (d)Ba-BA₆/Ü/ (illegible). [96-4-8, 133]

14939. Complete; 8 + 11 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(^{3/8}\)" x 1\(^{3/8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of har-ra bread and bran issued from the gá-nun-giš
and the house of Ur-dun to stable-men as fodder for oxen.
28/ezen (d)Ba-BA₆/Ü/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-8, 134]

14940. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1\(^{3/8}\)" x 1\(^{3/8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of hides: 4 kinds of oxen hides and
1 sort of donkey hides, all received by Lú-ša₄-ga from Lú-dingir-ra.
—/2 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 135]

14941. Obv. entirely defaced; 4(?). ll.; 1\(^{3/8}\)" x 1\(^{3/8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt . . . recipient: Ur-(d)IG/GÅL-alim¹. 
—/ezen (d)Ba-BA₆/Ü/1 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 136]
14942. Both upp. and low. edges damaged; 6 + 6 lls.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 amounts of barley unloaded from the boats of A-ab- ba and Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-a-lim, received by Lú-(d)Ba-BA₂/Ú from Ur-(d)Ba-BA₂/Ú. —/še-ɪl-1a/4 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 137]

14943. Complete, with 2 holes in l. edge; 4 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{16}''$.
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket with tablets connected with the house(?) of (d)Amar-(d)Su’en. —/—/43 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 138]

14944. L., rt. and low. edges, also rev. badly damaged; 7 + 7 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Memorandum concerning delivery of barley by 6 men listed by name. Undated. [96-4-8, 139]

14945. Complete; seal of Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 gín of metal(?) which Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su dub-sar received from Ur-gù-en-na. —/mu-šu-du₂/2 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 140]

14946. Complete; 8 + 8 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 gún of prongs (urudu ḫa-bu₄ (pu₄)-da), weight 16 ma-na 2 gín, which X (name illegible) received from the šabra officials; controllers: Ur-ša₄-ga, Nu-ur-(d)Adad and Ur-(d)IGI/LIM-ma-šē₄. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/7 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 141]

14947. Upp. edge damaged; 10 + 13 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to various couriers and envoys. 25/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/-. [96-4-8, 142]

14948. Complete, obv. hardly legible; seal indistinct; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for baskets (pisan + gi gar/ninda) received by NN (2 names illegible) from Ur-ba-bi(?). —/hār-rā-bi-mū-mū/5 Su-Su’en. [96-4-8, 143]

14949. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Record of hides of oxen and asses delivered to the (d)Dumu-zi temple. —/—/4 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 144]

14950. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Receipt for 212½ royal gur of barley received by Ur-dun from Ur-(d)Nidaba. —/—/7 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 145]

14951. Complete; 4 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Ur III: Letter to Ur-(d)Ba-BA₂/Ú with order to give 22 royal gur of barley to Inim-(d)Šará. Undated. [96-4-8, 146]

14952. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 92½ royal gur of barley which, on behalf of Ku-li, Lû-? received from Lú-(d)Nin-Suβur and Lû-(d)Dumu-zi.
—/še-ɪl-1a/3 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 147]

14953. L. edge damaged; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
O. Bab.: Record of 4½ gur 5 síla of barley issued during the month Šu-numun. 16/IV/3 Ammi-ditana. [96-4-8, 148]
14954. Complete; 12 + 14 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1½" x 1⅛". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to
envoys, couriers and carters, all arrived from Anšan. —/še-í-I-la/—. [96-4-8, 149]

14955. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 5 ll.; 1⅜" x 1⅛".
Ur III: Memorandum concerning 339½ royal gur of barley brought in
from a field. Undated. [96-4-8, 150]

14956. Rt. upp. corner damaged; 7 + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1½" x 1⅛".
Ur III: Record of grain (?) issued at 1 bán each to 11 men and 2 sîla to 1
man. Undated. [96-4-8, 151]

14957. Damaged in some places; seal illegible; 6 + 3 ll.; 1⅜" x 1⅛". Lagash
(month).
Ur III: Receipt for reeds (?) unloaded from a boat, received by Lú-(d)Nin-
gir-su from Lú-dingir-ra. —/hár-rá-bí-mú má/u/3 Šu-Su’ën. [96-4-8, 152]

14958. Rt. upp. corner missing; 5 + 4 ll.; 1⅜" x 1⅛". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of 2 old oxen issued from the stall of the gá-nun-giš by
Lugal-túg-mah. 15/mánu-kú/1 Šu-Su’ën. [96-4-8, 153]

14959. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; 1½" x 1⅛".
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of 3 amounts of barley, registered by
Ur-é-ninnu s. of Al-la-MU. —/—/48 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 154]

14960. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1⅜" x 1⅛". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 69 royal gur of barley received by Inim-(d)Ba-BA/Ú
1-dúr from Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su as offerings (sá-dug še-ba níg-ezen-ma).
—/ezen (d)Šul-gi/43 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 155]

14961. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1⅜" x 1⅛". Lagash (proper names).
Ur III: Record of 413 royal gur of barley and 58 gur of wheat, grown on
the "triangular field" (a-sá sag-duf) and winnowed, issued to Lú-(d)Na-rú-a
engar for the ox-stall of Lú-(d)Gir*-da; overseer: Lú-Sír-pu-
là(KI). —/—/47 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 156]

14962. Complete; 8 + 9 ll.; 1½" x 1⅛".
Ur III: Numbers of sheep, oxen, etc. with their rations in barley and the
names of their herdsmen. 25/šé-gur10-kud/. [96-4-8, 157]

14963. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; 1⅜" x 1⅛". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 quantities of barley received by Ur-(d)Ba-BA/Ú
s. of Si-rū from Ur-gû-edin-na. —/amar-a-a-si/45 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 158]

14964. Obv. badly damaged; 8 + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1⅜" x 1⅛". Lagash
(month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and oxen with their rations in barley and the
names of the recipients of the grain. 15/ezen (d)Du-mu-zi/—. [96-4-8, 159]
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14965. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 457\(\frac{3}{4}\) royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)En-I1-lá received from Ur-(d)Lamma sanga (d)Nin-šubur from the granary ("gur") of Ukû-ša-ga as sa-đug offerings; controller: NI-kal-la.
—/ḥár-rá-bi-mû-mû/48 Ṣulgi. [96-4-8, 160]

14966. Complete; seal of Ur-gu-la-mu dub-sar; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". 
Ur III: Receipt for 28\(\frac{1}{2}\) gin of taḫ-ḫu (urudu)si-im-da, received by the ensi from Ur-(d)Nin-giš-su. —/—/4 Ibi-Su’en. [96-4-8, 161]

14967. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA6/U dub-sar dumu Na-mu; 6 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\".
Ur III: Record of rations in flour issued by Śi-šu-ša-ša-ga for dogs; controller: (d)Šul-gi-ḫa-ma-ti. —/-dirig še-"gur10-kud/47 Șulgi. [96-4-8, 162]

14968. Complete; seal illegible; 6 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 mould ((giš) ǔ-šub ar-ḫa) which Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim1 received from Ur-gu-en-na. —/mûnu₂-kû/6 Șu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 163]

14969. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{7}{8}\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of goods (animals?) delivered into the ে-ni-ga; controller: Ur-(giš)gigir s. of Si-rû. —/mû-šû-dûr/43 Șulgi. [96-4-8, 164]

14970. Complete, with 2 holes in l. edge; 4 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{7}{8}\".
O. Bah.: Label from a tablet-basket with records of Ibi-(d)Amurrum concerning brewers. 1/II/18 Ammi-ditana. [96-4-8, 165]

14971. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 1 old plough-ox, belonging to (d)Nin-giš-su, transferred by Lû-Sir-pur-la(KI) to Lû-(d)Nin-giš-su; controller: Ur-(d)Nin-giš-zida. —/ḥár-rá-bi-mû-mû/3 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 166]

14972. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{7}{8}\".
Ur III: Receipt for 184\(\frac{4}{8}\) royal gur (+ 2 sila) of barley received by Amar-še₄₁₂ from Lû-kal-la as fodder for sheep. —/—/4 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 167]

14973. L. low. corner damaged; seal illegible; 5 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{7}{8}\".
Ur III: Receipt for 35 reed baskets, received by Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/U s. of (?) Lû-(d)Na-rû-[a] from (d)Utu-bar-ra for the harvest. —/—/3 Șu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 168]

14974. Complete; 10 + 11 (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread (or flour) and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 4 envoys and 1 attendant, arrived either from An-ša-an (KI) or Nibru (KI). —/găn-ma₄/—. [96-4-8, 169]

14975. Both obv. and rev. damaged in some places; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for seedcorn (?), received by Ur-gû-en-na from Lugaltûg- ma[h]. —/mû-šû-du₄/5 Șu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 170]
14976. Complete; 6 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{3}{4}$" $\times$ 1\frac{7}{16}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of hides of oxen and calves, tanned (a-gar-kú-a) and untanned, delivered by Tur₅-ra-ni-i-ša₄ and Ur-(d)Ha-ni; controller: La-gi-ib. —/=e-il-1a/—. [96-4-8, 171]

14977. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{2}{3}$" $\times$ 1\frac{1}{16}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning an oath taken by Lú-usar-bar-ra in the (d)Nanna(r) temple about a garment; overseer: Lugal-ša₄-ga. 20/munu₄₂₅/kú/2 Ibi-Su’en. [96-4-8, 172]

14978. Complete; seal of Ur-gú-en-na dub-sar; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{9}{16}$" $\times$ 1\frac{3}{16}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt rendered by Ur-gú-en-na for 3 šila of fine oil. —/munu₄₂₅-kú/6 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 173]

14979. Badly defaced; 9 + 11 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1\frac{3}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread(?) and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to various messengers and 1 carter. —/ezen (d)[?]—/. [96-4-8, 174]

14980. Upp. part of obv. damaged; 10 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2" $\times$ 1\frac{3}{4}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 5 envoys and 1 attendant (NIM Śi-ma-aš(KI)-gē), arrived either from Anšan or Nippur. —/ezen (d)Lisi (-GU(N))—/. [96-4-8, 175]

14981. Complete, with 2 holes in l. edge; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}$" $\times$ 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket with records concerning grain. —/—/47 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 176]

14982. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Receipt for 2 pieces of sail-cloth (túg-maḥ), weight 18 ma-na, received by Lú-(d)Gu-đe-a from Ur-gú-en-na. —/—/3 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 177]

14983. Low. part damaged; 9 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}$" $\times$ 1\frac{5}{8}".
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to 1 carter and some envoys arrived either from An-ša-an(KI) or from Nibru(KI). —/=e-gur₁₀-kud/—/. [96-4-8, 178]

14984. Rt. low. corner damaged; seal of Ur-(d)Da-mu dub-sar; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Receipt for 21 sa-gud(?)* received by Ur-(d)Da-[mu] from Ur-gú-en-na; overseer: Ab-ba-MU and Lu-(d)[?]. —/—/6 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 179]

14985. Rev. rt. low. corner damaged; seal of Lú-ba-ša/gára(?), dub-sar, dumu Ba-a; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}$" $\times$ 1\frac{7}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning an oath taken by the son of Ur-ša₄-ga regarding the death of one UD(?)-la-ba-da[...]; controller (gir): Ur-més s. of the ensi. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/l Ibi-Su’en. [96-4-8, 180]

* Cf. 14912: "tendon, sinew."
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14986.</td>
<td>Partly defaced; seal without name; 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16} \times 1\frac{7}{16}$&quot;. O. Bab.: Loan of barley which Warad-(d)Taš-me-tum s. of Ibl-ni-(d)Šamaš borrowed from N (name illegible), to be repaid in kind, terms destroyed; 1 witness. 17/II? Samsu-ditana.</td>
<td>[96-4-8, 181]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14987.</td>
<td>Complete; 10 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$&quot;. <em>Lagash</em> (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in a-gam containers) issued to 1 carter and 3 envoys arrived either from Anšan or Nippur.</td>
<td>—/ezena (d)Dumuzi/&lt;—. [96-4-8, 182]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14988.</td>
<td>Complete; 13 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$&quot;. <em>Lagash</em> (month). Ur III: Inventory of sheep with record of their rations in NINDA-KAL and with the names of recipients (e.g. Lú-lillâ, An-ni, Lú-(d)Nin-šubur, etc.). 20/gân-maš/-.</td>
<td>[96-4-8, 183]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14989.</td>
<td>Complete; 15 + 15 ll.; 2&quot; $\times 1\frac{3}{8}$&quot;. <em>Lagash</em> (month). Ur III: Inventory of sheep, cattle and asses(?) with record of their rations in barley and with the names of recipients. —/ezena (d)Šul-gi/&lt;—.</td>
<td>[96-4-8, 184]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14990.</td>
<td>Nearly complete, rev. damaged; 10 + 13 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{16} \times 1\frac{7}{8}$&quot;. <em>Lagash</em> (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to various messengers.</td>
<td>—/še-il-1a/&lt;—. [96-4-8, 185]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14991.</td>
<td>Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$&quot;. <em>Lagash</em> (month). Ur III: Receipt for 1 reed-object (gi-tūg-ma(?)-um/dub(?)-mà-gé) needed for the boat of Lú-(d)Šu-en, recipient: Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su.</td>
<td>—/mušu-du/5 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 186]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14992.</td>
<td>Complete; seal without name; 4 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$&quot;. <em>Lagash</em> (month). Ur III: Receipt for 2$/3$ gur of barley, received by Šà-kû-ge from Amar-še.</td>
<td>—/ezena (d)Šul-gi/&lt;—. [96-4-8, 187]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14993.</td>
<td>L. and rt. edges, also upp. part of obv. badly damaged; 3 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{7}{8}$&quot;. <em>Lagash</em> (month). Ur III: Record of goods (details destroyed) issued to Lú-(d)Na-rú-a; reading: ./KI ./Lú-(d)Na-rú-a/lú-giš-ià i-dúr/(rev. gân-dîb Nîg-(d)Ba-BAš/U. 18/hár-rá-bi-mû-mû/1 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-8, 188]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14994.</td>
<td>Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$&quot;. <em>Lagash</em> (month). Ur III: Receipt for 36 royal gur of dates received on behalf of Ur-ša-ga by his son Ur-ba-bi from Ur-ša-ba. Nina(KI): —/še-il-1a/4 Amar-Su'en.</td>
<td>[96-4-8, 189]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14995.</td>
<td>Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$&quot;. Ur III: Receipt for 3 royal gur of emmer received by Ka-tar-(d)Ba-BAš/U from Na-ba-šaš as seedcorn on behalf of Ur-(d)Šu'en. —/43 Sulgi.</td>
<td>[96-4-8, 190]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14996.</td>
<td>Complete; 8 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8} \times 1\frac{3}{8}$&quot;. <em>Lagash</em> (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in a-gam containers) issued to 2 envoys and 1 courier arrived either from Anšan or Nippur.</td>
<td>—/amar-a-a-si/&lt;—. [96-4-8, 191]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14997. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 pan of barley, received by Lú-(d)Ne(?)... from Lú-kal-la. —/gán-maš/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 192]

14998. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for objects made of reed (gi-lal+girim and gi-ma-an-sim "baskets") received by Ur-(d)Šatran from Ur-gú-en-na.
—/ezen (d)Ba-BA 6/2 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 193]

14999. Complete, 2 holes in l. edge; 4 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket with tablets concerning the é-kas₄ at Gîr-su(KI). —/—/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 194]

15000. Complete; 7 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for $122\frac{1}{2}$ royal gur of barley which Lugal-lú-ša₄-ša₆ received from Lú-(d)Ba-BA 6/ s. of Na-ba-ša₆. —/—/43 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 195]

15001. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Copy(?) of a label (no holes) from a tablet-basket containing reports of cowherds and shepherds from Ki-nu-nir(KI), Nin₃(KI) and Gû-ab-ba(KI). —/—/49 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 196]

15002. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 390 royal gur of barley which Lú-me-lám received from Ur-(d)Nin-Mar(KI) on behalf of Ur-(giš)giqigir. —/—/48 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 197]

15003. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Pers.: Record of 50 hatchets (marru) belonging to (d)Bêl-ili-šu issued to workmen. 8/1/28 Artaxerxes. [96-4-8, 198]

15004. Complete; seal incomplete; 5 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$.
Ur III(?): Letter to Ur-(d)HENDUR-sag with order to deliver 5 sa of barley-flour to ?-(d?)Inanna. Undated. [96-4-8, 199]

15005. Complete; 5 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{9}{8}'' \times 1\frac{9}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 165g₈₀ gur 1 sa of šik flour, 2½ pan of eša and $28\frac{3}{8}$ gur of barley(?)-flour which Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim¹ received from Lú-kal-la s. of Lú-duq-ga from the "new mill" for sailors.
—/—/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 200]

15006. Complete, 2 holes inl. edge; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{9}{8}'' \times 1\frac{9}{8}''$.
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket with records of the shrines (é) of (d)IG/GAL-alim¹, (d)Amar-(d)Su'en, (d)Gá-tûm-duq and (d)Nin-giš-zi-da.
—/—/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 201]

15007. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of bundles of ropes (sa-gu). Undated. [96-4-8, 202]

15008. Nearly complete, damaged in a few places; 5 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of a number of sheep and goats given as a-ru-a by Lú-?-? and received by Lú-(d)Na-râ-a. —/hár-rá-bî-mû-mû/6 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 203]
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15009. Complete; 13 + 10 ½; 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\) × 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\).  *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and oxen, including 1 ass, recording their rations in barley; recipient of the grain: Lú-(d)Nín-šubur.
27/ezen (d)Dumu-zi—.

15010. Nearly complete, partly defaced; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ½; 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\) × 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\).  *Lagash* (months).
Ur III: Receipt for animals (details damaged) which Lugal-túg-maḫ(?), received from Anú-di-ne during the interval from itu ezen (d)Ba-BA₂/Ü to dirig še-gur₁₀-kud. —/(month see text)/³ Su-Su'en.  

15011. Complete; 6 + 4 ½; 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\) × 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\).  *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt, rendered by Lú-KA-NI³, for hides of cattle and asses.
—/mu-šu-du₂/² Su-Su'en (?: mu en(!) dara abzu/(d)En-ki ba-ḥun).  

15012. Complete, top-line defaced; 5 + 3 ½; 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\) × 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\).  *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Report that N.* s. of Ur-é-an-na, the gan-dib man, is (too) old for work; attested by (d)Nin-gir-su-l-ša₅, ugula gan-dib.
—/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/² Ibi-Su'en.  

15013. Complete; 15 + 14 ½; 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\) × 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\).  *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, oxen and asses with record of their rations in barley and with the names of the recipients of the grain.
11/ezen (d)Ba-BA₂/Ü/—.

15014. Complete, on obv. a fragment of case is adherent; 7 + 10 ½; 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\) × 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\).  *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Tally of guruš, female and juvenile workers with their rations, which Sukkal-DI-NE received from Ur-(d)Nun-gal.
—/munu₅-kú/45 Sulgi.  

15015. Complete; 7 + 9 ½; 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\) × 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\).  *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for hides of divers animals received by Lú-ša₅-ga from the house of Ur-dun. —/ezen (d)Liši(-GUN)²/6 Su-Su'en.  

15016. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 6 ½; 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\) × 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\).  *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Letter to Ur-gu-en-na with order to lend Irl-dam, the carpenter, to Lugal-im-ru-a for 30 days and to pay his wages. —/gán-maš/—.

15017. Complete; 6 + 6 ½; 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\) × 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\).  *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of oil issued to ukuš men (overseers: Ga-za-(d)SAG(?), and GIGIR-ÁŠ) and to couriers (lú-ka₅₄). 19/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/—.

15018. Obv. badly damaged; 10 + 9 ½; 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\) × 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\).  *Lagash* (place-name).
Ur III: Record of wool delivered; overseer: Dug₅₄-ga-zi-da.
Gir-su(KI): —/—/1 Amar-Su'en.  

15019. Complete; 10 + 12 ½; 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\) × 1 ²\(\frac{3}{8}\).  *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread (or flour) and oil (in á-gam containers) issued to I-din-(d)Adad sukkal and his attendant who arrived from Anšan(KI) and to 3 more envoys who came from Nippur.
—/šu-numun/—.

*še-ib(?)-(d)(?) . . .
15020. L. upp. corner missing; 16 + 18 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2\(" \times 1\frac{1}{2}".
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 10 messengers.
13/dirig ₃ₑ₄₅-kud/—. [96-4-8, 215]

15021. Rt. low. corner damaged; 9 + 11 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread (flour) and oil (partly in á-gam containers) issued to 4 messengers and some other functionaries arrived from A-dam-dun (K1).
—/mu-su-du/—. [96-4-8, 216]

15022. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}".
Ur III: Record of a large quantity of barley belonging to the é (d)Nin-Mar (K1), issued for winnowing; in charge: Lú-URU-SAG.
—/—/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 217]

15023. Complete; seal illegible; 8 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}" \times 2".
Ur III: Receipt for barley which Ur-ša-ša received from Inim-(d)Ba-Baš/U as wages for ērin workers; controller: Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su.
—/₃ₑ₄₅-kud/—. [96-4-8, 218]

15024. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of barley received by Ur-(d)Naše from Ur-bád-dúr-ra for the nun-me lugal.
—/ezen (d) Ba-BAš/U/6 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 219]

15025. Incomplete, repaired, in some places damaged; 7 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{7}{8}".
Ur III: Receipt for 3 amounts of silver which Lú-(d)Dumu-zi received from Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim's. of NI-kal-la; controllers: Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Ur-(d)Naše and Lú-(d)Inanna.
—/—/2 Šu Su'en. [96-4-8, 220]

15026. Complete; 15 + 12 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}" \times 1".
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and oxen with their rations in barley and the names of their herdsmen.
26/šu-numu/—. [96-4-8, 221]

15027. Complete; 4 + 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Letter to Na-ba-ša with order to deliver 5 ma-na of wool to Lú-(d)Iškur. Undated. [96-4-8, 222]

15028. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{2}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Loan of a storing-place (é-maḫ-ma-ni), its dimensions given as 1 gar 3 kùš gid 2 kùš dagal, for storing dates, rented by E-ki-bi from Ur-gú-ën-na.
—/hár-rá-bi-mú-mú/6 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 223]

15029. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{3}{8}".
Ur III: Receipt for 2\(\frac{3}{4}" gur of barley received by Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su from A-kal-la for stock-keeping (nág-gál-1a-šè).
—/—/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-8, 224]

15030. Complete, obv. covered with fragment of case on which 4 ll. are preserved together with an indistinct seal-impression; 5(? + 8 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for goods (details obliterated by fragment of case) which Lú-(d)Ezen received from Lú-(d)Ba-BAš/U, "sealed" by Ur-(d)Lamma.
—/amar-a-a-si/43 Sulgi.
15031. L. low. corner damaged; seal illegible; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{4}{9}^m \times 1\frac{7}{8}^m$.
Ur III: Receipt for 4 royal gur of barley received by Lú-me-lámm from Lú-
kal-la as fodder for sheep; controller: Lú-ba-a. —/-/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 226]

15032. Both obv. and rev. slightly damaged; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^m \times 1\frac{5}{8}^m$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for various kinds of hides received in large quantities by
A-a-mu from [Sar]-ru-um-lú-ú; controllers: Lú-(d)Nin-sùbur and ?-
KA + x - - - / ezen (d) Sul-gi/48 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 227]

15033. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 2 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}^m \times 1\frac{1}{8}^m$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for barley, received by Lugal-gú-? from Lú-dingir-ra.
—/ezen (d) Lísí(-GÚN)²/—. [96-4-8, 228]

15034. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim³; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}^m \times 1\frac{9}{8}^m$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for bitumen delivered by Nig-ga to Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim³,
—/še-il-1a/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 229]

15035. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}^m \times 1\frac{1}{8}^m$. *Lagash* (place-names).
Ur III: Copy of a label (no holes in l. edge) from a tablet-basket with
records of cowherds and shepherds from Ki-nu-nir (KI),  Ninéa (KI) and
Gú-a-b-ba (KI). Dupl. of 15089—/-/49 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 230]

15036. Defaced in some places; 10 + 12 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}^m \times 1\frac{1}{8}^m$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of issue of 1$\frac{2}{3}$ gur 5 silla of barley and payment of silver as
wages to an official and to the  dám-kàr.
—/mu-šu-du²/35 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 231]

15037. Complete; 8 + 1 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}^m \times 1\frac{1}{8}^m$.
Ur III: Record concerning issue of hatchets with wooden handles;
[96-4-8, 232]

15038. Complete, obv. slightly damaged; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}^m \times 1\frac{3}{8}^m$.
Ur III: Record of 8 garments (túg šá-ga-dú) of goat-hair, weight 45
ma-na, delivered by Ur-gú-en-na; controllers: Lú-(d)Nin-sùbur s. of Lú-
d(d)Ba-BA/Ú and Ka₄-a-MU.
—/šu-numun/7 Su-Su'en. [96-4-8, 233]

15039. Rt. edge, and on rev. both rt. upp. and rt. low. corners damaged; 6 + 5 ll.;
$1\frac{1}{8}^m \times 1\frac{1}{8}^m$.
Ur III: Receipt for 3 amounts of barley, produce of different places, which
Lú-kál-la received from Lú . . . na . . . . —/-/43 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 234]

15040. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{4}{8}^m \times 1\frac{3}{8}^m$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for $\frac{5}{8}$ ma-na $\frac{1}{8}$ gin less 6 šé of silver, proceeds of a sale,
which Ur-(d)Nin-gír-su received from Lú-(d)Nin-gír-su.
—/muNU-kú/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 235]
15041. Low. edge damaged, defaced in some other places; 7 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{11}{8}$" × $1\frac{11}{16}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and cattle with their rations in barley. 15/munu-x-kû/—. [96-4-8, 236]

15042. Rev. damaged; 7 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{11}{8}$" × $1\frac{11}{16}$".
Ur III: Receipt for wooden objects used in boats delivered by Nam-maṣ to Lú-dingir-ra. —/—/3 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 237]

15043. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ú dub-sar dumu Na-mu; 8 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{11}{8}$" × $1\frac{11}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for barley issued by Lú-gi-na to Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ú as rations for 3 men (Lugal-gub-e-ni-dû, Li-bur-Ni-tu-ni(?), E-ma-an-sum) at 1 pan each. —/še-gur₁₁o-kûd/47 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 238]

15044. Complete; seal of Lû-(d)Nin-gîr-[su] dumu Ku-li; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{11}{8}$" × $1\frac{11}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 8 ma-na of wool received by Lû-(d)Nin-gîr-su from Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ú. —/še-il-1a/2 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 239]

15045. Low. portion of tablet; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{11}{8}$" × $1\frac{11}{8}$".
Ur III: Record of barley (?), details missing) distributed among 4 men. Date missing. [96-4-8, 240]

15046. Complete, 2 holes in l. edge; 5 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{11}{8}$" × $1\frac{11}{8}$".
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket with records of inspections in the temples of (d)Nanše, (d)Nin-dar-a and (d)Dumu-zî. —/—/3 Amar-Su’en.

15047. Complete; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{11}{8}$" × $1\frac{11}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 86 sheep and 11 hides of calves which Lú-gi-na received from Lú- dingir-ra. —/amat-a-a-si/3 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 241]

15048. Low. edge damaged; 11 + 12 ll.; $1\frac{11}{8}$" × $1\frac{11}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to envoys and other messengers. 2/mu-su-du/7 2/2 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 242]

15049. Rev. l. upp. corner damaged; 10 + 12 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 2" × $1\frac{11}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and cattle with their rations in barley. 21/gân-маš/4 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 243]

15050. Complete case with tablet, unopened; seal of Lû-ma-ku-u[r-ri]; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{11}{8}$" × $1\frac{11}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5 gur of barley to be ground into flour (zûd-ka) and for 3 gur to be ground (še ḫar-ra) which Lû-ma-ku-u[r-ri] received from Ma-ni; nu-bamba: A-ḫu-a; controller: Ur-(d)Nanše. —/še-il-1a/46 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 244]

15051. Complete, 2 holes in l. edge; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{11}{8}$" × $1\frac{11}{16}$".
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing records of the mills (ē-ḫar-ḫar-ne). —/-/1 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 245]
15052. Complete; 7 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: Record of 14 (pieces) of felt (túg-gab-a), weight $22\frac{1}{4}$ ma-na, to be used for chairs, delivered from the house of Ur-dun; controllers: Ka-a-MU dub-sar and Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ū.
—/šu-numun/6 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 247]

15053. L. lower corner and, on rev., l. upp. corner damaged; 6 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of brooms (níg-ki-luh) delivered by 3 men.
—/amar-a-a-si/45 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 248]

15054. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for one ét-KA-DUB-sím-kú.gun (?) received by Ur-(giš)gigir from Lú-dingir-ra. —/ezēn (d) Lisi (-GUN)9/3 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 249]

15055. Complete; 12 + 16 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in oil (in á-gam containers) issued to envoys and other functionaries who arrived from Sušan(KI), Anšan(KI), Kimāš(KI) and other places. —/munux-kú/—. [96-4-8, 250]

15056. Obv. badly damaged; seal illegible; 4(? ) + 2 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$.
Ur III: Contents damaged beyond recognition. —/4 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 251]

15057. Badly defaced; 7 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{1}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Memorandum of sheep and oxen delivered by several men. Undated. [96-4-8, 252]

15058. Badly damaged, rev. uninscribed; 5 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Pers.: Record (hardly legible) concerning birds(?). [—]/III/3 Ar-t[ab]... [96-4-8, 253]

15059. Nearly complete, damaged in some places; 9 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep with their rations in barley and with the names of their shepherds who received the grain. 19/munux-kú/5 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 254]

15060. Complete; seal of Lú-me-lám, dub-sar; 4 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal pan of oil received by Lú-me-lám from Ur-(d)Nin-Mar(KI). —/5 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 255]

15061. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 7 mats used in ships (gi-kid ka-ra má-60-gur), received by A-kal-la from Lú-dingir-ra. —/hár-rá-bí-mú-mú/4 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 256]

15062. Complete; seal of Lú-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ū dub-sar; 6 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of barley received by Lú-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ū s. of Lú-kal-la from Na-ba-ša₆ as fodder for sheep; controller: Nita-ša₆-ga. —/amar-a-a-si/4 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 257]
15063. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 8\(\frac{1}{2}\) royal gur of barley received by Lú-ka-lal-la from Ur-TUR as fodder for sheep. —/amar-a-a-si/—. [96-4-8, 258]

15064. Obv. l. side defaced; 10 + 12 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer and oil issued to various carters and one envoy. —/munux-kú/2 Ibi-Su’en. [96-4-8, 259]

15065. Complete; seal of Lú-(d)Ba-ba₆ dub-sar; 4 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 2 pan (royal) of barley received by Lú-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ú from Lú-gi-na. —/su-numun/4 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 260]

15066. Complete, 2 holes in l. edge; 6 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (place-names).
Ur III: Label from a tablet-basket containing accounts from the farms of Nina(KI) and Gú-ab-ba(KI). —/3 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 261]

15067. Nearly complete, rounded corners, low. part damaged; 9 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)".
N. Bab.: Draft of a legal contract concerning an exchange between (d)Nabû-MU-ŠEŠ and (d)Bēl-ri-min-na. Undated. [96-4-8, 262]

15068. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for hides, received by Lú-ša międzynarodow from the -kīšib₂-ba. —/amar-a-a-si/3 Su-Su’en. [96-4-8, 263]

15069. Rt. low. corner damaged; 8 + 11 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 3 messengers and 1 carter travelling to Ur. —/še-il-la/2 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 264]

15070. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)".
O. Bab.: Loan of a boat and a workman from Ta-ri-bu-um. 2/VI/4 Hammurabi (but cf. 11 Ammi-ditana). [96-4-8, 265]

15071. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 8 baskets (pisan + gi) received by Ur-(d)Lamma from Lú-dingir-ra; controller: Ur-ba-bi. —/ezén (d) Lisi (-GÙN)²—. [96-4-8, 266]

15072. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)".
Ur III: Duplicate (ga-b-ri) of a receipt for axes, adzes and other metal tools which Ur-gû-en-na received from Lugal-im-ru-a.
—/dirig še-gur₁₀-kud/3 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 267]

15073. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)".
Ur III: Receipt for 10 royal gur of sesame received by Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Urda₆-a₄ from the sa nga (d)Nin-Mar(KI), to be returned (rûg-rûg-dam); controller: Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Ni-kal-la. —/1 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 268]

15074. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{3}{8}\". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5\(\frac{1}{2}\) gur of barley, rations for 26 guruš workmen at 1 pan each, received by Lugal-ma-su from Ba-zi. —/mu-šu-du₄/46 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 269]
15075. Incomplete, in 4 places badly damaged; 7 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{10}^a \times 1\frac{5}{6}^b\). Lagash ((d)Nin-gir-su temple).

Ur III: Receipt for barley received by Ur-més nu-banda from the (d)Nin-gir-su temple as fodder for cows. —/—/(apparently) 45 Šulgí. [96-4-8, 270]

15076. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{10}^a \times 1\frac{4}{5}^b\). Lagash (month).

Ur III: Record of 3 workmen: Gir-ni-li-sa, Lugal-ezen, Ur-(d)Ba-BA6/U, two of whom get wages at 1 pan of barley each; controller: Nam-zi-tar-ra. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/9 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 271]

15077. Badly damaged, with small fragment of case attached on rev.; traces of seal on case-fragment; 7(?) + 7 ll.; \(1\frac{8}{9}^a \times 1\frac{4}{5}^b\).

O. Bab.: Loan (details damaged). Undated. [96-4-8, 272]

15078. Incomplete, rounded corners, rather defaced; 6(?) + 8 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{8}^a \times 1\frac{5}{6}^b\). Lagash (month).

Ur III: Record of guruš-workmen stating their rations in barley which Ur-(d)Inanna received from Ba-zi. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/48 Šulgí. [96-4-8, 273]

15079. Low. portion of tablet; 8 + 10 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{10}^a \times 1\frac{1}{2}^b\).

Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (in a-gam containers) issued to 1 carter arrived from Šušan (KI) and another carter and 2 royal scribes arrived from Hu-u-nu-nu-ri (KI). Date not preserved. [96-4-8, 274]

15080. Complete; seal indistinct; 5 + 2 ll.; \(1\frac{8}{9}^a \times 1\frac{4}{5}^b\). Lagash (month).

Ur III: Record of 1 dead(?) sheep handed over by Amar-se to Ur-(d)Ba-BA6/U. 24/gán-maš/9 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 275]

15081. Complete; seal of Lū-(d)Nin-gir-su; 5 + 2 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{10}^a \times 1\frac{3}{5}^b\).

Ur III: Receipt for 2 gún 56 ma-na of wool delivered by Ur-(d)Ba-BA6/U to Lū-(d)Nin-gir-su s. of Urdax-an. —/—/3 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 276]

15082. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{8}{9}^a \times 1\frac{1}{4}^b\). Lagash (month).

Ur III: Receipt for 19\(\frac{5}{9}\) royal gur 62 silla of barley flour received by Ur-éninnu from Ur-més. 30/mu u-kú/l Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 277]

15083. Nearly complete, rounded corners, partly defaced; seal of Šà-kù-ge du-b-sar; 3 + 2 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{5}^a \times 1\frac{1}{4}^b\).

Ur III: Record of 3 royal bān of barley taken from the boat of Lugal-ezen by Šà-kù-ge. Undated. [96-4-8, 278]

15084. Obv. badly damaged, rt. upp. corner missing; 10 + 11 ll.; \(1\frac{11}{12}^a \times 1\frac{5}{6}^b\). Lagash (month).

Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 6 carters. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/9 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 279]

15085. Complete; 10 + 8 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}^a \times 1\frac{5}{6}^b\). Lagash (month).

Ur III: Record of barley issued to 8 guruš workmen listed by name at the rate of 4-6 bān each. —/gán-maš/48 Šulgí. [96-4-8, 280]

15086. Nearly complete, defaced in some places; 10 + 9 ll.; \(1\frac{6}{9}^a \times 1\frac{3}{5}^b\). Lagash (month).

Ur III: Inventory of sheep and cattle with their rations in barley. 24/ezen (d)Šul-gi/—. [96-4-8, 281]
15087. L. low. corner missing; 8 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{3}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{6}\)". *Lagash*
(month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep, asses and cattle with their rations in barley and the names of the herdsmen receiving the grain.
—/ezenn (d) Lisi(-GUN)\(\frac{2}{3}\) Su-Su'en. [96-4-8, 282]

15088. Complete, with fragment of case (traces of 3 ll.) attached on obv.; 6 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{16}\)". *Lagash*
(month).
Ur III: Receipt for 7 royal gur of barley. —/še-il-la/46 Sulgi.*
[96-4-8, 283]

15089. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". *Lagash* (place-names).
Ur III: Copy of a label (no holes in edge) from a tablet-basket containing accounts of the herdsmen of Ki-nu-nir(KI), Nina(KI) and Gu-ab-ba(KI). Dupl. of 15035—/—/49 Sulgi.
[96-4-8, 284]

15090. Incomplete, badly damaged, with large piece of case (from obv., first 7 ll.) attached to the rev. of the tablet; 7 + (x + 3) + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
Ur III: Loan of 2\(\frac{1}{2}\) pan of barley advanced by Ni-di-li-su. of (d)Šamaš-illat-su to her sister Ra-ma-tum .... Date not preserved. [96-4-8, 285]

15091. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for a sail (ka-má-gar), 1 gar 3 kùš long, 1 gar 1 kùš wide, received by Ur-Šul-gi from Lù-dingir-ra.
—/ezenn (d) Lisi(-GUN)\(\frac{2}{3}\) Su-Su’en.
[96-4-8, 286]

15092. Complete; 14 + 12 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" x 1". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep and oxen with their rations in barley and with the names of the herdsmen receiving the grain. 11/munu\(x\) -kù-—.
[96-4-8, 287]

15093. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Duplicate of a receipt for 75 hides of sheep which Ur-gù-en-na received from Lù-(d)Ba-Ba/Ü for the royal boat.
—/ezenn (d) Ba-Ba/Ü/2 Su-Su’en.
[96-4-8, 288]

15094. Rev. badly damaged; 7 + 9 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)".
Ur III: Record of ḫar-ra bread and bran issued as fodder for oxen and sheep, also of bread for some men. (x + 6)/še-gur\(\frac{1}{4}\) -kù/2 Su-Su’en.
[96-4-8, 289]

15095. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for a mould for spades ((GIS)u-sub urudu(?) -al-kam(?)) received by Lù-(d)Nin-sùn é-AB-lugal from Ur-gù-en-na.
—/munu\(x\) -kù/6 Su-Su’en.
[96-4-8, 290]

15096. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 61 sheep being a rest delivery by Ur-ab-ba.
—/ezenn (d) Ba-Ba/Ü/1 Amar-Su’en.
[96-4-8, 291]

15097. Incomplete, rounded corners, rt. upp. corner damaged, rev. partly defaced; seal illegible; 3 + 8 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)" x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 100 objects ([-?]-ab-gi) received by Ur-(d)Ba-Ba/Ü from Ur-ba-bi. —/ḥár-rá-bî-mû-mû/5 Su-Su’en.
[96-4-8, 292]
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15098. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{9} \times 1\frac{5}{9}\). Ur III: Receipt for 29 royal gur of emmer and 13\(\frac{3}{8}\) gur of barley, received by Lù-bi-MU from Ba-zi. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/₄₆ Sulgi. [96-4-8, 293]

15099. Complete; 5 + 8 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{9} \times 1\frac{5}{9}\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for fresh fish which Lù-šaₙ-ga son of Ab-baₐ received from Šà-kuₐ-ga; controller: Ba-a. —/āmar-a-a-si/₇ Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 294]

15100. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; \(1\frac{8}{9} \times 1\frac{3}{9}\). Ur III: Duplicate of a record concerning delivery of hides of oxen, asses, etc., received by Ur-gùₐ-en-na. —/₃ Su-Su’en. [96-4-8, 295]

15101. Complete; 7 + 10 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; \(1\frac{8}{9} \times 1\frac{7}{9}\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Record concerning delivery of salt,* cassia and ú-... . —/ezen (d)Lisi(-GUN)²/—. [96-4-8, 296]

15102. Rev. low. part damaged; seal incomplete; 4 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{8}{9} \times 1\frac{8}{9}\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for rations in barley at 3, 2 or 1 pan respectively, issued to gurȗ workers and ox-drivers; total of grain received by Ṣeš-šaₙ-ga from Ba-zi on behalf of Ur-(d)IG/GAL-alim. —/še-gur₁₀-kud/₄₈ Sulgi. [96-4-8, 298]

15103. Complete; 8 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{8}{9} \times 1\frac{8}{9}\). Lagash (proper names). Ur III: Receipt for 3 royal bān of perfume (šim-iā) received by [L]ú-(d)Nin-gir-su from IR-dam-kār (name?). —/[ezen] (d)Šul-gi/₆ Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 299]

15104. Obv. low. part and first line of rev. damaged; seal illegible; 5 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{9} \times 1\frac{3}{9}\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 1 (or 60?) basket(s) described as pisan + gi-maₐ má-mun-gazi bal-e which Inim-šaₙ-ga received from Ur-gùₐ-en-na. —/[lār-rā]-bi-mu₅/₅ Su-Su’en(?). [96-4-8, 297]

15105. Complete; seal of Ur-nigin-gar dub-sar dumu Lù-(d)Nin-gir-[su]; 4 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{9} \times 1\frac{8}{9}\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 1 ba-ri-ga of goods (.. . RU . . .) received by Ur-nigin-gar from Ur-gùₐ-en-na. —/munu₅-ku/₅ Su-Su’en. [96-4-8, 300]

15106. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; \(1\frac{8}{9} \times 1\frac{8}{9}\). Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread (of bran) and oil issued to 1 envoy and his attendant who are to go to KI-maₐ (KI) and to 1 courier. —/hār-rā-bi-mu₄-mu₄/₄₈ Sulgi. [96-4-8, 301]

15107. Complete; seal of Ur-bād-dùr-ra dub-sar; 4 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{9} \times 1\frac{8}{9}\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 2 sails (pisan-KA-[-mā-gur ?]) for a boat received by Ur-bād-dùr-ra from Lù-dingir-ra. —/hār-rā-bi-mu₄-mu₄/₃ Su-Su’en. Cf. 15143. [96-4-8, 302]

* E.g. 87 (i.e. gur) 1 pan mungur-lugal/ba-rl-(ga) > 6 slīa IM.TUR/sag-sig-ga-bi/ 7 (i.e. gur) 3 pan 2 bān 8 slīa gur; same scheme for cassia.
15108. Both obv. and rev. defaced in some places; 9 + 13 + (l. edge) 2 ll.;
$1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Allocation of butter, cheese and dates (as offerings) to temples and
gods. —/—/6 Ñu-Su'-en. [96-4-8, 303]

15109. Complete; 10 + 9 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Inventory of sheep recording their rations in barley and the names
of the herdsmen who received the grain. 13/še-gur 10-kud/—.
[96-4-8, 304]

15110. Complete; seal of Ur-(d)[Ba-BA/Ú](?) dub-sar s. of Ur-ša-e-ga; 5 + 3 ll.;
$1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 (or 60) bundle(s) of reeds (ša(?)-gi-dub) needed
for boats, received by HA/ZA(?)-a?-? from Ur-gū-en-na.
/—/amar-a-a-si/—. [96-4-8, 305]

15111. Obv. damaged; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 28 kaskal birds each weighing 6 gin, valued at 2$\frac{3}{8}$ silla
8 gin of barley, deposited in Lugal-ezen’s birdcage.
8/ezen (d)Lisi (-GÜN)2/8 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 306]

15112. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 240 royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)IŠ-(d)Ba-BA/Ú$^5$
received from Ur-šu-ga-lam-ma as freight for a ship. —/—/48 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 307]

15113. Complete, rounded corners; seal of Ḥa-bu$^6$-bu$^6$, dub-sar; 5 + 3 ll.;
$1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 53 objects (descriptions damaged and illegible) which
Ur-(d)Nin-Mar(KI) received from Ur-ba-bi.
/—/ḥār-sā-bi-mū'4 Su-Su’en. [96-4-8, 308]

15114. Badly defaced; 6 + 6(?II) ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for 4$\frac{3}{4}$ royal pan of barley which Lū-(d)Ba-BA/Ú
received from Ur-(d)Ba-BA/Ú s. of Ba-zi as food for erfin-workers.
Date illegible. [96-4-8, 309]

15115. Complete, rounded corners; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 11$\frac{3}{8}$ royal gur 5 silla of barley which Ur-(d)Šul-pa-é
received from Lugal-dūg-ga. —/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/8 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 310]

15116. Complete; 6 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of sheep issued for the Nin-kal-la temple; controller:
Ur-més. —/mu-šu-du/46 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 311]

15117. Complete; 6 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for bread (hardly legible). —/šu-numun/2 Su-Su’en. [96-4-8, 312]

15118. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt for dates (1$\frac{3}{8}$ gur 3 silla), beans (1$\frac{1}{2}$ bán) and 10 fig-trees
(6 kūš long) which Ur-ab-ba received from Ú-da-ni. —/—/47 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 313]
15119. Obv. badly damaged; 6 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{16}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''\). Lagash (Šir-pur-la(KI)). Ur III: Record of 13 (figure damaged, could be 26) \(\frac{3}{2}\) gur of barley issued to be filled into bags (pišan-si-a) from a pit (túl); overseer: Ur-šu-ga-lam-ma. —/-/1 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 314]

15120. Rt. portion of lateral tablet; 8 + 9 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{6}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\). Pers.: Contract concerning a payment. 14/II/? Cyrus. [96-4-8, 315]

15121. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''\). Ur III: Record of 88\(\frac{3}{4}\) royal gur of barley described as stock (níg-gál-la) and valued at 9 gin 5 še of silver; overseer: Ur-(d)Ba-Ba/Ü s. of Ur-é-ninnu. —/-5 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 316]

15122. Rev. damaged; 8 + 9 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{6}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\). Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer and bread issued to various functionaries. 16/ezen (d) Ba-BA/Ü/—. [96-4-8, 317]

15123. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\). Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in barley for 30 guruš-workers at 1 pan each, received by Na-ba-ša from Ba-zì; nu-bàn-da: Lú-(d) Utu. —/ezen (d) Šul-gi/48 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 318]

15124. L. low. edge damaged; 6 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\). Ur III: Record of flour (zîd-a-sag) and groats (ar-za-na) issued by Lú-gu-la on behalf of Ur-é-gal, the brewer. Undated. [96-4-8, 319]

15125. Complete; seal indistinct and illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 1 pan of pease-meal (zîd-gu-lugal) which Lu-(d) Nin-gir-su received from Na-wi-ilum, A-na-ti sukkal . . . and Namḫa-ni. —/munux-kû/1 Su-Su’en. (Dupl. of 15141.) [96-4-8, 320]

15126. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Record of 1 gin less 16 še of silver transferred by Ur-(d) En-gal-labšu to the palace. —/munux-kû/2 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 321]

15127. Complete; 7 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Record of removal from the flock of Lugal-túg-maḫ of 1 dead sheep and of 1 ewe, having lambed. 1/mu-šu-du/1 Šu-Su’en. [96-4-8, 322]

15128. Complete; 9 + 9 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\). Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and fat (in a-gam containers) issued to envoys, the last of whom arrived from A-dam-dun (KI). 24/šu-numun/—. [96-4-8, 323]

15129. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 5 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''\). Ur III: Memorandum concerning 127\(\frac{3}{4}\) royal gur of barley, harvested by Lú-(d)Inanna the ploughman (engar) on a field (a-šâ dam . . . (?)). Undated. [96-4-8, 324]

15130. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{8}''\). Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in oil (or fat, partly in a-gam containers) issued to
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6 messengers and other functionaries, among them Še-li-bu-um ensi of Sa-bu-um(KI); one arrived from Šušan(KI), one is going thither, and one arrived from Du₄-du₄-li(KI). —/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/-.

15131. Rev. damaged; 6 + 6 ll.; 1¼" × 1⅔". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of various kinds of sheep delivered to the gods Nin-giš-zi-da, Su'en, Nin-Ma[r(KI)] and Ba-BA₆/Ü. —/amar-a-a-si/l Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 326]

15132. Complete; 2 + 4 ll.; 1⅛" × 1¼". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of grain(?): 4 bān issued to Kùša₄-ga and 2 bān to Lugal-ša₄-ga. 10/ezen (d) Lisi (-GūN)³/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-8, 327]

15133. Complete; seal illegible; 3 + 3 ll.; 1⅙" × 1⅖".
O. Bab.: Acknowledgment of goods belonging to A-pil-li-li-ṣu. 30/II/3 Samsu-iluna. [96-4-8, 328]

15134. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 1⅔" × 1⅖".
Ur III: Receipt for 1800 bundles of reeds received by (d)Nin-gūr-su-l-pād-a from Ma-an-SUM/SÈ. —/—/46 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 329]

15135. Complete; 5 + 2 ll.; 1⅔" × 1⅖".
Ur III: Record of 15 sheep put in charge of Ur-(d)Ašnan and (d)Ur-ša₄-ga. —/—/48 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 330]

15136. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; 1⅖" × 1⅕". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of oil. —/ezen (d) Šul-gi/36 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 331]

15137. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; 1⅔" × 1⅖". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 241 ⅔ royal gur of barley received by A-ab-ba from Ma-an-SUM/SÈ as freight for a boat. —/ḥá-r-rá-bi-mū/48 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 332]

15138. Complete; 6 + 3 ll.; 1⅗" × 1¾".
Ur III: Record of 40 + 10 carcasses of mutton delivered to Inim-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ú. Undated. [96-4-8, 333]

15139. Complete; 6 + 4 ll.; 1⅚" × 1⅖". Lagash (place-names and month).
Ur III: Record of barley issued as fodder for donkeys at 1 royal gur each at ḤU-NE-RU(KI), A-GUL and Gū-ab-ba(KI).
—/ḥá-r-rá-bi-mū-mū/—. [96-4-8, 334]

15140. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1⅜" × 1⅜".
Ur III: Receipt for 1223 gūn of carded wool, produced at Sīb-da-rī(KI), received by Lú-KA-NI³; "without a seal." —/—/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-8, 335]

15141. Complete; seal illegible; 5 + 4 ll.; 1⅜" × 1⅜". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 pan of pease-meal (zīd-gu-lugal) which Lū-(d)Nin-gūr-su received from Na-wi-ir-ilum, A-na-ṭi sukkal PA-kas₄* and Nam-ḥa-ni. —/munux-kú/l Šu-Su'en. Dupl. of 15125. [96-4-8, 336]

*Read: malkim.
15142. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$
Ur III: Receipt for 10 royal gur of barley, received by Lú-me-lá-m from Lú-kal-lá as fodder for sheep. —/—/7 Amar-Sú-éen. [96-4-8, 337]

15143. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for a sail (pis-an-ka-má-gur) which Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su and (?) Lú-gi-[n]a received from Lú-dingir-ra.
—/ḥár-rá-bí-mú-mú/3 Šu-Sú-éen.
Cf. 15107. [96-4-8, 338]

15144. Rt. upp. corner damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2$\frac{1}{2}$ royal gur of emmer (zíz-an) received by Ur-gar, overseer of the millers, from Nin-a-na. —/ezén (d) Šul-gí/mu-uš-sa (sic!) [96-4-8, 339]

15145. Rt. edge damaged; 5 + 7(?) ll.; $1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning delivery of hides of cattle and donkeys.
1/munu-x-kú/—. [96-4-8, 340]

15146. Complete; 8 + 8 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of rations in bread issued for dogs, and to kennelmen and some other functionaries.
3/ezén (d) Dumú-zi/—. [96-4-8, 341]

15147. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for rations for 57 sheep at 1 sila each, received by (?) from Na-ba-ša₆. 18/se-il-la/8 Amar-Sú-éen. [96-4-8, 342]

15148. Complete; 10 + 7 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. O. Bab.: Tally of 14 erín workmen listed by name. 24/VIII/35 Ḥammurabí. [96-4-8, 343]

15149. Complete; 9 + 10 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread and mutton issued for dogs, and to kennelmen and other functionaries.
14/ezén (d) Dumú-zi/—. [96-4-8, 344]

15150. Complete; 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of dida beer, pease-meal, dub-dub bread and ḥar-ra bread, issued as sizkur offerings by A-kal-la the brewer; controller: Al-la. —/ezén (d) Dumú-zi/4 Amar-Sú-éen. [96-4-8, 345]

15151. Obv. low. part damaged; 4 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''$.
Ur III: Receipt, rendered by Lú-(d)Nin-šubur, for 31$\frac{3}{8}$ royal gur of barley. —/—/49 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 346]

15152. Low. end damaged; 7 + 7 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''$. Lagash (month).
Ur III: Inventory of sheep recording their rations in barley issued to Lú-kal-lá, Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ú and others. 16/se-il-la/4 Šu-Sú-éen. [96-4-8, 347]

15153. Both l. and rt. edges damaged; 4 + 7 ll.; $1'' \times 8''$.
Ur III: Receipt, rendered by Ur-(d)IS-(d)Ba-BA₆/U₅ for grain; controller: Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/U¥. Undated. [96-4-8, 348]
15154. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of a kid (māṣ) issued to one NIM.A-dam[-dun] (KI); controller: Ur-(d)Šul(?)-gi s. of Lugal-tāg-maḫ(?)
—/ezen (d)Šul-gi/33 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 349]

15155. Rev. damaged; 5 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times \frac{1}{8}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 1 ṁan of barley issued to (d)Ba-BA/U-BA-zi-gi and of 4 bān issued to Úr-e-ba-duŋ. —/ezen (d)Šul-gi/8 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 350]

15156. Complete; 7 + 7 ll.; $1" \times \frac{1}{8}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil (fat) issued to 3 men.
—/ezen (d)Šul-gi/8 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 351]

15157. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; $\frac{1}{6}" \times \frac{1}{6}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of bread (in one case also of beer) issued to 4 men.
8/šu-numun/—. [96-4-8, 352]

15158. Complete; rev. on top slightly damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; $\frac{1}{8}" \times \frac{3}{8}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of bread issued to 4 men. 28/amar-a-a-si/—. [96-4-8, 353]

15159. Complete; last 2 ll. of rev. damaged; 7 + 6 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{7}{8}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt, rendered by (d)Nin-Mar(KI)-ka and Gu-za-na-gé, for 8 × 60 royal gur of barley to be sent by boat to Nippur; controller: Ba-zi. —/šu-numun/47 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 354]

15160. Complete; seal illegible; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times \frac{1}{8}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 bān of (giš)DAH-a which NIM-mu received from Ka-a-a; controller: Šà-kù-ge. —/ezen (d)Lisi(-GŪN)17 Amar-Su’en. [96-4-8, 355]

15161. Rt. edge damaged; rev. (date) slightly defaced; 6 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{7}{8}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 5 sīla each of butter and cheese delivered as maṣ-da-ri-a of the king by Ur-(d)Nanše(?); controller: the ensi.
—/mù-num-ù-kù/46 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 356]

15162. Complete; 7 + 5 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{1}{8}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 17/40 royal gur of barley, received by Ur-(d)Ba-BA/Ú from Ur-(d)Nanše. —/ezen (d)Lisi(-GŪN)43 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 357]

15163. Deformed; low. part damaged; 5 + 3 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{7}{8}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of hides delivered to Lû-ša-e-ga. —/mu-šu-du/—. [96-4-8, 358]

15164. Complete; 4 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1"$. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 40 sīla of beer taken as ṣá-dug on the 4th day from A-bi-da, the AB-man, and A-ga-bar; controller: Ka-si-ka-(me).
—/še-gur16-kud/—. [96-4-8, 359]

15165. Rt. low corner damaged; 5 + 4 ll.; $1\frac{7}{8}" \times 1\frac{7}{8}". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1/9 royal gur of barley and for another 3/4 ṁan, which is to be ground, received by U-[bar-rum(?)] from Ba-zi. —/—/47 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 360]
BABYLONIAN TABLETS

15166. Complete; 4 + 8 ll.; 1 $\frac{3}{8}$" × 1 $\frac{1}{2}$". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt, rendered by Sig 4-me-li, for 2 pan of eša, 3 pan of šik flour and 5 gur of barley-flour; controller: Ba-zi s. of Ki-ám.
—/amar-a-a-si/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 361]

15167. Upp. edge damaged; 6 + 6 ll.; 1 $\frac{3}{8}$" × 1 $\frac{1}{2}$".
Ur III: Record of barley(?) issued at 1 to 3 băn each for seven gods; controller: Nam-ḫa-ni ka₄-su-du₄. Date destroyed. [96-4-8, 362]

15168. Rev. damaged; 5 + 6 ll.; 1 $\frac{3}{8}$" × 1 $\frac{1}{2}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 13 $\frac{3}{8}$ royal gur of barley received by Šà-kù-ĝe from Lú-kal-la as fodder for sheep. 4/šu-numun/7 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 363]

15169. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1 $\frac{3}{8}$" × 1 $\frac{1}{2}$". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 $\frac{1}{2}$ royal gur of barley received by Lú-(d)Ba-BA₄/Ú from Lú-(d)Na-rù-a. —/ḫâr-râ-bi-mû-mû/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 364]

15170. Complete; 8 + 6 ll.; 1 $\frac{3}{8}$" × 1". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of rations in bread issued for dogs and to 4 kennelmen, the assistant scribe (dub-sar-tur-tur), the mar-tu-SAL-ME and other functionaries. 11/ezen (d) Lisi(-GûN)²/—. [96-4-8, 365]

15171. Complete; 5 + 7 ll.; 1 $\frac{3}{8}$" × 1 $\frac{1}{2}$". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3 royal pan of barley received by Lú-uri(KI) s. of Ur-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ú from I-ti-in-ilum as wages for guruš-workers.
—/ezen (d) Šul-gi/35 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 366]

15172. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1 $\frac{3}{8}$" × 1 $\frac{1}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 122 $\frac{1}{2}$ gûn of carded (giš-ê-a) wool, received by Lú-KA-NI₃ at Sib-da-rî(KI); “no seal”. —/—/2 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-8, 367]

15173. Rev.1. upp. corner damaged; 5 + 6 ll.; 1 $\frac{3}{8}$" × 1 $\frac{1}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 1 pan of dida beer which [Ur (or Lû)]-(d)Lamma, the nagar, received for handling (šu-ri-dê) timber for the boat of (d)Nin-gîr-su. —/dirig še-gur-o-kud/43 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 368]

15174. Rt. side damaged; 6 + 4 ll.; 1 $\frac{3}{8}$" × 1". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Duplicate (gāb-rî) of a record of hides delivered by Lugal-?-?. 29/ezen (d)?/—. [96-4-8, 369]

15175. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; 1 $\frac{3}{8}$" × 1 $\frac{1}{2}$". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 $\frac{1}{2}$ royal gur 2 sîla of barley flour which Lû-kal-la received from Ka-ta-r-(d)Ba-BA₆/Ú.
—/ezen (d) Ba-BA₄/Ú/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 370]

15176. Complete, obv. slightly defaced; 6 + 7 ll.; 1 $\frac{3}{8}$" × 1 $\frac{3}{8}$". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of some sheep disposed of by Lú-(d)Nin-gîr-su and Ba-zi, 19/ezen (d)Dumu-zi/5 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-8, 371]

15177. Complete; 6 + 9 +(l.edge) 1 ll.; 1 $\frac{1}{2}$" × 1".
Ur III: List of rations in beer and oil allocated to 3 mar-tu men and 1 messenger. —/šu-numun/—. [96-4-8, 372]
15178. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{2}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{1}{2}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2$\frac{1}{2}$ royal pan of groats (ar-za-na) received by Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim$^1$ from Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su as freight for a boat.  

---/munu-x-kú/47 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 373]

15179. Complete; 5 + 4 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{4}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{4}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 126 royal gur of barley received by Sà-kú-ge from Lú-(d)Ba-BA$^6$/Ū as fodder for sheep.  

---/43 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 374]

15180. Complete; 8 + 5 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 2 hired men and 1 envoy (sukkal).  

---/še-il-la/3 Amar-Su’ên. [96-4-8, 375]

15181. Complete; 5 + 6 ll.; 1" $\times$ 1".
Ur III: Receipt for 3 amounts of different kinds of bitumen received by Urdax-a$^1$ from Nam-ma$^h$.  

---/5 Amar-Su’ên. [96-4-8, 376]

15182. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Tally of 65 gurus-workmen with their rations in barley (at 1 pan each) which Ur-(d)Lamma received from Lú-me-lâm.  

---/še-il-la/45 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 377]

15183. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (proper names).
Ur III: Receipt for 12$\frac{1}{2}$ royal gur of barley which Ur-(d)Lamma received from Lú-(d)Nin-gir-su as wages for hired workers; ugula: sanga (d)Nin-Mar(KI) (name?).  

---/49 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 378]

15184. Complete, with rounded corners; 3 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 3". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record concerning beer, bread and figs(?).  

1/mu-su-du/7. [96-4-8, 379]

15185. L. upp. corner damaged; 7 + 9 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in bread issued for dogs (ur-KU gal-gal) and also to kennelmen, 1 assistant scribe (dub-sar tur-tur), 1 mar-tu and some other men.  

14/mu-šu-du/-. [96-4-8, 380]

15186. Complete; 9 + 13 + (l. edge) 2 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and fat (in á-gam containers) issued to carters and messengers.  

11/èzen (d) Lisi(-GÚN)/-. [96-4-8, 381]

15187. Complete; 7 + 8 + (l. edge) 1 ll.; 1$\frac{1}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to messengers.  

---/amar-a-a-si/-. [96-4-8, 382]

15188. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; 1$\frac{3}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{3}{8}$".
Ur III: Receipt for 4 royal gur of barley received by Al-la-DI from Lú-(d)Ba-BA$^6$/Ū s. of Na-sa$^6$/śic.  

---/43 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 383]

15189. Complete, rev. uninscribed; 4 ll.; 1$\frac{5}{8}$" $\times$ 1$\frac{5}{8}$". Lagash (place-name).
Ur III: Memorandum concerning delivery of 362$\frac{1}{2}$ royal gur of barley from the field Ki-nu-nir-a by Ur-(d)Ba-BA$^6$/Ū. Undated.  

[96-4-8, 384]
15190. Low. edge damaged; 7 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}"\). Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and oil issued to 3 messengers. —/še-\(g\_r_{10}\)-\(k\_d]/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 385]

15191. Complete, but almost entirely defaced; seal illegible; 6 + 4 ll.; \(1\frac{5}{8}'' \times 1\frac{7}{8}''\). Ur III: Receipt(?) for flour, almost illegible. —/šu-num\(u\)-\(n\)un/2 Šu-Su'en. [96-4-8, 386]

15192. Complete; 6 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{5}{8}''\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt rendered by Lū-(d)\(N\)in-gi\(s\)-zi-da. —/še-\(g\_r_{10}\)-\(k\_d/\)year destroyed]. [96-4-8, 389]

15193. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}"\). Ur III: Receipt for 2\(\frac{2}{3}\) bān of cheese received by Lugal-ME-a from Ur-ba-bi. —/šu-num\(u\)-\(n\)un/3 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 390]

15194. Rev. damaged; 5 + 7 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1"\). Ur III: Record of 3 sheep delivered to the ensi and of 1 kid issued for (d)\(N\)in-gi\(s\)-zi-da. —/še-\(g\_r_{10}\)-\(k\_d/\)year destroyed]. [96-4-8, 391]

15195. Three-sided pyramid; seal illegible; 1 + 1 + 2 ll.; \(\frac{3}{8}'' \text{ (length of side)} \times 1\frac{1}{4}'' \text{ (height)}\). O. Bab.: Docket: 1 (\(a\)mēl)\(u\)-\(w\)ardum/\(K\)a-lu-mu-\(u\)-\(a\)raḥ Tišritim/\(u\)-\(m\) 2-kam/). Undated. [96-4-8, 390]

15196. Rt. edge damaged; 6 + 6 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 4 royal gur of barley received by Ur-(d)\(N\)in-gi\(s\)-zi-da. —/šu-num\(u\)-\(n\)un/4 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 392]

15197. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 3\(\frac{3}{4}\) royal gur of barley received by Ur-bād-du\(r\)-\(r\)a from Lū-(d)\(B\)a-\(B\)a/\(U\) on behalf of Lū-gi-na. —/šu-num\(u\)-\(n\)un/5 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 393]

15198. Complete; 6 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Receipt for 72 royal gur of barley received by A-tu from Ba-\(z\)i as foodstuff on account of the ox-drivers. —/šu-num\(u\)-\(n\)un/6 Sulgi. [96-4-8, 394]

15199. Complete, rounded corners; 5 + 5 ll.; \(1\frac{7}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\). Ur III: Receipt for 2(?)-(g)\(i\)\(s\)-mi-\(r\) (?)-[za], i.e. " ship-ribs ",* received by Ur-(d)\(B\)a-\(B\)a/\(U\) s. of Ur-\(g\)-\(a\)-\(g\)a from the mill. —/šu-num\(u\)-\(n\)un/1 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 395]

15200. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{1}{4}''\). O. Bab.: Tally of 5 workmen. 18/VI/35 Hammurabi. [96-4-8, 396]

15201. Complete; 5 + 8 ll.; \(1\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{8}''\). Lagash (month). Ur III: Record of 3 sheep delivered by 3 men. 5(?)/ezen (d)\(Š\)u-lu-\(g\)i/5 Ibi-Su'en. [96-4-8, 397]

15202. Complete; 8 + 12 ll.; \(1\frac{1}{4}'' \times \frac{3}{8}''\). Lagash (month). Ur III: List of rations in beer, flour and fat (in \(a\)-\(g\)-\(a\)m containers) issued to 5 messengers (s\(u\)kk\(a\)l, lū-\(k\)a\(s\)4). 26/hār-rā-bī-mū/—. [96-4-8, 397]

* Cf. Salonen, Wasserfahrzeuge, p. 85.
15203. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for \(\frac{4}{5}\) royal gur of barley received as a store by Îb-ta-ê from Ur-(d)Lamma s. of Inim-ma. —/\(\text{ezen}\)/\(\text{d}\) Lisi-(GUN)\(\frac{4}{47}\) Sulgi.  
[96-4-8, 398]

15204. Obv. damaged; 4 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Report that Lû-dingir-ra s. of Ggem-Kar-kida(AG)-gé has died on the 4th of itu ḫár-rá-bí-mú-mú; as gan-dîb (is working (now)) Ur-(d)Ba-BA 6 7 Se-Su-en.  
[96-4-8, 399]

15205. Complete, obv. slightly damaged; seal illegible; 5 + 3 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 5\(\frac{1}{2}\) royal gur of barley received by Lû-(d)[Nin]-lîl from Lû-kal-la from the mill as fodder for sheep. —/\(\text{mu-šu-šu}\)/7 Amar-Su-en.  
[96-4-8, 400]

15206. Complete; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of 1 sheep delivered by Lû-kal-la to (d)Dumu-zi as tax (šu-gid) from the gá-nun-giš. 6/ezen (d) Dumu-zi/6 Su-Su-en.  
[96-4-8, 401]

15207. Complete; 9 + 13 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and fat issued to various messengers. 25(?)/\(\text{e-ši-1a}\)/—.  
[96-4-8, 402]

15208. Rt. edge damaged; rev. uninscribed; 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". *Lagash* (month).
[96-4-8, 403]

15209. Obv. rt. upp. corner damaged; 6 + 7 ll.; 1\(\frac{5}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2\(\frac{3}{8}\) gur (specification destroyed) and for 1\(\frac{5}{8}\) gur 5 sila of šik flour (šik al-ḫul-a) which Ur-(d)Ba-BAš/U s. of Ba-zi received from Lugal-igi-hûs, to be used as fodder; controller: Ur-tur. —/\(\text{mu}\)_\(\text{nux-ku}\)/43 Sulgi.  
[96-4-8, 404]

15210. Obv. damaged; rev. uninscribed; 4 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Memorandum concerning 435 royal gur of barley, produce of the field (iku) of Lû-(d)Na-ru-a. Undated.  
[96-4-8, 405]

15211. Rev. entirely destroyed; 6 + 2(? ll.; 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of beer and pease-meal issued in respect of irrigation-work done (a-bal-a...). —/\(\text{e-gur}\)_\(\text{ši-kud}\)/—.  
[96-4-8, 406]

15212. Broken and repaired; 5 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{4}\". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 122\(\frac{3}{4}\) gûn of carded (giš-ê-a) wool which Lû-KA-nîš received at Sîb-da-řî(KI); “no seal attached”. —/—/2 Ibi-Su-en.  
[96-4-8, 407]

15213. Rt. side badly damaged; 6 + 6 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of wool delivered. —/—/1 Amar(?)-Su-en.  
[96-4-8, 408]

15214. Complete; 4 + 5 ll.; 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)" × 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)". *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 2 royal gur of barley received by Ur-(d)Na-nše s. of Al-la from Ur-(d)En-lîl-lâ. —/—/1 Amar(?)-Su-en.  
[96-4-8, 409]
15215. Complete, flat; seal illegible; 4 + 1 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 11/16". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 3 royal pan of barley received by Lū-ʔ-ʔ from Lū-kal-ka as fodder for sheep. —/mu-šu-du-šu/-.

15216. Complete; 7 + 9 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Ur (? , see date).
Ur III: Receipt for 10 ma-na of silver, returned by the shepherds, and for 8 gin received by Lū-kū-zu from Šar-ru-um-la-li Iš s. of Lū-(d)Unug(KI) gi as wages (ā ě gir-ē-rin-na-bi).
Ur(KI): —/ezen (d)Nin-a-zu/48 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 411]

15217. Complete; 8 + 9 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Record of bread issued to various men. 10/ezen (d)Šul-gi/—.

15218. Obv. damaged; 5 + 6 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 62 royal gur of barley received by Ma-an-SUM/SE from Ur-(d)Ba-BA s. of Ur-sa as freight for a ship.
—/munux-kū/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 413]

15219. Complete; 6 + 8 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 1 royal gur of oil received by Zu(? , over erasure)-HAV s. of Ab-ba-a from Ur-ab-ba; controller: Lū-(d)ši-gir-su s. of Ba-zi.
—/ḥár-ra-bi-mú-mú/2 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 414]

15220. Complete; 5 + 8 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 25 royal gur of emmer received by Ma-an-sum s. of Uku-da from the granary of an orchard (gur, kiri, Zu-ḥar); controller: Lugal(d)ši-dugud(mušen).
—/ḥár-ra-ḥi-mú-mú/48 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 415]

15221. Obv. badly damaged; 4 + 3 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8".
Ur III: Receipt for goods (details destroyed) received by Ur-ab-b[a] from ?.
—/—/47 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 416]

15222. Upp. portion of tablet; 5 + 7 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and fat issued to messengers; destinations: either Šušan(KI) or Sa-bu-um(KI). 19/mu-šu-du-šu/

15223. Rev. upp. part defaced; 5 + 7 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: Receipt for 4 royal gur of barley which is to be ground, received by Ur-šu-ga-lam-ma from ?.
—/še-gurša-kud/48 Šulgi. [96-4-8, 418]

15224. Complete; 5 + 1 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8".
Ur III: Record of 2 royal pan of barley flour, 3 sila of dub-dub flour and 2 sila of emmer issued to Lugal-ū-ŠEM(?).
—/še-gurša-kud/—. [96-4-8, 419]

15225. Complete; 5 + 3 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8".
Ur III: Receipt for 15 royal gur of barley received by Ur-(d)IG/GÁL-alim1 from Ur-(d)En-gal-laša as seedcorn. —/—/4 Amar-Su'en. [96-4-8, 420]

15226. Complete; 7 + 10 + (I. edge) 1 ll.; 1 3/8" x 1 3/8". Lagash (month).
Ur III: List of rations in beer, bread and fat issued to 1 carter and 3 other messengers. 7/ḥár-ra-bi-mú/—. [96-4-8, 421]
Ur III: List of rations in bread issued to 5 functionaries.
12/ezen (d)Šul-gi/-—.

15228. Complete; 5 + 6 1/2.; 1" × 1 1/8.
Ur III: Receipt for 8 royal gur of barley which is to be shipped (má-a si-ga) to Nippur, received by Lú-(d)Ba-Ba/U from Ba-zí.
—/—/46 Šulgi.

Ur III: List of rations in bread issued to 5 functionaries.

15230. Complete; 5 + 5 1/2.; 1" × 1 1/8. *Lagash* (month).
Ur III: Record of bread issued to 4 functionaries.
—/–/46 Šulgi.

The following personal names marked in the text by figures 1 to 5 are variously read by different authors as follows.

1 (d)IG/GAL-alim: Deimel, *Pantheon* reads: (d)Gál/[Ig]-alim-ma; U.E.T. III: Ur-(d)GÁL-alim; Schneider, *An. Or.* 7 and 19: (d)Gál-alim and Ur-(d)Gál-alim; Huber, *Personennamen*: Ur-(d)Gál-alim; Oppenheim, *Eames Collection Catalogue*: Ur-(d)ig-alim, Lú-(d)ig-alim; Jacobsen, *C.T. Copenhagen*: Ur-(d)Gál-alim; Fish, *Manchester Cuneiform Studies*, Vol. VIII, No. 23 lists Ur-gál-alim (p. 61), Ur-(d)Gál-alim (pp. 45, 48, 66, 72, 74, 76, 79), Sangu-(d)Gal-alim (pp. 68-69), and (d)Gál-alim (p. 73); Falkenstein, *Neuwer Gerichtsurkunden* III gives (d)ig-alima and Ur-(d)ig-alima.

2 (d)Li(GUN): Oppenheim, *Eames Collection Catalogue* reads Ur-(d)Li-sin with reference to Kraus in *Symbolae Kochubier* p. 52 and note 4, where because of a name spelt Ur-(d)Li-si-na-e the reading (d)Li-si, is postulated; Deimel, *Pantheon* has: (d)NE-gún (vel ugun, usum-na); id., *Pantheon*, *Keilschriftkatalog* has (d)NE (with glossi ỉ-si-gun); Schneider, *An. Or.* 19 gives (d)Li-si (d)NE-GUN; Schneider, *An. Or.* 7 still translit.: (d)NE-gún and Ur-(d)Ne-gún; U.E.T. III reads: Ur(sc.Lu)-(d)NE-gún-na; Huber, *Personennamen* translit.: Ur-(d)Bi-lar(silu) and Crawford, *Sumerian Economic Texts* (dynasty of Isin) makes it: Ur-(d)Li-si, Ur-(d)Li-si-na or Ur-(d)Li. Falkenstein, *Neuwer Gerichtsurkunden* III reads instead of (d)Li-si, Li-si-na (cf. MSL, IV, 5); cf. also: Fish, *Manchester Cuneiform Studies*, Vol. VIII, No. 3, p. 71: ezen-(d)Li-sin.


4 (d)Li-gal-ma-še and Ur(sc.Lu)-(d)Li-gal-ma-še; Deimel, *Pantheon*, No. 2002 reads: (d)Li-ma-(na) and (d)Li-ma-ši; id., *Pantheon*, *Keilschriftkatalog* reads: (d)Li-ma-u(KU)?(ši) with reference to Schneider, *Orientalia* 8, 47 (1939); Schneider, *An. Or.* 19 has (d)Ig-iš-aše; Crawford, *Sumerian Economic Texts* (dynasty of Isin) has Lú-IGI-MA; Falkenstein, *Neuer Gerichtsurkunden* III registers (d)Iš-aše and Lú-(d)iš-aše.

5 (d)IG-(d)Ba-BA/U and (d)Ba-BA/U: Deimel, *Pantheon* (1914) reads: (d)Ba-u, id., *Pantheon*, *Keilschriftkatalog* (1950): (d)Ba-û? ba-û, *ibid.* (d)IŠ (with glossi ỉ-us) (d)Ba-û and therefore reading (d)Šul-û-û; Oppenheim, *Eames Collection Catalogue* gives (d)Ba-ši-ši-tum and Ur-(d)ba-ši; U.E.T. III has (d)ba-û, Lú-(d)ba-û, Ur-(Lú)-(d)IŠ-(d)ba-û; Schneider, *An. Or.* 19 lists both (d)Iš-(d)Ba-û and (d)ša-ša-(d)Ba-û: id., *An. Or.* 7 reads Ur-(d)ba-û; Huber, *Personennamen* lists (d)Ba-û, Ur-(d)Ba-û, (d)Iš-(d)ba-û and (d)ša-ša-(d)Ba-û; Crawford, *Sumerian Economic Texts* gives Ur-(Lú)-(d)Ba-ši-ši and Fish, *Manchester Cuneiform Studies*, Vol. VIII, No. 2, 3 reads: Lú-(d)Ba-ši-ši (p. 42, 51), Ur-(d)Ba-ši-ši (p. 46, 48, 55, 56, 58, 59, 64, 66), Ur-(d)IŠ-(d)Ba-û (p. 77), Ur-(d)ša-ša-(d)Ba-û (p. 38), also Nig-(d)Ba-ši-ši (p. 80) and Nig-û-(d)Ba-ši-ši (p. 44, 58); Falkenstein, *Neuwer Gerichtsurkunden* III registers Ur-(d)ša-ša-(d)Ba-û and (d)Ba-û; Falkenstein and von Soden, *Sumer. Personennamen und Gebete* read: Ba-ûa.
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A

Adoption, contracts concerning, 13738, 13439, 13922.
See also under Kirkuk.

Agreements, between brother and sister, 13912.
between fishermen and shepherds, 12857.
See also Contracts.

Animals, bought, 13938.
dead, 13938; and disposed of, 12592, 13440, 13952, 15080, 15127.
delivery of, 12301, 12385, 12506B, 12746, 12833, 12916, 13139, 13476, 13607, 13715, 13840, 14118, 14348, 14606, 14657, 14685, 14785, 14919, 15057, 15096, 15201, 15206.

-----, inventories of, with statement of their rations and names of herdsmen, 12230, 12231, 12234, 12249, 12250, 12252, 12269, 12277, 12278, 12294, 12362, 12362, 12395, 12423, 12532, 12543A, B, 12543, 12572, 12573, 12575, 12577, 12610, 12716, 12736, 12811, 12886, 12887, 12888, 12890, 12893, 12895, 12896, 12899, 12900, 12901, 12903, 12913, 12929, 12931, 12956, 13161, 13361, 13543, 13547, 13548, 13602, 13646, 13647, 13653, 13654, 13687, 13720, 13721, 13728, 13731, 13735, 13742, 13743, 13746, 13747, 13749, 13750, 13754, 13756, 13757, 13759, 13761, 13768, 13774, 13776, 13780, 13782, 13798, 13799, 13800, 13814, 13815, 13824, 13825, 13826, 13842, 13847, 13850, 13853, 13864, 13881, 13882, 13883, 13884, 13885, 13886, 13887, 13888, 13889, 13890, 13891, 13892, 13894, 13895, 13896, 13897, 13898, 13900, 14019, 14112, 14117, 14176, 14194, 14195, 14301, 14404, 14408, 14439, 14619, 14620, 14637, 14815, 14886, 14905, 14988, 14989, 15009, 15013, 15026, 15041, 15049, 15059, 15086, 15087, 15092, 15109, 15152.
issue of, 13133, 14837, 14838, 14839, 14840, 14841, 14842, 14843, 14921, 14922, 14923, 14924, 14925, 14926, 14927, 14928, 14929, 14930, 14931, 14932, 14933, 14934, 14935, 14936, 14937, 14938, 14939, 14940, 14941, 14942, 14943, 14944, 14945, 14946, 14947, 14948, 14949, 14950, 14951, 14952, 14953, 14954, 14955, 14956, 14957, 14958, 14959, 14960, 14961, 14962, 14963, 14964, 14965, 14966, 14967, 14968, 14969, 14970, 14971, 14972, 14973, 14974, 14975, 14976, 14977, 14978, 14979, 14980, 14981, 14982, 14983, 14984, 14985, 14986, 14987, 14988, 14989, 15009, 15013, 15026, 15041, 15049, 15059, 15086, 15087, 15092, 15109, 15152.

-----, issue of food for, 12608, 12733, 12754, 12897, 13243.

-----, old and unfit, 14958, 15176.

-----, receipts for, 12373, 12374, 12471, 12473, 12583A, 12906, 12992, 12997, 13033, 13056, 13206, 13213, 13228, 13237, 13243, 13245, 13246, 13266, 13291, 13354, 13466, 13555, 13565, 13683, 13787, 14551, 14565, 14581, 14582, 14583, 14584, 14585, 14586, 14587, 14700, 14774, 14781, 15010, 15047, 15111, 15194.

-----, receipts for, bought, 12259, 12966.

-----, returned, 12383, 12633, 14147, 14350.

-----, transferred from one herd to another, 12599, 12646, 12699, 12772, 12776, 13549, 13830, 13849, 13998, 13999, 14117, 14160, 14207, 14380, 14432, 14487, 14575, 14597, 14771, 14777, 14971, 15127, 15135.
Animals, working, 12270, 12272, 12499, 13110, 13122, 13237, 13263, 13739, 14319, 14750, 14845.

—, employment of single, 14494, 14716.

—, loan of working, 12622.

—. See also under A-ru-a, contracts, offerings, and sales.

Apples. See Fruit.

Aramaic Endorsement, 13264.

A-ru-a, gifts (goods and animals), 12290, 13042, 13236, 13599, 13651, 13923, 14207, 14305, 14332, 14516, 14650, 14700a, 14717, 14871, 15008.

Asses. See Animals.

B

Bags, inventories of, 12666.

—, issue of date-fibre to make bags, 12996.

Barley, issue for beer, 12937, 14310.

—, for bread, 12322, 12328, 12994, 13046, 13337, 13582, 14505, 14522, 14791, 14827, 14854, 14879.

—, for fodder, 12313, 12323, 12326, 12479, 12534, 12546(?), 12596, 12609, 12642, 12659, 12662, 12671, 13026, 13127, 13138, 13181, 13186, 13303, 13348, 13353, 13375, 13657, 14491, 14555, 14638, 14792, 14834, 14961, 15139.

—, receipt for, 14865.

—, memoranda concerning, 14540, 14545, 14564, 14806, 14944, 14951, 15129, 15189, 15208, 15210.

—, memoranda concerning loan of, 14296; sale of, 14206.

—. See also Grain, Contracts, Flour, Receipts, Storage and Offerings.

Baskets, inventories of, 12666.

—, issue of, 14817.

—, receipts for reed-baskets, 12768, 14256, 14351, 14946, 14973, 14991, 14998, 15061, 15071, 15102.

—. See also Labels.

Beans, issue of peas, etc., 13359, 14181, 14308.

—. See also under Gardens and Peas.

Beer, delivery of, 12920, 12928, 12936, 13027, 13772, 14685.

—, issue of, 12297, 12461, 13567, 13956, 14226, 15211.

—, receipts for, 12299, 12582, 12728, 14240, 14678, 15164, 15173.

—, records concerning, etc., 15184.

—. See also under Contracts, Rations, Receipts and Offerings.

Birds, inventory of, 15058.

Bitumen, delivery of, 14411.

—, issue of, 14411.

—, receipt(s) for, 12388, 12476, 12480, 12689, 12697, 12774, 12782, 12891, 12989, 12963, 13005, 13010, 13014, 13085, 13481, 13537, 13764, 14525, 14561, 15034, 15181.

—. See also under Receipts.

Boats, records of, 12248, 12332, 12346, 12347, 13043, 13052, 13076, 13093, 13188, 13195, 13196, 13197, 13201, 13205, 13225, 13227, 13242, 13247, 13460, 13487, 13494, 13589, 13809, 13822, 13838, 13860, 13953, 13989, 14181, 14203, 14219, 14301, 14312, 14320, 14325, 14349, 14365, 14411, 14466, 14483, 14517, 14518, 14556, 14607, 14610, 14712, 14715, 14822, 14827, 14899, 14906, 14925, 14942, 14957, 14991, 15042, 15061, 15083, 15093, 15107, 15110, 15112, 15137, 15159, 15173, 15178, 15218, 15228.

—, receipts for (boat) accessories, 14505, 14599, 15042, 15061, 15091, 15107, 15143, 15199.

—. See also under Loans and Receipts.

Bran, receipt for, 13597.

Bread, 13610, 15184.

—, delivery of, 12920, 12936, 14813.

—, issue of (incl. rations, also beer-loaves), 12437, 12501, 12509, 12624, 12663, 12674, 12707, 12708, 12711, 12712, 12719, 12729, 12730, 12732, 12754, 12764, 12788, 13094, 13109, 13491, 13576, 13841, 13859, 13872, 14362, 14367, 14375, 14419, 14456, 14576, 14578, 14590, 14591,
Bread—(contd.)
14748, 14755, 14825, 14910, 14923(?), 15157, 15158, 15217, 15229.
—, issue of, and bran (fodder for animals); 12275, 12295, 12369, 12375, 13737, 14144, 14939, 15094.
—, receipts for, 12265, 12299, 12348, 12582, 12801, 13021, 13022, 13066, 13072, 13580, 13633, 14533, 14580, 14782, 14915, 15117.
—. See also under Barley, Flour, Offerings and Rations.
Brewers, memorandum concerning, 14896.
—. See also under Rotas.
Brewing. See Barley.
Bronze, delivery of bronze and copper, 13132, 14008.
—, delivery of bronze objects, 12797.
—. See also under Metals.
Brooms, delivery of, 15053.
Building - inscriptions. Cones of Girimmu, 12879.
—. Cones of Gudea, 12806, 12807, 14807.
—. Cones of Ur-(d)Baba, 12805.
Butter, deliveries of, and cheese, 12920, 13124, 13462, 13918, 14056, 14101, 15161.
—, issue of, and cheese, 13124, 13360, 13524, 13566, 13567, 13909, 13986, 14242, 14634, 14839, 15193.
— receipts for, and lard, 12614, 12709, 13011, 13403, 14113, 14159, 14170, 14186, 14214, 14254, 14269, 14290, 14293, 14302.
—. See also under Offerings.

C
Cakes, delivery of, 12338.
Canal, instructions for building a, 14818.
Cassia, delivery of, 15101.
—. See also under Pine nuts.
Cattle, inventories of, 12938, 13732, 13933, 14307.
—. See also under Animals.

Chairs, issue of, 12859.
Cheese. See under Butter.
Cloth, deliveries of, and garments, 12405, 12450, 12463B, 12467, 12491A, 12605, 12630B, 12677, 12747, 12773(?), 12919, 13114, 13140, 13258, 13260, 13286, 13515, 13570, 13591, 13664, 13794, 13852, 13964, 14024(?), 14073, 14136, 14137, 14140, 14157, 14241, 14303, 14540, 15038.
—, inventory of garments, 14042.
—, issue of, and garments, 12289, 12492, 12578, 13265, 13590, 13736, 13940, 13950, 13993, 14102, 14128, 14131, 14245, 14264, 14277, 14282, 14311, 14901.
—. memorandum concerning, 14646.
— receipts for, and garments, 12482, 12489, 12515, 12521, 13295, 13362, 13450, 13592, 13865, 13875, 13982, 14165, 14201, 14213, 14230, 14247, 14251, 14255, 14266, 14271, 14276, 14295, 14298, 14393, 14510, 14541, 14546, 14761, 14829, 14982, 15125, 15141.
—. See also under Kirkuk Tablets, and Receipts.
Cones. See Building inscriptions.
Contracts, concerning barley, 13272, 13606.
—, concerning cultivation of sesame, 14179.
—, concerning dates, 13249, 13318.
—, concerning debt in beer, 13277.
—, concerning exchange (anticlresis) of premises: 13293, 14001, 14003, 15067.
—, concerning gifts of office: 13150(?), 13151.
—, concerning gift of slave: 12951.
—, concerning a journey(?) to Larsa, 12820.
—, concerning labour, 12814, 12822, 12831, 12842, 12850, 12854, 12858, 12860, 12862, 12866, 12874, 13430, 13495, 13995, 13996, 14002.
Contracts, undertaking to deliver agricultural produce, dairy goods, animals, fish, wood, wool, etc., 14011, 14013, 14032, 14160, 14745, 15004, 15027.

—, undertaking of sons to maintain their father, 13992.

——. See also Adoption, Agreements, Debts, Lawsuits, Loans, Partnership, Rent, Sales and Silver.

Copper. See under Bronze and Metals.

Coriander. See under Gardens and Pine-nuts.

Cultivation. See Fields, Gardens and Orchards.

D

Date-palms, delivery of dates, 12247, 12308, 13115, 13124, 13368, 13462, 13574, 14257, 14296, 14908, 14462, 14592.

——, delivery of by-products of the date-palm, 13462, 14172.

——, issue of dates, 12632, 13124, 13313, 13360, 13554, 13927, 14122, 14220, 14308, 14434.

——, receipts for, 12291, 12324, 12706, 12906, 13025, 13480, 13676, 14177, 14204, 14227, 14237, 14262, 14268, 14278, 14291, 14299, 14370, 14421, 14437, 14485, 14667, 14994, 15118.

——, receipts for by-products of the date-palm (pes-šum, zi-ga, etc.), 12335, 12339, 12907, 13436, 13622, 13635, 13640, 13641, 13642, 13643, 13793, 14666, 15195.

Dogs. See under Rations.

E

Esā, receipts for ēsa and munux, 14240, 15005, 15116.

——. See also under Gardens.

Exchanges. See Contracts.

Expenses. See Lists.

F

Fat. See under Oil.

Felt. See under Wool.

Fibre. See under Bags.

Fields, cultivation (data of areas of fields, seedcorn, produce, farmers, etc.), 12335, 12294, 12305, 12306, 12351, 12389, 12390, 12391, 12398, 12401, 12415, 12416, 12417, 12420, 12421, 12422, 12428 A and B, 12433, 12436, 12445, 12447, 12448, 12449, 12454, 12455, 12456, 12457, 12458, 12459, 12468, 12470, 12485, 12488, 12514, 12542, 12562, 12576, 12585, 12607, 12617, 12618, 12643, 12644, 12650 A, B, 12660, 12672, 12775, 12793, 12843, 12936, 12938, 12912, 12917, 12991, 12922, 12924, 12926, 12927, 12934, 12935, 12945, 12954, 13090, 13129, 13137, 13164, 13191, 13222, 13296, 13328, 13491, 13493, 13553, 13561, 13635, 13666, 13668, 13670, 13767, 13920, 13931, 13954, 13955, 13961, 13976, 13983, 13997, 14017, 14035, 14107, 14115, 14151, 14152, 14156, 14304, 14317, 14328, 14334, 14339, 14343, 14415, 14616, 14622, 14628, 14677.

——, ownerships of, (delivery of grain, names of farmers, etc.), 12237, 12239, 12240, 12244, 12281, 12318, 12384, 12463 A, 12466, 12566, 12869, 13080, 13111, 13127, 13130, 13135, 13138, 13305, 13319, 13320, 13321, 13333, 13343, 13425, 13433,
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Fields—(contd.)
13530, 13657, 13694, 13697, 13714, 13723, 13791, 13974, 13977, 13981, 13991, 14009, 14026, 14043, 14141, 14163, 14180, 14189, 14221, 14308, 14325, 14330, 14376, 14402, 14623, 14624, 14625, 14641, 14643, 14810, 14811, 14855, 14879, 14955, 14959, 14811, 14855, 14879, 14955, 14959.

—, tabulated records concerning, 12861, 12958, 13142, 13154, 13170, 13204, 13253, 13285, 13292 (Kirkuk), 13903, 13907, 13934.

—. See also under Labourers, Records, and Rent.

Figs, 15184. See also under Fruit.

Fish, deliveries of, 14751.

—, issue of rations in, 13086.

—, receipts for, 12282, 13063, 13594, 14751, 14778, 15099.

—. See also under Contracts and Offerings.

Fishermen. See under Contracts.

Flour, delivery of, 12325, 12356, 12923, 12932, 12949, 14040, 14054, 14345, 14813.

—, issue of (incl. rations, also for baking bread), and groats, 12399, 12503, 12632, 12710, 12719, 12787, 12878, 12939, 14308, 14419, 14435, 14702, 14755, 14854, 15124, 15224.

—, receipts for flour and ground barley (incl. rations and fodder), 12332, 12337, 12379, 12615, 12641, 12687, 12728, 12964, 13021, 13022, 13048, 13053, 13054, 13055, 13058, 13065, 13072, 13339, 13500, 13568, 13633, 13703, 13763, 13838, 13860, 14260, 14463, 14490, 14496, 14497, 14509, 14523, 14537, 14560, 14571, 14584, 14673, 14693, 14712, 14715, 14773, 14860, 14906, 14917, 14920, 14925, 15003, 15082, 15166, 15175, 15191, 15209.

—. See also under Offerings and Receipts.

Fodder. See under Barley, Bread, Flour, and Grain.

Foreign names. See under Lists.

Fruit. receipt(s) for apples, figs, etc., 14446, 14449, 14485.

—. See also under Orchards.

Fugitives. See under Labourers.

G

Gardens, administration of, 13332, 14034.

—, produce of (onions, beans, lentils, coriander, še-ži-bi-ib, ú-ezin, eša, etc.), 13679, 13908, 13909, 14308, 14631, 14878.

Garlic. See Onions.

Garments. See Cloth.

Gifts. See A-ru-a.

Goats. See under Kirkuk (Tablets), and Sheep.

Goats' hair. See under Wool.

Goddess. See Lists.

Grain. Inventory of 16 kinds of grain and seeds, 12871.

—, issue of, 12675, 12681, 12714, 12720, 12777A, 12789, 12877, 12918, 12921, 12933, 12940, 12955, 13134, 13136, 13266, 13278, 13329, 13344, 13345, 13349, 13579, 13656, 13668, 13893, 13899, 13925, 13971, 13974, 13978, 13990, 14010, 14015 (sale), 14108, 14308, 14337, 14409, 14470, 14563, 14567, 14593, 14811, 14892, 14893, 14921, 14938, 15043, 15083, 15155.

—, for sowing, 12304, 12309, 12315, 12469, 13657, 13776, 14012, 14640, 14855.

—, for consumption, 12297, 14645, 14819, 14953.

—, deliveries. See under Fields, ownership.

—, receipts for, 12254, 12255, 12256, 12273, 12274, 12279, 12333, 12336, 12341, 12343, 12346, 12347, 12350, 12354, 12372, 12487, 12490, 12493, 12498, 12300, 12502, 12522, 12533, 12541, 12553, 12564, 12568, 12591, 12604, 12611, 12613, 12658, 12749, 12755, 12762, 12765, 12766,
Grain—(contd.)
12783, 12792, 12794, 12883, 12885, 12959, 12960, 12961, 12965, 12969, 12970, 12971, 12972, 12974, 12975, 12979, 12984, 12998, 13001, 13002, 13008, 13012, 13013, 13017, 13019, 13031, 13033, 13034, 13036, 13039, 13040, 13044, 13056, 13060, 13076, 13081, 13100, 13106, 13119, 13185, 13187, 13189, 13196, 13197, 13198, 13201, 13205, 13212, 13214, (13218), 13219, 13220, 13224, 13225, 13226, 13232, 13233, 13238, 13242, 13247, 13275, 13276, 13287, 13289, 13336, 13341, 13367, 13402, 13452, 13456, 13461, 13478, 13503, 13504, 13514, 13516, 13521, 13527, 13534, 13535, 13556, 13557, 13558, 13560, 13569, 13586, 13603, 13621, 13629, 13674, 13675, 13677, 13698, 13699, 13701, 13704, 13708, 13710, 13811, 13816, 13839, 13843, 13870, 13876, 14111, 14119, 14174, 14244, 14248, 14250, 14355, 14360, 14368, 14397, 14400, 14401, 14406, 14420, 14422, 14428, 14448, 14450, 14455, 14459, 14460, 14466, 14468, 14471, 14484, 14492, 14495, 14518, 14530, 14531, 14532, 14552, 14558, 14559, 14566, 14583, 14600, 14601, 14610, 14651, 14652, 14669, 14679, 14682, 14686, 14692, 14694, 14706, 14713, 14714, 14734, 14757, 14758, 14763, 14769, 14859, 14862, 14877, 14898, 14913, 14922, 14942, 14950, 14952, 14963, 14992, 14997, 15000, 15002, 15029, 15033, 15039, 15065, 15088, 15098, 15115, 15114, 15151, 15153, 15162, 15163, 15169, 15188, 15197, 15214, 15220., receipts for, to be ground, 12261, 12302, 12344, 12483, 12484, 12761, 12977, 13037, 13050, 13062, 13194, 13202, 13216, 13221, 13230, 13582, 13588, 13765, 13846, 13877, 13981, 14394, 14457, 14469, 14476, 14477, 14513, 14569, 14603, 14604, 14655, 14664, 14671, 14687, 14688, 14699, 15050, 15144(?), 15165, 15223., receipts for, to be kept in store, 15203.

—— receipts for, issued as fodder, 12584, 12769, 12985, 13023, 13030, 13059, 13070, 13071, 13401, 13511, 13528, 14547, 14654, 14680, 14765, 14779, 14935, 14972, 15031, 15062, 15063, 15075, 15142, 15147, 15168, 15179, 15205, 15209, 15215.

—— receipts for, issued as rations (wages, payment), 12251, 12258, 12359, 12478, 12548, 12612, 12621, 12623, 12628, 12653, 12656, 12695, 12723, 12740, 12785, 12853, 12863, 12898, 12986, 12989, 13004, 13006, 13007, 13018, 13028, 13057, 13064, 13067, 13068, 13069, 13073, 13077, 13078, 13121, 13127, 13207, 13208, 13210, 13213, 13217, 13229, 13231, 13235, 13240, 13241, 13336, 13358, 13583, 13585, 13586, 13587, 13588, 13594, 14288, 14318, 14371, 14407, 14426, 14438, 14443, 14444, 14447, 14511, 14512, 14514, 14528, 14535, 14539, 14542, 14548, 14553, 14554, 14561, 14595, 14605, 15050, 15144(?), 15165, 15223.

—— receipts for, issued as seed-corn, 12253, 12257, 12267, 12544, 12882, 12968, 12973, 12976, 12981, 12982, 12987, 12991, 12999, 13003, 13009, 13015, 13020, 13038, 13041, 13199, 13203, 13211, 13223, 13234, 13244, 13378, 13508, 13532, 13533, 13539, 13706, 13707, 14405, 14511, 14515, 14520, 14529, 14538, 14550, 14663, 14668, 14681, 14698, 14858, 14863, 14864, 14881, 14885, 14887, 14888, 15023, 15024, 15043, 15074, 15078, 15103, 15114, 15123, 15171, 15183, 15198.

——, to be returned, 14475.

See also under Kirkuk Tablets, Loans, Rations, Storage, and Winnowing.

Grass, delivery of (grass or hay), 14196.
Grass, receipt for (grass and hay), 13227.
———. See also under Receipts.
Grinding. See under Grain.
Groats, delivery of, 12325.
———, receipt for, 15178.
———. See also under Offerings.

H
Harvests. See under Kirkuk Tablets.
Hay. Receipts for grass and hay, 13227.
Herdsman. See under Animals.
Herd Reports. See under Animals.
Hides, deliveries of (hides and leather), 12506B, 13096, 13366, 13662, 14619, 14808, 14838, 14841, 14880, 14882, 14940, 14949, 14976, 15100, 15145, 15163, 15174.
———, receipts for, 12266, 12400, 12786, 13029, 13288, 14684, 14762, 14870, 15011, 15015, 15032, 15047, 15068, 15093.
Honey, receipts for 12349, 13011, 13497.
House property, inventories of, 12236.
Hymns & Psalms, 12845, 13930, 13963, 14016.

I
Inventory, grain and seeds, 12871.
———. See also under Animals, Bags, Baskets, Birds, Cattle, Clothing, House property, Kirkuk Tablets, Reedwork, Sheep, Shepherds, Tools, and Wooden objects.

J
Jars, receipt for (jars and other pottery), 12873.

K
Kidmu. See under Kirkuk Tablets.
Kirkuk (Nuzi) Tablets.
———, adoption, 12950.
———, cloth and garments, issue of, 13265.
———, expenses in silver, 13314.
———, expenses, general, 13315.
———, goats, issued to men, 13172.
———, grain, delivered, 13159, 13595.
———, grain, distribution of, 12933, 13262, 13266, 13309, 13311.
———, grain, transaction in, 13155.
———, harvest, record of, 13180.
———, letters private, 13174, 13279.
———, oxen, supplied for work, 13264.
———, rations, issued to workmen, 13267, 13281.
———, rations, issued to female workers, 13158.
———, receipts for grain, 13178, 13308, 13312, 13316, 13338, 13352.
———, receipts for kidmu, 13626.
———, receipts for (giš) na-hu (ḥā), 13625.
———, receipts for sirendu, 13609.
———, rent, payment of, 13294.
———, sheep, distribution or transfer of, 13133, 13300.
———, tabulated account, 13204(?), 13292.
———, tools, inventory of, 13283, 13294.
———, wool, delivery of, 13310.

L
Labels, for baskets, 12345, 12352, 12378, 12528, 12555, 12620, 12668, 12778, 12894, 13269, 13306, 13396, 13407, 13446, 13493, 13507, 13529, 13611, 13796, 13819, 13845, 13871, 14418, 14430, 14440, 14451, 14452,
Labels (contd.)
14473, 14489, 14499, 14500, 14507, 14608, 14683, 14736, 14759, 14904, 14943, 14970, 14981, 14999, 15001, 15006, 15035, 15046, 15051, 15066, 15089.

Labour. See under Contracts.

Labourers, aged, 15012.

——, deceased, 12925, 14316, 14332, 14672, 15204.

——, fugitive, 14316, 14332.

——, in fields, (incl. hired workmen), 12310, 12398, 12401, 12428 A. B, 12433, 13191, 13358, 13431, 13441, 13650, 13744, 13856, 14076.

——, tallies of (workmen and also working animals, statement of ratios (wages) and foremen), 12232, 12243, 12245, 12246, 12264, 12300, 12303, 12308, 12314, 12320, 12331, 12407, 12424, 12429, 12430, 12438, 12441, 12443, 12453, 12464, 12510, 12519, 12539, 12540, 12549, 12569, 12587, 12612, 12625, 12640, 12653, 12660, 12756, 12808, 12810, 12889, 12902, 12908, 12909, 12952, 12980, 13014, 13061, 13063, 13096, 13103, 13104, 13105, 13108, 13115, 13120, 13125, 13126, 13138, 13145, 13148, 13157, 13163, 13183, 13184, 13193, 13259, 13274, 13282, 13296, 13317, 13357, 13359, 13365, 13374, 13375, 13381, 13402, 13406, 13483, 13489, 13513, 13531, 13571, 13603, 13655, 13661, 13669, 13671, 13672, 13673, 13680, 13681, 13684, 13716, 13717, 13729, 13758, 13769, 13789, 13832, 13833, 13848, 13874, 13879, 13926, 13929, 14014, 14158, 14215, 14246, 14259, 14279, 14285, 14286, 14303, 14313, 14315, 14322, 14323, 14324, 14326, 14327, 14352, 14353, 14359, 14364, 14365, 14395, 14441, 14480, 14526, 14612, 14621, 14630, 14633, 14636, 14639, 14647, 14670, 14703, 14739, 14742, 14767, 17809, 14812, 14824, 14828, 14832, 14835, 14836, 14843, 14846, 14872, 14907, 15014, 15076, 15085, 15148, 15182, 15200.

——, employment of single workmen, 12993, 13364.

——, workmen transferred, 13377.

——. See also under Rations.

Lard, delivery of, 14257.

——. See also under Butter.

Law-suits, claim of money and other properties, 13256, 13914.

——, embezzlement denied, 13994.

——, oath taken, 14909, 14977, 14985.

——, di-ti-la, 14238, 14440, 14821.

Lead. See under Metals.

Leather. See Hides.

Lentils. See under Gardens, and Peas.

Letters. Private Letters from various persons, 12813, 12819, 12823, 12839, 12847, 12856, 12868, 13149, 13162, 13169, 13268, 13284, 13301 A, 13322, 13324, 13325, 13369, 13973, 13979, 13999, 14018, 14062.

——, badly damaged, 12853.

——. Royal letters from Hammurabi and Samsu-iluna, 12812, 12815, 12816, 12817, 12818, 12821, 12825, 12826, 12827, 12828, 12829, 12830, 12832, 12835, 12837, 12838, 12840, 12841, 12846, 12849, 12852, 12855, 12863, 12864, 13936.

——. Sumerian letters, 13430, 14238, 14679, 14685, 14745, 14880, 14951, 15016, 15027.

——. See also under Kirkuk Tablets.

Lexicographical Tablets, 13128, 13902, 14063.

Lists of Expenses, 14222, 14223.

——, of Gods, 14336. See also under Temples.

——, of Names, 12439 B, 12475, 12560, 12654, 12758, 12809, 12824, 12865, 13134, 13171, 13175, 13182, 13299, 13437, 13608, 13616, 13648, 13712, 13880, 13921, 13923, 14228, 14626, 14658, 14705, 14722, 14727.

——. See also under Foreign Names, 13133.

Literary Texts. See Divinations, Hymns and Psalms, Lexicographical Tablets, Mathematical Tablet, and Medical Tablet.

Liver divination. See Divinations.
Loans, of boat and workmen, 15070.
——, of grain, oil, etc., 14023, 14029, 14044, 14048, 14185, 14218, 14234, 14986, 15090.
——, of silver, 13302, 13307, 14006, 14007, 14036, 14038, 14089, 14093, 14071, 14234, 12649, 13614, 14011, 14049, 14121, 14138, 14199, 14205, 14209, 14210, 14252, 14602.
——, of tools, 13802.
——, of doubtful objects, 13143A, 13297, 13376, 13596, 14068, 14148, 14208, 15077.
——. See also under Animals, Silver and Slaves.

M

Mathematical, 13901.
Mats, delivery of, 14880.
Meat, deliveries of (carcasses), 13096, 13366, 13422, 13692, 14549, 15138.
——, issue of rations in, 13190, 14456, 14591.
——, receipts for (carcasses), 14534.
Millstones, issue of, 14627.
——, receipts for, 14534.
Moulds, receipts for, 14968, 15095.
Munux. See Esa.

N

NA-HU-há. See under Kirkuk Tablets.
Names. See under Lists.
Nuzi. See Kirkuk Tablets.

O

Offerings, delivery of barley, flour, bread, beer, butter, dates, groats, oil, 12340, 12559, 12597, 12635, 12682, 12688, 12696, 12722, 12761, 12971, 12972, 12975, 12979, 13144, 13212, 13224, 13232, 13303, 13349, 13474, 13486, 13490, 13527, 13572, 13577, 13593, 13631, 13748, 13828, 14099, 14129, 14143, 14275, 14284, 14314, 14437, 14498, 14519, 14522, 14573, 14590, 14634, 14713, 14786, 14789, 14804, 14805, 14868, 14869, 14883, 14889, 14914, 14934, 14960, 14965, 15108, 15150, 15164, 15167.
——, delivery of pease-meal, 14498, onions, 12941.
——, delivery of animals, 12374, 12559, 12691, 12876, 12916, 13303, 13696, 13724, 13840, 14045, 14253, 14424, 14710, 15116, 15131, meat, 12682, fish, 13074.
Officials. See under Rations and Rotas.
Oil, delivery of, 12870, 13301, 13462, 13906, 13918, 13975, 14225, 14239, 14257, 14685, 15136.
——, issue of oil (fat), 12684, 12990, 13329, 13579, 13667, 13927, 13958, 13966, 14051, 14104, 14139, 14232, 14261, 14797, 14900, 15017.
——, receipts for, 12292, 12330, 13334, 13371, 13497, 13676, 14041, 14057, 14085, 14159, 14168, 14170, 14171, 14217, 14243, 14258, 14267, 14268, 14270, 14273, 14274, 14280, 14283, 14292, 14293, 14302, 14978, 15060, 15219.
——. See also under Loans, Offerings, Rations and Sesame.
Onions, delivery of, 12357.
——, issue of, 12941.
——, receipt for (onions and garlic, incl. seeds), 12535, 12742, 13048, 13512, 14768.
——. See also under Gardens and Offerings.
Orchards, data concerning cultivation of, 14309.
Orchards, data concerning fruit-produce (apples, figs, etc.), 14635.
—. See also under Rent.

P

Partnership, 13143B.
—. Record concerning partnership in agriculture, 13739.

Payment. See under Silver.

Peas, receipts for lentils, beans, peas, etc., 12360, 13741, 14181, 14691, 15118.
—. See also under Beans.

Pease-meal, issue of, 12787, 13363, 13424, 13471, 13567, 13991, 15211.
—, receipt for, 12523.
—. See also under Offerings.

Perfume, receipt for, 15104.

Pe's-hum. See Date (-palms).

Pine-nuts, 14801.
—, receipts for pine-nuts, cassia, coriander and other spices, 13011, 13048, 14754, 14770, 14775, 14857.

Plan of fields (with measurements), 14644.

Pottery. See Jars.

Prison. See Slaves.

Prisoners. See Uruk Tablets.

Psalms. See under Hymns and Psalms.

R

Rations for Dogs and Kennelmen (rations in bread and in bread and beer), 12590, 12693, 12701, 12718, 12726, 12727, 12752, 12784, 12798, 12800, 13448, 13469, 13495, 13523, 13585, 14354, 14416, 14442, 14562, 14572, 14574, 14577, 14587, 14796, 14801, 14873, 14911, 14967, 15146, 15149, 15170, 15185.
—, for labourers (in beer, bread (flour), oil (fat), etc.), 12293, 12361, 12368, 12377, 12380, 12386, 12426(?), 12603, 12636 A, B, 12664, 12705, 12732, 12744, 12753, 12676, 14544, 14579.
Rations—(contd.)
14914, 14924, 14926, 14927, 14928, 14931, 14937, 14947, 14979, 14980, 14983, 14996, 15019, 15020, 15055, 15064, 15069, 15106, 15128, 15130, 15186, 15187, 15190, 15222, 15226.

—, for officials (in beer, fat, etc., 12472, 12530, 12537, 12598, 12602, 12606, 12680, 12686, 12692, 12795, 12803, 13465, 13634, 14568, 14586, 15122, 15177, 15227, 15229, —, issue of other, 12402, 12406, 12409, 12410, 12412, 12444, 12465, 12491B, 12550(?), 12623, 12673, 12739, 12947, 13116, 13125, 13267, 13271, 13327, 13335, 13469, 13665, 13666, 13711, 13775, 13792, 13805, 13943, 13998, 14103, 14161, 14301, 14318, 14357, 14524, 15156, 15180.

— (wages) in grain, 12233, 12238, 12242, 12271, 12283, 12288, 12294, 12304, 12306, 12316, 12327, 12354, 12392, 12393, 12419, 12435, 12440, 12509, 12517, 12525, 12526, 12556, 12623, 12836, 12881, 12967, 12988, 12995, 13045, 13046, 13047, 13049, 13075, 13079, 13099, 13100, 13127, 13131, 13141, 13146, 13200, 13262, 13393, 13393, 13333, 13397, 13398, 13578, 13582, 13650, 13655, 13657, 13659, 13691, 13751, 13837, 13868, 13911, 14012, 14022, 14027, 14043, 14099, 14167, 14321, 14330, 14360, 14376, 14385, 14403, 14412, 14425, 14433, 14443, 14447, 14461, 14478, 14501, 14506, 14508, 14519, 14521, 14522, 14536, 14614, 14623, 14629, 14632, 14642, 14740, 14856, 14894, 14956, 15056, 15085.

—, (wages), cancellation of, 14316.

—. See also Animals, Flour, Grain, Kirkuk Tablets, Meat.

Receipts, for barley, issued for transport . . ., 14822.

—, for barley, issued for transport by boat . . ., 14325, 14483, 14517, 15112, 15137, 15218.

—, for barley, issued for transport by boat to Nippur, 13043, 13195, 13197, 13201, 13203, 13225, 13242, 13247, 13822, 15159, 15228.

—, for barley, issued for transport to Ur, 14665.

—, for flour, issued for transport to Gú-ab-ba (KI), 13487.

—, for flour, issued for transport to Nippur, 13188, 13609.

—, for flour, issued for transport by boat, 14320, 14556.

—, for beer, issued for transport to the palace, 13494.

—, for grass, issued for transport to the palace, 13589.

—, for bitumen, issued for transport by boat, 14312.

—, for groats, issued for transport by boat, 15178.

—, for cloth or garments, issued for transport to Nippur, 14033.

—, for uncertain goods, issued for transport to Uruk, 14349.

See also Animals, Barley, Baskets, Beer, Bitumen, Boats, Bran, Bread, Butter, Cloth, Date(-palms), Esā, Fish, Flour, Fruit, Grain, Grass, Groats, Hides, Honey, Jars, Kirkuk Tablets, Meat, Metals, Millstones, Moulds, Oil, Onions, Pease meal, Perfume, Pine nuts, Reeds, Ropes, Sesame, Silver, Slaves, Tools, Trees, Wool, zīz-gū-nunuz.

Reeds, delivery of, 12317, 12904, 12905, 13304.

—, inventories of reedwork and wooden objects, 12844.

—, issue of reeds and sticks, 13123.

—, receipts for, 13526, 14589, 14653, 14876, 14957, 15110, 15134.

—. See also Baskets.

Religious observances. See under A-ru-a, Dedicatory Inscriptions, Offerings, and Slaves.
Rent, payment of, in silver, 12957.

— of fields and orchards, 12538, 13153, 13179, 13254, 13255, 13803, 14004(?).

See also under Kirkuk Tablets and Silver.

Rope, delivery of, 15007.

—, receipt for, 12768.

Rotas, of brewers, 13173, 13355, 14896(?).

—, of various officials, 12298, 12943, 14618.

Sales. (Contract concerning sales: of animals), 13753.

—. Contracts concerning sales:
of property, 13147, 13250, 13323, 13913, 13916, 13942, 13957, 13960, 13968, 13969, 14037, 14096.

—. Contracts concerning sales:
of slaves, 13951.

—. Contracts concerning sales:
in poor condition, 12848, 13176, 13598.

Salt, delivery of, 12325, 15101.

Sandals, issue of, 12859.

Sesame, issue of, 13251, 13389, 14297.

—, for making oil, 14134.

—, delivery of, 12452, 12518, 13257, 14116.

—, receipts for, (seedcorn; to make oil, etc.), 12268, 12906, 13209, 13496, 14281, 14674, 14884, 15073.

See also under Contracts.

Sheezi-bi-ib. See Gardens.

Sheep, inventories of, and goats, 12629, 12651, 12751, 12779, 12799, 12948, 13032, 14000, 14875.

—. See also under Animals and Kirkuk Tablets.

Shepherds, list of, 14903.

—. See also under Contracts.

Silver, deposit of, 14123.

—, issue of, 14183, 14197, 14333.

—, issue of objects of, 14046.

—, loan of, 12649, 14602.

—, payment in, 12311, 12319, 12411, 12477, 12557, 12757, 13112, 13264, 13280, 13351, 13454, 13464, 13538, 13601, 13695, 13925, 13980, 14106, 14144, 14427, 14465, 14474, 14596, 14599, 14602, 14609, 14848, 14849, 14891, 14902, 15036, 15126.

—, memorandum of debt in, 14097.

—, payment of debt in, 14105.

—, payment of rent in, 12957.

—, payment for slave in, 14392.

—, payment in, of gate-toll for donkeys, 13372.

—, receipts for, 12262, 12381, 12481, 12670, 12725, 13024, 13160, 13252, 13620, 14120, 14190, 14192, 14198, 14233, 14262, 14662, 14697, 14730, 14749, 15025, 15040, 15216.

—, spoons, 14675.

—. See also under Contracts, Kirkuk Tablets, Loans, Rent.

Sirendu. See under Kirkuk Tablets.

Slaves, 12334, 12531, 13962.

—, deceased or fugitive, 14316, 14392.

—, issue of, to temples, 14436.

—, loan of, 15016.

—. Prison Tablets (Sinšemi of Uruk), 13905, 13962, 14021, 14028, 14030, 14039, 14058, 14059, 14060, 14061, 14064, 14065, 14066, 14070, 14072, 14074, 14075, 14077, 14078, 14079, 14080, 14081, 14082, 14084, 14086, 14087, 14090, 14091, 14092, 14094, 14154, 14162, 14175, 14182, 14188, 14211, 14212, 14216, 14231.

—, receipt for, 14021.

—. See also under Animals, Contracts, Sales, Silver, Uruk Tablets.

Sowing. See under Grain.

Spices. See under Pine nuts.

Spoons. See under Silver.

Storage, in bags, 12498, 12505, 15119.

—, of barley in the granary, 12511, 14015, 14095, 14114, 14146, 14149, 14150, 14178, 14202, 14224, 14229, 14235.

—, of dates, 15028, of flour, 12495.

—, of grain, kept in stock, 15121.

SUBJECT INDEX

T

Tallies. See under Animals and Labourers.

Temples. Lists of Members of a Temple-household, 13660, 14618.
—. See also under Slaves.

Timber, delivery of (timber and trees), 12403, 12434, 12834, 12953, 13016, 13304, 13462, 13925, 14145, 14296.

Tolls. See under Silver.

Tools, inventories of, 13283, 13294.
—. issue of, 13835, 15003, 15037, of 1 kil-la which is rented, 14398.
—. receipts for (tools, instruments, etc.), 12329, 12750, 13779, 13788, 14493, 14661, 14741, 14766, 14772, 14784, 14916, 14930, 14946, 14966, 15072.
—. See also under Loans.

Transfers. See Labourers.

Transport. See under Receipts.

Travel. See under Contracts.

Trees, receipts for (trees and wood), 12376, 12388, 13011, 13497, 14269, 14472, 14723, 14861, 15118.
—. See also under Timber.

U

U-ezin. See Gardens.

—. Concerning Slaves or Prisoners-of-War, 13905, 13962, 14020(?), 14021, 14028, 14029(?), 14030, 14039, 14058, 14059, 14060, 14061, 14064, 14065, 14066, 14069, 14070, 14072, 14074, 14075, 14077, 14078, 14079, 14080, 14081, 14082, 14084, 14086, 14087, 14090, 14091, 14092, 14094, 14154, 14162, 14175, 14182, 14188, 14211, 14212, 14216, 14231.

V

Votive Gifts. See A-ru-a.

W

Wages. See under Rations.

Winnowing of grain, 12496, 14342, 15022.

Wood. Inventories of reedwork and wooden objects, 12844.
—. See also under Contracts and Trees.

Wool, deliveries of (wool, goats hair and felt), 12648, 12676, 12914, 12915, 12919, 12930, 12946, 12956, 13126, 13270, 13806, 13807, 13852, 13918, 13944, 13975, 14047, 14055, 14067, 14130, 14193, 14306, 14329, 14747, 15018, 15027, 15052, 15213.
—. issue of, 12425, 13107, 13932, 14632.
—. receipts for (wool and goats' hair), 12565, 12593, 12665, 12699, 12741, 12770, 12791, 13000, 13120, 13295, 13340, 13395, 13451, 13460, 13509, 13573, 13604, 13632, 13687, 13702, 14031, 14052, 14340, 14594, 14690, 14721, 14752, 14760, 14776, 14874, 15044, 15081, 15140, 15172, 15212.
—. See also under Contracts and Kirkuk Tablets.

Work account, based on 1 day's work, 12667, 13801, 14219, 14285, 14286, 14441.

Workmen. See Labourers.

Z

Zi-ga. See Date (-palms).

Ziz-gu-nunuz, receipt for, as seedcorn, 13239.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periods</th>
<th>Ruler/King</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>Gudea</td>
<td>14807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>Kings of Ur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sulgi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
<td>12913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8:</td>
<td>13106(?), 13840, 14555, 14563, 14615, 15115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15:</td>
<td>13450, 14559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26:</td>
<td>12324, 12905, 13078, 13964, 13974, 13995, 14011, 14041, 14119(?), 14130, 14143, 14145, 14159, 14172, 14173, 14176, 14204, 14221, 14227, 14243, 14265, 14270, 14274, 14275, 14278, 14279, 14451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26 (II):</td>
<td>12655(?), 13535, 13865, 14348, 14546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28:</td>
<td>12288, 14305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31:</td>
<td>13471, 14533, 14541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32:</td>
<td>12627, 12787, 13632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32 (II):</td>
<td>14784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33:</td>
<td>12772, 12794, 12918, 13875, 15155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34:</td>
<td>12398, 12675, 12695, 12917, 13837, 14461, 14539, 14565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34 (II):</td>
<td>13523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35:</td>
<td>12699, 12967, 13791, 13876, 14420, 14526, 14547, 14548, 15036, 15171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35 (II):</td>
<td>12756, 14512, 15136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38:</td>
<td>12232, 12252, 12565, 12614, 12649, 12676, 12677, 12714, 12723, 12779, 13748, 13794, 14085, 14506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38 (II):</td>
<td>12265, 12372, 12493, 12500, 13710, 14582, 14721, 14869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40:</td>
<td>12533, 13496, 13656, 13832, 13861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40 (II):</td>
<td>12666, 13016, 13165, 13657, 14500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40 (III):</td>
<td>12927, 13581, 14328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43:</td>
<td>12237, 12276, 12277, 12292, 12337, 12345, 12349, 12358, 12467(?), 12481, 12517(?), 12623, 12668, 12712, 12768, 12946, 12962, 13000, 13055, 13056, 13085, 13120, 13122, 13189, 13328, 13395, 14035, 14360, 14399, 13509, 13594, 13604, 13687, 13703, 13771, 13822, 13828, 13839, 13845, 13860, 13878, 13953, 14304, 14400, 14434, 14440, 14452, 14473, 14485, 14505, 14775, 14943, 14960, 14969, 14995, 15000, 15030, 15039, 15162, 15173, 15179, 15188, 15197, 15209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43 (II):</td>
<td>12709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44:</td>
<td>12505(?), 12710, 12886, 13010, 13164, 13603, 13819, 13925, 13956, 14519, 14522, 14567, 14612, 14717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45:</td>
<td>12235, 12238, 12273, 12469, 12478, 12557, 12579, 12628, 12720, 13045, 13071, 13305, 13478, 13562, 13591, 13700, 13879, 14340, 14418, 14453, 14478, 14479, 14553, 14681, 14702, 14751, 14810, 14858, 14881, 14963, 15014, 15053, 15075, 15182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45 (II):</td>
<td>12326, 12382, 12522, 12566, 12655(?), 12892, 12987, 13362, 13646, 13677, 14393</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX**

_List of Dated Tablets_

Reference is assumed to S.A.B. Mercer, _Sumero-Babylonian Year-Formulae_. Uš-sa dates are marked with (II); uš-sa uš-sa-(a)-bi dates are marked with (III).
BABYLONIAN TABLETS

14405, 14406, 14407, 14450, 14492, 14558, 14622, 15161, 15228.
46: 12231, 12234, 12322(?), 12328, 12584, 12604, 12681, 12940, 12941, 13024, 13206, 13341, 13463, 13476, 13511, 13520, 14316(?), 14422, 14438, 14444, 14463, 14476, 14489, 14535, 14561, 14580, 14653, 14808, 14821, 14856, 14876, 14907, 15050, 15074, 15088, 15098, 15116, 15134, 15196.
46 (II): 12376, 12554, 12621, 12742, 12762, 12769, 12968, 12971, 12986, 12994, 13020, 13038, 13051, 13099, 13138, 13197, 13198, 13199, 13205, 13209, 13219, 13224, 13225, 13232, 13234, 13235, 13240, 13560, 13611, 13685, 13698, 13706, 13764, 13870, 14520, 14523, 14556, 14624, 14643, 14653, 14680, 14682, 14934, 15159, 15178, 15203, 15221.
46 (III): 13062.
47: 12256, 12325, 12331, 12341, 12354, 12359, 12374, 12490, 12499, 12509, 12511, 12591, 12592, 12599, 12604, 12606, 12609, 12619, 12681, 12742, 12762, 12769, 13003, 13197, 13198, 13199, 13205, 13209, 13219, 13224, 13225, 13232, 13234, 13235, 13240, 13560, 13611, 13685, 13698, 13706, 13764, 13870, 14520, 14523, 14556, 14624, 14643, 14653, 14680, 14682, 14934, 15159, 15178, 15203, 15221.
47 (II): 12233, 12258, 12261, 12298, 12327, 12383, 12484, 12532, 12536, 12541, 12578, 12597, 12612(?), 12621, 12755, 12766, 12773, 12785, 12911, 12930, 12939, 12979, 12982, 12985, 12998, 13001, 13012, 13019, 13023, 13033, 13036, 13039, 13044, 13046, 13052, 13053, 13054, 13067, 13068, 13076, 13081, 13083, 13101, 13102, 13115, 13136, 13146, 13181, 13185, 13187, 13196, 13210, 13211, 13214, 13226, 13228, 13245, 13288, 13320, 13407, 13462, 13489, 13664, 13665, 13684, 13694, 13699, 13752, 13763, 13789, 13797, 13849, 14318, 14325, 14331, 14342, 14347, 14411, 14514, 14521, 14525, 14549, 14550, 14575, 14589, 14593, 14613, 14631, 14693, 14767, 14823, 14833, 14855, 14855, 14863, 14864, 14865, 14959, 14965, 15002, 15032, 15078, 15085, 15103, 15106.
15112, 15123, 15135, 15137, 15216, 15220, 15223.

47 (III): 12586, 12622, 12774, 12929, 12948, 12990, 12997, 13042, 13069, 13070, 13095, 13113, 13130, 13190, 13203, 13217, 13243, 13244, 13248, 13360, 13363, 13490, 13528, 13533, 13567, 13599, 13682, 13711, 13724, 13765, 14344, 14394, 14424, 14455, 14462, 14538, 14633, 14723, 14815, 14822, 14844, 14850, 15151, 15183.

49: 12252, 12295, 12317, 12381, 12450, 12586, 12632, 12647, 12697, 12725, 12728, 12736, 12757, 12798, 13013, 13037, 13058, 13074, 13213, 13227, 13402, 13425, 13514, 13515, 13588, 13589, 13576, 13796, 13877, 14308, 14313, 14397, 14399, 14403, 14425, 14459, 14503, 14515, 14530, 14532, 14537, 14581, 14614, 14623, 14638, 14641, 14795, 14903, 15001, 15035, 15069.

49 (II): 12799.

Amar-Su'en, ?: 13662.

1: 12249, 12266, 12323, 12340, 12480, 12611, 12689, 12715, 12765, 12767, 12780, 12783, 12945, 12992, 13008, 13029, 13080, 13082, 13084, 13091, 13092, 13096, 13107, 13114, 13123, 13134, 13139, 13140, 13192, 13216, 13236, 13287, 13366, 13422, 13480, 13497, 13500, 13516, 13524, 13556, 13574, 13607, 13618, 13683, 13701, 13707, 13714, 13811, 13869, 13881, 13893, 13899, 14164, 14264, 14341, 14370, 14466, 14539, 14595, 14596, 14597, 14601, 14602, 14604, 14610, 14611, 14619, 14649, 14650, 14669, 14676, 14710, 14769, 14772, 14777, 14797, 14813, 14837, 14860, 14887, 14913, 14930, 15005, 15018, 15051, 15073, 15082, 15096, 15119, 15131, 15175, 15199, 15213(?, 15214(?).

1 (II): 12319, 12523, 14566, 15219.

2: 12304, 12322(?, 12379, 12405, 12482, 12489, 12498, 12515, 12564, 12782, 12922, 12926, 12935, 13021, 13022, 13098, 13107, 13188, 13332, 13391, 13402(?), 13461, 13563, 13601, 13608, 13689, 13702, 13705, 13713, 13730, 13800, 14316(?, 14332(?), 14335, 14335, 14338(?), 14351, 14529, 14535(?), 14580(?), 14598, 14599, 14600, 14603, 14609, 14620, 14634, 14653(?), 14663, 14827, 14840, 14848, 14849, 14851, 14852, 14886, 14902, 15048, 15069, 15126, 15218.

2 (II): 12491 A.

3: 12310, 12330, 12336, 12338, 12357, 12394, 12468, 12476, 12501, 12518(?), 12521, 12535, 12568, 12593, 12598, 12613, 12646, 12665, 12750, 12764, 12781, 12890(?), 12894, 12920, 13005, 13014, 13025, 13048, 13066 A, 13077, 13161, 13269, 13306, 13334, 13446, 13512, 13517, 13536, 13537, 13554, 13571, 13580, 13634, 13678, 13726, 13753, 13838, 13862, 14168, 14319, 14465, 14468, 14471, 14474, 14490, 14496, 14499, 14523(?, 14557, 14594, 14586, 14592, 14617, 14664, 14671(?, 14762, 14818, 14834, 14861, 14935, 14952, 14971, 15006, 15034, 15040, 15046, 15066, 15081, 15180, 15190.

3 (II): 12456, 12458, 12793, 14884.

4: 12253, 12254, 12257, 12267.
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12274, 12299, 12378, 12471, 12531(?), 12552, 12608, 12652, 12669, 12702, 12717, 12743, 12801, 12916, 12921, 12925, 12936, 13063, 13237, 13246, 13333, 13396, 13398, 13493(?), 13495, 13780, 14303, 14310, 14329, 14436, 14457, 14483, 14517, 14551, 14588, 14674, 14692, 14868, 14900, 14942, 14971, 14994, 15068, 15068, 15069, 15150, 15166, 15169, 15225.

4 (II): 12590, 14516, 14534, 15121, 15229.

5: 12262, 12269, 12307, 12333, 12343, 12360, 12446, 12473, 12534, 12540, 12545, 12563, 12587, 12610, 12633, 12651, 12914, 12915, 12931, 12980, 12999, 13026(?), 13087, 13329, 13342, 13377, 13421, 13481, 13493(?), 13534, 13564, 13573, 13600, 13693, 13741, 13835(?), 14447, 14460, 14570, 14583, 14585, 14766, 15060, 15104, 15181.

5 (II): 12538, 13274, 13331, 13676, 15008.

6: 12353, 14485(?), 14857.

7: 12248, 12282, 12380, 12466, 13275, 13304, 13339, 13340, 13572, 13575, 13583, 13709, 14042, 14128, 14215, 14241, 14246, 14266, 14273, 14277, 14280, 14283, 14428, 14454, 14472, 14475, 14666, 14683, 14756, 14771, 14785, 14892, 14929, 14935, 14946, 14950, 14997, 14999, 15022, 15031, 15099, 15142, 15160, 15168, 15192, 15205.

7 (II): 12910, 13830, 14414.

8: 12244, 12275, 12544, 12592, 12704 B(?), 12791(?), 13906, 14075, 14131, 14137, 14165, 14201, 14219, 14239, 14286, 14457, 14606, 14627, 14703, 14715, 14758, 14774, 14876, 14790, 14799, 14803, 14817, 15111, 15147, 15156.

3: 12344, 12670, 12680, 13116, 13584, 13729, 13857, 14242, 14371, 14654, 14662, 14672, 14675, 14679, 14687, 14730, 14731, 14768, 14776, 14798, 14917, 15010, 15042, 15047, 15068, 15072, 15100.

3 (II): 12272, 12369, 14363, 14494, 14635, 14716, 14761, 14802, 14949, 14973, 15049, 15061, 15113.

4: 12921(?), 13291, 14282, 14396, 14608, 14737, 14739, 14787, 15152.

4 (II): 12375, 12511, 12659, 12671, 12758, 13457, 13720, 13721, 13727, 13731, 13735, 13742, 13743, 13746, 13747, 13749, 13750, 13754, 13756.
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13757, 13759, 13761, 13768, 13774, 13775, 13778, 13782, 13798, 13799, 13800, 13815, 13824, 13825, 13826, 13842, 13847, 13850, 13853, 13882, 13883, 13884, 13885, 13886, 13887, 13888, 13889, 13890, 13891, 13892, 13894, 13895, 13896, 13897, 13898, 13900, 14112, 14697, 14867, 14948, 14975, 14991, 15059, 15087, 15097, 15102(?), 15105.


6: 12259, 12373, 12895, 12908, 13337, 13565, 13666, 13715, 13944, 14031, 14225, 14240, 14487, 14510, 14607, 14690, 14781, 14912, 14968, 14978, 14984, 15024, 15095, 15108, 15206.

7: 12268, 12278, 13282, 13669, 13673, 13716, 13852, 14101, 14299, 14700, 14752, 14754, 14770, 14788, 14874, 14989, 15038.

8: 12630 A, 12777 B, 12888, 12890(?), 12893, 12896, 12903, 12904, 12953, 13103, 13183, 13295, 13744, 14047, 14099, 14110, 14111, 14133, 14139, 14207, 14217, 14294, 14684, 14746, 14871, 15204.

13: 12506 B(?).

II. Old Babylonian Period.

a. Larsa-Dynasty.

Sin-iribam: 14037.
Rim-Sin, ?: 14096.

mu-uš-sa-(mu-uš-sa(a))-bi:

2: 12880(?).

II. Old Babylonian Period.

a. Larsa-Dynasty.

Sin-iribam: 14037.
Rim-Sin, ?: 14096.

mu-uš-sa-(mu-uš-sa(a))-bi:

2: 12880(?).

II. Old Babylonian Period.

a. Larsa-Dynasty.

Sin-iribam: 14037.
Rim-Sin, ?: 14096.

mu-uš-sa-(mu-uš-sa(a))-bi:

2: 12880(?).

II. Old Babylonian Period.

a. Larsa-Dynasty.

Sin-iribam: 14037.
Rim-Sin, ?: 14096.

mu-uš-sa-(mu-uš-sa(a))-bi:

2: 12880(?).
b. Hammurabi-Dynasty.

Hammurabi, ?: 12811, 13323, 14089.
   1: 14001.
   30: 14138(?).
   31: 13629(?), 13929, 14038.
   32: 13969, 14155, 14190, 14209.
   33: 13957.
   34: 12820, 12848, 14199(?).
   35: 15148, 15200.
   36: 14198.
   37: 13992, 14032.
   39: 13307, 13912, 15133.
   7: 13913, 14223.
   11: 13934, 13952, 14004, 14010,
       14012, 14027.
   25: 13143 A.
   Abi-esuh, 8: 13302.
   12: 12951.
   Ammi-ditana, 3: 14953.
       11: 15070(?).
       13: 13168.
       18: 14970.
       30: 13371.
   Ammi-zaduga, ?: 13297, 13805.
       2: 12287.
       11(?): 13254.
       13: 13301, 13610.
       15: 13372, 13596.
       16: 13597.
       17: 13628(?).
       18: 13280.
   Samsu-ditana, (?) : 14986.

III. Neo-Babylonian and Persian Periods.

a. Neo-Babylonian Kings.

Nabû-? ?, 7: 13129.
Nabû-kudur-ūṣur, 38: 13518.
**Chronological Index**

Nabû-nā'id, ?: 13313.
15: 13261.
17: 13272(?).
King's name illegible: year 12: 13598.
b. Persian Kings.
Cyrus, ?: 15120.
5: 13150.
7: 13151.
Cambyses, 4: 13277.
Darius, ?: 13298.
7: 12957.
Artaxerxes, 3: 15058.
4: 13256.
22: 14878.
28: 15003.
32: 13249.
37: 13264.
40: 13160, 13252.

LIST OF TABLETS BEARING SEAL IMPRESSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet Numbers</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12251, 12252A, 12253, 12254, 12255</td>
<td>13032, 13033, 13034, 13035, 13036, 13037A, 13038A, 13039A, 13040, 13041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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13481, 13485, 13499, 13514, 13528, 14513, 14514, 14515A, 14516, 14517,
13530, 13534, 13537, 13556, 13557, 14518A, 14519, 14520, 14521, 14522A,
13562, 13565, 13568, 13570, 13573, 14523, 14525A, 14526, 14528, 14529A,
13594, 13597, 13600, 13610, 13618, 14530, 14531, 14532A, 14533A, 14534,
13620, 13622, 13623, 13624, 13625, 14535A, 14536, 14537, 14538, 14551,
13627, 13635, 13636, 13637, 13638, 14532, 14553, 14554, 14555A, 14556,
13639, 13640, 13641, 13642, 13643, 14560, 14568, 14592A, 14607, 14642,
13674, 13675A, 13676, 13677, 13682, 14649, 14650, 14651A, 14652A, 14653,
13683, 13685, 13687A, 13698A, 13699, 14654A, 14655A, 14660A, 14661A,
13700A, 13701, 13703, 13704, 13705, 14662, 14663A, 14664A, 14665A, 14666,
13706, 13707A, 13708, 13710A, 13717, 14667, 14668A, 14669, 14670, 14672A,
13722, 13724A, 13725, 13726, 13729, 14673A, 14674, 14675A, 14676, 14677,
13752, 13764A, 13772, 13775, 13783, 14679, 14680, 14681, 14682, 14683,
13787, 13788, 13792, 13793, 13801, 14684, 14686, 14687, 14688A, 14689A,
13804, 13810, 13811, 13832A, 13835, 14691, 14692, 14693A, 14694, 14695A,
13854, 13912, 13916, 13916A, 13922, 14696A, 14697A, 14699, 14700A,
13942, 13945, 13946, 13947, 13949A, 14717A, 14731, 14733, 14734, 14737,
13951A, 13952, 13957, 13960, 13962, 14738, 14743, 14748, 14749, 14750,
13968, 13969, 13984, 13992, 13996A, 14752, 14753, 14754, 14757, 14758,
14001, 14004, 14006, 14007, 14013A, 14760, 14763, 14764, 14765, 14768,
14015, 14023, 14028, 14030, 14031, 14770, 14773, 14774, 14776, 14778,
14032, 14037, 14039, 14041, 14048, 14782, 14791, 14836, 14857, 14858,
14057, 14058, 14059, 14060, 14061, 14859, 14860, 14861A, 14862, 14863,
14064, 14065, 14066, 14070, 14071, 14864A, 14865, 14867, 14868, 14869,
14072, 14074, 14075, 14077, 14079, 14874, 14876, 14877, 14881, 14883,
14080, 14081, 14083A, 14084, 14085, 14884, 14885, 14887, 14888, 14889A,
14087, 14089, 14090, 14091, 14092, 14898, 14899, 14910, 14912, 14915,
14094, 14096, 14110, 14117, 14120, 14917, 14918, 14920, 14921, 14932,
14135, 14154, 14186, 14187, 14188, 14935, 14945, 14948, 14957, 14966,
14190A, 14203, 14204, 14205, 14208, 14967, 14968, 14973, 14978, 14982,
14211, 14214, 14216, 14217, 14218, 14984, 14985, 14986, 14991, 14992,
14227, 14233, 14234, 14237, 14997, 15004, 15010, 15016, 15023,
14229, 14240, 14243, 14248, 15024, 15028, 15029, 15030, 15031,
14250, 14265, 14270, 14274, 15033, 15034, 15043, 15044, 15050,
14278, 14284, 14289, 14291, 15056, 15060, 15061, 15062, 15063,
14299, 14360, 14363, 14365, 14368, 15065, 15071, 15077, 15080, 15081,
14370, 14371, 14401, 14421, 14428, 15083, 15091, 15095, 15097, 15102,
14435, 14448, 14454, 14459, 14460, 15104, 15105, 15107, 15110, 15113,
14468, 14475, 14480, 14495, 14497, 15125, 15133, 15141, 15160, 15191,
14505, 14508, 14509, 14511, 14512, 15195, 15205.